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ADVERTISEMENT.
{Bnlletin No. 42.]

The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the statute
approved March 3, 1879, which declares that" The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon general
and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Survey
shall accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and reports
of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but otherwise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each shaH be published for s<Jientific exchanges
and for sale at the price of publication; and all literary and cartographic mater·ials received in exchange
shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization: And the
moneyresulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed
by Congress:
"That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
In addition to the number in each case stated, the •usual number' (1,900) of copies for binding and
distribution among those entitled to receive them."
Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this Office ha&
no copies for gratuitous distribution.
ANNUAL REPORTS.
Of the Annual Report!'! there have been already published :
I. First Annual Report to the Ron. Carl Schurz, by Clarence King. 1880. 8°. 79 pp. 1 map.-A
preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications.
U. Secontl Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 1882.
so. lv, 588 pp. 61 pl. 1 map.
III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883.
8°. xvili, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884.
8°. xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. and maps.
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
S0 • xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pl. and maps.
VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 188~'85, by J. W. Powell. 1886,
S0 • xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. and maps.
Tho Seventh and Eighth Annual Reports are in press.
MONOGRAPHS.
Of the Monographs, Nos.ll,III,IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, and XII are now published, viz:
II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt. U.S. A.
1882. 4°. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pl. and atlas of 24 sheets folio. Price $10.12.
III. Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George F. :Becker.
1882. 4°. xv, 422 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price $11.
IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4°. xiv, 451 pp. 3 pl. Priee $1.50.
V. Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland D. Irving. 1883. 40, xvi, 464 pp. 151.
29 pl. Price $1.85.
VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Wm. M. Fontaine.
1883. 4°. xi, 144 pp. 54 I. 54 pl. Price $1.05.
VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by JosephS. Curtis. 1884. 4o, xiii, 200 pp. 16 pl.
Price $1.20.
Vill. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884. 4°. xiii, 298 pp. 241.
a4 pl. Price •1.10.

ADVERTISEMENT.
IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
by Robert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. xx, 33g pp. 35 pl. Price $1.15.
X. Dinocemta. A Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh,
1885. 40, xviii, 243 pp. 56 l. 56 pl. Pri<re $2.70.
XI. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel
Cook Russell. 1gg5, 4°. xiv, 2gs pp. 46 pl. Price $1.75.
X'II. Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, with atlas, by S. F. Emmons. 1886. 4°. xxix,
770 pp. 45 pl. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40.
The following is in press :
XIII. Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
The following are in preparation:
I. The Precious Metals, by Clarence King.
- Gasteropoda of the New Jersey Cretaceous and Eocene Marls, by R. P. Whitfield.
- Geology of the Eureka Mining District, Nevada, with atl;;.s, by Arnold Hague.
-Lake Bonneville, by G. K. Gilbert.
- Sauropoda, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Stegosauria, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Brontotheridre, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- The Penokee-Gogebic Iron-Bearing Series of North Wisconsin and Michigan, by Roland D. Irving.
-Younger Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by William M. Fontaine.
-Description of New Fossil Plants from the Dakota Group, by Leo Lesquereux.
-Report on the Denver Coal Basin, by S. F. Emmons.
-Report on Silver Cliff ana Ten-Mile Mining District, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons.
-Flora of the Dakota Group, by J. S. Newberry.
-The Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey and the Connecticut
Valley, by J. S. Newberry.
BULLETINS.
Each of the Bnlletins contains but one paper and is complete in itself. They are, however, numbered in a continuous series, and may be bound in volumes of convenient size. To facilitate this,
each Bulletin has two paginations, one proper to itself and another which belongs to it as part of the
volume.
Of this series of Bulletins Nos. 1 to 43 are already published, viz:
1. On Hypersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, with
a GeologicalSketchofBu:ffalo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1gs3. go, 42 pp. 2 pl. Price 10 cents.
2. Gold and Sil-vbr Conversion Tables, giving the coining values of troy ounces of fine m~al, etc., by
Albert Williams, jr. 1883. S0 • S pp. Price 5 cents.
3. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian, along the meridian of 76° 30', from Tompkins County,.
New York, to Bradford County, Pennsylvania, by HenryS. Williams. 1gg4, S0. 36 pp. Price 5 cents.
4. On Mesozoic Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1884. S0 • 36 pp. 9 pl. Price 5 cents.
5. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States, compiled by Henry Gannett. 1S84. S0 • 325 pp.
Pl'ice 20 cents.
6. Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. S0 . 43 pp. Price 5 cents.
7. Mapotcca Geologica Americana. A Catalogue of Geological Maps of America (North and South),
1752-1881, by Jules Marcou and John Belknap Marcou. 19g4, go, 1g4 pp. Price 10 cents.
S. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, by R. D. Irving and C. R.
VanHise. 1884. S0 • 56 pp. 6 pl. :Price 10 cents.
9. Report of work done in the Washington Laboratory during the fil:lcal year 1gg3-'84. F. W. Clarke,
chief chemist; T. M. Chatard, assistant. 1S84. S0 • 40 pp. Price 5 cents.
10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary Studies, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884.
S0 • 74 pp. 10 pl. Price 5 cents.
11. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusca, of the Great Basin, with Descriptions of Now Forms, by
R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by a Sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. Gilbert. 1sg4, so. 66 pp. 6 pl. Price 5 cents.
12. A Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward S. Dan& 1S84. 8°.
34 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
13. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Territories, by Henry Gannett.
1S85. SO. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.
14. The Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincen1;
Strouhal. 1sg5, S0• 23g pp. Price 15 cents.
15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California, by Charles A. White. 1S85. 8°.
33 pp. Price 5 cents.
16. On the Higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by John M, Clarke, 1885. 8°,
86 Jll'· 3 pl. Price 5 cents.

ADVERTISEMENT.
17. On the Development of Crystaflization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Nevada, by .Arnold
Hague and Joseph P. Iddings. 1885. 8°. 44 pp. Price 5 cents.
18. On Maline Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America,
by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 26 pp. 3 }Jl. Price 5 cents.
19. Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by George F. Becker. 1885. 8° . 28 pp. Price 5 cents.
20. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hillebrand. 1885. 8°. 114 pp. 1 pl. Price 10 cents.
21. The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation, by Bailey Willis. 1885. 8°. 16 pp. 5 pl. Price
5 cents.
22. On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 25 pp. 5 pl. Price
5 cents.
23. Observations on the Junction between the Eastern Sandstone and the Keweenaw Series on
Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. 8° . 124 pp. 17 pl.
Price 15 cents.
24. List of Marine Mollusca, comprising the Quaternary fossils and recent forms from American
Localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, including the Bermudas, by William H. Dall. 1885.
8°. 336 pp. Price 25 cents.
25. The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phineas Barnes.
1885. ~ 0 • 85 pp. Price 10 cents.
26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. 8°. 107 pp. Price 10 cents.
27. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1884-'85. 1886. 8°. 80 pp. Price 10 cents.
28. The Gabbros and Associated Hornblende Rocks occurring in theN eighborhood of Baltimore, Md.,
by George H. Williams. 1886. 8° . 78 pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents.
29. On the Fresh-Water Invertebrates of the North American Jurassic, by Charles A. White. 1886.
so. 41 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
30. Second Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North America, by Chades D.
Walcott. 1886. 8° . 369 pp. 33 pl. Price 25 cents.
31. A Systematic Review of our Present Knowledge of Fossil Insects, including Myriapods and
Arachnids, by Samuel H. Scudder. 1886. so. 128 pp. Price 15 cents.
32. Lists and Analyses of the Mineral Springs of tho United States; a Preliminary Study, by Albert
C. Peale. 1886. 8° . 235 pp. Price 20 cents.
33. Notes on the Geology of Northern California, byJost-ph S. Diller. 1886. 8° . 23 pp. Price 5 eents.
34. On the relation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna to that of the succeeding Fresh-water Eocene
and other groups, by Charles A. White. 1886. 8°. 54 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents.
35. The Physical Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barns and Vinceut Strouhal. 1886. so.
62 pp. Pl'ice 10 cents.
36. Subsidence of Fine Solid Particles in Liquids, by Cal'l Barus. 1887. 8°. 58 pp. Price 10 cents
37. Types of the Laramie Flora,. by Lester F. Ward. 1887. 8°. 354 pp. 57 pl. Price 25 cents.
38. Peridotite of Elliott County, Kentucky, by Joseph S. Diller. 1887. 8° . 31 pp. 1 pl. Price 5.
cents.
39. The Upper Beaches and Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 1887. 8°. 84
pp . . 1 pl. Price 10 cents.
40. Changes in River Courses in Washington Territory due to Glaciation, by Bailey Willis. 1886. so.
10 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
41. Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devoniau-the Genesee Section, New York, by Ilenry S. Williams.
1886. 8°. 121 pp. 4 pl. Price 15 cents.
42. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry an<l Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1885-'86. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1887. 8°. 152 pp. 1 pl. Price 15 cents.
Numbers 1 to 6 of the Bullt~tins form Volume I; Numbers 7 to 14, VolLLme II; Numbers 15 to 23, Volume III; Numbers 24 to 30, Volume IV; Nnmbers 31 to 36, Volume V; Numbers 37 to 41, Volume VT.
Volume VII is not yet complete.
The following are in press:
43. On the Tertiary and Cretaceous Strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers, by
Eugene A. Smith and Lawrence C. Johnson. 1887. so. 189 pp. 21 pl. Price 15 cents.
44. Bibliography of North American Geology for 1886, by Nelson H. Darton. 1887. so. 35 pp.
Price 5 cents.
45. Present Condition of Knowledge of the Geology of Te
, b,y Robert T. Hill. 1887. so.
46. The Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, by R. A. F. Penrose, jr.
47. AnalystJs of Waters of Yellowston':l National Park, b,y F. A. Gooch and J. E. Whitfielcl.'
48. On the Form and Position of the Sea Level, by R. S. Woodward.
49. On the Latitude <.Ud Longitude of Points in Missomi, Kansas, and New Mexico, by R. S. Woodward.
50. Invertebrate Fossils from California, Oregon, Washin.c:-ton Territory, and Alaska, by C. A.
Whito.
51. On the Subaerial Deca,v of Rocks and the Origin of the Red Color of Cer.taiu Formations, by
lsrael Russell.

c.

ADVERTISE:M:EN'r.
In preparation:
-The Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham.
-Notes on the Geology of Southwestern Kansas, by Robert Hay.
-On the Glacial Boundary, by G. F. Wright.
-Geology of the IRlantl of Nantucket, llyN. S. Shaler.
- Author Catalogue of Contributions to North American Geology, 1790-1886, by Nelson H. Darton.
- The Gabbros aml Associated Rocks in Delaware, by F. D. Chester.
- Report on the Geology of Louisiana and Texas, by Lawrence C. Johnson.
, - Fossil Wootls and Lignites of the Potomac Formation, by F. H. Knowlton.
STATISTICAL PAPERS.
A fourth series of publications, having special reference to the mineral resources of the United
States, has been umlertal{en.
Of that series the following have been published:
MineralResomces of the United SLates [1882], by Albert \Villiams, jr. 1883. so xvii, 813 pp. Price
50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1883 and 1884, by Albert Williams, jr. 1885. so. xiv, 1016
pp. Price 60 ceuts.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1885. Division of Mining Statistics and Technology. 1886.
so. vii, 576 pp. Price 40 cents.
In press:
- Mineral Resonrces of the United States, 1S86, by David T. Day. 18S7. · S0 •
Correspondence relating to the publications of the Survey and all remittances (which must be by
POSTAL NO'l'E or liiONEY ORDEit, not stamps) should be addressetl

W .ABHINOTON, D. C., November 30, 1887.
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PREFACE.
The present bulletin, like the preceding bulletins numbered 9 and 27, is
intended to give a fair representation of the work done in the chemical
and physical laboratories of the United States Geological Survey during one fiscal year. It covers, however, only such work as has bePn
actually finished during the stated time, and therefore much material
relative to investigations still in progress has been necessarily omitted.
One paper, like two others in Bulletin 27, represents the continued cooperation of Prof. V. Strouhal, of Prague, and another bears the names
of F. W. Clarke and J. S. Diller as joint authors. Although Mr. Diller
is connected with another branch of the Survey, he has rendered many
services to this division and has added much to the value of two of the
papers herein presented.
The two paperR by Dr. Gooch cover investigations which were necessary in the course of a large series of analyses of geyser waters from the
Yellowstone Park. The latter are held back for the present, but will
appear in a future publication. Mr. Whitfield's research also arose out
of similar exigencies. In each case the existing methods of determination were unsatisfactory and not exact enough for our purposes.
E. W. CLARKE,
Chief Chemist.
(9)
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MAP OF A PORTION OF WESTERN MAINE.

WORK DONE IN THE DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY AND
PHYSICS IN 1885-'86.
SCIENTIFIC PAPERS.
RESEARCHES ON THE LITHIA MICAS.

BY F.

w.

CLARKE.

I. THE LEPIDOLITES OF MAINE.

In the western part of Maine, along a line running southeasterly from
the Rangeley Lakes to a point on the seaboard between Portland and
Brunswick, is a series of veins of albitic granite which are noted for
the lithia micas and colored tourmalines that they contain. These localities, in the towns of Hebron, Auburn, Norway, Paris, and Rumford,
are all within a narrow belt of about 40 miles in length, and with them,
as a probable part of the same system, may be classed the spodumene
locality in the town of Peru. The northernmost locality is that on
Black Mountain, in Rumford; but a few fragments of inferior green
tourmaline have been found about five or six miles farther north, in
Roxbury, a fact which indicates a prolongation of the belt in that
direction. Similarly, a southern extension of the belt is suggested in
the region covered by the towns of Pownal, Durham, Yarmouth, and
Freeport, a region from which a few specimens of lepidolite have been
reported. The total width of the belt, so far as has been observed, appears to be not much over 15 miles.
In general character the several localities are much alike, although
in points of minor detail they differ considerably. With the tourmaline
and lepidolite, quartz, muscovite, cleavelandite, cassiterite, and amblygonite are always associated; and other minerals, to be specially noted
in the separate consideration of the localities, are often found. Some
of the differences are doubtless due to the fact that certain localities
have been more thoroughly opened up th~n other~, and these would
probably be eliminated by more complete exploration. Other differences, however, are notable and characteristic. The accompanying
map (Plate I), which shows the geographical distribution of the localities, will be of use for reference during the following discussion.
(11)
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For convenience we may consider the lepidolites of the several localities separately, beginning with the northernmost and proceeding southward in regular order.
Rumford.-The Rumford locality was discovered several years ago
by Mr. E. M. Bailey, of Andover, Maine, but it was not opened up until
1883. It is most easily approached from Andover and is situated on
the northern slope of Black Mountain, at an estimated elevation of
about a thousand feet above the base. As yet the excavat!ons are
merely superficial, although they are sufficient to show the general
character of the deposit. A part of the lepidolite, which is very
abundant, is fairly pure, lilac purple in color, and finely granular; but
the larger portion of the mineral is coarser in structure, reddish, and
thickly sprinkled with small, opaque, red tourmalines. The color of
the latt~r is very rich, and some are found in radiated masses of considerable size; but so far no _true gem material has been obtained at
the locality. The appearance of the associated lepidolite and tourmaline is strikingly characteristic and resembles nothing from the other
localities of the region. Green tourmaline is found quite sparingly,
and so also are amblygonite and tinstone. The spodumene, however,
is one of the notable features of the deposit, occurring in masses of
very great size. Faces of this mineral over a meter in length can be
observed at several points along the vein. At the other lepidolite localities spodumene is comparatively scarce. An analysis of the granular purple lepidolite gave Mr. R. B. Riggs the following results:
Si02 ...... --. --A1 2 0~·-····.
l!'e20~

II

I

.

51.52
25.89

.:n

·-------

FeO .......... Undet.
MrO .........
. 20
Cao.: ........
.16
MgO .........
• 0~
4.87
LizO -- ... -.... - -.
1.18
Na.20 -----· ...
K20 .......... 11.00
HzO ..........
. 88
5.80
F------ ......

51.32

}

26.35

4.93
. 94
11.02
1. 02
5.91

101. 8:~

Less oxygen .,__2~~
99.39

In the ordinary analysis uo cresium nor rubidium could be found; but
a bare trace of the the latter was shown spectroscopically in an examination of the alkalies CO!;lCentrated from 150 grammes of the mineral.
In all the analyses the water was determined directly by means of the
(12)
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Gooch tubulated crucible. Lithia was estimated by the new method
devised by Dr. Gooch and described in another part of this bulletin.
The fluorine was determined by the old Berzelius process.
Pwris.-The famous locality known as Mount Mica, which lies about
a mile eastward from the village of Paris, was discovered in 1820 by
Messrs. E. L. Hamlin and Ezekiel Holmes. Since.that time large excavations have been made in search of mica and of gem tourmalines, and
the locality is one of those most noted among mineral collectors. It has
been thoroughly described by various writers, especially by Dr. A. 0.
Hamlin in his little book The Tourmaline.! Quite naturally, on account ·of the long continued explorations, the list of species found at
Mount Mica is much fuller than that for any of the other deposits; and,
according to Mr. S. R. Carter, who has supervised much of the excavation
and made large personal collections, it embraces the following minerals:
Tourmaline, black, green, red, blue, white, and yellow; Beryl, green,
white, and yellow; Quartz, rose, yellow, smoky, and crystallize · Ga'i·net; Zircon; Albite, cleavelandite; Orthoclase; Spodumene; Muscovite;
Biotite; Lepidolite; Autunite; Apatite, green, blue, and crystallized;
Oookeite; Brookite; Ohild'i·enite; YttrocerUe; Amblygonite; Kaolinite;
Halloysite; Cassiterite; Lolingite; Triphylite; Pyrite; and Tantalite (?).
Thelepidoliteoccurs both in the purple, granular form. and also broadly
foliated like muscovite. The latter variety was analyzed by Mr. Riggs,
and the results may well be compared with those obtained by Berwertll2
and by Rammelsberg: 3
Riggs.
Berwerth.

I.

II.

Si02 •••••• ---- •••• 50.92
50.68
Alz03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.99
Fe20 3 . . • • • • • • • • . . •
• 30
FeO . • . • • . . . - . . . . . .
. 23 ........
MnO .............. Trace _. . . . . . .
Li 2 0. .. . . .. .. • • • ..
4. 11
4.29
Na 20 ...... ........
2.23
2.00
K20...... .. .. .. . .. 11. 50
11.25
C~O....... .. .. . . .. Trace
Rb20...... . . . . .. . . Trace
H20.. .. . . .. .. .. . ..
1. 92
2.00
F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 29
6.31

102.49
Less oxygen ... ~~~

99.85
1

50.39
28.19

52.61
28.43

--·- ...... --···· ...... --J
Trace
5.08
12.3~

Mnz03 Trace )
4.09
. 79
10.89

2.36
5. 15

.22
5. 19

103.51
2.17

102.22

101. 34

100.03

2.19

Published by James R. Osgood & Company, Boston, 1873,12°, 107 pp.

z Zeit. Kryst. Min., 2, p. 523.
3

See Third Supplement to Dana's System of Mineralogy p. 79.
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Hebron.-About 7 miles southeast of Mount Mica is the well known
locality in Hebron, which, however, because of legal complications in
the title to the land, has been but little worked. All the exploration,
so far, has been superficial; and yet many fine specimens of green and
red tourmaline, cassiterite, amblygonite, cookeite, beryl, apatite, and
childrenite have been obtained. The lepidolite of this locality is of
the ordinary purple, coarsely granular kind, but is especially interesting on account of the fact that it has supplied chemists with considerable quantities of the rare metals cresium and rubidium. The 'existence of these elements in lepidolite was first pointed out by Johnson
and Allen,! who were working on the Hebron mineral; and yet"no complete analysis of the latter seems so far to have been published.
The following results were obtained by Mr. Riggs:

SiOz---· .. -...... ----.
AJ20a ..... - - •.. - ...
FezOa .... .. --- ..... -.
FeO ...••• - •... -· ..
MnO .... .............
CaO .••• - .•••. _. _..
MgO ....•••• ..
.. LizO .•.....••••..•.
NazO •.••.••.••.. -K20 ...•....••..... l
RbzO ..............
Cs20 ..•• .. -...... --- -- )
H 20 .••..... - ......
F .•.••..•...•

--

---

~

Less oxygen . . . .

I.

II.

4Fl.80
28.29
.29
. 09
.08
.10
.07
4.40
.72

48.68

1J

28.71

·----- ---....... ·----·
. -.. --- .. --.
4.58
. 76

12.35

12.06

1. 66
4.96

5.19

1. 80

101.81
2. 02
99.79

In this case the potassium, rubidium, and cresium were weighed together as chlorides and the chlorine was subsequently determined.
The percentages given, 12.35 and 12.06, respectively, therefore represent the actual oxides present, and not merely a computation of all as
potash from the platinchloride. In the one case we have 10.34 of metal
to 2.01 of oxygen, while in the second analysis we have the ratio 10.98
1Am.

Jour. Sci. (II), XXXV, p. 94.

(14)
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to 1.98. If cresium and potassium only were present these would give
by indirect calculation the following proportions of the two metals :
I.
II.
- - - - -K~O ..•••..••••
Cs20 ..•••. .....

11.47
• 811

11.40
.66

- -- 12.35
12.06

The cresia and rubidia present, therefore, must be less than the figures given for Cs20.
Associated with the Hebron lepidolite there have been found specimens of red and green tourmaline, which, preserving their crystalline
form, have undergone alteration into a softer mineral of an opaque,
talcose appearance. Some of this material so derived from tourmaline
has been supposed to be lepidolite; and, as it was possible that a study
of it might be of interest, an analysis of a pink specimen, originally rubelUte, was made by Mr. Riggs. The specific gravity, as determined by
1\'lr. T. M. \Jhatard, was 2.87. Analysis is as follows :
Si 02. . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . • . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . • •
Al20s...... ...••• .••• ..•••. •••• •.•. •••• .. .. ...•••
F e20 s . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • . • . . • • . • • • • • . • • •
FeO . . . . . . • • . • . • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • • • . . . . •
MnO...... .•.••. .. ......... ...• .•.• .... .... . . .. ..
CaO .•••••.••.••.•• - •..•• -. . • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • .
MgO . . • • • • . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • • . . .
Na20.... ...••• ..•••. .•.. ...••. ..•••• ......... ....
K'lO...... ...•.. ...... .... .... ...... ..... ...•. ....
H20 ..••••.•.......•••••• -.. . • • • . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . •

F... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B20a .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••.••.•••••..

43. 90
38.71
. 58
. 25
. 04
. 41
. 05
1. 05
10.92
4. 25
None
Strong trace
100.16

These results show clearly that the alteration product is not lepidolite, but damourite, a fact which could hardly be altogether unexpected.
A.uburn.-In the western part of this town, near the Minot line, there
are ·two localities, less than half a mile apart, yielding lepidolite with the
associated minerals. The one longest known is small and. apparently unimportant, while the other, lying about southeast of the first, upon the
farm of Mr. G. C. Hatch, has been thoroughly opened. It has yielded
a large number of gem tourmalines, mostly of the paler greenish, lilac,
or lavender colors, unusually fine crystallizations of apatite, and perhaps the best crystallizations of lepidolite so far known. 1 Cookeite,
orthoclase, albite, cassiterite, muscovite, biotite, beryl, garnet, quartz,
1 For

a description of this locality, see G. F. Kunz, Am. Jour. Sci. (III), XXVII, p. 303.
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and am blygonite are among the other species here found. The lepidolite occurs in the ordinary purple, coarsely granular form, and also in
remarkable perfection as a border upon muscovite, the broad plates of
the latter being practically encircled by aggregations of small crystals of the lithia mica. Some specimens of this type have also been
found at Paris, but the Auburn examples are much finer than those
from other localities. The accompanying illustr_a tion (Fig. 1) shows the
peculiar association of the two minerals.

FIG. 1. Border of lepidolite on muscovite.

As it was hoped that this mode of occurrence of lepidolite might
throw some light upon its genesis, three analyses of material from .Auburn were made by Mr. Riggs: first, of the common granular. variety;
secondly, of the border upon muscovite; and, thirdly, of the muscovite
itself from the center of the second specimen. The results were as folQ
}ows, the lithia being determined by the old phosphate method :
(16)
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H. Border on
muscovite.

I. Granular lepidolite.
,

Si02 -----····--··----· •.

Al:Oa .. - -- ...• - -- •. - - - - .
Fe~o3

. __ -- _. ____ •. ___ -.

FeO .• _•.••••••••• -. • • • .
MnO ...•...••••..... ---·
CaO ................... .

I ~~~----~~~~---~~~~·--.----~~~~~,
N a20 ..• - - ..... - . - - .. - - - K~O ..•.•...••....•.•. -.
Rb~O

. -... -.-- .•• --- . - ..

Cs::O ...••.•••••• - ••• ---.
H~O ..... - .

- -.. - - - -.... .

F ·----· ------ -----· ... .
Less oxygen . . . . . . . .
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51.11
25. 26
. 20
. 07
.17
.12
.01
4.78
1. 52

I

49.62
27.20
. 31
.07
. 55

III. Mus·
covite.

44.48
35.70
1.09
1. 07
Trace

.10
5.17
1. 35

···::~- ::·~-\

f

10.511
1. 29 >12.21
. 45
• 8.-l
1. 01
6.57 6.67 6.60

l

J

8.03
2.44
. 72
1. G2

5.45 5.78

Trace
Trace

I

2.41
9.77

5.50
. 72

102.94
2. 76

102.51
2.29

100.84
. 30

100.18

100.22

100.54

In these analyses the determinations of coosia and rubidia are to be
considered merely as rough approximations. The coosium was separated
as stanniehloride, and the rubidium .and potassium were computed from
the amount of chlorine in the mixed chlorides of the two metals. In
the oxides K 20, Rb 20, and Cs20, taken together, the actual ratio of
m·etal to oxygen in analyses I and II is as follows :
II.

I.

Metal............ . . .. ..
Oxygen .. _ ............

10. 32
1.93

10. :.!6
1.95

9. 57
1.62

(KRbCs)20 ...... ......

12.25

12.21

11.19

Norway.-Thislocality, which has been but little opened, is about seven
miles from Mount Mica, in a southerly direction. With the lepidolite are
associated, as usual, quartz, the feldspars, the micas, eassi~erite, lithiophilite, beryl, &c., and also a peculiar rose red clay, derived from some
other species by alteration. Most of the colored tourmaline is of apeculiar dark oily green tint, and the lepidolite is partly of a coarsely
granular white variety and partly of a brownish, very finely granular
sort.

(17)
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Analyses of both varieties by Mr. Riggs came out as follows:
White.

Si 0

~....

. • • • . . • •.•••• - -- .••••...

Al203-····· ·----- ·•·••· ---· ···--·
Fe20a...... • ..•.... --- .. - .•. -.- .
FeO ............................ .
MnO ...•........................
CaO ....•.•• -- •..••....•• - ... --.
MgO . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... - ...... .
Li 2 0 ........................•...

I N ~20 ... - ... - - - ...... -.... - -.. --.

K 2 0 ....... - - . - - . - · - · · - - · · · · · • · ·
Rb20 .......•....................
Cs20 ........... - ......... - ..... .

Brown.

49.52 49.45
28.80
. 40
. 24
. 07
. 13
. 02
3.87
.13
8._82)
3. 73
. 08

f

50.17
25.40
. 87
.45
. 23
Undet .
Undet .
4.03

12.70

13.40

1. 85
5.39

2.02
5.05

I-!20 . -- •. - - -- · · · • • - · • · · · • · · · · · · · F ................... ······ ...•..

1. 60
5.18

Less oxygen ................ .

102.59
2.18

101.62
2.13

100.41

99.49

The analysis of tbe brown variety was only partial.
The lithia was determined by the phosphate method, while, as in the
case of the Auburn material, the cresia and rubidia estimations are merely
approximative. The actual ratios between metal and oxygen in the potassium group, as found in the two experiments upon the white lepidolite, are subjoined:
·
Metal .•..................................•..
Oxygen.....................................

10.83
1. 80

10.91
1. 79

(KRbCs)zO ..•••. .••••. .... ...... ...... ......

12.6:3

12.70

The fact that this lepidolite is the richest of the series in these rare
metals becomes doubly interesting when we remember that a beryl from
the same or a nearly adjacent locality gave Penfield 1.66 per cent. of
cresia. 1
Of the rose-red clay, ·previously mentioned, a partial analysis was
published in Bulletin No. 9, U. S. Geol. Surv. The following complete
analysis by Mr. Riggs is better, and shows, in spite of some little nonuniformity of composition in the material, that it is to be classed most
definitely as cimolite:
SiOz .••••.•• - •••• --- •••..•.• - •.•. --- ••. --.- ••• ---. . • • • • . 66. 86
Al~Oa ..••••..••••••••.... ·················---··········· 22.23

FezOa ......•. - ..•..... - .... - ...... -.-.- ..... -.... . . . . • . .
1

Am. Jour. Sci. (III), XXV, p. 28.

. 47

The Hebron beryl contains 2,92 :per cent.

(18)
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FeO . . • • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .
MnO.... •••••• •••• .••••. ...••• ...•.. .••••• .••••• .. .••••.

.0'1
• 42

CaO •••••••••••••••••••• ··---· •••••• •••• ...... .••••• ••..

MgO .•.•....••..• - •....•. • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . . . . .
LizO ••••••• - •••••• - ••••••••••••••••..•• -.. • • • • • • • • • . . • . •
N ~0 .••••••• - •••• - •••••• - .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • .
KzO •••• •••• •••••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •• •••• .••• •••••.
HzO ••••••••••••••••••••• -.. • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • .

. 33
. 29
. 46
.ltl
8. 26

· F......................................................

.06

Less oxygen . . • • • . . . . • • • . . • • . . . • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • . . • • . .

99.81
. 02
99.79

Formula, AlzH4(Si03)5.
It is not easy to determine, from the specimens at hand, from what
species this clay has been derived.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The foregoing analyses of the Maine lepidolites cover several distinct
types of the mineral from five different localities, and yet they indicate
a very great constancy or uniformity of composition. For convenience
of comparison, we may tabulate the results, using mean values whenever
two determinations of a constituent have been made. Two exceptions
to this rule, however, have been adopted, namely, to use the higher
determinations for silica and the lower for fluorine, because of the known
direction of the experimental errors in the analytical processes. Slight
loss of silica, when fluorine is present, is difficult to avoid; and so also
slight impurities in the calcium fluoride can hardly be eliminated.
With these qualifications the analyses may be stated as follows:
Aubm·n.
Rumford,
purple.

Paris, foliated.

Hebron,
granular.

Border.

IG

Norway.

ran-

White. Brown.

51.11
25.26
. 20
.07
.17
.12
. 01
4. 98
1.43
10.51
1. 29
.45
• 94

49.52
50.17
28.80
25.40
. 40
. 87
. 24
.45
. 07
. 23
.13 Undet •
. 02 Undet.
3. 87
4. 03
.13 )

--· --------1-----1----1----1--' ~ - - - l::iOz ......................... ..

Ah0 3

......................... .

Fez0 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FeO ........................... .

MnO .......................... .
CaO............................
MgO ...........................

LhO............................
NazO ...........................
K20...... ...... ...... . ... ......

51.52
25.96
. 31
Undet.
. 20
.16
.02
4.90
1.06
11.01

~~~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::: ~:::::::: ~ ~:: ~ ::::::::::: ::I
H20............................

F...............................

50.92
24.99

::~I

Trace
Trace
Trace
4. 20
2.11
11.38

Trace
Trace

.95
5.80

1. 96
6. 29

101. 89

102.38

Less oxygen .................... _ _2~ _ _2~ _
1

99.45

48.80
28. 30
. 29
. 09
. 08
.10
. 07
4.49
. 74

99.74

(19)

1

49.62
27. 30
. 31
.07
.55

4.~

4. 34
2.17
8. 03
2. 44
. 72
1. 52
5. 45

101. 86

102. 52

112.21

J
1. 73

8 82
·

3. 73

6. 57

. 08
1. 72
5.18

103. 11

102. 71

~

13.40

1

J
2. 02
5. 05

101. 62

__::. 02 -=-~~- 2. 7~ _2~,- 2.13
99. 84

100. 23 . 100. 35

100. 58

99. 49
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With this table may be advantageously compared the following
analyses of ldpidolite from three foreign localities :1
Rozen a.

J uschakova.

1_ _ _,----_ _

1 coR!:::~n,

---;-----

Ber- Rammels- melsberg. Rosales Rammelswerth.
berg.
·
berg.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Si(h...... •••••• •••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••• ••. • . ..
.AhOa . •• • •• •••• •• •••• •• • ••• •••• •••••• •••••••••..••

50.98
27. 80

48.92
19.03

51.70
26.76

51.32
26.00

50.26
21.47

Fe20a ..•..••..••..•••••••••.••...••••• ·••• ·· · • · · .. ·- · · ··• · · · · · · · ···• ·· ·••••· · · ·· •••••• ·· ·
FeO. . . • . . . • • . . • • . . • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . . • • . . . .
. 05 . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • • . • • . . . • • • • • . . . . ........ .
MnzOa . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . . • • • • • . • • .

1. 30

1. 29

5. 59

K20...... ... ..... .. .. ..... .........•....... .......
H20 . • • . . • • . . • • . . . • . . • • . •• • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . • • • . . • .
F ..••.. •••••••••.•••••• •••.. •...•..••••••..•..••..

9. 98
. 57
7. 18

10.29

10. 96

5. 36

;!·:;;;::;;;:~;::;:;;;;: : ; ; ; ; ; :; ; ; : ;r>.~:f:: :~: ~: : ~ · ··:· i : : : ~:f
10.78
. 96
7. 88

11.08
.66
7.12
10.44
8. 71
1.16
1. 31
.16 ................. . .

Cl. ··········••··•········• • ·•••····••············· .•................. .
P2011 .••.•••.••••.••..•••••••••••••.•••••••••••• . •.
. 05 ......... .
104. 38

101. 18

100. 38

I

101. 39

104. 12

Less oxygen ••..••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••..•.•.. _ _s.~ --3~ _ _2~ _ _4~ _ _a. 93
101.01

98.16

' 97. 39

96.71

100.19

Few other lepidolite analyses are worth quoting, except possibly
Cooper's analysis of the Rozena mineral, in which he found 0.24 per
cent. of rubidia and a trace of coosia. 2 The essential identity of the
material from Maine, Rozena, and Cornwall is thus made clear, while
the lepidolite from Juschakova is different in its large percentage of
manganese, its higher fluorine, and its trace of chlorine. In the last
named mineral of course the manganese replaces an equivalent amount
of alumina, and the function of chlorine is the same as that of fluorine.
In the other analyses, to speak in general terms, the water and fluorine
vary somewhat reciprocally, suggesting the ordinary replacement of the
latter element by hydroxyl. With this assumption, if it may be called
so, the formula of lepidolite may be written thus:
Al2(Si03hF2LiK;
a formula which has long had general acceptance, but which is now put
upon a surer basis by the wider range of analyses. It corresponds to
the following theoretical composition :
Found (Riggs).

Calculated.

Si02- ....
A1203····
Li20 ....
K20- ....
F. ··••··

49.18
27.87
4.09
12.81
9.84

Si02 ......... 48. 80
Al20 3 ..•••... 24.99
Li20 ............ 3.87
(N aKRbC5)20. 12.07
(F,H20) ...... 6. 69

to
to
to
to
to

51. 52
28.80
4.98
13.68
8.25

See Dana's System of Mineralogy, p. 315, and Third Supplement, pp. 78, 79.
2 Pogg. Ann., pp. 113, 343.

1
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Most of the variations from theory are no greater than we should expect to :find them with material so difficult to secure in absolute purity
as lepidolite. The granular structure of the species is peculiarly favorable to the presence of inclusions of foreign matter, such as albite, for
example, to which latter impurity some of the soda found in the analyses is very probably due. The greatest difference is in the case of
fluorine, although the foreign analyses-notably Rammelsberg's analysis of the J uschakova mineral-contain very nearly th~ full theoretical
amount. If, however, the fluorine is present in the univalent group
AlF2 , it is possibly replaceable in part by the similar group AlO, a suppositioa which easily accounts for all, the variations. With this supposition it becomes a simple matter to write a probable structural formula
for lepidolite, as follows:
Si03- Al=Fz.

Al~Si03-K.

Si03-Li.

Thus the mineral is regarded as a definite substitution derivative of
the normal aluminum metasilicate Al2 (Si0 3) 3 , on~ atom of Al having been replaced by the three univalent factors represented above.
Another view of its structure is given at the close of this paper.
II. THE IRON LITHIA MICAS OF C.APE .ANN.

In the granite quarries of Rockport, Massachusetts, near the extremity
of Cape Ann, there are occasional veins of feldspathic character which
contain, along with the ordinary constituents of such veins, the rare
minerals danalite, fergusonite, cyrtolite, amazon stone, and certain
remarkable micas. One of the latter, cryophyllite, was described by
Cooke in 1867/ who also analyzed an associated '' lepidomelane," to
which Dana afterwards gave the name of annite. The vein from which
Cooke obtained his material was long ago blasted away or covered up,
but other veins of like nature are still accessible, and from one of them
the micas examined in this laboratory were obtained. They were collected for the United States National Museum by the original discoverer
of the locality, Mr. W. J. Knowlto.n, and were, to all outward appearance, identical with the micas described by Cooke. The analyses, how.
ev-er, reveal notable differences between the older and the newer material and add great interest to the mic_a s of the locality.
In the collection furnished by Mr. Knowlton two micas were clearly
recognizable, the one a dark greenish black lithia mica, presumably
cryophyllite, and tlie other a black, brilliant lepigomelane. In some
specimens the cryophyllite formed a border of small crystals around the
broader plates of annite, precisely as in the association of lepidolite and
1

Am. Jour. Sci. (II), XLIII, p. 217.

(21)
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muscovite at Auburn. The resemblance in this point is curiously striking, only that the l~ockport specimens are less conspicuous than those
from Auburn, since they lack the contrast of color by which the latter
are characterized.
The lithia mica, or cryophyllite, varies considerably in external character, and three well marked types of it were selected for analysis : first,
the broadly foliated, brilliant, blackish green mica, which showed no
trace of alteration; secondly, a paler, dull green, less lm;trous variety,
apparently somewhat altered upon the surface; thirdly, an aggregation of minute six-sided prisms, so small as to give the mineral an almost
granular appearance, similar to an ordinary dark green chlorite. The
analyses were made l>y Mr. Riggs, who used the Gooch process for
separating lithia and Berzelius's method for the fluorine. The results
were as follows :

Si02 -----.-----Alz03 ----·· ....
Fe203 ..•• - ...•.
FeO ...........
I
MnO .......•. -.
CaO ..... -- .• -MgO .... - .. - - - .
Li 2 0 ... - .......
Na20 ......... -.-- ....
KzO ....... -.-H~o

}...

. _.........

51.96 51.74
16.89
2.63
6.38 6.29
.24
.12
.03
4.93 4.80
. 81
.92
10.66 10.73
1.22 1. 40
6.78 6.86

I

··--·· ·--· ____ ,
-Less oxygen .

Granular.

Altered.

Foliated.

51.46 51.35
16.22
2.21
7.66 7.60
.06
Trace
.17
4.83 4.78
. 95
.82
10.65 10.65
1. 06 1.18
7.44 7.Go

1

52.17 52.07
16.39
4.11
6.08 5.9o
.32
Trace
Trace
5.03 4.95
.66
.60
10.54 10.42
1. 43 1. 48
7.02 7.20

102.73
2.86

102.71
3.11

103.69
2.95

99.87

99.60

100.74

(22)
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These results demonstrate the essential identity of the three specibut do not sharply correspond with the figures given by Cooke.
In mean, using, as in the case of the lepidolites, the maximum silica and
minimum fluorine determinationR, they may be compared with Cooke's
analysis as follows :
mem~,

!- - - - - - -

Riggs.

Si02-----· -·-· ----.
Al203. - - •••. - - .•. - .

51. 86
16.50
2.98
6.65

Fe203 ---· •••.. ---FeO .. - .....•• - ....
MnO ------··-----CaO -----· .... -·-·
MgO ............. .
Li20 ---· -- ....... .
Na20 ..••...... ---K20------- ----·- ..
H~o

.__ ,_ . ___ ..... .

F ................ .

I

. 21

. 04
. 07
4.89
• 79
10.61
1. 29
7.08
102.07

Less oxygen ... _. _.

Cooke.

51. 49( +1. 97)
16.77
1. 97
7.98
Mn203

. 34

.76
4.06
Trace~

1:-t 15. Tr. Rb20
SiF4 3. 42. F, 2. 49

99.94

2. 913

99.!}9

It will be seen at once that Cooke's mineral contains only about onethird of the fluorine found in the later analyses and that it runs notably higher in silica and alkalies. In general terms the same mineral
is represented by both analyses, with the presumption as to purity in
favor of the specimens examined by myself. If we assume that Cooke's
material contained a slight isomorphous admixture of some other micaceous species poor in fluorine, the most important diflerence is accounted for.
Inasmuch as some writers have been inclined to identify cryophyllite
with zinnwaldite, a comparison of the two species may be instructive.
The published analyses of zinnwaldite vary widely, especially in the
amounts of iron; but the older figures are subject to doubt as regards
the relative proportions of ferrous and ferric oxides. Two comparatively recent analyses by Berwerth and Rammelsberg~ however, agree
fairly well with each other, although, compared with former determinations, they run low in iron. The comparison between the analyses
is subjoined:
(23)
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Zinnwaldite.
Cryophyllite,
Riggs.

\---------:-----!

Berwerth. 1

-

SiO!l .. .......... .. AlzOa- - .•...•..
FezOa .................
FeO ...........
~

MnO ---···---CaO . .. ---. ---.
MgO .... -----·
LizO ..................
N azO ....... -- .
KzO . . ...••. --H~O .....••••..
F
...

-----· ·----·

1

Zeit. Kryst. und Min., II, p. 525.

Rammelsberg.z

51.86
45.87
16.50
2'2. 50
2.98
. 66
6.65
11.61
. 21
1. 75
.04 ..... --- ......... - ........
.07
4.89
3.28
. 42
.79
10.46
10.61
. 91
1. 29
7.94
7. 08

46.44
21.84
1. 27
10. 19
1. 57

-- .... -----

---- ·----·

. 1t3
3.36
.54

10.58
1. 04
7.62

!tSee Third Supp. to Dana's Syst. Min., p. 79.

Reduced to empirical formulre these analyses give two quite different
ratios, which, however, do not admit of very simple expression:
Cryophyllite: FeH3 K 3Li 4 A1 4F 4 (SiOa) 10 ;
or, Al 2 (Si0a)&F 2R'6·
Zinnwaldite: Fe3 H2KtLi4AlsF s(SiOa)t4;
or, Al 4 (Si0a)7F4R's·

The further consideration of these formulre may be deferred until the
latter portion of the paper. For present purposes they serve to show
the non-identity of the two minerals.
For the lepidome1ane, or annite, of Rockport, quite unexpected results were obtained. The material analyzed by Mr. Riggs was black,
brilliant, broadly foliated, and apparently very pure. Upon the specimens examined snme purple fluorite was visible. The water estimations were directly made with the Gooch tubulated crucible.
(24)
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Annite.
Riggs.
SiO~-TiO~

..•.•....••..
.....•.....•..

Al;10a .......••••...

Fe;lOa. ------ ..... .
FeO .............. .
MnO .••.•..•......

CaO .............. .

MgO --·----.·-·····
Li;lO ............. .
N a;lO .•. - ••........
K~O

......•.•......

H~O . .

. . • • • • . . .....

F ··-- ..... ··-··· ..

Cooke.

31.96
3.42

39.55

16.73
11.93 '
H. 06
12.07
30.35
17.48
, 21 Mn20a
.60
.23 ···--··· ....
. 05
.62
Trace
.59
Trace
1. 54
8.46
10.66
4.25
1. 50
Trace SiF4
.62

·----·

100.42

100.46

It is at once evident that two entirely distinct micas are here represented, and the question is raised as to whether the Rockport granites
may not contain a series of complex isomorphous mixtures. Cooke, indeed, pointed out the isomorphism of cryophyllite with the lepidomelane which he bad analyzed, and showed that the lithia and the fluorine in tbe latter were probably due to admixtures of the former. We
now see that more than two micas are involved in the problem, and the
difficulty of establishing accurate formuloo for the sever-al species becomes enormously increased. For the present, approximate formulm
only c3,n be assigned, involving various assumptions and representing
probabilitie8 rather than complete interpretations of the facts. If we
unite .the groups Ti02 and Si0 2 in our annite and. regard the ferric iron
as belonging partly with the alumina and as partly having been the
result of oxidation from tbe ferrous state, we have the two following
general formulm for the two analyses :
Annite, Cooke, R'sA14(Si0.)5·
Annite, Riggs, R\4Ah(Si04)5·

For the latter, the equivalent of R' is approximately K 2 H 4 Fe"4 ; and
for the former it is K 2H 2 Fe"2• These values correspond to the follow~
ing percentage compositions:
Cooke.

Riggs.

1-------'-------- - - - - - -

SiO~----··················-

Al~0 3 •••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FeO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

39.5
26. 8
18. 9

36.6
12. 4
35. 1

K 2 0. -----· .... --~- .... ....
H,O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12.4
2. 4

11.5
4. 4

100.0

100.0

(25)
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Attention has already been called to the fact that some specimens of
cryophyllite are borders upon plates of annite, precisely as the lepidolite of Auburn is arranged about nuclei of muscovite. It accordingly
becomes quite probable that a similar relation connects the two pairs
of minerals, and upon that relation the formulrn so far ·assigned shed
some light. In each case we have a mineral with metasilicate ratios
implanted upon an orthosilicate, and a derivability of the one from the
other is strikingly suggested. Structural analogies also appear, for in
each pair we have a common type of nucleus, which may be represented
as follows:
Muscovite nucleus, Al(SiO""h
Lepidolite nucleus, Al(Si03)3.

Annite nucleus, Al2(Si04)s.
Cryophyllite nucleus, Al2(Si03)o.

The development of complete structural formulrn from these nuclei is
rendered difficult by our ignorance of the part which fluorine plays in
such compounds. In the formula previously assigned to lepidolite the
fluorine is represented as combined with aluminum in the univalent
group AlF2 ; but a similar representation becomes difficult, if not impossible, in the case of the two iron micas. A different solution of the
problem must therefore be sought, and it probably is to be found by an
application of the generally recognized principle that fluorine and hydroxyl can replace each other isomorphously.
If, now, we start with orthosilicic acid Si(OH) 4 and regard the hydroxyl groups as successively replaceable by atoms of fluorine, we can
conceive of a series of acids ranging from Si(OH) 4 to SiF 4 ; and by the
aid of such a sn pposition many of the fluoriferous silicates may be rationally explained. For example, the acid SiF(OHh may be considered,
and its nucleus SiF03 , a trivalent residue, may be applied to the dis·
cussion of the lithia micas. Upon this supposition the empirical formulafor cryophyllite, AlzFzSi50I5R's, and the similar formula for lei)ido·
lite, AlzFzSi309R'3, become curiously significant, especially when they
are written out in contrast with two other formuhe, as in the subjoined
scheme:

Lepidolite.

Cryophyllite.

SiF0a=R'2

Al

Si0
~Si:F03
3

LSi~,03= R'2

Al'\. Si03 - R'
LSi63
Al '\Si03- R'
SiF03=.R'2

'

.fAl

To the zinnwaldite, as represented by the newer analyses, no probable structure is assignable, and it is very posRibly a mixture of isomor(26)
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phous species. Indeed, the old analyses indicate great variability in its
composition, and it needs to be more thoroughly studied, not only for
itself, but also in its relations to whatever other micas may be associated with it. The matter of association can never, in the study of the
micas, be safely neglected .
.Although the formulre herein assigned to annite and cryophyllite
are purely provisional and approximative, at least as regards the values ascribable to R', it may be set down as practically certain that the
ratios between the sesquioxides and the silica are correctly given.
These ratios are the ratios of phlogopite, with which, therefore, rather
than with the lepidomelanes and biotites, the Rockport micas are chemically to be classed. Zinnwaldite is already so classed by Tschermak
and others, and cryophyllite falls easily into the. same category. .A
typical phlogopite is fairly represented by the subjoined formula:
SiF0 3 =Mg
AI(si04::::=MgH
Si04 =Mg
Al~Si04 :=:::: MgK
SiF03 = Mg

(27)
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THE MINERALS OF LITCHFIELD MAINE.

BY
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w

CLARKE.

In Kennebec Couut~T' Maine, along and near the boundary between
the towns of Litchfield and West Gardiner, are scattered many bowlders of an eheolite rock. For many years these have yielded to collectors of miner.als superb specimens of blue sodalite, yellow cancrinite,
and zircon; but although the parent ladge appears at several p~ints,
it seems nowhere to have been opened. In addition to the minerals
already mentioned, the bowlders contain albite, Iepidomelane~ a black
mineral resembling columbite, a flesh colored mineral which has been
called indiscriminately elooolite or cancrinite, and a massive alteration
product known to local collectors under the provisional name of" white
sodalite." Although specimens from the locality are widely distributed
in cabinets, some of the minerals seem to have been but partially described; · and I have therefore thought it worth while to study them
somewhat closely. The supposed columbite I have not examined, for
want of material; the zircon I have omitted, since it has neen sufficiently studied by Gibbs ;1 but the sodalite anrl cancrinite, although
they had been w:ell analyzed by Whitney, 2 I have included in my investigation, for reasons which will appear below.
EL.lEOLITE.

This species occurs abundantly in Litchfield and West Gardiner in
characteristic, dark gray, cleavable masses of strong greasy luster.
Since it is the typical mineral of its group and as I can find no published analysis of it from this locality, the following results may have
value as a matter of record:
II20 __ .... _. _. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 86
Si02 ............. ___ ... _... _. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:~. 74
Al20 3 .• ___ •• ____ •.••••• _ • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ___ •••• _ • 34. 48
CaO .. _. _.. ___ . _.. _...... _.... __ .................. __ . __ Trace
MgO ....•. _............... _. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Trace
K 20 ............................. : . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. 55
N3.c20 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 16. 62

100.25
1

Pogg. Ann., I.iXXI, 559.
28

2

(28)
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The specimen analyzed contained minute inc1 ions of black mica,
but not enough of them to notably affect its composition. The analysis
agrees fairly well with the published analyses of elreolite from· other
places.
CANCRINITE.

This mineral is one of the most abundant and characteristic at the
locality and varies considerably in appearance. Two analyses of it
were made by Whitney, one of the yellow variety, the other of a green.
ish modification. I have myself seen nothing to answer to the latter
description, but have selected three typical samples for investigation.
They may be briefly described and indicated as follows:
A. Bright orange yellow, with strong luster and cleavage, transparent
in thin fragments.
B. Dirty pale yellow, less lustrous, highly cleavable, also transparent
in thin fragments.
C. Bright yellow, granular-the commonest variety.
For ease of comparison I have tabulated the analyses side by side
with Whitney's, indicating his yellow cancrinite by D and his greenish
variety by E. The carbonic acid determinations were made for me by
Mr. R. B. Riggs, who used the Gooch tubulated crucible and collected
the gas evolved directly in a potash bulb.

Si02.. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B.

36. 29

35. 83
29.45

37.22
28.32

Trace
Trace

Trace
Trace

5.12
19.33
.09

4. 40
19.43

AbOJ............ ...... .......... ............. .............. 30.12
M1120 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace
Fe20J.... . . ...... . ...... .... ...... ...•.• .... .. ..•... .. ...... Trace
CaO. ••....•.. ..•... ..•. .••..••... ........ . ...•... .•..•. .. ...

Na20.............................. ..... ... ...... ...... .... ..

K20.........................................................

c.
D.
E.
- -- - - -

A.

4. 27
19.56
.18

MgO ..•...•.......•.•.•••.. .. ••...•.•.•..•..•..•........... . . . .............

H20...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

2. 98

co,............ ........................................ .....

6. 96

3. 79
6. 50

100. 36

] 00. 11

37.42
27.70

~

. 86

. 27

3. 91
20.98
. 67

5. 26
20.46
. 55

.18
. 07 - . ..... .
3. 86
2. 82
5. 95
6. 22
~

99. 70

37.20
27.59

100. 31

.............
3. 28
5. !'J2
100. 53

It will at once be observed that cancrinite A, which, from its appearance, was presumably the purest type of the mineral, is the highest of my
series in carbonic acid and the lowest in water. It is also the highest in
soda and alumina. Whitney's two analyses show more potash than
mine, but in other respects run fairly near C, which, as I have said,
represents the commonest and probably the least pure variety. But,
in order to understand the variations better, we must consider the
flesh colored mineral referred to in my introductory paragraph, which,
as I have said, has been called indiscriminately elreolite or cancrinite,
according to the fancy of the collector. It sometimes occurs in specimens of considerable size, is lustrous and cleavable, and to the eye ap(29)
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pears perfectly homogeneous. An analysis gave the following results,
the carbonic acid, as in the other cases, being determined by Mr. Riggs:
SiOz .•••... - - ••.. - - - - - •• ~ •••. - . - - - .• - - • . . . - • - . . • . . . . . . • • 38. 93
AlzOa .•••••..• -- ..•..•.••••. -- • - ...• -- - ...•...•• -.. . . . . . 32. 52
C aO .•• _•••• - _..••. - •.••••. - - - - • . - - - - .•• - . • ........•. _• • 2. 47
NazO .••••••. ----·· .•.•.• -----· ......................... 17.02
KzO ..• -- .••• - ••.•• - •. - -• - ..••.•• -. • • • • . . • • • • . • • • . . . . . • . 3. 23
H20 ....•............... - - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 2. 83

C02 ......•• -. . . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. 95
99.95

These figures plainly indicate that the mineral is a mixture of elmolite and cancrinite, but do not show whether the mixture is mechanical
or due to isomorphism. To determine this point, Mr. J. S. Diller kindly
undertook a microscopic examination of the material, comparing it in
thin sections with the elrnolite and cancrinite B, from the specimens
of which portions were previously analyzed. He found the mineral to
be a merely mechanical commingling of the two species, in nearly equal
proportions, and later he succeeded in separating them by means of
Sonstadt's solution. This fact, considered together with the apparent
homogeneity of the material, renders it probable that the variations in
composition of the cancrinite are due to small admixtures of elrnolite,
and that Whitney's specimens were rather more so contaminated than
mine. Still, the entire series of cancrinite analyses are fairly concordant and confirmatory of one another. In discussing the formula of the
mineral, however, analysis A will be given preference.
SODALITE.

On account of its beauty and its intense blue color, this mineral, as
it occurs at Litchfield, is a favorite among collectors. It is now somewhat scarce, at-least in large or compact specimens, and it ought to be
carefully searched for in place. It often occurs intermingled with cancrinite, forming beautifully mottled masses, and also is associated intimately with the white, massive alteration product to be described later.
The following analysis was made partly for comparison with Whitney's
and partly to aid in the study of the accompanying white mineral :
Clarke.
~

Si 0 2 •

Whitney.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• .:. • • • • • • • • • •

37. 33

~7.30

AlzOa ..• -- •.. --- •..• --- . . ---- .. ----. • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . .

31. 87

~ ~~~~~-

FezOa .... - - . --- - •. --- --- . - • - •. - . - - -- . ---. - - - - -••• - - - .. - . . . - - . - -- 24. 56
K 2 0 .. ____ .... -- .......... - ......... - .. - ....... ---. . . . . . .
. 10
Cl ...• __ ....•.• _. - ..... _.•..• - - •....•.• - •... - . - - • . . . . . . . .
6. 83
1. 07
HzO- .•• - ••.•• - -•• - ••••••• - • - • -•••••••••• -. - - • - •• -• -.....

N a20 ....•.......... - ••.•••....... - ... - .......... - ..... - .

101. 76
Deduct O=Cl. ------ .. ·----- •••• ----·· .•••••.... ---- ....

1. 54
100.22

(30)

23.86
.59
6.97

101. 60

37.63
30.93
1. 08
25.48
Undet.
Undet.
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In my analysis iron was not looked for, because the ignited alumina,
which should have contained it if present, was perfectly white. Otherwise the analyses agree tolerably well.
HYDRONEPHELITE, A NEW SPECIES.

Intimately associated with the sodalite is the white alteration product mentioned in the last paragraph. So close is the association in
fact and so similar in occurrence are·the two minerals that the latter
has been called white sodalite by the local collectorR. Like the sodalite it is found in seams, and yields specimens as much ::...s two centimeters in thickness; it is white, lusterless, and has the fracture of sodalite, and probably it originated from the alteration of the latter.
Two specimens of it, received from two different collectors, were analyzed, with the following results:

H 2 0 ... ·. ----·-·
SiO~ .. __ .. ___ ..
Al~03.-.-

. --- ..
CaO .... ·----Na~o ____ -----·

A.

B.

13.12
38.90
33.98

39.24

• OS

13.21

1. 01
K 2 0 . - .. - -.. - - ..
Cl ................ - ... Trace

13.30
3:~. 16
Tracfl
13.07
. 88

- ---100.27

99.65

The alumina carried a trace of iron, and a doubtful trace of manganese was also indicated; hardness, 4.5; fusible easily to a wbite
enamel; soluble in hydrochloric acid and gelatinizing upon evaporation; fracture irregular, resembling that of the sodalite. In general,
the mineral may be said to have the appearance of a slightly altered
feldspar, minus the distinct cleavage.
These analyses left little doubt in my mind that I had a new mineral
to deal with, and one belonging to the zeolite family. Such minerals
are well known derivatives of the nephelite group, and thomsonite and ·
natrolite have especially been often noted. In composition the new
product differs distinctly from natrolite, but agrees in ratios approximately with thomsonite; forming, so far as chemical evidence alone
goes, the soda end of a series passing through rauite up to ozarkite,
the last named mineral being the nearest towards the lime end of the
series. A comparison of the analyses of these elmolite derivatives is
wtwth making, on account of its suggestiveness. The ozarkite was
analyzed by Smith and Brush; the rauite, from Brevig, by Paykull. 1
l

Ber. deutsch. chem. Gesell., VII, p. 1334.
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Ozarkite.
1--------1---~

H20 ...... - -- - SiOz .. -- ........ -....
AlzOa ...................

Fe20 3 ••••• ---CaO ......................
N azO ....... _..
KzO ..... -----·

,

Rauite.
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Hydronephelite.

--------

13.80
36.85
29.42
1. 55
13.95
3.91

11.71
39.21
31.79
. 57
5.07
11.55

13.12
38.90
33.98

.u5
13.21
1. 01

--·------ ---9\J. 90 100.27
99.48

I

Inasmuch, however, as massive minerals, and especially those which
are produced by :r;>rocesses of alteration, are always subject to doubt, I
requested Mr. Diller to assist me with a microscopic examination of
the new substance. He very kindly acceded to my request, and I subjoin an abstract of his results. In his report on it be says :
''A section was carefully prepared so as to show both the sodalite and
the white lusterless mineral associated with it in such a way as to reveal their relations. The acco~panying figure illustrates a small portion of the section as seen under the microscope.

FIG. 2. Portion of thin section of hydronephelite.

"The unaltered sodalite (1) is quite irregular in form, so that the position of the section with reference to the crystallographic axes could not
be determined. Although of a distinct, cobalt blue color in the small frag(32)
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ment, it appears colorless and transparent in the thin section, and under the microscope it is seen to contain numerous liquid inclusions. It
is penetrated by many irregular fissures, which are enlarged in the process of alteration and filled with its clouded products. The extremely
irregular line between t,he sodalite and its secondary products is well
defined in transmitted light, but is even mor'e distinct between crossed
nicols from the fact that the sodalite, being isotropic, remains dark in
all positions, while the other minerals are more or less brilliantly colored. The secondary products, which have clearly resulted from the
zeolitization of the sodalite, are two in number. Oue of them forms very
much the larger portion, probably nearly 90 per cent. of their total
amount, and the other is embedded in the first in the form of distinct
· grains. Under the microscope 111 transmitted light the predominating
mineral, which is doubtless a zeolite as shown by your analyses, is more
or less deeply clouded, like decomposed feldspar. Between crossed nicols it breaks up into flaky grains, which vary considerably in the inten~:;ity of their color; some remain dark, others range through light and
medium tints of red and yellow, according to the position of the section. The isotropic grains in converging light are proved to be distinctly
uniaxial and positive, and the anisotropic ones, so far as can be determined, exhibit parallel extinction. It is evident therefore that the zeolite must be either quadratic or hexagonal in the system of its crystallization. Some of the grains show an indistinct striation approximately
parallel to the vertical axis, but a distinct cleavage could not be discerned. In basal sections three sets of fractures could be rarely made
out with sufficient distinctness to suggest that the mineral is probably
hexagonal. The mode of its occurrence indicates clearly that it has resulted from the zeolitization of the sodalite, a phenomenon which has
been observed in many rocks. The small gr~ins of the other secondary
mineral are so intermingled with the uniaxial zeolite as to indicate that
both are derived from the sodalite. They are easily distinguished from
the zeolite in which they are embedded. In transmitted light they are
perfectly clear and transparent, with so high an index of refraction as
to appear to rise above the surrounding mass. The grains are entirely
without crystallographic boundaries, but are traversed by distinct
cleavage lines. Between crossed nicols they are much more brilliantly
colored than the associated zeolite, and if the section is rotated they
become dark when the cleavage lines make a prominent angle (l50-330)
with the principal sections of the prisms. The mineral is certainly biaxial, and in -all probability belongs to one of the two inclined systems
of crystallization, but its definite determination is not practicable under
the circumstances."
In view of the presence of an impurity in the new zeolite, Mr. Diller
suggested a reanalysis of it to be made on carefully purified material·
The purification, by means of Sonstadt's solution, he kindly undertook,
determining at the same time the specific gravity of the mineral. The
Bull. 42-3
(33)
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crude material gave him a sp. gr. of 2.263, while the zeolite was a little
lighter and the embedded grains were a little heavier. After purifica-:
tion the coarsely powdered zeolite was carefully picked over under the'
microscope until Mr. Diller felt confident that the sum of all impurities
could not exceed 1 per eent. The mineral, then dried at 1ooo, gave '
·
me the following analytical results :
H'lO. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
SiO'l . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • •
Al'lOa •••• •••••• .••••• .•.• •••• •••• .••••• .••••• •••• ••••••
CaO •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••••• .•••.
N azO.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • .
K20 .•• - ••.•••••••••••••••••••••.• -... • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • •

12.98
38.99
33.62
.07.
13.07
1.12
~9.8()

These figures confirm the previous analyses ana show that the impurity which vitiated them must have been small in amount and similar in
composition to the new zeolite. The latter, I think, may be considered
as fairly well established, and its formula may be written Ab(Si0 4 h
Na2 H,3H20, which requires, water, 13.76; soda, 13.54; alumina, 33.41,
and silica, 39.29. This composition and the manifest relations of the
mineral to nephelite, the parent member of the group, naturally suggest
for it the name hydronephelite, which seems to be both appropriate and
descriptive. Chemically, as I have already observed, the species approximates to a soda thomsonite, but optically it appears to be quite
different. This fact suggests the desirability of a car<'ful microscopic
re-examination of all the other massive zeolitic alterations of elooolite
which, on analytical grounds, have been referred to the thomsonite series. Hydronephelite, indeed, is directly derived from sodalite, but the
latter itself probably originated from elooolite; so that the new species
may quite properly be considered along with the other zeolites which
were previously mentioned. The fact that it contains more potassium
than the sodalite is noteworthy and calls for an explanation which I
am unfortunately not prepared to offer.
ALBITE AND LEPIDOMELANE.

The albite of Litchfield, which appears to be associated with other
undetermined feldspars, is mostly in obscure masses. Occasionally a
fragment is found with a translucent cleavage surface one or two centimeters broad. Such a specimen was partially analyzed, giving H 2 0
0.52, Si02 66.39, Al2 0 3 19.69, K 20 0.99, Na20 10.17. These figures serve
only for complete identification of the species.
The lepidomelane exists abundantly in the elooolite rock, but mostly
in small bla~k scales. Sometimes tolerably large plates of it are found,
black and brilliant, decidedly brittle, and apparentJy affected by altera,(34)
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tion. An analysis gave the following results.
were made by Mr. Riggs:

The iron determinations

H 20 . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . • • • • . • . . . • . . • • • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
TiOz .................. .. ................... ,; ••••••••...•
Si 0 J • • • • • • • • • • • • • - ••• - •• - • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - . .
AlzOa .. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
F~03 . - •....•• . - ••••• -•••••.••••••••.••••.•.• -. • • • . • • • .
FeO ---- .... ... ••. .•.. .••••. ..•••. .••. ..... •••. .... ...•
MnO.... • • • • • • • • . . • . . . • . . • • . • . • • • • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . •
MgO.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . .
KzO ••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.•.• - • • •
N azO . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • . . . • . • . . . . • • . • • • • • . . . .

4.62
None
None
32.09
18.52
19.49
14.10
1.42
1.01
8.12
1.55
100.92

This analysis is noteworthy on account of the extremely low percentage of silica, which is approached, so far as I can ascertain, only in an
analysis by Rammelsberg of a black mica. from Brevig. The ratio between silicon and oxygen is nearly 1 to 5, which agrees with no kuown
formula. My results make it extremely probable that the mica is a
mixture and that it has undergone an alteration tending toward the
ultimate development of some chloritic species. Still it deserves, as
also do the feldspars of the locality, a more thorough examination.
DISCUSSION OF FORMULJE.

In attempting to discuss the formulrn of cancrinite, sodalite, and hydronephelite, certain points should be carefully borne in mind. First,
the three species must be considered, not independently, but relatively
to one another, for all the e\7 idence indicates for them a common origin.
That origin is from the first member of the group, elffiolite or nephelite,
the empirical formula for which has been finally fixed by Rauff. 1 In
partially rational form it may be writ.ten NanAla(Si0 4 )7(Si0 3 )z, ignoring the small replacement of sodium by potassium, which has been shown
by synthetic investigations to be non -essential. Not only does the mode
of occurren~e and association of the minerals point to community of
origin, but the same conclusion is emphasized by the experiments of
Lemberg 2 upon the artificial alteration of silicates. When elrnolite from
Fredriksvarn was digested one hundred and eighty hours with a solution of sodium carbonate, a partial transformation into a soda cancrinite
was effected, while a digestion of six months with a caustic soda solution containing sodium chloride gave a product identical in composition
with sodalite. Many such experiments were tried by Lemberg, yielding
a large class of similar results. His method of procedure probably did
not give absolutely pure or definite compounds, and yet his researches
1

2

Zeitschr. Kryst. und Min., II, p. 445.
Zeitschr. deutsch. geol. Gesell., XXXV, p. 557, 181:33.
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furnish evidence of great value in discussiug the chemical structure of
many minerals.
The taking up of sodium chloride by elreolite, both in the dry and in
the wet way, has also been observed by Koch .I The easy alterability of
elreolite, therefore, may be regarded as a point thoroughly established
and to be taken into account in all discussion of it and its congeners.
If we compare the published analyses of cancrinite from different localities we shall find that they vary in two ways. First, there are
variations which are probably due to admixtures of elreolite, such as I
have shown to occur at Litchfield; and, secondly, the ratio between the
lime and the carbouic acid ranges between rather wide limits. In the
cancrinite from Miask, the two are about equivalent, while the Litchfield mineral contains only half enough calcium to saturate the carbonic
acid. The lime and soda, however, vary reciprocally, so that when one
is high the other is low; and, furthermore, the experiment quoted from
Lemberg goes to show that a cancrinite may exist containing no lime
whatever. If this conclusion be correct, then the carbonic acid of the
mineral must be J;"epresented as linked with aluminum, a supposition
which finds some justification in the existence of the rare species dawsonite. The function of water in cancrinite remains doubtful; if it be
regarded as water of crystallizat.ion, the formula. of the residue becomes
less easy to write intelligibly; but, if it forms a part of tlw atomic structure, it is almost necessary to revresent the carbonic acid as orthocarbonic in the group C04 • This mode of consideration, a8 will appear
later, leads to a simple general formula for caucriaite, covering all varia·
tions in composition except such as are due to impurity antl correlating
the mineral with the allied species sodalite and noseau. For the Litchfield mineral the following special formula may be written, giving the
theoretical composition in the column below: Als(Si04)s(C04)zCaNa 8 H 6 •
Found.

Calculated.

Si02 •••••••••••••••••• 35.83 to 37.22
Al110 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 28.32 to 30.12
Na2 0 •••• .•••••....•... 19.33 to 19.56
CaO ••••••.•.••.•.•••.
co~~

4.27 to 5.12

.................. _ 6.22 to 6.96

HIIO. -- •••• ---- ....• - •.

2. 98 to 3.86

35.9
30.6
18.6
4.2
6.6
4.1

--100.0

In this case the water as found is slightly lower and the soda slightly
higher than the calculated values, which is probably ascribable to the
mutual replaceability of sodium and hydrogen.
1

Neues Jahrb., Beil. Bd. I, p.143, 1881.
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The formula commonly accepted for sodalite, and the one which is certainly the simplest, is that deduced by Bamberger 1 from his analysis of
the mineral from Tiahuanuco. Written empirically, this formula is Na 5
.Al4(Si04)4Cl, which requires considerably less chlorine than has ordinarily been found in the species. In Bamberger's analysis, as finally
corrected, he obtained 5.54 per cent. as against nearly 7 per cent. in
Whitney's determinations. The difference he ascribes to silica in. the
chloride of silver, as weighed by other analysts; and yet in my own estimation every care was taken to eliminate such impurity, and my results confirm the older figures. Still, both figures have theoretical interest, as will be seen further on; and I am inclined to believe that the
Bolivian mineral was more nearly typical than that from Litchfield. To
the latter we may assign the empirical formula Na9 Ah(Si04 hC1 2 , which
is directly derivable from the formula for nephelite and which agrees
quit~ sharply with the analyses.
We now have three empirical formulre ready for comparison side by
side, as follows :
Nep~elite ..••••.••••••••.•••••••••.••••.•... Als(Si04)7(Si03)zNas

Cancrinite (LitchfiE>ld) .......••••..•••••.••. Al 8(Si0 4 )s(C04 ) 2CaNa8H 6
Sodalite (Litchfield) ..•••....••.•..•...•...• Al7(Si04)1CbN3.9.

These may easily be put into structural form by an application of the
principle suggested in a former paper, 2 that orthosilicates containing·
aluminum are to be represented as substitution derivatives of the normal salt Al4(Si04h- The latter contains the fundamental nucleus
.Al(Si04h, which appears to be capable of a sort of polymerization, and
which forms the basis of the subjoined symbols:
Si03-Na
Al ~Si0 4:= Al
Si04=N:tz

Al~S~0 4 =: Al

St04=Na z

Al~S~04:= Al

St04= Naz

All~Si04=:Al

Si03-Na

Cl

Al~SiO..:=Al
Si04=Naz

Al~Si04:::::: Na3

St04= Naz

Al~Si04= AI

Si04=Naz

Al~Si0 4:=Al
Cl

C04==:NaH2

Al~Si0 4 :.:=Al

LSi04=Na'J
AI "\:Si04==: Al
Si04=NaH
. I

Ua
I

SiO_.=NaH

Al~S~04=:Al

St04=Na2

Al~Si0 4 =AI

C04=:NaH:~

N ephelite.

Sodalite.

Cancrinite.

Now, although these formulre fit the analyses and express a structural
similiarity of type, two of them are capable of a further generalization.
Remembering the reciprocal variations between soda and lime in different cancrinites and the fact that a Roda cancrinite is quite pos1 Zeitschr. Kryst. und Min., V, p. 5tll.
2Topaz from Stoneham, Maine, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 27.
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sible, we may write the following general formula for that species:
which requires

Al4(Si04 )4C04Na~H3;

SiOII ••••••• ·----- ••.•••.•...•...•.. ····-· ..•••..... -----Al110a . • • • • . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . • . • • .
Na20 (partly replaceable by CaO) .•••••••••••...•........
COz .••••••••.•••••••••••.• ·• • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . .
HIIO •••••••••• ·-·· ••••.•••.. ··---· ·--- •••• -··· ······- ....

35.8
30. 4

23.1
6. 6
4.1

Comparing this with Bamberger's sodalite formula, and with the generally accepted formula for nosean, we have this remarkable series of
structural expressions:
S04-Na

Cl

·

Al~Si0 4=AI

Al~Si04:=Al

Al~Si04=AI

Al~Si04==:Al

Si04=N~

Si04=:Naa
Nosean.

Si04=Na11

Si04=Naa
Sodalite.

/c.o.:=NaHII
Al·"'SI0 4::::: AI
Si04=Naz

Al~S~04==:Al

8104:=Na2H
Cancrinite.

The formula of hauynite of course reduces to the same type, and so also,
probably, does that of microsommite. Hydronephelite has a still situpier formula, which, however, includes three molecules of water of crystallization. It may be advantageously compared in series with its
parent minerals, in which case we have the following set of structures:
SiOa-Na

Al~S~0 4 =:Al

St04=Naz

Al~Si04=:Al

Si04t=Na'2H
AI ~Si01=Al .
Si04=Al
+3 HzO

Si04=Naz

Al~Si04=:Al

Si04=Naz
A1(Si0 4:::iAl
SiOa-Na
Nephelite.

Sodalite.

Hydronep helite.

These formulre express with decided clearness the natural order of
transition from one species to another. The alteratio.n of a mineral
necessarily involves the passage from a less stable to a more stable condition; and in this instance we observe precisely that state of affairs.
From a quite complex and therefore easily disturbed molecule, through
an intermediate, simpler compound, we pass to one which is !Simplest of
all, and hence presumably the most stable. I do uot deny tllat such
formulre are subject to criticism and that po~:;sibly the advance of knowledge may brush them to one side; and yet I feel justified in claiming
that they have some real value in the co-ordination of observed facts,
and that, through their singular suggestiveness, they assist in the prosecution of research.
(38)
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BY F. W.

CLARKE AND
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DILLER.

At Los Cerillos, New Mexico, about twenty-two miles southwest of
Santa Fe, are mines of turquoise which have been worked for centuries.
The locality has been repeatedly described 1 from archmological aYd
geological points of view; but, so far as we are able to ascertain, the
turquoise itself has never been fully analyzed, nor has it been subjected
to complete microscopic study. Having at our disposal a very full
suite of specimens, collected during the summer of 1885 by Maj. J. W.
Powell,. Director of the United States Geological Survey, we have
thought it desirable to investigate the subject more thoroughly, ancl
to present our results in such a form as to render them readily comparable with the published data concerning turquoise from other localities.
The turquoise occurs embedded in its matrix, sometimes in nodules,
oftener in seams or veins. It varies in color very widely, ranging from
a pure sky blue through many shades of bluish green and apple green
to dark greens which show no blue whatever. The dark green nodules
often shade off to nearly white at the center, sometimes resembling in
structure, as Blake has observed, certain varieties of malachite. 1fiany
of the specimens are seamed or streaked by limonite, which has been
derived from accompanying pyrite; and the latter mineral occasionally
is found, bright and unaltered, inclosed completely in masses of clear
blue turquoise.
For analysis, three samples of turquoise were selected, representing,
as nearly as possible, the most definite types of the mineral. They
may be summarily described as follows :
.A. Bright blue, faintly translucent in thin splinters.
B. Pale blue, with a slightly greenish cast, opaque and earthy in luster,
and of sp. gr. 2.805. Blake gi v es the density from 2.426 to 2.651 for
the green variety.
C. Dark green, opaque.
1 W. P. Blake, Am. Jour. Sci. (II), XXV, p. 227,1858. J. S. Newberry, Report of the
Exploring Expedition from Santa F6 to the Coloraclo, &c., 1859 (Macomb's Expedition). B. Silliman, jr., Am. Jour. Sci. (III), XXII, p. 67, 18tH.
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A.

-c.

B.

--- ---

HzO ·--· ·---··
Alz03 .........
Fez03 .........
Pz05 ..........
CuO ·-·- ··---·
SiOI!·--·-· .....
CaO ·----·---·

19.80

~ ~~·-~~31.96
6.30
1.15
.13

-98.87
-

I

19.60
18.49
36.88
37.88
2.40
4.07
32.86
28.63
7.51
6.56
4. 20 .
.16
. 38 Undet.
99.79

-99.83

Analysis A is not quite complete, for enough material could not
be obtained without the destruction of too valuable specimens. The
silica in it was dt1e to traces of admixed rock, from w bich the material
could not well be perfectly freed. C, however, was free from rock, and
the silica in it must be accounted for otherwise. Silliman reports the
turquoise as containing 3.81 of copper, which corresponds to 4. 78 of CuO
'
but he gives no other quantitative data:
In attempting to discuss these results, it will be well to compare them
with three other published analyses of turquoise from different localities.
First, we have the figures given by Church1 for the well known variety
from Persia; secondly, the analysis by G. E. Moore2 of turquoise pseudomorphous after apatite, from Taylor's Ranch, Fresno County, California;
and, thirdly, Nikolaiefl:''s 3 data concerning the mineral from Karalinsk,
in the Kirghiz Steppes. These analyses may be talJnlated as follows:
Persia.

California.

Karalinsk.

19.34
Al20 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 19
Fez03 - - - ......... - . -- •........
FeO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 21
. 36
MnO ........ -- - - - 5.27
CuO ---·---------32.86
Pz05 ·-·--· --·-·· --

19.08
35.98
2.99

18.60
35.79
3.52

7.80
33.21

7.67
34.42

100.23

99.96

100.00

H 2 0 ...... -----· .. .

Sp. gr -----···-·--·

2. 75 2. 798, 2. 815 . - -- ... --.-.

These analyses, leaving temporarily out of account that of the dark
green variety, agree well with one another in their atomic ratios. DividChurch, Chern. News, 10, p. 290; Dana's Syst. Min., p. 581.
Zepharovich and Moore, Zeitsch. Kryst. und Min., 10, p. 240.
3 -.I:na paper by Kokscbaroff, Nenes Jahrb., 1886, I, Ref., 10.

1

2
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ing the percentages by the proper molecular weights and treating the
bases together, the following ratios appear:
Total base.

New Mexico, A ....
New Mexico, B ....
Persia .....••......
California .........
Karalinsk .........

.468
.479
.492
.470
.470

I

P205.

H20 .

. 225
.231
. 231
. 234
. 242

1. 100
1. 089
1. 075
1.110
1. 033

In each case the· base stands to the acid in a ratio very slightly in
excess of two to one, and that excess may fairly be accounted for uvon
the supposition that it represents a trifling admixture of limonite. The
water is present in a proportion a little under that of five molecules to
one of phosphoric acid, the variation here being due to differences
in the percentages of COJ!per. If we calculate the amount of phosphoric
acid necessary to satisfy the alumina and then reckon the phosphat£; so
obtained as requiring five molecules of water, we shall have left over a
quantity of copper, acid, and water corresponding to a very simple
formula, and the turquoise will appear as a variable mixture of the two
following salts:
2 Alz03, P z05, 5 H 2 0
2 CuO, Pz05, 4 H 2 0
In the Californian turquoise the analytical results fit these formul::e
quite sharply and give the ratio between the two compounds as approximately four to one. The first formula may be regarded as that of
normal turquoise, and may be written in rational form, halved, as

A1 2 HP04(0H)4
The copper salt, to which the mineral owes its color, is to be considered
merely as an impurity, a view which is emphasized by the analysis of
the dark green turquoise C. In the latter case the same ratios apply,
modified by the presence of silica, which is nearly sufficient to form
with the copper a normal metasilicate, similar to if not identical with
chrysocolla. This silicate, with whatever blue tinge of color it might
have, affected by the yellow or brown of the iron present, probably
gives the turquoise its green lllle. It is exceedingly probable that the
pnrity of tint in gem turquoise is dne to tl1e copper salt alone and that
degradations of the color towards green are ascribable to admixture
of salts of iron. It is noteworthy that of the three turquoises analyzed
the bluest contains the lowest percentage of copper. This could hardly
be the case were not the colors of the other samples modified by some
impurities, and compounds of iron would naturally produce an effect in
the observed direction.
Sections of the three varieties of turquoise were studied under the
microscope and found to be of es~entially the same character. Although
( 41)
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deeply colored in the band specimens, the thin sections appeared almost clear and transparent. Between crossed nicols the deep blue and
green forms were seen to be composed of minute grains or short, thick
fibers, but in the paler varieties the fibrous structure was more pronounced. The optical properties of both grains and fibers are the same
throughout. They are all weakly doubly refracting, but have a rather
high refractive index. The finely granular portions have a pale bluish
aggregate polarization, less intense than that of chlorite. but when the
mineral is distinctly fibrous it polarizes like some forms of serpentine
with light colors of the first order. The fibers are generally somewhat
bent and interwoven, but lie approximately in the same direction.
Each fiber becomes dark when parallel to the principal section of either
of the crossed nicols, indicating that they must crystallize according to
the quadratic, hexagonal', or rhombic system, instead of in one of the
inclined systems, as was the case with the fibers studied by Biicking 1
in the turquoise of Fresno County, California.
.A section was prepared of a distinct vein of pale green turquoise,
which showed that the fibrous structure is directly across the vein perpendicularly to its walls. Small fissures, running into or across the
veins, have the fibers of turquoise arranged perpendicularly along their
sides, just as serpentine arranges itself along fissures in olivine. Sometimes the fissures are minute and curved; but the resulting arrangement does not simulate the radial fibrous or spherulitic structure described by Biicking 2 as found in the turquoise of California, Nevada,
and elsewhere.
The perpendicular arrangement of the turquoise fibers along fissures
crossing the vein indicates that the mineral may have been derived
from the alteration of another substance with which the vein was formerly filled. We would suppose, of course, that the original vein material was itself a phosphate; and the ouly one after which turquoise is
known to be pseudomorphous is apatite, a species which not infre~
qnently occurs in veins. The opinion that the turquoise has resulted
from such an alteration is fa\orcd by the presence of other alteration
products, to be noted in considering the composition of the country rock
in which the turquoise is found. It is also suggested by Hermann's
analysis of blue Oriental turquoise, in which the equivalent of 3.41 per
cent. of calcium phosphate was actually determined. 3
The rock in which the veins of turquoise occur is described by Blake
as ''a granular porphyry, yellowish, gray, or white in color, porous and
earthy in texture. It decomposes rapidly by weathering and very much
resembles a sandstone." In the collection made by Major Powell there
1 See paper by Zepharovich and Moore, Zeitschr. Kryst. und Min., 10, p. 240, already
cited.
2 Zeitschr. Kryst. und Min., 2, p. 163.
3 See Dana's Syst. Min., p. 581.
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are several good examples of the rock penetrated by the turquoise. It
is a fine grained, reddish, feldspathic rock, mostly fresher than that
described by Blake, and it has a microgranitic aspect. It contains numerous particles of biotite and pyrite, with stainings of oxide of iron.
The hand specimens look as though they had been crushed, and the
fissures thus formed so tilled as to produce irregular veins and nodules.
The veins are small and mostly composed of turquoise, in which are
embedded a few scales of biotite, particles of pyrite, and considerable
quartz and oxide of iron. Scales of biotite are found abundantly in the
iron stained cavities, as well as in the solid portions of the rock. Some
specimens of rock, containing much pale blue turquoise of earthy texture, have been completely kaolinized, and a partial analysis of the
kaolin gave the following results :
H 2 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.88

Si 0 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 52. 38
Ah03 +Fe2 0 3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 33.49
P205 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• None
MgO.... .•..•. ...•.. •••• •••••. •••. .... .•.••. ••.. •..• .••• 1.17
CaO ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• Trace
99.92

Although the mineral itself was white, the alumin~ from it was distinctly reddish with the iron.
Under the microscope the rock is seen to be composed chiefly of
feldspar, with a considerable amount of biotite, -epidote, pyrite, aud
limonite, and some amorphous substance. It is somewhat microgranitic in structure, and the irregular interlocking grains of feldspar vary
in size from .01 to .smm in diameter. Most of them are considerably
kaolinized, so as to appear cloudy in ordinary light; but between
crossed nicols the original outlines of the grains become more distinct.
Their optical properties indicate that the feldspar is orthoclase, an
opinion which is fully borne out by the subjoined analysis of the rock,
which shows a remarkably large proportion of potash:
HzO ..•••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••• 3.28
SiOz ..••...••....••••••••••••••..•..••.•.••••••••••••••• 56.68
Al20a ....•....•••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••...•••• 16.62
Fe203 . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • . • • • • • . • . • . . 6.50
p 205 ...•.•••••••• -- ••••• - •.•• - ••••••••..• - ••• ---- •.•. -. .
. 73
MgO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
. 79
CaO ...••• ••.• .••• •••••• .••••. •••••. •••••. .••••• •••• ...•
.59
CuO ..••••••••••...••..•..••••••.••.••••....•••.. Trace, undet .
.MnO ...•..................••••..•....•....•••. --~- .. .... 1.02
FeSz ..••••••••.•••.••••••• ·•••••••••••••••.••••••••..•.•. 2.21
K20 ...•••••••••••••••...•....•••..••.•..•..•••••••..... 11.18
NazO .••••••••••••••••••••.•..•....••••••.••••..••••••••• 1.03
100.63

The porphyritic crystals are generally Carlsbad twins with irregular
outlines. There are occasionally small grains of fresh, transparent
plagioclase 1 which bas evidently resulted from alteration.
(43)
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The biotite of the rock occurs in noteworthy quantiti~s, but is very
unequally distributed. lt is frequently aggregated in groups of scales
and may be seen most abundantly in small cavities. It sometimes occurs
intimately associated with tlte turquoise, but unlike the latter it is one of
the primary minerals. The small quantity of quartz present is a secondary product, so intimately associated with turquoise as to sugg·est their
genetic connection. Pyrite is scattered rather uniformly throughout
the rock in small cubical crystals easily seen in the hand specimen.
They are sometimes altered to limonite, but in other cases they have
been completely replaced by pseudomorphs of epidote. The specimen
of rock which was subjected to analysis probably contained an amount
of pyrite rather greater than the average.
One of the most important constituents of the rock, because of its
very close association with the turquoise, occurs in the form of bright
yellow grains. They are not distinctly pleochroic, but have a high refractive index, with strong double refraction, and give brilliant aggregate polarization. The particles are usually very small and grouped
together in irregular compound grains, so as to suggest nothing of crystallographic form. In several cases, however, elongated simple grains
show inclined extinction, which indicates that the mineral must be
either monoclinic or triclinic in crystallization. Judging not only from
the properties enumerated, but also from the percentage of lime in the
rock, this mineral is in all probability epidote. It is evidently connected genetically with the turquoise, for it is almost uniformly found
upon the border of the latter aud is most abundant in its neighborlwod.
Concerning the origin of the turquoise bearing rock, it may be stated
that Professors Newberry and Silliman, both of whom studied it in tlle
field, regard it as eruptive and probably of Tertiary age. The occur.
renee of this veritable orthoclase rock in the West is of special interest
from the fact disclosed by recent investigations that in many of the
rocks previously described as trachytes the predominating feldspar is
plagioclase.
The very small size of the vein~ and their limited distribution show
that the turquoise is of local origin and emphasize the idea that it bas
resulted from the alteration of some other mineral. In addition to the
evidence already cited to show that the turquoise has been derived from
apatite, we have the fact tbat epidote, a lime bearing mineral, is present
as a secondary product. The oxidation of pyrite may have had something to do with initiating the process of alteration and tlle alumina of
the turquoise was probably derived from decomposing feldspar. The
latter suggestion was made by Silliman, who also examined microscopic
sections of the rock and reported apatite as present. No apatite, however, could be seen in the specimens examined by us. A search for it
at the locality would certainly seem to be desirable.
(44)

THE GNEISS DUNYTE CONTACTS OF CORUNDUM HILL, NORTH
CAROLINA, IN RELATION TO THE ORIGIN OF CORUNDUM.

BY THOl\1AS ~{. CHA'fARD.

The associations of corundum with the olhTine or dunyte rocks of
Western North Carolina and the adjacent portion~ of South Carolina
and G(•orgia have been often described, 1 but, having had an opportunity (luring the summer of 1884 to visit a few of the typical localities
aml to collect specimens of the aHsociated rocks, fue results of my
ebemical examination of Home of the latter are here given, as possibly
a.ffording some data. for the solution of the problem of the origin of
corundum.
The names gh"en in thiH paper to the varionH rocks anti minerals,
m1less analyses or authorities are given, must be consi<lercd as only
apprDximately correct. By chlorite is meant all the varieties of green,
foliated, hydrom;~ aluminous magnesian sHicates met with in connection
with dunyte, while the whole series of brown and yellow foliated minerals are called· vermiculites. Uudet• the heads of enstatite, talc, &c.,
are grouped a number of minerals of similar appearance, many of which
may prove, on examination, to have compositiovs differing widely from
that of the species under which they are placed.
In making the anal:y ses, the silica, after being ignited over the blast
lamp to constant weight, was treated with hydrofluoric acid and the
residue deducted, while the alumina iron precipitate was, after ignition
to constant weight, fused witll sodic bisnlphatc, and silica, if present,
- - - - - -C. U. Shepard, Am. Jour. Sci. (III), lV, pp. 109, 175, 1872,
J. L. Smith, Am. Jour. Sci. (III), VI, p. 180, 18i:3.
F. A. Genth, Am. Phil. Soc., Sept. 19, 1873, July 17. 1874.
J.P. Cooke, Proc. Am. Acad., Vol. IX, pp. 48, 49, 1874.
C. W. Jeuks, Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., XXX, pp. 303-306, 1874.
W. C. Kerr, Geol. N.C., I, p. 64, Supplement.
C. D. Smith, Geol. N.C., I, Appendix D, pp. 91-97; II, pp. 42, 43, 1881.
R. W. Raymond, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., VII, pp. 83-90, 1878.
A. A. Julien, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXII, pp. 141-149, 1883.
M. E. Wadsworth, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Lithological Studies, pp. 118, 119, 1884.
T. S. Hunt, Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., Vol. II, Sec. III, §§ 37, 38, 1884.
T. M. Chatard, Mineral Resources U. S., 1883-'84, pp. 714-720, U. S. Geol. Survey,
Washington, 1885.
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separated. Double precipitation was always employed and the precipitates were carefully tested.
THE LOCALITIES.

The principal southern mining localities for corundum are at Corundum Hill, Macon County, North Carolina, and at Laurel Creek, Georgia,
26 miles southeast of the former. Both are owned and worked by the
Hampden Emery Company, under the direction of Dr. H. S. Lucas, to
whom I am indebted for every desired facility and for a very warm and
intelligent interest in my work.
The two localities are alike in respect to the occurrence of the corundum. In both, the mineral is found in chlorite and vermiculite lying
between hornblende gneiss aud altered dunyte. At J.Jaurel Creek the
open cut in which the corundum is mined runs east 10°-200 north, following the course of the veins, the mine being situated on the north
bank of Laurel Creek, at the base of a high hill. On the south bank
and in the bed of the creek, hornblende gneiss is the country rock, sncceeded as we go northwardly by enstatite, talc, and allied ruineraJ s. 'fhe
corundum first met with occurs in what is locally known as the "sand
vein," which is composed of chlorite and vermiculite carr,Ying more
or less corundum, usually in small crystals and fragments. The chlorite
in the upper portion of this vein was much disintegrated, the mass fa.Uing readily to pieces, allowing of the easy removal of the corundum,
but at the time of my visit it was very compact and tough and of little
value. The sand vein is succeeded by a so-called "horse" of steatite,
on the other side of which is the vein of "block corundum." This is a
vein of vermiculite containing masses of corundum sparingly mixed
with chlorite and vermiculite and frequently of great size, several
having been obtained of at least 5,000 pounds in weight. One mass
which I saw must have weighed at least a ton. The north wall of the
block vein is a smooth wall of" indurated talc" and steatite, which
gradually passes into altered but still hard dunyte. Indeed, the difference between this place and Corundum Hill is in no respect more
marked than in the greater hardness and toug-hness of the corundum
bearing rocks and in the apparent concentration of the corundum into
large masses with but little evidence of crystallization. At the westerly
end of the cut is a vein of decomposed white material shown by analysis
to be an altered soda lime feldspar. In this I did not find any corundum, but I was told that it was occasionally found in this rock.
The Corundum Hill mine is situated on a ridge which runs in the
northeast and south west direction characteristic of this section, the
dunyte outcrops being on the crest, and apparently surrounded on all
sides except towards the east by hornblende gneiss. On the east side
mica schist1 takes the place of the gneiss, and it is on the eastern side
1

Probably damourite schist; cf. Am. Acad., 1874, by F. A. Genth, "Damourite."
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of the dunyte that the so-called" sand vein" is found. This is a veinlike mass of brown vermiculite in small scales containing an abundance
of small crystals of corundum, which are usually brown in color and often
broken into fragments. At the time of my visit the nearly perpendicular vein was about 6 feet wide and was worked by hydraulic washing
through an open cut about 30 feet deep. The easterly wall of this
vein is the mica schist very much decomposed, while on the western
side we find enstatite; next vermiculite mixed with chlorite, then talc,
which in turn gives place to nodules of more or less altered dunyte.
The specimens of corundum crystals for which this locality is so celebrated have all been found on the westerly side of the dunyte, and, so
far as I have seen or could find out by inquiry from the owners and the
miners, only on or near the lines of contact between the gneiss and the
dunyte. The dunyte is sometimes, as stated by Julien in the paper
cited," interbedded with the hornblende gneiss in layers 1 to 6 meters
in thickness. This was shown by a cross·section of the beds on the
north side of the dunyte deposit at the Jenks Mine (Corundum Hill),
near Franklin, in Macon County. Although the dunyte is thus inclosed in or interbedded with the hornblende gneiss, the latter wa~:~
never observed to be enveloped by the dunyte."
The origin of the dunyte, whether igneous or sedimentary, and, if the
latter, whether mechanical or chemical, is a disputed question which
has been ably discussed in the list of papers already given, and upon
this point I am not able to give any further information of valne.
Leaving out the question of the origin of the dunyte, it appears very
much like a dike or dike series, portions of which have been forced into
the adjacent country rock without completely severing the connection
with the main mass.
In its present condition it forms irregular spheroidal masses, sometimes several meters in diameter, most of which are much fractured and
altered, the fracture seams being filled in with brown or yellow, clay-like,
magnesian silicat.es, while the surface is also converted into a similar
material which, when dry, has a strong tendency to peel off in eemiconchoidal plates. In this form of altera~ion the mass of the nodule is still
rather hard, but frequently the nodules are cased with talc, 10-20cm
in thickness and quite tough; when, however, this casing is pierced
through, the interior is found to consist of a soft, yellow, ocherous material, into which a rod can be forced with comparative ease for a foot or
more; towards the center of the nodule the material is often harder,
being apparently less thoroughly decomposed.
The gneiss along the lines of contact is much decomposed, preserving
its laminated structure but becoming a friable mass of reddish and
brownish gray grains of quartz and scales of" altered mica, with whitish
nodules irregularly disseminated through it. Several contact sections
from gneiss to dunyte were examined, and samples taken as the charac(47)
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terof the formation seemed to change. Of these the results of the chemical examination of one series is given, as it is typical of them all, the
variations in the others being due, apparently, only to differences in
the relative proportions of the same general classes of minerals.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SECTIONS.

TIJese sections were all taken in an open cut which starts from a point .
near the corundum mill and runs into the hill in a southeast direction.
In tltis cut the exposures were clearest, the banks in most of the other
cuts being more or less covered, either by caving or by debris piled
against them in the course of the mining operations.
In going up the cut the walls were found to consist in most part of
the material which I have called altered gneiss, with occasional masses
of uunyte very much altered and showing the characteristic chloriti~
minerals. The cut at the upper end widens out immediately after
pas8iug through a belt of gneiss which crosses it with a northeast, southwest strike and a dip wllich is apparently eastward, but is nearly perpendicular. This rock can be traced northeast for some distance, but is
tllen covered by mining debris, though Dr. Lucas informed me that it
continued without an apparent break through ~hat portion of the ground.
Beyond the rock piles it can be tr;:Lced to the main body in the higher
J>art of the hill.
On the east side of this gneiss and on the north side of the cut we have
the following sequence:
Section A.

A 1. Altered gneiss, becoming somewhat vermiculitic as it approaches A~.
A 2. A narrow banu of greenish chlorite.

A 3.
A 4.
A 5.
A 6.

A 6 inch seam of vermiculite.
Soft, yellow, magnesian clay.
A narrow seam of very impnre chalcedony, stained red.
More yellow clay.
A 7. A rather hard casing, brownish yellow in color, inclosing
A 8. A large nodule of dunyte, much altered, with seams filled with soft clay and
harder material of the same kind, while the comparatively hard brown yellow dunyte (A 8) has running through it small seams of
A 9. A mineral similar to enstatite.

Section B.

On the opposite side of the cut a section, B, starting from the same
gneiss, showsB I. Altered gneiss, like A 1.
B 2. About 2 feet (60cm) of yellowish, micaceous,'and quite rotten material.
B 3. About 30cm of fine, scaly, brown vermiculite.
B 4. A band of foliated, compact, bright green chlorite stained bright red in places
with ferric oxide or an iron clay.
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Enstatite: gray in color and quite hard.
Yellow clay similar to A 6, and inclosing
Much altered but still rather hard dunyte, the casing on the other side being
chlorite.

The corund.um, when it occurs, is found in A 3 and B 3 and is much
fractured.
Section C.

At about 10 meters northeast from A the Section C was made and
gave the following series:
C 1. Altered gneiss, containing, distributed irregularly through it,
C 2. Harder nodules, very silicious; the gneiss gradually changing into
C 3. A scaly, brownish material, followed by

C 4. A soft, friable, yellowish white kaolin, intermixed with
C 5. A reddish brown, micaceous mineral, followed by
C 6. A seam of a small foliated, brownish yellow mineral which disintegrates easily,
falling into small scales.
Vermiculite containing corundum. The specimen selected for examination was
very typical and showed a mass of friable, yellowish brown vermiculite with a
narrow seam of bright green chlorite dh iding it into two nearly equal
parts. The corundum is found on only one side of this chlorite seam, but is
there in large proportion, some of the crystals being over 2cm in length,
the width of the corundum bearing streak being about 15cm, The vermimrlite containing the corundum was marked C 7 a ; that on the other side
of the chlorite, and which showed no corundllm, C 7 (3. This was followed by
C 8. A combination of vermiculite and actinolite.
C 9. Enstatite mixed with chlorite, forming a tough casing about lOcm thick, inclosing a mass of altered dunyte with the yellow ochers and other characteristic decomposition products.

C 7.

In giving the results of the examinations of these minerals it may be
well to say that the rocks were always examined carefully with a strong
lens and in most cases microscopically. The separations were made
with Sonstadt's solution whenever praeticable; but in the presence of
the slimy, yellow, magnesian silicates this was often impossible, and
hand picking was resorted to.
ANALY'l'ICAL RESULTS.

C 1. Altered gneiss(~). A friable, sublaminated aggregate of scales of
a micaceous mineral, in color from colorless to brownish and reddish
yellow, with grains of quartz of similar shades of color and occasional
small masses of a whitish, kaolin-like material (C 2). This rock has, as
stated above, the same strike, dip~ and structure as the adjacent unaltered gneiss and apparently passes into it.
C 2. Nodule inC 1. Structure finely granular, with larger grains of
quartz disseminated through the mass, and a few small, yellowish scales
on the fracture surfaces; ratller friable; color brownish and yellowish
white, with some small brown spots.
C 3. A friable aggregate of micaceous minerals, ~imilar in structure
and appearance to C 1, but the scales are smaller and more deeply colBull. 42--4
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ored in shades of brown and yellow, the grains of quartz are fewer
smaller, and the nodules C 2 are absent.
c 2.

Cl.

c 3.

- - - - --

2.79
75.62
None
None
12.52
2.52
0.56
0.42
5.58
0.27
None

4. 97
64.27
1. 32

Ignition . • . • . .. "'" .
Si02 •••••• •••• •••••
Ti Oz .••••• - • • • • • • • .
Pz05 ••• • • •• • •• • •• • •
Alz03 .•••••..•••• -Fez03 .••••.•....• -.
FeO ...• - ..•... ---MnO ..••••....•...
CaO .••••.•.•••. - ..
MgO. .. .••.. .. .•••.
KzO -·-· ••••.. .• •. .

0. 05

16.75
6. 08
0. 89
0.07
0. 25
1. 74

3. 09

7.96
56.65
0.44
T1a ~ e

21.60
6.36
0.70
0.13
0.35
3.61
1. 98

Na20 .•••••••••••.• _o~~ _None ~:__~

100. 37

100. 28

100. 37

C 4. Soft, friable, fine granular, yellowish white, kaolin-like material,
in lumps, with dark brown spots and streaks. Contains a very small
proportion of fine grains of quartz.
C 5. The lumps of C 4 are scattered through a seam of a small foliated
mineral aggregated to a loosely coherent mass which breaks up when
handled. The scales have a pearly luster and are apparently colorless
or of a greenish tint, but are stained reddish brown by interlaminated
ferric oxide whichcannot be separated from them. When heated the
mineral exfoliates slightly, assuming·a silvery luster and a purplish red
color. Before ignition, decomposable by hot, concentrated hydrochloric
acid.
C 6. A compact mass of translucent scales; color, yellow with shades
of brown; apparently homogeneous, but altered; disintegrates easily;
contains a little chromite (0.15 per cent.).
c

4.

c

5.

---

Ignition .......
Si.Oz....••••...

13.70
45.71
'35.49

12.63
37.96
22.53

Alz0 3···· -· ..•.
Crz03 •.••••.. - .......
....
Fez0 3 ..•....•.
1.82 11.12
FeO .....•.....
0.60
0.30
MnO ......••••
0.06
0.12
CaO ...•.......
0.30
None
1. 61
MgO .. . ..... -15.46
Alkalies .. .... _ 0.34 Undet.

---- -. ---.

c

6.

--9.46
52.59
5.26
0.52
2.33
0.69
0.12
0.33
28.53
0.16

- · -- -- 99.63
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C 7 a and C 7 fJ. This occurrence has been described above. The
two vermiculites show but little difference in physical characteristics,
both being fine, scaly, and of a pale brown yellow color. The thinnest
scales have a pearly luster and are nearly transparent. C 7 a was
carefully hand picked and showed no corundum under a magnifying
glass, but the presence of it was shown not only iu the course of the
analysis, but also in the process of grinding, as the vermiculite when
pure is quite soft and free from grit. The corundum is probably interlaminated with the vermiculite, as is often seen in specimens which are
more broadly foliated ;1 moeeover the corundum crystals, as separated
from the gangue, are very much fractured and fall readily to pieces,
often forming thin plates. C 7 f3 appears to be free from corundum.
The analyses are given with total amount of water and are also calculated as being free from corundum and dried at 110°, the latter calculation showing that the two vermiculites are practically identical.
The narrow seam of chlorite separating these two was not examined
chemic~lly, as it did not ditl'er apparently fl'Om the ordinary chlorites
of this region. One chlorite (Analysis F, see page 56) has· been examined on account of its peculiar appearance, but in most cases it was not
deemed necessary :

I

c

c

7a..

7(3.

Air dried. At 110°. Air dried. At 110°.
---- - ---

Corundum .....
H.O at 110° ....
H20 at red heat.
SiOz ... ~ ... -- ..
Al203 . - . - - .....
l<,e203 ..• --· •...
FeO .••••.••••.
MnO ....•.•....
CaO ...••......
MgO ......•....
Alkalies ....• . ,

8.87 ··-·---10.33 .................
9.47
11.60
31.01
38.02
15.14
18.56
5.63
6.00
0.55
0.68
0.12
0.15
0.35
0.44
19.08 23.38
0.22

None ... -....... -....
11.42 .-.. ---11.34
10.05
32.97
37.22
17.88 20.19
5.37
4.76
0.57
0.64
Trace .... .. -.
None ---.
..
22.36
25.24

--

---

0.271 None .....••• ,

100~~ 100~lo0~~100:00

C 8. A mass of a yellowi~:!h brown, small foliated mineral, through the
central part of which runs an irregular seam of a fine, granular, grass
green mineral intet· mixed with a small quantity of black magnetic
grains and a large proportion of ·the vermiculite scales, which are, however, mueh smaller than those of the outer portions. As there were con1
Jenks, quoted by Cooke, Proc. Am. Acad., 1874, loc. cit.; Genth, Am. Phil. Soc.
1
Sept. 19, 1873, section Chlorite.
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siderable differences in the specific gravity of these minerals, they were
separated by Thoulet's solution and marked C 8 a, C 8 (3, and C 8 y.
C 8 a. Sma)l rounded grains showing some octahedral faces; opaque;
luster, submetallic; color, brownish black; streak, blackish brown; magnetic. .Analysis corret-:ponds to chromite intermixed with some mag.
netite, but FeO was not determined for itself, the whole of the Fe20 3
being calculated as such.
C 8 f3. Finely granular, compact, the larger pieces showing under
the magnifying glass a crystalline structure and longitudinal striations;
translucent to subtransparent; luster, vitreous; color, graRs green;
streak, greenish white; sp. gr., 3.062. Analysis corresponds to actinolite.
C 8 a.

I

C 8 ~-

H20 at 110° •.........•.................••••• • :..
H20 at red heat . • • • . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . • . . . . . • . . . • . . .

0.04
0. 52

Si02 ···--····"········ .. ···············
3.20
Ti02 ... -- •.. -- •.•••..... -- ..........•.
0.36
0.12
p 205 .. --- .. - • - •....••.•• -- -- •.. - •...• -.
Cr20a ...••..•• - •••.•• - ....••.•...•...••
45.94
Al20a ...••••..•. - ••... -- ...•..••••.••..
2.51
Fe203 ....•............ -....••••...... -. . • • • . . • • . .
FeO ...•.............•..••••.•..•..•...
42.90
(Ni,Co)O ... .... ..••..• .••••• .••••. .•.• ••••.. ....
MnO ..•••. ...•.. •.•••• •••••• ••.....•.. 1
0.84
CaO . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • • • • . . . .
None
MgO . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 91

i55.23
None
None
0.19
!3.04
1. 88 .
2. 51
Trace
0.26
13. 36
22. 31

I

Alkalies .•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••. ~~~~~

C 8 y. Foliated, compact; folia generally small, not over 2mm across;
cleavage, basal, eminent; color, yellowish brown, the thinnest scales
being almost colorless, with a greenish tint; luster, submetallic, somewhat greasy, the material having a great resemblance to the so-called
''bronze powder." Easily decomposed by concentrated hydrochloric
acid, the silicic acid separating in pearly scales. When heated gives
oft' much water and exfoliates with considerable force, particles being
projected several centimeters from the mass, which doubles its bulk
and becomes reddish brown with a somewhat silvery luster. Examined
microscopically by Mr. J. S. Diller, who reports "that it is biaxial and
negative, but the angle between the. optic axes, as seen in a cleavage
plate split off parallel to the base, is uniformly small. Upon rotating
the section, although the cross is plainly distorted into two hyperbolre,
they do not completely separate from each other.~' Sp. gr., 2.613 in
water at 25.5o.
(52)
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In the following water determinations the figures in brackets represent
determinations by difference, the others being direct determinations .

I

.

Pe• cent. / Pe• cen<

_ r _er_ c_e_n t_. -I· Per

H~o at uoo __ ..... _.. . . . . --------~
H20 at 130o .......•••....
H-.!0 at red heat (blast
lamp) . . . . . . . . . . • . . . -- ·

cen~~ ~erage.

3.72

3.72

3. 78

(6. 95)

(7. 00)

(6. 98)

I
I
------1--:-----

Total H 2 0 as determined ..•.•••...••. ,

I

10. 82

(10. 85)

10. 67

I

10. 72

I

10. 76

Analyses Nos. 1 and 2 are the results obtained on the air <lried mineral; No.3, average of 1 and 2, and No.4 the average calculated as dried
at 1100.
'

1.

H20 at 110° ..................
H20 at 1:30° and red heat .....
SiO~ ........••.•.......•......
AhOa ...•....•........• ... ---.
Cr20a ............
..., ..
Fe20a
....
FeO ........••.....•..• - •.....
MnO ......•...
CaO ....... _.....•..•.••...•..

I

---· --------· -------- ·----u

2.

3. 78
6.98
39.89
12. 88)
0.54 I
5. 291 = 18. 82

(3.78)
(6.98)
39.74
(

19.04

o.uJ
0.05
0.14
24. 88
5.76
0.20

•••••••••••••••

MgO .•••...•..•..... -: .........
K20 . -.......• -- •..• --- •. - - - · ·
Na20 ..............•.....••...

3.

0.05
0. 13
24.78
(5.76)
(0.20)

100.50

100.46

I

il

4.

3. 78 ............. -...
6.98
7.22
39.81
41. 17
12.99
13.43
0.54
0.56
5.29
5.47
0.11
0.11
0.05
0.05
0.14
0.14
24.83
2.5. 68
5.76
5.96
0.20
0.21

100.48

100.00

No.4 gives the atomic ratio:
Si : R: R

R

H

2.75: 1.0!3: 1.29 : 0.14:0.80
2.75:
7:

2.46

:0.80

6

2

As this mineral appears to be a very definite vermiculite, I have,
in order to distinguish it from the others, given it the name lucasite, in
honor of Dr. H. S. Lucas, of Corundum Hill, North Carolina, and the
(53)
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following table from Professor Cooke's paper1 will show its relations to
the other members of the group at 1000.
Si : R: : R : R : H
Hallite ...••...
"Lerni" •..••••
Pelhamite .... _.
Culsageeite ....
''Millbury" ....
Je:fferisite; .....
Lucasite .......

2.42:
2.54:
2.75:
2.50:
2.38:
2.56:
2. 75 :

2.41 •
2.50
2.46
2.66
2.74
2.53
2.46

: 1.47 or 8: 8: 5
: 1.30 or 2: 2: 1
: 1.26 or 9 : 8 : 4
: 1.23 or 2: 2: 1
:l.l4or2:2:1
:1.17or9:9:4
: 0.80 or 7 : 6: 2

C 9. Grayish white, asbestiform mass made up of fine fibers of a vitreous luster, aggregated to a somewhat woo1ly mass intermixed with a
smaller proportion of bright green chlorite. The rock mass disintegrates
easily, breaking down into a soft, woolly aggregate of fine needles, not
folia. A hydrous enstatite. Sp. gr., 2.872.
H20 . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 55
Si02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 56. 58
Ti02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . None
Cr2 0 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0. 24
Al.~03--·· ........ -.. .... .... .... ...• .... ....... ...... •...
1. 74
Fe20 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1. 89
FeO ......•....• ···--· .... .... ...••. ..•... ...... .... .... 3. 67
MnO ..... .••••. ...• ...... ......... ..•.•. .•.• ...... ...... 0. 21
CaO .... ...• .••••• .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... 0. 59
MgO.. . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . • .. • • . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 30. 34
Aikalies . . • • • • . • . • • • • • . • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • . • . • • . . • . • . • • . . . . . 0. 17
99.98

fhe dunyte alteration following C 9 was very much decomposed, being
a friable, clay-like mass with needles of white, hydrous enstatite, like
C 9, and small scales of another mineral which, however, could not be
separated in a pure condition by means of Sonstadt's solution, as almost
all the scales showed, when examined under the microscope, that they
were interpenetrated by the needles. The examination of the decomposed dunyte of the A series will, however, show the character of these
alteration products.
Of the following analyses, D is from the apparently least altered
specimen of dunyte that I was able to find. It is granular, crystalline,
the grains of olivine being subtranslucent, with a subv1treous luster and
of an oil green color with grayish tints. The rock contains a little chromite.
Some of the specimens of dunyte, particularly the darker varieties,
show an indistinct radiated structure, the radiations starting from points
which are lighter in color than tl1e rest of the specimen.
1

Cooke, Proc. Am. Acad., p. 461, 1875,
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E is my old analysis of dunyte from the same locality, given in Dr.
Genth's first paper on corundum, already cited.
D.

E.

0.56
Chromite ..•••...••••••..
2.74
H20 ...•.•••..... .. .• - - -.
Si02. ..••................ 40.11
0.18
Cr20 3 . ..•..........••••.
0.88
Al20 3.. ..•••....•...••.•.
Fe20a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
1, 20
FeO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 09
NiO (tr. Co and Mn) ••••• .. .. . •.•
CaO . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . .

1. 72
41.58

0. 14
7. 49
0. 34
0. 11

MgO .•••••• ~-. _•. . ..•.• - ~~~ ~~
100. 34

100. 66

A 7 is the casing of the dunyte nodule of the A series. It is brownish
yellow, granular, aml, when dry, easily pulverized; but, some portions
appearing harder than the rest, the specimen was crushed without
grinding, the coarse powder shaken violently aud then sifted through
a fine sieve. The softer part was called A 7 a, the harder A 7 (3, and
it will be seen that the two are practically alike, the harder part
containing much more chromite and being not quite so much decom·
posed.
A 7 a.

A 7 fl.

0.17
2.14
40.04
3. 17
12. 15
42.97

2.45
2.01
40.18
·1.35

100. 64

99. 71

- -- - - - I- - - - -Chromite •... ,
Ignition
..

---

Si02-------··
Alz03 ...••••.
FezOa .......
MgO ........

9.88
84

4:~.

----

A 8. Altered dunyte, granular, compact, traversed by small seams
carrying A 9. Luster, dull; color, pale yellowish brown. From interior of nodule.
A 9. Fine fibrous or small foliated, the folia being so arranged transversely in the seams of A 8 as to present a fibrous appearance. Luster,
pearly soft; color, colorless to white. Subtranslucent.
·
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lBULL. 42.

F. Chlorite; broad foliated, folia brittle, being probably somewhat
altered. Color, dark bluish green; luster, submetallic. From Corundum Hill.
AS.

A9.

F.

1 - - - - - -1 · - - - - - - - - -

H20 ........••.
1. 54
Si02----------- 40.25
0.96
Al203 .. -- ......
2.71
Fe203 ...... --- .....
5.97
FeO ....••. - ...
CaO ........... ...................
MgO .......... 47.76

4.32
56.39
2.31
0.16
1.96
0.04
34.57

K20 -- -- . -- - -- . -------· ....................

99.19

99.75

12.71
35.88
20.90
6.55
3.68
0.14
19.90
0.19
99.95

In comparing these analyses with reference to the mode of occurrence
of the corundum and to the question of its probable origin, it must be
remembered that we start from an aluminous rock, gneiss, on one side
of the seam, and, passing through the series, reach as a final term a
magnesian rock, dunyte. In following the series we should expect to
find a progressive increase in the amount of magnesia and a gradual
decrease in the amount of alumina. It will be observed that 8uch is the
case with the magnesia, while, roughly speaking, it is also true of the
alumina. The ease with which magne~ia, in the processes of rock alteration, may be dissolved and redeposited explains the regularity of its
increase, while the high degree of insolubility of silicate of alumina and
the presence of varying quantities of kaolin in the specimens C 1 to C 6
account for the irregularities in the alumina percentages. The members
of the series C 1 to C 6, though crystalline, are in nearly every case much ·
decomposed and do not allow, generally, of proper separations. Enough
has been done, however, tO' show that the entire series falls into three
groups: aluminous silicates, alumino-magnesian silicates, and magnesian
Rilicates. The list of constituents is practically the same for all, and it
is only by considering the relative predominance of one or the other
base that the distinction can be made. The middle term of the chemical series is also the middle term of the field series, and in it the corundum is found. All the gneiss dunyte contacts which I have seen or
have information of give practically the same succe:;;sion. Corundum
is, however, only an accessory; frequently it is not found at all, and,
when present, often in comparatively small quantities. It may therefore be considered as the result of a certain balance between the aluminous and the magnesian solutions, which have by their union produced
the chlorites and the vermiculites.
The question of the origin of the dunyte, in so far as it has any reference to that of the corundum, can now be considered. Three modes of
(56)
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origin are supposable, chemical, sedimentary, and igneous. If a chemical
origin be assigned to the dunyte (and gneiss), we could have a sequence
of events something like the following: An aluminous silicate solution
depositing the constituents of gneiss gradually becomes impregnated
with a solution of magnesia either as silicate, or, more probably, a mixture of silicate and carbonate. The researches of Way 1 and those of
Deville, Friedel and Sarrasin, and de Schulten2 have shown that alumi-·
nons silicates and alkaline silicates can be made to combine, forming feldspars and other alkaline-aluminous silicates, and Way showed that the
alkali could be replaced by lime.
Although much more work is required in this direction, still we are
warranted in assuming that, if we can obtain solutions of aluminous
silicates and of magnesian silicates and allow them to react upon each
other under proper conditions, we shall obtain hydrous-alumino-magnesian silicates, or if iron be present, as is the case with dunyte, silicates belonging to the chlorite and vermiculite groups.
Under this assumption, the rock forming solution would cease depositing the constituents of gneiss, even of the more hornblendic varieties, and, instead, furnish chlorites and allied minerals, until, gradually
becoming more and more magnesian, enstatites, tales, and finally chrysolites would be the products. To account for the formation of corundum during this process we must suppose the presence of carbonate of
magnesia along with the silicate, which would permit of the replacement, by magnesia, of a part of the alumina, which would be precipitated either as.the hydrate or, under conditions as yet unknown, as
corundum.
If instead of a chemical origin for the gneiss and dunyte we consider
them as results of either a sedimentary or an igneous action, we shall find
the reactions involved in the alterations of these rocks to be of t,he
same character. In either case we should have gneiss in contact with
dunyte. As soon as alteration of the gneiss begins, the feldspar kaolinizes and the mica is attacked, yielding solutions of alkaline salts which
have the property of dissolving alumina, and this action is increased
by the presence of carbonic acid, while even solutions of iron silicates
and magnesian silicates have the same effect. 3
As Roth observes, accurate and sufficient data are lacking for the
proper consideration of such questions, but enough is known to be able
to say that the alteration of gneiss or granite furnishes a solution of
silicate of alumina. On the other hand, the mode of alteration of olivine has been studied, 4 and we know that both magnesia and silica are
removed, the former in excess and therefore probably as carbonate,
Way quoted by Hunt, op. cit., 9 97.
Hunt, op. cit., § § 98-99. l!'ouque et Levy, Synthese des rnineraux et des roches,
pp. 32, 134, 161-164, Paris, 1882.
3
Roth, Chern. Geol., Vol. I, pp. 112, 141-160, 305-334, Berlin, 1879.
'*Roth, Chern. Geol., p. 113.
·
1
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which, as such, is not an uncommon occurrence among these rocks.
Iron would, of course, be dissolved in the same manner as magnesia.
Julien, in his paper already cited, says (page 147):
The corundum itself is in all cases, both in the veins and in the particles found
in the gabbro, a secondary or alteration product. All the phenomena of alteration,
both in the veins and rock masses, absolutely require and can be simply explained
by the introduction of a solution of soda and alumina into the fissures and interstices
during the period of alteration and metamorphism. The combination of soda with
silicates of alumina and iron, perhaps previously formed, has produced all the minerals of the vein series; while the precipitation of the alumina naturally ensued
from the separation of its a.lkaline solvent. The question then presents itself of the
evidence of the introduction of such a solution. This is fouml in the st,rata of
hOI'ublende gneiss, which everywhere surrouncl the dunyte beds and are abundantly
traversed all along the dunyte belt by l1nge veins of endogenous granite. Into these
there has certainly Leen an introduction, by subtermneous therma.I solutions, of soda
and alumina, as shown both by the development of a long series of crystallized mineral silica,tes containing those bases with other elements, and, elsewhere, even by the
precipitation of corundum itself (in aAsociation with muscovite, margarite, and
albite) in a certain class of small veins in the gneiss of limited occurrence but of great
interest.

Professor Julien's extended field experience among these rocks gives
great weight to his opinion that corundum is a product of rock alteration. It is, indeed, difficult to see how a different opinion can be arrived at, if these rocks are studied in the field. In my own case, my
field notes, written before I had an opportunity to see his valuable paper, indicate the same conclusion. Wllether the solutions of soda and
alumina must be heated in order to effect the production of tllese minerals is a question to which, at present, no definite answer can be given;
but it would seem that the ordinary subaerial decay of these rocks should
furnish the necessary solutions. The observations of Becker and the
experiments of Barus 1 show that there ia considerable doubt as to any
production of heat as a result of the kaolinization of feldspar, and if
such is the case with 'feldspar it is not likely that the alteration of any
of th~ other mineral species present in these rocks would be attended
by any marked rise in temperature. We must therefore conclude that
the gneiss can furnish an alkaline solution of alumina and tile dunyte
a solution of magnesia without the production of heat and perhaps
without its aid. Unless heat be absolutely necessary, either for the production of these solutions or for the formation of the contact minerals,
we have no need for the introduction from a deeper source of a heated
solution of alumina and soda, as the solutions furnished by the rocks
at the contact should he sufficient for the purpose, and, by their meeting
at the contact of the formations, give rise to the reactions stated above,
namely, the production of chlorites and vermiculites, and, if the necessary conditions of proportion are reacbed, of alumina or corundum.
That these conditions are often lacking is shown ~y the comparative
IG. F. Becker, Geol. of Comstock Lode, Mon. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. III, Chaps.

VII and IX.
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rarity of the occurrences of corundum when the number of such chlorite bearing contacts is considered.
Among the miners chlorite or vermiculite is considered a "corundum
sign," and they follow it as long as it holds out. The chlorite veins often
extend for some distance into the dunyte, as should be expected when
we consider the thoroughly fractured condition of the dunyte, with its
consequent spheroidal alteration forms; but, in such cases~ the connection with the contact can generally be traced. In the same manner the
chlorite seams may extend into the gneiss.
It has already been said that the d unyte of Corundum Hill lies between hornblende gneiss and mica schist. The same can be said of the
locality at Unionville, Ohester County, PennsJ'lvauia, and, to a certain extent, of that at Chester, Massachusetts.
Mr. W. W. Jefferis has kindly furnished me with much information
about the former place, where the serpentine (probably resulting, as
stated by Genth, 1 from the alteration of chrysolite rocks) lies between
mica schist on the north and hornblende gneiss on the south. The
great mass of corundum which was found at tl1is place lay on the
north side, in the serpentine, a short- distance from the mica schist, and
was accompanied hy chlorite. "It was between well defined walls of
serpentine" (Jefferis). At a poi~t on the south side of the serpentine,
at the contact with the hornblende gneiss, is ''a digging 15 feet deep,
which produced 500 pounds of extra flue, blue corundum, simiHu to the
blue from Macon County, North Caroli ua. Cu lsageeite occurs here iden.
tical with the North Carolina specimens. Both the corundum and the
culsageeite are so much like the Carolina mineral that it is difficult to
tell them apart" (Jefferis).
The deposit at Chester, 1\tJ:ass., is a vein of emery situated nearly in
the center of the Green Mountain chain.
·
It is included in the metamorphic series of rocks, here consisting of
vast breadths of gneiss and mica slate, with considerable interpolations
of talcose slate and serpentine. Strike, N. 20° E.-S. 20° W.; dip from
vertical to 750-80°, sometimes east, sometimes west. The immediate
vicinity of the mine presents a succession of lengthened rocky swells,
the longer axis of the elevations generally coinciding with the direction of the strata.
The emery vein traverses, in an unbroken line, the crests of two of
these adjacent mountains, and is auout 4 miles long and about 4 feet
wide. It lies at the junction of tlle gneiss with the mica slate, just
within the western edge of the gneiss, haying throughout a layer of
gneiss 4 to 10 feet in thickness fot' its eastern wall. Between this layer
of gneiss and the mica slate is ta.lcose slate about 20 feet thick at the
south end and widening out at the northern end to nearly 200 feet.
1

Genth, Am. Jour. Sci. (II), XXXIII, p.
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The gneiss is highly horl)blendic; where hornblende is rare, epidote
is found. Quartz is very deficient and no corundum is found in the
gneiss. The talcose slate carries soapstone, chlorite, talcose dolomite,
&c., and contains, here and there, corundum. Quartz is very rare. In
the vein are found corundum, magnetite, margarite, ripidolite, biotite,
andestite, tourmaline, and titaniferous iron. 1
Whether or not this locality can be placed with those already described is a question to which, not having visited the mine, I cannot
give an answer. There are many points of similarity, but the presence
of the thin wall of gneiss on the eastern side of the vein brings a diffi·
culty into the consideration of the problem. The presence of magnetite must also be explained; and, as the action of lime is here evident,
it may be that this occurrence must be placed with that of the Oullakenee or Buck Creek Mine, Clay County, North Carolina, where lime
has also played a part, as shown by the presence of margarite, zoisite,
and oligoclase, the last carrying corundum.
The action of lime brings us to the occurrences of cornnuum in crystallized limestone, of which the emery depositF; of Asia Minor and tbe
Greek Islands, studied by J. L. Smith/ are the most important. In his
memoir h~ says :
In every instance I have found the emery associated with the old limestones overlying mica slate, gneiss, &c. It is em bedded either in the earth that covers the limestone or in the rock itself, and exists in masses from the size of a pea to that of several tons' weight, generally angular, sometimes ron'nded, and, when in the latter form,
they do not appear to have become so by attrition. * * * The emery has been
formed and consolidated in the limestone in which it is found and has not been detached from older rocks, as granite, gneiss, &c., and lodged in the limestone at the
time of its formation. My reasons for so thinking are the following:
(1) In no instance could the closest investigation of the older rocks of these localities that are below the limestone furnish the slightest indication of the existence of
emery there; and, moreover, the masses of emery in the 1Jmestone never had fragments
of another rock attached to them. A few thin layers of mica slate were found in the
limestone, but they were not in contact with the emery, nor contained any traces of
corundum.
(2) The limestone immediately in contactwith the emery differs almost invariably
in color and composition from the mass of the rock; and at Kulat, where the marble
forming the rock is remarkably pure, the part in contact with the emery is of a dark
yellow color resembling spathic iron, and contains a large portion of alumina and
oxide of iron. The thickness of this interposing coat between the emery and the
marble is variable; but, what is certain, it passes gradually into white marble, so
that -their crystalline structures run into each other, showing that they are one and
the same rock. * * * Wl)at we see is just what should be expected in ferruginous and aluminous minerals forming and separating themselves from a limestone not
yet comwlidated.

Other reasons are given to prove this point, and he gives a most instructive example of a nodule of emery surrounded by two concentric
layers, the inner of chloritoid, a hydrous silicate of alumina and iron,
J. L. Smith, Am. Jour. Sci. (II), XLII, pp. 83-93, 1866.
2Am. Jour. Sci. (II), X, pp. 354-370, 1850; XI, pp. 53-66, 1851.

1
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the outer of margarite, a hydrous silicate of alumina and lime.
he says:

Finally

cru.T.A.RD.j

At some future time * * * it will doubtless be found tllat emery forms the geognostic mark of extensive calcareous formations in that part of the world, just as the
fiiuts do in the chalk of Europe.
CONCLUSION.

From the foregoing examples it would seem that we have three types
of corundum occurrences:
(1) In chlorites and allied minerals, the result of contact alterations
between aluminous-alkaline silicate rocks and magnesian silicate rocks.
(2) In soda-lime feldspars, mainly depending upon the same reactions as No. 1, but complicated by the action of lime.
(3) In crystallized limestone, represented by the emery occurrences
and that at Vernon, Sussex County, N.J., described by W. P. Blake. 1
As to the character of the reactions producing this last class of occurrences, I am not at present able to say anything, and it will require a
careful study of the relative influence of magnesia and lime, in this
connection, before any hypothesis can be stated. 2
In considering the second type the facts that the feldspar is always a
soda-lime feldspar, that it is found in connection \-vith occurrences of the
first type, anu that margarite and other lime minerals are found in association point to a modification of t~~ pe No. l through the action of lime.
lf the "hornblende gneiss" of the Buck Creek or Cullakence Mine
proves to be diorite, as has been stated, then we may be able to form a
simpler idea of the course of the reactions.
The mode of origin of the dunyte is readily seen to be foreign to that
of the corundum, since the chemical reactions invol vell in the production of the latter are practi~ally the same unuer each theory. If a
chemical origin be assigned to the dunyte, then the corundum and chlorite would be formed posterior to the gneiss and anterior to the dunyte,
or even vice versa. If either the mechanical sedimentary or the igneous
theory be assumed, then the corundum is posterior to both gneiss and
dunyte and contemporary with the chlorite (and vermiculite), the two
being equally alteration products. On the whole, it would seem that au
igneous origin for the dunyte offers the simplest explanations.
That the chlorite and the corundum are contemporaneous is made
evident by the intimate manner in which the two have crystallized
together. In general the plates of chlorite would seem to have attained
considerable size before the corundum began to deposit aud fill up the
interstices, so that we have compact masses ranging all the way from
almost pure corundum to almost pure chlorite. The ''block corundum"
of Laurel Creek is an example of the first class, while the ''sand vein
1 Am. Jour. Sci. (II), XIII, p. 116, 1852; C. U. Shepard, Am. Jour. Sci. (III), IV,
p.179.
2 J. L. Smith, Am. Jour. Sci. (III), VI, p. lt>2.
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chlorite" of the same place shows the latter form. While perfectly
formed crystals of pure corundum are not uncommon, we frequently find
crystals with regular faces, but apparently formed in a solution having
large numbers of small plates of chlorite or vermiculite floating in it, so
that the corundum crystals carry many of the folia inclosed in them.
If such a crystal, carrying vermiculite, is boiled in acid, the vermiculite
is decomposed and more or less of the crystal disintegrates into corun.
dum sand. Such crystals are found at Corundum Hill and specimens
exist in the collection of the National Museum.
Whether or not the vermiculites are to be considered as rmmlting
from the alteration of chlorites is a disputed point. Specimens are frequently found which show an apparent change from chlorite into ver.
rniculite, the dark green folia of the one passing into the yellow brown
of the other, 1 but in most cases it is difficult to resist the conclusion that
the chlorite now found with the vermiculite is not the residue of a process which has converted the rest into vermiculite. Such specimens from
Corundum Hill show the chlorite apparently perfectly fresh and the
form of the mineral entirely distinct from that of the associated vermiculite, being usually much more broadly foliated. Moreover, we find
seams containing but little chlorite, the corundum being surrounded by
vermiculite, while, but a short distance away and under apparently like
conditions of exposure and weathering, veins are found filled with chlo:
rite almost free from vermiculite. In this connection the observations
of Cooke 2 are very interesting, and from what we know at present the
derivation of one from the other is very doubtful. As to the relation of ·
the chlorites (including vermiculites) to corundum, it is possible that
this mineral may, in the process of alteration, occasionally furnish them;
still, so far as field experience teaches, these minerals are the original
gangue of the corundum and are not derived from it. The valuable researches of Dr. Genth have shown that this mineral does alter, and, in
so doing, produces many different mineral species; but whether any
given mineral occurring with corundum is a result of the alteration of
the latter must be determined for each case by the examination not
only of the specimen but of its field surroundings also. Even when we
have before us an apparently decided pseudomorph of &orne mineral
after corundum it may prove to be only a case of envelopment, and
this is particularly likely to be the case where the mineral in question
is found free from corundum in the same vein or even the same locality. Both damourite and margarite are found enveloping corundum,
the outlines of the mass closely imitating the form of the inclosed crystal, so as to be easily mistaken for a true pseuclomorph, and yet both
of these minerals occur with corundum in such a manner that it is hardly
pqssible to conceive that they are derived from it. The same may be
1
2

Genth, op. cit., 1873, section "Jefferisite."
Cooke, Proc. Am. Acad., Vol. IX, pp. 49-50, 1874,
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said of the lime-soda feldspars, which, in general, present all the appearance of a g·a ngue and not of an alteration product.
In concluding this paper it may be said that the information on this
subject which has been gathered by different observers, while in the
. aggregate of considerable extent, is so far neither sufficient nor of a
character to enable any one to speak with any great degree of con fi.
deuce as to the mode of origin of this interesting mineral. Much more
work, both in the field and in the laboratory is necessary; and, as a
thorough investigation in this direction cannot fail to elucidate many
points of great value to chemical geology, it is to be hoped that such
work will be done. The value of corundum from the practical standpoint, the ease with which it can be recognized when occurring with
other minerals, the great scientific importance of alumina, not only in
its pure and crystallized condition, but alsD as a principal constituent of
the earth crust, and therefore playing a part in almost all geognostic
reactions, its varied and sometimes inexplicable chemical behavior,
all tend to promise a rich return to the well equipped investigator.
(63)

A METHOD FOR THE SEPARATION AND ESTIMATION OF BORIC
ACID, WITH AN ACCOUNT OF A CONVENIENT FORM OF APPARATUS FOR QUANTITATIVE DISTILLATIONS.

BY F. A. GoocH.

In all successful methods for the estimation of boric acid, its compara.
tive isolation is a necessary preliminary. Fortunately, the removal of
nearly everything which interferes seriously with the proper execution
of methods is not particularly arduous, but, of ordinarily occurring
substances, two, silica and alumina- both very commonly associated
with boric acid-are especially annoying in this regard. In the separation of alumina the trouble lies in the tendency of the precipitated
hydrate to carry and retain boric acid, 1 so that the two cannot be
parted by means of ammonia or ammonia salts; with silica, the difficulty is in removing it completely. The volatility of boric acid stands,
of course, absolutely in the way of treating with acid and evaporating
to dryness, and every: chemist knows the vainness of attempting to
precipitate silica by means of ammonia, ammouia salts, or zinc oxide
in ammonia. In Strorneyer's method2 the presence of silica is peculiarly harmful, since in passing to the condition of potassium fluosilicate this substance nearly quadruples its weight, and to free the
potassium fluoborate from contaminating fluosilicate requires, according to Fresenius, 3 at least six treatments by solution in boiling water,
the addition of ammonia, aud evaporation to dryness. Wohler 4 recommends evaporating the hydrochloric acid solution to dryness in a flask
fitted to a coudenser, collecting the distillate, reuniting the latter with
the residue, and filtering from silica; and the operation is successful so
far as the .complete removal of silica is concerned, but the alumina, if
present, is still in condition to give annoyance, and the other bases are
yet to be separated.
Advantage has long been taken of the volatility of free boric acid
with hydrofluoric acid or with alcohol to secure its removal from fixed
substances, but so far as I know no attempt has been made heretofore
to secure its complete volatilization and estimation in the distillate. The
experiments which I proceed to describe are the result of an effort to
accomplish this end.
1
Wohler, Ann. Chern. und Pharm., CXLI, p. 268.
z Ann. Chern. und Pharm., C, p. 82.
3 Quant. Chern. Anal., p. 424.
4
Handbook of Mineral Analysis, under Datholite.
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Aside from the difficulties in manipulation allll in the constrp.ction of
apparatus which the use of hydrofluoric acid would involve, this reag-ent is otherwise plainly inapf'(icable to the purpose in view, and of
other agents with which boric acid is known to volatilize freely methyl
alcohor seems to present the most desirable qualities. Methyl alcohol,
ethyl alcohol, and water are effective in the order in which tlley are
named. Thus to volatilize 1 grm. of boric acid-the equivalent, speaking roughly, of about 0.5 grm. of boric anhydride-two treatments with
10 cm. 3 of methyl alcohol and evaporation to dryness in each case were
adequate; for the volatilization of 0.2 grm. of boric acid were required
two treatments of 10 cm. 3 each of ethyl alcohol, succeeding an evaporation with 50 cm. 3 of the same alcohol; and the residue of five evaporations of water over 0.4 grm. of boric acid, taking in each case 50 cm. 3
of water, followed by ignition~ weighed 0.08 grm., or one-fifth of the
original weight. In the presence of water, methyl alcohol is not equally
effective; amyl alcohol and sulphuric acid restrain its action similarly,
doubtless by dilution simply, and hydrochloric acid seems to possess
no advantage over water alone in developing the volatility of boric
acid. As an example an experiment may serve in which a solution of
0.4 gnn. of boric acid in 50 cm. 3 of water, after being heated three times
successively with 25 cm. 3 of methyl alcohol until the boiling point rose
in every case nearly to that of water, and then evaporated to dryness,
left a large residue which disappeared with a single charge of 25 cm. 3
of methyl alcohol applied by itself.
From the residue of the evaporation of borax with hydrochloric,
nitric, or acetic acid, methyl alcohol, as wouJd naturally be predicted,
volatilizes ·the boric acid freely, though the presence of foreign material acts to a certain degree protectively and tends to diminish the
rapidity with whicll the alcohol would otherwise effect extraction and
volatilization. In case, however, that acetic acid is used to break up
the borate1 the tendency of sodic acetate to lose acid and become alkaline simply by exposure to evaporation in its aqueous solution makes
it necessary to insure the acidity of the residue of evaporation by adding a drop or two of acetic acid before repeating the treatment with
me thy 1 alcohol.
On the whole, methyl alcohol shows itself to be an excellent agent by
which to secure the volatilization of boric acid.
To retain free boric acid, magnesium oxide naturally suggests itself.
According to Marignac 1 it is effective, and, if in the course of analysis
it may have been partly converted to the chloride, it is easily regenerated by the action of beat and moisture. Marignac, it will be remembered, makes use -of magnesia mixture- the chlorides of ammonium and
magnesium with free ammonia- to fix the boric acid, evaporating the solution to dryness, igniting, extracting with boiling water, filtering, and
weighing the residue, while the filtrate is again treated as before to re1

Bull. 42--5

Zeitschr. anal. Chern., I, p. 406.
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cover traces of the borate which has yielded to the solvent act.ion of
the water. During the drying and ignition the magnesium chloride
yields hydrochloric acid, and it would seem scarcely possible that the
magnesium borate should fail to show some loss of boric acid when both
hydrochloric acid and moisture exert their action. Further, the presence
of ammonia during evaporation does not prevent the volatilization of
boric acid ,I and Marignac regards the addition of it from time to time
as of doubtful use. So it appears natural to look for some loss under
such conditions, and Marignac fully recognizes t4e fact that the apparent accuracy of his method is due to the balancing of errors, the inclusion of foreign matter by the magnesium borate and the deficiency of
the magnesia when precipitated as ammonio-magnesium phosphate together compensating for the loss of boric acid by volatilization. To
bring the matter to the test, the following experiments were made. In
them and in all succeeding experiments the boric acid was weighed in
solution, the standard of this having been fixed by dissolving in a
known weight of water a known weight of fused boric anhydride prepared in ~state of purity by frequent recrystallization. The magnesium
oxide employed was made from the pure chloride by precipitating by
ammonium. carbonate and igniting, and was free from lime and alkalies
and so far as could be determined was otherwise pure. The whole operation of each experiment was conducted in one vessel, so as to avoid transfers. In all cases a weighed platinum crucible of 100cm. 3 capacityreceived
a weighed portion of magnesia, and after ignition and subsequent weighing the weighed solution of boric acid was introduced. In experiments
(1) to (4) tlle magnesia was th_oroughly stirred in the solution of boric acid,
the evaporation carried at once to dryness, and the crucible and residue
ignited and weighed; in experimel}tS (5) to (8), the magnesia was dissolved, after the addition of the boric acid, in hydrochloric acid sufficient in amount to prevent the precipitation of magnesium hydrate on
the subsequent addition of ammonia, ammonia introduced in considerable excess in (7) and (8), in distinct excess in (5) and (6), the whole
evaporated and ignited, the residue moistened and again ignited, and
this last treatment repeated until the residue ceased to yield vapor of
hydrochloric acid w llen heated.

rl)

MgO
taken.

B20s
taken.
grm.

0.1734
(2) 0.1804
(3) 0.1793
(4) 0.1794

f5)

0.1807
(6) 0.178!)
(7) 0. 1806
(8) 0. 1789
1

MgO+B203
found.

B20a
found.
grm.

Error.
grm.

grm.

grm.

0.5005
0.4973
0.4949
0.4941

0.6607
0.6660
0.6640
0.6627

0.1602
0.1687
0. 1691
0.1686

0. 01320. 0117 ·0. 01020. 0108-

0.4984
0.4974
0.4944
0.4959

0.6542
0.6687
0.6684
0.6672

0.1558
0. 1560
0.1740
0. 1713

0. 024~0. 0:2200. 00660. 0076-

Rose, Pogg. Ann., LXXX, p. 262.
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From these results it appears plain that under the conditions of the
experiments neither magnesia alone nor the magnesia mixture is efficient
in fixing boric acid; but in experiments (7) and (8), in which ammonia
was employed in large excess, the loss of boric acid is least; so that it
would seem to be the case that though ammonia is not a perfect preventive of volatilization it does exert a restraining action on the boric
acid. That the magnesia mixture should be incapable of retaining entirely the boric acid present is, as has been pointed out, not surprising;
but that the loss should be so great is rather startling, and more than
suggests that the errors of Marignac's process are seriously excessive.
The failure of magnesium oxide to hold back boric acid under the conditions of the experiment must be due to a cause other than that which
determines the loss during the evaporation and ignition of the magnesia
mixture, and for this it is natural to turn to the insolubility of the
oxide, a quality likely to oppose some difficulty in the way of establishing complete contact between the boric acitl and the magnesia during a short exposure. Direct tests of this point showed distinctly that
mixtures of boric acid in water and magnesia, when submitted at once
to distillation, yielded boric acid to the distillate; but that, if the.mixtures were permitted to stand some hours before distilling, the oxide
passed to the semigelatinous co11dition of the hydrate and retained
the boric acid so firmly that turmeric failed to show the presence of the
latter in the distillate. It is plain, therefore, that with sufficient preliminary exposure magnesia might be relied upon to retain boric acid; but
inasmuch as long and perhaps somewhat indefinite periods of waiting
are objectionable in any analytical process, it was thought best to try
the effect of substituting lime for magnesia. Experiments (9) to (12),
conducted like the previous ones, excepting only tile use of carefully
prepared and ignited calcium oxide instead of magnesium oxide, were
made with this ep.d in view.
B203
taken.
grm.

(9) 0.1810

(10) 0.1819
0.1808
(12) 0.1833
(11)

CaO
taken.

CaO+B203
found.

B203
found.

Error.

grm.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.9737
0.9750
0.9922
0.9715

1. 1560

0.1823
0.1833

0. 0013+
0.0014+
0. 0010+
0. 0012+

1.1583
1.1810
1. 1560

0~1818

0.1845

These figures indicate sufficiently that there is no loss of boric acid
by volatilization when its aqueous solution is evaporated in contact
witll calcium hydrate; but, inasmuch as the comparative solubility of
the latter is the quality which makes it effective where magnesia is not,
it seemed desirable to test the action of calcium hydrate in alcoholic
solutions, in which it is very insoluble. The experiment sllowed that
when the solution of boric acid in methyl or ethyl alcohol is put upon
lime and distilled at once loss is apt to take place, and sometimes to a
very considerable amount, but that a short period of digestion, with
(67)
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occasional stirring-from five to fifteen minutes-is sufficient to obviate
danger of volatilization of boric acid.
It appears, therefore, that, free boric acid being easily volatilized by
means of methyl alcohol and fixed completely by calcic hydrate, the
separation of the acid from almost everything with which it occurs ordinarily and its estimation subsequently depend only upon the practicability of distilling it from its compounds in such company that it may
be retained by lime and its amount determined by the increase in the
weight of the latter. Unlike magnesium chloride, calcium chloride does
not yield its chlorine readily under the action of heat and moisture
naturally retained ; so that hydrochloric acid must not be present with
boric acid which is to be estimated in the manner described. Calcium
nitrate and calcium acetate both yield the oxide without difficulty upon
ignition, and nitric aud acetic acids are suitable agents, therefore, for
the liberation of boric acid previous to distillation.

FIG. 3. Apparatus for determination of boric acid.

The actual distillation presented at first some difficulty, for the repeated, thorough, and rapid evaporation of a liquid charged with soluble or insoluble solid matter is apt to involve some mechanical transfer
to the distillate of material which shonld remain in the residue; but
the device of the following description solves the problem successfully.
(68)
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The apparatus which is shown in the accompanying cut consists
essentially of a retort, a condenser, and a bath for heating. For the
last I have used a paraffine bath, as being, on the whole, the most convenient. The condenser is set vertically, to facilitate changing the level
of the retort within the bath and to secure at the same time continual and thorough washing of the tube by its own condensations.
The retort, somewhat like the well known drying tube of Liebig in general shape, is easily made of a pipette hy bending the tube at one end to
a right angle, at the other to a goose neck, as shown. To the former
end is fitted, by a rubber stopper or section of tubing, a glass funnel
tube provided with a stop coc-k; the end of the goose neck passes tightly
through a rubber stopper in the upper end of the condensing tube.
This is essentially the apparatus, but it is convenient to attach, to receive
the distillate, a small Erlenmeyer flask, which moves with the condenser
and is joined to it, in the manner indicated in the figure, by means of a
thistle tube and a rubber stopper grooved to permit the free passage of
air. In carrying out a distillation, the liquid to be distilled is introduced into the retort either by the funnel tube or previous to its insertion, the glass cock is closed, the water started through the condenser,
and the retort lowered into the hot paraffine, care being taken to begin
the operation with the retort not more than half full and so inclined
that only the rear dips below the surface of the bath. If the precaution to heat the retort at the start in this manner be overlooked, it may
sometimes happen that the sudden and violent expulsion of air through
the liquid will carry portions of it bodily into the goose neck, an<l even
into the condenser. With this point considered, the remainder of the
operation presents no difficulty and requires little care.
The size of the retort may be suited, of course, to the particular case
in hand, but for most purposes a 200 cm. 3 pipette makes a retort of
convenient dimensions, neither too large for the distillation of small
charges nor too small to permit the treatment of 100 cm. 3 of liquid comfortably. The tube of the goose neck should be wide enough to prevent the formation of bubbles in it; 0.7 em. is a good measure for the
interior diameter. It is of advantage to heat the bath to a point considerably above the temperature at which the liquid which is to be distilled boils- something between 1300 0. and 1400 C. does very well for
water and is not too high for methyl alcohol-and under such circumstances, and when the retort is entirely submerged, it often happens
that evaporation takes place with extreme rapidity from the surface of
the liquid in perfect quiet without actual boiling.
With such an apparatus the following experiments were made. The
boric acid was weighed, as before, in solution, and, to bring the condition of the experiment to that of an actual analysis, 1 grm. of pure
sodium hydrate was added in solution, nitric acid or acetic acid to
acidity and a little more, and the whole was introduced into the retort
and distilled to dryness.
(69)
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In those experiments in which nitric acid was employed, the----..,-,
alcohol was introduced upon the residue thus dried in six successi
portions of 10 cm. 3 each and distilled to dryness; but in order to
up the residue of sodium nitrate, which by its insolubility might afl'ect
to some extent the protection of the boric acid from the action of the
alcohol, 2 cm. 3 of water were introduced and evaporated between the
second and third and again between the fourth and fifth distillations.
When acetic acid was made use· of to free the boric ·acid, the six distillations with methyl alcohol were made as before; but, sodium acetate
being soluble in metbyl alcohol, the intermediate treatments with water
were unnecessary. With the fourth portion of methyl alcohol a few
drops of acetic acid were added to preserve the acidity of thA residue,
which, as has been pointed out, tends to become alkaline under the
treatment.
The residues of both processes of treatment were found to be free
from boric acid by the exceedingly delicate test with tu~meric, care be·
ing taken in the series of experiments in which nitric acid was used to
oxidize nitrites by means of bromine (expelling the latter before making
the test), and in the acetic acid series to acidify with hydrochloric acid
sufficiently to counteract the tendency of the acetate by itself to brown
the turmeric on evaporation.
The lime to retain the boric acid in the distillate was ignited in the
crucible in which the evaporation of the distillate was to be made sub·
sequently, and then transferreu to the receiving flask attached to the
condenser, so that the boric acid might be fixed during the distillation.
To prevent the caking of the lime by the action of the alcohol, it was
slaked with a little water before the distillation was begun.
In experiments (13) to (16) nitric aci•l was employed and in (17) to
(20) acetic acid was used, with the pmcantion noted, to liberate the
boric acid.
B~Oa

taken.

r3)

(14)
(15)
(16)

r7)

(18)
(19)
(20)

Cao

taken.

B20l+CaO
found.

B20s
found.

Error.

grm.

grm.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.1738
0.1806
0.1779
0. 1824

0.9647
0.9639
0.9665
0.9739

1.1392
1.14G6
1.1450
1.1587

0.1745
0.1817
0.1785
0.1848

0.0007+
0. 0011+
0.0006+
0.0024+

0.1806
0.1812
0.1788
0.1813

1.4559
0.9720
0.9986
0.9527

1. 6371
1. 1543
1. 1781
1.1358

0.1812
0.1823
0.1795
0. 1831

0.0006+
0. 0011+
0.0007+
0.0018+

In experiments (13) to (16) the mean error amounts to 0.0012+ grm.;
in experiments (17) to (20) the mean error is a little more than 0.0010+
grm. Throughout the entire series of experiments the tendency to yield
figures slightly larger than the truth is manifest, but the error is quite
(70)
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within legitimate limits. The greatest care was taken to secure similarity of conditions under which the crucible and the lime were weigheu
before and after the evaporation and abeorption of boric acid, and the
weight after ignition was taken in every case after cooling over sulphuric
acid during a definite period of ten minutes, in order to eliminate as far
as possible the effect of atmospheric condensation upon the large surface of platinum. Ignitions were always finished over the blast lamp,
and constancy of weights was secured.
The results indicate that both modes of treatment are on the wholPequally satisfactory.
In the presence of chlorides, it is of course impossible to employ
nitric acid to free the boric acid. Oxalic, citric, and tartaric acids also
liberate hydrochloric acid to a considerable extent from alkaline chlorides. It was found, however, that when acetic acid was distilled over
sodium and potassium chlorides only traces of hydrochloric acid passed
into the distillate, and experiments (21) to (23) were made to determine
whether these amounts are sufficient to vitiate the separation of boric
acid from alkaline chlorides by distillation in presence of free acetic
acid. The details of treatment were identical with those of experiments
(17) to (20), excepting only the addition of 0.5 grm. of sodium chloride
to each portion before distillation.
n~ o3

taken .

(21)
(22)
(23)

CaO
taken.

B203+CaO
found.

B203
found.

Error.

grm.

grm.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0. 1 8:~4
0. 1831
0.1761

0.9842
0. 9755
0.9740

1.1675
1.1593
1.1523

0. 1833
0.1838
0.1783

0. 00010.0007+
0.0022+

The mean error of these results is about 0.0009+ grm., and it is plain
that the presence of sodium chloride does not materially change the conditions of the experiment. There seems, therefore, to be no reason why
boric acid may not be separated by distillation from alkaline chlorides
in presence of free acetic acid; but it was found ·that the presence of
any considerable amount of potassium acetate is disadvantageous.
Sodium acetate to a reasonable amount does not interfere with the favorable progress of the separation; but potassium acetate appears torequire a much l1igher temperature for the expulsion of its water, and
longer distillation.
When, therefore, chlorides are present in the salts from which boric
acid is to be removed by distillation, the choice is open between two
methods. The distillation may be made directly with an excess of acetic
acid ; or the hydrochloric acid may be first removed by means of silver
nitrate and the distillation of the filtrate proceeded with at once or
after precipitation of the excess of silver salt by means of sodium hydrate or carbonate, care being taken to acidify again sufficiently with
nitric acid after the removal of the silver. Of these two modes of proceed(71)
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ing, I incline to the treatment with nitric acid and the removal of the
chlorine by precipitation; and this method has been used with success
by others as well as myself for some months in the analysis of waters
carrying boric acid and natural borates.
The process in either modification is fairly accurate and easily executed and admits of very wide application. Insoluble compounds in
which the boric acid is to be determined may be dissolved in nitric acid
at once, or, if necessary, first fused with sodium carbonate; and, fortunately, nearly everything which is volatile in the subsequent treatment
and capable of forming with lime compounds not easily decomposable
by heat may be removed by known processes. The combination of
fluorine, silica, and boric acid is perhaps most difficult to treat; but the
precipitation and removal of the first as calcium fluoride from the aqueous solution of a fusion in alkaline carbonate may, it is believed, be effected with care, and the mode of procedure from that point is simple.
The number of distillations necessary depends, of course, upon the
amount of boric acid treated. To remove 0.2 grm. of boric anhydride
completely to the distillate, six charges of methyl alcohol, of 10 cm. 3
each, prov~d, as we have seen, to be ample.
The apparatus by the aid of which the distillation processes which
have been described were carried out bas found useful application in a
number of other processes. In the determination of free and albuminoid
ammonia in waters which can be boiled quietly with difficulty, in the
methods of estimating hydrofluoric acid which involve the expulsion of
silicon fluoride from a mixture of the fluoride with sulphuric acid and
silica, in the separation of iodine from bromides and chlorides by distilling with ferric sulphate and sulphuric acid and of bromine from
chlorides by means of permanganic acid, it has proved of value, and it
will doubtless be found convenient in many analytical processes in which
quantitatiYe separations by the distillation of liquids liable to spatter
or boil explosively are involved.
(72)

A METHOD FOR THE SEPARATION OF SODIUM AND POTASSIUM
FROM LITHIUM BY THE ACTION OF AMYL ALCOHOL ON THE
CHLORIDES, WITH SOME REFERENCE TO A SIMILAR SEPARATION OF THE SAME FROM MAGNESIUM AND CALCIUM.

BY F. A. GoOCH.

For the quantitative separation of lithium from sodium and potassium Mayer's method/ which is based upon the precipitation of lithium
as the tribasic phosphate, and Rammelsberg's 2 mode of parting the
chlorides by means of a mixture of anhydrous alcohol and ether in
equal parts have been available.
The method of Mayer grew out of the older process of Berzelius, 3
which consisted essentially in treating the solution of the alkaline salts
with phosphoric acid and sodium carbonate in excess, evaporating to
dryness, and extracting with cold water. The result of a single analysis of the product thus obtained was the testimony upon which Berzelius rested the belief and statement that the salt was a double phosphate of lithium and sodium, which left upon ignition sodium and
lithium pyrophospltates in equal molecules; and on this Berzelius based
his process for the estimation of lithium. Rammelsberg, 4 however,
showed later that it was a tribasic phosphate which was actually obtained, and from his experiments arrived at the conclusion that the
proportions of soda and lithia were variable within wide limits, the
amounts of the former varying in the special cases investigated from
7.84 per cent. to 28.38 per cent.; and the same thing in substance was
reiterated subsequently 5 in an account of a repetition of the work suggested by the criticism of Mayer. Mayer,S however, was unable to prepare under any conditions the double phosphate of Rammelsberg, and
obtained invariably, when the preparation had been washed with sufficient care, trilithium phosphate free from sodium; but the point was
made that the phosphate is apt to be contaminated with lithium carbonate when sodium carbonate is employed to bring about alkalinity.
.Ann. Chern. u. Pharm., XCVIII, p. 193.
Pogg . .Ann., LXVI, 79.
3Jd., IV,245.

Loc. cit.
Pogg. .Ann., CII, 443.
GLoc.cit.

1

4

2

5

(7~

~
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Mayer therefore modifies the metllod of Berzelius by substituting
sodium hydrate for the carbonate, ami, proceeding, evaporates to dryness, treats tile dry masR with as much water as is needed to dissolve
the soluble salts with the aid of heat, adds a drop or two of sodium
hydrate if necessary to restore alkalinity, and then ammonia in volume
equal to that of the water already added, sets aside at a gentle heat,
filters only after twelve hours, and washes with a mixture of ammonia
and water in eq1.1al parts. From the filtrate and first washings a small
amount of the lithium phosphate is to be recovered by evaporation and
the repetition of the former treatment. Accordirlg to Mayer the precipitation of the phosphate may· be effected with equal completeness
by boiling the solution, prepared as before, instead of evaporating it;
but the objection to this mode of proceeding is the tendency of the
liquid carrying the precipitate to bump explo~ively. Careful washing,
somewhat prolonged, is essential to secure the complete removal of
salts of sodium and potassium, and it is remarked that the purity of
the precipitate is shown by its failure to cake when strongly ignited.
This is the mode of proceeding by which Mayer separates lithium
from sodium and potassium, isolating it as presumably pure trilithium
phosphate and weighing it as the anhydrous salt. In dealing with
mixtures of the chlorides in which the proportion of the lithium salt is
relatively small, the removal of the greater part of sodium and potassium chlorides by a preliminary treatment with absolute alcohol is
recommended. The following table comprises the results ofMayer's test
analyses of lithium carbonate in the first seven, of lithium sulphate in
the last two, recalculated with the use of the number 7- the figure now
generally accepted- as the atomic weight of litllium.
LbP04 equivalent
to salt taken.
grm.

LiaP04 found.
grm.

1. 8719 .
1. 5088
0.7580
0.9510
1. 2646
1. 2230
0.9018
1. 1236
0.9665

]. 3586
1.5172
0.7519
0.9561
1.2651
1. 2197
0.8991
1.1325
0. 9715

Error.
grm.

0.0133+
0.00840.0061+
0.00510.00050.0033+
0.0027+
0. 00890.0050-

Fresenius 1 found on examining the method that several repetitions
of the treatment by evaporation and extraction were required to complete the recovery of alllitllinm phosphate, and advised that the operation be continued until residual lithium phosphate fails to a13pear. The
results of Fresenius's experiments with lithium carbonate, recalculated
1

Zeitschr. anal. Cbem., I, p. 42.
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with the use of the number 7 as the atomic weight of lithium, are given
in the table appended.
Li3P04 found.
Dried at 100° C.
Ignited.

LbP04 equivalent
to salt taken.

grm.

grm.

grm.

{after two treatments 0. 7243
"
"

0.7443

0.9820
1. 6341

~
~

three
four

1

'

"

0. 7385
0. 7433
0.9861
0.9826

1. 6342
1. 6305

Error.
grm.

0. 02000. 0058.0.00100.0041-t0. 0006-t0.0001-t0. 0036-

Thus it will be seen that in the nine experiments of Mayer the error
ranges from 0.0133+ grm. to 0.0089- grm., and that of the determinations of Fresenins from O.OOOl+grm. to 0.0041+grm. for the dried precipitate and from 0.0006+ grm. to 0.0036- grm. for the ignited precipitate.
If the tendency of lithium carbonate to fall in company with the phosphate were not to assert itself during the evaporations of solutions of
salts of lithium in presence of sodium hydrate and in contact with ordinary atmospheric air, it would surely be strange, and this point may
be fairly set down as one of the weak ones of the method; but the
gravest source of error, and that indicated most unmistakably throughout the whole history of the process- which has been recounted at some
length for the purpose of emphasizing this very matter-is the impos~ibility of preparing the lithium phosphate in anything like a condition
of freedom from other alkaline phosphates without a careful and prolonged washing, which is sure to result in loss of the lithium salt by
solution. When it is remembered that according to Mayer's determinations trilithium phosphate requires for solution only 2,539 parts of
water or 3,920 parts of a mixture of ammonia and water in equal por·
tions, it is plain that the success of the method depends upon the ability of the analyst to wash to a condition of purity, and without loss of
that which it is the purpose of the process to save, a precipitate peculiarly prone to retain foreign matter and soluble in the washing mixture
in the proportion of 10 milligrams to every 40 cm. 3 of the latter. Of
course washings will never be entirely saturated, nor will the precipitate be as soluble at the beginning of the operation as at the end, when
the precipitant no longer exerts an action which tends to lessen solubility; but in view of the difficulties which present themselves, it is sufficiently obvious that exact results obtained by Mayer's process owe their
apparent accuracy to a fortuitous balance of errors. · The difference of
0.0222 grm. between the extremes of Mayer's experimental results
should not be surprising; and, at the best, the process is tedious and
not entirely trustworthy, facts of which its author was not unmindful.
(75)
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In Rammelsberg's method of separating lithium chloride from the
chlorides of sodium and potassium the sources of error are, in brief,
the solubility of sodium chloride and potassium chloride in the etheralcohol mixture, the influence which the presence of small amounts of
water exerts upon the solubility of these same salts, the difficulty of
bringing the chlorides to the anhydrous condition without decomposing
the lithium chloride to a greater or less extent, and the mechanical
difficulties of transferring the fused or crusted chlorides to a suitable
receptacle for digestion and agitation in the solvent, and of extracting
perfectly the soluble constituents of closely compacted matter. Of the
last two items nothing need be said in explanation beyond simply
noting them. The third is particularily important, inasmuch as the
tendency of lithium chloride, first noted .I believe by Mayer1 to exchange chlorine for oxygen when ignited in presence of water, results
in the formation of lithium hydrate or, in contact with products of
combustion, lithium carbonate, both of which are insoluble in the
mixture of ether and alcohol and remain with the sodium and potassium chlorides. As to the effect of water in the mixture, an experiment of Mayer, in which it was found that 100 cm. 3 of a mixture of
alcohol of 96 per cent. and ether of 98 per cent. dissolved 0.1100 grm.
of sodium chloride, is instructive. In regard to the solubility of the
chlorides of sodium and potassium in the mixture of anhydrous ether
and alcohol, Rammelsberg's statement that from 0.9770 grm. of pure,
strongly heated sodium chloride with an undetermined amount of
lithium chloride the mixture extracted 0.0130 grm. is unfortunately
meaningless in the absence of information concerning the amount of
solvent employed. J. Lawrence Smith1 found, in making an examination of this matter, that 10 cm. 3 of the anhydrous ether-alcohol mixture extracted from 0.5 grm. of sodium chloride 0.0005 grm. and from
0.5 grm. of potassium chloride 0.0003 grm. Smith's mode of applying
the method is better than the original; for, by taking care not to heat
the mixed salts above 100° C., the danger of decomposing the lithium
chloride is diminished, and by treating the dried salts with the etheralcohol mixture in the capsule in which it is heated and weighed (protecting it by a small inverted bell glass) the disadvantage of the transfer is avoided, but the danger is incurred that the mixed salts may not
be thoroughly dried by heat so gentle. With this modification Smith
obtained results which are rearranged in the following statement, and
which do not throw a very favorable light upon the method :2
Am. Jour. Sci. (2), XVI, p. 56.
Dr. Smith's language in the description of these experiments is somewhat ambiguous, but it is believed that these figures represent the meaning intended. After
the presentation of the data of the first experiment given here with the correction of
an obvious typographical error, it is said of the second and third experiments that
"a similar mixture containing 18.10 per cent. of chloride of lithium furnished a residue of 17.65 per cent." and ''a similar mixture containing 67.20 pet cent. of chloride
1

2
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NaCl taken.
grm.

KCl taken.
grm.

LiCl taken.
grm.

Weight dissolved.
grm.

Error.
grm.

0.2000
0.2000
0.2000

0.2000
0.2000
0.2000

0.0080
0.0884
0.8195

0.0101
0.0862
0.8341

0.0021+
0.00220.0146+
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It is obvious, therefore, that neither the method of Rammelsberg nor
that of Mayer may justly claim to be what a good process should be,
accurate and rapid; and in the dilemma, many chemists have been inclined to accept, with Bunsen, 1 the inherent disadvantage of an inc1irect process, and in a mixture of sodium and lithium chlorides calculate
the percentage of each from the known weight of the mixture and Hs
contents in chlorine, and in a mixture of the three chlorides calculate
the percentage of each from the known weight of the mixture and the
deter'mined contents in chlorine and potassium. Here again, however,
as in Rammelsberg's process, the difficulty of bringing the chlorides to
a definite condition for weighing without decomposing the lithium
chloride is an obstacle; and in case potassium is to be separated from
large amounts of lithium by precipitation as potassio-platinic chloride,
the concurrent precipitation of a similar salt of lithium, to which J enzsch2
has directed attention, may be the occasion of inexactness. So, the
intdnsic unsatisfactoriness of indirect methods quite aside, it appears
that in following Bunsen we have by no means all that is to be desired
in an analytical method.
In looking about for better means for the separation of lithium from
sodium and potassium, certain preliminary experiments on the behavior
of the chlorides of these elements toward amyl alcohol gave very encouraging indications, and subsequent quantitative tests have borne
out the hope that a successful method of separation might be based
upon these relations.
In amyl alcohol the chlorides of sodium and potassium are highly
in~~oluble, lithium chloride dissolves freely, and the attraction of amyl
alcohol for water is so slight and its boiling point so far above 1000 C.
that the latter may be expelled without difficulty by the aid of gentle
heating.
When amyl alcohol is poured into a solution of lithium chloride in
water the liquid forms two layers, the aqueous solution of the salts at
the bottom and the amyl alcohol now carrying a little water above.
'Vith the application of heat, the water evaporates slowly, then boils,
and, passing through the alcohol, escapes, until toward the end of the
operation the residual lithium chloride collects in a viscous globule and
of lithium gave a residue of 68.40." I have taken this to mean that in all three experiments 0.2 grm. of sodium chloride and 0.2 grm. of potassium chloride were employed with the different proportions of lithium chloride iudicatecl for each experiment. At all events, if this is not the meaning of the language made use of, it is
difficult to see a definite value in the experiments.
1 Ann. Chern. und Pharm., CXXII, p. 348.
2 Pogg. Ann., CIV, p. 102.
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finally dissolves, with the exception of a slight incrustation. If now
alcohol is cooled and a drop of strong hydrochloric acid is added and
brought in contact with the deposit and the boiling repeated, the solution is complete. This deposit I take to be lithium hydrate, resul ·
from the decomposition of the chloride by the protracted action of water
at a temperature near its boiling point. The small amount of water
which is added in and with the hydrochloric acid seems to exert no
unfavorable influence, but rather to be beneficial in hastening the solution of the residue by securing immediate and sufficient contact.
In hot amyl alcohol, lithium chloride appears to be a little more
soluble than in th~ same reagent at ordinary temperatures, but the solubility under the latter condition only was determined. By boiling the
solution until turbidity began to show, cooling, filtering, and then evaporating a known volume of the concentrated solution to dryness and
weighing the residue after converting it to the sulphate, it was found
that one part of lithium chloride was held dissolved in the cold in about
fifteen parts of amyl alcohol, 10 cm. 3 of the solution containing in the
mean 0.66 grm. of the chloride.
"\Vhen aqueous solutions of sodium chloride or potasRium chloride are
treated with amyl alcohol and boiled, the water disappears, as before,
leaving first a globule of the concentrated solution and finally the crystalline salts. On continuing the boiling until a thermometer dipped in
the liquid indicates the temperature at which the alcohol boils by itself,
a slight additional precipitation, doubtless due to the expulsion of the
water retained by the alcohol up to this point, takes place upon the walls
of the containing vessel. The results of quantitative tests of the solubility of sodinm aud potassium chlorides are given in the following
tables. The strengths of the solutions of sodium chloride and potassium
chloride were determined by evaporating weighed portions in a platinum crucible and drying at a temperature considerably below the melt·
ing point of the salt, and weighing. The solution of lithium chloride
was standardized by treating a weighed portion with sulphurie acid in
exeess, evaporating, igniting at red heat, and weighing. The standards
w~re fixed by experiments (1) to (9).
Weight of solution
of~aCl taken.
grm.

grm.

10.7110
10.9419
10.9325

0.1072
0.1097
0.1097

Weight of solution
of KaCl taken.

Weight of
KaClfonnd.

(1)
(2)
(3)

grm.

Weight ofNaCl in
10 grm. of solution.

Weight of
NaCl found.

grm.

0.1001}
0.1003

9.:~045

0.1744

(5)

10.7225

(6)

11.1974

0.2006
0.2096

grm.

0.1002

0.1003
Weight of KaCl in
10 grm. of solution.

Mean.

grm.

grm.

(4)

Mean.

0.1874}
0.1871
0.1872
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Weight of
Li 2S04 found.

Weight of solution
of LiCl taken.

(7)
(8)
(9)

grm.

grm.

10.9280
11.1480
10.8790

0.1635
0.1665
0.1626

Weight of LiCl in
10 grm. of solution.

Mean.

grm.

0.1156}
0.1153

grm.

0.1154

0.1154

To determine the solubility of sodium chloride and potassium chlo·
ride in amyl alcohol, portions of the test solutions were weighed out,
cv~porated to a convenient bulk in platinum crucibles of 100 cm. 3
capacity, amyl alcohol was added, the water expelled by boiling, and
tbe heating continued for some minutes after the thermometer in the
liquid indicated 1320 C., the boiling point of the alcohol employed.
The liquid was then decanted with care and the residue dried at a temperature below its melting point and weighed. When the chlorides are
precipitated in the manner described, ·t lle deposit generally adheres so
closely and such particles as do remain loose settle so well that the
supernatant liquid may be decanted to the end without appreciable
transportation of the insoluble residue. For the sake of perfect security,
however, in this part of the manipulation the decanted liquid was
filtered under gentle pressure upon asbestus, with the aid of the device
which I have previously described for such purposes,! and, after gentle
heating, the increase in weight of the felt and the containing perforated
crucible was added to the weight of the residual salt. In no case did
this increase exceed a few tenths of a milligram and often could not be
detected .
.A. s a source of heat, a bath in which the sand of the sand bath is replaced by smooth asbestus board is a convenience, or a piece of asbestus
board simply, 3.bout 30-cm. square, supported by a broad tripod and
heated under the middle by a Bunsen burner, answers equally well to
secure eYery gradation of heat without danger of igniting the evaporated alcohol.
As a control upon the results obtained by weighing the residue as
described, the filtrate was evaporated in a large platinum crucible and
the residue thus left gently heated and weighed. Though the evaporation be conducted with extreme care, the residue is almost sure to
show some blackening, due to the carbonization of matter carried by
the alcohol, which will not disappear entirely without the application of
a degree of heat which the salts cannot bear without danger of volatilization. The weight of the residue from the amyl alcohol itself is small,
one portion of 50 cm. 3 yielding 0.0003 grm. and its mate 0.0007 grrn.,
so that the data obtained by the evaporation of the filtered alcohol of
the experiments, if not quite so trustworthy as the former testimony,
1

P1·oc. Am. Ac::td., Vol. XIII, p. 342.
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may nevertheless serve the purpose of a very close control.
of data are given in the following table:
Weight of
NaCl taken.

{ (10)
(11)
{ (12)
(13)

Total weight of
NaCl found.

Weight found
in residue.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.1062
0.1043
0.1024

0.1067
0.1047
0.1030

0.1043
0.1024

0.1003

0.1008

ofreWeight found Volume
sidual amyl
in solution.
alcohol.
grm.
cm. 3

0.0024
0.0023
0.0027
0.0025

0.1003
0.0983

52
46
51
45

Reducing these figures to a common level to show the action of the
same amount of amyl alcohol in every case we have:
Loss of NaCl to
100 cm,3 of
amyl alcohol.

Weight ofNaCl found
in solution in 100 cm.&
.of amyl alcohol.

Mean.

grm.

grru.

{ (10)
(11)
{ (12)
(13)

0.0046~

0.0037~

0.0041
0.0041
0.0044

Weight of
KCl taken.
grm.

{ (14)
(15)

0.2091
0.2074

{ (16)
(17)

OJW59
0.2040

Mean.

0.0050
0.0053

~rm.

0.0041

grm.

0.0051

0.0055
Total weight of
KCl found.

Weight found
in residue.

grm.

grm.

0.2093
0.2078
0.2059
0.2041

0.2074
0.2059
0.2040
0.2015

ofreWeight found Volume
sidual amyl
in solution.
alcohol.
grm.
cm. 3

0.0019
0,0019

35
36
32
45

0.0019
0.0026

Derived from these figures we have:
Loss of KCl to
100 cm.3 of
amyl alcohol.

Weight of KCl found
in solution in 100 cm.3
of amyl alcohol.

Mean.

grm.

grm.

(14)
{ (15)
(16)
{ (17)

0.0049~

0.0041
0.0059
0.0056

Mean.

0.0054~

0.0053
0.0059
0.0058

grm.

0.0051

grm.

0.0056

From these figures it appears that the total weight of chloride found
is always a little greater than that taken, the mean increase being 0.0005
grm. for sodium chloride and 0.0002 grm. for potassium chloride. -It
appears also that the residue left by the evaporation of the decanted
and filtered amyl alcohol is greater than the loss put upon the chloride
by the treatment: in the case of sodium chloride 0.0005 grm., in the
mean, for every 50 cm. 3 of amyl alcohol, which is about the quantity
employed in the experiments; for potassic chloride 0.0002 grm., in tho
mean, for 40 cm. 3 of amyl alcohol, which is approximately the quantity
(80)
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used in that case. It will be seen, therefore, that there exists for both
salts an exact coincidence between the mean total excess found and the
difference between the figures which indicate the solubility of the salts
for' the two methods of determination; and, taking this fact in conjunction with the results of the evaporation of amyl alcohol in blank (the
mean residue being 0.0004 grm. for 40 cm. 3, and 0.0005 grm. for 50 cm. 3 ),
it seems to be brought out pretty clearly that the former set of figures
represents more exactly the solubility of the salts, though the difference
between the two series is not great. R.e sting, then, upon the former
determinations, the solubility of sodium chloride may be taken as 0.0041
grm. in every 100 cm. 3 of anhydrous amyl alcohol, or one part in 30,000
parts by weight; and thesolubilityofpotassium chloride, a little greater,
is 0.0051 grm. to 100 cm. 3 of amyl alcohol, or one part in 2±,000 by weight.
The condiLions under which the salts are acted upon are such as
should insure the complete saturation of the solvent, and in this connection it is interesting to note that for the quantities of material
employed the discrepancy between comparable figures never exceeds
0.0005 grm.
In experiments (10), (11), and (14), (15), the alcohol was decanted and
filtered at once while hot; in (12), (13), and (16), ( 1.7), it was cooled to
300 C. before decanting; so it appears that the solubility of the salts is
· not influenced by changes of temperature within the range from 30o C.
to 132o C.
Used simply to wash the precipitate, amyl alcohol cannot, of course,
exert an effect at all comparable with that manifested in the exper-iments which have been described, but to know just what this action
may be is important. Experiments (18) to (22) were undertaken, therefore, to elucidate this point.
Weighed amounts of the test solutions were evaporated nearly to
saturation in small glass beakers, amyl alcohol added, and, as in the
previous experiments, the whole heated until the salt had deposited and
the residual alcohol had boiled quietly for some minutes at its ordinary
boiling point, the liquid decanted, filtered under gentle pressure by
means of a weighed perforated crucible and felt of asbestus, the filtrate
measured, the residue dislodged with the aid of a rubbing-rod and transferred to the crucible and washed with anhydrous amyl alcohol, the
washings being collected and measured. The crucible and contents
were dried over a free :flame turned low, so that the heat should not
reach the melting point of the chlorides.
WeightofNaCl
Error of cor· Volume of
Weight of
found, corrected for rected weight residual
Weight of
amyl
of NaCl
NaCl taken. NaCl found. solubility in residual
amyl alcohol.
found.
alcohol.

(18)
(19)

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.0947
0.1080

0.0937
0.1074

0.0947
.0.1083

Bull. 42-6

(81)

grm.

0.0000
0.0002+

Volullle of
amyl alcohol in
washings.

cm. 3

em.'

24
19

53

44
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Weight of
KCI taken.

(20)
(21)
(22)

Weip;ht of
KCl found.

Weight ofKCl
Error of cor- Volume of
found, corrected for rected weight residual
amyl
solubility in residual
ofKCl
alcohol
found.
amyl alcohol.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.1846
0. 1964
0. 1857

0.1837
0.1946

0. 1847
0.1961

0.0001+
0.0003-

0. 1839

0.1854

0.0003-

grm.

Volume of
amyl alcobolin
washings.

cm. 3

cm. 3

20
30
30

60

45
60

'fhese results show very plainly that the solvent effect of anhydrous
amyl alcohol used for washing under the conditions described is trifling in the extreme, and may be neglected utterly providing the amount
of the washing is not altogether disproportionate to the needs of th~
case.
We pass next to the consideration of the separation of the chlorides
of sodium and potassium from lithium chloride. Weighed portions of
the test solutions were concentrated and treated with amy 1 alcohol in
the manner described until the precipitated salt was entirely free from
water and the supernatant alcoholic solution of the lithium chloride
boiled constantly at a point not far from that of the amyl alcohol em·
ployed. Then the liquid was cooled, a drop or two of strong hydrochloric acid was added in accordance with the evident suggestion of the
preliminary experiments previously mentioned, and heat was again applied until the boiling . had continued, as before, for some minutes at
one point. - The filtration, washing, drying, and weighing of the residne were effected as in experiments (18) to (22). In those of the experiments in which the lithium salt in solution was also determined, the
end was accomplished by evaporating the filtrate and washings to dryness, treating the residue with sulphuric acid, and igniting and weighing as lithium sulphate. In the following table the weight of insoluble
chloride actually found is given in one column, and this weight, corrected
according to the data previously determined for the solubility of the
chloride in the residual amyl alcohol, appears in the column adjoining.
So also the weight is 'given of the lithium sulphate actually found, and
an adjacent column contains the result of correcting this weight for the
accompanying sodium or potassium sulphate, or both, upon the hypothesis that these salts are neutral sulphates after the ignition. In the
case of quantities so minute the error which is introduced by such an assumption cannot be considerable, and in relation to this point Dittmar 1
maintains that comparatively large amounts of acid sodium or potassium
sulphate may be reduced to the neutral salt by ignition simply. The
figures of the column showing the weights of lithium chloride found are .
derived by calculation from the weights of lithium sulphate actually
1 Report on researches into the composition of ocean water, collected by H. M. S.
Challenger during the years 1873-1876, p. 18.
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found. The other headings of the table are sufficiently intelligible
without further explanation.
WeiO'ht of NaCl Error in Error in Volume of amyl
Weight of
Weight of found, corrected weig-ht of corrected
alcohol used.
NaCl taken. NaCl found. for solubility in
NaCl
weic:rht of
amyl alcohol.
found. NaCffound. ResidTotal.
u:il.
grm.
grm.
grm.
grm.
grm.
cm.a
cm. 3

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.1682
0.1592

0.1299
0. L230

0.1296
0.1225

.. --

........ . -- ............

Weight of
KCl found.
grm.

grm.

0.2053
0.2032
0.2104
0.0980

Weight of
LiCl taken.

Weight of
Li2S04found.

Error in corrected weight
of LiCl found.

grm.

grm.

... -..... - .....

Error in
weight of
KCl
found.

Error in
corrected
weight of
KCl found.

grm.

grm.

Correcte<l
weight of
LiCl found.

70
80
90

0. 00020. 0002-

0.0001+
0.0003+

0.00150.00090.00130.0014-

Weight of
LiCl found.

7
12
18

Error in
weight of
LiCl found.

...... -........ -...

Weight of KCl
found, co~rected
for solubility in
amyl alcohol.

0.2036
0.2013
0.2096
0.0970

grm.

Rcsid- Total.
ual.

0.0002+
0..0010+
0.00050.0004Error in
weight of
LiCl found.

. -.. -- .. -.. --.

Vo1L1me of amyl
alcohol used.

cm. 3

cm. 3

:34

100
100
100
90

37
16
20

Error iu corrected wcighb-of
LiCl found.

grm.

grm.

gnu.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.1256
0.1287
0.0113
0. 0113

0.1638
0.1677

0.1265
0.1296

0.1248
0.1277

0.0009+
0.0009+

.... ·--·- ....... --- ..

0. 00080. 0010.. ......... -...............

...............

. ...................... _

-.- .... -- ....

Weight of
NaCl taken.

Weight of
KCl taken.

Weight of
NaCl+KCl
found.

Corrected wei!l:ht
of NaCl+KCl
found.

grm.

grm.

grm.

e;rm.

0.1031
0.0945

0.2064
0.19B8

0.2084
0.2003

(30) 0. 1053
(31) 0. 1051
Weight of
LiCl taken.

(30)
(31)

Corrected
weight of
LiCl found.

Weight of
LiCl found.

grm.

0.2051
0.2022
0.2109
0.0984

(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

0.0003+ 0.0006+
0.0001+ 0.0006+
0.0007- 0.0000

0.1298
0.1227
0.0116

Weight of
• KCl taken.

(2G)
(27)
(28)
C29)

0.1095
0.1090
0. 1074

Weight of
Li2S04 found.

Weight of
LiCl taken.

(23)
(24)
(25)

0. 1092
0. 1085
0.1067

0. 1089
0.1084
0.1074

(23)
(24)
(25)

Error in weight
of NaCl + KCl found.

Volume of amyl
alcohol used.·
Residual.
cm.3

.22

100

16

80

Error in corrected weight
of NaCl + KCI found.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0. 0113

0.00200.0008-

0.0000
0.0007+

0. 0113

Total.
cm.3

·It will be noticed that in experiments (23), (24), (26), and (27) the
corrected error in the weight of the insoluble chloride has a positive
(83)
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value, ranging from 0.0002+ grm. to 0.0010+ grm., with a mean of
0.0006+ grm.; and that in experiments (25), (28), (29), (30), and (31),
the mean error is negative, amounting to less than 0.0001- grm., with
a range from 0.0005- grm. to 0.0007 + grm.
The point of difference between these two series of experiments is
the amount of lithium chloride introduced, only a tenth of that used in
the former being employed in the latter. It is plain that, when we are
dealing with the larger amount, a larger portion tends to remain behind with the insoluble chloride; and here again we meet, though to a degree comparatively harmless, the inclination of lithium chloride to yield
chlorine and pass to the form of lithium hydrate. When the lithium
chloride is present in small amount, as in the latter group of experiments, there can be little left undissolved; and the spectroscope confirms the evidence of the figures of analysis as to the perfectness of the
separation by showing in such cases either no lithium at all or merely
fugitive traces. If a single precipitation is sufficient to effect a satisfactory separation of the insoluble chlorides from small amounts of
lithium chloride, it is natural to suppose that a repetition of the precipitation would be beneficial in treating larger quantities of lithium chloride.
Experiments (32) to (37) illustrate the effect of a double precipitation. Tile chloriues were brought to filtration as before, the liquid
was decanted as completely as possible, the precipitate washed slightly
by decantation and redissolved in a little water, and the round of boiling, filtering, drying, and weighing carried to the end as before, care
being taken to repeat the treatment with a drop of hydrochloric acid
during the process of boiling. The two portions of residual amyl alcohol were measured apart, as well as the washings.
Error
in wei~ht
of Na 'l
found.
grm.

Error in
corrected
weight of
NaCl found.
grm.

0. 00030. 0012-

0.0003+
0. 0007-

Weight of Weight of Weight of ~~f:~~te~f
LiCl taken. LizSOdound. LiCl found. LiCl found.

Enor in
weight of
LiCl found.
grm.

grm.

grm.

Corrected
weight
of NaCl
found.
grm.

0.1166
0.1139

0.1163
0.1127

0.1169
0.1132

Weight of Weight of
NaCl taken. NaCl found

(32)
(33)

(32)
(33)

grm.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.1287
0.1347

0.1662
0.1759

0.1284
0.1359

0. 1280
0. 1353

grm.

grm.

Corrected
weight
of KCl
found.
J,l;rm.

0.1155
0.1034
0.1914
0.1953

0.1142
0.1017
0.1905
0.1939

0.1152
0.1028
0.1912
0.1950

Weight of
KCl taken.

(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)

Weight of
KCl found.

Error
inof'taft
found.
grm.

0. 00130. 00170. 00090.0014-

(84)

Volume of amyl
. alcohol used.
Residual.
Total.
I. II.
cm. 3 cm.3
cm. 3
8

8

5

7

Error in corrected
weight of
LiCl found.
grm.

0. 00030.0012+
Error in
correeted
weight of
KCl found.
grm.

0. 00030. 00070. 00020. 0003-

150
150

0. 0007o. 0006+
Volume of amyl
alcohol used.
Residual.
Total.
I. II.
cm.3 cm. 3
cm.3

10
10
3
4

10
12
11
18

100
200
90
110

GOOCH.l

Weight of Weight of Weight of Corrected
weight of
LiCl taken. LhS04 found. LiCl found. LiCl!found.
grm.
grm.
grm.
grm.

(34)
(35)

(36)
(37)
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0.1125
0.1251
0.1263
0.1282

0.1475
0. 1649

Error in
weight of
LiCl found.
gnu.

0.1128
o. 1162

0.1139
0. 1274

Error in corrected
weight of
LiCl found.
grm.

0.0014+
0. 0023+

0.0003+
0.0011+

Thus it appears that, in the separation of the insoluble chlorides from
the larger amounts of lithium chloride, the residue of two precipitations
is substantially free from lithi.um.
For the sake of bringing the data in hand more directly into comparison, tbe corrected errors of the preceding determinations are tabulated
again in the following statement:
Corrected error of insoluble chloride-

Chloride.

(23)
(24)
(26)
(27)
(25)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)

I

Precipitated Precipitated Precipitated
once from
onr:e from
twice from
about 0. 13
about 0. 013
about 0. 13
grm. of
grm. of
grm. of
LiCl.
LiCl.
LiCl.

Grm.
0. 0006+
0. 0006+
KCl ......... .
0. 0002+
0. 0010+
NaCl ...................... .
KCl ....................... .

NaCl .....••..

.

Gnn.

0. 0000
0. 00050.0004NaCl+KCl ................ .
0. 0000
0. 0007+
NaCl .................................... .
KCl ...........•.•••.•....................

Approx. mean.

0. 0006+

Grm.

...........................................

0. 00004-

0. 0003+
0. 00070.00030.00070.00020.0003-

Error in
corrected
weight of
LiCl.

Gr1:p,.
0. 00020. 00020. 00080. 0010-

Approximate
mean error
of LiCl.

Grm.

fo. 0005-

0. 00070. 0006+
0. 0003+
0. 0011+

0. 0003-

Few processes in analytical chemistry are capable of yielding results
more exact than these. Tbe separation of from 0.1 grm. to 0.2 grm. of
sodium or potassium chloride from a tenth of its own weight of lithium
chloride is practically perfect in one operation, and from its own weight
of lithium chloride the parting may be effected satisfactorily by two pre·
ci pita tions.
The points to be observed in executing the method may be recapitulated as follows-:
To the concentrated solution of the chlorides, amyl alcohol is added
and heat is applied, gently at first to avoid danger of bumping, until
the water disappearing from solution and the point of ebullition rising
(85)
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and becoming constant for some minutes at a temperature which is
approximately that at which the alcohol boils by itself, the chlorides of
sodium and potassium are deposited and lithium chloride is dehydrated
and taken into solution. At this stage in the operation the liquid is
cooled and a drop or two of strong hydrochloric acid is added to reconvert traces of lithium hydrate in the deposit, and the boiling is continued until the alcohol is again free from water. If the amonnt of
lithium chloride present is small it will now be found in solution, and
the chlorides of sodium and potassium will be in the residue, excepting
the traces, for which correction will be made subsequently. If, however, the weight of lithium chloride present exceeds ten or twenty
milligrams, it is advisable at this point, though not absolutely essential
to the attainment of fairly correct results, to decant the liquid from the
residue, wash the latter a little with anhydrous amyl alcohol, dissolve
in a few drops of water, and repeat the separation by boiling again in
amyl alcohol. For washing, amyl alcohol previously dehydrated by
boiling is to be used and the filtrates are to be measured apart from
the washings. In filtering it is best to make use of the perforated
crucible and asbestus felt and apply gentle pressure. The crucible
and residue are ready for the balance after drying for a few minutes
directly over a flame turned low. The weight of insoluble chlorides
actually obtained in this manner is to be corrected by the addition of
0.0004: I grm. for every 10 cm. 3 of amyl alcohol in the filtrate, exclusive
of washings, if the insoluble salt is entirely sodium chloride, 0.00051
grm. for every 10 cm. 3 ifpotassium chloride constitutes the residue, and,
if both sodium and potassium chloride are present, 0.00092 grm.; but,
as in the experiments described, the entire correction may in any case
be kept within narrow limits, if due care be given to the reduction of
the volume of residual alcohol before filtration. The filtrate and washings are evaporated to dryness, treated with sulphuric acid, the excess
of the latter is driven off, and the residue ignited to fusion and weighed.
From the weight thus found the subtraction of 0.00050 grm. is to be
made if sodium chloride constitutes the precipitate, 0.00059 grm. if potassium chloride alone is present in the residue, and 0.00109 if both of
these chlorides are present, for every 10 cm. 3 of filtrate, exclusive of
washings.
Amyl alcohol is not costly, the manipulations of the process are easy,
and the only objectionable feature-the development of the fumes of
amyl alcohol-is one which is insignificant when good ventilation is
available.
The process has been used for some months frequently and successfully, by others as well as myself, for the estimation of lithium in
waters and minerals.
In this connection it seems best to include the record of certain ex·
periments looking to the separation of the chlorides of sodium and
(86)
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potassium from the chlorides of magnesium and calcium. The behavior
of magnesium chloride toward amyl alcohol is of interest, both with
reference to the problem of separating sodium and potassium from
lithium and magnesium when the latter are associated and as concerns
the parting of the alkalies from magnesium alone- a matter which is
by ·no means perfectly simple-and experiments (38) to (41) touch upon
this topic.
The. chlorides of sodium and potassium were weighed, as before, in
solution; the magnesium chloride was obtained by dissolving in hydrochloric acid the oxide special1y,prepared and weighed as such. The
process of treatment was identical with that just described for the separation of the chlorides of potassium and sodium from lithium chloride.
Weight of
NaCl taken.

Weight of
KCl taken.

Weight of
NaCl--1-KCl
found.

Corrected
weight of
NaCl-t-KCl
found.

Volume of amyl
alcohol used.
Residual.
Total.
I.
II.
cm. 3
cm. 3
cm. 3

grm.

grm.

grm.

grm.

(38)
(39)
(40)

0.1030

0.1064

0.2079

0.2100

0.0967
0.1030

0.1024
0.1073

0.1976

0.2006

23
33

(41)

0.1053

0.1093

0.2071
0.2114

0.2093
0.2142

13
12

Weight of
MgOtaken.
grm.

(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)

Error in weight of
NaCl+KCl found.
grm.

120

11
18

100

Error in corrected weight
of'NaCl+KCl found.
grm.

0.1000

0.0015-

0.0006+

0.1000
0.1000

0.00150.00320.0032-

0.0015+
0.00100.0004-

0.1000

100
100

The residues of experiments (38) and (39), in which the separation
was made by a single precipitation, carried traces of magnesia; those
of (40) and (41), in which two precipitations were introduced, were found
to contain in the one case no magnesia and in the other an unweighable
trace. These results point out a method lJy which the chlorides of sodium and potassium may be obtained free from magnesia, while the
small amounts ofthe former which pass into solution with th0 magnesium chloride are capable of accurate estimation; and there seems to
be no reason why the separation of these alkaline chlorides from magnesium chloride and lithium chloride occurring together should not be
efi'ected in one operation, and the parting of the latter salts brought
about by the familiar method of precipitating the magnesium in the
cold as ammonium-magnesium phosphate.
Experiments (42) to (47), upon the separation of sodium and potassium from calcium by the action of amyl alcohol on the chlorides, yielded
the figures of the following table. The mode of treatment was identical
with that of the experiments with magnesia just described, excepting
(87)
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only the substitution of pure calcium oxide, specially prepared, for magnesium oxide.
Weight of
NaCl taken.

(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)

Weight of
KCl taken.

Weight of
NaCl+KCl
found.

Corrected
weirht of
NaC +KCI
found.

Volume of amyl
alcohol used.
Residual.
Total.
I.
II.

grm.

grm.

grm.

grm.

cm. 3

0.0859
0.1018
0.1096
0.0985
0.0914
0.0997

0.1126
0.1057
0.0962
0.1018
0.1104
0.1100

0.2177
0.2217
0. 2112
0.2113
0. 1968
0.2080

0.2195
0.2235
0.2130
0.2130
0.2000
0.2089

20
20
20
19
20

Weight of
CaO taken.

cm.E

15
7

100
100
100
100
100
90

Error in weight ot Error in corrected weight
NaCl+KCl found.
of NaCl +KCl found.

grm.

(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)

3

cm. 3

:grm.

0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0. 1000
0. 1000

0.0192+
0.0142+
0.0054+
0.0110+
0. 00500. 0017·-

grm.

0. 0210+
0.0160+
0.0072+
0.0127-j0. 00180. 0008-·

From these results it is plain that it is a far more difficult matter to
dehydrate and dissolve calcium chloride than to dehydrate and dissolve
either magnesium chloride or .lithium chloride. The separation of the
chlorides of sodium and potassium from calcium chloride cannot be ac.
complished, for the quantities employed in these experiments, by a
single precipitation; but the repetition of the treatment is effective.
In the residues of experiments (46) and (47) calcium could not be found
by the test with ammonium oxalate. In a case, therefore, in which the
separation of sodium and potassium from lithium, magnesium, and calcium in one operation should be desirable, the end may probably be
accomplished by means of the process here described.
Certain preliminary experiments with the nitrates of the bases under
discussion indicate that these are susceptible of similar separation by
the action of amyl alcohol; and the wide applicability in analytical
operations of the general principle involved- the dehydrating of salts
by means of amyl alcohol or other liquid of high boiling point and appropriate solvent action- can scarcely be a matter of doubt.
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THE INDIRECT ESTIMATION OF CHLORINE, BROMINE, AND IODINE
BY THE ELECTROLYSIS OF THEIR SILVER SALTS, WITH EXPERIMENTS ON THE CONVERTIBILITY OF THE SILVER SALTS BY
THE ACTION OF ALKALINE HALOIDS.

By J.

EDWARD WHITFIELD.

In the absence of trustworthy methods for the direct quantitative
separation of bromine and chlorine, it is usual to employ some process
for the conversion of the mixed silver salts to a common condition.
Both the reduction to silver by hydrogen and the conversion of the
bromide to chloride by heating in an atmosphere of chlorine are attended with loss by volatilization and mechanical transfer, and the
possible inaccuracy of both the processes is such that they can scarcely
be considered as available for the estimation of small amounts of
either constituent in the presence of large amounts of the other.
Of all such methods the electrolytic analysis of the mixed and fused
silver salts as proposed by Bolley1 and more recently introduced and
tested by Kinnicutt 2 is probably the best, though according to Finkener3 perfect decomposition is difficult to obtain by this method and
there is danger of volatilization and partial change of the silver salts in
the fusion.
Kinnicutt's test analyses of the fused salts show, for silver chloride
and silver bromide each by itself, errors of 0.0006-grm. to 0.0003+ grm.
on amounts varying from 0.7 grm. to 1.8 grm.; and for the mixed silver
chloride and bromide errors from 0.0010-grm. to 0.0012+grm. with
a mean of 0.0006+grm.on weights varying from 2 grm. t.o 2.8 grm.
These figures represent the sum of the errors from the weighing of
the fused chloride to the weighing of the deposit of silver and do not
include errors made in the precipitation, filtration, transfer . to the crucible, and fusion.
A method in which the decomposition of the silver salts may be ef.
fected without fusion, and which would at the same time place the errors
of filtration, preparation for weighing, and subsequent electrolysis at a
Dingl., Pol. Jour., CLI, p. 46.
Am. Chern. Jour., IV, p. 22.
3 Rose-Finkener, Quant. Anal., II, p. 621.

1

2
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minimum, seems to be desirable, and a promising line of investigatrOi
was suggested by Luckow's assertion 1 that from the solution of
chloride in potassium cyanide the silver may be thrown down
pletely.
Luckow gives no figures, excepting a common mean of all <tetjerrnina~
tions by the precipitation from the cyanide solution and the decom
sition of the solid chloride on the negative pole of the battery un
~mlphuric acid; so that the first experiments were made to test the
curacy of the battery process under these conditions.
In experiments (1) to (5) silver chloride was the starting point.
(1) to (3) the freshly precipitated and carefully washed chloride
dried to· a constant weight in a platinum dish, protecte<l from the
at a temperature of about 1500 C., dissolved in potassium cyanide and
electrolyzed after the addition of a little sodium hydrate, prelimi
analyses having seemed to indicate that the presence of sodium hydra
affected the deposition favorably. In all subsequent experiments
ammonia, which was found to be of equal service, was used instead of
sodium hydrate.
In experiments (4) arid (5) the chloride was converted, previous to
electrolysis,_into the bromide by solution in potassium cyanide, tlw ad.
dition of potassium bromide, and precipitation by sulphuric acid, as will
be described later, and the precipitate redissolved in potassium cyanide,
the object being to test the action of the battery upon the cyanide solution of the silver bromide.
Ag Cl taken.

Silver found.

grm.

grm.

0.1565
1. 3004
2.2657
0.7472
(5) 0.2854

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Silver calculated.
grm.

0. 1177
0.9785
1. 7047
0.5618
0.2133

0.1178
0.9787
1. 7051
0.5624
0.2147

Error.
grm.

0. 00010. 00020. 00040. 00060. 0014-

These results, as far as they go, are satisfactory. Similar tests upon
the electrolysis of silver bromide and silver iodide in the cyanide solution
were undertaken, but it was thought advisable to combine incidentally
with the tests of the battery process an examination of the method re·
cently proposed by Maxwell-Lyte2 for the direct conversion of silver
chloride to the bromide and thence to the iodide.
Field 3 was the first to propose a quantitative conversion of silver
chloride to the bromide by digesting the former in potassium bromide,
and the change of the chloride or bromide to the iodide by the action of
potassium iodide upon these salts. This method has been variously
criticised and finally abandoned as an inaccurate process,' though so
,1
13

Dingl., Pol. Jour., CLXX VIII, p. 43.
Chern. News, Vol. 49, p. 3.
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Jour. Chern. Soc., 10, p. 234.
Rose-Finkener, loc. cit.
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far as concerns the conversion of the chloride and bromide to the iodide
Siewert! shows it to be exact.
Maxwell-Lyte's method of proceeding, depending upon identically the
same principle which Field attempts to utilize, consists in the solution
of the silver haloid salts in potassium cyanide, the addition of potassium
bromide, the decomposition of the potassium cyanide by means of sulphuric acid, with the consequent precipitation and weighing of the silver
bromide mixed with the iodirle of the original mixture- the resolution
of this precipitate in potassium cyanide, the addition of potassium iodide,
the decomposition of the cyanide as before with sulphuric acid, with
the formation of a precipitate, which is presumably pure silver iodide
and to be weighed as such.
To convert the chloride to the bromide Maxwell-Lyte uses a weight
of potassium bromide equal to the weight of the silver chloride taken,
and, to change the bromide to the iodide, a weight of potassium iodide
one and a quarter times as great as the original weight of the silver
chloride.
In the fo1lowing experiments these amounts have varied widely, but
the proportion of alkaline haloid salts employed is given for each case
in the tabular statement.
The starting point was generally freshly precipitated silver chloride,
but in the last three cases pure silver, this being dissolved in nitric
acid, precipitated with potassium bromide (two equivalents), and the
precipitate dissolved in potassium cyanide, converted to the iodide in
the manner described, and weighed, the object of this being to test the
convertibility of silver bromide to silver iodide.
In most cases the final precipitate after weighing was electrolyzed,
so as to have a more perfect control upon the results of the conversion
process, and at the same time to test the battery method additionally.
The bromide and iodide of silver were precipitated hot from dilute
solutions, whicll were cooled and allowed to stand over night to settle
before filtering.
Filtrations were made by the use of the Gooch crucible with gentle
pressure. The silver salts were dried directly over a low Bunsen flame
at a temperature far below the melting point, and dissolved, after weighing, by introducing crucible and asbestus into a strong solution of potassium cyanide and lleating, the time necessary for the solution varying from a few minutes to several hours, according to circumstances.
In some cases traces of reduced silver were found with the asbestus
and were recovered by treating the felt with nitric acid and washing,
the filtrate and washings being added to the main solution.
The deposition of silver was made in the platinum dish of 100 cm. 3
capacity, which held the solution, and the current found most suitable
was (as Luckow originally ecommended) 2 developed by four Meidinger
1 Zeitschr.

anal. Chern., 7, p, 469.
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cells of large size. With solutions of the volume named and the area
the negative electrode employed, it was found advisable not to attem
to treat more than two grammes of the silver salt.
The solution was decanted immediately on the stopping of the current, or, better, siphoned off while the battery connections were still
unbroken, and washed with distilled water to prevent the solvent action
of the cyanide on the deposit.
agCl taken.

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)

(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)
(14)

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

.AgBr calculated .

Equivalents of

Error.

K Br taken.

grm.

grm.

0.3260
0.3093
1. 3801
0.2091
0.6846
1.1625
1.1734
0.3501
0.4178

grm.

0.4227
0.4023
1.8041
0.2723
0.8909
1.5202
1.5310
0.4553
0.5468

grm.

0.4270
0.4052
1. 8080
0.2739
0.8968
1. 5230
1.5372
0.4586
0.5473

0. 00430. 00290. 0039o. 00160.00590.00280.00620. 00330. 0005-

.AgCI taken.
grm.

(6)

.AgBr found.

Silver found .
grm.

0.3260
0.3093
1. 3801
0.2091
0.6846
1.1625
1.1734
0.3501
0.4178

Silver calculated.
grm.

Error.
grm.

0.2443

0.2453

0. 0010-

1. 0385

1. 0386

0. 0001-

0.5137

0.5152

0. 0015-

0.8829
0.2634

0.8831
0.2634

o. 00£>20.0000

.AgfJI taken.

.Agl found.

.Agl calculated .

grm.

Error.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.6996
0.7587
0. 6710
0.2515
0.6501

29

1. 1451
1. 2429
1. Ol::l92
0. 4118
1. 0646

1.1456
1. 24~4
1. 0988
0.4118
I. 0646

AgCl taken.
grm.

Silver found.
grm.

0.6996
0.7587
0.6710
0.2515
0.6501

0.5255
0.5691
0.5042
0.1892
0.4892

(92)

Equivalents
taken of KI.

0. 00050. 0005+
0. 0004 +
0.0000
0.0000

Silver calculated.
grm.

0.5265
0.5710
0.5050
0.1892
0.4892

2
2

10
10
10
Error.
grm.

0. 00100. 00190. 00080.0000
0.0000

Silver taken.

(20)
(21)
(22)
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Aglfound.

Agi cal.
culated.

grm.

grm.

grm.

0.5418
0.3750
0.4078

1.1790
0.8154
0.8859

1.1789
0.8159
0.8873

Error.

Equivalent Silver
taken
found.
ofKI.

grm.

0. 0001+
0. 0005o. 0012-

Error.
grm.

2

2
10

0.5417
0.3746
0.40i7

0. 00010. 00040.0001-

From these experiments it appears that the deposition of silver from
the cyanide solution of the chloride, bromide, or iodide is exceptionally
exact. The tendency of the process, lwwever, is to yield low results,
and yet, in spite of the multiplicity of operations through which the
original material has been passed in the attempt to settle two questions
at once, the deficiency is not very great, being 0.0005 grm. in the mean
of eighteen determinations, with a maximum value of 0.0019 grm.
The conversion of silver chloride to silver bromide by the method
proposed by Maxwell-Lyte, like its predecessor, is too imperfect to be
worthy of trust, but the experiments indicate unmistakably that the
change of silver chloride or silver bromide to silver iodide is sufficiently
complete to afford the basis of a good analytical method.
The indirect estimation of chlorine and bromine, chlorine and iodine,
or bromine aud iodine in presence of one another may be effected satisfactorily, therefore, by precipitating both together as silver salts, filtering on asbestus, washing and drying at 1500 C., weighing, dissolving the
residue in potassium cyanide, and either electrolyzing the solution to
determine the silver or precipitating the silver as iodide again, filtering
upon asbestus, washing, drying, and weighing.
In a mixture of all three halogens the iodine is first to be separated
by known methods, and the chlorine and bromine are to be indirectly
estimated as described.
(93)

ON TWO NEW METEORIC IRONS AND AN IRON OF DOUBT"FUL
NATURE.

BY R. B.

RIGGS.

THE GRAND RAPIDS 1\'IETEORITE.

In the American Journal of Science (Vol. XXVIII, 3d ser., p. 297),
Prof. J. R. Eastman called attention to an iron of probably meteoric
origin, found near Grand Rapids, in Walker Township, Kent County,
1\-Iichigan.
At the time a rough analysis was made on scanty material, identifying it as a true meteoric iron. Since then the iron has come into the
keeping of the National Museum and a more careful analysis has been
made, with the following results:
Per cent.

Fe.. • • • • . • . • • • . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . • . . 88. 71
Ni ...•.. ~--················---···· ...................... 10.69

Cu ...................................................... . 07
Mg . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • • . •.• . . . . • . . . . .

. 02

P ..•••....•.....••....••...••....•..... . ...•••••••........ 26

s .. -. -... ---. ... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03
C (con1bined) .....•...•••.....••..•.••••••••••••••.••••••. 06
Graphite ..••.•......................••••.•••••••...•...•• 07
99.91

The meteorite weighed originally about 52 kilograms. It is a compact m·a ss of great apparent homogeneity, possessing a specific gravity
of 7.87. One of the sections disclosed, however, a small nodule about
one centimeter in diameter. This not being available for analysis, its
composition remains undetermined.
Etched with nitric acid, the iron gives Widmanstattian figures very
like those of the Robertson County meteorite, though of a finer character. No fracture lines were observed.
94
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FIG. 4. Grand Rapids meteor·ite.

FIG. 5. Etcheu surface of Grand Rapids meteorite.

THE ABERT IRON.

This meteorite was found unlabeled in a collection of minerals made
by the late Uol. J. J. Abert, and was presented to the National Museum
by his son, Mr. J. T. Abert. The iron, evidently not a .fragment, weighed
originally 456 grammes, and had a specific gravity of 7.89. A cross see.
tion measured 50 by 37 millimeters.
(95)
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An analysis gave it the following composition:
Per cent.

Fe .•. __ •••• __ ..•...•••.••••..•.•••••.... _• . . . • • • • • . . . . . . 92. 04
Ni .... ·----- ...•...••••. ·----· ---· ----···-·· ............ 7.00

Co...................................................... 0. 68
p .......... ------------ ........ ------ ···--· ------ .......

0. 08
0. 01
0. 02
0. 03

s ........ ---· ---· ---- .... -------- .... -------- .... ......

C (combined) . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Graphite ....• •.• : ...• ••••••••..•••••..•............ ----

99.t!6

Nitric acid brought out very characteristic Widmanstattian figures,
of the same octahedral marking with, though somewhat coarser than,
those of the Grand Rapids meteorite. The fracture is distinctly octahedral.

•

FIG. 6. Etched surface of Abert meteorite (actual size of section).

AN IRON OF DOUBTFUL NATURE.

This i~on was found on the farm of A. L. Hodge, 3 miles southwest of
New Market Station, Jefferson County, Tennessee. It is from a region
full of small iron furnaces, whence have come a number of the pseudometeorites, among others the Hominy Creek, Rutherfordton, and Campbell County irons. Special inquiries were therefore made by Prof. Ira
Sayles, who obtained the specimen, regarding the presence of furnaces
in the vicinity. So far as could be learned, that locality was free from
them. Full of cavities, the iron is characterized by great hardness, defying the use of saws. With a specific gravity of 7.61, it weighed 640
grammes. Fragments, however, had evidently been broken off from it.
(96)
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The following are the results of an ana_ysis :
Per cent.

Fe .••••. : . • . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
Ni •••••••••••••·. • • • . . • • • • • . • . • . . • • • • • • • . • • . • • . • • • • • • • • .
Co . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • •
Cu •••• .••••• .•••.. •.•• ••. . • • •• .•.• •. •••••. •••• ••.• ••••

88. 27
0. 76
0. 19
0. 03

As . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . Trace
Mn . -- - - - .. - - - - . • - - - - .• - - - .... - - - ~ • - ••• - - - .. - - - - . • • • • • •
Mg ..••....•.....•...•.•••...•..•••••• --~--~---·.......

p _-_. - .• -.-.- .. . .. -- ... -- ...•...... -- ..... - ..... --.. • . • .
Si • • • • • • . • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . • . •
C (combined)..........................................
Graphite............ . . . . . . .. .. . . ... . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .

6. 73
0.14
1. 80
0. 15
1. 46

0. 86
100.39

Treated with nitric acid, the polished surface developed quite fine
markings not unlike Widmanatattian figures.
Its high percentage in manganese -is possibly an objection (not by
any means all sufficient) to ascribing to it a meteoric origin. The presence of manganese, and in considerable quantities, is not so uncommon
as many think. The Claiborne and Bitburg meteorites, both of unquestioned origin, contain respectively 3.24 per cent. and 4 per cent. Furthermore, while the presence of nick:el and cobalt proves nothing, so large an
amount of phosphorus is not common in a furnace product.
(97)
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THE EFFECT OF SUDDEN COOLING EXHIBITED BY GLASS AND BY
STEEL, CONSIDERED BOTH PHYSICALLY AND CHEMICALLY.1

BY

C.

B.A.RUS AND

V.

S1'ROUHAL.

§ I. THE STRAIN IMPARTED BY SUDDEN COOLING, AND ITS R.ELAT!ONS
TO TEMPERATURE.
INTRODUCTION.

In Bulletin 35 we communicated a series of' results on the structure
of steel of a given kind, tempered hard. They showed, in general, that
from the circumference to the axis of a quenched, non-filable, steel cylinder hardness continually diminishes; that the first filable strata are
encountered at a distance of about 1em below the surface. Moreover,
as hardness decreases, the density of the elementary conaxial cylindrical shells increases, and in proportion as the layers become more and
more nearly or easily filable the density is found to approach the density
of soft steel. From an examination of rods of different diameters (2em to
3cm) it appears, steel of a given kind presupposed, that the hardness at
a point is essentially dependent on the distance of the point below the
surface. The rate at which sudden cooling takes place must be similarly conditioned. Hence it is permissible to associate the one phenomenon with the other and to state that the hardness in a given point
below the surface is dependent on the rate at which cooling there takes
place. This point of view is suggestive; structure investigations may
be made to furnish us the best means we know for the comparison of
hardness and rate of cooling.
The results cited apparently make sad havoc with physical theories of temper. They seem indeed to be fatally at variance with the
usually accepted views, viz: that in hard tempered steel an abnormally
dense shell is arched around an abnormally rare core, the two states of
strain mutually conditioning each other. The data may even be looked
upon as furnishing evidence sufficient to prove the total absence of
strain. It is the object of the present section to investigate in what
measure this evidence is critically sufficient; if it be insufficient, to
state the nature and relations of the strain effect of quenching somewhat more clearly than we were able to do in our earlier work.
lOur ea.dierwork on the iron carburets will be found in Bulletins Nos.l4, 27, and 35.
{98)
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In our iittle book on the iron carburets 1 we endeavored to contrast the
respective merits of chemical and physical theories of temper, using for
this purpose all the data known to us, as well as special results of our
own. The deduction seemed warranted that hardness and strain are
distinct and separate properties of a tempered iron carburet ; 2 that they
need not necessarily coexist. Leaving therefore hardness pure to be
explained chemically, we inferred that the category of electrical and
magnetic pbeuomena exhibited by steel on passing from bard to soft
are mainly referable to changes in the character and intensity of the
strain which the tempered rod carries. We accepted the theory of a
dense shell and a rare core as being the most satisfactory and elegant
conception of the strain in question, with the proviso 3 that ''it must
be regarded as a mere diagram of the essential features of the vastly
more complicated structure of the glass-hard rod." These conditions
premised, we finally interpreted all variation of strain produced by annealing as the combined effect of changes of the viscosity of steel due to
temperature and of interference of thermal expansion with the said
strain.
The experimental question which we are endeavoring to elucidate
may therefore be succinctly put as follows:
(1) With what degree of sensitiveness do the variations of the density
of the rod, as a whole, indicate the corresponding variations of strain¥
(2) Is it possible successively to remove layer after layer of a rod without materially changing the character aU<l. intensity of the strain which
tbe rod is supposed to carry f
(3) In how far does the actual structure of tempered steel differ from
the diagrammatic distribution of density above assumed~
(4) Does the process of sudden cooling impart strain alike in kind 4
but differing enormously in degree to all substances!
In our paper on structure we had the second and third of these points
principally in mind. We were unable to obtain direct and decisive evidence of the occurence of shrinkage during the removal of shells from
a hard steel rod. But since the structure of steel differs so largely with
the kind of steel operated upon, we do not regard our experiments as
made in sufficient number to be conclusive. An examination of the
density of the elementary shells shows that the charact~r of the density
at any point regarded as a function of the distance of a point below
the surface is harmonic. 5 To investigate this relation it is unfortunately
necessary to make the measurements for thin (~rom) shells. Hence the
Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv., No. 14, p. 76, 1885.
I d., pp. 103, 197
3 Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 14, pp. 95-98
4 We do not necessarily refer to mere volume expansion here.
See Wrightson, Jour.
Iron and Steel Inst., II, p. 418, 1879.
5 Bull. No. 35 U. S. Geol, Surv., p. 32, 1886.
1
1

2
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mean amplitude of vibration and the limits of the unavoidable errors
observation are of the same order. To discriminate between the periodic
effect of temper, which may show regular or irregular periodicity, and the
apparently periodic distribution of mere errors of observation is difficult and requires very nice and careful observation. In Bulletin 35 we
attempt to arrive at this discrimination by making minute comparisons
of the structures ·of rods of tbe same kind of steel and of the same
or of different diameters. This procedure is excessively laborious; it
calls for a detailed construction of the relation of the density and the
position of the points along any given radius of the rod and subsequent examination of the properties which the divers diagrams have iu
common. We have gathered many data, but the work is as yet incomplete, and the reader desiring further information will have to be referred
to Bulletin 35, where the whole subject is discussed. Experiment Oil
the fourth of the above topics we have now in progress and shall publish
later. This narrows the purposes of this paper to the consideration of
the first and most important of the above points, viz: In what degree
the density of a hard steel rod at different points, even when measured
with all attainable accuracy, is sufficiently sensitive to represent the
character, relations, and intensity of the temper strain.
DENSITY AND RESISTANCE (STRAIN) OF TElVCPERED STEJ;JL.

Experimental results.- The discussion may be appropriately commenced by an examination of the variation of density of steel successively annealed from bard to soft. Our experiments on this subject,
made in some number, are detailed in Bulletin No. 27, U.S. Geological
Survey, and from this we select a digest of data sufficient for the construction of the following graphic comparison, a comparison which did
not fall properly within the scope of the inquiry in Bulletin No. 27,
and hence was there omitted. It is necessary to reiterate that the dimensions of the steel rods used were as follows :
TABLE

I.

.

I

1550060i . I

No .••...•..••••...••••.••...••. _I_._i ~ 61 to63 1_:_i36to36.
Average length of pieces (em) ....
Numberofpieces (em) .••...•.••.
Diameter (em) .....••.•...•..••..

5.3
1
1. 9

10.1

1
0.58

2. 5
21

2.5
1g

2. 5
72

0.13

0. 23

0.

I

081

It was our constant endeavor to so anneal as to exclude all errors due
to superficial oxidation and carburation. Whether this was accomplished remains to be seen. In Fig. 7 the temperature at which the rod
was annealed is given as abscissa, the corresponding density as ordinate.
(100)
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The commercial density for the respective cases is indicated by an
attached c.

'1.8

7.7'

·'1.6

FIG. 7. Diagram showing variation of the density of steel, with temperature of annealing.

Disc'ussion.-We advert in passing to the fact that, whereas density
increases continually on passing from hard to soft, resistance passes
through a pronounced minimum.
Whether we regard Llo as a function of resistance or of the temperature t0 at which the rod was annealed, the relations inyestigated lead
to an important inference with an immediate bearing on our present
purposes. It appears plainly that the annealing of a rod successively from
extreme hard to extreme soft does not e.vltibit the characteristics of a single
and homogeneous phenomenon. This annealing presents two distinct
and independent phases, which merge into each other when to corresponds to incipient redness. The graphic representation of L/ 0 varying
with to shows this transition with singular clearness. Between t 0 = 200
and to= 500 all the loci pass through two com;ecutive circumflexures in
such a way as to change the general and pretty uniform contours of
concavity downwards into convexity downwards for the interval in
question. The division of the complete phenomenon into two pnrts being thus suggested, we find on further inspection that the variations of
the electrical constants of temper subside almost completely within the
.first of these parts (annealing between 0° and 350°); whereas in the
se~ond part (annealing between 3500 and 1,000°) they become crowded
and complex. It follows plausibly and at once that during the first
l)f the phases nuder consitleration we encounter the subsidence of a
mechanical strain. This inference gains much in weight when we :find
that this strain vanishes; in the way peculiar to phenomena of viscosity, at a slowly decreasing rate, through infinite time.! In the sec1 In other words, the ~emper strain vanishes jnst like the simple "drawn" strains
imparted by the wire plate while the wires carrying them are each exposed to the
prolonged action of temperature.-Bull. No. 14, U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 93.
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ond phase, mechanical and chemical occurrences are superimposed and
the above results do not enable us to disentangle them.
The final important deduction from the data is this, that during the
first phase, in which the larger values of resistance are from two to three
times the smaller values, the variation of density is slight. In the sec·
ond phase we encounter large variations of density associated with
small variations of resistance.
These curious relations characterize the phenomenon as a whole.
shall interpret them partially at least b~low.
DENSITY AND STRAINS IN TEl\IPERED GLASS.

Experimental results.-This result substantiates the evidence in favor
of the existence of strain in hard steel adduced in our earlier papers. 1
Beyond this it shows almost conclusively that the density effect of the
annealing of hard steel is out of all proportion and symmetry with the
strain effect and the corresponding electrical effect. We were desirous,
therefore, of studying the temper strain in substances other than steel
and free from carbon. Long ago glass had. suggested itself to us for
this purpose. 2 We communicate in the following Table II the density
effect produced by successive annealing of ordinary Prince Rupert drops.
Twelve of these were in hand. Three were broken to test the strain, the
remainder examined. All the drops contained included bubbles, one
or more, often 0.2cm to 0.3cm in diameter and distributed irregularly.
Usually a few large bubbles predominated. The drops moreover showed
a purple coloration, which disappeared after annealing at incipient re<lness.3 To anneal the drops at different temperatures we inclosed them
in a test tube, cushioned upon and surrounded by carued asbestus. The
end of the tube was submerged sufficiently to cover the Prince R11pert
drops in boiling camphor, mercury, sulphur, &c., as given in the table.
To anneal at red heat, the drops were suspended in little baskets of
platinum foil, in the center of large thick clay crucibles, and then heated
to the desired temperature in an assay furnace. Under all circumstances but one care was taken, to cool the clropR slowly. Table II contains under " temper" the temperature and time of annealing, not including the time of cooling, however. The column m gives the weight
of each drop in grammes. Variations ofm are clue to accidental breakage
of the frail stems of the drops. Where no such brPa ka.ge occurs m is
constant. Lle is the density of the drops at t 0 ; L1 0 , finally, is the density
of the drops at oo C., under the conditions given. Each L1 0 is the mean
of two independent determinations and is correct to within one or two
units of the third place.
Bull. No. 14, U.S. Geol. Snrv., pp. 88-103.
Wied. Ann., VII, p. 406, 1879.
3 The color of the drops is amethystine.
Mr. R. B. Riggs, of the U. S. Geological
Survey, kindly analyzed the glass and found manganese. •
1
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TABLE

II.-Tmnper, weight, and density of quenched glass (Prince Rupert dt·ops) successively
annealed.
m

Temper.

No.

t

Mean

At

1. 3500
1. 3501
1. 3500
Annealed, 360°, 30m (merc~ry) .. {
1. 3500

Quenched ..••.•.••••.••••••.•.. {

Annealed, 6ooo, 10m ............. {
Annealed, red heat ............. {
Annealed, red heat ..............
Annealed, red heat .•.....•...•..
2

Quenched ...................... {
Annealed, 360°, 30m (mercury) .. {

0
17.9
17.0
15.6
15.8
14.8

2. 4894

15.3

2. 4890

1. 3470
1. 3470
1. 3311
1. 3312
1. 3200
1. 3201
1. 3201
1. 3200

18.0
18.0
18.4
18.2
17.5
16.8

2. 4901
2. 4896
2. 4872
2. 4904
2. 4354

15.7
15.8

2. 4345

2.4336
2. 4333
2. 4388
2. 4394

1. 3497
1. 3496

.............
2.4401

...............

1. 3191

15.1

1. 3190

15.5

Annealed, red heat ............... 1. 3172

18.5
15.9
16.0
15.9
16.5
16.9
16.0
16.0
16.3
16.7
17.0
16.8
16.8
15.9
16.5
16.8
17.3
17.4
16.2
17.5
17.8
16.8
16.9
16.0
16.7
16.9
17.1
17.4
16.4
17.7

3

Quenched ......................

i

Annealed, 200o, 15m (paraffine) ....
A;nnealed, 3600, 30m ............. {
4

Quenched ...................... {
Annealed, 200o, 15m ...............
Annealed, 36oo, 30m ............. {

5

Quenched ...................... {
Annealed, 2ooo, 1h30m (camphor).
Annealed, 360°, 1h (mercury) ... {
Annealed, 450°, 30m (sulphur) .. {
Annealed, 550o, tOm ...............
1 Annealed,

6

red heat ............ {

Quenched ...................... {
Annealeu, 200o, 1h 30m (camphor).
Annealed, 360°, 1" (mercury) ... {
Annealed, 450°, 30m (sulphur) .. {
Annealed, 550°, 10m.•••.•••••.•••.
Annealed, red heat ...........

·l

7

Quenched ..................... _. {

8

Quenched .•.•.•••••••.•••••.••. {

1. 4590
1. 4590
1. 4591
1. 4590
1. 4590
1. 3305
1. 3304
1. 3305
1. 3292
1. 3292
1. 3009
1. 3010
1. 3009
1. 3010
1. 3010
1. 3012
1. 3012
1. 2983
1. 2982
1. 2983
1. 4409
1. 4408
1. 4409
1. 4409
1. 4409
1. 4412
1. 4412
1. 4410
1. 4408
1. 4407
1. 4795
1. 4795
1. 0024
1. 0026

17.9
16.2
17.6
16.3

J

Do.
Slow cooling ; form of drop
not changed.

2. 4910

...............

.

} Slow cooling.

2. 4883 Cooled in air.
2. 4915 Cooled slowly.
I 2. 4364
} Bubbles; color.
2. 4354 ...........
2. 4392
2. 4404
2. 4898
2.4891
2. 4901
2.4364
2.4364

2.4408
1. . . . . . . .

2. 4903
1
........

2. 4912
2. 4374
1

}

Do.

rnbbloo and oolor vanish ;
slow cooling ; form of drop
not changed.
Slow cooling.
} Bubbles; color.

••••••••

2. 4354 : 2. 4364
Do.
2. 4403 2. 44~1
Do.
2. 4399 1• • • • • • -.
2. 4345 2. 4356
} Bubbles; color.
2. 4348
Do.
2. 4341 2. 4351
2. 4369 2. 4383
(J
Do.
2. 4378 ................
2. 4333 2. 4349
Do.
2. 4344 ..............
2. 4349 2. 4359
Do.
2. 4390 2. 4402
Do.
2. 4394 ..............
2. 4441 2. 4446
Do.
2. 4431 ······-2. 4521 2. 4531 Color vanishes; slow cooling.
2. 4906 2.4914 } Bubbles vanish; form of drop
partially changed.
2. 4900
2. 4312 2. 4323
} Bubbles; color.
2. 4315 ...............
2. 4323 2. 4333
Do.
2. 4370 2. 4382
Do.
2. 4374 .............
2. 4410 2. 4422
Do.
2. 4414 ..............
2. 4524 2. 4534 Color vanishes· slow cooling.
2.4878 2. 4893 ~Bubbles gone; formofdroppar·
tially changed; slow cooling.
2. 4885
2. 4385 2. 4395
·}Bubbles; color.
2. 4385 ..........
2. 4389 2. 4395

17. G 2. 4381
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I

Annealed, 6000' 1om.... • .•••••• {
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TABLE

q~tenched

H.-Temper, weight, and density of

------:--

Temper.

No.

t

·m

glass,

~c.-Continued.

I Mean
..:lo

..:lt

Remarks •

----1. 0025
1. 0025
1. 0023
Annealed, 3600, 3b (mercury) ... {
1. 0023
1. 0023
Annealed, 450°, 1 b (sulphur) -.- {
1. 0023
1. 0023
Annealed, 450o, 4b (sulphur) .... ~
1. 0023

0
17.4
17.5
16.8
17.3
18.2
18.2
16.5
16.8

2. 4434 2. 4444
} Bubbles; color.
2. 4434 ···-····
2. 4474 2. 4482
Do.
2. 4471 ...........
2. 4515 2. 4526
Do.
2. 4515 ·--·····
2. 4579 2. 4586
Do.
2. 4574 ............

Annealed, red heat .........•••.• 0. 9982

18.5

2. 4890

1. 2758
1. 2760
1. 2746
Annealed, 3600, 30m (mercury) .. {
1. 2744
1.2745
Annealed, 360°, 3h .••.....•..•.. {
1. 2745
1. 2745
Annealed, 450o, lh. :· .•••••.. _.. {
1. 2745
1. 2727
Annealed, 45oo, 411 •••••..••.... _ ~
1. 2727

17.0
17.6
17.4
17.5
17.0
17.4
18.2
18.3
16.7
16.8

2. 4363 2. 4365
} Bubbles; color.
2. 4346
2. 4410
Do.
2. 4416
2. 4425 2. 4436
Do.
2. 4427 .............
2. 4461 2. 4472
Do.
2. 4461 ..............
2. 4499 2. 4510
Do.
2. 4501 ..............

Annealed, red heat ........•••••. 1.1592

18.4

2. 4918

Ann.ealed, 360o, 30m (mercury) .. {

9

Quenched .•••••..••.... -- .•••• ·{

}

~
}

2. 4901

r·

bbloo and colo< gone; ,....,
partially changed; slow
cooling.

-~--~~~~- }
}

l
l

2. 4929

I

r·bbJ..... oolor .o•• ; olow
cooling ; form of drop partially changed.

Table III, following, is constructed to facilitate a comparison of the
important data. The second and third columns contain the densities
of the extreme states of temper, the original quenched, "hard," a.nd
the final "soft," or thoroughly annealed state. The remaining columns
contain the increments of density due to quenching, relative to the
density of the soft state, the relative increments, in other words, which
are retained at the divers temperatures given.
TABLE

III.-Surmnm·y showing density of P1·ince Rupert drops, que,nched and annealed.

No.

I
Density increment relative to "soft," when annealed at"Hard." "Soft." I-----,----,----,---~---:----,---Ao.

Ao.

20°.

200°.

360°.

450°.

(5500.)

(650°.) Red beat.

'-----------1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 . • • . • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • . 2. 4345
2 ...•••••••••••••••••••.. 2. 4364
3 .•••••••.••••••.•••.•••.
4 .•• -.. ... ••• . •• • • • •••••.
5 •••..••••••. -...........
6 • . . • . • . •• • • • •• • • . • . ••• • .
7 . ••• . •• . •• •••• ••••• . ••• .

2. 4915 -0. 0229 ..•..... -0. 0207 .••.••...... - .•. -0. 0006
2. 4912 -0.0222--- ...•. -0.0202- ........•••..•. -0.0004

-0. 0002
-0.0000

2.4374 ····-··· -0.0216-0.02201-0.0201 .••..•.. ·····-·· -······· -·· ··-·-2. 4356 .••.•••. -0.0223 -0. 02251-0. 0212 ..•..••. -.......... -..•..••......•
2. 4349 2. 4914 -0. 0227 -0. 02231-0. 0206 -0. 0188 -0. 0154 .••. - •• - -0. 0001
2. 4323 2. 4893 -0. 0229 -0. 0225 -o. 0205 -o. 0189 -o. 0144 -... •• • . +O. 0007
1
1
1
2. 4395 - •. -- ... -0. 0207 ..•. -- •...........•..••. -.....•..••.•••. - ••.••.•.•

8.. •• • •• • • • • •• • • • • • •• • • •• 2. 4395

2. 4901 -0. 0203 - .... - ~ -0. 0184 -0. 0150 -....••. -....... +0. 0004
-0. 0168 -0. 0127 -.....•..••.. - ...•••••.•..

9 .•• • •• ••••••• •• • • • • •• • • . 2. 4365

2. 4929 -0. 0227 -•.. -. { -0. 0203 -0. 0184. ....•.. -.... •• . -0.0007
-0. 0198 -0. 0168 . --- .... - ••.•••..••.. -- ..
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.Discussion.-The salient features of these data are obvious from au
inspection of Table III. T!Je density effect of quenching is decidedly
negative, the increase of specific volume is exceptionally large. Moreover, the nine 1 Prince Rupert drops examined exhibit nearly the same
initial density and nearly the same final density. The approximate
equality of the values J 0 for the soft state is easily explained. It
indicates that in proportion as we bring the strain to vanish we reach
the normal density of the glass. It is not so easy to account for the
observation that the density of the Prince Rupert drops shows almost
the same degree of equality in the hard (quenched) state. Indeed, if
we take the fact into consideration that the drops invariably contain
bubbles distributed irregularly, and without apparent relation as regards
size and number, the difficulties of explanation are increased. In other
words, it is an exceedingly striking and important result that the volume increase due to quenching is quite as much the same for all drops
as is at all possible for the case of so complicated an operation. We
are thus led to this inference: Inasmuch as bubbles are present in
like total volume in each of the drops, their presence cannot be a
circumstance of mere accident; they must be reg:::trtled as a normal
effect, or, better, a necessary result of the operation of quenching applied to glass; they must in some very intimate way be connected with
the strain which the glass globules have experienced in virtue of sudden cooling.
Retaining this very reasonable surmise in mind, we proceed to a more
minute inspection of the effect of annealing the hard Prince Rupert
drops. We obtain results very similar to those investigated above for
steel. The density effect of annealing is decidedly positive, and i~:~
greater as temperature and time of exposure are increased. Again, we
readily divide the physical effect of annealing into two parts or phases.
The first of these corresponds to the annealing temperatures 0° to 500°,
the other to higher temperatures. The range of temperatures corresponding to the first phase is therefore la.rger for glass than for steel;
and if we compare Tables I and II it appears obviously that for like
density effects the annealing temperatures must be chosen higher in
the former case (glass) than in the latter. But the change of density
encountered in both instances is small; and yet, in spite of the small
density efl'ect during the inferior stage of annealing, by far the greater
intensity of strain vanishes. The drops after annealing r~t 200° are still
explosive; if they be broken after having been annealed in boiling sulphur at 450° they are found to have lost all traces of the explosive properties which the originally quenched drops possessed. Professor 0. N.
Rood 2 informed us that the polarization figures could be quite wiped
out by annealing such ordinary glass as exhibited them only as far as
the temperature ofmelting zinc. We infer that at the end of the first
1

Further (incidental) examples are given }n the next section, p. 115.
obtained by Professor Rood during his experiments with high vacua.

2 Results
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phase of annealing we have in hand a hollow glass globul(3 pr~Lcuca11~
free from strain.
During the second phase of the annealing phenomenon (5000 to
we observe a very pronounced change of the density of the
Rupert drops, corresponding to the above result for steel. But the explanation is here readily at hand; at incipient redness the inclosed
bubbles disappear or are reduced to mere specks. The large incnlm{mt~
of density in question is therefore nothing more than an expression
the collapse of the viscous hollow globule in virtue of atmospheric pressure. This important observation enables us to interpret all the phenomena of annealing satisfactorily. It must therefore be carefully examined.
We shall endeavor to prove that the bubbles are vacua, that they are
not accidental inclusions of gas or aqueous vapor. The temperature
from which glass is quenched is certainly less than 15ooo. The temperature at which glass is sufficiently viscous to yield easily to atmospheric pressure is certainly greater than ~ooo. Suppose now that the
changes of volume of the bubble were the result of thermal expansion
of an included gas. Let 1'1soo and v 500 be the volumes of the gaseous
inclusion at 15000 and 500°, respectively, under normal pressure. Let
v" and V be the volumes of the gas bubble for the quenched (hard) and
annealed (soft) states. Then we deduce, a fortiori,
8

v~~

V1soo

-<-- =2.3

v. Vsoo
With this as a point of departure the following little digest of mean results, Table IV, has been prepared. Here m is the mean mass of all tl1e
drops examined; J,,,
V,., V., their mean density and total volume for
the hard and the soft states, respectively; vis the mean volume; r tlle
equivalent mean radius of the bubbles. In the second horizontal row
V,, has been diminished one-half per cent., to refer all volumes to the beginning and end of the second phase of annealing.

A.,

TABLE

IV.-Mean vol1tme relations of the Pdnce Rupert d1·ops and of the
gas bubble.
vatVn

1500°.

-- - '

rat-

Vs

--

cc.

cc.

cc.

0. 5454

0. 5334

0. 0120

500°.

1500°.

500°.

--------cc.
c.
c.
0. 0052

0.142

0.107

v,.

-<2.3
Vs

O.M27

0. 5334

0. 0093

0. 0041

0.130

Mean 1n = 1.3288
"Hard:" Mean Ll-n = 2.4363
H Soft:"
Mean Ll. = 2.4911
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Inasmuch as the values V5oo and r5oo are inferior limits, it is clear that,
if the bubbles were gas or vapor, they would be of the same order of
visibility before and after annealing. In other words, if the bubbles
were gas, casual inspection would not detect a difference of their size
in the ''bard" (quenched) and in the ''soft" drops. In the experiments,
however, the bubbles aU but vanish. Hence they cannot be gas.
To obtain additional assurance on this point we ground flat faces on
the annealed drO!)S Nos. 1, 5, and 8, and then measured the size of the
inclusions. We found these values :
No. 1: v. = 0.000037 cc.
No.5: Vs = 0.000062 cc.
No. 8: v. = 0.000040 cc.
Mean: Vs = 0.000046 cc.

From actual measurement therefore we find

~>100

v.

a res.ult wholly incompatible with ~

(2)

< 2.4, as derived above (Table IV).

It follows conclusively that the bubbles are not accidental gas inclusions and that only an insignificant part of the variations of volume produced by quenching can be referred to thermal expansion of gas.
If the gas were aqueous vapor and if dissociation were complete,
then the upper limit of (1) would have to be increased in the ratio of
3:2. This does not remove the discrepancy between (1) and (2). Moreover, since dissociation of water is only incipient at 15ooo, and is not
even complete at tbe temperature of melting platinum, the volume variation of the bubbles cannot be due to the presence of water in the bubbles.
If, on the other hand, we endeavor to explain the bubbles as vacuities1left by the contracting glass, we arrive at accordant and reasonable
results. Lett be the temperature to which the homogenous glass drop
must be heated in order that the observed mean volume of the soft
state may be equal to the observed mean volume of the hard state.
Then, since ""Volume increases at an accelerated rate with temperature,
1

LI 0 -Lie

t < 3a - LI-e -

where a is the ordinary coefficient of linear expansion of glass.
serting the values of Table III into (3) we derive

(3)

By in-

In other words, the quenched globule has retained the volume which
the bot glass possessed at a temperature certainly smaller than 900°.
This result taken together with tbe other is conclusive (see p. 112).
1

Very analogous to Torricellian vacua.
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The general result of our investigation on the process of sudden
ing, therefore, points out the fundamental importance of a rigid
As the material (glass or steel) cools, contraction as a whole
place not centripetally but centrifugally, i. e., not towards the
of the figure, but away from it. So long as the interior remains liquid
viscous, the result is simple separation, commencing at points
minute air bubbles may pre-exist,I rather than at points of the
tinuity of glass. The final result is a vacuum bubble such as we
observed. In proportion as the interior becomes rigid the temper
appears. Should the glass hold gases in solution, they would tend
escape into the vacua in question. There is probably another
why in most instances the bubbles cannot be brought completely to
ish. .Annealing reverses the whole phenomenon. The small changes
density observed in the first phase may be easily accounted for : it
probable that during these stages of annealing the rearrangement
molecules and disappearance of strain are accompanied by expan
inward toward the vacua. Hence the incommensurately small v
tion of mean density which accowpanies the great optical effects (
and the great electrical effects (steel). 2 During the second stage
annealing, again, the density effect is incommen.surately large; for
it is the expre8sion of a mere collapse, due to the atmospheric
ure. At all events the density effect (error) due to bubbles q
swallows up the density effect due to strain. lienee to represent t
true relation of density and resistance or of density and anuealin
temperature in case of steel, it may be necessary to lower the part
the curves corresponding to the second phase of annealing by amounts
equivalent to the bubble or fissure discrepancy, or else for like reasons
to raise the parts of the curves corresponding to the first phase. If
this be done, the circumflexnres become less pronounced or disappear
and the points for the commercial soft state are more easily referred
to the curves to whicit they belong. If, therefore, allowance be made
for the distortion due to internal sensible pores, the relations become
more uniform.
It is interesting to observe that glass retains the volume expansion
corresponding to a temperature somewhat below ~:woo, whereas steel
retains the volume expansion of a temperature below 400°. Similarly,
the strain in steel is very perceptibly affected by annealing temperatures
as low as 5oo, whereas for glass the perceptible annealing effects are
only incipient even at 200°. The amount of strain retained is, cmteris
paribus, not merely a function of. th~viscosity of the material subjected to
1 Prince Rupert drop No.1. heated intense!~- in a blast lamp and cooled in air, shows
a decrement of density. This is due to the rapid cooling; for when this drop is
heated and cooled in the crucible, density is again incremented. The experiment
shows the tendency of glaRs to retain strains. Dnring the heating to 1000° no expansion of the very small bubbles was observable.
liThe electrical and optical criteria may be considered equally sensitive,
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quenching; it must depend also on the heat conductivity of this substance. For instance, if like figures of glass and of steel be quenched
alike, then at the same time and depth the thermal gradient would be
much steeper in the case of glass than in the case of steel. Hence, c:::eteris
paribus, during quenching a rigid shell is possible in the case of glass for
higher temperatures of the core than in the case of steel. The sudden
contraction of the shell (pressure) has a marked effect on the melting
point or degree of fluidity of the core. But it is best to waive this observation here, for the want of data to interpret it.
We ha\·e finally to consider the bearing of the results of this paper on
the structure of steel. The detailed similarity observed in the annealing of glass and of steel suggests the inference that the interior of hard
steel may be sensibly fissured. Under all circumstances the diagrammatic structure of dense shell and rare core would be "inaccurate to the
extent in which these fissures are irregularly distributed. Hence the
difficulty of developing the true character of the dependence of the
density ( o) at any point upon the distance of tllis point below the surface. We are able to account in part for th.e quasi-harmonic relations
obtained both by Dr. Fromme 1 and. by ourselves. 2 While the consecutive shells are being removed by solution, periodic fluctuation of o must
result whenever fissures are invaded. If, furthermore, we take into
consideration that the density effeet of even great intensities of temper
strain is small, it appears that the true nature of the strained structure
of tempered steel may be beyond the discernment of the density method
of investigation altogether. The gross variation of density along the
radius is a carburation phenomenon.
POLARISCOPIC OBSERVATIONS.

In this place we desire to substantiate the earlier inferences of this
section and to give sharper expression to them. We therefore repeat
Professor Rood's experiments on the polariscopic effect of continuous
annealing of cooled glass at low temperatures. Our object is merely to
detect variatiQns in the polarization figure prod1.1:ced by annealing or,
later in our work, by the removal of superficial shells. Hence it is sufficient to examine the drops in a given fixed position between polarizing
plates. 3 Disturbances due to diffuse refraction are satisfactorily eliminable by submerging the Prince Rupert drop in glycerine, the refractive
power of which is nearly that of the glass. The demarkation is then
distinct and the colors clear, so that the figures can easily be drawn.
The necessity of grinding special faces or plates is thus fortunately obviated, for in case of the quenched drop such operations are not
feasible.
Wied. Ann., VIII, p. 356,1879.
Bull. No. 35, U.S. Geol., Surv. p. 36.
3 We are indebted to Professor Hitchcock for the use of a simple but efficient reflecting polariscope, formerly the property of Professor Joseph Henry,
1

,.

2

{l()~)J
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In the case of simple annealing, variations of the polarization
are due to a diminution of what we may loosely call the bu··ctr·ac·ttv~
power of the Prince Rupert drop. In the case of removal of shells,
descriued in the next section, variations of figure result from . .
u,"-·
tion of thickness, possibly associated with diminution of birefracti
power. The solution of the drop in hydrofluoric acid does not rna
ally interfere with its transparency. The optic observations may
fore be continued indefinitelyo
Our polariscopic experiments were made with the Prince R
drops Nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, and Noso 3, 5, 7, 8, 9. The first four of these
simply annealed, the rema.inder1 examined after consecutive removals
of shells. It is expedient to describe only the experiments with
nealed drops in this section. These experiments are so striking and so
easily repeated, on the one hand, and so difficult to reproduce accurately
in a drawing, on the other, that the following very careful free
sketches of the main features of the figures are here inserted, principally
for purposes of record. The cuts represent Prince Rupert drops Nos.l,
2, 4, and 6 in fixed position between nicols.
On annealing as far as T = 2000, variations of figure are not certainly perceptible. After very long annealing at this temperature (2000)
a faint influence appears, but is restricted to changes of color. It is
particularly to be observed that the position and contours of the original polarization figure show a very obvious relation to the position of
the included bubbles (black spots in the figure). This was the invari:
able result for all the Prince Rupert drops examined. It is in accord
with our inference of'~ centrifugal" contraction, 2 discussed above. At
2ooo, therefore, change of strain in glass is incipient. The Prince Rupert drop, if broken, is still explosive, though perceptibly less so than
the original drop.
After one hour of annealing in boiling mercury (360°) the changes of
the polarization figure are obvious. The whole appearance is more diffuse, the colors bolder and broader, and the demarkation less distinct
and delicate. These striking observations can only partially be reproduced in a figure. We have encountered very marked diminution of
birefractive power. After seven hours of annealing in boiling mercury
the evidences of diminished birefractive power have visibly increased.
The figures as a whole are simpler, the coloration more gross.
Finally, after annealing in boiling sulphur (450°), the polarization
figure bas wholly vanished; we have in hand a hollow glass globule, free
from reolotropic strain. We show on page 121 that the substance of the
Prince Rupert drop is under a strain of dilatation. It is necessary to
bear in mind that the isotropic part of this strain is not demonstrable
by optic means. The drop annealed at 450°, however, has wholly lost
its explosive character.
u

1

§ II, p. 116.

2

(110)

§ I, p. 108,
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:FIG.

8, Polarization figures of Prince Rupert drops.
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Here we encounter the :first important analogy between the
of quenched glass and the electrical behavior of quenc
steel. We shall show that this parallelism extends even into deta
Change of strain in glass is incipient at 200°, in steel at 5oo.
of ooolotropic strain in glass is complete at a temperature na.,,,.,"'"'u:,
greater than 3500 and less than 45oo. The corresponding superior li
for steel cannot be so well defined. In both cases the essential de
euce of the result to he reached on the temperature and the time
annealing (asymptotic relations) is the marked feature of the phenom
en on.
b~havior

§ II. THE' STRAIN IMPARTED BY SUDDEN COOLING, AND ITS
URAL RELATIONS.

In the last section we compared the strains experienced by glass and
by steel on sudden cooling by aid of the density variations observed on
annealing the bodies carrying strain as a 'Whole. Our purpose in this section is to investigate the density relations of consecutive similar shells
of the Prince Rupert drop and the optical character of the successive
cores. Availing ourselves of all the evidence adduced in our investigation at its present stage, we endeayor again to show that the optical
effect of the temper strain in glass may be regarded as the precise analogon of the electrical effect of the temper strain in steel.
CERTAIN GENERAL PROPERTIES OF TIIE PRINCE RUPERT DROP.

It is well known that mere breakage of the tail of a Prince Rupert drop
is sufficient to shatter it; the splinters fly apart with explosive violence. It is not so well known that the same drop may be dissolved
in hydrofluoric acid to a mere spicule without exploding.t This peculiar behavior calls to mind certain properties of nitroglycerine, inasmuch as this substance may be burned off quietly in a wick but ex.
plodes on percussion. It is in keeping, moreover, with Dr. F. A. Gooch's
ingenious suggestion that in the quenched globule we may possibly encounter a polymerization of the molecular structure of the annealed
globule. But the fact that the strain is of an ordinary mechanical kind
is proved by the observations of Table V, in which the behavior of Prince
Rupert drops from which different thicknesses of shell have been removed by solution is described. In the table, "diameter" refers to the
mean transverse thickness of the drops ; {). and p., to the thickness and
the mass, respectively, of the dissolved shells. After removing a suf.
ficient depth of shell, the residual explosive properties were tested
either by crushing the reduced drop longitudinally in a vice or by
striking in the same direction with a hammer.
1 De Luynes appears to have been the first to dissolve the drop in HF (C. R. LXXVI,
p. 346, 1873). He also discusses elaborately the effects produced by cut~ing glass with_
emery (0. R. LX::'~XI, 341, 1875). Some earlier work on the vacuum bubble is due to
Reusch (Phil. Mag. ( 4), XXXIV, p.166, 1867).
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V. -Explosit•e qualities of P1·ince Rupert drops.

TABLE

No. Minutes
inH.F.

Diameter.

~

em..

10

0

0. 848

5

0. f:l35
0. 796
0. 7()6

0
10

11 I•

0
14
0

0. 774

o. 712

3

30
0

0. 795

...................

0. 688

5

0

............
7

0

.................
8

........~-1

Explosive tendency
diminished in marked degree.
0. 015 -------· (Shattered on being split longitudinally. Fragments parS tially cohere.
0. 017 ............ . }Shattered on being split longitudinally. Fragments partially cohere.
0. 031
0. 291 }Shattered on being split longitudinally. Fragments more
coherent.
........

0. 795
0. 760

13

Remarks.

/1.

I
I
em. - •. I
o. 006 . ....... }Shattered on breaking base of tail.

12

113

0. 054

0.493

. ............. ...............

}rs not shattered on splitting. Conchoidal fracture.

0. 825
0. 053
0.491
}rs not shattered on splitting.
0. 720 . ........... ...............
0. 763
0.112
0. 722
0. 539
0. 791

Conchoidal fracture.

}rs not shattered on splitting. Conchoidal fracture.

0.117

0. 752

o. 557 ............. ...............

}rs not shattered on splitting. Conchoidal fracture.

The table shows that the explosive tendency of the Prince Rupert
drop becomes rapidly less pronounced as the thickness of removed shell
increases, that this tendency is very pf'rceptibly impaired by the removal of less than lomm of shell, and that it vanishes almost wholly
after the removal of .zmm of shell. If the radius of the drop be diminished about 0.03cm the partiCles of the fractured globule frequently
cohere, and the original structure may then be inferred from the general direction and distribution of the fissures. The arrangement of
the individual fragments is quite characteristic: they are found to be
flat, irregular conoids, with thei·r apices toward the line of symmetry
of the drop, their bases in its surface- an arrangement something
like the eye of an insect, or even more like the fruit cone of a spruce
tree. In other words, the radial structure of the fissured Prince Rupert
drop is very distinctly markcd. 1 This proves that the original (unbroken) drop must have possessed a box-within-box structure; that, if
the bubbles were symmetrically disposed, particles similarly situated
with reference to the line of symmetry would be in like states of strain.
But the law according to which matter is distributed from circumferen.ce to axis cannot be inferred, since the stated phenomena follow
equa1ly well both for surface dilatation and for surface compression.
All the Prince Rupert drops examined were found to scratch ordinary glass with facility ; but, on removing the strain from the drops by
annealing them at white heat and slowly cooling them, their hardness
lThis structure is frequently visible in fragments of large tempered steel projectiles.

l have found glass rods which on sudden heating break up into fiat fragments symmetrically disposed around the axis of tbe rod or again into symmetric conoidal shells
(see note on researches of De Luynes, ou preceding page).
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did not observably change. The hard quality was therefore a n'"''"'£"''t"ci
of the glass itself and was not imparted by mechanical treatment.
deed, on rubbing together a quenehed and an annealed Prince
drop no difference of hardness could be discerned.
GENERAL STRUCTURAL EFFECTS PRODUCED BY SUDDEN COOLlNG.

In Bulletin 35 we communicated a series of results on the resistance
consecutive conaxiallayers of steel rods.
We there showed that it is difficult to arrive at accurate values
specific resistance in these measurements, for we encounter very
values of total resistance at the inception of the experiments
small and irregular \alues of sectional area at the close. Inasmuch
sections are necessarily measured too large, the values for specific
sistance, S 0, are too large, and the error increases rapidly as we
from greater to smaller diameters. The mean error of S 0 is ...,...,.. ""''·u '''
several per cent., and hence the resistances of elementary shells
lated from these data are only approximations. Nevertheless our
sults are important; they prove that in the case of hard rods
than 0.6cm thick the values of resistance taken from circum
to axis along any radius do not perceptibly diminish. It was
curious result, apparently ad verse to the hypothesis of strain, w
induced us to examine the corresponding behavior of quenched
The diameters, 2 p, of Prince Rupert drops Nos. 3, 5, were s
sively reduced1 as follows:
2 p = 0. 79
and 2 p = 0. 82

0. 75
0. 79

0. 72 ·
0. 75

0. 69
0. 72

0. 62
0. 65

0. 56
0. 59

em.)
em.

The polarization figures drawn after each of these reductions
subjoined.
The figures of each drop retained a uniform character throughout
and showed no further loss of delicacy of demarkation and of colors
than could be referred to diminished thickness. Unfortunately it is
not easily possible to discriminate between the effect of decrement of
diameter and the possibly concomitant effect of lessened birefractive
power. Hence the experiments fail to indicate whether the removal of
consecutive shells by solution is accompanied by changes of strain
(shrinkage). If the fragments of a shattered drop, submerged in
glycerine, be examined under the microscope between crossed nicols,
the presence of strain in the individual splinters is quite clearly apparent. It is well to note that marked polariscopic evidence of strain remains long after the explosive properties of the Prince Rupert drops
have disappeared. We infer that the electrical behavior (resistance) of
the successive cores of a hard steel cylinder is not unexemplified by
the optical behavior of successive cores of a Prince Rupert drop; though
•We desisted from further reduction of diameter in order not to enter the bubbles,
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it is difficult to say whether the behavior of the partial bodies in either
case (partial strains) is at all comparable with the behavior of the
bodies as a whole (temper strain).

FIG. 9. Polarization figures of successive cores of Prince Rupert drops.

In this p1ace it is well to advert to certain important data of Table IX.
Having removed two shells (total thickness, 8 1 +8 2 = 0. 04cm) from
each of the Priuce Rupert drops Nos. 10 and 11, the core densities were
found to be 2A166 and 2.4147, respectively. We then annealed them
in sulphur (450°), and found for the densities of the annealed cores
2.4263 and 2.4261, respectively. TIJ.is increment is quite as large as is
observed when the drops are annealed as a whole. 1 Hence we fail to appreciate any diminution of strain due to solution. Moreover, we prove
conclusively that the increment of density which is observed on annealing at the said temperature (450°) is a true increment of the density of
tlle substance of the Prince Rupert drop; that is, not a partial collapse
of the drop in virtue of atmospheric pressure. In other words, the
observed after action is inherent in the glass itself, as we pointed out
elsewhere.2
DISTRIBUTION OF DENSITY IN PRINCE RUPERT DROPS.

Results.-A vailing ourselves of the property of the Prince Rupert
drop to dissolve quietly in hydrofluoric acid, we arrived at the following results (Tables VI to X) for the variations of density along transverse radii of the drops. In these tables "diameter" denotes the mean
1 ~

11 p. 104.

2 }

(115)
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transverse thickness of the successive cores; M and Lle show their m
and their density at the temperature t; Ll 0 , their mean density at
Furthermore, f-L, {)., o, R, denote the mass, thickness, density, and
radius, respectively, of the consecutive shells. If the nth core be
after the removal of n shells, then the suffixes to the number of the
in the first column give the history of the drop ·succinctly. Nearly
the measurements are made independently in duplicate. Ll 0 may
relied upon to within two units of the third place ; o, to one unit of
second place. In no case was solution carried so far as to inYade t
main bubbles of the drops; the drops were chosen as nearly as poss·
free from small bubbles. The fusions were made in p!atinum
suspended in thick ciosed clay crucibles. This insured very slow
in g.
TABLE

VI.-Stnteture of Prince Rupert drops quenched.

Diameter.

Number.

M

Mean

.:lt

.:lo

---em.

{ 0. 791
3o .....................
0. 800
{ 0. 753
31 ···---------·-······
0. 756
32 • ••••• ••••••••••....

{ 0. 730
0. 720

33 ....................

{ 0. 698
o. 677

5o ....................

{ 0. 809
0. 840

{ 0. 762
5t ....................
0. 810
5z ....................
53 ....................

{ o. 779
0. 725
{ 0. 703
0. 738

TABLE

Number.

grm.
1. 2577
1. 2576
1. 0375
1. 0374
0. 8894
0. 8893
0. 7651
0. 7650
1. 3002
1. 3000
1. 0924
1. 0923
0. 9317

0. 93181
o. 8090
0. 8090

72 ....................

Diameter.

{ 0. 766
0.760
750
0. 743

{ (l.

{ 0.736
0. 722

7a .................... { 0. 718

0. 706

74 ' ...................

Mean
0

oc.
2.435
2.434
2. 425
2. 426
2.419
2. 421
2.411
2.411
2.439
2. 439
2.435

15.5
16.0
16.1
16.3
16.7

grm.

2. 4355
2. 4266
2. 4210

em.

.............. ................ ............. ..............
............ ··-··--· .............. .............

o. 020

0. 2202
0. 2202
0.1481

0. 015

16.8
17.0
17.3

2.4120

15.6

2. 4400

.............. ..............
............. ........... .

2. 4347
2. 4282

0. 2078
0. 020
0. 2077 .............
0.1607
0. 017

2. 4181

0.16051 ........
0. 1227
o. 016

2.434
2.428
2.428

15.8
16.3
16.5
16.5
16.6

2. 418
2.418

17.-1
17.4

0.1481
0.1243
0.1243

0. 019

2.483
2. 473
2. 461
2. 461
2.474

....... .

2. 461

2.483

0.1228 1........

2.465
2. 472
2. 477
2. 470

2. 473

2. 495
2. 498

2. 496

VII.-Stnwture of P1·irwe Rupe·1·t drops quenched.

em.

71············--------

0

- -- -

M

Mean

.:lt

.:lo

- -- ---- 7o ................... .

,')

fJ-

~ ~::~~

grm.
1. 0897
1. 0897
1. 0035
1. 0036
0. 925!
0. 925!
0. 8499
0. 8500
0. 7363
o. 7364

oo.

2.437
2.438
2. 434
2.433
2. 431
2. 431
2.428

17.3
18.1
18.3
. 18. 8
18.6

2.428
2. 420
2. 419

18.9
19.2

18.7
18.3

20.0
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0

------

R

- - --

e1n.

grm.

2. 4386

Mean

,')

fJ-

.... ..... ............. . --· ....... ............ .......
........ ............. ........... . ......... -----~

~

~

2. 4346
2. 4322
2. 4288

0. 0862
o. 0861
0. 0781
0. 0782
0. 0755

0.008

0. 008

2.476
2.494
2.468
2.4:i5
2. 468

0.017

2.473
2.480

0. 008

0. 0754
2.4209

0.1136
0.1136

2.484

2.462

o.
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TABLE

VII.-St1·uctm·e of P1·ince Ru11e1't

Number.

Diame·
ter.
em•.

75 .••••••••••••••••••. f o. 647
0. 635
76 ....................

~ 0. 610
o. 597

77 ....................

{ 0. 534
0. 544

So ....................

{ 0. 781
0. 800

8J ....................

{ o. '766
o. 783

8~

{ 0. 765
o. 745

....................

83 ....................
8~

....................

{o. 745
0. 730
{ 0. 713
0. 696

85 ...................

{ 0. 675
0.659

8s ....................

{ 0. 623
0. 636

87 ....................

{ 0. 565
0. 550

9o ....................

{ 0. 761
0. 757

9! ....................

~ 0. 746
0. 742

92 ....................

{ 0. 720
o. 726

9s ....................

I o.0. 711
703

9-t ....................

{ 0. 683
0.667

96 ....................

{ 0. 628
0.644

96 •••••••• •••••• ••••••

l o. 585

50.613

97 .................... ~
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o. 548
0.524

~_l_:___t_
grm.
o. 6148
o. 6148
0. 5136
0. 5136
o. 3672
0. 3672
1.1422
1.1422
1. 0567
1. 0507
0. 9739
0. 9739
0. 9024
0. 9024

0. 3901
0. 3901
1. 0518
1. 05l7
0. 9638
0. 9638
0. 8689
0. 8689
0. 7981
0. 7981
0. 6932
0. 6931
0. 5846
0. 5845
0.4867
o. 4866
0. 3471
0. 3471

2. 423
2.422
2. 415
2.415
2.406
2.404
2. 375
2. 375

0. 7741
0. 6567
0. 6567
0. 5459
0. 5460

Mean
Ao

2.4098

20.0
20.2
1!).5

2. 3950

20.3
20.2
20.6
17.5
18.0

2. 3640
2. 4396

18.4
18.6

2. 4372

18.7
18.6

2. 4344

qutnchetl- Continued.

1_
/L

oo.
2.410
2.408
2.393
2. 394
2, 362
2. 363
2.439
2.438
2. 436
2.436
2.432
2.434
2.431
2. 430
2.421
2. 421
2.412
2. 412
2. 403
2.402
2. 373
2.373
2. 4377
2.438
2.436
2.436
2.432
2. 433
2,429
2.429

o. 7741

di'O]JS

I o.0. 0855
0855

0. 0828
0. 0828
0. Oil5

I

..............
2. 4370

.~~~~~~-1

19.5
19.6
20.2
20.2
19.8
20.2
20.5
20.5

2. 4302
2. 4238
2. 4161
2. 4064

'2. 3765

Mean
li

E

1 ~-

em.
grm.
em.
0.1215
0. 018
2.475
2.478 0. 329
0.1216
2.481
0.1012
0. 019
~.497
2.489 0. 311
0.1012
2.480 .............. -----·
0. 032
0.1464
2. 477
2. 476 0. 2R5
0.1464
2.475 ............ ...........
.............. ............. ... .......... .............. ...........
.............. ... ........
. ........... ............

18.5 2. 4317
19.0
0. 0715
19.3 2. 4225 0.1283
19.8 . ............ 0.1283
20.2 2. 4129 1 0.1174
20.2 .............. 1 o.n74
19.7 2.4042
o.uos
20.2
0.1107
20.4 2. 3743 1 0.1558
0.1559
20.5
17.6 2. 4390 ..............
17.8
18.5
18.6
18.8
18.5
18.6
18.8

8

{t

1. . . . . . . .

0. 0880
o. 08i9
0. 0949
0. 0949
0. 0708
0. 0708
0.1049
0. 1050
0.1086
0.1086
0. 0979
0. 0979
0.1396
0.1395

0. 007
0. 010

o. oe8
0. 016
0. 019
0.018
0. 036

2. 477
2. 469 0. 391
2. 461 ............. ...........
2. 471 0.382
2. 477
2.465 .............. ...........
2. 455
2.469 0. 373
2.483 ............... -----·
2.489
2.489 0. 361
2.489 ............... .. ..........
2.479
2. 478 0. 343
2.476 ............... .. ..........
2. 454
2. 457 0. 324
2.460 .............. ............
2. 483 0. 297
2. ·185
2.480 ............... ..........
............... . ............... .. ..........

................
.............. ........................... -----·
0. 007
0. 010

2.455
2. 465
2. 475

........... .........

0.008

2.459
2. -!66

2.475

0. 357

2. 483
2. 473
2.474
2.469
2.463
2.458
2.473
2. 488
2. 481

..............

.......

2. 474

o. 345

0. 016
0. 019
0.018
0. 031

2. 460

0. 375

............

......

2.467

0.366

......... .......
2.466

0. 327

..............

·---··

2.465

0. 308

·······-

·---·-

2.484

0. 283

............ .........

The following densities were found for glass very slowly cooled from
fusion:
No.

77

M . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . • . •. . . . • . . . . 0. 3102
L/ 0 ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2. 495
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87

0.3424
2.498

97

0.2779
2.501
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Table VIII, constructed on the plan described for Tables VI and
contains results for the variation of density along the transverse axis
drops annealed in boiling sulphur at 450°. Polariscopic observa
showed these drops to be free from strain.
TABLE

VIII.-Stt·uctw·e of P1·ince Rupel't drops annealed at 450°.
Diameter.

No.

D.t

- - --

em.
lo ...•...•...•........

h ···················· {

~: ~~:

h ........... --. . . . . . . {

~: ~:~

2o . • . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . { ~:

~: :~~

2~

~: ~::

·--·. --·. ·- .• - -·. ·-. {

19. 0
19.0
17.0
17.4
17. 4

1. 8914

2. 441

19.2

1.4791
1. 4790
1. 3118

2.429
2.430
2.422

17.4
17.4
17.4

grm..

em.

0. 27G6
0. 2765
0. 1038

0. 028

2. 4398
2. 4242
2. 4147

0.

2. 489
2. 493
2. 503

()]1

I

1. 2048
1. 20~8
0. 9329
0. 9329
0. 8436

~: ~::

6, .................... { ~: ~~~

2.446
2.446
2. 434
2. 434
2. 4274

~:~~:: -~~~~~~: -~:!:~- :~~-~~~~- :~·::.
~--~~~ ~--~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~--~~~- -~--~~~- ~-

2.4303

········ ...... .

6o • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . { ~: ~:~
61 •••••••••••••• •••••• {

2. 439
2. 433
2. 424
2.423
2. 4.'l4

-~--~~~~- ·-;~~~~. -~~:~-I·;: ~~;0 .................................. .

::~

21 ··-· •• --·---.- •••••. {

oc.

grm.

]. 1663
1.1662
0. 8897
0. 8897
0. 7859

~ ~: ~~:

19.0
19.0
17.2
17.4
17.4

1-

2. 44G8
2. 4350
2. 4284

...
...
.
. . .. .
...................... .. ............ .

0. 2719
0. 027
0. 2719 . . . .. . .
0. 0893
0. 015

2. 487
2. 490 . .. . .. . . . ..
2. 504
2. 504 0.

In Table IX, finally, we give the results for the Prince Rupert drops
Nos. 10 and 11. The first two shells were removed from the drops while
in the original (quenched) state. Both were then annealed for two
hours at 450° and a further remo,·al of shelfl e:ffecte<l. The numbers referring to the annealed state are primed. In other respects the notation
is that of the preceding tables.

N o.

Diameter.

:M

TABLE

IX.-8trtwture of Pri11ce Rupert drops.

..lt

t

Mean
..lo

- -- -- --- -em.

oa.

g.

fJ

iJ.
--

8

I

Remarks.

R

- - -. - - -

g.

em.

em.

Oo

........... 1. 2984 2. 4333 21.5 2. 4346 .............. .............. ............ . ............ .1
........... 1. 2985 2. 4331 21. 9 ..............

Ot

{0. 775
0. 747

02

{ 0. 735
0. 699

012

~ 0. 733
0. 700

0'3 ~0. 6!17
0. 654
10 ,4

~.4260

1. 0766
l. 0767
o. 9014
0. 9014
0. 9014
0. 9014
0. 7<l25
0. 7425

2. 4250
2. 4147
2.4.160
2. 4253
2. 4246
2. 4127
2. 4118

22.0 2. 4269
22.2 ..............
21.3 2. 4.166
21. 5 ..............
22.0 2. 4263
22.2 ............
22.0 2. 4136
22.3 ·-···-·

o. 6132

2. 3978

21. 5

!{o. 656 I o. 613312. 3958122. 4
0. 617

0. 2218 (0. 02)
0. 2218
0.1732
0. 022
0.1733 . ...........

........... ...........
.......... .............
0.1589
0.1589

0. 020

~--~~~~ II ~: ~~:: 1..~--~~~.I
(118)

2. 471
2. 475
2.487
2. 475
.............

(0. 39)

o. 370

lQnenched.
I

J

........ 1
-------·

2. 488
0. 348 I
~Annealed at 4500, 2b,
2. 488 ........
2. 4981 0. 32811
2. 482 ........ J
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TABLE

IX.-Struct?.we of Prince Rupert drops. -Continued.
Mean

No. Diam.
eter.

Ao

R

p.

119

Remarks.

- - - - - - - ----- ------------------em.
llo ....• •••
••• - .•. llt ~ 0. 730
~ 0. 707
lh 50. 690
l 0. 67!1
11'2 50. 690
~ 0. 670
11'3 50. 626
l 0. 644
11'4 50. 603
l 0. 578

g.
1. 0470
1. 0457
0. 8555
0. 8555
0. 7173
0. 7173
0. 7172
0. 7173
0. 5825
0. 5825
0. 4678
0. 4677

-=-a.
2. 4350
2. 4337
2. 4271
2. 4263
2. 4138
2. 4131
2. 4245
2. 4249
2. 4077
2. 4067
2. 3894
2. 3917

21. 6
21. 7
22. 0
22. 2
21. 5
21. 6
22. 0
22. 0
22.1
22. 2
22. 5
21. 6

g.

2. 4357
.••.... .
2. 4281
.•. -.. .
2. 4147
....... .
2. 4261
.. - ...
2. 4086
....... 2. 3919
-...... -

em.

em.

·-----·· ········ ........ ·---·--· 1

-~--~~~~- -<~.-~;;· --~.-~;~- -<~.-~;;· IQ
0.1902 ........

2.469 ...•....

0. 1382
0. 020
0. 1382 . - - .. - - .

2. 500
0. 350
2. 499 . - - - - - •.

~
J

uenched.

...... . ..•...•..•....•..••...•. 1

................................

,

0. 1347
0. 023
0. 1348 . -- .. -..
0. 1147
0. 023

2. 502
0. 329 l Annealed at 45oo, 2h.
2. 508 -.... -.. (
2. 487
0. 306

0.1148 ..•..••.

2.471

····---·1

J

JJiscuss·i on.-An inspection of Tables VI and VII shows at once
that ..do, the density of consecutive cores, continually decreases. This
is easily accounted for, since the bubble error becomes relatively large
as the mass (Jlf) of the Prince Rupert drop decreases.
If we construct the density of consecutive shells (o) as a fuuction of
their mean radius (R) and then compare the diagrams which obtain for
the five Prince Rupert drops, Nos. 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, we find that the loci have
no salient feature in common. Possibly an increase of o as we approach
the deeper layers may be discernible, btlt it is indistinct. Hence the
true variation of o from surface to axis of a Prince Rupert drop ia here
unrecognizably obscured by errors of observation. Indeed, we shall
find below that the probable total variation of o attributable to strain
will not far exceed 0.5 per cent. The accuracy of o is certainly not
within this figure. Again, if we compare the contours of corresponding
curves a=f(R), in Table V for drops free from strain, with each other and
with the contours belonging to Tables III and IV, we encounter :fluctuations of the same kind in both cases. These errors include the inaccuracies of mere measurement (the mass of the drops is unfortunately small
and the pycnometer methods are not easily applicable), as well as such
discrepancies as result from the unavoidable invasion of small bubbles
during solution.
If, however, we compare the mean values of a for strained shells
(Tables VI, VII, and IX) with the mean values of a for shells free from
strain (Tables VII and IX), we find the latter values (unstrained glass)
always in excess of the former. In other words, alt.hough our results
p,re insufficiently sharp to enable us to describe the exact nature of the
temper strain in glass, they do permit us to classify it as a strain of
dilatation, so far as we have observed, throughout the substance of the
drop. This observation is of importance, and we have therefore drawn
(119)
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up the fo1lowing general tabular comparison, to supplement the
and direct comparison given in Table IX.
In Table X L1. is the density of the glass itself after thorough a
ing at red heat, as found in our earlier section, page 117, the datum
the mean value for six drops; L1'. is the density of the glass after
in a platinum basket and very slow. cooling. The additional increm
of the density of the glass thus produced is to be noted. ah, and a'
note the densities of shP.lls strained (quenched) and unstrained (an
at 450°), respectively. The sixth column contains the relative value
decrement of density for each drop; the second column, finally,
number of shells whose average a is the datum given.
TABLE

X.-Density relations of tempered glass relative to soft glass (mean results for
shells).
_l/-as == 0

a.=2.491

As

Prince Ru-1 Numl1er
pert drop of shells
No. dissolved.
3 ......... .

3
3
7
7
7

5 .•..•. ·--·
7 .••••••••.
8 .•.... ---·
9 .....•.••.
10 ........ .
lla ...... ..

2+2
2+2
2
2

1 ......... .
2..........

6..........

a's

2. 473±0. 006
2. 479±0.1)08
2. 477 ±0. 003
2. 474±0. 004
2.470±0.003
2. 477 ± 0. 008
2. 485±0. 029
·--·-·. ·- .....
..............

......................... ...............
......................... ..............
......................... 2.495

..................
............ ......

2.498
2. 501

0. 0076
0. 0052
0. 0060
0. 0072
0. 0088
0. 0064
o. 0028

2. 489±0. 002
2. 492 ± o. 026
2.497±0. 006
2.484±0.000 ................. .

2 ·-·-···--··--· 2.496±0.008 ................ .

:Mean ..... --mJ~~- ~-

2.498"0:0063

a In view of tbe large value of probable mean error of this measurement, we thought seriously of re.
jecting it; but we were unable to find any error in the work, an<l hence the datum has been retained.
Its effect is principally apparent in the ratio, which it depres11es in a way ad verse to our inferences.

To facilitate further comparison, we insert also the corresponding
table for steel.1 Here 2 pare the diameters of the steel rods; L1"' L1.,
L1c, their densities in the hard, the soft, and the commercial soft states,
respectively. L1', finally, denotes the observed densities of steel at the
end of the first phase of annealing (350°), and therefore applies for rods
free from reolotropic strain. The tab]e gives us the following relatiYe
decrements of density: colnmn first, the total decrement; columns
second and third, the decrements corresponding to the first and second
phases of annealing, respectively.
1

See Bull. No. 27, U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 46.
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1.21

XI.-Density va1·iations of ternpered steel1·elative to soft steel.

No.

2p

I------ --- 1. 90
II ........ 0. 58
61 to63 .... 0.13
0 .......... 0. 23
0. 08

I". ,. .
Me;:tn ...

1-··-··
Ac

0. 0048
0. 0155
0...71
0. ()(33
0. llt50

-

··-~ 1-··-··
Ac

0. 0018
0. 0060
o. 0068
0. 0080

I •.

0033

- - - -·- - - 0. 0131

A<

------

0. 0052

0. 0029
0. 0095
0. 0103
0. 005.3

_':.0~1
0. 0079

Tables X and XI show that both in the caso of glass and of steel the
mean strain effect of sudden cooling is d·i latation throughout the mass
of the quenched material, 1 that the mean amounts of dilatation for
glass and for steel are of like order, and that the strain in glass exceeds
that of steel. We find, in general, that the pnactically measurable
value of density is not a satisfactorily sharp datum for discerning the
primary causes of the electrical, the optic, and the magnetic variations
of the substance quenched. These, therefore, will have to furnish nice
descriptions of strain and interpret what we have called elsewhere the
individuality of magnets.
In the above paragraphs we have pursued the analogy between the
optical behavior of tempered glass and the electuical behavior of tempered steel into every detail of consideration which urged itsetf. We
availed ourselves, moreover, of additional criteria given by the density
relations of the whole or of similar parts of the bodies quenched. At
every stage of our work we reached data alike in character both for
steel and for glass. With these results we are further justified in
maintaining that sudden cooling of steel is accompanied by a strain effect
of a distinct and individual kind and of an intensity sufficient to account for the electrical properties of steel (thermo-electric and resistance constants) such as we have found them.
In one of the earlier paragraphs of the present paper we pointed ont
that in its divers relations to hardness steel is distinguished from glass.
To further our investigation it will therefore next be necessary to inquire
more specifically into the causes of hardness itself, and at the same time
to endeavor to throw light on the mysterious transformations of carbon.
§ III. 1'HE HYDRO-ELECTRIC EFFECT OF 1'EMPER.

Our original object in writing these papers was that of elucidating
questions having reference to the carburation of steel, from a purely
physical standpoint. The reasoning available to the physicist is, however, of an analogical kind, and therefore as dangerous as it_ is fascinating.
Hence, in view of the time already spent, it seemed expedient to en1
If "quenching" means sudden cooling, then if the solid quenched be massive and
thick the deep layers cannot be quenched in virtue of their position.
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deavor to cut more nearly down into the heart of thu inquiry and to
determine directly the carbon relations of steel as a function of the
temperature (0° to 400°, 400° to 1000°) and of the time of annealing,
and to do this with full reference to the physical occurrences observed
in the first and second phases of the phenomeiwn. So far as we know,
M. Oaron 1 alone has occupied himself with similar work ; but his researches, being largely restricted to the extreme states "hard" and
"soft," are incomplete. The carburation effect of annealing at measured
temperatures during stated times is qui~3 unknown.
Glass bard steel rods about O.Icm in diameter and teLJper~cl uniformly in the way described elsewhere 2 were each broken into four
nearly equal parts and four samples of hard steel identical in composition and temper were thus obtained. These samples were annealed at
200 (glass hard), 1000 4\ 2000 1\36001\ 10000 5 111 , respectively. Having
treated these with cold clilute hydrochloric acid, we foun<l that the
rods annealed at 20° and at 100° dissolved without perceptible resitlue
to a clear liquid; those annealed at 200° left a trace of flocculent carbon.
Rods annealed at 360° yielded :flocculent carbon in considerable amount;
rods annealed at 1000°, finally, a comparatively copious and heavy
carbon precipitate. The residues were collected in a weighed Gooch
crucible (asbestus filter), thoroughly washed in the usual way, 3 dried,
weighed, ignited in oxygen, again weighed, and the loss of weight on
ignition estimated as carbon. The results thus obtained are sufficient
for the present purposes :

·---~--

Annealed at ........•.••
.................... , 20°, 00 1100°,4h
Uncombined (graphitic)carbonpergrammo steel, c. <0. 0007 <0. 0007

I

200o,1h
0. 0009

I

360°,lh 1100Q 0 ,5m
0. 00~1
0. 0047

In a second series of similar experiments we found20°,oo

100°,10h

2000,1h

3600, lh

450°,1 h

1000°,30m

Commercial
(soft).

carbon per gramme steel, c. 0. 0001

0. 0005

0. 0005

0. 0014

0. 0009

0. 0033

0. 0033

A nnealed at .......•

u ncombined

·-····

(graphitic)

In general, c increases at an accelerated rate with temperature. The
large datum for the commercial state, as compared with the smaller
values of c for steel softened by mere heating to redness, is an interesting
feature of these results. The importance of the time effect is also to be
noted. Temperatures as low as 100°, when acting on hard steel for long
intervals of time (lOh), produce perceptible precipitation of the carbon
in steel.
Caron: Comptes-rend., LVI, pp. 43, 211, 325, 1863.
Bull. 14, U. S. Geol. Surv ., p. 29, 1885; Bull. 27, U. S. Geol. Sur>., p. 30, 1886.
3 Using dilute HCl, hot water, solution KOH, alcohol, and ether.
See Blair: Re·
:port of the Board on Testing Iron, &c., I, p. 248. ·washington, 1881.
1

2
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On closer inspection it appeared that steel annealed at 1000 is, cooteris
paribus, more easily soluble than glass hard steel; steel annealed at
200° more easily soluble than ste~l annealed at 100o, and steel annealed
at 3600 more easily soluble than steel annealed at 2000. In other words,
the•rate at which solution takes place in general increases as temper continually decreases. These curious results were 8ubstantiated by annealing one-half of short glass hard rods (ca. 5cm in length) at red heat on
dissolving in HOI, the diameter of the soft length is diminished more
rapidly than the diameter of the hard length. The diminution is usually
greatest near the middle of the rod, where hard and soft parts meet,
showing probably that local galvanic action here produces a pe.rceptible
result. At the same time steel annealed for hardness at a temperature
in low redness is probably more soluble than steel in any other state of
temper, hard or soft. Examples are given in tbe next table.
If we define the rate of solution as the mas~ dissolved per unit of area
per unit of time, then in case of two submerged cylinders, for which
during the time t the radii are reduced from p 0 top and from p 0 top',
respectively, the rates, crnteris paribus, will be to each other as corresponding values of the expression-

-alp
Po

2 7tpdp or as
27tp '

Po-P
Po-P'

The following table contains some of the results obtained with rods
in the hard (h) and the soft (s) states, respectively, dissolved in acid,
HOI, under identical conditions. ra refers to the middle parts of the
rods, concerning which mention has already been made. These ratios
are subject, of course, to large variations (1 to 20), depending on the
method of annealing, &c. The table is a fair exhibit of average values.
The rods are lettered A, B, C, D.
TABLE

XII.-Rates of solution of ha1·d and soft steel.
[Original diameter, 2po = 'l.12G''".]
Diameter.

A.

B.

0.111
0.101
0.102
0.101
0. 080
0. 094
0. 069
0. 045
o. 067

0.111
0.100
0.103
0.100
o. 084
0. 092

-h .•••••

m .....
8 ••••••

h .••..•

m .....
8 -·····

'h ......
m .....

I

B -·····

0. 071

o. 045
0. 070

Rates.

~-·1~-·

A.

B.

c.

D.

Mean
rate.

]. 0

l. 0
1.7
1.5
1. 0
1. 6
1.3
1. 0
1. 5
1. 0

1. 0
1.8
1. 5
1. 0
1.6
1.3
1. 0
1. 6
1.0

1.0
1.6
1.4
1. 0
1. 7
1.3
1. 0
1.5
1. 0

1. 0
1.7
1. 5
1.0
1. 6
1. 3
1. 0
1. 5

0. 0711

1.7
1. 6
1.0
1. 7
1.3
1. 0
1.4
1.0

0.110
0. 098
0.102
0.100
0. 083
0. 091
0. 073
0. 043
o. 070

0.110
0.100
0.103
0. 099
0. 081
0. 090
0 •072
0. 044

{123)
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TABLE

XII.-Rates of solutiAt~ of hard and soft steel- Continued.
[Original diameter, 2p 0 = 0.12fi<m,]

Di ameter.

.A.

- h ......

s ......
h ......

s ......
h ......

s ......
h ......
8 ......

-0. 122
0.115
0.116
0.103
0. 090
0. 052
0.078
0. 038

Rates.

c.

B.

D.

.A.

c.

B.

- ----- -0.123
0.116
0.116
0. 108
0. 090
0. 061
0. 077
0. 029

0.122
0.113
0.115
0.104
0. 090
0. 058
0. 076
o. 042

0.122
0.115
0.116
0. 106
0. 089'
0. 052
0. 077
0. 028

--

-

1. 0
2. 7
1. 0
2. 3
1. 0
2. 0
1.0
1.8

D.

-

1. 0
3. 3
1.0
1. 8
1.0
1. 8
1.0
2. 0

Mean
rate.

--- 1.0
2. 8
1. 0
2. 0
1.0
2. 0
1. 0
2. 0

1.0
3. 2
1. 0
2. 0
1. 0
1.9
1. 0
1.7

1. 0
3. 4

I 1.0
4. 0

, 0

1.0

1.0

1.0
3. 0
1. 0
2. 0
1. 0
1.9
1.0
1.9

-

[Original cliameter, 2po = 0. 082""·)

······I 0.0771

8 ......

h ......

8 ......

h ......
8 ......

0. 070
0. 070
0. 060
0. 043
0. 000

0. 077
0. 065
0. 070

0O.OH
051
0. 000

~: ~~: ~: ~~~ I ~: ~

I

0. 070

0591

0.
0. 044
0. 000

0. 070
0. 051
0. 043
0. 000

1. 0

81

1. 0
1.
2.1

2. 6
1. 0
2. 0

'I

1.0
I
2.1

2. 3

1.0
2. 6
1. 0
2.1

I

1.0
3. 0
1. 0
2. 2
1. 0
2.1

From these results we inferred that hard and tempered steel would
probably be distinguishable hydro-electrically; that, for the first phase
of the phenomena of annealing, at least, this distinctifln might be more
delicate than the estimation of precipitated carbon. To test this in·
ference we selected the rods Nos. 1 to 12, quenched uniformly glass
hard by our method. These were then broken in the middle and the
first half of each rod was left in the glass hard state. The other halves
were annealed in pairs at 2oo, 1ooo, 4\ 185o, 36oo, 45oo, 10ooo, respectively. In order to anneal these (long) rods uniformly, we used a special
device by which they were drawn vertically upward through a zone of
constant temperature by clock work. If h be the height of this zone
and p the radius of the disk or drum revolving once an hour, then
t

=

h
27tp

is the time of annealing in hours. Again, if we make h = 27t, then the
time of exposure in hours is the reciprocal of the radius of the disk in
centimeters. The great advantage of this method of annealing is that
it requires but a very small zone of constant temperature; 1 it is therefore applicable at all temperatures and almost invaluable for high temperature work (500° to 15000), where zones of a definite constant temperature are not easily produced. In this way we obtained six pai1·s
ofhydro-electric couples, each of which consisted of glass hard steel and
the same steel annealed at one of the temperatures specified. Our first
results were investigated with a zero method, and showed clearly that
12

7!

X

7!

(0.3) em or even a narrower cylindrical figure being sufficient.
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annealed steel is hydro-electrically positive with reference to hard steel
and that the electromotive force increases with the difference of temper.
But in view of the large polarization discrepancies incident to these
measurements, the electrometer is preferable to the zero instrument.
Thefollowingresults were obtained withJ\iascart's apparatus adjusted to
indicate 0.001 volt accurately. The electrodes of the steel couple were
immersed in a concentrated solution of pure zinc sulphate contained in
a U tube, the two limbs of the tube receiving the two steel wires. We
kept them scrupulously bright by repeated scouriug with sand paper.
In the tables we give the electromotive forces, e, of the divers couples of
hard and tempered steel, as well as the probable mean error, o e, of
each. The means of the two values of e for each temperature of annealing are given in the second horizontal row and fairly exhibit the hydro-electric effect of temper in question.
Tl1e following data are the mean results of four sets ol measurements
of five observations per set. The rods were scoured before beginning
the first and the third of these sets.

1--------I--N_o_.__

3

3

e_x_I_o_ !_o_eX-1-0 -

I
I Annealed at 100° ........ f
1

~nnealed at 200 ...... ...

± 4 .•........ ~ ±6. 009
± 13
{

10

+12
-

2

±'!~

± S ~+O. 000

3
4
5
6

+19
+20
+36
+34

±3
} +O. 020
±
1

81

7

+35
+40

±3 }
±3 .+0. 037

11
12 1

+49
+54

±4 }
± 4 1 +O. 052

Annealed at 190° ........ {
Annealed at 3600 ........ ~

f
Annealed at 1000° ...•.. f

_e_~-e~-~3-

Annealed at 450° ..•.....

±3
}
±
+O. 035
3

--~--~---1

The following data are the mean results of four sets of five observations per set; rods scoured before commencing each set of measure·
ments:

I

I

:No ·

eX 10 3

I oe X 103 I

Mean

eX1~

-----------9
10

Annealed at 2oo ..•...... {
Annealed at 1000 .... .•.. {
Annealed at 19oo ..•...•. {
Annealed at 360° .••..••. {
Annealed at 45oo ..•..••. {
Annealed at 10000 .•••.. {

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
12

(125)

± 5 .................
} ± 0. 003
± 2
±3
+ 8
} +0. 007
±1
+ 7
+20
±3
} +0. 022
±2
+24
+34
±5
} +0. 030
+27
±1
+35
±2
} +O. 039
+43
±2
±2
+51
}+o. oss
±5
+651
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The following data, finally, are the mean results of -two sets of three
obseryations per set; rods scoured before commencing each set of
measurements:

I e X 103

No.

oe X 103

I

Mean

e X 10 3

- -- - - - - - - -Annealed at

9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6

zoo. __ .. . __ . {

Annealed at 1000. _... __ . {
Annealed at 190o .. _.. _. . {
Annealed at 3600 .. _. . __. ~

± 2
± '4
+ ll
+ 6
+16
+25
+36
+34
+37
+39

Annealed at 45oo. __ . . _.. {
Annealed at 1,000° . ___ .

{I

11
12

................

+59 1
+ 65

±2
±1
±3
±1
±2
±1
±2
±2
±6
±8

-

} ± 0. 003
} +O. 006
} +0. 021
} +0. 035

J+0. 038
} +O. 062

The electromotive forces here encountered are small. It is necessary
to take extreme precautions against all sources of error; otherwise mere
discrepancies of polarization will exceed the largest values of electromotiYe force (e) found. If the parts of the liquid in which the steel
wires are immersed differ at all in composition we may look for a differ.
enee of potential at tbe surface of separation of tbose parts. The number of such surfaces in a solution of solid liquid or gas may be indefinite. Hence it appeared desirable to repeat the above experiments
with distilled water in place of zinc sulphate. to exchange the Jimbs of
the U tube twice for eacb series of measurements (commutation), and to
submerge equal surfaces of steel electrode in all cases. The results
follow:

I e x 1o3

No.

-

9
10
1
2
3
4

Annealed at oo ______ . --· {
Annealed at1ooo .••. ___ . {
Annealed at 1900. __ . ___ . {
Annealed at 3600 . __ . _. _. {
Annealed at 450o. __ .. __ . {
Annealed at 1000° .. ____ {

I

Mean
8e· X 10 3 . 1~

- - - --

8
11
12

±
±
+
+
+
+
+

18
28
12
28
33
20
93
-1 85
+128
+ 82
+1661
+205

..................
± 5
± 9
± 7
± 8
± 11
± 6
± 15
± 9
± 5
± 3

} ± 0. 023

J+0.020
}+o. 021
}+0.089
} +0.105
}+0.185

A few supplementary data are contained in the next table, where Nos.
I and II are ( +) iron /(-) steel couples, both metals in the soft state;
No. III, a couple of nominally identical iron wires; Nos. IV and V,
couples consisting of steel in the commercial, drawn state (
and the
(126)
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same steel softened by heating to redness (- ). The couples are immersed in water.

1-L ____I1.__~~~~-v.
eX 103

e X 103

e X 103

eX 105

eX 103

~~~~~~~~
The general results of these measurements are in accordance; the
variations of potential, when taken as a whole, regular and decided.
They show that as hardness increases the hydro-electric position of steel
moves continually in an electro-negative direction. The electromotive
forces encountered are larger for the electrolyte distilled water than for
zinc sulphate. The total range of varia!iion in the former case (water)
may exceed 0.25 volt. For zinc sulphate it scarcely reaches one-third
of this amount and decreases as the time of immersion increases. After
the first immersion, moreover, the original electromotive force is not
fully restored even by rubbing the electrodes. 1 When steel is immersed
in water the effect of repeated scouring seemed to be an increase of
electromotive force. But these and like annoyances, which make the
study of polarization phenomena unsatisfactory, are too well known to
need further comment here.
If we avail ourselves of the observations made above on the rate of
solution of tempered steel, we may infer consistently with all the facts
adduced that, since the tempered electrode is covered with hydrogen 2
at a greater rate than the hard electrode, the former must be positive
with respect to the other; that the phenomena in hand are mere effects
of polarization. In other words it is permissible to assume that the
continuous variation of mechanical texture producible by annealing
is the cause of corresponding variations of the rate at which hydrogen
is deposited on the submerged metal; that the electromotive forces observed ·are expre:::;sions of this hydrogen polarization and bear no immediate relation to the electro-chemical character of the steel electrode.
On the other hand the dependence of the hydro-electric position of steel,
creteris paribus, on the amount of free carbon contained is sufficiently
obvious to conflict with this view. To facilitate comparison we insert
the following table. Here c denotes the number of grammes of free carbon per gramme of steel; e and e' show the difference of potential between
steel tempered and steel hard when plunged in zinc sulphate and in
water, respectively; L1 is the density, s the specific resistance, a the
1After long exposure of the wires to air the original electro motive force again appears.
2 Hydrogen accumulates visibly on the
electrode when both are immersed in zinc
sulphate.

+
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resistance temperature coefficient, h the thermo-electric hardness of
wires of the same kind of steel. a and h are obtained by calculation.
TABLE

XIII.

rDiameter, 2 p=O. 081.)

Annealed
from hard at-

20 00 ··----· 0. 0001
100, lh .••••.•. .................
100, 13 11 ••••••• 0. 0005
190, 4" ·---·· ..
190, 4b, 30m .••

0. 000

··-----·
0. 006

7. 6547
7. 6066
7. 6745

...............

Do .••. .*... . 0. 0007
350 ......•••.. 0. 0017
450, lb •••••••. 0. 0009
530 .••••••••.. .................

········[
.••.. ..
0. 020
0. 033
0. 038
.............
..............

690 ••••••.•••. ..............
810 .•••••.••.. ............... -------·
0. 057
1, 000 .•••••... 0. 0040
CommerciaL. 0. 0053 ............

7.6841
7.
6808
7. 6848
7. 0806
7. 7190
7. 7227
7. 7272
7. 7586
7. 7705
7. 7268

43.9
39.3
35.5
30.8
27.1
27.1
20.7
18.4
18.2
17.2
17.0
18.6
16.3

0. 0017
0. 0018
0. ()0'20
0. 0023
0. 0027
0. 0027
0. 0033
0. 0036
0. 0030
0. 0038
o. 0037
0. 0037
0. 0039

h

e'

18.1
16.2
14.6
12.7
11.2
11.2
8. 5
7. 6

0. 000
0. 020

0. 027
0. 089
0.105

7. 5
7.1

............... ..............
0.185
6. 7

0. 252

When steel of a given kind is operated upon, and total carbon therefore a fixed quantity, the variable c affords a comparatively convenient
means for detecting the presence and amount of chemical change; but
it is highly probable that a much clearer insight into the nature of the
decomposition of carbide produced by annealing hard steel would be
obtainable from a study of the character and quantity of the bydrocarbons1 (gaseous liquid) volatilized during solution. They accumulate
in copious amounts long before the precipitation of carbou is perceptible, or even when no appreciable precipitation occurs. If we regard c
and e ore' correlated, then we have in band an example of an exceedingly remarkable decomposition, which may be regarded as incipient in
hard steel even at ordinary temperatures, wllich. is a certainly perceptible occurrence after annealing at only 100°, and which becomes more
and more definitely marked and distinct as the temperature and time
of annealing increase. The anomalous character of tllis species of decomposition, when occurring in a rigid solid, we have already fully pointed
out. To obtain further information it is essential that the variable c
be investigated minutely. We remark that the critical di:fl'erence between the thermo-electric (h) and the hydro-electric (e) behavior of steel
is well shown by constructing has a function of e'. This is done in figure
10, which also contains c in its relations to e'.
1 The liquid and volatile constituents seem to increase in amount as the steel dissolved is harder.
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0

Fi~tl'lwBo.~~ s""": Phas<. ~
FIG. 10. Diagram illustrating the relation of graphitic carbon and thermo-electric hardness to the
hydro.eJectnc po~jition of steel.

RETROSPECTIVE REMARKS.

The present results ha\Te materially substantiated our earlier Yiews at
every essential point. We may, nevertheless, further point out the presence and tlle importance of the strain effect by the following simple
considerations :
The mass constants of the three types of cast iron, the extreme gray,
the intermediate mottled, and the extreme white, range between the
maximum density of 7.6 for white cast iron and the minimum density of
6.9 for gray cast iron. Density, therefore, increases in marked degree in
proportion as total carbon is more and more nearly corubined (from
''gray" to'' white"). Quite the reverse of this is true for steel, where
density decidedly decreases as total carbon is more and more nearly combined (from soft to hard). This discrepancy is the temper strain, a strain
of dilatation, which, in Chapters I and II, we carefully compare with the
analogous behavior of glass. It is to be remembered that the giveu
differences of density apply even to parts of the same cast of iron, 1 when
these parts are respectively cooled rapidly (white) or slowly (gray).
With these general indications of the occurrence of stress, it is an important desideratum to obtain some estimate of its value. One method
premises that the work done in mechanically expanding steel or glass
from normal density to quenched density is equivalent to the work done
by heat in effecting the same expansion. Here we have

fp

dv=A c T

where in one case unit of mass is acted on by a force p dynes per square
centimeter during the volume increase dv cubic centimeters ; where, in
the other case, an identical total volume increment (f dv) is produced
1

Karsten: Eisenhlittenkunde, Ed. I, 3. Aufl., p. 581 ff, 1841.

J3ull. 42--9
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by an excess of tempL·rature r degrees centigra<le, applied to the same
unit of mass and of mean specific heat c. A is Joule's equivalent. If,
instead of variable p, we employ a mean constant value, P, and put for

r·

T the thermal value 31a. dv,
We find

Here
A =42
hence we obtain

X

106 , c = 0.2, 3a = 25 X 10-6
P=320 X 109

dynes per square centimeter, or circa 300~000 atmospheres. This is
an absurdly large value and shows that in case of thermal expansion
internal work is done which is not registered in mere volume increase.
We obtain very plausible stress values by introducing the elastic
properties of glass or steel, probably because we are here relatively
free from hypotheses. The compression (negative expansion) produced
by quenching glass or steel is given in Tables X and XI, § II, and
may be accepted as 5 x 10-3 • The volume resilience of glass and
of steel, according to Professor Everett's 1 measurements, is 4 x 1011
and 2 x 1012, respectively. Hence, if the force resisted in producing the
volume increment of quenching be equivalent to the force producing the
identical compression, we find P=lO x 109 dynes per square centimeter for steel and P=2 x 109 for glass. Now, the tenacity of steel is
8 x 109 per square centimeter; the tenacity of glass, 0.6 x 10 9 per
square centimeter. The ratio of stress to tenacity is therefore 1.3 for
steel and 3.3 for glass. This shows that in both cases stress and tenacity
are of the same order, and that stress is in excess, and but for the peculiarly favorable and resisting arched structure of the quenched globule
wouldgiverisetorupture- in glass certainly, very probably also in steel.
These results are estimates and are in accord with the observed explosive
property of the Prince Rupert drop, and with the less pronounced tendency of steel to crack on quenching. We may infer, therefore, that
quenched glass and quenched steel are under mean stress intensities of
several thousand atmospheres ; and in discussing the corresponding
viscous properties of these substances they must be brought into rela.
tion with these high intensities of peculiar stress.
We call attention, in concluding, to the deductions of our earlier paper:
"The annealing of steel, considered physically, is at once referable to
the category of viscous phenomena. In the ordinary cases of viscosity
measurements the phenomenon is evoked by sudden application of
stress (torsion, flexure, tension, volume compression, &c.) under conditions of constant viscosity; in the case of annealing, by sudden de·Everett: Phil. Trans., p. 369, 1867. The above are round numbers.
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crease of viscosity under conditions of initially constant stress. Ther·
mal expansion interferes with the purity of these phenomena by
destroying the conditions of existence of the strain which accompanies
hardness, and this in proportion as the expansion is greater.'n
Again, irrespective ofthe manifestation ofmere hardness: ''The existence of the characteristic strain in glass hard steel is the cause of electrical effects so enormous that such additional effects which any change
of carbut'ation may involve may be disregarded, and all electrical and
magnetic results interpreted as due to variations in the intensity of the
said strain.m
This deduction applies of course to the first phase of the phenomena
of annealing, since it is within these limits that the strain in question
is brought to vanish. With these results in hand we may proceed justifiably toward a study of the question whether the conditions for the
permanent retention of magnetism in an iron carburet are not the identical conditions for the permanent retention of any strain. If we select
the temper strain for comparison, we do it not merely because long experience has familiarized us with this strain, but because of the clear
cut beauty of its manifestations and because of the simplicity of the
functions which describe it.
WASHINGTON, September, 1886.
l

Bull. 14, U. S. Geol. Snrv., p. 196.
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THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF LAMPBLACK.

BY WILLIAM HALLOCK.

The six samples of lampblack which formed the subject of this investigation were kindly furnished by Mr. Samuel Cabot, manufacturer
of lampblack, in Boston, as samples of the different .grades of commercial lampblack made by him. \Vith the six samples came the following specifications with regard to the source or method of the manufacture of each :
·
I. Black from kerosene.
II. Black from coal tar naphtha.
III. Black from natural gas.
IV. Black from dead oil.I
V. Black from dead oil; very hot. 2
VI. Black from dead oil; very light and fine. 3
In order to get more nearly the pure lampblack, free from oil, &c., in
each case, all the samples were washed in benzol, alcohol, and boiling
water and dried at 1800 C.
The following table will show the effects of the above washings; also,
the percentage of ash, the original weight of the substance after standing
fifteen hours in a desiccator being 100 per cent.
V.
Number of. sample.
II.
III.
IV.
VI.
I.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per ce·nt.
Dried at 180° C..........................
98.5
99. 0}
Washed with alcohol and dried at 180°
99.4
96. 9
98.2
98.5

c .......... -. . . . . . ... . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .

97. 0

98. 0

96.9
96.9
0. 08

0.3

Washed with water at 100° and.dried at
180°C ............................... ..

Washed with benzol and dried at 180° C.
Ignited in 0. ash....... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..

0.45

0. 08

0.2

0. 02

1 This sample is from the back part of the receiving house, where small furnaces
are used, and therefore the black is not highly heated.
2 This sample is from houses where the furnaces are very large ; therefore the black
is exposed to a high degree of heat. It gives a larg~' --:-ield and is a cheap black.
3This sample is fine black from near the furnaces in the same receivers as IV.
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· The portions used for the determinations were washed in benzol, alcohol, and boiling water, dried at 180° C., and weighed after being in the
balance case long enough to have a constant weight; of this point the
particulars will be given later.
The specific gravity was determined by the pycnometer, using 10 per
cent. alcohol as the liquid. The specific gravity of this was found to
be 0.9864 at 200.00. In each case the sample was weighed dry in the
pycnometer, then covered with 10 per cent. alcohol and put under
the receiver of an air pump for several hours, until air was no longer
given off. A test determination demonstrated that this did not appreciably alter the specific gravity of the liquid. After that the vessel was
carefully filled, so as not to stir up the carbon settled on the bottom, the
stopper put in, and the whole was weighed; then the stopper was removed and a small delicate thermometer was inserted . into the liquid
and the temperature noted. The pycnometer was then again closed,
weighed, &c. Thus there were obtained three readings of the temperature and three weighings, the mean of wl\ich in each case served to
calculate the specific gravity.
In this way the following values were found:
No.

I. {

~: ~:~~ }

1. 723

No. IV.

1. 7668 }
1. 7665
1. 767
{
1. 7670

1. 780

No.

1. 7890
1. 7887 ~ 1. 789
{
1. 7881 )

1.7227

No. II. {

~~ ~~:~}-

1

V.

1. 7803

No. III.

{

1. 7513 }
1. 7521
1. 752
1. 7521

No. VI.

{

1. 7637 }
1. 7636
1. 764
1.7641

Too much reliance must not be placed upon these values, owing to the
fact that the lampblack condenses on its surface a large amount of air,
which is weighed with it when the weighing in air is made, but is absent
when it is covered with the liquid. An idea of the extent to which this
may affect the determinations may be obtained from the following
statement.
A sample of No. II was taken after the washings and dryings, similar
to-that used for the specific gravity. The original weight is called 100
pereent.
Heated 2h to 180°, then 24h in H2S0 4 desiccator .... _..•....••••.•.••... _._.a 98. 8
Heated 1h to ltl0°, then 2h in H2S0 4 desiccator .••••...•••••.....•••. _.•••.. b 98. 7
5h iu balance case_ . _..... _........................ c 100. 55
Heated ::Jh to 180°, then 40m in H 2S04 desiccator ......................... ••. d 98.76
2 months in H2S04 desiccator ..................... e
99. 2

Thus it appears probable the d·t y carbon, free from air, weighs only 98.75
per cent. (mean of a, b, d) of the weight as it comes from the sample tube
(133)
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and as used above for the specific gravity. This, if it is general, would
lower the above values of the specific gravity by about 1.25 per cent., or
0.022.
An attempt was also made to obtain some idea of the size of the
grains of the black by the rate of sedimentation, on the principle that
the finer the particles the slower the sedimentation. For example, a
single particle falls through a liquid with a velocity proportional to the
square of its diameter (radius).
For this purpose 0.1 gr. of each sample was taken from that used for
the determination of the specific gravity and placed in test tubes about
20mm by 120mm dimensions. Upon each was poured 3cc of alcohol, then
ten shot, 2= in diameter, were put in each tube to help break up the
black. After vigorous shaking 5cc of water was added; then the tubes
were heated till the liquid boiled, placed under the receiver of an air
pump, and the pressure was reduced till they boiled there, when they
were left 18h to remove any air which might be condensed on the surface of the carbon. The tubes were then filled with distilled water well
shaken and stood up to sedimentate.
After standing for the time given in the ninth column, Table I, twothirds of the Uquid was poured into another tube and that placed aside.
The original tube was then refilled with distilled water, well shaken, and
stood up until the next decantation, and so on, until the contents of the
original tube would settle in a day or less. Thus each sample was separated into a series of lots of different fineness. The time required by
these decanted lots to settle is given in Table II.
Unfortunately these results cannot be expressed in a very clear way,,
but in general the following is true:
Sample I. Settles quite completely in fifteen minutes, and hence is
coarse.
Sample II. Settles in one day, and is hence much finer than I and III,
but not so fine as IV, V, or VI.
Sample III. Same as sample I.
Sample IV. A little fin~r and slower than No. II.
Sample V and VI. These two are very nearly alike and are both
much finer than any of the rest. Sample VI is, however, decidedly the
finer of the two.
Of course any sample may behave as if it were coarse when each grain
is, in fact, an agglomeration of several. This is hardly likely in the
the above samples, since, if such were the case, we would be apt to find
some fine black even in samples I and III.
I a,m fully aware of the incomplete and primitive character of this investigation, and sincerely hope it may incite some one with plenty of
time and energy to take up the subject thoroughly and either confirm or
refute my conclusions.
(134)
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Time of decantation.

I

Sample I.

Sample IV.

Sample III.

Samploii.
1

--------11-------------l------------l------------1 ------------·l------------1. ......... May 28,

1886, Clearafterl5m. Opaque ......... Clearafterl5m. Opaque.
11.45a.m.
2 . . . • •. . •• . 12.2 p. m........ Discontinued ....... do . . .. .. .. . .. Discontinued ...
Do.
3 .......... 2 .................................. Translucent . .....................
Do.
4 .......... 3. 25 ................................... do ............................. Dimly translucent.
5 ...••...•. 3.55 ................................... do.............................
Do.
6 ......... . May 29, 1886,11 .................. Very translu- .•••••••••••...... Medium translucent.
a.m.
cent.
7 ........ .. 12. 30 p.m. .. . • . . .. .. • . . . • • . . . . • . .. Discontinued .................... . Medium transluc en t; settles
now in a few
hours.

I

I

I

Number I T'
f
of decanta- \ Ime 0 . (1ecan- .
tion.
.
tatiOn.
1

I

Sample V .

Interval between
decantations or
shaking.

Sample VI.

Total time
since commenced.

~------ ----------- --------------l------------l-------------l--------

1 .......... May 28,

lh.55m .......... lh.55m.

2 ..........
3 ..........

17m ..............
1 h. 58 m ..........
1 h. 25m ..........
30m ..............
1 h. 30m ..........

4 .•.•••.••.

5 ..........
6 ..........

7 • • • . • • . .. .

1886, Opaque ............. Opaque .........
11.45 a.m.
12.2p.m ............ do ................... do ...........
2 .................... do ................... do ...........
3. 25 ................. do ..........•.•...... do ......••...
3.55 . ................ do ................... do ...........
May 29, 1886, 11 Very weakly trans- .... do ...........
a. m.
lucent.
1:::. 30 p. m. . . • .. . Very weakly trans- Opaque; settles
lucent; settles now
now in a day
in a few hours.
or so.

2h.12m.
4 h. 10m.
5 h. 35m.
6h.5m.
7 h. 35m.

1 h. 30 m.. . .. • . .. . 9 h. 5 m.

'
TABLE

Dooant,.tion.

Samplo I.

II.

1
Samplo II. 1-s_a_m
__
p_Ie_I_I_I_._ sa_m
__p_le__r_v_._
__

11

1

s_a_m_p_I_e_v__. __

s_am
__p_l_e_v
__I_.

___

__

1

L .. .. . . . .. . .. Less than 1

Less than 1 Less than 1 Less than 5 Not in 20 days. N o t i n 30
hour.
hour.
hour.
days.
days.
2 ............................... do ......................... do ....... Translucent
Do.
in 5 days.
3 ............................... do ......................... do •...•...... do ......... Translucent
in 20days.
4 ...................................................... 1 day ....... Clearin5•days. Translucent
in 5 days.
5 ....... ,. ............................................... Less than 1 Clear in 1 day.
Do.
hour.
Do.
Translucent
in 1 day.

'

~:: ::::::::::r:::: ::::::::1:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::I::: :: :::::::I::: :: :::::::::I
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THE PERIDOTI1'E OF ELLIOTT COUNTY, KENTUCKY. 1
(Specimens collected by J. S. Diller and analyzed by T. M. Chatard.]

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Peridotite.
Olivine from peridotite.
Pyrope from peridotite.
Ilmenite from peridotite.
Syenite inclusion.
Slaty inclusion.
Calcareous sandstone near peridotite dike.
Indurated shale near peridotite dike.
Fine grained, fissile sandstone near dike.

·----·

at 110°
··-· ...................... -H20 at red heat .... ---.. -.. -..... ' · .. -... - - C02 ·----- -----· ·----· ---------- ............
.......... ------ .......................
Si02···--· ..
Ti02
...
...
·----P205 ...................
...
Cr20a
......... . .. ...
Al20a ....... ... -- ....
... - .............................
Fe20a .......................................
FeO .. --··
...................... ---- ....... -MnO ........... ---------- ............... -..... ---- ...
CoO ..•••• ·----·---- ..................
-NiO
-----·
CaO ...•..•••. ···--- .... --·· ••.• ---MgO
.. --- -- .. K20 ..•.•. .
.. - ....
-..
Na20. ...............
·----- ...... ---· ---803 ···--- .......... -----.... ---- -..
Hc,~O

---·

----·· ·----•

•

•

-----· ·----· -------.... -----· ---.-------- ----·
·----·

.. •

I

-----·

---- ··---- --------------- ----------------·----·

6. ()()
29.81
2.20
.35
.43
2.01

5.16
4.35
.23
. 05
7.69
32.41
. 20

.11

.20

40.05
. 07
.04
.24
. 39
2.36
7. 14
.20
Trace

41.32
.16
None
• 91
21.21
4.21
7.93
.34

. 76
49.32
Trace
. 74
2.84
9.13
27.81

1.16
46.68
. 21
.08

4.94
19.32

.23
8.68

~

. 07

.19

99.42

100.58

100.10

}

-

.20

.28
100.86

1Discussed

.17

.14
.66

·-----

--------------------

D.

B.

-

-----· -----

c.

A.

8.92

by J. S. Diller in Am. Jour. Sci., August, 1886.
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·----·

H20 at 110°
·-·H20 atred heat ..••••.

~

C02 . -.- •.. --. -- .... ---.
Si02 . ~ •..•• -- •. --. - ....
Ti02 ··-···
..........
P206 .... - ...•. -- -- .. --Cr203 ......... - -- - . --- Al20a ... -.. . - --- ... - --Fe20a ..................
FeO ............... - . - ..
MnO ....•........ -- ... CaO ... --- . --.- - ... ----MgO ......... - ...... -. K20 ........... -- .. - ••••
Na20 .......... - ... -.-. -

·-----

--

60.56.
1. 19
.30

1. 40
9.00
.88
35.53
.95
. 08

16.19
5. 19
2.41
. 36
2.09
1. 30
4.82
4. 78

18.23
2.46
4.81
.13
21. 17
2.01
1. 08
2.53

99.70

100.26

. 51

l

H.

G.

F.

E.

.85
2.32

.10
10. 15
1. 59
2.36
1. 41

8.78
.55
41.32
.48
.08
Trace
20.71
2.59
G.46
.17
9.91
1. 91
.88
7.19

99.78

100. o:~

6.:~9

60.78
.03
.09

-

10.54
3.27

I.
1. 94
5.17

60.25
. 23
.10
20.18
1.53
3.42
.10
.G1
3.52
3.17
.39
100.51

TREN'l'ON LIMESTONE FROM LEXINGTON, VA.
[Collected by H. D. Campbell. Analyses by R. B. Riggs.l

A. Limestone.
B. Residual deposit from subaerial decay of limestone.
Ignition .......................... -----c 02- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - . - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - Si02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Al203 . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . .
Fe20a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . .
CaO .. __ ... _.... . • . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . .
MgO . . • • • . • • . . . • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . .
K20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . • . . • . . . .
N ~0 • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

A.
1.08
42. 72
. 44

B.
12.98

. 42
54. 77
Trace

43. 07
07
15. 16
. 63
. 03
2. 50
1. 20

99.43

100.64

~5.

RESIDUAL DEPOSIT FROM SUBAERIAL DECAY OF CHLORITIC SCHIST
FROM EIGHT MILES WEST OF CARY, N. C • .
[Collected by I. C. Russell. Analysis by R. B. Riggs.]

Si 02 - - . . . . . . . ........ - ... - . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
Al20a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . .
Fe20a . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ignition...........................................

54. 54
26. 43
9. 04
9.87
99.88
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YELLOWISH BROWN, KAOLINIZED, DECOMPOSED TRAP
MILES WEST OF SANFORD, N.C.
[Collected by I. C. Russell. Analysis by T. M. Chatard.]

Ignition . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • ..... • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . 13. 26
Si Oz . . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 39. 55
Ab03 . . . • . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 28. 76
TiOz . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . .. .
. 64
Pz05. .. •. .. ...••. ...... •... .... ...... ...... .. .. ••..
.10
Fez03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 80
Crz03. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace
MnO.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Trace
CaO . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 37
MgO . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
. 59
Alkali............... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Uudet.
100.07

ALTERED FELDSPAR FROM LAUREL CREEK, GA.
~Analysis

by T. M. Chatard.]

HzO • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . • • . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . • • .
8. 68
Si02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 49.25
Al20 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 36. 33
Fez03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
. 09
MnO.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . None
CaO . . . . . • . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 17
MgO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .
. 64
KzO ...•.... - . . . • • . . . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • . • . . • • • . . .
. 26
NazO . • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • . . . • . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 16
100.58

FERRUGINOUS ROCK FROM PENOKEE IRON R.A.NGE, 1 WISCONSIN.
[Collected by R. D. ~ving.

Analysis by R. B. Riggs.]

SiOz • • • . . . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . • . .
Ah03 ..•••.....•....••••... - - ....•. -. . • . • • . . . . . . . .
Fez03 . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • .
FeO . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • . .
MnO ...• .••••• .••• .•••.• ...... ...••. .•.. .... •... ..
CaO . • . • . . . • • • . • • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . .
MgO . . . • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . •
COz:. •••• •••••• •••••. •.•• ...•... ...••. .... ...... ..
HzO • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

15. 62
4. 27
8. 14
32. 85
5.06
. 81
2. 66
30.32
• 68
100.41

1

From NE. i of Sec. 6, T. 45, R. 2 E.
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TWO

ROCKS

FROM KAKABIKKA

F .ALLS, R;AMINISTIQUI.A

RIVER,

ONTARIO, CANADA.
[Collected by R. D. Irving. Analyses by R. B. Riggs.]

A. Black slate, Animikie formation.

B .. Material interstratified with the foregoing.
Si02 ...•.•.•••..•••..••••••••••• ··--··
Al203 .•...•.. - .•• -. • . ......•.••.•. -...
Fe20a ...•.... - .••••.............•.....
FeO ..••••.•. - •... - ••.•••••. -- - - . - - - - .
MnO ..•••...•••........ - ... -... ---- .. CaO ....••••••••.............. __ .... _.
MgO ....
C02 ...•.....•••.••..•••.•••••..•.•••..
H20 ..••••.••. - ."••.•..••••.•••••.•••••
Q

••••••••••••• -

-

•• -

•••••••••

-

•

c ....... ·-·· .............. ···-·····-··

A.

B.

37.73
3.41
6.42
22.92
.40
1.26
3.98
18.01
2.74
3.54

54.26
2.57
3.62
19.63
;19
1. 07
2.93
14.93
1. 20
.45

100.41

100.85

MICA ANDESITE FROM .A CANON ON THE EAST SIDE OF SAN MATEO
MOUNTAIN, NEW MEXICO.
(Collected by Capt. C. E. Dutton. Analysis by T. M. Chatard.]

Ignition .. ...... .. .... .••. •..• ••.• •.•••. .. .... •...
Si02 . • . • . • • • • • . • . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • •
Ti02 . . . • • . • • • • • • . • . • • . . • • • • • •• • • • • • • • . .• • • • • • . . . . .
P205 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.A1203 - - - - •.• - - . - . - . - - .•••.• -- --. - •.•••••.•• -.. • • • •
Fe303 . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •. • • . . . . • . . . • . . • . • • • • • •
FeO . . . • • . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • . • . • . • . • • • • . • • • . • • • • . .
Mn0 .............. : .......................... _. . . .
CaO ..•••. •••••. .•.• .... .••••. .••••. •... ....•. .•.•
MgO...... •••. ...•.. ...... ...•.. .••••. .••. ...• .•••
K 20 . . • . • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • •

N~0...... . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.14
65. 78
. 27
• 13
17. 32
3. 68
. 46
. 32
1. 66
. 47
4. 64
5. 23
100.10

HYPERSTHENE ANDESITE FROM SAN FRANCISCO MOUNTAINS, ARI·
ZONA.
(Collected by Capt. C. E. Dutton. Analysis by T. M. Chatard.J

Ignition . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Si02 . . . . • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . • . . • • • • • . . . . .
Ti02 .•••.••••.•..•....•••..•• -.. •• • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . .
p 206 .••• -••••• -.- •..• - •••••• -. - .••••• - ••••••••• --.
Al~03 •••• .••••• .••••. •. .••••• •. .• •••• .. .. •••• •• . ..
Fe203 . . . . • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • . . • •
FeO •••••.••.•.••••...•..•••••.•••••• ~.... • • • • • . . •
MnO.... .•••.. .. ••.• ...• .. .••... ...••• •••. .. ..•• ..
C aO . . . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • . • • • • •
MgO . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . •
N~0.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . .
K~o . . • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . • • . . • • • . . ....••••.••••.••••.. _

. 20
64. 82
. 56
. 23
18.27
~- 48
• 56
.20
2. 89
. 85
5. 05
2. 67
99.78
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BASALT FROM SIX MILES NORTHEAS'l' OF GRANT, NEW MEXICO.
[Collected by Capt. C. E. Dutton. Analyses by T. M. Chatard. Separations of minerals by J.
Diller.]

A. Basalt.
B. Separated augite.
C. Separated feldspar.

A.

c.

B.

H 2 0 ........ ; .. .
SiOz ...•••.•••..

.36

.20

.26

47.54

47.06

52.54

TiOz·-····-~---·

2.76

1. 8~

Undet.

PzO& ........... .
AlzO!l ..•.......
Fez03 .......... .
FeO ........... .
MnO ......•••••.
BaO ........•...
CaO ...••..••••.
MgO .......... .
NazO .•..•..••..

.51
16.73
6.69

• 0()

K20 ......... - -.

6.67

.19
. 03
8.74

~

7.77

1.30
8.15
.20

31.261

Trace

6.38

19.33
13.52

2.81
1.10

.11

12.34
.28
3.55
.42

100.51

99.85

100.65

. 33

In B there were traces of Or, Co, and Ni.
only .75 gramme of material.

Analysis C was made from

FULGURITE FROM WHITESIDE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
[Analyses by F. W. Clarke of material selected by G. P. Merrill.]

Fused glassy
portio,n.
Ignition ............. ~ . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . .
. 33
SiOz ...............••..........•.... _. 91. 66
Alz03 Fez03 . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . • • • . 6. 69

CaO ........ ~. . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . .
MgO . • • • • . • . • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • . .

Adjacent
sand.
1. 01
84. 83
9. 88 ·

KzO . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • •

. 38
• 12
. 73

N11.20 •••••••••••••••••. •••••••••••••.•

.77

1. 16
. 13
1. 13
1.50

100.68

99.64

The fact of the excess of silica in the fulgurite proper was verified by
duplicate determinations.
BLUE AND BUFF LIMESTONES FROM QUARRIES OF THE HOOSIER S1'0NE
COMPANY, BEDFORD, INDIANA.
rAnalyses by F. W. Clarke.]

Blue.
COz ...•.......•.•••••..•••••.••••••••••. 43.08

Si0 2 __ •••••••••• ___ ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1. 69
Fez03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . 49
CaO . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 54.18
MgO _- . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . •
. 37
Pz05 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Trace

99.81

(140)

Buff.
44.01
.63

.39
54.19
.39
Trace

99.61
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Alkalies undetermined. The color of the buff" stone is due largely to
organic or carbonaceous matter.
YELLOW SANDSTONE 1 FROM THE ARMEJO QUARRY, COLORADO.
[Analyses by T. M. Chatard.]

A. Analysis (partial) by treatment with strong hydrochloric acid.
B. Analysis by fusion with carbonate of soda.
A.
Insoluble in HCL . _.. 95. 54
Soluble:

Fez03 Ab03·----· ---CaO...... .. . • . . . . . . .
MgO .. ___ . ...... _. . .
HzO • • .. .. • • • .. • • • • • •

2. 36
. 17
. :34
1. 19

H.
H20 . • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . 1. 19
SiOz ...... ---· ....... 81.27

Alz03··---· ..••.. ---- 9. 81
Fe203··-------------- 1.44
CaO....... . . . . . . .. . .
. 44
MgO -----· •.. .. . . . ..
. 42
Undet.. . • • • • • . • • • • . . 5. 43

99.60
100.00

The undetermined portion under B was probably all alkalies.
EIGHT SAMPLES OF VOLCANIC DUS1'.
[Series A. From Gallatin Valley, Mont. Collected by A. C. Peale. Analyses by F. W. Clarke.]
(1. Dry Creek Valley, above mouth of Pass Creek.

2 and 3. From near Bozeman. 4. From near Fort

Ellis.]

HzO ....... ·--- ....
SiOz ...............
Alz03, I<'ez03 . . . • . . .
CaO ...............
CaCOa ------ .... ._.
MgO ..•••. ---- --··
KzO ............. }
N azO ... - • . . - - - - .

1.

2.

6. 45
46.09
14. 35
1. 61
28.72
1. 29

11.47
61.82
19.o6
1. 7!::!

71.01
1G.17
1. 19

. 51
1. 31
2.38

. 34
2.97
2.77

1. 33

99.13

99. 79

99.82

1. 47 ~

99.9tl

3.

6.34

4.

11.96
60.98
21.69
1. 83

1. 23
.80

[Series B. Material furnished by G. P. Merrill. Analyses by J. Edward Whitfield.]
[1. From Marsh Creek Valley, Idaho.

2. From Little Sage Creek, Montana. 3. From Devil's Pathway, Montaua.]
1.

H20 lost at 105° .. __ .. __ .• .. .. 1. 60
Ignition----................ 6. 00
Si02 . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . 68. 92
Al203, Fez03 .... --- ....... ---. 16.22
CaO ...••................ ___ .. 1. 62
MgO .. _.....••. _..... ____ .. ___ Trace

3.

3.46

6.50
65.56

4. 00
l. GG

2.08

5.60
65.76
17. 18
2.30
Trace
3.14
2.22

99.92

100.74

99.66

K 2 0 ...... ·---·· -----· -----· ..
N azO . • . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l

2,

1. 12

18.24
2.51'3
.72

3.94

In use as a building stone.
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rSeries C. From mouth of Bazile Creek, Nebraska. Collected by J. E. Todtl.
F. W. Clarke.)

Ignition . . . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . • . 4. 58
Si02...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 73. 67
AlzOa F~Oa . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . 14. 33
CaO...... •..• •••• ••••.. •••. ••.. ...... .... ..•.•. •.•.
. 87
MgO . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . Trace
Alkalies .••••..•••••..••••....•...............••... Undet.
LOESS AND CL.A. YS.
[Collected by Prof. T. C. Chamberlin. Analyses by R. B. Riggs. Material dried at 100°.)
[A. Typical loess, Kansas City, Mo.)

Si Oz...... • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . .
AlzOa • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • . . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • •
Pz06...... . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Ti02 •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Fe20 3 •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •
FeO • . . • • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • . . • . • . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . • • • •
MnO ...... .. .... ...... ...... .... .... .... ...... .•...
CaO .•••.••••••••••...••.........•.......••.......••
MgO . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KzO . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • •
N 320 . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HzO (includes H of organic matter).................
COz . • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • •
C. (organic)........................................
803 •••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Cl.... • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . . • . • • • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . •

74. 46
12. 26
. 09
• 14
3. 25
. 12
. 02
1.69
1. 12
1. 83
1. 43
2. 70
. 49
.12
• 06
• 05
99.83

JB. Loess from 300 feet above the Mississippi River,

3~

miles northwest of Dubuque, Iowa.)

Si0 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 72. 68
Al 20 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12. 03

TiOz ...••. ...• ...•.. .•••.• .••••. .. •••• ..••• •... •..• . 23
Pz06······ .. .... .... .•.••• .... ...... .... ...... ......
. 72
Fe2 0 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3. 53
FeO .... ...• •••• ••••. •••• •••••. .. . .••••. ...•.. •••••.
. 96
MnO...... . • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
. 06
CaO . . • . . . • • • . . • • • . • • . • . • . . • . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • • 1. 59
MgO...... ...•.. ...... ...... .... .... ...... .•••.. .... 1.11
K 20 . . • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

2. 13

N azO . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • . •
HzO (includes H of organic matter)..................
C02 •• •••• •••• •••• ••••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••• ••••
C (organic) . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . . . . • • . .
803 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Cl . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . • • . . . . • • . . • . • . • . . . . . • • .

1. 68
2. 50
• 39
. 09
• 51
. 01

100.22
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LC. Loess from seven foot stratum over brown residuary clay, 350 feet above Mississippi River, near
Galena. Ill.]

SiOz .....•••••........••••....•...••••.••••.•.•...
AlzOa ~ •••••.••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.
p 205 • ---- •• - • - •••• - •• -- --. - - .•• - - - - •. - - -- • • • - - - • - -

Ti Oz ••••• - ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FezOs ••••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••..•••••••••..
FeO •..•••••.••••••• - ••••••.• - -- •.• - -- ••• -- • • -- ·- MnO ..••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••..••••••••••• ---CaO •.••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••
MgO .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. - - ••.
K 2 0 ••••••••.•.•.••.••••••...•.•• -- •.. - -- . -... - --. -

N~0 ..•••••••••.••••.•.....••••..••..............
HzO (includes H of organic matter) .......•.•••....
COz ••• -- •.•••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••
C . (organic) ..•.•..............••••...•............
SOa . . • • • • . • • • • . • • . • • . • • . • . • . • • . . . . • • • • . • • . . . ..•...
Cl ••••••••....••••••••.•.••••.••••••••••.•••.•••..

64.61
10.64
.06
.40
2.61
.51
.05
5.41
3.69
2.06
1. 35
2.05
6.31
.13
.11
.07
'100.06

[D. Loess from center ofthe city, Vicksburg, Miss.]

SiOz .•.••.......•••.........•••. .' ....... . ....... ..
AhOa .•• - ••.. - . -.....• - .....•....•.•........••....
Pz06 - ...•. -. - .•....•. - • --.- .••••..•• - ........•....
TiO~

....•...........••........• --. -- .. - .... ·- · -- --

FezOa ..•••.• - .•...... ·.••••........................
FeO ••.•.•.•.•......••..•.•.....•. - ..•.•• - ••• - . - ..
MnO ..••••.•.••..•••••.••........••...••....•••...
CaO ••••..••.•••...•.•••••.•••••••.••••••..•••....
MgO •..•.•••••••••••..•.•..•••••..••......•. - - - .. K 2 0 ................. - ... - - - - . - - - .. - - - - - . - - - - . - - - N a20 ••••.....••• ---- . --.-- ------ ---- ------ ·--- -- -

60.69
7.95
. 13
.52
2.61
.67

.12
8.96
4.56
1. 08
1.17

HzO (includes H of organic matter) ....•.......•...
COz•• •• -- ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•
C (organic) .•••••............••••....... _._ ....... .

1.14
9.63

SOa .•••••. - • - • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . .
Cl •••••.••••••...•....•••.••••.•••••..•..•••....•.

.12
. 08

.19

99.62
[E. Red, putty-like clay with pebbles, Milwaukee, Wis.]

Si Oz ••••••• - ••••••••• - - ••• ---- •••• - .............. .
AlzOa •...• - .. - •• - •••• - ••• -- ---- •. - - •.••.• - ••.•....
P zO& . •• - ••.• - - - ••••••• -.- •• - - ••••• - •..••••••••••••
'l'i Oz ...•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.• - - ••••••••
FezOa ...........••••.........•....................

:E'eO .......•.....•...........••..........•....••..
MnO .•.•.••••......•.•...•.••................••••.
CaO ............................................. .
MgO ..•.. - - ..•.•••• - • -- •. - - -- - -- ---- - - - -- - -- - --- -1{2 0 ... - ... - - • • . . . - - - - - • - · ·- • · • • • • · · · · · · • • · · · · · · ·
N~O ..••.........................................

HzO (includes H of organic matter) ............... .
COz . ••• - •••••••• -- ••••••••••••• -- •••••••••••••••••
C (organic) ...•••••••.•••••...••......••..........
SOa ..•••••••••.••••• ..••••.....•....••...••..•..•. -

Cl .................... -·-- ........ ---· .....•...••••.

40.22
8.47
. 05
. 35
2.t;3
.48
Trace

15.65
7.80
2.36
.84
1. 95
18.76
.32

.13
. 06

100.27
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[F. Red pebble clay, from 15 feet below Lower Beach deposit, Milwaukee, Wis.]
SiO~

. . . • • • . •. - •... -.-. -..... . • • • • . . • . . . . • . • • . . • • • • . 48. 81
-.•• - •• - - - - .. - - --- - . - - -- • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • . • 7. 54
. 13
P ~o6 ........•...... -.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
TiOz ..•••••••••. - •••••• •••••• •••••• •••• .••••. •••••..
. 45
Fe~Oa ....••••• -. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • .
2. 53
FeO .•••••••• -- •••• -.. . • . • • • . . • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • .
. 65
MnO .•••••.••••••..• -----· •••. •••••.• •••. •••••• •..•
. 03
CaO .•..•. -----· .••••• -----· •••••..•..•••••••••••... 11.83
MgO.... • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . 7. 05
K~o . _. • • . . . . • • . . • • . . . • • . • . • • • . • • • • • . . . • • . . • • • • . • . . .
2. 60
N azO . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . • • . . . • . . • • • • . • • • . • . . .
. 92
H 2 0(includes H of organic matter)-----··--------- 2.02
COz ..•.••••..•••••••••• -.. . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 15. 47
C (organic). . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . .
. 38
SOa .•••• . •••••••••• - - . - .. - • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • .
. 05
Cl . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • . . • • . . . • • . . .
. 04

Al~Oa

100.50
IRON ORES FROJ.\'I LOUISIANA.
LAnalyses by R. B. Riggs.]

[A. Brown hen,atitefl'Olll Bossier Parish, one-halfruile west of Bellevue.J

Ignition ........ ---- ...•...... ---- .................. 11.06
Si 0 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - - • • • • • • • • • • • 27. 85
Fe...... . • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . 39. 65

s- ----- -- ---- . ----. --- ----------- -- ---.. ---- . -----. -

. 03

Mn . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . • • • • .

. 126

p -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -. - - - - -- - - - - -- -. -- - - - - -- - - - - - -

. 226

[B. Brown hematite from Dr. Whitlaw's, four miles west of Greenwood, Caddo Parish.]

Ignition ............................................ 10. 2G
Si011 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• - •• - •••• - ••• - . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • G. 37
J<,e ••••••.•••.•••••••••••• - • -.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GO. 3~
s ...... ""';'""' ·----- ------------ -----· -----· --------- .10
Mn . . . • • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
. 079
p ____ .. ____ . __ ... _...........•••.... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace
jC. Brown hematite from Simmons's bed, eight miles south of Homer, Claiborne Parish.j

Ignition .............. -... -- . -.--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 53
Si02 • • • • • • • • • • • --- • - - - - - - - - - - •• - - - •• ---- • - - - . . • • • • • 21. 77
Fe .....••.••.•.••...•• - .••..........•.••• -.. . . . • . . . 43. 17

s ...... ·----- --- ·----· ------------------------ -----·

. 26

Mn ...••.••••..•• - .• - •..•• -- ... ---- .• --- .•••• -..... .

. 01

p - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - . -- - - - - -- -

. 382

[D. Brown hematite from Moreland's, nine miles southeast of Homer, Claiborne Parish.]

Ignition ...... ---- ...•.. ------ .•.••• ------ ••••••.... 10.62
Si02 • • • • • • • - - - . - - •••• -- •• - - - - - - • - • • • -- • • • • • • • --. -.- 10. 97
Fe ..••...••. - ...• - .• ---- •• --.- • --- -- .... - -. - . . . . . . . . 52. 11:!

s --------.. -... ------. --. ,-------------------------- . 03
Mn ••••••••••.......••• -- ---- .. ---. -..... • • • • • • • . . . .

. 026

P ...................................................

. 064
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[E. Brown hematite from 500 feet east of Vienna wire road, Lincoln Parish.1

Ignition ....•........................•....••......
9.05
Si02 •••••.•.••••••••••..••••••••..••••••.••••••••• 23.20
Fe ..•••..••.•..........•..............••••••....•. 44.54
s ........................................ ---- ---·- .09
.006
Mn .............................................. .
.859
p ............ ······ ................... ............ .
tF. Brown hematite from Lincoln Reed's place, nine miles northwest of Vienna.]

9.50
28.12
39.26
s .... ------------ ............ -------- ............ - . 03
.049
Mn . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • • . ••.••...•••...•.•....•....
. 447
p ............ ---- .... ·-·· ---- .... ---- .... ---- .... .
Ignition ......................................... .
SiOz .........••••..•.....•.......•.•..............
Fe ...................•••••..............•.........

[G. Brown hematite fmm Webster, four miles northwest of Shangaloo.]

11.25
18.72
45.72
s ·--· ·-···· ...... ------ .......................... . .17
.007
Mn . • • • • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • . . • • • • • . ... .
.247
p .................. ····-· ........................ .

Ignition ...........................•.••...........
Si02 ••••........•••..••••••••....•.••••..•.••.•..•
Fe ............•••••••.................•..••••.....

[H. Brown hematite from Union Parish, one and a half miles north of Downsville.]

11.04
21.70
43.76
s ................................................. . . 03
. 005
Mn ..•••...••........•.•....•....•....•••••.......
.835
p ................................................ .
Ignition .... . ..........••.....•......•...•........
SiOz •..•...•..•.••••••.......•.......•••.••••.....
Fe .....•.........•............................... .

(I. :Brown hematite from Moreland's, ten miles southwest of Arcadia, Bienville Parish.]

18.22
39.95
22.22
s ·----· ........................................... . .17
Mn . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • . . • • . • • • • • . . . . . • • • . . . •• __ ..
.157
. 072
p ............................................ -· .. .

Ignition ..................•........................
Si02 ............................................. .
Fe ................................•...............

[J. Limestone from Rayborn's Salt Lick, Bienville Parish.]

Si02 ..... . ....................................... .
Fez0 3 Al20a .......••.......••••.. --- .. -- •••. ----. -.

P20 5 ............................................. .
MnO ...•.•....•..••••...•...••.....•.......... ··••
CaO .......................................•••••..
MgO ••.•.••...••....•.......••....•••••• - ••... - -- ·
C02.............................................. .

so3 . -. ---.. --. . .--. -. --.. --. . .. -... -.. --... -. -. --.

.55
1. 61
.048
Trace

54.09
.06
44. 12
.05
100.528

Bull. 42--10

(145)
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" NATURAL COKE" FROM MIDLOTHIAN, VA.
[Collected by I. C. Russell. Analysis by R. B. Riggs.l

Water . . . . . . . _..... ___ ... ____ ... __ . ____ . ___ .. ____ .
Volatile matter ...•..•••. ·----· .••••........•.••..
Fixed carbon ..•• ·----- .•.••.•.•..•••.. ·----- .....
Ash . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . •• - ••.• - • - •. - • ~ •• · · • • - · • - · · - · · -

1. 66
18.35
67.13
12.86

Sulphur..........................................

100.00
4. 70

Water in coal dried forty-eight hours over sulphuric acid, 0.11 per
cent. Water taken up in forty-eight hours' exposure over water, 3.90
per cent.
COAL FROM JEFFERSON COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA.

l Bed about fifteen miles west of Berkeley Springs. Analysis by J. Edward Whitfield.]

Moisture .........•.....•......•.....•.•...........
2.30
Volatile matter ...•............................... 10.90
Fixed carbon ...........•.....•••........... ~ .... . 81.20
Ash . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . .... .
5.60

Sulphur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . • . . . . . .

100.00
. 785

No coke; ash, pink and sandy.
THREE COALS FROM GULF, NORTH CAROLINA.
LCollected by I. C. Russell. Analyses by F. W. Clarke. Specific gravity determinations matle with
the Jolly balance by E. L. Howard.]

Volatile matter .•...•...••...
Fixed carbon ..••••.......•..
Ash ...•.••.•.. _. _•..•... _. _.

Sulphur .........•..••••.....
Specific gravity ..............

Coke, good; ash, gray.

Upper layer.

Middle layer.

Lower layer.

24.48
72.44
3.0t;

24.22
67.86
7.92

23.94
66.37
9.69

-----

-----

-----

100.00
. 99
1. 295

100.00
1. 42
1. 339

100.00
3.33
1. 3f:>9

The coals gain weight on drying at 1150.

COAL FROM WALNU1' COVE, STOKES COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA.
(An~lysis by J. Edward Whitfield.]

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 38
Volatile matter .. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17. 99
Fixed carbon ...............••....••••....... 55.47
Ash ...•................•••....•.••••...•.•.. 26. 16
Sulphur ..............•.....•..•••••......•..

No coke.

Residue sandy.
(146)

100.00
5. 56
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"NATURAL COKE" FROM PURGATORY CANON, NEW MEXICO.

f Analysis by R. B. Riggs.]

Volatile matter...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 87
Fixed carbon •............................... _74. 18
A~h . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • .
8. 95
100.00

Specific gravity.............................

1. 43

TWO SPRINGS, ONE MILE FROM FARMWELL STATION, LOUDOUN
COUNTY, VIRGINIA.
!Analyses by R. D. Riggs. Stated in gramrues per liter.]

A.
Found.

so.---· ..... ---·.

1. 2865

COa. . . • . . . . . • • . . .
Si02·······--·····
AlzOa...... . . • . • • •
Ca...............
Mg...............
K ..••..•• ~ • . • . • • .
Na.... •• •••• ••••.

. 1590
.0210
. 0070
. 5~35
. 0150
• 0035
. 0805

Cl............ .... . 0095

2.1055

Per cent. of
total solids.

61.10
.45
7.55
1. 00
.33
24.87

Hypothetical combination.

.17
3.S2

KCL... .••.. .. .•.. . 0067
NaCl .......•....... 0104
Na2 S04 ••• ••• • •••• • 2355
MgS0 4 •••••• •••• •• • 0750
CaS04 -........... 1. 5052
CaHz(COa)z... ••. . .1100
CaCOa . . . . • • . . . . . . . 1319
~lzOa . • • • • • . . . . • . . . 0070
Si02 ••••• •• • • • • ••• • 0210

100.00

2.1027

.71

B.

so•. ----. ---- . -.- 1. 4050
Cl •••. .. .••.. •... . 0175
COa---·-· .••• •... .1730
Si02 •••••• •••••••• • 0110
Al~Oa-----· •••••.. . 0105
Ca............... . 5610
Mg ••••••••....... 0195
K . . • . . . . • • . .. . . . • . 0030
Na •• •••• ••• • • •• • . 0920

61.28
.76
7.55
. 48
. 46
24.47
. 85
.13
4.01

--~.2925

KCl ..• ·-·---- ....
NaCl ..••.•••.... :
NazS04 .....••••••
MgS04 ...•••......
CaS04 ..••..••.•..
Ca Hz ( C03)z . --.-CaC03 ............
A.lz03 ·-·--·
"iOz -....... -......

.

·-----·

99.99

.0057
.0244
. 2543
. 0975
1. 6363
.1438
.1107
.0105
. 0110
2.2942

(147)
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TWO ARTESIAN WELLS, STORY Crl'Y, STORY COUNTY, IOWA.
[Analyses by F. W. Clarke, with carbonic acid determinations by R. B. Riggs.]

[A. Water from artesian well of Thorkill Henryson.
Per cent. of
Found.
total solids.

Si Oz • • • • • • . . • • • . . . • Trace
FezOa A1 2 • Oa... . . . . . • . 0135
3. 73
Cl. • _•••.••••• ____ • . . 0010
• 27
804··---··----· --·--None ....••..
Ca ·----· ·----· ...... 0764
21.10
Mg . _.• __ . • . . . • • • . . . . 0324
8. 95
Na .... ·----· ·----· . . 0187
5.17
C02 , totaL .••. ·----- • 2680 COa 60.56
99.78

Total solids, 0.3620 gramme to liter.l
Hypothetical combination.

Si Oz . . . • . . . • • • • • . • Trace
FezOa, AlzOa . . . . • . . . . 0135
NaOL ............... 0016
Naz COa .•••••..•.•.. 0417
Ca COa ..•••.••.••... 1910
Mg COa ...••.•••••.. 1134
. 3612
(99. 78 per cent. of total
solids accounted for.)

Tla:s C02 required in the second and third columns is 0.1607 gramme,
leaving 0.1083 gramme for bicarbonates. The water contained flakes of
ferric hydroxide.
tB. Water from artesian well of Charles Watkins. Total solids, 0.4710 gramme to liter.J
Found.

Per cent. of
total solids.

Si Oz.... • • • • • • . • • • • • . 0250
5.31
1. 28
Fez Oa ........... - . . . 0060
Ca ..... _.... . . • • • . . . 0796
16.90
Mg ...•••••••.• _••... 0356
7.56
10.64
Na .••••• ·----- ...... b501
K ..... _... _........ Trace COa 58. 12
Cl.. . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . • Trace
COz, total ... _.. . . . . . 3920

99.81

Hypothetical combination.

Si Oz . •.•••••• -. - • • • . 0250
Fez Oa ....• -- . • • • • • . . 0060
Ca COa ......•••••... 1990
Mg COa----·· ··---· . . 1246
N~ COa ............. 1155
. 4701
(99.81 per cent. of total
solids accounted for.)

The 002 required in the second and third columns is .2008 gramme,
leaving .1912 gramme for bicarbonates. The water contained much sediment. Neither water contained any sulphates.
BECK'S HOT SPRINGS, NEAR SALT LAKE CITY, UT A.H.
fAnalysis by R. B. Riggs.

Stated in grammes per liter,]
Per cent: of
total solids.

Found.

804 . - ••••. ----. -.-.- ---Cl ..•.•••••••..• -... • • • •
C0 3 • ---- ••• --- ••• - • • • • • •
Si02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - - - · · .
Ah03 ••• - . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Ca .• __ ••. __ ••• . • • • • • • • • •

Mg......................
K .••••• ". .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N a ...•..• _.. . . . • • . . . • . • •
Li _•••••••• _•••.••••• _..
l3z0a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

. 8405
6. 7438
• 204i
• 0315
• 0090
• 6943
.1095
. 1969
3. 7549
Trace
Trace

6.68
53.59
1. 63
.25
. 07
5.52
.85
1. 57
29.84

12.5849 100.00

(148)

H~7 pothetical

combination.

KCI ....••. .•••.•
NaCl .•••••.•....
:MgClz - ..•••• - --·

CaCl2 ·----· -----·
CaS04-···----·-CaCOa. ·----- .•••
CaHz(COah -----AbOa ..••• a • • • • • •
SiOz ••••••• -----·

.3761
9.5506
.4334
.6957
1.1907
.1262
.1739
. 0090
. 0315
12.5871
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W .A.TER OF MONO LAKE, CALIFORNIA.
[Analysis by T. M. Chatard.

Compare old analysis in Bulletin 9, p. 26.
Specific gravity, 1.0456, 17. 0 5.]
Found.

Per cent. of
total::<olids.

Na. .................... 19. tiB53 36. 790
K ... *

.... ..... ... • ....

•

9614

Ca.....................

. 0200

Mg ............ ···*....
Ab03, Fe203. • • . • • • • • • . .
Si02 ........... *.......

. 0551
• 0030

. 0700

so4 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 6. 6720
Cl ................ *" •• 12. 1036
B40r ..... ; ..... * . . . . . .
.1600
C02 ................... 10.0396
0 for co3- ------ ...... 3. 2341
HzO in bicarbonates...
. 4683

1. 795
. 037
.103
. 005
. 1~0
12. 470
22.630
. 300
18.770
6. 090
. 880

Stated in grammes per liter.

Hypotheti<;al'com bination.

KCl .... - . • . .. .. • .. 1. 8342
NaCl .............. 18.5068
Na<2S0 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 8690
N a2C03 . .. • .. • • • .. • • 18. 6720
NaHC03. -·-······- 3.9015
NazB40r. .... ......
.2000
CaH2(C03)z........
. 0810
MgH2(C03)2 . ......
• 3349
Alz03,Fez03 . . . . • • . .
. 0030
SiOz ......... .... .1'.
• 0700
53.4724

53.4724 100.000

The boric acid is cited from the old analysis, as the material was in*
sufficient for a new determiation.
(149)
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ADVERTISEMENT.
[Bulletin No. 43.]

The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the statute
approved March 3, 1879, which declares that"The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources ancl classification of the lands, and reports upon general
and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Survey
shall accompany the :tnnual report of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and reports
of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but otherwise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for scientific exchanges
and for sale at the price of publication; and all literary and cartographic materials received in exchange
shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization: And the
money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed
by Congress:
''That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
in addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (1,900) of copies for binding and
distribution among those entitled to receive them."
Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or bas been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this Office has
no copies for gratuitous distribution.
ANNUAL REPORTS.
Of the Annual Report..c1 there have been already published:
I. First Annual Report to the Hon. Carl Schurz, by Clarence King. 1880. 8°. 79 pp. 1 map.-A
preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications.
II. Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 1882.
8°. lv, 588 pp. 61 pl. 1 map.
III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883.
8°. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884.
8°. xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. and maps.
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
8°. xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pl. and maps.
VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, by J. W. Powell. 1886,
8°. xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. and maps.
The Seventh and Eighth Annual Reports are in press.
MONOGRAPHS.
Of the Monographs, Nos. II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, and XII are now published, viz:
II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt. U. S. A.
1882. 4°. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pl. and atla.s of 24 sheets folio. Price $10.12.
III. Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
1882. 4°. xv, 422 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price $11.
IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4°. xiv, 451 pp. 3 pl. Pri«e $1.50.
V. Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland D. Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi, 464 pp. 151.
29 pl. Price $1.85.
VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Wm. M. Fontaine.
1883. 4°. xi, 144 pp. 541. 51 pl. Price $1.05.
VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph S. Curtis. 1884. 4o. xiii, 200 pp. 16 pl.
Price $1.20.
VIII. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884. 4o. xiii, 298 pp. 241.
24 pl. Price $1.10.

ADVERTISEMENT.
IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibra11chiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New .terf!ey,
by Robert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. Price $1.15.
X. Dinocerata. A Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh,
1885. 4o, uiii, 243 pp. 561. 56 pl. Price $2.70.
XI. Geological History of La.J;.:e Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel
Cook Russell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pl. Price $1.75.
XII. Geology and Minin~o~: Industry of Leadville, with atlas, by 8. F. Emmons. 1886. 4°. xxix,
770 pp. 45 pl. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40.
The following is in press:
XIII. Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
The following are in preparation:
I. The Precious Metals, by Clarence King.
- Gasteropoda of the New Jersey Cretaceous and Eocene Marls, by R. P . Whitfield.
-Geology of the Eureka Mining District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague.
-Lake Bonneville, by G. K. Gilbert.
- Sauropoda, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Stegosauria, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Brontotheridm, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- The Penokee-Gogebic Iron-Bearing Series of North Wisconsin and Michigan, by Roland D. Irving.
- Younger Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by William M. Fontaine.
-Description of New Fossil Plants from the Dakota Group, by Leo I;.esqnereux.
-Report on the Denver Coal Basin, by S. F. Emmons.
-Report on Silver Cliff and Ten-Mile Mining District, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons.
-Flora of the Dakota Group, by J. S. Newberry.
- The Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey and the Connecticut
Valley, by J. S. Newberry.
BULLETINS.
Each of the Bulletins contains but one paper and is complete in itself. They are, however, numbered in a continuous series, and may be bound in volumes of convenient size. To facililate this,
each Bulletin has two paginations, one proper to itself and another which belongs to it as part of the
volume.
Of this series of Bulletins Nos. 1 to 42 are alreauy published, viz:
1. On Hypersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks , by Whitman Cross, with
aGeologicalSketchofBuffaloPeaks,Colorado, byS. F.Emmons. 1883. 8°. 42pp. 2pl. Price10cents.
2. Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, giving the coining values of troy ounces of fine metal, etc., by
Albert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. 8 pp. Price 5 cents.
3. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian, along the meridian of 76° 30', from Tompkins County,
New York, to Bradford County, Pennsylvania, by HenryS. Williams. 1884-. 8°. 36 pp. Price 5 cents.
4. On Mesozoic Foilsils, b.v Charles A. White. 1884. 8°. 36 pp. 9 pl. Price 5 cents.
5. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States, compiled by Henry Gannett. 1884. 8°. 325 pp.
Price 20 cents.
6. Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. 8°. 43 pp. Price 5 cents.
7. Mapoteca Geologica Americana. A Catalogue of Geological Maps of AmeTica (North and South),
1752-1881, by Jules Marcou and John Belknap Marcou. 1884. 8°. 184 pp. Price 10 cents.
8. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, by R. D. Irving and C. R.
Van Rise. 1884. 8°. 56 pp. 6 pl. Price 10 cents.
9. Report of work done in the Washington Laboratory during the fi~;~cal year 1883-'84. F. W. Clarke,
chief chemist; T. M. Chatard, assistant. 1884. 8°. 40 pp. Price 5 Mnts.
10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary Studies, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884.
so. 74 pp. 10 pl. Price 5 cents.
11. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusc,t of the Great Basin, with Descriptions ofNew Forms, by
R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by a Sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. Gilbert. 1884. 8°. 66 pp. 6 pl. Price 5 cents.
12. A Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward S. Dana. 1884. so.
34 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
13. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Terr~tories, by Henry Gannett.
1885. so. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.
14. The Electl'ical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barns and Vincent
Strouhal. 1885. 8°. 238 pp. Priee 15 cents.
15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic PaleontologY. of California, by Charles A. White. 1885. so.
33 pp. Price 5 cents.
16. On the Higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by John M. Clarke. 1885. 8°.
86 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
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17. On the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Nevada, by Arnold
Hague and Joseph P. Iddings. 1885. 8°. 44 pp. Price 5 cents.
18. On Maline Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America,
by Charles .A.. White. 1885. 8°. 26 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
19. Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by George F. Becker. 1885. so. 28 pp. Price 5 cents ...
20. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hille·
brand. 1885. 8°. 114 pp. 1 pl. Price 10 cents.
21. The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation, by Bailey Willis. 1885. so. 16 pp. 5 pl. Price
5 cents.
22. On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Charles .A.. White. 1885. go. 25 pp. 5 pl. Price
5 cents.
23. Observations on the Junction between the Eastern Sandstone and the Keweenaw Series on
Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. so. 124 pp. 17 pl.
Price 15 cents.
24. List of Marine Mollusca, comprising the Quaternary fossils and recent forms from .American
Localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, including the Bermudas, by William H. Dall. 1885.
so. 336 pp. Price 25 cents.
25. 'I'ho Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phineas Ba,rnes.
1885. !:! 0 • 85 pp. Price 10 cents.
26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. 8°. 107 pp. Price 10 cents.
27. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1884-'85. 1886. 8°. 80 pp. Price 10 cents.
28. The Gabbros and .Associated Horn blonde Rocks occurring in theN eighborhood of Baltimore, Md.,
by George H. Williams. 1886. S0 • 7S pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents.
29. On the Fresh-water Invertebrates of the North .American Jurassic, by Charles .A. White. 1886.
S:>. 41 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
30. Seconcl Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North .America, by Charles D.
Walcott. 1S86. S0 • 369 pp. 33 pl. Price 25 cents.
31. .A. Systematic Review of our Present Knowledge of Fossil !~sects, including "'.M:yriapods and
.Araclmids, by Samuel H. Scudder. 1886. S0 • 128 pp. Price 15 cents.
32. Lists and .Analyses of the Mineral Springs of the United States; a Preliminary Stucly, by .Albert
C. Peale. 1886. 8°. 235 pp. Price 20 cents.
33. Notes on the Geology of Northern California, by Jost-ph S. Diller. 1886. S:>. 23 pp. Price 5 cents.
34. On the relation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna to that of the succeeding Fresh-water Eocene
and other groups, by Charles .A. White. 1S86. S0 • 54 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents.
35. Tl1e Physical Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent Strouhal. 1886. so.
62 pp. Price 10 cents.
36. Subsidence of Fine Solid Particles in Liquids, by Cad Barus. 1SS7. S0 • 58 pp. Price 1() cents.
37. Types of the Laramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward. 1887. 8° . 354 pp. 57 pl. Price 25 ceuts.
38. Peridotite of Elliott County, Kentucky, by Joseph•S. Diller. 1887. so. 31 pp. 1 pl. Price 5
cents.
39. The Upper Beaches and Deltas of tl1e Glacial Lake .Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 1887. so. 84
pp. 1 pl. Price 10 cents.
40. Changes in River Courses in Washington Territory due to Glaciation, by Bailey Willis. 1886. so.
10 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
41. Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian- the Genesee Section, New York, by HenryS. Williams.
1SS6. 8°. 121 pp. 4 pl. Price 15 cents.
42. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1S85-'86. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1887. 8°. 152 pp. 1 pl. Price 15 cents.
43. On the Tertiary and Cretaceous Strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tom higbee, and .Alabama Rivers, by
Eugene .A. Smith and Lawrence C. JohnAon. 1887. 8°. 189 pp. 21 pl. Price 15 cents.
Numbers 1 to 6 of the Bulletins form Volume I; Numbers 7 tol4, Volume II; Numhers15to23, Vol·
ume III; Numbers 24 to 30, Volume IV; Numbers 31 to 36, Volume V; Numbers 37 to 41, Volume VL
Volume VII is not yet complete.
The following are iu press:
44. Bibliography of North .American Geology for 1S86, by Nelson ll. Darton. 1S87. 8°. 35 pp.
Price 5 cents.
45. Present Condition of Knowledge of the Geology of Texas, by Robert T. Hill. 1S87. S0 •
46. The Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, by R. .A. F. Penrose, jr.
47 . .Analyses of Waters of Yellgwstone National Park, by F . .A. Gooch and J. E. Whitfield.
48. On tl1e Form and Position of the SeaLevel, by R. S. Woodward.
49. On the Latitude aml Longitude of Points in Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by R. S. Wood·
ward.
50. Invertebrate Fossils from California, Oregon, Washington Territory, and .Alaska, by C . .A.
White.
51. On the Subaerial Decay of Rocks and the Origin of the Red Color of Certain Formations, by
Israel C. Russell.

ADVERTISEMENT. · •
ln preparation:
-The Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham.
-Notes on the Geology of Southwestern Kansas, by Robert Hay.
- On the Glacial Boundary, by G. F. Wright.
- Geology of the Island of Nantucket, hy N. S. Shaler.
- Author Catalogue of Contributions to North American Geology, 1790-1SS6, by Nelson H. Darton.
- The Gabbros and Associated Rocks in Delaware, by F. D. Chester.
- Report on the Geology of Louisiana and Texas, by Lawrence C. Johnson.
-Fossil Woods and Lignites of the Potomac Formation, by F. H. Knowlton.
- Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Pacific Coast, byW. H. Melville and Waldemar Lindgren.
STATISTICAL PAPERS.
A fourth series of publications, having special reference to the mineral resources of the United
States, has been· undertaken.
Of that series the following have been published:
Mineral Resources of the United States [18S2];by Albert Williams, jr. 1SS3. so. xvii, S13 pp. Price
50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1SS3 and 1SS4, by Albert Williams, jr. 1SS5. so. xiv, 1016
pp. Price 60 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1SS5. Division of Mining Statistics and Technology. 1S86.
so. vii, 576 pp. Price 40 cents.
In press:

-

Mineral Resources of the United States, 18S6, by David T. Day. 1SS7. S0 •

Correspondence relating to the publications of the Survey and all remittances (which must be by
POSTAL NOTE or MONEY OUDER, not stamps) should be addressed

WASHINGTON, D. C., November 30, 1SS7.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ALABAMA,

:Tuscaloosa, Ala., November 30, 1886.
I have the honor to transmit herewith a report on the observations of Mr. L. C. Johnson, of the U. S. Geological Survey, and myself
on the Tertiary and Cretaceous strata exposed along the Tuscaloosa,
Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers in this State, made under instructions
from you during the summer of 1883, together with my own subsequent
observations.
Although the report is a preliminary one and further investigations
in the same region are now in progress, recent publications have excited
such interest in the Tertiary and Cretaceous formations in the Southern
States as to justify immediate publication.
I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, very truly yours,
EUGENE A. SMITH,
State Geologist of Alabama.
Ron. J. W. PoWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. 0.
SIR:
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PREFACE.
During the summer of 1883 a trip was made by the authors, in a small
steamer, down the Tuscaloosa (also called Black Warrior or Warrior)
River, from Tuscaloosa to its confluence with the Tombigbee, down the
latter stream to its confluence with the Alabama, down the Alabama
and Mobile Rivers to the head of Mobile Bay, and thence up the last
two rivers to Prairie Bluff. This route, the localities of the accompanying detailed sections, and other points mentioned in the text are indicated in the accompanying geologic map of Alabama forming Plate XI.
The trip by steamer was made at the joint expense of the U. S. Geological Survey and the Geological Survey of Alabama.
The first draft of this bulletin was prepared with the data collected
during this trip, there being added thereto information gathered by
myself in 1872, 1880, 1881, 1882, and 1884 for the Geological Survey of
Alabama and for the Tenth Census of the United States and information obtained by 1\Ir. L. C. Johnson in 1881, 1882, and 1883. The bulletin was not completed until I had gone over the whole ground again, in
the summer of 1885, in company with Messrs. T. H. Aldrich and D. W.
Langdon, of the Geological Survey of Alabama. Finally, the results
of my investigations in the same region during the summer of 1886
have been in large part incorporated. Though it is believed that the
accompanying sections of the Tertiary and Cretaceous strata of Alabama are much more nearly complete and more trustworthy than anything hitherto published, it should be said that the paleontologic material has not yet been fully examined, and that the Ripley, Euta~ and
Tuscaloosa formations require some further investigation. The present
report must, therefore, be regarded as a preliminary one.
The photographic views from which some of the illustrations have
been prepared were taken during the summer of 1885. It is greatly to
be regretted that some of the photographic plates of important localities were spoiled by dampness before prints could be obtained from
them.
The authors desire to express their indebtedness to Mr. W J McGee, of the U.S. Geological Survey, for assistance kindly given in the
(165)
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preparation of the present report, and particularly for the discussion of
the age of the Tuscaloosa formation and for the resume of results.
Both authors co-operated in the field work and in the preliminary
discussion of the observations; but the present writer is responsible for
the arrangement of the matter of the report, the plates, and the maps.
The manuscript, however, has received the approval of the associate
author.
EUGENE A. SMITH.
(160.'1
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TERTIARY AND CRETACEOUS STRATA OF THE TUSCALOOSA, TOMBIGBEE, AND ALABAMA RIVERS.
BY E. A.

SMITH AND. L.

C.

JOHNSON.

INTRODUCTION.

In a memoir on the geological history of the Gulf of Mexico, published in 1871, Dr. E. W. Hilgard gives in descending order the following subdivisions of the Tertiary and Cretaceous in the Gulf States : 1
Feet.

Post-Eocene Tertiary .....•• Grand Gulf group (brackish) • . • • • •
(Vicksburg .. ,
Red Bluff... ,
1

r

I

~ -~ ~:~::;:,~- : : tMarine group-- - ---- i

Eocene Tertiary .•• _. .••

Buhrstone .. J
Lagrange ... ~
Flatwoods .. SLignitic group......

l

250
120
12

:
150
450

(Ripley group.....................
350
Cretaceous ............... < Rotten Limestone group . . . . . . • • . . .
1, 200
Coffee (or Eutaw) group ..•...•.•. 300-400

l

Professor Angelo Heilprin, 2 using the publications of E. W. Hilgard,
M. Tuomey, T. A. Conrad, C. S. Hale, C. Lyell, and A. Winchell, and
manuscript notes furnished by the writer in 1873, has compiled the following section of the Eocene strata in Alabama : 3
Feet.

White Limestone (Jacksonian).................................... 50
Claibornian.. . . . . .. • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • 17.
Buhrstone (Silicious Claiborne of Hilgard) ........................ 250
Wood'sBluffandBashi (Eolignitic) ...............•.....•....•.•••• 50?

Our observations compel us to modify slightly the nomenclature of
these authors and to modify materially their estimates of the thickness
of the formations.
We are led to revive Tnomey's term White Limestone, 3 and apply it
to the Vicksburg, Red Bluff, and Jackson divisions of Hilgard, since
1 Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XX, p. 222, 1871; also Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., Vol.
II, p. 391 and map, 1871.
2 Contrib. to the Ter. Geol. and Pal. of U. S., pp. 29, 30 1884.
7
3
First Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., p. 154, 1850.

~6n
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the collections recently made by Mr. T. H. Aldrich, but· not yet described, show that there are very few fossils severally peculiar to any
of theRe quasi-formations; and we are disposed to refer the several
strata to the Upper Eocene. We are also led to divide the Claiborne
of Hilgard into two formations, corresponding to his Calcareous Claiborne and Silicious Claiborne, respectively, and to restrict the term
to the upper. We follow Tuomey1 and others in denominating the
lower formation the Buhrstone. Again, we are unable to discriminate
the Lagrange and the Flatwoods of Hilgard; a.nd we find the formation
including these divisions to include also several beds containing marine
fossils. 2
• are easily distinguishable along our
The three Cretaceous formations
rivers as distinctive rock masses; but in constructing our sections we
have been constantly confronted with the difficulty of fixing their boJ.ndaries with precision, since they appear to shade into one another, lithologically at least, by almost imperceptible gradations. Thus we arc not
sure that any of the outcrops along either of the rivers show the con.
tact of the Ripley beds with the upper part of the Rotten Limestone.
The contact of the lowermost strata of the latter formation with the underlying sandy beds is clearly enough seen at several places, at Erie and
Choctaw Bluff, Tuscaloosa River, and at House Bluff, Alabama River,
&c.; but below the first 15 or 20 feet of these sands the strata for nearly
300 feet (and, indeed, to the base of the Tuscaloosa formation, perhaps
1,000 feet lower still) are exceedingly poor in fossil remains, except those
of vegetable origin, and even these are almost indeterminable. Dr.
Hilgard considers these fossiliferous sands (his Tom big bee Sand group)
as more nearly allied to the Rotten Limestone than to the Eutaw group,
and if we class them with the former then the line between the Rotten
Limestone and the Eutaw groups will come somewhere within the first
20 feet or so below the base of the calcareous part of the Rotten Limestone. ·The limit between the Eutaw and the Tuscaloosa formation, in
like manner, is ill defined. It may further be mentioned that we· have
not seen in Alabama any beds which we can identify as belonging to the
Grand Gulf age.
Our estimates of thicknesses vary considerably from those of -Hilgard, partly, at least, because his estimates do not represent the thick·
First Bien. Rep. Geol. of Ala., p. 143, 1850.
Thisformation has been denominated Eolignitic by Heilprin (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., p. 159, 1881); but the law of priority demands the retention of the name Lignitic, which was used in the same sense by Hilgard in 1860 or earlier. Once more,
we feel compelled to restrict the name Eutaw to the glauconitic sands, laminated
clays, micaceous sands, &c., beneath the Tombigbee sand and above the Big Log
Shoals horizon. And, finally, for reasons stated fully on a subsequent page, we
apply the name Tuscaloosa formation to the fossiliferous clays, purple clays and associated rocks exposed on the Tuscaloosa River from Tuscaloos!l' to White Bluff and
at many localities between the 1'uscaloosa and Alabama Rivers.
I

2
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ness at any one locality, but the maxima in the Gulf States, and partly
because our estimates are based on careful measurements of actual exposures of which only a part have hitherto been examined.
Since our route described two approximately parallel lines at right
angles to the strike of the strata, we have generally been able to supply
the breaks in continuity of exposures along one river by satisfactory
exposures at corresponding stratigraphic horizons on the other~ or at
some points inland but contiguous to the water courses.
In the Tertiary formations at two horizons only have we been unable,
by the combination of undoubtedly overlapping sections, to perfect our
stratigraphic column. These breaks, which, upon an assumed uniform
dip of 30 to 40 feet to the mile, cannot involve more than 50 feet each,
IJrobably much less, we have left blank. The blaek clays at the base of
the Tertiary are exposed along the Tombigbee River from Black Bluff
to Nabeola, a distance which, with such :i dip as that assumed, would
correspond to a thickness of 260 feet. 1 These clays are much thinner
on the Alabama River, and in the Bladen Springs boring, as we interpret
it, the thickness is about 100 feet, which we have adopted in our section.
The apparently much greater thickness indicated by the exposures
along the Tombigbee is probably due to undulations in the strata.
Our estimate of the total thickness of the Tertiary formations, ranging from 1,630 to 1, 700 feet., is considerably larger than any hitherto
made. It is, however, a minimum, as may be seen from our plates giving the overlapping sections from which the stratigraphic column has
been constructed. This estimate fin us a strong corroboration in the records of borings made in l\:Ieridian, Miss., and at Bladen Springs, Ala.
The former boring was commenced in the upper strata of the Lignitic,
just beneath the Buhrstone, and it is certain that the Rotten Limestone
of the Cretaceous was not reached at a depth of 980 feet. At Bladen
Springs the surface rocks are the Hatchetigbee beds, immediately underlying- the Buhrstone. In this boring the Rotten Limestone was
reached at 1,220 feet and the boring terminated in that formation at
a depth of 1,345 feet Accordingly, while our estimates of the aggregate thickness of the Tertiary formations of the Alabama and Tuscaloosa Rivers doubtless include minor errors, we have, we believe, a
nearly complete and generally accurate section of the strata exposed
on these rivers.
In the case of the Cretaceous our observations have less completely
covered the ground, and we have been forced in some instances to rely
upon estimates based upon an assumed seaward dip of the strata of 40
feet to the mile. This rate of dip agrees with the average of our obserI A re-examination of the exposures of these black clays in the summer of 1886 has
convinced me that no reliance can be placed upon the dip in estimating the thickness,
for the clays undulate very considerably. One bNl in the black clay, for instance,
was traced down the river (across the strike) for several miles, with scarcely any
change in its height above the water level.-E. A. S.
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vations and is corroborated by the record of the boring for an artesian
well at Livingston, in Sumter County. The thickness of Rotten Limestone penetrated in this boring is 930 to 950 feet, and the width of the
belt in which this is the surface rock in this part is about twenty-four
miles across the strike of the strata. In the Ripley division we have,
we think, a noorly complete section from our observations. In the
Rotten Limestone we have the record of the Livingston well. In the
Eutaw formation we have to rely in some degree upon estimates, though
we have at Eutaw, on the Tuscaloosa, and at House Bluff and at Cunningham Bluff, on the Alabama, as we believe, nearly if not quite the
complete series.
The materials of the Tuscaloosa formation, clays and loose sands,
make comparatively little show along the Tuscaloosa River. Our column of this formation is accordingly very imperfect, and the estimate
of thickness is based altogether upon an assumed. dip of the strata of
40 feet to the mile.
The following table exhibits, in condensed form, our subdivisions of
the Tertiary and Cretaceous formations of Alabama as exposed along
the Tuscaloosa, Tom bigbee, and Alabama Rivers, together with the
carefully estimated thickness of ooch :
Feet.
~Coral

(Upper ...• White Limestone~

I
I

Middle.

l

150

;!~~:~:r~-~~~~~~~i·d-~?. :·.:~~~~ ~:~~

1:~

5Claiborne

l

~
.
T ert 1ary
(Eocene).

·

Limestone (Vicksburg , )....

.........••....••....... ······ ....•. ...... 140-145
Buhrstono . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . .
300
IHatchetigbee .............• ... r..
175
Wood,s B 1u ff . • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . ..
80-85
Bell's Landing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
140

Lower .••• Lignitic .........

::~~!~~'~L~~ai~~~~-dN~h~~i~:

130-~~~

1 Black

Bluff...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LMidway. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .

100
25
Ripley.............................................
250-275
Cretaceous . . . . . . . . Rotten Limestone...................................
1, 000
Eutaw . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . .
300
Cretaceous (') .•••••. Tuscaloosa .........•...•.......••.••••..••..••..••.. (7) 1, 000

~

Our investigations relate chiefly to tho formations below the White
Limestone, and more especially to those underlying the Buhrstone, of'
which, so far as we are aware, no connected account has hitherto been
published.
Our itinerary notes have been assembled and digested and the various exposures of the two water ways are described together in the
inverse order of antiquity. The leading phenomena are recapitulated.
in the description of the general section.
(170)
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§ 1. THE WHITE LIMESTONE.

As already stated, we include in this formation both the VicksbJlrg
and the Jackson group of Conrad, Hilgard, and others, as well as the
Ued Bluff group of Hilganl, if it is developed in Alabama. Tlte recent
very extensive collections of Mr. T. H. Aldrich have shown that, with
very few exceptions, the same shells are common to tile Vicksburg and
to tho Jackson bed. Certain lithological and paleontological differences
may easily be observed in the different parts of this formation, as set
forth below, but these differences do not, in our opinion, justify us in
dividing a formation which, in Alabama, so clearly presents itself as a
unit. The term White Limestone has been used by P1ofessors Tuomey
and Winchell and by other geologists as representing both of the above
groups, though most of the writers on Alabama Tertiary geology have
called attention to certain differences existing between the upper and
the lower parts of the formation as exhibited at the bluff at St. Stephens.
The term, moreover, is popularly used to designate this whole series
of limestone rocks _throughout the region in which it occurs. As above
stated, it is in this sense that we also wish to use it, and we do not intend to confine the term, as does Heilprin, to the lower 60 feet, which
corresponds to the Jackson division.
The thickness of the White Limestone in Alabama we believe to be
not less than 350 feet, and our estimates are based upon the following
facts: About half a mile from the Claiborne bluff, on the road to Perduo
Hill, White Limestone filled with Orbitoides Mantelli Mort. occurs at
least 200 feet above the base of the argillaceous White Limestone (Jacksou) which immediately overlies the Claiborne fossiliferous sands. At
this locality, therefore, we have undoubtedly 200 feet of limestones belonging to this division of the Tertiary. At S£tlt Mountain, 150 feet of
a coral limestone overlies the uppermost of the beds with Orbitoides
llfantelli, and this, added to the orbitoidal and argillaceous limestones
seen at Claiborne, gives what we consider to be the minimum thickness
of the White Limestone.
As regards the classification of the White Limestone in the Tertiary
series, opmwns vary. Conrad says :1 "The Claiborne group I regard
as newer Eocene, the Jackson as older Oligocene, and the Vicksburg
group as newer Oligocene."
Heilprin2 also puts the Vicksburg and the Jackson together as Oligocene, though elsewhere in the same volume he speaks of the Vicksburg
alone as Oligocene and places the Jackson with the Eocene as its uppermost member.
1 Geol.
2

N. C., Vol. I, .Appendix .A, p. 25, 1875.
Con.trib. to the Tert. Geol. and Pal. of the U. 8.? p. 33,
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The view of Conrad was at first auopted by us, but subsequently the
study of extensive collections made by Mr. Aldrich at Jackson and
Vicksburg, the finding by him of Venericardia pla.nicosta in the uppermost beds of the White Limestone near Claiborne, and . other circumstances )lave led us to thiuk that there is no good reason for separating
any part of our White Limestone from the Eocene, and we have no
strata in Alabama which we regard as Oligocene.
It is to be remarked that nowhere in Alabama have any deposits
yet been found comparable with the fossiliferous beds of J aokson and
Vicksburg in Mississippi, as regards either the excellence of preservation or the number and variety of the fossils; for, with the exception of
Orbitoides Mantelli, Pecten perplanus Mort., Zeuglodon cetoides, and a few
others, fossils are comparatively rare in the Alabama White Limestone.
DIVISIONS OF THE WHITE LIMESTONE.

The few forms, however, which do occur here appear to be generally
restricted to a definite horizon, and we recognize in every locality of its
occurrence two divisions of the White Limestone, and in one place three
divisions, each distinguished by peculiarities in its lithological characters and in its fossils.
The uppermost division, 150 feet in thickness, has as yet been observed
in one locality only, viz, at Salt Mountain at the Middle Salt Works in
Clarke County. The rock here, is a hard, white limestone, composed
in great measure of masses of corals partly silicified. Near the base of
this rock there occur great numbers of the spines and plates of echinoderms.
The middle division of the White Limestone has a thickness of at
least 140 feet. Lithologically it varies considerabl,v, being in part a
hard, crystalline limestone weathering into rough, irregularly shaped
pieces, which have suggested the ·name "horsebone" rock, popularly
used to designate it. Another variety is a soft1 sometimes pulverulent
mass of nearly pure carbonate of lime, which is everywhere quarried for
building purposes. When fresh, this rock may easily be cut with an ax
or a saw, but it haruens on exposure to the air and lasts for many years
in chimneys and pillars to houses. This part of the White Limestone
contains as a characteristic fossil Orbitoides Mantelli, often in such numbers that the rock is little more than a mass of the disks of orbitoides
packed in soft, white c!),rbonate of lime. The orbitoides are most abundant in the upper two·thirds of this division, becoming less and less
abundant below this.
The lower division of the White Limestone, about GO feet in thickness,
is in general terms a light colored, argillaceous limestone resembling
the Rotten Limestone of the Cretaceous formation both in the character of the rock and in that of the soils to which it gives rise on disintegration. lt is traversed by thin bands of tolerably pure, white limestone and by beds of slightly calcareous clay, the latter often impreg(172)
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nated with gypsum. In places it is strongly glauconitic. This di-vision
contains a greater variety of fossils than either of the other two, though
probably a smaller number. The fossils appear in general to be much
more abundant in the upper half of the rock, where the more commonly
occnrdng species are Pecten perplanus Mort., Spondylus durnosus Mort.,
Ostrea cretacea Mort., sharks' teeth, bones of Zeuglodon cetoides, and
Terebratula laohryma Mort. This upper and most highly fossiliferous
part holds calcareous clays which are strongly phosphatic and occasionally well filled with phosphatic or coprolitic nodules. The lower
half' of this division, while less fossiliferous than the preceding, has in
nearly every locality examined a bed near its base at least three feet
in thickness holding vast numbers of Soutella Lyelli Con. This, which
we have called the Scntella bed, has often seryed us as a guide in the
study of this formation in the field, since it overlies by a few feet only
the Claiborne fossiliferous sands. 1
This lower division of the "-.,.bite Limestone has usually been cona
sidered the equivalent of the Jackson, and the overlying orbitoidal
rock (middle division) the equivalent· of the Vicksburg group of Mississippi, and there seems to be no reason to doubt th.e correctness of
the identifi.cation. The uppermost division has been observed or recognized only atone locality (Salt Mountain), but, it will probably be found
to belong to the Vicksburg group.
The following sections (see Plate XII? p. 143) exhibit the characters of
two phases of the White Limestone as they are exposed along the two
rivers, and a third phase seen in the lower part of Clarke County
between the rivers.
(a) About six miles south of Jackson, in Clarke Count.v, at the Central
Salt Works, I obtained in the summer of 1885 a section of the uppermost of the White Limestone rocks which overlie the orbitoidal rock.
These rocks, which are seen in actual contact with the orbitoidal limestone, form the summit of the White Limestone formation in Alabama,
so far, at least, as our observation goes. At this locality, Salt Creek
flows at t.he base of a hill rising 150 feet above tho water lev.el and composed of limestone in which the only recognizalJle fossils are spines
and plates of echinoderms and great masses of corals. These corals
make up a very considerable proportion {)f the hill. A few hundred
yards from the base of tho hill a thickness of about twenty feet of the
orbitoidal rock, such as is used in the vicinity for building purposes,
is exposed, and in such position as to show unmistakably that it underlies the coral rock of the bill just mentionec1, which has the local name
of Salt Mountain. (See Plate XII, Fig. 1, p. 143.)
1 The rocks of the Claiborne group arc distinguished from those of the White Limestone by the presence of glauconite in large proportion, antl this Scutella bed is the
first of the ferruginous betls of the Tertiary. We are undecided whether this Scut.ella bed should go with the White Limestone or with the Claiborne, since the fossil
is found in both formations.
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(b) The bluft' at Saint Stephens on the Tombigbee River (Plate II),
about one hundred feet in height, exhibits both of the commonly occurring
phases of the White Limestone, viz, the middle and lowermost. (See:
Plate XII, Fig. 2, p. 143.) The uppermost 70 feet of this bluff' consists of
the soft White Limestone, which is extensively quarried for building·.·
chimneys. Orbitoides Mantelli occurs throughout this rock, but is particularly abundant in the uppermost 20 or 30 feet. Below the orbitoidal
rock to the water's edge the limestone is rather argillaceous and holds iu
places great numbers of Spondylus (Plagiostorna) dumosus and other
fossils which are usually considered characteristic of the Jackson group.
In this part of the bluff, Mr. D. W. Langdon, jr., of tlw Alabama Geological Survey, in 1884 discovered phosphatic nodules and a plwspllatic
marl, a more detailed description of which will be found in a forthcoming Alabama State Geological Report. In this connection it may
be proper to say that in the summer of 1885 we founcl that a phosphatic
marl occurs in the lower or Jackson division of the White Limet;Jtone
everywhere in Choctaw, Clarke, and Monroe Counties.
(c) About half a mile above Saint Stephens Bluff, and in plain sight
of it, is Gopher or Baker's Hill, where the actual contact of the limestones of Saint Stephens Bluff with the ferruginous sands of the Claiborne formation may be clearly seen.
~
The following section of Baker's Hill should set forever at rest the
question of the relative positions of the strata concerned (see Plate
XII, Fig. 3, p. 143).
Section at Baker's Hill, Tombigbee River.

1. Orbitoidal limeAtone forming summit of the hill. This limestone is the same as
that forming the upper part of the Saint Stephens Bluff, half a mile distant .. ___ ... __ ....•••.. _.••... __ ... _..... _.... _......•............ 20 to 30 feet.
2. Argillaceous limestone with Pecten perplanus Mort. anu Pecten Poulsoni Mort. in its
upper part and with hard ledges in lower part .................... 55 t,o 60 feet.
This rock is the same as that at the base of Saint Stephens Bluff~ but only 15
to 20 feet of it are to be seen above water at the latter place.
3. Bed with Smttella Lyelli in great numbers, 1 foot seen, at other points ..... _3 feet.
4. Coarse grained, ferruginous sands, passing down wards in to reddish, ferruginous
sands, with the characteristic fossils of the Claiborne sands, viz, Melongena alveata Con., Crepidula lira,ta Con., I1tjundibnlnrn trochifonnis Con., Cm·bula Murchisoni Lea, Ttwritella lineata Lea, Cytherea cerJuo1·ea Con., Oliva ..llabanwnsis Con.,
Turbinellapyruloides Con., Turbinolia Maclurei Lea, Voluta Dejl'{wckii Lea, Astarte
sztlcata Lea, &c . _............. _................. _.... _.... ______ .. 15 to 18 feet.
5. Bluish green, glauconitic sands and clayey sands containing a Flabellum similar to
that found at Claiborne and at Coffeeville ....•• _..•...•............ 8 to 10 feet.
6. Hard ledge at water's edge at upper end of bluff ..••••..••••.......•....... 1 foot.

(d) During the summer of 1885 many lo~mlities were visit eel in Choctaw and Clarke Counties where the White Limestone and the Claiborne
sands are to be seen in contact, so that there can be no possible doubt
as to their relative position, unless we assume that the strata have
been overturned, and of this there is uot a shadow of pro of. Some of
the localities were also visited by Professor Tuoruey and by Prof. A..
(174)
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Winchell, while some have not yet been referred to in any published
document. These localities will be given below, under Claiborne group.
Professor Tuomey 1 says that the Buhrstone, after dipping below the
surface in the upper part of Clarke County, emerges again at the Lower
Salt Works; in the southern part of the county. Our visit to this place
in 1883 confirmed this statement of Professor Tu omey, but there were
many things observed in the distribution of the rocks in Clarke and
Choctaw Counties which were difficult of explanation so long as we
confined our attention to-the banks of the rivers.
During several excursions by land through these counties previous
to 1883 and again in the summer of 1885, the present writer was able
to collect the data which prove that the basin in Clarke County, referred
to by Professor Tuomey, is by no means a simple syncline, but includes
several undulations, by which the Buhrstone rocks are again brought
to the surface of the country at several points to the southward of the
line where they first dip below it. It is by reason of t hese irregulari·
ties that the southernmost expmmres of the Tertiary rocks along the
rivers are not made by the uppermost rocks of the White Limestone
series, but in the case of Choctaw Bluff, at least, by those of the Jackson
or lower division of the White Limestone.
Section at Choctaw Blttff, Clarke County.

1.
2.
.3.
4.

Drift, pebbles and sand, capped with red loam ....•••.•••••••••••••••..... 20 feet.
Bluish clay ...•••.•••••...•........•••..•••••...•••..••••....•.•.•.•••.... 5 feet .
Greenish clay ..•..•••...............•......••...••..•••••......••........ 5 feet.
White argillaceous limestone or indurated marl, containing many large specimens
of Ostrea Georgiana, ~c utella Lyelli, Pecten Poulsoni, many tubes of .Llspergillu-m or
allied genus, and obscure casts of other fossils ...•••...•....•••.••••••••• 5 feet.

The bluish clay (No. 2) contained in many places lignitized or half
lignitized stumps, while the underlying greenish clay contained no
fossils.
At Gainestown, a few miles above Choctaw Bluff) there is another exposure of the White Limestone. The principal rock at this place is a
heavy bedded, yellowish limestone with Orbitoides Mantelli. This rock
has been quarried for building purposes, and several large blocks of it
are to be seen on the river bank at Choctaw Bluff, whither they were
carried during the war. The tuues of Aspergillum are also to be seen
at several places near Gainestown, and some of the clays there hold a
very considerable amount of gypsum crystals, as described by Mr. E.
Q. Thornton,Z who also says that the bones of Zeuglodon have been found
a few miles from the Gainestown Landing. From these circumstances
it appears that a part, at least, of the strata at Gainestown is of the
Jackson horizon.
(e) From Mardhall's Lauding, some miles above Gainestown, up to
Claiborne, the bluffs on both sides of the river give a very complete
1 First

Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., p. 150, 1850.
Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., pp. 250 251, 1858.

2 Second
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and almost uninterrupted section, with none of the irregularities n ·
on the Tombigbee, since ail the strata show a gentle southerly dip.
At Marshall's Landing, the upper part of the blufl' consists of the
orbitoidal limestone, the lower part of the argillaceous limestone of
Jackson age, and from this point up to the mouth of Cedar Creek the.
other beds of the Jackson series form the low bluffs of the ·river, from
which a very good section has been made, as follows:
Section of White Limestone stmta, Alabarna Rivm·.
1. Orbitoidal White Limestone of the usual character ...••.......•••....•••. 10 feet.
2. White Limestone containing Scntella Lyelli in numbers .................. 10 feet.
This is the base of the Vicksburg or Ot·bitoidal Limestone, which, as we have
seen at Claiborne, has a thickuess of 140 feet, and at Salt Mountain ha~ 150 feet
of a corallimest,one above it.
3. Efferve~cent or calcareous, joint clay, in two beds, each 5 or 6 feet in thickness,
separated by 3 feet of soft, earthy White Limestone; below this a harder ledge
of limestone, and then about 8 feet of blue clay, passing into a blue, calcareous
clay or marl, making in all ........................................ about 24 feet.
4. Earthy white limestone, resembling the Rotten Limestone of the Cretaceous formation ............................................................ about 25 feet.
(This limest.one has at intervals of 3 or 4 feet, ledges of similar but harder material projecting slightly from the faces of the bluff. These ledges vary from one
to three feet in thickness.
5. Scutella bed (S. Lyelli), consisting of 3 layer~: (a) a lim~stone, with a few Scntfllas
(S. Lyelli), 1 foot; (b) a ferruginous sand filled with the same Scutella, 1 foot;
(c) a white limestone bed similar to (a) anc11 foot thick .................. 3 feet.
Beneath this is a bed of coarse grained, ferruginous sand, extending down to the
water ..........................................................••.. 1 or 2 feet.
This bed is seen at Rattlesnake Blnff, Claiborne.

These relations are shown in the section. (See Plate XII, Fig. 4, p.
143.)
(/) The upper part of the bluff at Olaiborne is also composed of the
argillaceous White Limestone of the tT ackson age, and as we ascend the
hill back of Claiborne, .leading up to Perdue Hill (2 miles), the orbitoidal
limestone appears in gullies and wherever the surface soil bas been removed, up to an elevation of 90 or 100 feet above the top of the river
bluff. This is precisely the position which the White Limestone occupies
with reference to the Claiborne sands at Baker's Hill on the Tombigbee,
as well as at other localities in Clarke County, referred to above. (Se6'
Plate XII, Fig. 5, p. 143.)
The White Limestone is the surface rock over a very considerable
part of Choctaw, Washington, Clarke, Monroe, Conecuh, Covington,
and Geneva Counties. Where the lower or more argillaceous portion
of it forms the surface, it gives rise, upon disintegration, to a limy
soil, very similar to that of the Rotten Limestone of the Cretaceous
group, but the topography is much more broken, justifying the name of
Lime Hills, which I have given to this region in the Report of the
Geological Survey of Alabama for 1881-'82. These Lime Hills may be
followed from Choctaw and Washington Counties, without a brea.k, into
(II G)
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Mississippi, and there can be no doubt as to their identity with the
Jackson prairies of Professor Hilgard.
It is in these Prairie Hills that the Zeuglodon bones are always found.
Other cummonly occurring fossils are Pecten perplanus, Spondylus dumosus, Scutella Lyelli, a species of Ostrea1, and a Cassis similar to one
occurring at Red Blufi' in Mississippi.
§ 2. THE CLAIBORNE.

The beds which in Alabama intervene between the base of the 'Vhite
Limestone and the top of the Lignitic diYision, and which are at least 450
feet in thickness, may be divided into two groups, of very unequal
thickness, which exhibit very marked differences in their litl.wlogical
features and in the relative abundance and variety, though perhaps not
in the specific- characters, of their fossil contents.
The upper group, 140 to 150 feet in thickness, constituting the Claiborne beds proper, consists of ferruginous sands, calcareous sands, and
calcareous clays, generally glauconitic. These beds are mostly loose
and incoherent, crumbling easily and giving rise to no marked topographic features in the region which they immediately underlie. This
whole group is distinguished by the abundance and the variety of its
fossils. Near the top of the series is the bed of ferruginous sand which
has furnished the greater part of the celebrated Claiborne fossils. The
calcareous sands underlying for 60 feet the ferruginous Claiborne sand
above named are clearly marked by the great numbers of the shells of.
Ostrea sellmformis which they contain. Below these beds are glauconitic
sands and clays holding a great variety of well preserved shells.
The lower group, about 300 feet thick, consists of silicious and aluminous sandstones and indurated clays, witll occasional glauconite beds;
all, except a few thin beds with marine shells, containing very little
lime and, by comparison with the preceding group, very few fossils.
These rocks are mostly hard and resistant and form some of the highest
and most rugged hills in the south~rn part of the State. To this series
of rocks Professor Tuomey 1 has given the name Buhrstone, and has
pointed out their identity with the Buhrstone rocks of South Carolina
and Georgia.
Prof. E. W. Hilgard 2 placed these two together under the head of the
Claiborne group, distinguishing the upper and lower divisions as the
Calcareous and the Silicious Ulaiborne strata, respectively. From the
section given in Hilgard's Report/ it seems that tlw middle part of what
we have called the Claiborne series, containing the great numbers of
Ostrea sellcejormis, are the beds of the Calcareous division, best developed
in that State. The Silicious Claiborne or ;Buhrstone strata are found in
First Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., p. 150, 1850.
Rep. on Geol. and Agric. of Mississippi, pp. 108, 123, and 126, 1860.
3 Rep. on Geol. and Agric. of Mississippi, pp. 126, 127,1860.
1

2
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great thickness in Mississippi and present practically the same feau ..
as in Alabama. The rugged Buhrstone hills of Clarke, Lauderd
Newton, Kemper, Neshoba, and Leake Counties, in Mississippi, have
their counterparts in Choctaw, Clarke, and Monroe Counties in Alabama.
The fossiliferous greensands mentioned by Professor Hilgarft., 1 in co11:o
nection with the Silicious Claiborne, were afterwards (1871) traced by
the writer from Marion, in Mississippi, across the State to the Mississippi bottom in Holmes and Carroll Counties.
As already indicated above in our tabular presentation, we adopt
here Professor Tuomey's division of these strata into Claiborne and
Buhrstone.
The lithological and other characters of the Claiborne beds ha\'e been
stated above in the most general terms. A few additional details will
suffice to give a fair conception of the general features of the Claiborne
formation. Near the top of the series we .find a bed varying from
15 to 17 feet in thickness, which, at Claiborne, Gosport, Rattlesnake.
Bluff, and Baker's Bluff, is a reddish yellow, ferruginous sand, Iitera.lly
packed with the most beautifully preserved fossils. In many parts
of Clarke and Monroe Counties, where this bed has undergone less
change from exposure to the atmospheric agencies, these sands are
mixed with a very considerable proportion of glauconite, and the color
is a very decided dark green, instead of reddish yellow. This bed we
have called the Claiborne Fossiliferous Sand. Below it are some 60
feet of calcareous clays and calcareous sands, the former making the
upper 25 feet, characterized by a bluish color, shading into light gray
below. The calcareous sands make up the lower 35 feet, and they are
of a light yellowish color. The whole of this 60 feet of strata, except
perhaps some 10 feet of blue clay near the top, is distinguished from
all the other beds of the Claiborne formation by the great numbers of
shells of Ostrea sellceformis Con. which it holds. These shells are found
more abundantly in the hard, sandy ledges which occur at intervals of
a few feet through tbe whole thickness of these beds. This part of the
Claiborne formation, contrary to the experience of Professor Winchell,2
we .find to be the most widely distributed of any. We have identified it
within two miles of Nicholson's Store in Choctaw County; at severallo·
calities on Souilpa Creek, in the same county; at Coffeeville; near Old
Clarkesville; on Stave Creek; and near Lisbon Landing, in Clarke
County; at Claiborne; near Monroeville; and at several places on
Limestone Creek, in eastern Monroe County. It is described by Pro·
fessor Hilgard 3 as occnrriug on Falling Creek, near Quitman, and on
Suanlovey Creek, west of Enterprise, in Clarke County, in Mississippi,
and it has been observed by Mr. Johnson in Wahtubba Cut, 5 miles

l.L,'OQ' . -

1 Rep. on Gcol. and Agric. of .Missi~sippi, pp. 118, 119, 121, 122, 123,124,125, 1860.
2Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. ~ci., Vol. X, Part H, p. 86, 1856.
3 Rep on Geol. auu Agric. of Mississippi, pp. 126, 127, 1860.
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southwest of Enterprise, Miss. We have not yet followed it further east
than Evergreen, Conecuh County, though we have good reason for believing that it occurs near Elba, in Coffee County, and probably still
further eastward. Below these ·Ostrea sellmformis beds we find at Claiborne and at Lisbon some 50 feet or more of sandy and clayey beds, in
many cases strongly glauconitic, and holding a great number as well
as a great variety of well preserved fossils.
Such are a few of the most obvious characters of the beds which we
here wish to include in our Claiborne formation. The precise details of
the structn.re and comp•sition of these beds may be gathered from the
sections which follow.
The rocks of the Claiborne formation proper occur at Claiborne, Gosport, and Rattlesnake Bluff, on the Alabama River, and at many other
localities in that vicinity. They also occur on the Tombigbee River at
Baker's Bluff (a short distance north of Saint Stephens) at Coffeeville
and at very many points away from the rivers in Monroe, Clarke, Wash-,
ington, and Choctaw Counties. We are at this time concerned only with
the occurrences along the two rivers.
(a) The bluff at Claiborne affords one of the best exposures of the
rocks of the Claiborne formation, as well as of part of the overlying
Jackson strata, and we have therefore been at considerable pains to
get a correct and detailed section of this celebrated bluff. It will be
understood by every field geologist that no two observers will ever
make the same grouping of the strata in a detailed section, and for this
reason sections of the same bluff by different observers will often seem
to beat variance with one another. The same bed, moreover, in different parts of a long bluff will often vary considerably in thickness and
in other characteristics. Thus, along the road leading to the ferry at
Claiborne, the ferruginous sands are less than ten feet in thickness and
are overlaid with laminated clays holding leaf impressions, but these
clays thin out rapidly going down the river and disappear altogether
in less than a quarter of a mile from the ferry road. Our section, therefore, does not profess to be a section at one point only of the long Claiborne blufl', but we have examined and given the details of the different beds wherever tlley are most clearly exposed, from below the lower
landing up to the ferry.
In this nart of the State the Alabama River depression exhibits at
least two well defined terraces; the upper one, from one hundred and
seventy-five to two hundred feet above low water mark; the lower, from
thirty to fifty feet above the same mark. The upper terrace is formed
by the Tertiary rocks, which are, however, covered by thirty to forty
feet of the sands and pebbles and loam of the drift. U pou this terrace,
about a mile wi<le, the to\vn of Claiborne stands. The second or lower
terrace, in great measure above overflow, except in extremely high water,
is forme(l of ancient river deposits to which the name "second bottom"
bas been given. Opposite Claiborne the second bottom is some three
(179)
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miles wide, and the river pursues its winding course in a channel cut
~nt.o these second. l>ot.tom tleposits, impinging first against one side of
the bordering Tertiary bluff's, whence it is deflected across the wide second bottom to strike then tlle opposite border. At Claiborne the river
flows at the base of the southern Tertiary border of its ancient plain;
next it turns across this plain and strikes the northern Tertiary bluff' at
Gosport; it is then defiected to strike the southern margin again at
"Rattlesnake Bluff.
The feature of the Claiborne bluff which first attracts the eye of the
observer from a distance is the existence of nearly horizontal parallel
stripes or bands which mark the limits of the difi'erent materials that
make up the bluff. These bands, wllich are pretty well brought out iu
the views, are marked off approximately in the second vertical column
of Plate XIII, Fig. 3, p. 147, and, if we neglect the minor details, they
may be described as follows:
Section of the Claibm·ne Bluff, Alabama Rivet·.
1. A bed of very variable thickness, consisting of sand, pebbles, and red loam, which
forms the surface over a great part of the State. The average thickness of this
bed along the blntfmay be put at ................................. 35 to 40 feet.
2. A band of Whit.e IJimestone containing glauconite grains, forming vertical faces
usually striped by thin projecting ledges ......................... about 45 feet.
3. A baud showing two very distinct parts, viz, an upper part, a bed holding great
numbers of Scutclla Lyelli, 3 feet thick; and a lower part, 6 feet thick, of coarse,
ferruginous sands which are indurated at the base and form a very marked projecting ledge ............................................................ 9 feet.
4. A band of very uniform appearn,nce of reddish yellow ot· buff color, consisting of
a mass of shells embedded in red sand. This is the celebrated Claiborne saud.
It weathers very smoothly and is less projecting than the ledges above and below
it ...............................•................................ 15 to 17 feet.
5. A baud of light gray, calcareous clay with a few sandy stripes and indurated
ledges . . . . • . ...•....•.....•..•.....................•............ -25 to 28 feet.

All these beds make up the nearly vertical part of the bluff near and
between the two landings. Below these to the river level the slope is
almost entirely covered by the loose fragments rolled down from above,
so that the underlying stratified rocks are discovered only where these
loose materials have been removed. Between the upper landing and
the ferry these lower strata of the bluff are more clearly exposed to
view.
6. A band of light yellowish gray, calcareous sand, striped with a number of hard
ledges of similar sandy material. This band is a very prominent part of the
bluff, but is in many places, as above stated, much obscured by the fragments of
the other beds which have rolled down from above ................ about 35 feet.
7. A band of dark, bluish green color, consisting of clayey sands and clays passing
downwards into a greensand bed 6 to 8 feet thick, which appears, however, above
water only above the upper landing .............................. about 12 feet.

The upper part of this baud, at the lower landing, appears only two or
three feet above the low water mark, and it is consequently best seen
tarther up the river. Between the two landings these beds, where they
(180)
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are above water, arc generally covered with debris. The second of the
band~ above named is the lower part of the Zeuglotlon bearing bed of
this part of the State, wllich has generally been considered as of Jackson age. The third baud is also probably a part of the Jackson limestone, but we are not sure that some of it, especially tile lower five or
six feet, should not be placed with the Claiborne division. At any rate
the line between the Claiborne and the Jackson falls somewhere in
this balHl (Plate I, p. 3, and Plate III, p. 29).
Given more in detail, the section of the Claiborne bluff is as follows:
Detailed section of Claibonw

Bluff~

.Alabama River.

(Plate XIII, Fig. 3, p. 147.)

1. Drift deposits, consisting of sand, pebbles, and red loam of variable thiekness .. ------ .........••• ·---~· .................................•.. 35 to 40 fe~t.
2. Argillaceous, white limestone, with grains of glauconite, very few fossils .. 45 feet.
3. Scutella bed; light colored, calcareous materials, holding great numbers of Scutella
Lyelli Con ........ --- .............. - ..... - ...... - .. - .................... 3 feet.
4. Coarse, ferruginous sand, with glauconite, fossiliferous, passing below into mo~"
calcareous materia1, which is indurated and projects from face of bluff .... 6 feei•
5. Ferruginous sand, holding vast numbers of comminuted as well as well preserved
shells. Near tho center of this there are, in places, thin bauds of lignite, aud
along the ferry I'oau the upper part of it is composed of laminatecl gray clay~
:filled with leaf impressions. This is tho source of tho celebrate(l Claiborne fos·
sils, and we shall call it the Claiborne Fossiliferous Sand. In many parts of Mon·
roe aml Clarke Counties, where this bed is more protected, the material in which
the shells are embedded is seeu to be a green::;and, wllile at the Claiborne bluff
and vicinity, aud at a bluff just above Saint Stephens, it is completely oxiLlized
into a red, ferruginous sand. Thickness about Claiborne ............ 15 to 17 feet.
6. Bluish green, glauconitic, sandy marl, with Ostrea selhrformi8, usnally somewhat
indurated above, and forming a hard projecting ledge .......•.••..... 3 to 4 feet.
7. Calcareous clay or clayey marl, of gray color when dry, bnt blue when wet. It
contains a few badly preserved chalky fossils, Bnlla and small Tnrritellas.
This bed becomes sandier below, a.s well as glauconitic and highly fossiliferous,
the principal sbells being Osl1·ea sellO:'forrnis and a few Pectens. The clayey aud
sanely parts, together ........................ - .•.................. abont 18 feet.
8. Light gray, calcareous clay, similar to the upper part of the preceding bed, with
bard sandy ledges at top and bottom ................... -----·------ ...... 7 feet.
0. Light yellowish gray, calcareous sands, with Ostrca sellrejonnis and Pectens; the
lower half indurated and full of the molds or casts of univalve shells ... __ . 5 feet.
10. Light yellowish gray, calcareous sands like those which make the upper half of
bed No.9. This bed has several hard projecting ledges of the same sandy material and contains a number of fossils: Oslrea sellcejorrnis, fra.gments of Scutella
Lyelli, Scalpellurn Eocense Myor, Pecten Deshay(sii Lea, &c. The sanely parts of
this bed are loose, crumbling easily between the fingers. There are thin beds of
more clayey texture, one of which, about the center of the stratum, holds a num~
ber of irregularly shaped, concretionary masses of clay. Near the base are one or
two indurated ledges of glauconitic sand and shells of Ostrea sellrefnrrnis. _27 feet.
11. Layer of comminuted shells of Ostrea sellrejorrnis, together with perfect shells of
some other species embedded in glauconite or greensand .... _.... _•....... 3 feet,
12. Dark bluish black, sandy clay .............••• - .......................... 2 feet.
13. Bluish green, clayey sands with few fossils in the upper part, but becoming more
clayey below and highly fossiliferous; Venericm·dia planicosta, V. rotunda, Nucnla
rnag11ijica, Area 1·homboidella, Ostrea sellrejormis, Voluta Sayana, Tt~rritella lineata,
T. bellijera Aldrich, besides species of Natica, Corbula, Cytherea1 Luoina1 &c.
This bed averages 10 feet or more in thickness.
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14. Dark green, sandy marl, glauconitic; grayish above, Lluish below. This bed is
sometimes ballly weathered and of more brownish color. H holds a number ot
fossils, among which the most noticeaule are a peculiar small form of Venericardia
planicosta Lam. amllarge Tut·ritella Mortoni Con. This bed, which is the lowest
n,t Claiborne, may be seen between the upper landing and the ferry, and its exposure is from six to eight feet, according to the stage of the water.

(b) A few miles above Claiborne, near Lisbon Landing, we find the
continuation of the Claiborne beds down to the top of the lluhrstone,
and there is no doubt as to the geologic horizon of the :LislJon section,
since the two lowermost beds of the Claiborne section appear at the top
of the Lisbon bluff, the peculiar association of the shells making the
identification easy and certain. In tlle following full section at Lisbon
the bracketed numbers show the relations ef the Lisbon beds to those of
Claiborne, as indicated in Plate XIII.
Section ctt Lisbon Bluff, Alabama River.
1. Drift and loam .................•...•........ . . . ...... . ... ·----· .......... 20 feet.
2. [13] Brown, sandy clays, difficult to describe more closely, as they are badly weathered and contain very few fossils ................................. ·-~---10 feet.
3. [14] Dark Lrown, sanely clays, badly weathered, highly fossiliferous, c.ontaining
the same shells as beds Nos. 1:{ and 14 at Claihorne, viz, the peculiar small
variety of Venericardia planiscosla Lam., large ,1'u1Tilella Mm·toni Cou., Area rhomboidella Lea, Luc i. nt~ compressa Lea, Ntwnla tnagnifica Con., l'unitella bellifera
(Aldrich), &c. This bed Lecomes more Ranuy below . ............... 8 to 12 feet.
4. [15] Hard projecting sandy ledge . ...................................... 8 inches.
5. [16] Calcareous, clayey sands, light yellow when wet, nearly white when dry,
glattconitic, forming smooth vertical bluff . .... --·--· . ......... . ..... 6 to 8 feet.
6. [17 J Coarse grained, sandy, glauconitic bed with comminuted shells and many
finely preserved shells ofuncounnon occurrence .......................... :3 feet.
7. [18] Light yellow, glauconitic srmds capped with hard ledge .. ........... 15 feet.
8. [ 19] Dine, glauconitic sands, probably the same as No.7 above, but less completely
oxidized, lowest of Claiborne strata ..................................... 5 feet.
9. Bluish black clay, 8 feet actually seen, below which, to the water, 5 feet, all the
strata are covered by fragments of the concretionary sandstone described helow.

In the clay immediately below the glauconitic sands, No. 8, concre.
tionary masses are formed, which resemble a tangled mass of roots or
branches, exposed in high relief upon a plate or block of sandstone.
These root-like concretions lie strewn upon the lower strata of the bluff's
al.wut Lisbon, and seem to be somewhat characteristic of this particular horizon, which we place at the very summit of the Buhrstone division, the Claiborne proper extending to and including No. 8 [19] of the
above section.
The combined sections of the Claiborne Bluff and the Lisbon Bluff
show the whole of the Claiborne formation, which, according to our
division, extends from the White Limestone down to the top of the
Buhrstone and includes about 140 feet of strata, of which 106 are to be
seen in place at Claiborne, while the rest may be seen a few miles above
Claiborne at Lisbon.
The fossiliferous sands (No. 5 of Claiborne section) have furnished
the greater part of the beautiful Claiborne shells. The uppermost five
(182)
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or six feet of this bed are made up chiefly of the shells of Cytherea
wqtwrea Oon., Pect-unculus Broderip-ii Lea, and Grasscttella alta Con.,
90 per cent. of t~e shells belonging to the first named species. The two
feet next below contain not only many of the Cythereas but great
numbers of other shells also, the most prominent of which are Turritella
lineata Lea, Rostellar,ia velata Con., Grepidula lirata Con., Turbinella
pyruloides Con., Voluta Defranckii Lea, Monoceros armigerus Con., ltlelon·
gena alveata Con., Ancillaria sttbglobosa Con., &c. 1
The strata below the Claiborne sands are much less fossiliferous a,nd
more sandy, O&trea sellcejormis being by far the most abundant .shell
down to the black clay stratum near the base of the bluff. The greensand beds at the base of the Claiborne bluff and at the top of the Lisbon bluff contain many of the rarer forms. The marl bed No. 6 of the
Lisbon section promises to yield a rich harvest of novelties.
The collocated sections on Plate XIII give the details of the preceding drawn to scale. For the sake of comparison we give on the same
sheet the sections of Professor Tuomey 2 and of C. S. Hale. 3 Hale's No.3
corresponds with our Nos. 14 and 15. His No.4 and Tuomey's bed b
are represented by our Nos. 12 and13 and part perhaps of 11. Hale's
beds 5 and 6 and Tuomey's c are our numbers 6 to 11, inclusive. The
correspondence of tlw rest of the sections is easily seen.
Some of the more important exposures of the Claiborne beds elsewhere
are the fol1awing :
(c) A few miles below Claiborne, at Gosport landing, there is substantiaJly the same section as that at Claiborne.
(d) At Rattlesnake Bluff, below Gosport, there is the following section (see Plate XII, Fig. 4, p. 143):
Section at Rattlesnake Bluff, Alabama Rirer.
1. Ferr1;1ginous sands, becoming more calcareous below and terminating with a hard
ledge ...•........................•......•......•....••••.............•.. 6 feet.
2. Claiborne fossiliferous sands .... ··---·---- .......................... lOto 12 feet.
3. Calcareous clay or hard clay marl, with an indurated ledge in the middle .... 6 feet.
4. Clay marl, with Ost1·ea sellmforrnis, with four or five hard, projecting leEI.ges,
about ...... ---- ........ ----·----· ........................ ·----·---· .... lOfeet.
5. Greensand, indurated at top but softer below, extending down to the water,
about ...•......•.. - ••.. --.- ............ - .........••....••. --- •........... 2 feet.

(e) On the Tombigbee River, half a mile above Saint Stephens, there
is a good exposure of the Claiborne sands, with some 10 to 12 feet of the
next underlying beds, already given above in a sectiou illustrating the
White Limestone. (See Plate XII, Fig. 3, p. 143.)
I Aware of the fact that most of these shells have synonyms, we have in most cases
given our authority for the names nsed by us, leaving the question of priority to be
decided hereafter.
2First Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., p. 153, 1850.
3 (}eology of South Alabama, Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. VI, p. 354, Nov., 1848.
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(/) Still farther up the river, at Coffeeville lauding, the Ostrea sellmformis beds of the Claiborne profile form the river bluff, as may be
seen from the following:
Section at Coffeeville Landing, T01nbigbee River. (Plate XIII, Fig. 4, p. 147.)

1. Light yellowish sands, with Ostt·ea sellmformis, partly indurated, forming sandy
ledge ............•••..........•... _........................ _..... _...... 3 feet.
2. Loose, yellowish, calcareous sands, with Ostrea sellceformis, inil.urated, sandy ledge
at base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . ..................• _.. 6 feet.
3. Loose, yellowish gray, calcareous sands, highly fossiliferous, especially in lower
part; Ost1·ea sellaJjormis the principal form; separated from next bed by sandy
ledge ..................................................... .. ........... 10 feet.
4. Bluish, sandy clay or clayey sand, with Ostrea sellmjormis and a flabellum; in two
parts, separated by a hard ledge, the upper part 8 feet, the lower 3 or 4 feet,
in all ...... _................................•........................ . . 12 feet.
5, A bed of glauconitic sand filled with shell fragments and perfect shells: Ostrea
sellaJjormis Co.n., Crassatella alta Con., a flabellnm, Venericat·clia 1·otunda Lea, Corbnla Mut·chisoni Lea, Pecten Deshayesii Lea, Area rhomboidella Lea, Nncula mag·
ni.fica Con., &c ...................................................... 2 to 3 feet.
6. Dark bluish clays, nearly black, non-fossiliferous, breaking into cuboidal
blocks ............ . .................................................... 2 feet.
7. Dark greenish, clayey sand, like that near the base of the Claiborne Bluff, about
5 feet showing above the water.

The accompanying view of Coffeeville Landi ug (Plate IV) shows well
the general character of the lower Claiborne beds. The lowest wood piles
rest upon the black clays, No.6, equivalent to No. 12 of the Claiborne
Bluff' section. The main fossil bearing bed, No. 5, is immediately over
this, between it and the first (lowest) of the projecting ledges seen in
the plate.
Hale states 1 that his bed No. 4 occurs also at Coffeeville with Mle
same fossiliferous characters, and a comparison of the Claiborne Bluff
section with the above shows very clearly the correspondence of the
two. The bed No. 5 above is iUentical with No. 11 at Claiborne, except
that it holds Grassatella alta and a few forms which we have not seen at
the same horizon at Claiborne; but the underlying-black clay (No. 6) is
equivalent to No. 12, and the overlying bluish and yellowish, fossiliferous sanus (Nos. ·1-4) are identical with Nos. 9 and 10 of our Claiborne Bluff section. These relations are shown in the sections, Plates
XII and XIII.
•
There are no other exposures of the Claiborne beds along the two rivers, but in Washington, Clarke, and Monroe Counties we have recently
(summer of 1885) visited a number of localities where the Claiborne
beds are to be seen often in contact with tlw overlying White Limestone.
(g) Thus, north of Bladen Springs, on descenuiug the hill .t owanls
Souilpa Creek, yellowish sands, with Ostrea sellceformis, the counterpart
of our Nos. 9 and 10, are passed over along the road, while above them,
near the top of the hill, is a fosRiliferous bed holding forms common both to
the Claiborne sands and to the marls at the base of the Claiborne Bluff.
A.m. Jour, Sci., 2d ser., Vol. VI, Nov., 1848.
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(h) At the Barryton mill on Oaktuppah Creek, three miles northeast
of the village of Barryton, there is a bed of greensand :filled with broken
and perfect shells of Ostrea sellmformis, identical with No. 11 of our Claiborne Bluff section, and above it, as at Claiborne, a series of bluish and
yellowish sands, with Ostrea sellmformis.
(i) About two miles northward from this mill the Claiborne fossiliferous sands occur, and at Womack's Hill, still farther northward, the
White Limestone caps the hill.
(j) The yellow sands, with Ostrea sellreformis, are also seen at a mill on
the headwaters of Oaktuppah Creek, in the western part of Choctaw
County, Sec. 8, T. 11 N., R. 4 W., and again within two miles of
Nicholson's Store, on Billy's Creek, where they are exposed at the base
of a hill capped with the White Limestone.
(k) Thirteen miles west of Bladen Springs, D. W. Langdon, jr., of the
Geological Survey of Alabama, saw in 1884 an outcrop of greenish,
argillaceous sand, weathering red -and containing a number of shells
peculiar to the Claiborne sands, such as Orepidula lirata, Corbula A~a
bamensis Lea, and others commonly found in the Claiborne sand but not
peculiar to it. This bed also was beneath the White Limestone.
(l) In the northern part of Washington County I saw, in 1882, an outcrop of marl containing Turritella Mortoni Con., Ostrea sellceformis Con.,
Voluta Sayana Con., &c., on Dry Creek, Sec. 6, T. 8, R. 2 W.
(m) In Clarke County, near the site of Old Clarkesville, in Sec. 23, T.
9 N., R. 2 E., there is seen in the bed of a branch a greensand containing all the peculiar shells of the Claiborne fossiliferous sands, and on
the hills above White Limestone containing bones of Zeuglodon.
(n) In Sec. 18, T. 9 N., R. 3 E., the same beds occur, and in the same
relations to the White Limestone.
(o) On Stave Creek, in Sees. 8 and 9 of 1\ 7 N., R. 2 E., and in other
localities in the immediate vicinity, the Claiborne sands, with all their
easily recognizable and unmistakable shelLs, are at the water level in
the creek banks, while the White Limestone outcrops on the hillsides
hard by, with orbitoidallimestone on the summits.
(p) D. W. Langdon, in 1884, observed the Claiborne sands also nine
and a half miles south of west of Grove Hill and fifteen miles east of
Coffeeville, in both cases underlying the White Limestone. The locality
on Stave Creek was visited by Prof. A. WinchelJl and the localities
near old Clarkesville were seen by Professor Tuomey 2 and by Professor
WinchelP also.
(q) In Monroe County the yellow sands, with Ostrea sellrejormis, occur
in sections 25 and 34ofT. 7 N., R. 8 E., and in sections 19 and 30ofT.
7 N., R. 9 E., partly on the land of Mr. T. A. Rumbly.
1 Proc.

Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. X, Part II, pp. 84, 85, 1856.
First Bien. Rep. Geol. Alabama, p. 149.
3 Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. X, Part II, p. 86, 1856,
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(r) In Sec. 2, T. 7 N., R. 7 E., occur the yellow sands, with Ostrea
sellwformis, as at Rumbly's, and in Sec. 12, T. 7 N., R. 7 E., the Claiborne
greensand, with all the characteristic shells, occurs in the branches of
the creeks, while the White Limestone occupies the summits of the hills.
Our observations correct a statement of Professor WinchelJl that the
calcareous beds underlying the Claiborne sands are not seen elsewhere. These beds are now known to occur from the western part of
Choctaw to the Sepulga River, in Conecuh County, and probably still
farther eastward. 2
Other occurrences of the Claiborne beds, observed in 1886, will be
found described below in the chapter on undulations &c.
§ 3. THE BUHRSTONE.

The fossils of this subdivision, as has already been suggested by Dr.
Hilgard, do not appear to differ essentially from those of the calcareous Claiborne strata above described, yet the lithological character is
so entirely different as fully to justi(y the division here made.
The rocks of the Buhrstone formation iu Alabama, as well as in·
Mississippi, conRist of aluminous and silicious materials, pa~tly glauconitic, and in places interstratified with thin beds of greensand. The
chief varieties of these rocks, in the order of their relative abundance,
are the following :
1. Gray, aluminous sandstone, often glauconitic, with numerous galls or concretions of pure whitish clay and traversed throughout with streaks of yellowish, hydrated oxide of iron. In t.his rock are occasionally four:vl impressions of shells. In
the upper part of the formation, upon the surfaces of this sandstone irregularly
branching, cylindrical elevations of slightly harder texture, but apparently of similar composition, are sometimes seen. These ridges have in some cases the appearance
of being organic remains (fucoidal), but are more probably concretiunary. These are
best seen at Lisbon Landing on the Alabama River, and west of Bladen Springs, in
Choctaw County, and at other points along the southern line of this formation.
2. Indurated, white clay, forming a rock, which is, however, quite light and easily
broken. This indurated clay has joint planes approximately at right angles to onfl
another, the planes of separation being mostly stained red or yellow with hydrated
ferric oxide. Fragments of this claystone worn into rounded pebbles are of common
occurrence in most of the creeks and branches flowing through the Buhrstone hills,
both in Alabama and in Mississippi. The claystones are often silicious.
3. Hard, coarse grained, glauconitic sandstone.
4. Hard, yellowish, silicious, or aluminous sandstone, streaked with a darker shade
of yellow .
.5. A white, silicious rock, almost a quartzite, varied by spots ofleaden gray color.
This rock has often fui·nished the material for Indian lance and arrow heads. It occurs near tho base of the series, associated with a hard, silicious sandstoHe.

The prevailing color of the rocks of this formation is light gray, ofte
nearly white, and, on account of their hardness and resistance to decay
Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. X, Part II, page 86, 1856.
D. W. Langdon, jr., has also traced these sandy Ostrea sellcej01·mis beds
Mississippi, as far as Suanlovey Creek, near Garlandsville, in Newton County, a
cality already recorded by Dr. Hilgard. See paper" On the Tertiaries of Miss· ·
and Alabama," in Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., Vol. XXXI, Mar., 1886. See, also, pp.
33 and foot-notes.
1
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the country which they make is very broken and rugged. The high and
bften precipitous hills of the B uhrstone are usually called mountains in
Clarke, Monroe, and Choctaw Counties, in this State, and in northeastern Clarke, Lauderdale, Newton, and Nesboba Counties, in Mississippi.
The soil, where it is derived from these rocks, is, of course, poor, and
mostly timbered with· long leaf pine, and the country is generally very
sparsely settled.
It is impossible as yet to give with absolute certainty the thickness
of this division of the Tertiary. During the summer of 1885, I measured with the aneroid barometer at one locality, near McCarthy's Ferry,
in Choctaw County, 270 feet of Buhrstone rocks, and, as this section did
not include the uppermost ~ds of the formation, we are safe in placing
300 feet as the minimum thickness. I am strongly inclined to the opinion that the real thickness, in some cases, will rise to 400 feet. In the
section we give the lower limit, 300 feet.
In general, the uppermost beds (fifteen to twenty feet) are composed
of joint clays, which, when indurated, form tolerably firm rockt:i. Near
the base of the formation similar c!ays or claystones are usually seen.
In many places, there is a bed several feet in thickness of a bard, silicious, or flinty sandstone, almost a quartzite, just at the base of the
Buhrstone. I have noticed this rock a few miles north of Bladen
Springs, also near McCarthy's Ferry, and south of Pushmataha, in Choctaw County. In Choctaw and Clarke Counties it is not unusual to find
spear or arrow heads made of this material, which is easily recognized.
The great bulk of the Buhrstone, as already said above, consists of
aluminous sandstones.
Inasmuch as we have not yet been able to point out any characteristic distinction, based upon organic remains, between the Buhrstone and
the Lignitic, we have thought it best to draw the line between them
upon lithologic grounds, and our justification in this course is found in
the following considerations: In the strata which we have called Lignitic, the material, as compareu with that of the Buhrstone, is more
sandy anp. calcareous and at the same time more fossiliferous. The shells
in many cases are decayed and the calcareous matter of the same often
appears to have been leacheu out and diffused through the surrounding
sands, occasionally cementing them together and forming calcareous
sandstone. These sandstone beds always show a tendency to weather
into rounded, bowlder-like masses, which project from the faces of the
bluffs or, broken off, roll down, forming a talus. When broken open,
these bowlders usually show a nucleus of thoroughly decayed shells or
of ferruginous, lignitic matter.
A ledge of calcareous sandstone of this kind is found about twenty
or thirty feet below the lowermost of the aluminous rocks, which we consider as characteristic of the Buhrstone, and similar calcareous sandstones weathering into bowlders occur at intervals throughout the underlying lignitic strata.
(187)
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The aluminous rocks we assign to the Buhrstone, while the sandy
rocks, with the intercalated beds of calcareous matter, we place with the
Lignitic.
This division based upon lithologic characters can be consistently
carried out in Alabama, at least in the region contiguous to the two
rivers, since the indurated clayR and aluminous sandstones of the Buhrstone are in general eJ,sily uistinguished from any of the other strata
of the Tertiary formation. None of tlJe beds of the underlying Liguitic
have even a remote resemblance to the Buhrstone rocks, except certain
indurated clays which overlie the Gryphma thirsm beds in the Grampian
Hills of Wilcox County and their prolongation into Butler County.
Even in this case the distinction between the two can readily be discovered, as the indurated clays of the Lignitic are, in some of the beds,
quite full of shell casts, principally Turritellas and Cythereas, and the
material itself, upon close examination, does not so strongly resemble
the Buhrstone as upon first sight appears. Then the circumstances
that these lignitic claystones lie over 300 feet below the Buhrstone, are
by no means Ro thick, and are in most, if not all, cases in immediate
contact with the Gryphma thirsm beds greatly diminish the chance of
any confusion between the two series.
On the Alabama River the uppermost of the Buhrstone beds are well
exposed at Lisbon Landing, and the lowermost, a short distance above
Hamilton's, whence they extend across Clarke County westward or
northwestward to White Bluff' and McCarthy's Ferry and thence iu a
northwesterly direction across Choctaw County, just south of Butler.
On the eastern side of the Alabama River they appear in the hills south
of Bell's Landing, and across Monroe County north of Kempsville and
south of Turnbull, turning a little to the northward in the eastern part
of the county. To the eastward they may be seen again near Ozark, in
Dale County, and near Abbeville, in Henry County.
In general we have not attempted in the following sections to give
the e·x act sequence of the different materials which form the Buhrstone
beds. In most cases they are merely alternations of indurated clays,
with aluminous sandstones of varying degrees of hardness. While in
the extremes of pure clay and almost pure quartz the materials of this
formation differ widely, the formation as a whole leaves upon the mind
of the observer a lively impression of the uniformity in the lithological
structure and general appearance of its constituent strata.
Although the best natural sections of the Buhrstone are perhaps to
be found in the hills away from the rivers, we shall here describe only
the expoEures along the banks or in the immediate vicinity of the two
water courses. The sections on the Alabama River are as follows:
(a) SectionatLisbon Landing, Alabarna Rive1·.

(Plate XIV, Fig.l,p.151.)

1. Yellowish, sandy marl, lowermost of the Claiborne beds·-·-····---- ...... 20 feet.
2, Bluish black clay, rnassi ve, jointed or breaking into cuboidal blocks, 8 feet seen,
but to the water's edge ..••••...•••. ---- •..••••.•••••..••..•• about 15 to 20 feet.
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Immediately beneath the sands which form the lowermost beds of the
Claiborne formation in this section concretions are formed which resemble a mass of tangled and matted roots. Blocks of sandstonA with these
concretions cover all the lower part of the section at Lisbon and they
seem to be more or less characteristic of the uppermost beds of the
Bubrstone.
(b) At Hamilton's Landing, 6 miles above Lisbon, is an exposure of
75 to 80 feet of light colored, indurated clays or clayey sandstones with
two or three indurated, projecting ledges, all characteristic Buhrstone
rocks. (See Plate XIV, Fig. 2, p. 151.)
The positions of the outcrops of the Buhrstone rocks on the Tombigbee Uiver present apparent anomalies which, at the time of our
visit in 1883, we could not explain. The later observations, however,
made by myselfin1885 have cleared up many of the obscurities, and the
structure of the two counties of Clarke and Choctaw in its main features
is pretty definitely made out. This will be set forth in detail in a forthcoming report of the Geological Survey of Alabama, while at this time
we need only give the sections exposed on the river bankt; and in the
immediate vicinity. As stated above, the regular line of outcrop of the
Buhrstone rocks ex tenus from near Hamilton's Landing, on the Alabama,
across to the Tombigbee at White Bluff and McCarthy's Ferry. At
both these localities we have very good sections of the lower beds of the
formation.
(c) At White Bluff there is a clear exposure of these rocks in a cliff
of about 115 feet. They are light colored, aluminous rocks, which, however, could not be closely examined because of the precipitous nature
of the bluff. (See Plate XIV, Fig. 4, p. 151.)
(rl) At McCarthy's Ferry the immediate bluff of the river is made of
the clays which underlie the Buhrstone, but on the hills just back of
the river we get a section of nearly 300 feet of Buhrstone rocks. (See
Plate XIV, Fig. 3, p. 151.)
(e) Down the river from these localities the Buhrstone rocks dip beneath the surface, the overlying Claiborne beds forming the river banks,
as at Coffeeville, &c., already mentioned, but just south of Coffeeville,
at Hatchetigbee Bluff:; the Buhrstone is again seen, and the lowermost
beds at that, as shown in the section (see Plate XIV, Fig. 5, p. 151). The
exposures at White Bluff and at the Hatchetigbee Bluff both show the
contact of the light colored claystones with the underlying sandy clays
&c. of the Lignitic, but at the former locality all except the uppermost
20 feet or so of the Lignitic are obscured by land slips and rubbish of
all sorts. These sections will be given in detail under the next heading.
(/) Still farther down the Tombigbee River these rocks sink again below the surface, for at Saint Stephens, and just above, the Claiborne
sand~:! and the overlying White Limestone make the river bluffs, as before stated. At the Lower Salt Works, however, we have the Buhrstone
(1.S9)
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rising again to the surface, as described by Professor ·ruomey. 1 During
the summer of 1885 I ascertained that these rocks appear at the surface at an intermediate point, viz, near Jackson. The Lower Salt
Works are situated near the center oi' T. 5 N., R. ·2 E., and the rocks exposed along the road which ascends the hill just south of the works are
as follows :
•
Section at the Lower Salt Wol'ks, Clarke Cou,nty.
1. Orbitoidallimestoue forming the npper part of the hill, thickness not determined.
2. Between the orbitoidal rock and the topmost. bed of the continuous section below given there is a space in which the rocks are covered with soil, undetermined
thickness.
3. Argillaceous White Limestone or clayey marl, with seYeml indurated ledges of
similar material. .••••.•.•••...•••.......................... ~Lbout lR to 20 feet.
4. Coarse grained, ferruginous sand, with harder ledg<~ at base and above. This bed,
as well as the harder portions, contains fossils, the most conspicuous of which are
Scntella Lyelli and Prcten perplamts. This bed is strongly glauconitic near the
base .............•.....•.......................................... about 9 feet.
5. Greenish clay passing at bottom into a ledge of hard claystone, the first of the
Buhrstone formation .................................................... :1 feet.
6. Aluminous sandstones or inflnrated claystones of the usual Bnhrstone character to
the base of the hilL ...••....•••.........••...•••............... 60 feet or more.

About half way down the hill there is a bed of greensand holding a
good many fossils.
That which most strikes the observer in this section is the absence of
the sands and marls of the Claiborne formation. The glauconitic sands
with Scutella Lyelli and Pecten petplanus, supposed to be of Jackson age,
immediately overlie the greenish clay~ of the Buhrstone, while at Claiborne the two are separated by at least 130 or 140 feet of other strata.
Professor Tuomey 1 called attention to the fact that the Bubrstone
beds, afterdippiugbeneath the surface in the upperpartofClarke County,
appear again at the Lower Salt Works, the White Limestone and other
calcareous strata occupying a basin in the Buhrstone formation. Our
own observations on the river in 1883, and later in 1885 in the western
part of Clarke County and in Choctaw County, have shown that the
Buhrstone rockR appear at at least two intermediate points between
the two limits observed by Professor Tuomey, viz, at Hatchetigbee and
at Jackson.
§ 4. THE LIGNITIO.
All the strata lying between the Buhrstone and the Cretaceous, representing a thickness of 850 to 900 feet, have been classed by Dr. Hilgard under the two names of Lagrange (or Lignitic) and Flatwoods.
Lately, Prof. Angelo Heilprin has proposed the name Eolignitic for
both these divisions; but, since Dr. Hilgarcl had already used the name
Lignitic in the same sense, that term has priority and must be retainedc
1 First

Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., p. 150, 1850.
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The greater part of this subdivision is made up of laminated clays
and laminated and cross bedded sands of a prevailing gray color, except
immediately below the Buhrstone, where for 200 feet or more they are
of dark brown, often purplish colors. . With the above mentioned laminated clays and sands are interstratified several beds of lignite and several beds holding marine fossils and usually characterized by the presence of glauconite or greensand.
The lignite beds appear to be more numerous and thicker towards the
west, and especially in Mississippi, while eastward of the Alabama
River they become, as a rule, inconspicuous. Only one of these lignites,
viz, that which appears at Coal Bluff, on the Alabama River, is of very
considerable size, six or seven feet; they possess no very well marked
characters by which they may be distinguished from one another; they
are traced with difficulty across the country, since, being softer, they are
more easily eroded than the associated rocks. On the other hand we
have found the marine beds to retain their characteristic features to aremarkable degree : each has its peculiar association of fossils, most of
them are also easily recognizable by lithologic and structural characters, and some of them may be followed with the greatest ease across
at least three counties. These circumstances have led us to use the marine beds instead of the lignites for marking the different horizons of
the Lignitic division, and provisionally we have thus used the seven following marls, each marking a wei~ defined horizon and each present·
ing its easily recognized paleontologic character :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Hatchetigbee marls.
The Wood's Bluff or Bashi marl.
The Bell's Landing series.
The Nanafalia or Gryphrea thirsw marl.
The Matthews's Landing and Naheola marls.
The Black Bluff beds.
The Midway or Pine Barren beds.

Our account of the stratigraphy of the Lignitic division of the Alabama Tertiary will be more intelligible and more easily followed if we
describe the strata in sections, each corresponding to and including one
of the seven marl beds above enumerated.
(1) THE HATCHETIGBEE SERIES.

(PLATE XV.)

In this we would include all the strata intervening between the base
of the Buhrstone and the uppermost of the Wood's Bluff fossiliferous
beds, aggregating about 170 to 175 feet, as may be seen by consulting
the engraved sections of Plate XV, especially Fig. 1, p. 155.
By far the greater part of the beds here included are sandy clays or
clayey sands of brownish gray colors, alternating with bands of dark
brown or purple color, the whole forming a tolerably well marked
awl in most cases easily recognized group. Where these brown .clays
have been much exposed to the action of the atmosphere, and conse(191)
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quently thoroughly leached, as occurs wherever they lie high up on
the hills, they exhibit very much lighter and less characteristic colors;
The best exposures of these beds are to be seen at the localities more
particuhtrly described below, and at one of them, White Bluff and
vicinity, the whole series occurs in actual superposition, only about
sixty-five feet of it being somewhat obscured by slides. The distinctively marine deposits of this series consist of three or four shell or marl
beds, separated by non-fossiliferous sands and clays (Plate V).
(a) Section at Hatchetigbee, Tornbigbee Rivm·.

(Plate XV, Fig. 2, p. 155.)

1. Light colored, aluminous sandstones and inuurated clays, forming a vertical
escarpment back of the main bluff_ .......•....•••............. __ .20 to 30 feet.
These light colored claystones we consider to be the lowermost of the Buhrstone formation, and all the underlying to be Lignitic.
2. Sandy clays of brown, yellowish, and reudish colors interstratifi.ed. These are
dark blue when moist, but of lighter colors when dry_ . __ ..•..•.•. 15 to 20 feet.
3. Heavy bedded, dark brown clays, somewhat like No.2, but of darker color when
dry .............•.•.... - •................. -- ...... -.- ..... _.. _..... _.. 10 feet.
4. Yellowish, glauconitic marl. ... ___ ........................... __ ....... 2 to 3 feet.
This bed shows a tendency to form at intervals haru concretionary ledges,
which on weathering break off and roll down the bluff and are piled in great
numbers at its base.: Some of these bowlders have a nucleus of shells, which,
however, are not usually very well preserved.
5. Purplish brown, sandy clays, in the middle of which is a projecting ledge of dark
colored clays which are harder but break up into small prismatic fragments upon
drying and on exposure to weather ...................... ---· .......... 15 feet.
6. Yellowish gray sands, striped with thin streaks of brown, sandy clay. These
sands form, at intervals along the bluff, indurated, concretionary, rounded
masses ...••..•.••.....••.....•..•.......••.. _........... _.......... 5 to 6 feet.
7. Bluish brown, sandy, clay marl, containing many new forms of shells. The upper
part more fossiliferous . __ ............... - . . . . . . . . . .••.... _........ 5 to 6 feet.
8. Laminated, grayish sands, interstratified with thin beds of brown or black, lignitic
clay. These sands form rounded, concretionary masses, which project from face
of bluff ...••.. _.......•.•.. __ ..................•..........•••..... _.... 4 feet.
9. Heavy bedded, gray, sandy clays with streaks of brown clay .....• _._ ..... 8 feet.
10. Reddish, sandy marl, highly fossiliferous, forming concretionary bowlders. Remarkable for the great numbers of Vene1·icardia planicosta Lam., but containing
also many other forms, such as Athleta Tuorneyi Con., and Fusus pagodijo?·mis
Heilprin. _........ __ .... __ .....•.•..........•.•...•...........•.... 4 to 5 feet.
11. Dark gray to brown sandy clays to water ................................ 15 feet.

Beds No. '8 and 9 above form very conspicuous parts of the bluff, as
they are striped with dark brown, nearly black, bands of clay and resemble strongly a part of the section at McCarthy's Bluff' described
below.
I Between our joint visit in 1883 and my second in 1885 the appearance of the bluff
was very materially changed by a landslide. Iu 1883 we saw about six feet below
the marl bed No.4 another of very similar character, which I have now reason to
think was a mere repetition of No.4, since I was unable to make out two such beds
in 1885. rhave, therefore, given only one in the section, though convinced of the
existence of two at the time of our first visit.
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5. Lower part of purplish brown, sandy clays.
6. Yellowish gray sands.
7. Bluish brown, sandy marl.
(The human figure stands upon the bed which we call the middle marl. References are to the sections on p. 40, and also to Fig. 2 of Plate XV.)
HATCHETIGBEE-UPPER END OF BLUFF, TOMBIGBEE RIVER.
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(b) At vVhite Bluff, on the Tombigbee, as above stated, there is another exposure of the contact between the Buhrstone and the underlying Lignitic, which, however, includes in continuous exposure only the
uppermost 25 feet of the latter formation. From the top of White
Bluff down to the river level the distance is 275 feet by barometric
measurements made at severe:tl different times. Of this, the uppermost
140 feet are shown in a clear perpendicular bluff and consist of 115 feet
of the light colored claystones of the Buhrstone formation and 25 feet of
sandy clays of the Lignitic. The strata eomposing the rest of the slope
of White Bluff are so much obscured by landslides that it is impossible
to make them out satisfaetorily, but the lowermost 70 feet of the beds
which make this slope are well exposed on the banks of Witch Creek
and at Davis's Bluff, near by. Between these two parts of the section
there are some 65 feet of strata not seen here, which include the
Hatchetigbee marls &c. In proof of this, I found on the slope, a few
feet below bed No. 3 of the accompanying section, a fragment of hardened, glauconitic marl with a few badly preserved fossils. The marl resembled that described in No. 4 of the Hatchetigbee section above.
The fossils were, however, too obscure to be identified.
All this is shown in the following section and in Plate XV, Fig. 1, p.155:
Section at White Bluff ancl Davis's Blnjf, Tombigbee River.
1. Aluminous sandstones and claystones, of light color, forming a vertical bluff, the
details of which it is impossible to examine closely, Buhrstone rocks ...• 115 feet.
2. Grayish, sandy clays, with a layer about 18 inches in thickness at its base, containing fragments of lignitized stems and twigs .••.••......••... _•. _.. _. 20 feet.
3. Sandy clays, with a layer at bottom about 8 inches t~hick, consisting of alternating layers (one-fourth of au inch in thickness) of lignite and sand ..••••• 5 feet.
4. Strata not seen, covered by landslides 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 feet.
5. Gray, sandy clays, striped with brownish purple bands of c1ay, containing few if any
fossils, except that about 12 feet above the water there occurs a thin bed with a few
fossil shells, and some 12 feet above this a single specimen of Athleta Tuomeyi was
found stir:king in the clay 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------ · · · - - · . . . . . . . . . . . 70 feet.

White Bluff is in the southwestern part of Sec. 14, T. 11 N., R. 1 W.,
just below the mouth of Witch Creek.
(c) Above this, the river bends towards the west, and in the north·
western part of Sec. 6, T.11 N., R.l. W., at McCarthy's Ferry, the strata
which make the lower part of the preceding section are again exposed,
as may be seen from the following section:
Section at McCarthy's Ferry, Tombigbee River. (Plate XV, Fig. 3, p. 155.)
1. Sandy clays interlaminated with clays less sandy, all of light gray colors, hut along
the whole length of the oluff there are paral1el bands of much darker clays,
which make avery conspicuous marking ....•. -----· .............. 50 to 55 feet.
1
A fragment of glanconitic sandstone with fossils was picked up from the surface
in this part of the section a few feet below the base of No. 3.
11 These beds, as well as those included in No.4, are covered by the debris of land-·
slides at White Bluff, but they are well shown in the banks of Witch Creek, which
washes the base of White Bluff, and at Davis's Bluff, half a mile above, where we get
the lower 70 feet of the section (No.5).
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2. Laminated clays ancl sands, firm aml compact at base, forming a projecting ledge
which divides the bluff into two parts ...••••............•..........• 4 to 5 feet.
3. Pyritous, sandy clays, with two or three bauds of darker color; the sands are indurated in places, forming bowlder-like masses ...•.•...•••••...••. 20 to 25 feet.

The 9-ark bands which mark the bluff and which look at a distance
like lignite beds are found upon closer inspection to consist of thin layers of dark bluish gray clays interbedded with thin streaks of gray
saud. The whole 75 feet of this section appear to be barren of fossils.
At the base of the bluff lie great numbers of fragments of the silicious and aluminous rocks which characterize the Buhrstone formation
and which have rolled down from the hills that rise a short distance
back of the immediate bluff of the river. These hills are composed entirely of the Bnhrstone rocks for a vertical distance of 270 feet. (See
Plate XIV, Fig. 3, p. 151.) This is ·the greatest thickness of Bnhrstoue
rocks that has been measured in one section, except at one other place
in the same range of hills.
Above .McGarthy's Bluff I failed to find any outcrop of the Hatchetigbee marls, but a short distance north ward, on the road to Mount
Sterling, some 10 to 11 miles south of Butler, the road ·descends over
250 feet of Buhrstone rocks, below which I saw in 1885 au indurated
greensand marl with fossils embedded in brown sandy clays. This is
doubtless one of the Hatchetigbee marls.
The position of the McCarthy's Bluff beds with reference to the Buhrstoue and to the Davis's Bluff beds is shown on the general section
in Plate XIV, Fig. 3 (p. 151), and in Plate XV, Fig. 3 (p. 155).
Up the Tombigbee River from White Bluff and Davis's Bluff to Wood's
Blufl', similar dark gray, sandy clays with darker bands are displayed
in the river b:wks. The thickness of the strata between the Buhrstone
and the top of the Wood's Bluff marl is about 175 feet, of which the
lower 10!) feet are well characterized by a prevailing dark brown or
slightly purple color and by the absence of fossils, except an occasional
band of lignitic clay or a sandier band with a few marine shells. The
upper 75 feet are more fossiliferous and varied in appearance.
In these lower, dark, sandy clays there occur concretionary masses
of silicious matter, sometimes almost a flint of approximately spherical shape, and made up of concentric layers or shells. These concentric shells are usually separated by a thin layer of pure quartz of ·
fibrous texture, the :fibers being perpendicular to the surfaces of the
spheres. These concretions are very commonly looked upon as petrified
turtles by the people of the vicinity. They vary from 6 inches to 4 or 5
feet in diameter. In other places the clayey sauds themselves are cemented together into rounded concretions, with a nucleus of black
lignitic matter.
Where the dark brown or purple, clayey sands above described occur
at considerable elevations above the water and have been thoroughly
leached and desiccated, they exhibit very much lighter colors. They are
(194)
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seen under such condition on the hills back of Yellow Bluff, on the Alabama River, and in the country between the two ri\""'ers. It is only along
the river bluffs a1Hllow places, where they are kept more or less moist,
that the dark purple and brown shades are so characteristically displayed.
(2) TilE WOOD'S BLUFF OR BASHI SERIES.

(PLATES XV AND XVI.)

The first beds of marine fossils of any consequence below the series
of brown and purple clays above mentioned occur at Wood's Bluff~ on
the Tombigbee, and just below Johnson's Island, on the Alabama l~iver;
also, on Bashi Creek and its tributaries in Clarke County, and at numerous other localities to be given below. We ha\re given to these beds
the name of the lVood's Bl1~ff or Bashi Jlarl. They are from 15 to 20
feet in tllickness, are highly fossiliferous, hold a very conRhlerable percentage of greensand, and the marl bas a tetHleney to become inclurated
hy carhonate of lime into rouwled, bowl<lcr-like masses of glaneonitic,
fossiliferous limestone. These bowlclers may be formed in any part of
the beds, but are more commonly seen iu the upper half, and when this
is the case the loose greensand marl below is easily washed out, giving
rise to the formation of caves, sometim('s of considerable dimensions.
Immediately below this marl, and usn ally within 25 feet of it, are at least
fonr or five thin seams of lignite, varying from a few inches up to 18
inches in thickness.
A.ll these characters render the Wood's Bluff marl easily recognized,
and it bas been traced by me from the western part of Choctaw across
to the eastern part of Monroe County without any essential chang-e in
its quality. It has become one of our most important geologic landnlarks.
·
Some 35 to 40 feet below the lowermm~t of the thin, lignitic beds immediately underlying the Wood's Bluff marl, and separated from it by
yellowish, cross bedded sands, is another lignite, about two feet in thickness, at the base of which we wish to draw the line between the Wood's
Bluff and the Bell's Lan<ling series. As thus defined, the Wood's Bluff
series includes the strata intervening between the purplish brown,
sandy clays, above described, immediately overlying the Wood's Bluff
marl, and the two feet of lignite. The thickness represented is about
80 feet. The most complete section of the whole series is at Yellow
Bluff, on the Alabama River. (See Plate XVI, Fig. 1, p. 159.)
The best exposures of the marl be<l are to be seen at \Vood's Bluff, on
the Tombigbee River, and on the tributaries of Bashi Creek in Clarke
County, in the immediate vicinity of Wood's Blnff, although, as stated
above, the marl may be readily traced across Choctaw, Clarke, and Monroe Oounties, exhibiting at many places away from the rivers very fair
sections. On the immediate banks of the Alabama River the marl
does not make much show, though it may be seen below Johnson's
wood yard.
(195)
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We give here only three sections, showing the details of the marl bed
and of the strata underlying down to the top of the next, or Bell's Landing, series.
(a) Section at Wood's Bluff, Tombigbee River. (Plate XV, Fig. 1, p. 155, and Plate XVI,
Pig. 7, p. 159.)
Orange sand or stratified drift ..••...•••. -.- •....••••..•••.. _.••.... 20 feet or more.
1. Dark brown or bluish black, laminated clays, breaking up into small fragments,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6 to 8 feet, at the upper end of the bluff, but rising to 10 feet or more farther
down. These clays are identical with those at the base of the White Bluff section ...........•.. -.... -.- .•• - ............................. 8 to 10 feet or more.
Dark bluish, sandy clay, turning red on exposed and weathered surfaces and
capped with a hard ledge which may be easily traced down the river nearly to
Davis's Blnil' 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 feet.
Bluish, laminated clay or sandy clay, very much like No. 2 in color and texture,
but containing no fossils, or very few, and not appearing red at the surface, of
variable thickness ........................ ·----- .................... 5 to 8 feet.
Bluish or greenish, sandy clay, somewhat indurated, of decidedly reddish color
on the surface, highly fossiliferous, characterized by Tnn·Uella lineata Lea and
Denta.lium microstriatum Heilpr., but containing also Ancilla1·ia stan~inea Con., a
small Natica Pyrula multangnlctta Heilpr., Co1·bula onisczts, Infundibnlzwt trocllijormis Lea, a Pho1·ns, and a small oyster. The lower part of this bed passes gradually into the greensand mad No. 5 and is the best collecting ground, as the
material is less indurated and the shells are more easily removed ..... 3 t~ 4 feet.
Greensand marl to the water's edge ................................. 10 to 12 feet.

1:he upper part of this marl is quite soft and friable, hut just above
the water's edge it becomes indurated and shows a disposition to form
rounded, bowlder-like masses, quite hard and firm and resembling a
limestone. That this indurated part is of the same nature as the softer
greensand above and below it, is seen from the circumstance that the
indurated bowlders are sometimes near the top, sometimes near the
bottom of the greensand stratum. The accompanying view (Plate VI)
shows well the large, bowlder-like masses of the indurated greensand,
No: 5. Passing through the central part of this marl bed is a layer of
Ostrea compressirostra Say, with very thick and ponderous shells.
(b) About two miles from Wood's. Bluff, on the banks of Bashi Creek,
there is the following exposure (Plate XVI, Fig. 7, p. 159):
Section near Wood's Bluff.
1. Yellowish gray limestone or indurated marl, like that seen at the base of the
Wood's Bluff section . 7 . ·. - . . . . . . . . . . -- . . . . . . . . . - •• - - - . ~ . . . . . - •• -- • • • - ••• 10 feet.
2. Greenish blue, fossiliferous sands 2 . . - •••• - . . . . . . . . -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 feet.
3. Seam of 1ignitic clay, laminated and jointed ............................ 6 inches.
4. Brown, laminated, joint clay, passing below into a greenish, non-fossiliferous
sand ................... - .•.•...• -...........•................ -- ..... - ... 4 feet.
1 This bed is highly fossiliferous, containing Lmvibuccinnm Btriatnm Heilpr. (which
appears to be confined to this particular horizon), Athleta 1'uomeyi Con., FltBl£8 pagodijormis Heilpr., Venm·icardiaplanicosta Lam., Actmon pornilius, Con., a small Natica, Pleu1'otonta acuminata Sow., sllarks' teeth, Ancillaria staminea Con., a small Cytllerea, &c.
2 These sands are frequently washed out from beneath the limestone or indurated
ma.rl, forming caves which are to be seen wherever the Wood's Bluff marl occurs.
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5. Laruiuated, greenish gray clay, alternating with thin seams of dark purplish,
lignitic clays, giving the exposure a beautH'ul and regularly striped appearance1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ _..... _•................................... 5 feet.
6. Thin layer of lignite . . ...........•••••........•..........•••.... about 12 inches.
7. Gray day to the water's edge.

(c) The strata which intervene between the Wood's Blnff and the
Bell's Lan<liug series of marls, together with 130 feet of the beds overlying the fol'mer, are to be seen in a continuous section of 250 feet at
Yellow Bluff and in the hill which lies just hack of the bluff (Plate VII).
Here all the strata between the two marl beds mentioned are exposed in
actual and unmistakable- contact at the river bluff, where there is an
uninterrupted section of 120 feet. This is one of the most important
sections we have~ and it was obtained in the summer of 1885.
Section at Yellow Bluff, Alabarna Ri?Jero.

(Plate XVI, Fig. 1, p. 159.)

1. Laminated, gray, sandy clays of light color, variously intorstrati:fied with sands;
in places there i8 a white or very light colored clay, and in other places crossbedded sands, interlaminated with thin sheets of white clay; reddish sand abundant near the top of the section, which is one mile back from the river. Thickness by barometer.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 feet.
These beds are the same as those shown on the Tombigbee River below Wood's
Bluff, at Davis's Bluff, and at White Bluff, and belong to the Hatchetigbee series;
but, lying lligh up on the hills and exposed to sun and weather, they are nuiformly
much lighter in color than on the Tombigbce River, where they are near the
water level. Below this we have a gentle slope, along which about :fifty feet of
beds are exposed (Nos. 2 to 4), aud below that the perpendicular bluff of the
river, some seventy feet (Nos. 5 to 10).
2. Greens:wd marl, with Wood's Bluff fossils (summit of the TVoocl's Bluff' series), with
indurated, rouuded masses above, and loose ruarl below .....•...... about G feet.
3. Blue clay ............................................•................... 1 foot.
4. Gray, sandy clap with a slight tinge of purple, holding four or five thin seams of
lignite, each one foot or less in thickness. The actual positions of these lignite
beds are slightly obscurecl by lamlslides ..••••..••••.............. .40 to 50 feet.
5. Reddish, cross bedded sands .........•............•...................... 20 feet.
6. Lignitic clay and lignite (base of Wood's Bluff series) .••••• .••••....••••.... 2 feet.
7. Reddish sands slightly laminated ...........................••... . ....... 15 feet.
8. Lamiuatell, sandy clays in perpendicular cliff_ ..................... 20 to 25 feet.
9. Greens11nd marl in two parts separated by one foot of sandy clay withont fossils.
The upper part, ono foot thick, holds chiefly Ostrea compressiTost1·a and Venericard·ia planicosta, while the lower part, six feet thick, contains all the characteristic fossils of the Bell's Landing series, Volnta Newcombiana, large TtM-ritella Martoni, Rostellm·ia trinodijera, &c. This upper part shows strong tendency to harden
into rouud, bowlder-like masses; in all ...................••....•.. about 8 feet.
This bed, No.9, is very clearly marked in the accompanying view (Plate VII)
by the line of bowlders near the water's edge. The lignite, No. 6, occurs near the
top of the clift~ but does not show out in the picture.
10. Greenish, ferruginous sands interlaminated with thin sheets of clay, passing into
a dark blue, sandy clay at the water level ..........................•.... 7 feet.

In this section the beds numbered 5 to 10, inclusive, are seen in the
actual bluff of the river about half a mile or less below the steamboat
1
The da.rk clays in this stratum appear to resist llenudatiou better than the greenish
clay, so that they project slightly from the face of tne bln.{l'.
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landiug. The beds numbered 2 to 4, inclusi,,e, together with about forty
feet of the lower strata of No.1, are seen on the top of the bluff, along
tlw road leading up the hill, and they directly overlie the beds exposed
in the river bluff. Nos. 2 to 6, inclusive, represent the Wood's Bluff
series.
From the section~ represented on Plates XV and XVI it will be seen
that the Wood's Bluff marl lies embedded in a great thickness of clays
and clayey sands, a circumstance which has an important bearing upon
its economic value. Tl1e disintegration of the clays produces heavy
clay soils, which are thoroughly marled by the Wood's Bluff beds,
and. they form in consequence some of the most prodncti ve aml lasting
soils of the ·:rertiary gr.oup. We have as instances the lwavy, calcareous, clay soils which occupy a broad belt nortil of Butler, in Choctaw
County; the productive soils of parts of the Tallahatta and Bas hi Creeks
region; the clay hill soils of the eastern part of Clarke anu the western part of Wilcox Counties, between Choctaw Corner and Lower Peach
Tree; tlle celebrated Flat Creek lands of Monroe County, &c. Some
descriptions of these soils, with analyses, were presented in the Report
of the Geological Survey of Alabama for 1881-'82.
(3)

THE BELL'S LANDING SERIES.

(PLATE XVI, l!'IGS.
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159.)

This series includes two important fossiliferous beds, separated
by about twenty-five feet of gray, sandy clays. Between the liguite,
which forms the base of the preceding division, and tile upper marl of
this series there are some forty feet of reddish sands and laminated, gray,
sandy clays, and below the lower marl about sixty feet of sandy clays
of the prevailing gray color, rather massive in tile lower part. About
fifty feet below the lower of the two marl beds, and ten feet above the
base of tllis series, there is a third small greensand bed one foot or less
in thickness containing fossils. The entire series comprises about one
hundred and forty feet of strata, which, as a whole, are gray, sandy clays,
becoming more and more massive toward the base, while they are more
thinly laminated and more mixed with sands near the summit of the section. The strata which lie between the Wood's Bluff marl and the uppermost of tl.Iis series are about sixty feet of sandy clays, containing
several thin seams oflignite, all of which are exhibited in direct superposition at Yellow Bluff, and have been placed, as above shown, with the
Wood's Bluff' series. The upper marl bed, which is the Bell's Landiug
marl bed proper, is some ten feet thick, contains greensand, and indurates
into bowlders, fine examples of which are to be seen at the base of the
bluff at Bell's Landing. This marl is characterized above all others in
the Tertiary of Alabama by containing gigantic specimens of shells
which at other localities are of moderate size. The lower bed, known as
the Gregg's Landing marl from its occurrence at the landing of that
name, is four or five feet in thickness and is of clayey material. It has
a peculiar group of fossils.
(198)
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The· fossil bearing beds of this series are best exposed along the
banks of the Alabama River at Bell'~:~ Landing, Gregg's Landing, Peebles's Landing, Lower Peach Tree, aud Yellow Bluff; and on the Tomhigbee at Tuscahoma, Turner's Ferry, near the mouth of Shuquabowa
Creek, and at Barney's Upper Landing. The exposures on the Alabama are much more satisfactory.
Unlike the Wood's Bluff marl, the marls of this series make compara·
tively little show inland from the rivers and exercise little, if any, influence upon either the soils or the topography of the country in which
they come to the surface, I am not certain that either the Bell's Landing marl or the Gregg's Landing marl has been identified at any distance from the rivers, while the Wood's Bluff marl can be followed with
ease from the Mississippi line as far eastward as we have been.
The following sections illustrate the occurrences of the Bell's Landing beds along the two rivers :
(a) Section at Bell's Landing, Alabama River.

(Plate XVI, Fig. 2, p. 159.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Yellowish red, cross bedded sands .......................................• 15 feet.
Lignite ....................•.........................•............ about 2 feet.
Laminated, sandy clays, with .a few large, bowlder-like concretions ...... 10 feet.
Yellow, stratified sanus alternating with gray, sandy clays ............... 15 feet.
Gray, sandy clays ....••... _•....•••..................••.•............... 15 feet.
Greensand marl forming large concretionary bowlders and holding gigantic specimens of Rostellaria t1·inodijera, Tw·binella pyruloides Con., Fusus pagodifonnis
Heilpr., Voluta Newcombiana Whitfield, &c. The bowlder~ cover all the lower
part of the slope below the landing. The marl beds ......... about 6 to 10 feet.
7. Dark gray, laminated, sandy clays, black when wet, butlightgraywhendry .. 25fect.
8. Bluish green, sandy clay marl ....... - .•........... . ................•. 1 to 2 feet.
9. Dark gray, sandy clay to water level .................................... .4 feet.

Above Bell's Landing the strata of this series are exposed along the
river as far as Yellow Bluff, and the most. important localities are given
below.
(b) Section at Gregg's Landing, Alaba-m a River.

(Plate XVI, Fig. 4, p. 159.)

1. Greensand marl with concretionary bowlders, the same as No. 6 at Bell's Landing ..........••..•........................•.........•...•...•.......•• . . fi feet.
2. Gray, sandy clays .................................................. 20 to 25 feet.
3. Dark gray or bluish, sandy clay or clayey sanc1 containing well preserved fossils,
many of which are peculiar, and some identica.l with those at Wood's Bluff, such
as Py1'Ula rnttltangulata Heilpr. and Fnsns subscalctrinns Heilpr. This bed has an
indurated ledge of variable t"!Iickness at tho base autl is in all ... about 4 to5 feet.
4. Laminated, sandy clays to the water level. ......................... a bon t 10 feet.

This bluff extends at least one mile down the river from the lauding,
and along this whole distance there have been landslides, and the two
marl beds have in consequence been thoroughly mixed up. In some
places the upper marl has slid down and completely covered the lower;
in other places the lower marl is in its proper position, but the upper
has slipped down below it; sometimes the two are in direct eon tact, the
upper above; but in all cases a careful inspection of the original bluff
(1D9)
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a short distance back from this river slope will reveal the true relative
position of the two beds. I am particular iu calling attention to these
circumstances because at many points these broken off parts of the
bluff appear to be :m place, and where the two beds, apparently in place,
are thus brought i.'lto contact or their relative positions are reversed
the commingling of the two sets of fossils would lead the incautious observer far astray.
The next exposure is about a mile below Lower Peach Tree, at Peebles'~
Landing.
(c) Section at Peebles's Landing, Alabama River.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(Plate XVI, Fig. 3,p. 159.)

Yello·w- sands-------·----··---- .................. ---· .... ---- .... ---· .... 1 foot.
Lignite and lignitic clay ....................... -----· ...•..••..•••. about 2 feet.
Reddish, laminated sands ................................................ 10 feet.
Dark gray clays and sands interstratified ........................ --~· .... 30 feet.
Greensand marl, No. 6 of Bell's Landing section ....•.......•....••...•.... 8 feet.
Dark gray clays and sands variously interstratified .......•...• _..•..•••. 25 fee.t .
D~trk bluish gray, clay marl, Gregg's Landing ...•...•...••....•..••...... 2 feet.
Dark gray sandy clays extending to the foot of hill, 20 feet above the river
level ............................................................ about 14 feet.

The next locality is Lower Peach Tree, where we have a repetition of
the above section, together with beds extending some 45 to 50 feet
lower.
(d) Section at Lowm· Peach Tree, Alaba1na River.

(Plate XVI, Fig. 5, p. 159.)

1. Sandy, laminated clays at the top of the bluff ...................... about 10 feet.
2. Greensand marl containing tlle characteristic fossils of the upper bed at Bell's
Landing ........................................................... 8 to 10 feet.
3. Sandy, laminated clays, of gray color, but with some reddish layers .. 20 to 25 feet.
4. Bluish, sandy, clay marl containing a number of pec11liar fossils. To this bed we
have given the name of Gregg's Landing Mc~rl, as it is seen at Gregg's Landing better than elsewhere ........................................................ 5 feet.
5. Sandy clays of prevailing gray color, varying in degree of sandiness and coarseness oflamination, without fossils so far as we could discover ............ 50 feet.
6. Coarse grainecl greensand marl, indurating into bowlders in places, containing
some fossils, which are also in the bed No.4, above ....................... 1 foot.
7. Gray, sandy clays to water level. ......................................... 10 feet.

The last exposure of the beds of this series up the Alabama River is
seen at Yellow Bluff, the section of which has already been given
(Plate XVI, Fig. 1).
The exposures at Lower Peach Tree and at Yellow Blufl', in part overlapping, give us a continuous seetion of some 250 feet, and the two,
taken with the exposures at Wood's Bluff, Davis's Bluff, White Bluff,
and Hatchetigbee, all of which overlap in some parts, afford a series
which is without a break from the base of the Buhrstone down 390 to
400 feet. It would be impossible to find anything more satisfactory for
making out the stratigraphy of this part of the Tertiary group.
On comparison of all these sections it will be seen that the Bell's Landing marl, at Bell's Landing, is about 30 feet above the river level; at
Gregg's Landing, about 40 feet; at Peebles's Landing, about 60 feet;
(200)
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at Lower Pea_ch Tree, 85 feet or more; while at Yellow Bluff it is only
auout 7 feet above the river level. The beds rise with tolerauly uniform inclination (40 feet to the mile) up to the Lower Peach Tree, and
then sink rapidly, Lower Peach Tree. being about on the summit of
the anticlinal or roll. As a consequence of this undulation the beds
involved are spread in a north and south direction over a much greater
extent of surface than is usually the case where the average dip is uniformly southward some 30 or 40 feet to the mile. This roll in the strata
may be traced from Choctaw County to Monroe County, but seems to
be most pronounced in the lower part of Marengo County and the upp6r
part of Ularke County. In the southern part of Wilcox County and
the northern part of Monroe County the undulation involves iu general
a lower series of rocks, to be mentioned presently.
On the Tombigbee River the strata between the Wood's Bluff marl
and the Bell's Landing marl at Tuscahoma are not well exposed, and
it would have been impossible to get any clear understanding of the
stratigraphy from the bluffs of that rhrer alone. It is fortunate that
the section, here so faulty, is so complete and satisfactory on the Alabama River.
The few localities where Tertiary strata make the banks of the river,
from \;v-ood's Bluff up to Tuscahoma, are given below.
Across a narrow neck of land from Wood's Bluff at Cade's Bend, the
Wood's Bluff marl is again seen in the river bluff.
At the mouth of Basbi Creek, as above shown (see Plate XVI, Fig.
7, p. 159), the lower strata of the marl, as well as two of the underlying
lignites, are exposed.
Two others of these lignites are seen a little higher up the river? at
Pickens's Landing, where we.have the following section:
(e) Section at Pickens's Landing, Tombigbee River.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gray, laminated, sandy clays ............................................ 10 feet.
Lignite ...•.....•...•..............•....•........••......•....... 12 to 18 inches.
Bluish, clayey sands with yellowish division planes .................... 6 to 8 feet.
Lignite .................................................................. 2 feet.
Gray, sandy clays to water level. ..................................... 1 to 2 feet.

The beds are undulating and in some places show a dip towards the
northwest, but the general dip of the surrounding strata is southwest.
Above Pickens's Landing gray, sandy clays are ~hown in the river
banks at Magnolia Landing and one or two other points; but these
clays contain no fossils, so far as our observations went. The Pickens's
Landing Iig·nites are found in the hills about the headwaters of Horse
Creek and elsewhere in the lower part of Marengo Connty.
At Tuscahoma we have the first considerable bluff above Wood's
Bluff. In the section below given we include not only the strata actually appearing in the bluff at the landing, but also those which make
the bank for half a mile or more down the river. This section, as will
be seen, is about the equiYalent of that at Yellow Bluff on the Alabama.
Bull. 43-4
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(f) Section at Tnscahoma, Tombigbee Rivm-.

(Plate XVI, Fig. 6, p. 159.)

1. Indurated sands, with a line of bowlders at the base. This stratum is eight to ten
feet thick at the warehouse, but down the river it thickens to twenty feet or more,
and a second line of ferruginous, indurated bowlders appears about ten feet above
the first. The strata above this upper string of bowltlers are more distinctly
laminated and interbedded with thin sheets of clay. This is most clearly shown
about six to eight feet above the upper line of bowlders. Taken all together
there are ..........•..•..••..••...••............................. about 30 feet.
2. Light bluish gray, sandy clays, which are somewhat striped with harder projecting seams .....•..••..•....•.•.•• . .•••••..•...................· .... 35 to 40 feet.
3. Sandy marl, containing the Bell's Landing fossils, but in badly preserved condi.tion ...•...••••.......•••......•.......••...•••...............••••...... 2 feet.
4. Dark blue, massive clay ................................................ 3 to 4 feet.
5. Thin streak of greensand, with Venericardia planicosta and other Bell's Landing
fossils to water level .•.••.................•....•.•............ 6 inches or more.

About half a mile below the landing· there is a low blufl:' capped by
the upper string of bowlders above mentioned, which form a little terrace forty or fifty feet wide, the farther limit of which is made by
another low bluff of second bottom deposits.
The lignite which occurs about thirty-five to forty feet above the marl
bed at Yellow Bluff :a,nd at Bell's Landing was not observed at Tuscahorna~ those parts of the bluff where it would be looked for being badly
weathered.
The massive clay, No.4, which separates the two parts of the marl bed,
is everywhere perforated by pholas, and in most of the perforations their
shells are still to be found. Mr. T. H. Aldrich, who made this observation, also saw these shells in the clay which occurs below the lower marl
bed at Bell's Landing.
·
The Tuscahoma (Bell's Landing) marl, with its accompanying beds,
may be followed up the river without essential interruption to Barney's
Upper Landing, as shown in the following sections (l'late XVI, Fig. 6,
p. ~59):
(g) Section at Ttwner's Fm·ry, Tombigbee

Rive~· .

1. Indurated sands, No. 2 of the Tuscahoma section ......................... ·.. 5 feet.
2. Marl with badly preserved shells .....••.•.......•...••••...•.••....... 3 to 4 feet.
3. Bluish clay, becoming sandy below .......•.....•.•••••....•.. 3 to 4 feet or more.

From Turner's Ferry these beds rise; going up stream, and
mouth of Shuquabowa Creek they give the following section:
(h) Section at rnmah of Shuquabowa Creelc, Tornbigbee River.
1, Greensand marls . . . • . •••..........•....••••...•...•.....•••......... 3 to 4 feet.

2. Dark bluish black, massive clay ........................................... 2 feet.
3. Hard sands, passing into sandy clay below ................................. 5 feet.
4. Light colored, nearly white, cross bedded sands, about 3 feet, with 3 to 4 feet below
it of sands with clay partings, in all ................................. 6 to 8 feet.

Above this place the strata sink towards the north, and at Barney's
Upper Landing only three feet of the beds immediately below the marl
are above the water, as seen below.
(202)
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(i) Section at Barney's Upper Landing, Tombigbee Rivet·.

1. Laminated, sandy clays, striped wi.th somewhat harder and more clayey seams,
in all .................. __ ...•••... __ ......... _... ____ ... _..... _... 15 to 20 feet.
2. Sandy, fossiliferous bed, with greensand in the lower parts, more clayey above.
The fossils in this bed are badly preserved, as was the case also at Tuscahoma,
Turner's Ferry, &c., but are the characteristic Bell's Landing forms ...... 5 feet.
3. Dark bluish to gra.y clays to water level. ..................... -----· ....... 3 feet.

From Barney's Upper I.~anding to the mouth of Horse Creek no Tertitial.f strata appear on the river banks, but just above that point the
river bank is formed by dark gray, clayey sands or sandy clays, which
continue up to Williams's Gin, where they overlie the first of the beds
containing Gryphcea thirsaJ Gabb, and in consequence may be better
classed with the next section.
(4)

THE NANAFALIA SERIES, INCLUDING THE COAL BLUFF LIGNITE.

The series of strata to which the Nanafalia rnarlllas given the name,
broadly considered, is susceptil>le of threefold division upon the basis
of lithological and paleontological characters, viz :
First. Forty feet or more of indurated, gray clays and sandy clays, in ·
part glauconitic and rather closely resembling some of the materials
of the Buhrstone. Near the base of this first division there are hard,
sandy clays filled with shell casts, chief among which are Turritellas
and Cytl1ereas.
Second: Seventy-five to eighty feet of yellow and reddish and whitish sands, alternating witll greensand beds, lJigllly fossiliferous. The
characteristic slJell in botll the sands aml the greens ands is Gryphcea
thirsm Gabb. In the upper fifty or sixty feet of this division tllis shell
is found either in thin greensand beds or sparingly distributed through
the other sands. In tlle lower twenty feet tllere are thick greensand
beds literally packed with these shells. The greater part of the exposnre atNanafalia Landing consists of greensand beds filled with Gryphcea thirsw and other forms, the first named making perhaps 90 per
cent. of the whole.
Third. Below the Gryphcea thirsce beds follow some eighty feet or more
of sandy clays and sands, variously interstratified, cross bedded sands
passing near the base of the division into greensands which overlie a
bed of lignite var,ying from four to seven feet in thickness.
It is easily possible to obtain overlapping sections which embrace the
whole series of about two hundred feet; thus in the bluff at Gullette's
Landing, on the Alabama River, nearly the whole of the two upper
divisions are represented, while on Pursley Creek, a few miles eastward,
the lower part of the second division and the whole of the third are
shown in direct coHtact, the whole series being thus represented at two
localities.
Between the heavy bedded, sandy clays exposed at the base of the
Lower Peach Tree Bluff and those which are seen at the top of the
bluff at Gullette's Landing there is a series of glauconitic clays and
(203)
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clayey sands which have a tendency to harden into pretty firm rocks,
having a striking resemblance to some of the materials of the Buhrstone
formation, but which are readily distinguished from the latter by one
familiar with both of them. These rocks are shown in the hills which
rise immediately back of Gullette's Landing and Black'8 Bluff (Alabama
River) to the height of two hundred and fifty to three hundred feet
above the river level, and they are seen again in the Grampian Hills of
"\Vilcox County. We have not as yet been able to connect the beds at
Lower Peach Tree with those at Gullette's Landing by au overlapping
section which includes a part of each, and there is therefore a little uncertainty as to the precise thickness of these beds, though none as to
their quality. There is very little doubt that the lower beds of the Lower
Peach Tree Bluff are exposed in the hills back of Gullette's Landing and
Black's Blufl', but, as already said, this identity is not absolutely made
out. The uncertainty, however, cannot concern more than twenty or
thirty feet of strata, if so much. Still, it is much to be regretted that
even this slight hiatus exists, since from the top of the White Limestone
• down to this point every foot of the strata bas been exhibited. iu overlapping sections, so that there is not the slightest room for doubt as to
their relative position or thickness, nor is there the slightest room for
doubt as to relative position here, but only as to exact thickness.
Before giving the section at Gullette's Bluff Lan<ling, some notes concerning the indurated clays and sands that immediately overlie the rocks
at the last named locality, and which are seen in the Grampian Hills,
will serve to bring out their peculiarities, especially the points of resemblance between them and certain of the materials of the Buhrstone.
About three miles south of Camden, in the Grampian Hills, we find
the following:
(a) Section in Grarnpian Hills, No. 1.

1. Light-colored, argillaceons, saud rock, containing casts of Cytherea, Tttr1•itella, Volnta, &c. This passes below into a clayey stratum, which in turn is underlaid
by a hard, sandy rock containing many shell casts, particularly of TU1Titella Martoni Con ............... - ...............................•.••...•••..••••.. 5 feet.
2. Gray, clayey beds, breaking into small angular bits .........•••••...•..•••. 5 feet.
3. Ledge of glauconitic, clay rock, sandier below and breaking by joints into large
cuboidal blocks of tolerably hard sandstone, containing ijJlso a great number of
shell. casts .......................... - ................................... 2 feet,
4. Gray clays resembling those of the Bnhrstoue, but softer and crumbling more
easily ............................... - .............•...•.•..... _....... 15 feet..
5 Glauconitic sands, indurated, :filled with casts of Gryphcea thiTsce (first of the
Gr yph wa thiTsce beds) ...........•.••.....•...•••.•••••••••••••••.••.•.... 2 feet.
6. Greensand beds, with perfect shells of Gryphrea thirsre . .••••...•....... 7 to 8 feet.
7. Dark gray clays ...........••••..........•.•.•.........••............ 2 to 3feet.
8. Yellowish, calcareous sands, with Gryphrea thirsre, Flabellurn, Venerioardia planioosta, &c ...... _•••......••...•.......••••............... , .......... 4 to 5 feet.
9. Bed of Gryphrea shells ...•.••...........•........ ~ .•............•.......... 1 foot.
10. Yellowish, calcareous sands, with concretionary bowlders, containing GryphC13a
thi1·sre and casts of other shells ....................................... 6 to 8 feet.

llalf a mile farther south, other beds overlying No. 1 of the above
are seen, as shown below.
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(b) Section in Gmrnpian Hills, No.2.
Whitish, sandy rock, indurated, containing shell casts ...•••...•. --· .••••. 1 foot.
Whitish clay rock ....•••........................ --·--· ...••.•••• ---· .... 1 foot.
Hard ledge of sandy rock, with casts ofTurriteHa, Cytherea, &c .......... 2 feet.
Gray clays, indurated, and greatly resembling some of the Buhrstone clays,
10 to 15 feet.
Ledge of indurated glauconitic clay, the lower 12 or 18 inches of whicp. are sandier
and filled with shell cast,s, mostly of Ttt1Titella Mol'toni Con., same as No. 1 of
preceding section .••••....•..................•...••••............ _3 to 4 feet
Gray, crumbling clays, with indurated ledge of hard, glauconitic clay in center .... _.••••••...•...•..... __ ..........•.•.... _•.. _. __ ............... 6 feet.
Hard ledge of glauconitic clay or sandstone breaking by joints into large cuboidal
blocks .............. ---· .•••.... ____ ...........••...•........ 4 feet or more.
Laminated gray clays resembling those of the Buhrstone, breaking up into Emall
bits ...•.. _....•...•.....•...•......•••...•....•... ~ ..••... _.. __ ..... 12 feet,
Glauconitic sands, indurated, containing casts of Gryphcea thirsce in the upper part
and perfect shells of the same in the lower part ........................ 1 foot.
Greensand, with occasional shells of Gryphcea thitsce .. ..................... 5 feet.
Yellowish sand filled with shells of Gryphcea thirsce ... .................... 1 foot.
Laminated, yellowish sands, with a few shells of Gt·ypltcea thirsce ..••.••.•. 4 feet.

The relations between these two sections and the others which exhibit the same strata are more clearly seen in Plate XVII, Fig. 2, p.
163, which is a representation of the two precerling profiles combined.
The G_rampian Hills extend westward to the river at the Lookout,
which is a cliff reaching fully 275 feet above the river level. This cliff
is half a mile or more above Gullette's Landing, and in its lower half
the beds which make the bluff at Gullette's Landing ar:e exposed by a
landslide in a perpendicular section of nearly 150 feet. Above this a
very steep, almost precipitous hill rises 125 feet higher. In this upper
part of the hill the rocks are not clearly exposed, but they consist of
gray, laminated clays, interstratified with heavy bedded, massive clays,
~uch as are seen in the lower part of the Lower Peach Tree Bluff, with
which they are probably, in part at least, identical. No fossils were
discovered in these clays, which include in places indurated bowlders
of calcareous sand. In the lower part of the hill, hard, glauconitic,
sandy clays with shell casts are abundant and correspond in position,
as well as in other respects, to those represented in the upper members
of the two preceding sections.
At Gullette's Landing a cut has been made for the cotton slide and
tramway down to the river level through the strata of the bluff, which
are thus very clearly exposed almost as if in a vertical wall.
(Plate XVII, Fig. 1,p. 163.)
Drift and loam ..• - •............ _ . __ . _..... _•.. _.. _...•• _... __ ••.•.••... 10 feet.
Indurated, glauconitic clay, forming ledge _ . _...... __ ..... _.... _..... ___ . 3 feet.
Gray, sandy clays, thinly laminated and heavy bedded alternating...... 12 feet.
Glauconitic saud, very green in places................. _... _.... __ ... _. _.. 2 feet.
Gray and sandy clays, like No.3 ........................ -··--· .......... 20 feet.
Glauconitic. sandy ledge, fossiliferous (the ji1·st of the G1·yphcea thi1·sce beds) __ 3 feet.
Compact; yellowish sands holding Gryphcea thirsce, and forming a vertical cliff,
capped with an indurated ledge a foot in thickness ...................... 13 feet.
(c) Section at Gullette's Landing, Alabama River.

1.
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8. Indurated sandy ledge .... _...••••. _•••......•••....• _... _••...••.•. _.. _. 2 feet.
9. White, ci·oss bedded sands .• ___ . _.......• _...••••..... _................. 12 feet.
10. Bluish sands, forming a vertical cliff. These contain numbers of Grypllcea thirsre /
and have an indmated ledge in the midst of the bed, and one at the bottom .........••.........................••. __ ........ _.. __ ... _. _...... _.. 20 feet.
11. Bluish, clayey sands containing a few GJ·yphcea. ___ . _•••. ___ ...•. _..••••. 10 feet.
12. Sands containing Gryphcea thi1·sce, traversed by several indurated projecting
ledges; materials are of darker color and more clayey below to water 1evel..20feet.

At Black's Bluff, Alabama River, about a mile or less below Gullette's Landing, there is a similar section, which, however, is not &J
clearly exposed. Above the warehouse at this landing, the strata are
the same as those at the top of the bluff at Gullette's Landing, but
there have been many landslides, by which the relative thickness and
positions of the beds here are obscured. Between these two places
the river flows approximately along the strike of the strata, wltich,
however, do not lie horizontal, but show one or two undulations with
twenty or thirty feet wave height.
The actual contact of the strata of the Bell's L::tnding and the N anafalia series fails to appear in the bluff.::; of the Tornbigbee River also, as
maybe seen in what follows. From Barney's Upper Landing, described
in the preceding sectiou, up to the mouth of Horse Creek, no Tertiary
beds appear in the river banks. Just above the mouth of this creek
grayish, sandy clays occur similar to those which make up the lower 50
feet of the Lower Peach Tree Bluff, and these clays may be traced
foot by foot up the river or northward to Williams's Gin, half a mile or
so below Gay's Landing, where they are seen overlying the first of the
beds holding Gryphcca thirscc. A section of these strata is given below.
(See Plate XVII, Fig. 4, p. 163.)
The grayish, sandy clays which overlie these Gryph rna beds are un·
doubtedly the same as those at Lower Peach Tree, but here also the
exact thickness cannot be measured because of their failure to appear
in the banks of the river. Still, unless in this short distance of less
than a mile there is a fault or a very violent, decided change in the dip
of the strata, the thickness of the beds not exposed on the river cannot
be much more than :fift-.y feet, if so much.
The strata exposed at WHliams's Gin and along the river for half a
mHe up to Gay's Landing are as fo1lows (see Plate XVII, Fig. 4, p. 1G3):
(d) Sect,i on j1·om Williams's Gin to Gay's Landing, Tombigbee Rive1·.

1. Gray, sandy clays, thin bedded, reddish on joint planes, passing below into an
indurated ledge of lighter color ............ ------ ....................... 8 feet.
About 20 feet more of similar sandy clays appear in the banks of the river,
between the month of Horse Creek and 'Williams's Gin, as above mentioned,
making the whole thickness actually exposed on this river, between the top of the
Gryphma beds and the bottom of the Bell's Landing marl at Barney's Upper Landing, about thil~ty feet. 1
1 In bed No. 1above I found a specimen of Voluta Newcombiana Whitfield, which
heretofore was seen only in the Bell's _Landing marl bed and which seemed to be
characteristic of it.- E. A. S.
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Indurated, glauconitic bed, with Grlfphwa thirsce .......................... 2 feet.
Dark blue, nearly black, jointed clays, with thin, hard ledges .............. 6 feet.
Indurated, sandy, fossiliferonf:! bed, with a few Gryphcea and otlwr forms.2 to 3 feet.
Bluish black clays, with ferruginous concretions at base ...•.....•......... 3 feet.
Greensand bed, with GryphctJa thi1·sce to water ....•..••••...•.•.•.......... 3 feet.

Above Gay's Landing there is a long stretch of several miles irr which
no Tertiary rocks show on the river banks; but at Lott's Ferry the
Gryphrea beds make their appearance again and may be followed thence
without material interruption to Eureka Landing and to Nanafalia, a
distance in all of perhaps two miles.
These exposures exhibit the following details:
(e) Section at Lott's Ferry, Tombigbee River.

(Plate XVII, Fig. 4, p. 163.)

1. Dark gray, nearly black, sandy clay, weathering light gray, containing a few

fossils ..••..•...•••........•....•........................................ 5 feet.
2. ·Indurated, sandy marl, containing G1·yphcea in places. This bed varies, being in
part a cross bedded sand devoid of fossils ................................ 3 feet.
3. Dark, sandy clays, with a few very badly preserved fossils ..... _...... 2 to 3 feet.
4. Glauconitic, sandy beds, with G1·yphcea thi1·sre. This bed is only a few feet thick
at Lott's Ferry, but just above shows ............................. 20 to 30 feet.

All the Tertiary beds about Lott's Ferry exhibit decided undulations.
Bed No.4 of the preceding section sinks entirely below the water and
rises again 20 feet or more abo,'e it within the distance of a few hundred yards. All these beds probably overlie the section at Nanafalia
below given.
At Eureka Landing there are some 20 to 25 feet of a glauconitic,
sandy marl (probably the same as part of the npper bed at Nanafalia)
filled with Gryphcea thirsce, associated with very few other forms. This
makes a tolerably :firm rock, which appears in vertical bluffs, usually
capped by hard ledges of the same material, and these ledges are mostly
strongly phoRphatic. 1
At Nanafalia we have the lowermost of the Grypbrea beds, as shown
in the following section :
(f) Section at Nanafalia Landing, Tombigbee River.

(Plate XVII, Fig. 4, p. 163.)

1. Greensand marl, highly fossiliferous, containing chiefly Gryphrea thirsre Gabb, but
holding also Turritclla Mm·toni Con., Flabellwrn, and a few other fossils. This
marl make~ a tolerably firm rock, with a line of indurated, projecting bowlderlike masses 12 to 18 inches thick of nearly similar material along the whole
length of the bluff and near the middle of the bed .........•.•.... about 20 feet.
2. Dark blue, almost black, laminated clay, devoid of fossils, but passing below grad·
ually into a bluish marl .......... ---·---· ..... ---------- .... -- ...... 3 to 4 feet.
3. Bluish greensand marl, with a few shells in the upper 3 or 4 feet, but more highly
fossiliferous below. This bed contains a great variety of beautifully preserved
and easily detached fossils. The fossils can be collected only during very low
stages of the water ............ -----·------ ........................ 8 to 10 feet.
1 Specimens of the indurated ledges of the G1·yphrea thirsre beds from Nanafalia and
Eureka Landing, collected in 1884 by Mr. Langdon, prove to be very decidedly phosphatic; one of the specimens analyzed quantitatively contained 6.7 per cent. of
phosphoric acid.
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The view (Plate VIII) shows clearly the greensand No. 1, with its
line of indurated bowlders along the center. The large rocks in foreground are part of this indurated marl.
The Nanafalia marl, like that of Wood's Bluff, is one of our most im-/
portant geological landmarks, both because of its tendency to form
by induration tolerably firm and weather resisting rocks and because
of the influence which it exerts upon the soils. If there were any doubt
as to the agricultural value of either the Wood's Bluff or the Nanafalia
marls, it would be dispelled by an inspection of the fertile, naturally
marled soils produced where these beds come to· the surface across the
country.
About 60 feet below the lowermost of the beds containing Gryphrea
thirsm, above described, tllere is an important bed of lignite, which shows
a thickness of 4 feet at Coal Bluff, on the Alabama River, and of 7 feet
at Landrum's Creek, in Marengo County, near Nanafalia Landing. This
lignite appears also at many localities in Marengo and Wilcox Counties,
e. g., near Shiloll, Magnolia, Hampden, &c., always in connection with
the Grypllma beds, the latter on the summits of the hills, the former
60 feet below in the branches; and, as the Gryph rna marl usually produces very characteristic limy soils, it is not difficult to trace it, as well
as the lignite, across the country.
Between the Gryphma beds and the lignite, the strata are clliefly
sands, mostly glauconitic, alternating with sandy clays of grayish colors.
The greensands when weathered appear as yellowish or ferruginous
sands, and this is the prevailing color upon the hills, while some shade
of green or blue characterizes them near the drainage level, where oxidation is less complete. None of these beds are seen on the immediate
banks of the Tombigbee River, and only about 30 feet immediately
overlying the lignite occur on the banks of the Al~bama; but they may
all be seen in direct surJerposition in the hills which border Pursley
Creek on the south, where they are laid bare by the road leading from
Black's Bluff to Camden.
This section is complete, as may be seen below.
(g) Section on Pursley C1'eek, Wilcox County.

(Plate XVII, Fig. 3, p. 163.)

1. Drift and loam and other beds, much weathered and not further particularized ...••.........•••...........•.....•••......................... 10 to 15 feet.
2. Dark colored, crumbling clays ............................................ 5 feet.
3. Sands containing (}1-yphcea thi1·sce and ·a few other fossils ..........••....... 5 feet.
4. Thin bedded sands and sandy clays, partly glauconitic, with a few obscure
fossils ...............••..........•........•....................... 15 to 20 feet.
5. Yellowish gray, cross bedded sands, with concretionary bowlders of the same material. These sands hold alf!o atintervalslenticularsheetsofgray clay .25 to 30feet.
6. Interstratified sands and clays, of grayish color with a shade of yellow, rathertbju
bedded -.- ••.....•............................••••.............•.. 10 to 15 feet.
7. Gray, sandy clays, exposed in the immediate banks of Pnrsley Creek below the
bridge .........••............... - ..................•• _...•..•••••••• 6 to 8 feet.
8. Lignitic clay, thickness not determined.
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Along the Alabama River no Tertiary strata are to be set3n from near
Gullette's Bluff to the mouth of Pursley Greek. Just above the last
named point, however, there is a continuous exposure of these strata up
to Coal Bluff, as shown in the following :
(71) Section between rnmtth of Pu1·sley Cl'eek and Coal Bluff.

(Plate XVII, Fig. 1, p. 163,)

1. Greensand at mouth of Pursley Creek ....•...•••..•••..•..••...........•. 5 feet.
2. Sands, with an indurated ledge one foot thick at top ......••••....••...•... 3 feet.
3. Laminated, clayey sands, with a hard projecting ledge at top and one or two lower
ones ..••••. __ ••................................•.••...•••....•.......... 6 feet.
4. Indurated greensand, forming a ledge ...•...••••.........••••....•........ 3 feet.
5. Greensand of softer texture, easily washed out by the waters and forming shallow caves below the preceding ....................................... - .. 5 feet.
6. Greensand of firm texture, with a bed of brownish sand one foot thick at the
base_ ...•.. _........ _..................••.... _....•••....•.••....••..•.. 8 feet.
7. Lignite of Coal Bluff ...•...•.•....••.•••••..••••..•••..•••••.••••••••••••. 4 feet.
8. Firm, sandy clays appearing just above the Coal Bluff Landing ..••••.••••• 10 feet.

These beds, as exposed on Landrum's Creek (Sec. 23, T. 14, R. 2 E.),
are as follows:
(i) Section on Landrum's Creek, Marengo County. (Plate XVII, Fig. 4, p. 163.)

1. Bluish green, micaceous sands .•••••..••••••.•••••••..••••..••..•••• 12 to 15 feet.
2. Lignite ...........•••••.•..•...•••...•••..•.•..••.••••....•••.•.•........ 7 feet.
3. Dark gray, sandy clay ........••••........•.•..••••....••...•••....••..... 2 feet.

The lignite here also is 60 feet, by barometric measurement, below
the lowermost of the Gryphma beds, which may be seen on all the hills
in the vicinity, where they produce limy soils of great fertility. In
most of these limy soils are embedded rounded or water worn fragments
of indurated marl.
In many places in Marengo County and elsewhere the greensands
overlying the lignite are thoroughly oxidized into a brown iron ore.
This may be seen near Magnolia, near Hampden, and near Dumas's
Store,
(5)

THE NAHEOLA AND MATTHEWS'S LANDING SERIES.

The strata which make up this series are mostly gray sandy clays
alternating with cross bedded sands, with a bed at the base of the section containing marine fossils, and consisting of glauconitic sands and
dark gray, nearly black, sandy clays. The thickness of these strata
varies from west to east, being 150 ·feet or more on the Tom bigbee
River, and not more than 125 or 130 at Oak Hill, in Wilcox County.
In 1883 we failed to establish the identity of the Naheola marl on the
Tombigbee with that of Matthews's Landing on the Alabama, for the
reason that at the former place the upper part of the marl is most conspicuous, and was the only part examined by us, whilf\ at Matthews's
the bluff is made up of the black or dark gray sandy clays which form
the lower part of the marl bed. In the summer of 1886 I made a reexamination of the exposures aloug the Tombigbee River, and found at
(209)
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Naheola the black, clayey marl, id~ntical both in material and in fossil
contents with that at Matthews's.
On the Tombigbee River there are no Tertiary rocks exposed in the
river blufl's between Nanafalia, which lies near the base of the preceding
section, and the mouth of Beaver Creek, a distance of about four miles.
With an assumed uniform dip of some 30 feet to the mile, this would
indicate a thickness of about 120 feet of strata. But from the undulations seen at Lott's Ferry (below Nanafalia) and elsewhere along this
river, it is known that the dip is not uniform, and the thickness of the
missing beds is probably less than the estimated 120 feet.
From the mouth of Beaver Creek to Naheola there is an almost continuous exposure of Tertiary rocks along the river bank, embracing
about 80 feet of strata, making, with the 120 feet estimated above, 200
feet intervening between the base of the Nanafalia marl and the top of
the N aheola marl. Of these 200 feet we know from exposures on
Landrum's Creek, in Marengo County, and on Pursley Creek, in vVilcox
County, the uppermost 60 feet (viz, from the base of the Nanafalia marl
down to the Coal Bluft'lignite), while at Oak Hill (see below) we have a
clear profile em bracing at least 130 feet immediately overlying the
Naheola marl. This would leave only about 10 feet of unknown beds at
the top of our N aheola section, and it is altogether probable that the
Pursley Creek and Oak Hill sections embrace the entire series.
The strata which make all the blufis between the month of Beaver
Creek and N aheola, as well as the upper part of the blufi' at the last
named place, consist, in descending or ier, of about 20 . feet of coarsegrained micaceous sands, with projecting, indurated bowlders of sandstone (no fossils observed), with thin clay partings at intervals; below
these, about 10 feet of strongly cross bedded sands, seen in the bluffs just
below Tompkinsville, aml underlying this to N aheola, laminated sandy
clays traversed by layers of lighter colored, sandier, and indurated
materials; no fossils observed. It is difficult to give a close estimate of
the thickness of these last named beds, but it is not less than 50 or GO
feet, and may be 80.
The section (see Plate XVIII, Fig. 3, p. 167) represents the succession
and quality of the beds along this stretch of the river.
The lowest of these gray sandy clays are seen at the top of the bluff
at Naheola, a few miles above Tompkinsville, where they are underlaid
by a marl, and black shaly clays at Naheola, as shown in the following
section:
Section at Naheola, Tombigbee Rivm·, Sec. 31, T. 15, R. 1 E. (Plate XVIII, Fig. 3, p. 161.)
1. Laminated, gray, sandy clays, with two or three indurated ledges eight to te1!

inches thick, of lighter colored, sandier materials ____ --···---·- ___ .18 to 20 feet.
2. Ledge of greensand, oxidized into a brown iron ore of irregular thickness,
3 to 6 inchel!l,
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3. Black, shaly, sandy clay .................................................. 3 feet.
4. Ledge like No. :l, of irregular thickness ........... _•.•..............•... 6 inches.
5. Greensand marl, the upper part indurated, forming a kind of limestone. Both
the indurated marl and the limonite, or oxiclizcd greensand above it, hold fossils, prominent among which are an .At·ca, a Venus, Pecttmcnlus Broderipii Lea,
TuTritella Mortoni Con., Cardita alticosta Con., and Venericardia 1·otnnda Lea,
.Rostellaria trinodifem, &c. All the fossils are badly preserved. Thickness of
bed .••..•••.........•...•............. ____ . _.•.........•.•.. _.... about 3 feet. 1
6. Black, slaty clay like that occurring on the river auove this point to Black
Bluff ..••.......•..•...••........ ------ .......•••••••.. _.....•.... 10 to 15 feet.

Half a mile or so below Nabeola,-just below Marengo Shoot, the marl
bed No.5 occurs at the water level, and at Kemp's Landing, a short distance above Naheola, the marl, with its overlying ferruginous concretions, is again seen.
On the Alabama River the Tertiary beds, corresponding to those just
described in the vicinity of Tompkinsville, occur between Coal Bluff
and Clifton, a distance, by the river, of 10 or 12 miles. On this river
there are many interruptions in the continuity of the Tertiary bluffs,
so that it would be impossible, from the exposures along the river alone,
to get any clear idea of the stratigraphy. All this, however, is made
good, as will be seen above, in the sections obtained at Oak Rill and
on Pine Barren Creek, in eastern Wilcox County.
The Tertiary beds make the bluffs of the Alabama River at a few
localities mentioned below and exhibited in Plate XVIII, Fig. 2, p. 167.
At Burford's Landing, NW. :! of Sec. 5, T. 11, R. 7 E., and just above
it in Sec. 32, T. 12~ R. 7 E., there are low bluffs of laminated and cross
bedded sands, alternating with thin seams of gray clay.
At Walnut Bluff, below the mouth of Turkey Creek, the banks are
of light colored, yellowish, cross bedded sands, and above Turkey Creek
a laminated, sandy clay like so much of the material occurring about
Tompkinsville. These clays are devoid of fossils and continue up to
Clifton, with very variable dip, the beds being sometimes horizontal,
sometimes strongly inclined (nearly one foot in ten), but the average
dip is much less, probably somewhere near one in two hundred. It
thus becomes very difficult to sum up the thickness of these sandy
clays, both because of variable dip and because the bluffs are not continuous.
At Clifton the bluff is 75 feet or more in height, the greater part of
the slope being of drift sands, &c., while the Tertiary clays at the base
of the hill are only about 10 feet in thickness.
1 During the summer of 1886 this bed was more closely examined than in 1883,
with the result of :finding in its lower part a great number of the characteristic Matthews's Landing fossils. Wherever this bed has been exposed to the weather it
crumbles down, liberating the shells exactly as at the last-namecllocality. In 1883
our attention was confined to the upper part of the Naheola becl, with its badly-preserved shells in a greensand matrix; and thus the identity of this bed with that at
Matthews's Landing was not so clearly seen.
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About one mile above Clifton, on the left bank of the river, there is
a low bluff of black clays, which extends about a mile up the river.
These clays have not been closely examined, but they appear quite sim·
ilar to those better seen higher up, at the mouth of Dickson's Creek,
where a bluish black, micaceous, sandy clay, holding many fineJy pre·
served fossil!!!, forms the right bank of the river. This is the same bed
as that which makes the top of the bluff at Matthews's Landing, a mile
or two higher up the river, where we get the following good section of
this important deposit:
(a) Section at Matthews's Landing, .Alabama River, northm·n part of Sec. 12, T. 12, R.
6 E. (Plate XVIII, Fig. 2, p. 167.)
1. Bluish or greenish black, micaceous, clayey sand, with finely preserved fossils, ,
very dark when weL, but becoming grayish blue on drying; crumbles upon
exposed slopes, liberating the fossils, which lie in the crumbs thus produced.
This is capped by an indurated, sandy, concretionary ledge. 1 The thickness
of the marl deposit is ....................................... about 5 to 6 feet.
2. Gray sands with a slightly yellowish cast, showing a great t endency to indurate
into lens-shaped bowlders, 1 to 2 feet thick and 3 to 4 feet wide. The sands
are also fossiliferous, but much less so than the preceding; the fossils are difficult to get out because of the hardness of the material ............. 3 to 4 feet .
._,, Bluish, micaceous, clayey sand, much like No.1, but not holding all of Hs characteristic fossils. Where this stratum lies exposed to the sun and weather upon
flat or nearly horizontal benches, it disintegrates, like No. 1, into crumbs, in
which the liberated fossils lie loosely, but where it forms vertical bluffs, it is
firm and compact and resembles black clay . •.. _...............•.... 7 to 8 feet.

This lowermost bed is sandy above and clayey below, and the material of the whole bluff might be better described as a bluish black,
sandy clay, divided into two parts by a bed of calcareous sand, which
reaches up into the upper clay bed and down into the lower by gradual
transition. The beds which compose this bluff are seen along the river
for a mile or more, and are approximately horizontal in position, since
the river in this part of its course runs in the direct.ion of the strike of
the beds.
The Matthews's Landing marl bed is seen eastward of the Alabama
River at very many places in Wilcox County, and it holds usually a
number of well-preserved fossils. Near Mr. Clarence Jones's, 7 miles
east of Camden, on the Allenton road, there are a good many exposures of this ·marl bed in the gullies, and we get a very fair section
of some 30 feet of the underlying rock. At Oak Hill and in Dale's
Branch (see below) we have other good outcrops of the marl. The
consideration of this fine section, which includes also the underlying .
beds down to the base of the Tertiary, we shall leave till after the de·
scription of the occurrences along the two rivers.
1 This is probably one of the glauconitic, concretion-forming sands which are so
characteristic of the marl of Naheola.
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(6) THE BLACK BLUFF SERIES.

This section has been named from its most characteristic exposure at
Black Bluff, on the Tombigbee River, in Sec. 12, T. 16, R. 1 W., in
Sumter County, which is as follows:
(a). Seqtion at Blaclc Blt~ff, Tornbigbee River.

(Plate XVIII, .Fig. 3, p. 167.)

1. Yellowish clay, which makes the basis of the Flatwoods, occupying top of
bluff_·----------- ........................................ about 20 to 25 feet.
2. Black, slaty clay, fossiliferous ...... . ...................... - ...... 40 feet.
3. Brownish shale or clay to water leveL..... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. • • . . . .. • • . 8 to 10 feet.

The black claJr, No. 2, contains marine fossils, the most prominent
among which are a little coral, an Area, fragments of the shells of a
large Nautilus, parts of crabs, &c.
The lower part of the bluff at this place is covered with singularly
shaped concretionary masses of limonite. The surfaces of these concretions are marked off' into rhomboidal plates, like the markings on
an alligator skin. The shales or black clays are strongly calcareous,
which accounts for the limy character of some of the soils derived from
them in Marengo and Wilcox Counties.
In Sumter County a bed of lignite is found near the summit of the
black clays, and just beneath the yellowish clays of the above section.
All the bluffs from Black Bluff down to Naheola, above described,
are composed of a black clay in most respects similar to No.2 of the
above section.
The fossiliferous bed of Black Bluff' may be seen at any of the exposures as far down the river as Griffin's Landing, 7 or 8 miles, nearly
along the strike of the ,strata. B~low Griffin's, down to Naheola, the
black ciay of the bluffs is quite hard and compact, breaking with
conchoidal fracture and resembling very closely the black shale of the
Devonian formation. No trace of a fossil could be detected in the black
clay along this long stretch of the river. At Lewis's Lower Landing,
Beckley's, Oakchia, Steiner's, Kemp's, and Naheola the clays are usually
covered with the singular limonite concretions remarked upon at Black
Bluff'.
The distance across the strike of the rocks, from Black Bluff to Naheola1 is about 7 or 8 miles, and through this distance the only Tertiary
rocks which appear on the river banks are black clays. Upon the assumption that the dip of these rocks is uniformly about 30 feet to the
mile, this would indicate a thickness of nearly :200 feet. But we have
seen above that undulations are not rare in the Tertiary rocks, so that
the actual thickness is probably very considerably less than 200 feet.
The Bladen Springs boring (Plate XXI, column 4, p. 183), shows, according to our interpretation of it, only about 100 fet't of black clays
above the Rotten Limestone, a:u.d a part of this may belong to the Ripley
group of the Cretaceous.
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As to the equivalence of this black clay group, there is no doubt that
it in part represents the Flatwoods group of Dr. Hilgard, because these
Flatwoods, so well developed in Mississippi, extend down into Sumter
County, in Alabama, and across it to the Tom bigbee, and thence across
Marengo to the Alabama, which they touch at Midway, a short distance
below Prairie Bluff. So far as I am aware, they have not been identified in Wilcox County, although the fossiliferous stratum of the Black
Bluff group is very characteristically developed across this county, as
may be seen from the sections still to be given.
These Black Bluff clays in Sumter and Marengo Counties contaiu
very little lime, and form Post-Oak Flatwoods with stiff clay soil, while
east of the Alabama River they become more and more ralcareous, and
form the basis of the prairies in 'Vilcox County and eastward. Even
in Marengo County the lower part of the Black Bluff clays is much more
calcareous than the upper, and we find a narrow belt of black prairie
land lying just north of the Post-Oak Flatwoods. This prairie soil
merges by almost imperceptible gradations into the genuine Flatwoods.
7.

THE MIDWAY SERIES.

Between Matthews's Landing, above described, and Midway there
are no Tertiary rocks exposed along the banks of the Alabama River.
The bluff at Mid way is half a mile or more in length, the dip of the
strata quite variable, but very considerable, in places as much as one
in thirty, and in some places the beds are nearly horizontal. At the
lower end of the bluff appear black clays similar to those at Matthews's
Landing or Black Bluff, a few feet only showing, and these apparently
without fossils. These clays overlie about 10 feet of light colored
argillaceous limestone, with pr~jecting hard ledges. This limestone
~ontains the large Nantilus (Enclimatoceras) which characterizes the
lowermost Tertiary beds about Pine Barren Creek below mentioned,
and it is no doubt identical with the Nautilus rock of eastern Wilcox.
This Nautilus rock has been recognized in that part of Wilcox County
lying west of the Alabama River, and it bas bPen traced thence across
Marengo County to Moscow, on the Tombigbee River. Southward of
the localities where it forms the surface appears always a strip of lJlack
prairie soils, derived from the disintegration of the calcareous clays
(of Black Bluff group), which immediately overlie the Nautilus limestone, and southward still of this prairie belt lies the belt of Post-Oak
Flatwoous, the soils of which come from the disintegration of the nollcalcareous clays of the Black Bluff group. The Flatwoods belt, as has
already been intimated, does not appear to extend beyond the Alabama
River towards the east, while the prairie belt attains to greater and
greater importance in that direction.
Mid way is some 4 miles down the river from Prairie Bluff, where
occul's the first outcrop of Cretaceous rocks on the Alabama.
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Between these two points there are none but comparatively recent
deposits along the river banks.
The position and character of the Tertiary rocks exposed at Mid way
may be seen on Plate XVIII, Fig. 2, p. 167.
THE OAK HILL~ AND PINE BARREN PROFILE.

This profile embraces the strata of the Naheola or ~fatthews's Landing, the Black Bluff, and the Mid way sections above described, and
gives us a continuous view of all the strata from just below the Coal
Bluff lignite down to and including the uppermost beds of the Cretaceous. Our three lowest sections of the Lignitic might with propriety
be classed together as the Oak Hill Pine Barren group.
About half a mile to three-quarters west of Oak Hill, in Sec. 16, T.
11, R. 10 E., in Wilcox County, the Allenton and Camden road descends
a long hill, where at least 150 feet of the Tertiary strata are laid bare.
(a)

Section nea1· Oak Hill, Wilcox County.

(Plate XVIII, p. 167.)

Red loam, pebbles, &c. of the Drift.
1. Cross bedded sands and thinly laminated clays, much decayed and difficult at
times to distinguish from the overlying red loa.m ..............• _••. 25 feet.
2. Gray, cross bedded sands, alternating with thin laminm of gray clay ; general
.a spect of the whole, gr~y ....................... ---- -----· -----· ...... 40 feet.
3. Bed of yellowish gray, cross bedded, and laminated sand .............. 18 inches.
4. Thinly bedded, gray clays, interstratified with thin ledges of cross bedded
sands .. -- •..•..•....•• - ...•••.••......•• - ••. - .•• - . - .•...... __ ... _. _.. 30 feet.
5. Sands 1 foot, clays 1 foot, sands 1 foot ................... ·-··------ ...... 3 feet.
6. Gray clays, interstratified with cross bedded sands.-.- •• -_- ..... _...... _. 6 feet.
7. Gray, cross bedded sands with very little clay . -.......... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 feet.
8. Gray clay breaking up into cuboidal blocks, iuterstratified with sandy
ledges ....•...••.•...••......... - •....•.••••.......... _•.........••.. 15 feet.
9. Black to gray micaceous sands, with the fossils of Matthews's Landing ..... 7 feet.
'fhis bed is darker at top and lighter colored at bottom. In Dale's Branch, close
by, the same bed occurs with glauconite in part of it. It is quite possible that
part of this bed may be identical with the Naheola marl. At other localities,
near Oak Hill, this bed has a greater thickness, and the above may be taken
as the lower limit. According to the observations of Mr. Johnson, in a well
bored at W. W. McConnico's, the thickness goes even to 20 feet, thus approximating the thickness at Matthews's Landing.
10. Hard ledge of calcareous glauconitic sand...... . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 foot.
11. Yellowish, calcareous sands, with white lime concretions and one or two harder
ledges ....•••.. _............ _...•. -.. . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 12 feet.
12. Glauconitic sands with indurated ledge at top ................. _...... - 10 feet.
5 feet.
13. Sandy shales, with indurated ledge ...... _............. _. . . . .. .. .. . . ..
14. Hard, yellowish, sandy limestone, with phosphatic nodules, appearing also in the
Graveyard Hill section, No.3 ....... - ................ _.... -......... 2to3feet.

This bed is a very conspicuous feature in all this vicinity; it may be
seen on the sides and summits of most of the low hills, where, breaking
off in consequence of joint planes, it appears like a low stone wall running around the hills. From the locality above given to the Graveyard Hill this stratum can be followed with certainty, and appears as
above stated in the accompanying section.
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(Sec. 5, T. 11, R. 10 E.)

1. Grayish white, calcareous sands, with small phosphatic nocldes, characterized by
an almndance of crustacean remains ................................... 5 feet.
2. Whitish, calcareous samls, with several harder ledges which shale off in weathering .............. -. . - - •................ --- .......................... 20 feet.
3. Hard, yellowish, sandy limestone, containing small phosphatic nodules. This is
the rock which forms the walls around all the low bills in the vicinity .2 to :1 feet.
4. Yellowish, calcareous, clayey sand, with white lime concretions, becoming grayer
in color and more clayey, and containing numerous fossils identical with those
found at Black Bluff ...••............................................ 15 feet.
5. Black, calcareous clays, yellowish gray on weathered snrfaces, also containing the
Black Bluff fossils, but less abundantly than the precedicg becl.20 feet or more.

This black clay and the overlying bed yield the prairie soils of this
section of Wilcox County. These soils are exceedingly fertile, as may
be seen by the fine crops which grow upon tlwm and by the immense
height of tlle weeds which spring up by the roadsides.
Gravesard Hill, like all the others in the vicinity, slopes off into the
prairie fields which border Prairie and Pine Barren Creeks. In tlle
lower parts of these fields we come always upon a ledge of rocks,
decribecl below, which forms the continuation of the secLion above
given. Below this rocky ledge occur sands and sandy shales, which
undoubtedly belong to the Cretaceous formation.
The whole thickness of the clays, &c., which form the pratnes here
is about 30 to 35 feet, so that what follows is only the direct continuation of the preceding section.
(c) Section front base of G1·a·veyanl Hill to Pine Ba1·ren Creek.

Black clays, weathering yellow, basis of prairies, No.5 of the preceding section.
6. Hard, grayish white limestone, characterized by great n umbm·s of a large Nautiltts
(Enclimatoce·ras Ulrichi), and hence known as the Nautilus Rock .. about 10 feet.
7. Calcareous sands formiug basis of the black, sandy prairies of this vicinity .. 6 feet.
8. Hard, yellowish white, crystalline lime rock, sandy in ulaces and filled witll reel
specks, highly fossiliferous, con taiuing Turritella in great numbers; also
Ca1·ditas, a Rostellaria, Ostt·ea, and two or three species of coral. This is one of
the most persistent of the lower Tertiary rocks towards tile east ........ 8 feet.
9. Yellowish, micaceous sands, with Cretaceous fossils ............. _......... 55 feet.
10. Bluish gray, calcareous sands, with two very prominent ledges 4 feet apart, and
two or three smaller ledges.
Thickness to water level below Palmer's
Mill .................................................................. 15 feet.

These three sections are illustrated in Fig. 1 of Plate XVIII, p. 167.
It may be remembered that from the summit of the vVhite Limestone
down to the base of the Bell's Landing section of Lignitic, representing
about 1,200 feet, our geological column is uninterrupted and is covered throughout by overlapping sections.
Below the Bell's Landing section occurs the first hiatus or break in
this column, the first place where we have as yet been unable to connect two contiguous divisions by overlapping sections.
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Immediately below the Coal Bluff lignite of the preceding section
there is a second gap, the exact dimensions of which we have as yet
not been able to ascertain. Making the highest estimate (based upon
an assumed uniform dip of the strata of 30 feet to the mile), the thickness of the beds here concerned can hardly be more than 50 or 60 feet,
for the missing beds should outcrop along the Tombigbee River between
Nanafalia Landing and the mouth of Beaver Creek, a distance of 4
miles~ corresponding to a thickness of 120 feet.
We know, from exposures on Landrum's Creek and Pursley Creek, all the beds below the
Nanafalia marl down to the lignite, 60 feet below, so that the missing
beds would constitute the other half of this estimated 120 feet.
On the Alabama River, likewise, we see smne ten feet of strata below
the lignite, after which follows a barren stretch of river bank which
shows no Tertiary beds at all for two or three miles.
In the Pine Barren profile, which gives so complete a view of the
lower part of the Tertiary formation, the lignite is not seen in actual
contact with the beds of this section, so that here, also, we have the gap
unfilled. From the occurrence of the lignite, however, a short distance
south of Oak Hill, which makes tlw summit of the Pine Barren section,
the thickness of the beds involved in this gap is here also shown to be
not very great, except upon the assumption of a very abrupt change in
the dip of the strata, which is wholly unauthorized by any facts which
have come under our observation.
Geologically below this gap, from the mouth of Beaver Creek, on the
~rombigbee, to Black Bluff (up the river), there is an almost continuous exposure of Tertiary beds along the river banks, but there is difficulty in getting the exact thickness of the beds thus exposed.
On the Alabama River the exposures are much less continuous, and
the thickness of tl.te beds correspondingly more difficult to ascertain.
It is therefore fortunate that we have, in the Pine Barren region, a
continuous section of 240 to 250 feet, embracing all the beds below the
gap or hiatus named, down to the top of the Cretaceous formation.
This section is exposed at two localities, above given, viz: Along
the Camden road, about half a mile west of Oak Hill, and at the
Graveyard Hill in Sec. 8, T. 11, R. 10 E., the lower beds of Oak
Hill appearing in the upper part of the Graveyard Hill. The lower
portion of the section appears at the base of the latter hill and along
the low grounds of Prairie Creek down to Palmer's mill on Pine Barren
Creek. All the lower part of this section, up to the Dale Branch or
Matthews's Landing marl, was very carefully worked out in 1883 by Mr.
Johnson, and the section continued by estimates up to the Nanafalia
beds, which appear at Eggville, in Sec. 22, T. 11, R. 10 E. To Mr. Johnson also belongs the whole credit of determining beyond doubt the
exact limit between the Tertiary and Cretaceous rockl5 in eastern Wilcox.
He has shown that the Nautilm; (Enclimatoceras) Rock, which had,
up to 1883, l>een considereu Cretaceous, overlies a crystalline limestone
Bull. 43~-5
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holding· Turritellas, Ca'i·ditas, a Rostellaria, and other Tertiary species.
The measured section from Chambers Creek across Pine Barren Creek
up to the summit of the Graveyard Hill profile (see Plate XVIII, Fig.l,
p. 16'i) was also made by him.
In the summer of 1885 these localities were visited by the present
writer, when the measured part of Mr. Johnson's section up to the Dale
Branch or Matthews's Landing marl was fully verified and extended by
the addition of some 125 feet of strata exposed along the Camden road,
near Oak Hill, and in direct superposition over the Dale Branch marl.
Notwithstanding the 125 feet thus transferred from "estimated" to the
firm ground of'' measured" strata, there still remains, as above stated, a
gap not covered by overlapping sections between the top of the Oak
Hill section and the Coal Bluff lignite.
It would be manifestly a serious omission on our part not to speak in
this connection of the observations of Prof. Alexander Winchell, made
in 1856 in eastern Wilcox Connty. 1
This author recognized as Tertiary, and described in sufficient detail
to render their identification easy, several of the beds included in our
Pine Barren sections below given, notably No.3 of the Graveyard Hill
and the underlying marls containing Black Bluff fossils, and also the
Turritella rock which lies at the base of our Tertiary section, and he
rightly extends the line between the Tertiary and Cretaceous to a point
eight and a half miles north of Allent5>n.
These rocks he, howeYer, places in the Buhrstone, and above his Buff'
Sand, which he considers the lowermost of the Tertiary rocks. By comparing our Nanafalia sectious and Professor Winchell's description, it
will be seen that his Buff Sand overlies (at Black's Bluff on the Alabama River) the beds with Gryphma thirsm, which at that time was gen"
crally considered a Cretaceous species. These beds we now know are
some 300 feet above the top of the Cretaceous.
.
Notwithstanding some mistakes in fixing the relative positions of
rocks observed at widely distant localities, mistakes which were probably unavoidab1e without long-continued observations, we find recorded
in this pioneer work of Professor Winchell a host of sagacious observations which have been fully confirmed by those who have since gono
over the same ground.
In this part of the Tertiary the variations in the thickness of the beds
and the quality of the material as we go from west to east are more
striking than in the overlying strata. Thus, on the Tombigbee River,
near the base of the Tertiary, there is a great thickness of black, sandy
clays (80 feet or more in one place, Black Biuff), which exte:r..d down
the river for many miles, to Naheola, while on the Alabama the only
1'ocks seen of this kind are at and near Matthews's Landing, which is
11ear the top of the series; and in the Pine Barren section in eastern
1

Proceedings Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Part II, pp. 87-89, 1856.
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Wilcox County, where all the strata are shown, the whole thickness,
including the Matthews's Landing marl, is not greater than 75 feet.
On account of these differences it becomes impossible, without further
comparison, to correlate some of the beds of the Tombigbee section with
those exposed at Oak Hill and on Pine Barren Oreek.
In the vicinity of Palmer's Mill (Smith's bridge), on Pine Barren
Creek, in \Vilcox Com1ty, we have the lowermost of the Tertiary beds
in direct contact with the uppermost of the Cretaceous. At this place
the beds of the two formations appear to be strictly conformable with
each other. Here, also, the lower Tertiary beds hav-e a very striking
resemblance in lithological characters to some of the Cretaceous beds;
but the fossils, as Mr. Johnson has shown, leave no room for doubt as
to the age of the beds.
This resemblance is most_pronounced in the case of the shaly sandy
beds of Graveyard Hill, which might easily be mistaken for similar
beds occurring at Canton Lrmding and back of Prairie Bluff. The latter
are of Ripley age, while the Graveyard Hill rock overlies sandy clays
ltoldi11g Black Bluff fossils. So, also, the Nautilus rock might well pass
for Cretaceous, except that it overlies a limestone hoiding Turritellas,
Carditas, and other fossils which Mr. Johnson bas identified as Tertiary.
:No one can fail to be impressed with the similarity in general aspect, if
not in the organic contents, of the contiguous bed~::~ of tlw t.wo formations.
THE BLADEN SPRING S BOJUNG.

In the years 1884 and 1885 a boring was made at Bladen Springs, in
Chocta,w County, in search of petroleum. The carefully kept record.
was obtained from Captain Trowbridge, who had cllarge of the boring.
The surface rocks at the place of boring are either the lowermost of
the Buhrstone or, more probably, the uppermost of the Hatchetigbee,
the loose surface materials hiding the Tertiary rocks at the localityo
The boring penetrated through the underlying Tertiary rocks, through
the Ripley, and 125 feet (as we interpret it) into the Rotten Limestone of
tlw Cretaceous. We have inserted this record, dt·awn to scale, in its
proper place in the general section (see Plate XXI, column 4, p. 183),
where iL will be seen the thickness revealed by the boring corresponds
very well with that established by our measurements. It is, however,
difficult to correlate with any certainty the beds penetrated by the boring with the strata of the general section, since an accurate determination of the lithological and other characters of the beds from the loose
and mingled materials brought up by the auger is manifestly impossible; still, we have felt warranted in several instances in pointing out the
probable equivalences. In the lower part of the boring, especially, we
think that the black or dark blue clays a;nd clayey sands of the Black
Bluff and Ripley sections are unmistakably shown, as is also tho Rotten
Limestone, although in the boring there a.ppear only 17 feet of sands at
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base of the Ripley, while in some places, as at Prairie Bluff, the thickness is at least 60 feet.
In 1884, while the boring was still in progress, Mr. D. W. Langdon,
jr., visited Bladen Springs, and, upon the authority of our much less
perfect river section, predicted that the Rotten Limestone would be
reached at 1,200 feet. In reality it was reached at 1,220 feet.
§ 5.

SU~HIARY

OF THE LEADING FEATURES OF 1'HE TERTIARY STRA1'A
OF ALABAMA (PLA1'E XXI).

With a brief review of the distinguishing characteristics of the divisions of the Tertiary above made, we conclude this part of our subject.
The whole thickness of the strata of the Tertiary group of Alabama
occurring in the. vicinity of the two river8 i.s between 1,620 and 1, 700
feet. This estimate is based upon actual measurement, except at one or
two horizons, and even in these places we are able to give a close estimate of the thickness of the strata not measured.
We have adopted the following fourfold division of the Tertiary:
(1) The White Limestone,
(2) The Claiborne,
(3) The Buhrstone, and
(4) The Lignitic.
In all that follows, the strata are described in descending order.
( 1) THE WHITE LIMESTONE.

This subdivision is calcareous throughout, but the lowermost 60 feet
are more argillaceous than the rest. The miuimum thickness is 350 feet,
of which the uppermost 150 feet consist of a tolerably pure but somewhat silicious limestone, filled with cora:.I masses. The next succeeding
140 feet or more are made up of a soft, white limestone, often quite
pure and filled with Orbitoides MantelU. The lowermost 50 feet are of
impure, argillaceous limestoue, which in disintegrating yields a black,
calcareous soil similar to that derived from the Rotten Limestone of
the Cretaceous. This lower portion of the White Limestone surpasses
the others in the variety of its fossil contents.
(2)

THE CLAIBORNE.

The thickness is 140 to 145 feet, the materials are sands and clays,
which are generally _c alcareous and often glauconitic. Near the top of
the subdivision is a bed of glauconitic sand 15 to 17 feet in thickness,
filled with shells in a perfect state of preservation. The sand.y clays
forming the lower 50 feet are likewise filled with a great variety of
shells in a good state of preservation. The intervening calcareous clays
and ca1careous sands are distinguished by the great numbers of shells
of Osvea sellmformis which they hold, as well as by the comparative
rarity of other forms.
(220)
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(3) TilE BUHRSTONE.

The minimum thickness of this formation is 300 feet ; the materials are almost altogether aluminous and silicious, consisting of aluminous sandstones, claystones, and quartzitic sandstones, with occasional thin beds of glauconitic sand. The few fossils which have been
obtained from this division are mostly in the form of casts. They do
not appear to differ specifically from those of the overlying division.
( 4) THE LIGNITIC.

This is the most massive of the subdiv·isions of the Tertiary, having
a thickness which can hardly be less than 900 feet. It also presents
a greater variety in mineral composition, as well as in fossils, than
tbe other divisions. In the most general terms, the Lignitic strata are
cross bedded sands, thin bedded or laminated sands, laminated clays
and clayey. sands, and beds of lignite, as well as the lignitic matter
which merely colors the sands and clays. With these are found interbedded, at several horizons, strata containing marine fossils. For the
sake of greater convenience and clearness of description we present
tbe Lignitic in seven sections, each of which is characterized by one or
more beds of marine fossils included in it. These sections are as follows:
(a) The Hatchetigbee section.-Tbis section is 175 feet in thickness,
made up of sandy clays of prevailing browu or purplish color, containing tl1ree or four beds of marine fossils in the uppermost 75 feet, and of
somewhat similar purplish brown, sandy clays nearly devoid of marine
fossils in the lower 100 feet. All these brown, sandy clays become much
lighter colored upon drying and exposure to the weather.
(b) The Wood's Bluff or Bashi section.- This is 80 to 85 feet in thickness. The uppermost 30 feet of the section consist of dark brown clays
passing into a greensand, which holds a great variety of finely preserved
marine shells. Below this greensand marl are gray, sandy clays, with
four or five thin beds of lignite within the first 25 feet, succeeded by
about 30 feet of cross bedded sands, with a two foot seam of lignite at
the base.
(c) The Bell's Landing section.-This is 140 feet in thickne~s, and includes two important marine beds, and a third, quite small and apparently unimportant. These fossiliferous beds are interstratified with
yellowish sands in the upper and rather heavy bedded, sandy clays in
the lower part of the section. The upper marine bed, called the Bell's
Landing marl, is about ten feet in thickness and has 40 feet of
sandy strata above it. The middle bed is called the Gregg's Landing marl, and it is twenty to twenty-five feet below the preceding; it
is about five feet in thickness. The lowermost of the fossiliferous beds
of this section is only about one foot in thickness and lies about fifty
(221)
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feet below the Gregg's Landing bed. It is highly glauconitic, but does
not contain any great variety of fossils. The Bell's Landing marl is
distinguished from all others in Alabama by the great size of the shel~s
which it contains.
(d) The Nanafalia and Coal Blu:ff section.-The strata of this section
are 200 feet in thickness and consist of about fifty feet of gray sandy
clays at top, which_show a tendency to indurate itito tolerably firm
rocks resembling very closely some of the strata of the Buhrstoiie.
Below this, about eighty feet of sandy bedR, often strongly glauconitic,
characterized throughout by shells of a small oyster, Gri;phma thirsm.
Near the base of this sandy division there is a bed about twenty feet
thick, literally packed with these shells. Below the Gryphma thirsw
beds follow some seventy feet of cross bedded sands, glauconitic and
apparently devoid of fossils, including, about ten feet from the base of
the section, a bed of lignite which varies in thickness from four to seven
feet.
·
(e) The Naheola and Matthews's Landing section.-It is difficult to give
the precise thickness of this section, since it varies on the two rivers.
We have placed it at one hundred and thirty to one hundred and fifty
feet; the strata are gray, sandy clays in the main, alternating with
cross bedded sand. The beds of dark, sandy, and glauconitic clay, containing marine fossils, lie at the base of the section. At Naheola on
the Tom big bee the upper and more glauconitic part of the bed is most
prominent, while at Matthews's Landing on the Alabama, the lower
part of the bed, dark gray sandy clay forms the bluff..
(/) The Black Bluff section.-Here again we have difficulty in determining the exact thickness, since on the Tombigbee the strata of this
section are spread over an extent of surface which would, with uniform
dip, correspond to a thickness of over two hundred feet, while on the
Alabama, and more particularly inland in the eastern part of Wilcox
County, the thickness is not great.er than thirty-five or forty feet. Since
80 feet of these beds are seen in superposition at one locality (Black
Bluff), we thihk that the maximum thickness cannot be less than one
hundred feet. The characteristic strata which compose nearly the
whole of this se_ction are black or very dark brown clays, which are in
part fossiliferous.
(g) The Midway or Pine Bar1·en section.-'rhickuess, 25 feet. The strata
are: a white, argillaceous limestone holding a large nautilus, which is
characteristic of the hori~on, 10 feet; calcareous sands and a yellowish,
crystalline limestone, with Turritellas, Carditas, and corals, the sands 6
feet, the limestone 8 or 9 feet. This section is best seen in eastern
Wilcox County on Pine Barren Creek, but the upper or N au til us rock
occurs at Midway, on the Alabama River, and westward across Marengo
County. No exposure was noticed on the Tombigbee, but it \\rill probably be found a short distaneP, below Moscow.
(222)
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II. CRETACEOUS STRATA.

The Cretaceous formation in Alabama exhibits three well marked
divisions, which, in descending order, are as follows:
First. A series of yellow sands, dark gray or bluish, sandy, micaceous
clays, impure limestone, and sands again, in all between two and three
hundred feet in thickness. This has been called the Ripley formation
by Hilgard, and the name is retained for Alabama.
Second. A:n impure, argillaceous limes ton A of tolerably uniform composition and about one thousand feet in thickness, known as the Rotten
Limestone.
'
Third. A series of laminated sands and sandy clays at least three
hundred feet in thickness which has been named the Eutaw formation.
All these strata, especially the calcareous parts, are more or less per·
fectly exhibited in the bluffs of the two rivers.
It will be seen below that we have not as yet been able to construct
the column of strata of this formation with as great a degree of completeness as has been done for the Tertiary, but this want of complete·
ness is in the figures showing the thicknesses of the several strata
rather than in the succession and quality of these beds.
§1. THE RIPLEY FORMATION.

The character of the uppermost beds of this formation immediately
underlying the Tertiary was first clearly determined by Mr. Johnson
in the Pine Barren section, in the eastern part of Wilcox County, already
given above. These uppermost beds were afterwards traced by him
westward to tbe Alabama River and eastward to Clayton and Eufaula.
The relation of the Bridgeport horizon to the yellow sands was also
first determined by him. In 1885 the strata connectiBg the Bridgeport
section with the Prairie Bluff section were determined by Mr. Langdon
and myself, and it is believed that we now ltave the complete section of
the Ripley strata along the rivers, except that the actual contact with
the Rotten Limestone of the sands forming the lower part of Prairie
Bluff, has not come under observation. The uppermost beds of this
formation were also examined in 1885 by Mr. Langdon and myself in
Marengo County, south of Dayton, as described below.
The strata of the Ripley formation, according to the investigations
above alluded to, are as follows :
First. Fifty-five feet of yellow sands, not recognized on the Tomhigbee River, but constituting the upper part of the bluff at Bridgeport?
on the Alabama River, and much better developed in the hills immediately back of the bluff. From here they may be traced across the
country for a great rlistance eastward. Mr. Johnson has probably
identified this sand at Clayton, in Barbour County, where it constitutes
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the basis of the fields on the south side of Barbour Creek. In this sand
on the road between Eufaula and Clayton were found decayed shells of
a small oyster, and with them Exogyrct costata Say in a pretty good
state of preservation. The same oyster~ without the Exogyra, was seen
in the eastern part of Wilcox County, on Prairie Creek.
Second . .About one hundred feet of bluish, micaceous, sandy clays,
somewhat calcareous, marked at intervals of ten or fifteen feet throughout the whole thickness by the occurrence of indurated ledges, usually
of rather sandier texture. These ledges appear occasionally as shaly
sandstones of very little hardness~ flaking off readily into ·sheots under
the influence of the weather. Our observations in the Canton Bend
and in the hills between Prairie Bluff and Rehoboth, and also westward
towards Linden, in 1\iarengo County, and eastward in Dallas and Wilcox Counties, have shown that these sandy clays, where they lie high
above the drainage and well exposed to the action of the weather, lose
altogether their bluish color and appear in all shades of yellowish gray.
This difference in color, depending upon the degree of oxidation of certain constituents of the strata, especially the iron bearing materials, bas
not unfrequently been observ·ed in the strata both of the Tertiary and
of the Cretaceous groups. The most striking instance of this sort
is to be seen at Prairie Bluff, where the sands forming the lower part of
tho bluff exhibit ::1 dark blue, almos·t black color near tho water's edge,
while the same stratum is seen to be a white sand where it outcrops at
the top of the bluff higher up the river.
Later observations in 1886 by Mr. Langdon an<l myself have shown
clearly that the differences in these yellow sands and bluish micaceous
sandy clays arise merely from different degrees of oxidation. In some
of the outcrops observed by' us, e. g., in Little Texas, Entler County, and
·in Lowndes County, bluish, micaceous sands, identical in appearance
with those making the lower part of the Bridgeport Bluff, aro seen along
the banks of Cedar Creek directly underlying the Nautilus rock and
Turritella limestone which lie at the base of the Tertiary. The same
thing may likewise be seen in the upper part of Marengo County 9 wh:;re
it has been found impossible to separate the yellow sands from the bluish, sandy clays.
Third. Calcareous beds some twenty feet in thickness, holding great
nnmllers of Oret:1ceous fossils, some well preserved, others only in casts,
which in every case appear to be very strongly phosphatic. One of the
layers of this section is a sandy limestone containing a large percentage
of phosphoric acid (see details below). These beds appear in a small
bluff at the mouth of Tear Up Creek, above Bridgeport, wllich bas been
studied by Mr. Johnson; also in localities recently examined by 1\h.
Langdon and myself, viz, in the bluff at the old Canton landingj on
Foster's Creek, in Gee's Bend; near Snow Hill, Wilcox County, and
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Minter, UarlowYille 1 and Richmond, in Dallas County; the four last
named localities were also visited. by Mr. Johnson in 1883.
Fourth. From sixty to one hnndred feet of sand, with indurated
bands of calcareous saud passing through it. These bard, projecting,
sandy layers are usually filled with the shells of large Exogyra costa.ta
Say and GryphmctJ m,utabilis Mort. -The thickness of these sandy beds,
which apparently immediately overlie th~ Rotten Limestone, bas not
yet been accurately determined, but we see some fifty feet or more of
them at Prairie Bluff.
Prof. A. Winchell L considers the rock at the base of Prairie Bluff as
the topmost of the Rotten Limestone formation, and if this supposition
be correct we have the complete section of the Ripley formation. We
were, however, unable to satisfy ourselves of the identity of any of the
rocks at Prairie Bluff with the Rotten Limestone, though we are convinced that the top of the latter formation does not lie far below the lowermost of the Prairie Bluff strata, since Rotten Limestone appears in
the bills near the river a short distance above Prairie Blufi'.
SECTIONS OF THE RIPLEY FORMATION.

In the subjoined sections and in the figures on Plate XIX we have
given in detail the characters of the strata making up these subdivisions
of the Ripley formation. These sections are given in descending order,
that is, beginning with that one which shows the uppermost of the
strata, and in the figures of Plate XIX the equivalence of the sev-eral
sections is indicated as nearly as it can be made out. In most cases the
equivalence is very cl'early seen.
Near Palmer's Mill, on Pine Barren Creek 1 in the eastern part of Wilcox County, Mr. Johnson in 1883 obtained the following satisfactory s~c
tion showing the actual contact of Tertiary and Cretaceous strata. The
locality was also visited by myself in 1885, as mentioned above.
(a) Pine Barren section.

(Plate XVIII, Fig.1,p.167, and Plate XIX, Fig. 1,p.171.)

1. Hard, grayish white limestone, characterized by great numbers of a large Naut·ilus
(Enclirnatoceras UlTichi White), and hence designated by us as the "Nautilus
Rock" ..• __ •. __ .... ___ . _.... - ..••..... -......... _. _... __ . _. _...• __ . ___ .10 feet.
2. Calcareous sands forming the basis of the sandy prairies of the vicinity ___ .. 6 feet.
3. Hard, yellowish white, crystalline limestone, sandy in places and filled with red
specks. Highly fossiliferous, a Tu1·ritella, closely related to T. Mortoni, being
the chief fossil, along with a Cardita, two or three species of coral, and numerous
oysters. This is one of the most persistent of the lower Tertiary rocks towards
the eastern part of the State ____ ·----···-··----· .......••... ·--····----· .S feet.
4. Yellowish, micaceous sands, with Cretaceous fossils._ ... _.--· .... _........ 55 feet.
5. Bluish gray, calcareous s:1nds, with one or two very prominent hard ledges 4 feet
apart, and two or three smaller ledges of similar character. · Thickness seen at
Palmer's Mill ______ ...••. ·-····-----··--··- ...... ·--·-·-·--··--··· ··-··"15 feet.
1
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In this section the lowest Tertiary_bed is No.3 and the uppermost
Cretaceous No. 4, as is Yery clearly shown by the included fossils of
each, and as the two are in direct contact there can be no question of
their relations.
Bridgeport.- On the way from Camden to Bridgeport the road descends a long cl:J.y hill, in which the clays of the Black Bluff horizon
form the surface (see Pine Barren section, under the Tertiary, Plate
XVIII). At the foot of the bill is the yellowish white, crystalline limestone, No. 3 of the preceding section, and below that yellow, micaceous
sands to the landing. At the Bridgeport Landing these yellow sands
form the upper part of the bluff, though their whole thickness is not
seen in the immediate bluff of the river, but may be seen at the base of
the hills immediately back of the river bluff.
The section at Bridgeport is as follows:
(b) Section at B1·idgeport Bluff, Alabama
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

~iver.

(Plate XIX, Fig. 2, p. 171.)

Yellowish, clayey sands, probably reworked ..........••..••.....••....... 10 feet.
Coarse, yellow sands ..................................................... 10 feet.
Laminated, gray clays ..•.•......................•••..••••...••........... 1 foot.
Projecting ledge of sa nay clay of dark gray color ....•.•................... 1 foot.
Dark gray, nearly black, sandy, and in some parts micaceous clays, in beds about
3 feet thick, separated by hard projecting ledges of sandier material and of
lighter color and averaging 8 to 10 inches in thickness .................. 22 feet.
Projecting ledge of light colored, s~ndy material, forming a pretty firm sandstone.
This ledge breaks off in cuboidal blocks, which roll down and cover the slope below it ....•..................••••.......................•............ 18inches.
Dark gray clays .......••...............•................................. 3feet.
Projecting sandy ledge...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ 1 foot.
Dark, sandy clays, with two or more harder ledges, down to the water level .. 10 feet.

The ledge No. 6 makes a very prominent mark along the face of the
bluff, as it is more persistent, harder, and more rock-like than the others.
No distinct and well defined fossils were found at this place in the micaceous clays, but in one or two of the harder ledges below No. 6 were
:found a few friable shells of Ostrea, one Pecten quinquecostatus Sow.,
and a few indistinct impressions of other forms, ·two of which, if Mr.
Johnson is not mistaken as to their characteristics, he was enabled at
Eufaula to identify as Nautil~ts Dekayi Mort,and Placuna .~cabra Mort.
Canton Landing.-A short distance below Bridgeport there is an exposure of Cretaceous rocks at the old Canton Landing and in the bill
which comes down nearly to the river bluff at that place. This locality
was examined by Mr. Langdon and myself in the summer of 1885. It
presents the following:
(c) Section at the old Canton Landing, Alabama River.

(Plate XIX, Fig. 3, p. 171.)

1. Yellowish gray, calcareous, clayey sands in beds 3 to 5 feet thick, separated by
harder projecting ledges of somewhat sal<ldier material averaging perhaps a foot
in thickness .....•.•...••..........•........ ___ ..........•............. 100 feet.
The hard ledges named have a tendency to :flake off on weathering into sheets
as wide as the hand. They often also brfak off into fragments which are of very
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irregular shape and of rough surface. .A.ll these beds make up the hill, appearing at intervals through the overlying debris, but no continuous section is exposed. In some places the clayey sands lying immediately below one of the hard
ledges have the bluish black color which characterizes the whole of the lower part
of the Bridgeport bluff, with which there seems to be very little doubt that these
are identical.
·
Yellowish, calcareous, sandy clays like the preceding, with :i hard, sandier ledge
above and below, making top of immediate bluff of the river ..........••• 10 feet.
Bluish, micaceous clays, the counterpart of those at Bridgeport, with two or more
indurated ledges ....................•.... _•.... _•................ _...... 12 feet.
Light gray, calcareous sands, with an indurated ledge of nearly pure sandstone at
the base. The upper part of this bed is disposed to form rough, indurated masses
holding phosphatized shell casts and phosphatic nodules ...•.......••..... 6 feet.
Bluish gray, sandy clays, much more clayey than the preceding bed, about 5 fe,et
in thickness, passing below into a more sandy bed 3 feet thick, containing numerous shell casts and nodules .. -- .. - ... -- .. - .. -.. - ... - ---- ~- .. --- ... --.- . ---8 feet.
Bluish, argillaceous limestone, containing great numbers of Exogyra costata Say,
G1·ypluea mutabilis Mort., and phosphatized shell casts ..••.......... ,. _.. 3 feet,
Bluish, calcareous sands containing many well preserved shells, prominent among
which is a Spondylus, Peden quinquecostatus Sow., together with phosphatized
casts of Nantilns Delcayi Mort., turreted shells, &c. This bed goes down to
water level ...........•..•••...•••........••.. _..•....•.... _......•.•. _•. 3 feet.

At this bluff there is a very distinctly defined fault, where some fifty
yards of the face of the bluff have slipped down a distance of five or six
feet. The lines of fault on each side of this piece are marked by broken
fragments of the beds or so-called "fault rock" (see Fig. 1, p. 132).
In this section, beds Nos. 2 and 3 are entirely similar in mineral composition and appearance to part of the Bridgeport bluff, and the overlying beds are also similar in composition? tbongh of much _lighter yellowish color, which js in all probability due to their greater degree of
exposure to the oxidizing action of the weather. This "b luff is only a
mile or so distant across the strike of the rocks from Bridgeport, and
there seems to be no reason for doubting that the bluish, micaceous
clays and sands of Bridgeport are identical with the yellowish, sandy
clays with indurated ledges which form the upper members of the Canton section. The beds numbered from 4 down ~e consider the same as
those appearing at the top of the bluff at Prairie Bluff, to be presently
described.
Foster's Creek.-The beds above described at Canton landing continue
across the bend lying to the east and known as Gee's Bend, where they
may be seen in the banks of Foster's Creek, on John H. Pettway's land.
(d) Section on Foster's C1·eelc.

(Plate XIX, Fig. 4, p. 171.)

1. Yellowish, calcareous, clay soil supporting a vegetation almost exclusively of cedars.

2. Dark gray, sanely, micaceous clays like those at Bridgeport landin~, in beds of 5 to
6 feet thickness, separated by harder ledges of lighter colored and sandier material . _............. _.......................... ~ .•.•.....•••....•...... _30 feet.
In the lower part of these beds were collected by myself some of the smaU
Gryphreas, probably G1·yphwa vomer Mort., first seen by us at Moscow, on the
Tombigbee River.
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3. Cream colored, impure limestone, glauconitic, holding some phosphatized shell
casts ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - • - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - ...••.................. 5 feet.
4. Ledge of coarse grained, calcareous sandstone ...... __ . _........ _.......... 2 feet,
5. Bluish, clayey limestone, no fossils at the top, but filled in its lower parts with
fossils which are in many instances only the phosphatized casts of the shell.
Among the forms collected here we have idehtified tht~ following: A Spondylus,
same as that at Canton; G1·yphrea mutabilis Mort., Exogyra costata Say, Scaphitcs
Conmdi Mort., N au til us Dekayi Mort., &c ............................... 20 feet.
6. Dark brown, crystalline, phosphatic limestone .......•• _•................. 1 foot.
7. Yellowish white limestone down to water ................................. 1 foot.

In another part of the same plantation, on what is called Livingston
Hill, the phosphatic limestone and accompanying rocks may again be
seen. From the geogr:tphical position of the beds represented in the
above section, there is every reason to think that they underlie the visible portion of the bluff at Bridgeport. The identity of the lower 20 feet
or so of this and of the Canton section is sufficiently clear.
Tear Up Oreek.-A few miles aibove Bridgeport, at the mouth of Tear
Up Creek, Mr. Johnson obtained in 1883 a good section of the beds underlying those of the Bridgeport bluff and was able to trace the connection between the two.
(e) Section at the mouth of Tem· Up Creek._ (Plate XIX, Fig. 5, p. 171.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ferruginous, sandy marl full of Cretaceous fossils ......................... 3 feet.
Very firm, w bite limestone, no fossils seen ................................. 6 feet.
Firm limestone, with a few fossils ........................................ 2 feet.
Sandy, calcaTeous beds, with fine Ammonites ............................. .4 feet.
Sandy, indurated limestone forming n. broad ledge .................... 1 to 2 feet.
Argillaceous limestone, with Exogym costata, &c ....... _.......••.....•... R feet.

The fossils of this bluff are plainly Cretaceous and resemble the finest
of those occurring at Prairie Bluff. There is good reason for thinking
that most of the fine specimens of the old Tuorney collection labeled
"Bridgeport" have come from this locality (L. C. J.). The dark, micaceous clays of Bridgeport are easily recognized in the-bed of Tear Up
Creek between its mouth and its source under McNeill Mountain, as
shown in Plate XIX, Fig. 5. As has already been pointed out, they are
seen also in the banks of Pine Barren Creek, at Palmer's MilL The fossiliferous portion of this bluff is undoubtedly equivalent to the fossiliferous beds occurring on Foster's Creek ancl at Canton Landing, above
described, as also to those at the top of the Prairie Bluff, given be·
low.
During the summer of 1886 Mr. Langdon and myself went in a skiff
from Bridgeport to Prairie Bluff and saw no Rotten Limestone in any
of the river bluffs, all these exposures representing the Bridgeport and
Prairie Bluff strata only.
The principal exposures are the following: From Bridgeport the
bluff extends about a mile down the river, and then aft,er a barren
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stretch of two miles or more come the bluffs at the old Canton Landing
described above, and below that the following:
(f) Section four or five miles below the old Canton Landing, Alabama River.

· 1. Sandstone ledge, fossiliferous, yellowish, and wearing into very irregular shapes,
1 to 1t feet.
2. Highly fossiliferous, blue sand, becoming light gray below, containing Ostrea
larva, Exogym costata, Tur1·itella, &c., very much resembling specimens from
Eufaula .........................................•...............•.. 5 to 6 feet.

•

Two hundred yards down the river other underlying beds are to be
seen, as follows:
3. Sandstone ledge ..................................................... 1 to 1t feet.
4. Light colored sands, no fossils observed .................................. 20 feet.

At an old abandoned landing just above Mixon's we get a very good
section, as follows :
(g) Section near Mixon's.
1. Yellow sands making top of the bluff back of the immediate river bank, at least

30 feet exposed, but apparently forming the whole slope of 60 feet. ...... 60 feet.
2. Blue, micaceous sands, with the same fossils as No. 2 of the preceding section,
G to 8 feet.
3. Sandstone ledge .••••••••••.••.••.•••••.•••••••..•..•......•••••••••• 1 to 1tfeet.
4. Light colored sands ......................................... '"'"'' ...... 30 feet.
5. Hard sandstone ledge .................................................... 1 foot.
6. Blue, micaceous, sandy clays (few fossils) ................................. 10 feet.

A mile or two above Prairie Bluff there is a high bluff very much resembling that at the former locality. The strata are undulating, at the
lower end of the blufl' dipping down stream at the rate of 1 foot in 10,
at the upper end lying nearly horizontal. The beds here are as follows:
(h) Section one mile above Pmirie Bluff(Rocky Bluff), Alabama River.

1. In the cliff just back of the immediate bluff of the river there are about 40 feet
of strata, light colored, calcareous sands, with indurated bands, -as at Prairie
Bluff . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . ............••••.•... 40 feet.
2. Dark blue, sandy, micaceous clays, with a few fossils, chiefly Anomias .... 20 feet.
3. Hard, yellow, sandy ledge, the broken pieces of which cover the slope of No.4.
It clips below water at the lower end of the bluff ........................ 1 foot.
4. Grayish, fossiliferous sands, full of shells of Pecten quinqnecostatus, which, however, are very friable .........................•••........................ 8 feet.
5. Hard, yellowish, sandy ledge like No. 3 ................................... 1 foot.
6. Bluish gray, calcareous sands, with some fossils .......................... 10 feet.

In all these bluffs the indurated sandstone ledges are of very irregular thickness and lateral extent and are probably only local deposits in
the regular strata or local indurations of the sands.
Prairie Blujf:-This locality has been visited by Professor Tuomey,
Professor Winchell, and others. 1 We have very little to add to their
descriptions, except to point out the probable equivalences of the beds
1 Described in First Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., 1850, and Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci.,
Vol. X, :Part II, p. 90, 1856.
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occurring here with those just described.
ing:
(i) Section at Prairie Bluff, Alabctrna River.

The bluff shows the follow(Plate XIX, Fig. 6, p. 171.)

1. Bluish limestone containing E.wgyra cos lata, Gryphma rnutabilis, and great numbers
of shell casts, which are mostly phosphatized. This limestone has two bard
ledges passing through it. Professor Winchell gives 6 feet as the thickness of
this limestone, but we include with it some overlying fossiliferous, sandy beds
and make the tbickness 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 feet.
Among the forms recognized iu casts or otherwise from this stratum may be
mentioned G1·yphma convexa, Plac·una scabra, Scaphites Com·adi, and Na?ttilus Dekayi. Besides these there are very many other turreted shells not fully identified. The association is the same as at Canton Landing, Foster's Creek, Tear Up
Creek, &c.
2. Sandy beds, with bands of hardened sand passing through them; these harder
ledges are usually fossiliferous, the commonest forms being Exogy1·a costata and
G1•yphcea mutabilis. These sands form all the lower part of the bluff.. 50 to 60 feet.

The upper sand~7 beds contain great numbers of Ostreafalcata Mort.
The lower beds are of dark blue color, but they bleach out to nearly
white sand where they come to the top of the bluff, a short distance up
the river from the landing.
The dip of the strata at Prairie Bluff is very considerable, being as
high as 300 to 350 feet to the mile. Between Prairie Bluff and Rehoboth the hills are formed of the strata overlying the limestone No. 1 of
the section. These are yellowish, micaceous sands, in beds 5 to 6 feet
in thickness, separated by sandy ledges, and in all respects similar to
the upper 100 feet of the section at the old Canton Landing. In structure
and general appearance they are like the dark colored, sandy clays of
Bridgeport, but the color is much lighter, due, as we believe, to the
more complete oxidation of the. materials. In these sands there are, in
some localities, great numbers of irregLllar calcareous concretions. All
tbc shell casts occurring in the upper calcareous part of Prairie Bluff,
1 In the summer of 1886 Mr. J... angdon gave this bluff a closer examination, He
subdivides that part of No. 1, immediately above the sands, as follows:
1. Shaly, calcareous sands, yellowish gray on weathered surface; contains a seam of
phosphatic greensand at the top, immediately underneath the warehouse_ .4 feet,
~. Pseudo-Rot ten Limestone, i. e., calcareous clay ...•.••...•••••....•........ 3 feei.
3. Shell conglomerate ...•.....•...••..•....•. ."•........•....•.....• .... 3 to 4 feet.
4. Light colored sands &c., No. 2'of the section in the text above.
Mr. Langdon makes the additional important observation here that the very rapid
dip clown stream is confined to t.he sanely strata No. 4, and is not shared by Nos. 2 and
3, which half a mile below the warehouse aro only about ten feet nearer water level
than at the warehouse, while ".;he uppermost indurated ledge in the sands No. 4 dips
below the water within a distance of 200 yards, a descent of some 40 or 50 feet, This
nbservation would show an unconformity betwE:~en the calcareous and tho sandy parts
ofthe strata at Prairie Bluff.
Our discovery of the phoFJphatic greensand here fixes Hs position in the geological
scale. The bed at Coatopa, iu Sumter County, seems to have a similar position, but
it appears now probable that there are at least two of these pl.lo&phaMo greensands in
the Ripley for!llation.
-
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together with the calcareous sandstone which is included in the limtiw
stone, are very strongly phosphatic, as has been shown by the recent
investigations of the Geological Survey of Alabama.
In the foregoing sections the calcareous and fossiliferous parts, about
20 feet in thickness, appearing at the mouth of Tear Up Creek, on Foster's Creek, at the base of the Canton Bluff, and _at the top of Prairie
Bluff are, we think, the same; for, though there seem to be slight differences in the succession of the different materials which constitute these
beds, these di:flerences are in many cases due to differences in the groupings. The general impression made upon the mind in inspecting them
is that they are identical ; they contain the same fossils and in the same
state of preservation; they bold strata of sandy limestone, or, rather,
of calcareous sandstone which is very highly phosphatic; in some instances, where analyses have been made, they hold from 10 to 15 per
cent: of phosphoric acid. In all cases they are overlaid by micaceous,
clayey sands, traversed by indurated bands of similar, but rather more
sandy, material. These overlyiug beds differ sometimes conspicuously
in color, which at Bridgeport, near tile water level, is a dark blue, while
on the hills· back of the old Canton Landing and back of Prairie Bluff
the color is a yellowish gray. This difference can be accounted for by
difi'erences in degree of oxidation, for where the color at the surface is
yello-w we have noticed that upon digging into the befls a few inches the
dark color may be seen in most cases. In our minds there is no doubt
of these equivalences. Prof. A. Winchell is of opinion that the lower
beds of the Prairie Bluff section belong to the Rotten Limestone, but
we were unable to discover anytl:Iing there which we could identify with
the Rotten Limestone. There is no doubt, however, for reasons above
given, that the Rotten Limestone is not far below the lowest of the
Prairie Blu:fl' sands.
]l;[oscow.-On the Tombigbee River we have seen only one locality ·
where the strata of this division of the Cretaceous appear, and that is
at Moscow, a mile or two above Black Bluff, already described.
(i) Section exposed at Moscow and below, Tornbigbee Rivm·.

(Plate XIX, Pig. 7, p. 171.)

1. Black, shaly clay, devoid of fossils, but containing a few rounded,

concretion~EY

masses like fucoids. This stratum appears below the Moscow Landing and in the
principal stratum at tlie mouth of Sucarnoch~e River. Thin layers of calcite lie
upon this clay, having been weathered out from between the layers of clay, in
all .....•..............•..... ___ •................••.................. 6 to 8 feet.
2. Dark blue, shaly, argillaceous limestone, with thin, projecting ledges of harder
material, 10 to 12 feAt thick near Moscow, but down the river thickening
up to .............................••...................• - •........ 20 or 30 feet..
3. Thin ledge made up almost entirely of the shells of the small Gryphrea ( Grypl!ma
vomer), noticed also at Foster's Creek, in Gee's Bend .............. 8 to 12 inches.
4. Hard, white, argillaceous limestone, with Exogyra costata, G1·yphcea mutabilis,
&c ...................•.............................................•.. 10 feet,l
~ N~!'L.!'

tile

landin~

thi:;; bed is not less than 25 feet.-E. A. S.
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This stratum is indurated near the top, forming a hard ledge which
is highly fossiliferous, containing Exogyra, Gryphrea, Nautilus Dekayi,
Baculites, and univalve shells in phosphatized casts. Many of these
casts are covered with little lumps of reddish, phosphatic, clayey material, which bas replaced the whole of the original matter of the shells.
Casts of this kind have been noticed in the strata of this horizon all
across the State to Barbour County and seem to be quite characteristic.
In this argillaceous limestone there is, near the top, a very irregular,
hard ledge eonsisting in the main of comminuted shells embedded in a
sandy matrix. This ledge is very variable in thickness, ranging from a
mere line up to 10 feet, and is not conformable with the rest of the strata,
but appears to form irregular concretionary or segregative masses in the
limestone. It contains a considerable percentage of phosphoric acid.
A similar phosphatic sandy bed appears at top of Prairie Bluff, at the
base of the Canton Bluff, and in the bank of Foster's Creek, allOve
described.
The dip of the strata at Moscow is very rapid down the stream, and
at the same time irregular, being in places as much as 350 feet to the
mile, in which respect it agrees with the dip at Prairie Bluff. It is
to be remarked that the dip of the Tertiary beds nearest to these two
sections, -viz, Black Bluff on the Tombigbee and at Midway and at Matthews's Landing on the Alabama-, is very much less, being only ;:tbout
thirty to thirty-five feet to tl!e mile. The dip of the Ripley beds, indeed,
especially near the top, seems to be considerably greater than that of
the underlying Rotten Limestone and other Cretaceous strata.
In the summer of 1886 Mr. Langdorr and myself made a more careful
examination of the bluff's between Moscow n.nd the cut off, just allOve the
mouth of Sucarnochee Creek, a distance of a mile or two. We found
the strata not only strongly undulating, but in six or eight places very
distinctly faulted, with a displacement of perhaps ten feet maximum.
Good photographs were obtained of two of these faults, and diagrams
were made of several others. A very careful measurement of the thicknesses of the several strata exposed here confirms the estimates above
given in the Moscow section, except that the black clays may be a little
thicker, and the white, argillaceous limestone, No. 4, is at least 25 feet
thick at the landing. Our former measurement was made a short distance ·below, where only 10 feet of it were seen.
The pockets of cross bedded sandstone which are noted as occurring
at irregular intervals in this limestone are of very limited extent aml
of varying thickness. In one or two instances they have been broken
by the faults above noted. (See Plate X, p. 133.)
That which we find most difficult of explanation at Moscow is the
passage from the undoubted Ripley limestone, which appears to be the
same in horizon with the beds at the old Oanton Landing, in Gee's Bend,
at the mouth of Tear Up Oreok, &c., to the black clays of the Black
(232)
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Bluff section (Tertiary), without any show of the Bridgeport sandy
clays and the Nautilus and the Turritella rocks. And as the black clays
and the Cretaceous limestone are in actual contact, visible to the eye,
we cannot explain the failure of these beds to appear here, by interruptions in the continuity of the river bluffs. It is possible that the black
clays may be the representatives of the Bridgeport beds, but it is not
probable, for the reason that they are lithologically identical with the
clays of Black Bluff', which is hardly more than a mile distant.
For the sake of greater compteteness, we give below a few sections
obtained in the southern part of Dallas County where the Ripley beds
are exposed. These localities have acquired a practical interest from
the circumstance that they include a bed of phosphatic greensand
which has been used with profit upon the soil as a fertilizer. In addition to this greensand bed, tllere is also a sandy, phosphatic limestone
which may some day be utilized, since it holds a very considerable percentage of phosphoric acid.
Snow Hill to Minter.-Tbe town of Snow Hill occupies the summit
of a long ridge, at the southern end of which the Nautilus and the Turritella rocks of the lowermost Tertiary form the surface, while at the
northern end of the ridge the underlying yellow sands are the surface
materials. Descending this ridge towards the nortb, one passes over
yellowish gray, micaceous sands, alternating with hard, sandy ledges
which flake ofl' under the action of the weather. These strata are the
same as those exposed on the hillside near the old Canton Landing and
on the hill north of Prairie Bluff. Near the residence of Mr. W. s.
Purifoy, a mile or so from Snow Hill, we see some fifty or sixty feet of
these sands and shales overlying a bed of phosphatic greensand three
feet or more in thickness. The .sect,ion here exposed is the following:
(k) Section neat· W. S. Purifoy's, neat· Snow Hill.

1. Yellowish, micaceous sands, in beds four or five feet thick, separated by ledges of
sandier material, which flakes off in weathering ................... 50 to 60 feet.
2. Phosphatic greensand, holding concretions of white carbonate of lime and a good
deal of soft, w bite lime .................................................. 4 feet.
This greensand contains from 1.5 to 2 per cent of phosphoric acid. It lies
very favorably at the foot of the hill, and at the level of the cultivated fields, and
can be dug and spread upon the land with very little trot1ble or expense.
3. Hard, reddish or yellowish, phosphatic limestone, forming very irregular, concretionarS masses .................................................... - .. 1 foot.
4. Yellowish, calcareous clays containing great numbers of large Exogyra costata,
Gt·ypluea mutabilis, &c .................... -----·---- .......... ---- ...... 20 feet.
5. Impure, argillaceous limestone, containing numbers of the shells above named,
10 to 15 feet.

This greensand has been tested practically by Mr. Purifoy, and with
the most flattering results.
On Col. N.H. R. Dawson's place, adjoining Mr. Purifoy's on the north,
the same beds are to be seen, together with some still lower. Below the
greensand bed there are some sixty to seventy feet of calcareous, sandy
Bull. 43-6
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bed~ with hard ledges, and near the base of the series an impure 1
stone weathering into calcareous clays, in which are embedded
numbers of Exogyra costata, G·ryphrea mutabilis, and phospllatized sh
casts, prominent among which are Nautilus Dekayi, and Scaphites Con.
radi. This shell deposit lies about six feet above a bed of hard, silicious,
phosphatic limestone or caleareous sandstone, which is the lowest
the strata here exposed.
Oarlowville.-At Carlowville there is substantially the

(l) Section at Cat"lowville, Dallas County.
1. A bed of phosphatic greenAand holding much lime, in small concretions and
soft lumps easily crushed between the fingers ..............•. _•••. 4 feet or
2. A clayey, glauconitic limestone, which has been quarried for the purpose of
ing culverts on the railroad .....•.........•.. -----· ...................... 3
3. Yellowish, calcareous, sandy shales with hard sandy ledges. Tho color ofthi!l
terial, where wet and not exposed to the weather, is dark blue like that at Bri
port .. - ....... -.•....... -..••. -.. - •. -.... - -.... - -..... -.•... - •..• _..... 60
In the lower part of this there is an impure, argillaceous limestone which
a great number of the two shells above named, together witb casts ~pllOSJpll~~tizean
of others.
4. Hard, coarse grained, silicious limestone or calcareous sandstone ..• __ •.•.. 2

Richmond.-A few miles southwest of Richmond, on the land of Dr.
P. Keyser, we get a more complete section embracing beds which over·
lie the preceding, viz:
(m) Section 3 ntiles sontkwest of Ricknwnd, Dallas Cotmty.
1. Sandy shales, hardening into a sbaly sandstone, forming a conspicuous ]edge
the hillsides. This is underlaid by about 20 feet of calcareous sandy clays,
lar to those near old Canton Landing ..•••• ·----- ...... _-··- ...... ------~.w
2. Calcareous, sandy ledge somewhat like the preceding, but perhaps more calcareous;This also overlies a series of calcareous shales, 35 feet or more._ ..•...•... 40
3. Bed ofphosphatlC greensand, with lumps of soft white limestone and coJacr·etious
lime ...••....•........ ---- .•.•.... --·· •...•... ---------- .••............. 4
4. Impure, clayey, glauconitic limestone, making a shelf or ledge around the
sides _......•••... - .•.. - •.....•••...• - ... - - - ..... - - - - . • . . . . . _. _... _. _. 3 to 5
5. Calcareous shales interstratified with beds of sandier material which form
ing ledges. These beds correspond in appearance to those forming the hill
of old Canton Landing, and where less exposed to the weather they still retain
dark blue color which is characteristic of them at Bridgeport. They hold
usual fossils in their lower strata, and in weathering give rise to the torma1~ioa
of a calcareous, clayey soil .. - ..... - .. - ..... - . -- ... -- .......... _. __ 60 to 70
6. Hard, silicious limestone, coanse grained and phosphatic, appearing near the
level at base of the hills ..•..••••............•••...... . .................. 3

We have not yet given these localities the close examination
woulrl. enable us to say with certainty what their equivalents are;
from the position of the fossiliferous, impure limestone containing
gyra costata, Gryphrea mutabilis, and the phosphatic shell casts a
mamed, it seems quite probable that this greensand lies some 50 feet
nore above the fossiliferous beds of old Canton Landing and of
Bluff. I should also add that~ below the phosphatic, silicious rock
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the base of the preceding sections, we have seen at other l,ocalities a
yellow sand which is traversed by bands of silicious sandstone precisely
as is the case at Prairie Bluff, so that we have very little doubt of the
equivalence, although it is not certainly made out.l
:
These Upper Cretaceous rocks belonging to the Ripley formation have
recently acquired a new interest from the circum8tance that they are
tlnoughout tlJe State very generally impregnated with phosphoric
acid, often to such a degree as to render them available as materials
for the manufacture of fertilizers. Thus the rock at Moscow and westward to Ooatopa and Livingston and thence traced to Shuqualak, Miss.,
by Mr. Johnson, has been found to be phosphatic, aud the same is true
of the hard ledges of limestone rock occurring in the Canton bend, and
thence eastward to Minter, and on to Fort D(•posit, and thence to Chunnenugga Ridge and Union _Springs. The occnrrence and the characters
of these phosphatic rocks will be more fully described at another place.
§ 2. THE ROTTEN LIMESTONE.

The next subdivision of the Cretaceous group, viz, the Rotten Limestone, extends for ruany ruBes along both tlJC rivers, and, assuming
a uniform dip of 25 to 30 feet to the mile, its thickness cannot be much
less than 930 to 1,200 feet. The rock is of comparatively uniform composition, being a gray to bluish colored, argillaceous limestone, traversed at intervals by beds of purer limestone which is at the same time
usually a little harder in texture. In some places the material i6 a
dark bluish clay marl, in appearance not altogether unlike some of the
blue or black clays at the base of the Tertiary group. The fossils of
the Rotten Limestone are principally Exogyra, Grypha~,a, and Ostrea,
but in the upper and lower parts other forms become more abundant,
forming transitions to the overlying and underlying subdivisions.
The best general view of the strata of the Ro~ten Limestone is afforded by the record of a boring for an artesian well at Livingston,
Sumter County. The town is situated on the line of junction of the
Rotten Limestone and Ripley formations, and the boring, therefore,
passes through the whole of the former into the underlying Eutaw greensands. The boring was made from December, 1854, to March, 1857, and
the record was carefully kept by Dr. R. D. Webb. The thickness of
Rotten Limestone proper penetrated by this boring is 930 feet, the underlying sands and greensands belonging probably, for the most part,
to the next division. The uppermost 20 feet are certainly in part drift
and probably in part Ripley formation, though there are no fossils to
decide the matter definitely.
lA bed ofpbosphatic greensand was discovered in 1886 by Mr. Langdon and myself
at Prairie Bluff just overlying the limestone strata. Whether this is the same as the
bed ~bove described or a different one, we are not yet prepared to say.-E. A. S.
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Section of the Rotten Limestone at Livingston, Sumter County.
p. 183.)

(See Plate XXI, Column 4,

Materials.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2:3
24
25
26
27

Sandy loam, 1 foot ............................••..•••......•.••••....
Coarse, dry sand, stratified, 12 feet .•••..........•••....••.............
White quicksand (had to be curbed), 7 feet ..••••..............••••...
Soft, rotten, blue limestone, thickly set with shells and containing iron
pyrites, 180 feet . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • •.........•...............
White limestone, harder than the preceding, with very few if any shells
or pyrites, !)0 feet ................................ _•...........•.....
Hard, blue limestone, so hard that the auger cuts it-with difficulty, clear
of shells and pyrites, 7 feet...... . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bluish white limestone, not so hard as the preceding, clear of shells and
pyrites, 68 feet ...............•.•.......................••..•.••.•...
Very hard, white limestone, 55 feet .....................•.....•.•......
At 330 feet, passed through a stratum of oyster shells from which a specimen very much resembling an egg was brought up.
Light blue limestone, not so hard as No. 8, but harder than No.4, 47 feet.
Bluish brown rock, filled with small shells. In this there was more sand
than in the blue or white varieties of rock, 58 feet ...•................
Hard, white rock, 10!1 feet .............. .. ....... . ...••....••....•.....
Soft, reddish brown rock, 2 feet ..••••...........•...................•..
Soft rock of deep blue color, 20 feet ..••••..............................
Brownish blue rock, moderately soft, 78 feet ........•.......... . ........
Hard, gritty, bluish colored rock, so hard that it had to be drilled, G or 8
inches ...••.................••.•..........••...................•....
Dark bluish colored rock, easily cut by auger, lO .feet ................. .
Soft, whitish Jimestone, with occasional slight change in hardness and
color, 250 feet .............................•........................
Hard sandstone, 6 feet ...••...............................•....•...••.
Sand, in which, at 964 feet, a small stream of water was reached, which
ran feebly from the top of the well, 10 feet ..........••.•••••..........
Sand rock, 1 foot ...••....•............................................
Coarse greensand, in which a larger stream of water was reached at 1,005
· feet depth, 38 feet ...•• , .................••.........•••.....•.......
Sandstone, 2 feet ................•....••••...•.•.........•............ _
Greensand, 25 feet ................................................... .
Sandstone, 2 feet ...................•••.....•...........•••.........•..
Coarse greensand, 18 feet ............................................ .
Flint rock (crystallized), 1 foot ...................................... ..
Very fine greensand, 9 feet ........................................... .
In this greensand the well was stopped at a depth of 1,062 feet.

Depth
in feet.

257

In the following notes are given the characters of the Rotten Limestone as shown in a few prominent blu:fl's along the rivers, without any attempt to fix absolutely their position in the vertical scale of the boring.
The great degree of uniformity in the lithological characters and fossil contents of the different parts of the Rotten Limestone makes it impossible as yet to give the precise place in the vertical section of its ex(236)
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posures described below, with the exception of those which include the
phosphatic green sands immediately below the limestone proper. We
have, therefore, not attempted to represent the main body of the limestone except in the single plate illustrating the boring at Livingston ;
but in Plate XX we have given several figures illustrating the contact
of the Rotten Limestone with the underlying, sandy beds.
EXPOSURES OF ROTTEN Lll\:IESTONE.

About eight or nine miles above Moscow landing there is at Barton's
Bluff an exposure of about sixty feet, consisting of dark bluish, clayey
limestone, or perhaps better described a blue marl, with several harder
ledges projecting from the face of the bluff. These ledges hold a good
many fossils, the principal forms being Ostrea falcata in the upper ledges
and large Gryphreaand Exogyra in the lower ones. These dark, clayey,
limestone blnfl's continue up the river to within nine miles of Demopolis.
They are probably represented by No.4 of the boring.
On the Alabama a similar material makes the blutl' at Lexington
Landing, and it holds also a large number of shells, especially those of
Exogyra and other oysters.
At Demopolis the bluff is made of a very compact, light blue or gray
limestone, which does not seem to be very highly fossiliferous. A similar limestone makes the bluffs for several miles down the river, nearly
to Barton's Bluff, where, as already stated, it is more argillaceous and
~~~~~

-

On the Alabama the counterpart of the Demopolis Bluff may be seen
at Elm Bluff and at White Bluff.
The same rocks may also be seen on the Upper Tombigbee River
(above the mouth of the Tuscaloosa) at Jones's Bluff, where the railroad
bridge crosses the river.
Underlying the Demopolis limestone there is a stratum of undetermined thickness of a tolerably pure limestone of light yellow color, filled
with concretionary lumps, cylinders, &c., of clay. When this clay
washes out it leaves the limestone perforated in every direction, which
circumstance is referred to in the name" bored rock." Below Arcola
this bored rock is quite thick, and bas bedding planes two or three feet
apart, which cause the rock to break up into large cubical blocks.
At Arcola and at Hatch's Bluff, on the Tuscaloosa, the bored rock is
near the top of the bluff, and underlying it is softer and crumbling Rotten
Limestone of the usual character. The bored rock has sometimes been
burned for lime, and its ontcrop may be followed westward as far at
least as Sherman, in Sumter County. It forms a rocky ridge wherever
it comes to the surface.
The limestone underlying the bored rock for many feet is tolerably
uniform in composition and resembles that of the Demopolis Bluff, except that it is, if anything, rather more argillaceous and less compact,
(237)
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being rather a white, calcareous clay than a limestone. There is nothing of interest to record at any of the bluffs of the river from Hatch's
Bluff up to Wolf's Bluff, just above Cowan's Landing.
Here come in the strata, still better exposed higher up at Erie and at
Choctaw Bluff, which form the transition between the Rotten Limestone
and the sands of the Eutaw formation, and which probably represent
the Tombigbee Sand group of Dr. E. W. Hilgard, if this group has its
counterpart on the Tuscaloosa River.
Characteristic fossils of this horizon appear to be certain reptilian
bones, Mosasaurus, the curious Hippurites, teeth of sharks, and large
palatal teeth (Ptychodus Mortoni and others).
The lowermost strata of the Rotten Limestone (calcareous clays) also
contain many of these fossils, and in addition to those mentioned, shells
of Inoceramus in great numbers and of great size. These shells are of
fibrous texture, the thickness of the shell (half an inch or less) forming
the length of the fibres. In consequence of this structure the shells are
very fragile and it is impossible to take them out unbroken except by
removing a block of the matrix rock with them.
In no localities have I seen them in greater numbers and of larger
size than in the long bluff at Fairfield, on the Tom higbee River, in the
southern part of Pickens County, and in the fields back of House Bluff,
on the Alabama River, in Autauga County. In the former place they are
perfectly preserved, and many of them are more than a foot in diameter.
Near House Bluff they are seen in the old fields, associated with
Leiodon bones, sharks' teeth, and phosphatic greensauds. In the
weathering of rock they break into fragments which, though slightly
separated, retain their relative position and preserve the ontliue of the
shell. In many cases these fragments cover a space three feet in diameter, indicating the size of the shell as at least two feet in diameter.
These would probably form the first of the transition be<ls above
mentioned.
On the Alabama River these beds make their appearance above the
latitude of Selma at Cunningham's and House Bluffs. Inasmnch as
their paleontologic relations have not yet been determined and as they
are more closely related in lithologic character to the Entaw, we have
thought it best to combine them with tl1e latter formation in our description. The first five sections in the next division exhibit the HoLten
I.Jimestone in connection with the next underlying beds.
§ 3. THE EUTAW FORMATION.

As noted above, the sandy, fossiliferous strata lying beneath the argillaceous and calcareous rocks whose lithologic character is so well
defined bytbe name of Rotten Limestone are referred by us to the Eutaw
formation. In striking contrast with the Rotten Limestone, this series
of deposits consists of sands and clays with little or no calcareous
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matter except in the uppermost 25 or 30 feet spoken of above as forming a transition between the Rotten Limestone proper and the sands
of the undoubted Eutaw.
This upper member of the Eutaw formation consists at the summit
of a bed 5 feet in thickness of indurated, calcareous sands, with numer-.
ous fossils and irregularly shaped nodules of nearly pure phosphate of
lime, together with many highly phosphatized shell casts, and in addition the sand itself is very generally phosphatic. Below this bed there
are 15 feet of sand with comparatively few fossils, except in a thin layer
of compacted shells at the base and in two or three similar shell layers
dividing the sand at different horizons. These shell beds are also usua1ly phosphatic. Beneath the loweRt comes a bed ot greensand 6 to 8
feet in thickness, which is distinguished by its high percentage (5 per
cent. and above) of phosphoric acid. These phosphatic and calcareous
beds have been less closely examined on the Alabama River than on the
Tombigbee, where they appear to be somewhat thicker.
The bulk of the lower and principal member of the Eutaw formation
consists of cross bedded sands, with subordinate beds of pebbles and of
thinly lamin~ted clays with sandy partings in many alternations. The
exact sequence of these beds is known only for about 80 or 90 feet below
the phosphatic strata above mentioned. (See profile at the House
Bluff, Alabama River, Pl. XX, Fig. 5, p. 175.)
The most striking peculiarities of the various beds of the lower member of the Eutaw formation are found in the ahrupt changes which they
undergo in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The dark gray,
laminated clays with sandy partings seen at Finch's Ferry, Tuscaloosa
River, may also be seen farther up the river at Semple's Bluff and at
Brown's Bluff, and with nearly the same characters in all three localities. With this exception, however, I know of none of the Eutaw beds
which preserve their characters with anything like uniformity for more
than a few rods. Laminated clays pass into cross bedded sands or
rather are replaced by them; cross bedded sands thin out . abruptly, as
if forming lenticular masses; the pebble beds thicken up and thin down
rapidly within a few yarus' distance; and indeed it is impossible to follow
any of the beds with certainty from one end of a long bluff to the other,
and it would be well nigh impossible to get two vertical sections of a
bluff, 100 yards apart, wllich would exhibit the same sequence of materials. Two examples will illustrate my meaning. At Stave Bluff, Tuscaloosa River, half a mile long, we see at the upper end and near the
center of the blufl' a preponderance of laminated clays with thin intervening sheets of cross bedded sands, but at· the lower end of the bluff
the clays disappear or cease, not, however, by dipping below the water
level, but abruptly, and they are replaced by thick beds of yellow sand
which neither overlie nor underlie the clays, hut are substituted for them
on the same horizon. Again, at Merriwether's Landing, farther up the
river, where the bluff is perhap~ half a mile loug, at the landing (upper
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end of the bluff) we find the bluff made up of laminated clays with sand
partings, the sand partings becoming thicker and thicker as we descend,
and assuming within 10 feet of the water the character of cross bedded
sands with thin clay sheets following some of the lines of false bedding.
One hundred yards or less below the landing the whole bluff appears to
be cross bedded sands wi t.h clay seams, including, about twenty feet
above the water, a 10 foot bed of sand. Tbese change again, not
because of the dipping of the strata below the river level, but because
of the replacement at the same horizon of one set of beds by another.
The great mass of the Eutaw formation seems to have been deposited
ill shallow water by ever varying currents.
The absence of all fossils except an occasienallignitized tree trunk and
the lack of any persistent or easily identified beds of any kind make it
impossible for us here to sum up the thickness as we have done in the
Tertiary group, and we are therefore compelled to rely either upon
width of outcrop across the country of the beds of this formation or
upon the borings for artesian wells. The thickness of the beds of this
formation, estimated from their outcrop along the banks of the Tuscaloosa Ri verfrom Finch's Ferry to Big Log Shoals, on an assumed uniform
dip of 40 feet to the mile, is about 200 feet; but this estimate is probably
too small. Between Big Log Shoals and White's Bluff no Cretaceous
rocks are exposed on the river, but they may be seen upon the neighboring. hills, and recent observations of Mr. Langdon and myself in. dicate that this stretch of the river is almost entirely underlaid by
the beds of the Eutaw formation; and .if this is so their total thickness can ·hardly be less than 300 feet. This estimate is confirmed by
the width of the outcrop of the Eutaw beds upon the hills on both sides
of the Tuscaloosa River. On the eastern side, in Hale County, they are
found from three miles south of Havana down to Greensborough, and on
the western side, in Green County, from just south of Knoxville down to
Eutaw, or in each case about 10 miles in a direct line across the strike.
This with a uniform dip of 30 feet to the mile would correspond to a thickness of 300 feet, and with a dip of 40 feet per mile to 400 feet; 300 feet
may therefore be given as the minimum thickness of these beds along the
Tuscaloosa. .A boring now in progress at Eutaw reached the purple
clays of the Tuscaloosa formation at a depth of 400 feet; which indicates a thickness for the formation nearly the same as that estimated
from the width of outcrop and dip. The corresponding portion of the
course of the .Alabama River-i.e., between Selma and Montgomeryis such that the lowermost members of this formation are not there
exposed.
SECTIONS OF THE EUTAW FORMATION.

The fol1owing sections illustrate fairly well ·the lithologic and other
peculiarities of the Eutaw formation, including the transitional beds,
which may hereafter, upon paleontologic grounds, be classed with the
Rotten Limestone.
(240)
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(a) Section of the bluff at Erie, Tuscaloosa River.

(PlafJe XX, Fig. 1, p. 175.)

1. Rotten Limestone of usual character ..................................... 30 feet. ·
2. Indurated ledge of calcareous sand, containing grains of glauconite, strongly phosphatic and in part filled with oyster shells .......................... 5 to 8 feet.
3. Yellowish sands containing shells in the upper part, and thus forming a continuation of the preceuing ........................ ·; .........••••..•.•.....•... 8 feet.
4. Projecting bard ledge filled with small bivalve shells, chiefly oysters, 8 to 12 inches.
5. Yellowish sands, with some glauconite, becoming more and more glauconitic as we
descenu .......••....................••............................. 5 to G feet.
The lower part of this stratum, say one or two feet, is indurated, shells become
more abundant, and there is thus a gradual transition into the next underlying
bed. In these sands, which are hollowed out from beneath the preceding ledge,
there are embedded some curious stalagmitic formations, of indurated calcareous
sand, which stand up like small pillars. These are strongly phosphatic, and have
much the appearance and composition of the ledge No.4.
6. Indurated ledge of sand, greensand, and shells, mostly oysters, like that at Chocta·w Bluff ..•........................................................... 1 foot.
7. Greensand, cross bedded ...........•.................................. 3 to 4 feet.
8. Laminated, blue clay, in several distinct layers; which project from the vertical
faces formetl by the greensand above and below it ....................... 2 feet.
9. Greensand like No. 7, but with more glauconite to water's edge; contains much
phosphoric acid ......................................................... 1 foot.

Just above Erie there is a great southwestward bend in the river, by
reason of which only the Rotten Limestone appears in the river banks,
the greensands being all below the water level. This condition of
things continues up to McAlpine's Ferry, where we have the following:
(b) Section nea1· McAlpin e's Ferry, Tuscaloosa River.

(Plate XX, Fig. 2, p. 175.)

1. Rotten Limestone of variable thickness, with a covering of drift above it.
2. Calcareous sands, indurated and glauconitic, partly filled with shells, mostly
oysters .......•.•••........................................•........ 6 to 8 feet.
· 3. Sands ...•..............•..... ~-- .......... - ...........••............ 8 to 10 feet.
4. Greensand to water's edge .. --- ..... ---- ......... --- .............. 6 feet or more.

From Eastport, just above McAlpine's Ferry, up to Melton's Bluff
the course of the river is nearly along the strike of the strata, and we
have practically the same beds as those above described at Erie along
this stretch of the river. The undulations which are usually observed
along the outcropping edges of our Tertiary and Cretaceous strata may
be seen here also.
(c) Sect'ion at Melton's Bl11jf and Eastport, Tnscaloosa River.

1. Cross bedded sands, grading off below into greensand ................... _ .10 feet.
2. Greensand, forming a bench or ledge 6 to 8 feet broad and 3 feet thick down to the
water's edge.

Between Melton's Bluff and Choctaw Bluff another great southwestward bend in the river causes the greensands to disappear below the
water level, to reappear near the last named bluft~ where we get the
following very interesting section, which, however, embraces practically
the same beds with the Erie bluff, tbe two places being situated from
each other in the direction of the strike of the strata.
(241)
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(d) Section at Choctaw Bl!tff, Greene County, Tuscaloosa River.

(Plate XX 1 Fig. :3, p.

1. Rotten Limestone of the usual appearance, with a cover of drift or second bo
deposits. The rock contains some fossils, Inocerami, and bones of reptiles,
20 feet or
2. Indurated, calcareous sands, with some glauconite, filled with shells,
ogy1·a, forming a projecting ledge, which is a very prominent and persisten•
mark along the face of the bluff! ..••.....•.....•.........••........ 6 to 7
3. Yellowish, cross bedded sands, shading off above into the fossiliferous ledge.
sands become more and more glauconitic and devoid of fossils below ..... 15
4. Indmated ledge of glauconitic sands and small oysters, slightly effervescent,
phatic ...... ·----· ...••........••....................................... 1
5. Highly glauconitic sands, strongly phosphatic. These sands show above the
at the upper end of the bluff 6 to 8 feet, but sink below the water at the
end, making a <lip of about 20 feet to the mile along this stretct of the river.

This ·section shows well tlle point of contact of the Rotten Lune~•toute~
with the glauconitic beds below it. The bed3 immediately under
Rotten Limestone are coar:-;;e, calcareous sands, somewhat indurated
filled with t.he shells of Exogyra, No.2 above. Both the Rotten
stone and the ledge are filled with nodular masses of iron pyrites.
mile below this, at Stevens's Bluff, the sands are all below the
and only the Rotten Limestone above it; the same is true of the
at Hamlet's Shoals. These beds, as above intimated, have ac(tuu~ea"
a considerable interest from the fact that most of them are QTl"An,.. ,..,.~
impregnated with phosphoric acid. 'Ihis seems to be particularly
case with the glauconitic sands, especially when they are indurated;
in many cases the induration seems to be due to the formation of
phates. vVherever the beds immediately underlying the Rotten
stone have been examined, from the Mississippi line eastward to \
tumpka, and eveu farther toward the Georgia line, they have been
distinguished by containing very notable quantities of phosphate
lime, either impregnating the greensands in a general way or co1uctm·
trated into irregularly shaped nodules of nearly pure phosphate of
These, should they ever be found in Sllfficient quantity, will be of
value as a.u article of export. The phosphatic greensands, without
least doubt, can be very profitably used as fertilizers where they are convenient to transportation. Tllis subject, however, will be more SJl&o
cially treated in the report of the Geological Survey of Alabama.
At Finch's Ferry, near Eutaw, on the Tuscaloosa River, there is
bluff which varies from 50 to 75 feet in height, in which strata underlying the phosphatic sands of Choctaw Bluff are seen. The upper ~5
40 feet of this bluff (according to locality) consist of yellowish, cross
bedded sands, in which a few indistinct fossils have been found, and
below this some 25 feet of alternating blue clays and cross bedded sands;
1 This bell has been called "Concrete Sand" by Prof. A. ·Winchell, and. the
below it," Loose Sand" (Proceedings Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. X, Part II, p. 92, 1856),
He, however, limits the former name to the first 2 or 3 feet below the Rotten Li.J:ne.
Btone.
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then, forming base of the bluff, about 20 feet of laminated, blue clays,
with partings of sand. No fossils have yet been observed in these
lower beds.
(e) Section at Finch's Ferry, Tuscaloosa Rive1·. (Plate XX, Fig. 4, p. 175.)
1. Yellowish, cross bedded sands, with indurated bands at intervals. This sand contains
a few casts of shells, mostly oysters, and pieces of silicified wood .. 25 to 40 feet.
2. Laminated, blue clays, with partings of sand ......... ·----·---- .......... 10 feet.
3. Alternations of cross bedded sands and blue, laminated clays ............... 5 feet.
4. Bluish, glauconitic sands ......••.......•..••........••.....•.......•.... 10 feet.
5. Laminated, blue clays, the laminro separated by thin sand partings.-- .... 20 feet.

The exact position of this section with reference to that at Choctaw
lUuff' is not certainly made out; but it is quite possible that some of the
lowermost of the Ohoctaw Bluff beds may appear in the highest parts
of the b!uft' at Finch's Ferry. At all events the two sect'ions are very
nearly conterminous.
Un the Alabama River the same beds are seen at the Batte Smith
Bluff, Cunningham's Bluff, and the House Bluff.
At the last-named locality we have perhaps the best section of the
transition beds between the l{otten Limestone-and the Eutaw formations to be seen in the State.
This bluff, gapped by ravines, forms the northern bank of the river
for a mile or more at the top of one of those long bends made by the
Alabama in this part of the State. Near the lower or western end of
the bluff, where these gaps are close together, the sharp crested, interjacent ridges come out to the face of the bluff in cross section like the
gable ends of a house, whence the name of the bluff.
The uppermost (i. e., most eastern) of these bluffs has about thirty
feet of Rotten Limestone on top, and the washings from this have
whitened all the underlying red and yellow sands, so that if not closely
examined the white bluff would easily be mistaken for limestone throughout. The next bluff below separated from this by a narrow ravine only,
and of nearly the same height, consists of yellow, cross bedded sands to
the very top. The absence of the Rotten Limestone on top of this second bluff and its presence on top of t.he next succeeding or third bluff
are due to undulations in the strata. The contrast between the first
two bluff's is very striking. The uppermost bluff is probably the highest of the set and is about one hundred anu .fifty feet high, and the
strata exposed in it are the following:
(f) Section of the House Bluff.

(Plate XX, Fig. 5, p. 175.)

Rotten Limestone ............................................... ~ •. 20 to 30 feet.
Greensand, with phosphatic notlules ............... _..... ~ ................ .4 feet.
Conglomerate of shells em betldetl in loose sand __ .... . .. _.•............... _.1 foot.
Light coloretl sands, with irregular del)Osits of shells and a six inch layer of
shells at botto1n .. ------ . . .... ·----- ------ .... --·- ....................... 5feet.
5. Sands 8 feet, wi tb a layer of shells at bottom, 1 foot, in all . _. . _..... ; . _.. _.9 feet. 1

1.
2.
3.
4.

1

Nos. 2 toG, inclusive, constitute the "Concrete Sand" of Dr. Winchell.
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6. Alternating beds of horizontally laminated and cross bedded sands, yellow (glauconitic); the separate beds from 1 to 2 feet thick. These beds are marked with
numerous streaks deeply colored with iron ...........•.•...••..... .40 to 50 feet.
7. La.minated clays (soapstone), devoid of fossils ..•......................... 10 feet.
8. Blue, micaceous sands, no fossils ....•.••••.............. - ................ 15 feet.
9. Light colored sands, with large, bowlder-like concretions of concentric layers. . • . • • . .....................................·........................ 20 feet.
10. Alternations of the laminated clays and blue sands above described down to
the water level.

The great irregularity in the stratification of the sands of this formation is well exhibited in the House Bluff, where hardly any two sections
will show the same sequence of brds. The following section of this
bluff was taken by me in the summer of 1886, and shows the stratification of the first quarter of a mile of the bluff rather than that of a single
locality:
(fl) Section of the tlpper part of House Blttff.

1. Rotten Limestone, including near the base a bed of phosphatic greensand four and
a half feet in thickness ..... ··---· ...................................... 30 feet.
2. Ledge of oyster sh~lls embedded in sands, forming a hard ledge .......... 8 inches.
3. Whitish sands ........................................................ 8 to 10 feet.
4. Ledge of shells like No.2 .......................................... 8 to 11 inches.
5. Yellowish, cross bedded sands, indurating into rounded, bowlder-like masses of
concentric structure. On the weathering and caving of the bluff, these bowlders
break off and roll down to the water's edge and cover all the slope below them.
The two bard ledges of shell conglomerate also ureak off in a similar way, and
their fragments also cover the slope below ......................... 50 to 60 feet.
6. Yellowish, cross bedded sands like the preceding, except that they are traversed
by clay bands and partings of very irregular thickness and extent ....... 10 feet.
7. Compact samls, making a smooth, perpendicular face ..................... 15 feet.
8. Cross bedded sands, the lower part containing gray clay partings, and in the lowermost 5 feet merging into bluish gray, laminated clays ...••.. ··--·= .... 15 feet.
9. Blue sands to the water's edge ............................................ 5 feet.

The resemblance between this section and those of Choctaw Bluff
and Finch's Ferry, Tuscaloosa River, is sufficiently strong to justify us in
correlating them in a general way, though we cannot, of course, expect
to find absolute identity in the individual beds.
The two ledges of shell conglomerate appear in the hills in many
places westward of this bluff. Between the two Mulberry creeks, one
and a ltalf miles west of Statesville, they are nearly at the general level
of the high table lands; and everywhere about seven or eight feet above
the upper of these ledges, appears the bed of phosphatic greensand, so
well known in the vicinity of Hamburg, in Perry County. These beds
rise toward the north and appear in several places in Autauga Oounty,
high up on the hills. In the vicinity of the old Slaton place and the
old Jim Brown place, the shell conglomerate and the greensands art'
exposed over a large territory
All the bluffs of the Alabama River, from House Bluff up to Montgomery, show more or less of the House Bluff beds, according to the
windings of the river. At Washington Ferry the banks are made of
o
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the laminated gray clays with interbedded sands, which are seen near
the base of Honse Bluff. About two hundred yard~ above the Washington Ferry there is a high red bluff showing the following:
(f'l') Section of bluff nea1· Washington Ferr11, .Autauga County.

1. Drift and red loam.---------· ...•...••• ----··~--· .••• ·--~-- ........ 10 to 15 feet
2. Cross bedded, yellow sands, stained deep red by the washings from No. 1 .. 50 feet.
3. Lam inated clays and sands .......•••.. _•.............•...•.............. 50 feet.

No.2 above corresponds with No.5 of my Honse Bluff section, while
No. 3 corresponds to the rest of the House Bluff.
The river bluff; just below the steamboat lauding at Montgomery,
shows the following:
(j3) Section at Montgomery.

1. Drift (very cl.Jsely resembling what we have called second bottom deposits),
15 to 20 feet.
2. Laminated, gray sands, with gray clay partings ...•... _.•........ _••..•••. 3 feet.
3. Gray clayey sands, with white and gray clay partings ............•....•• :.4 feet.
4. Rather compact, yell<:>w sands with small, lens-shaped, spherical, and other irregularly shaped masses of pure, gray clay scattered through the mass of sands.
These form the greater part of the perpendicular bluff to the river below the drift
deposits, and extend to the water's edge ........................... 25 to 30 feet.

Where the Rotten Limestone is seen at the summit of the bluff, as at
Choctaw Blufl:' and at House Bluff:~ t.he geological horizon of the underlying beds of the sectiou is at once determined. The uucertainty is
felt only in regard to the exact relative position of the Finch's Ferry
beus and those where the Rotten Limestone is absent.
Betweeu Finch's Ferry and Big Log Shoals, a distance of four and a
quarter miles or a little more, across the strike, which corresponds to a
thickness of about one hundred and fifty feet of strata, the banks of the
river are composed of laminated, bluish clays and cross bedded, glauconitic sands, in many alternations. Inteebedded with these, at two or
three points, are thin beds of pebbles, from eight to twelve inches thick,
and thin layers of lignitic matter, consisting of lignitizecl stems, twigs,
and other fragments, embedded in bluish sands. In addition to these,
lignitized trunks of trees are not infrequently seen at many of the exposures. Occasionally, also, a silicified trunk is to be found lying upon
the bluff, but whether derived from the Cretaceous or from the overlying drift deposits is still a matter of doubt.
It has as yet been impossible to ascertain the actual sequence of these
different beds for the whole distance mentioned above, but the following detailed sections will probably cover nearly their entire thickness.
Immediately below the laminated clays which form the base of the
exposure at Finch's Ferry, com.e alternations of similar laminated clays,
with cross bedded sands many feet in thickness, which are to be seen
at Semple's Bluff, just above the railroad bridge, and at Collins's wood
yard, where about ten feet of thickness are to be seen.
(245)
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Ch-ilds's Ferry.- At Cllilds's Ferry similar strata are exposed, the blu:ft
·being some thirty feet high. The lower part of this exposure cousists,
without doubt, of the same beds as those at the top of the bluff at Merriwether's Landing, given below:
(g) Section at Merriwether's Landing, Tuscaloosa River.
1. Laminated clays and sands; the sands are bluish green in color when freshly exposed, but become yellowish on weathering... • •...••....••....... 10 to 15 feet.
2, Sands .......•.......•.•...••••............•............••••......... 7 to 8 feet.
:~. Laminated sands and clays again to the water's edge ............ 20 feet or more,
Much of the blue clay iu the lower part of this bluff breaks up 011 drying
into small chips, which are covered with white effioresce11ce derived from the
oxidation of iron pyrites, nodules of which are of common occurre11ce in the
clay, Along the bluff are to be seen many trunks of trees, either lignitized or
silicified.

The lowermost five or ten feet of the beds exposed at Merriwether's
are seen again at the top of the bluff at Long Bend, where the following
section is exposed:
(h)

Section at the head uf Long Bend, Tuscaloosa River.

1. Cross bedded sands forming top of b 1ufl'.: ............................ 5 to 10 feet.
2. Laminated, blue clays ................................................ 2 to 3 feet.
3, Be<l of quartz pebbles ................................................ 2 to 3 feet.
4. Laminated, blue clays again, containing galls or concretions of pure, light colored
clay .......................................•.................. ---· .. 4 to 5 feet.
5. Coarse grained, yellowish ~ands, strongly cross bodded, running down to the water
]eyel ............................................................. fi feet or u1ore.

H-iclcman's.-At Hickman's, below Big Log Shoals, the blnfl' is ma1le
up of laminated clays alternating with cross bedd~d sands in the most
irregular manner. The thickness of these beds was not estimated, but
their relative position is as follows:
(i)

Section at Hick1nan's, 1'uscaloo.sa River.

1. Cross bedded eands of yellowish color on exposed surfaces, probably 10 feet or
more in thickness.
2. Laminated, blue clays, more or less sandy and containing lignitized tree trunks,
which are, in general, pyritous, The laminated, ulue strata in the upper part of
this division are much more clayey thau tho~e in the lower part, and mark the
bluff with parallel and approximately horizontal stripings, probably 5 to 10 feet.
3. Cross bedded sands again down to the water's edge.

At the head of Big Log Shoals we have another section of ten or
twelve feet, as follows:
(j) Section at the head of Big Log Shoals, Tuscaloosa River.

1. Compact, blue, micaceous sands ...................................... 3 to 4 feet.
2. Laminated sands ...................................... --~· .......... 3 to 4 feet.
3. Lignitic stratum, consisting of lignitized twigs, stems, and other fragments, embedded in bluish sands .................................................. 1 foot.
4. Alternating layers of blue clay and bluish, micaceous sands, the latter including
a bed of pebbles 8 to 10 inches in thickness ........................... 4 to 5 feet.
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This section represents the lowermost of the blue clays aud cross
bedded sands, which we have considered as belonging to the Eutaw
formation of the Cretaceous group, leaving undetermined some seventyfive feet from this to White's Bluft: At the latter begins what we shall
now call the Tuscaloosa formation.
Ill. OTHER MESOZOIC STRATA, PROBABLY CRETA CEO US.

§ 1. THE TUSCALOOSA FORl\'IATION.

Underlying the strata last described, and forming all the country
between White's Bluff and the city of Ti1scaloosa, are beds whose age
has not been certainly determined.
The most conspicuous rocks are purple and mottled clays interstratified
with white, yellowish white, pink, and light purple, micaceous sands, and
near the base of the formation dark gray, nearly black, thinly laminated
clays, with sand partings. Typical -sections of the mottled c~ays and
white sands may be seen at Steele's Bluft' and at White's Bluff on the
Tuscaloosa River; and a beautiful section of the piu.k, micaceous sands
is exposed in two large gullies below Ha,vana, in Hale County, near the
residence of Ron. A.M. Avery. The <lark gray, laminated clays are
well seen near and in the city of Tuscaloosa.
All the beds of this formation, being of loose clays and still less coherent sands, have suffered a great amount of denudation, and in consequence they form the banks of the river at only a few points.
(1)

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS AND OPINIONS.

The peculiar formation above described appears to have been observed
a third of a century ago by Prof. L. Harper, then State Geologist of
Mississippi, and by Prof. Alexander Winchell.
In 1856 Professor Harper described three specimens of Oeratites, which
he called 0. Amerioanus, 1 found by him in 1853 in the be<l of the Tuscaloosa (or Warrior) River near Erie, and pronounced by the elder
Agassiz "closely allied to OeratUes Syriacus of L. v. Buell," from the
Cretaceous rocks of the Caucasus. Professor Harper considered it
"somewhat doubtful" whether this was a Cretaceous fossil, and suggested that it was washed out from the formation underlying the known
Cretaceous beds of that section of Alabama. He adds: "What formation this is seems difficult to decide, it being devoid of fossils. It must,
of course, be one of the older formations intermediate between the coal
(Carboniferous] and the lime [Cretaceous], and I should not at all be
astonished if a careful examination should give the result of its classification among the poikilitic rocks, to which this variegated clay bears
great resemblance." 2 Subsequently, in his Report on the Geology of
1

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. VIII, pp. 126-128.
p. 28,

~~Ibid.,
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Mississippi ,I he speaks of the occurrence of a clay of greenish blue color
with red streaks, penetrated by a boring for an artesian well at Columbus, Miss., and he looks upon the occurrence of this clay as an evidence
that "there exists between the Cretaceous and the Carboniferous formations an intermediate one, perhaps the Permian;" and in the same connection he again mentions the occurrence of great beds of variegated clays
below the greensand of the Cretaceous formation above the town of Eutaw, in Alabama, and repeats his suggestion that the three specimens
of Ceratites were "most probably washed out of a formation underlying the Cretaceous formation." With respect to the age of the infr(tcretaceous formation he adds: "The Oeratites being especially a fossil of
the Triassic formation, it is possible that this formation underlies the
Cretaceous." 2
In 1856, also, Professor Winchell mentioned the beds of sand and clay
which underlie the sands of Finch's :Ferry, remarked upon the variegated and mottled colors of the clays and also of the reel sandstone, and
added that in Greene County many of the artesian wells which penetrate
these beds furnish a constant supply of salt water (showing the occurrence of local deposits of salt), while the deeper borings brought up an
abundance of quartzose pebbles; all of which he considers compatible
with the supposition that these deposits are of Triassic age. 3 This supposition is still further strengthened by the occurrence of "remains of
vegetables appearing like the stems and leaves of dicotyledonous plants,
* * * some specimens of which appeared to me indistinctly al1ied to
stems of Equisetites." Professor Winchell also remarks upon the great
scarcity of any organic remains in all these beds~ extending to the
very suburbs of the city of Tuscaloosa, which, he says, "renders the determination of their age extremely doubtful; " 4 and he is evidently not
fully convinced of the Triassic age of the beds, since in his table of
principal strata/ he includes them in the Lower Cretaceous.
From these extracts it seems certain that both Harper and Winchell
were aware of the existence of this formation as early as 1856, if not in
1853. No unmistakable reference to these strata has been found
in Professor Tuomey's writings, though he must have known of
the observations of the two gentlemen above named. It must be remembered, however, that at the time of his death Professor Tuomey
had a large number of unpublished notes on the geology of Alabama,
many of which have been lost. It is true that in 1850 Tuomey described certain "superficial beds of red loam," &c., 6 and that as early
as 1846 Lyell mentioned" great beds of gravel and sand" in the vicinity
Prel. Rep. Geol. and Agric. Miss., p. 27~, 1857.
Ibid., p.2&:.
- 3 Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. X, Part II, p. 92, 1856.
4 Ibid., p. 93.
6 Ibid., p. 84.
6 First Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., p. 164, 1850.
1
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of Tuscaloosa ;1 but these great beds of gravel, sand, and loam which
constitute so large a proportion of the surface material about Tuscaloosa
are undoubtedly, as Professor Tuomey bas said, of comparatively recent
age, though possibly derived primarily from a Mesozoic formation.
Certainly neither Lyell's nor Tuomey's description applies to the predominant beds of the Tuscaloosa formation, and it appears equally
certain that, when their descriptions were written, neither of these
authors had in view the 1amiuatetl and mottled clays of the formation,
which appear only here and there in comparathrely insignificant exposures in a few of the gullies back of the city, the majority of these
gullies exposing only post-Tertiary gravels and sands.
The age of the various Mesozoic deposits of .Alabama was discussed
at great length nearly thirty years ago by Hall, Meek, Conrad, Hayden,
and others.
In 1855 Hall and 1\ieek, referring to Tuomey's publications, classed
the various Mesozoic strata of Alabama as Cretaceous. 2 Two years later
Meek and Hayden, making use of the iuformation published by Tuomey,
Harper, and .A. Winchell, together with additional matter privately
communicated by the last named gentleman, 3 correlated the lower portion of the Alabama Mesozoic4 with the lowest Cretaceous formation
of New Jersey and Nebraska and the lower strata of Pyramid Mountain, New Mexico (regarded by Marcou as Jurassic and Triassic ). 5 Among
their conclusions are these :
7th. There is at the base of the Cretaceous system, at distantly separated locali- ·
ties in Nebraska, Kansas, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Alabama, and New Jersey'
if not indeed e\·erywhere in North America where that· system is well developed (at
any rate east of the Rocky Mountains), a series of various colored clays and sandstones, and beds of sand, often of great thickness, in which organic remains, except_
ing leaves of apparently dicotyledonous plants, fossil wood, ancl obscure casts of shells,
are very rarely found, but which everywhere preserves a uniformity of lithological
and other characters, pointing unmistakably to a similarity of physical conditions
during their deposition over immense areas.
8th. Although the weigbt of evidence thns far favors the conclusion that this
lower series is. of the age of the Lower Greensand, or Neocomiau of the 0 ld World, we
yet want positi.ve evidence that portions of it may not be older than any part of the
Cretaceous system.fi
1 Qnar. Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. II, -p. 280, 1846; Second Visit to North America, Vol.
II, p. 79, 1855.
2Traus. Am. Acad., Vol. V, p. 380, 1855.
3Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. IX, pp. 117-1~3, 1857.
4Described (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. IX, p.126, 1857) as "beds of dark blue,
soft shale or indurated clay, alternating with strata and seams of white and mottled
clays, green and ferruginous sand, and dark, pyritiferous shale. No organic remains,
but sterns and leaves of apparently dicotyledonous plants and a few obscure casts of
other fossils. Cemtites Americana of Harper, is, however, supposed to hold a position
somewhere in this series."
5Pac. R. R. Rep., Vol. III, Resume and Field Notes, p. 137, 1853-'54.
t>Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. IX, p. 133, 1857.
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Later, in the same year, HalP pointed out that Marcou's erroneous
reference of the Pyramid Mountain beds to the Jurassic and Triassic
was at least partly due to mistaken identification of certain fossils,
and followed the former -authors in definitively referring the several
formations in question to the Cretaceous, of which the lower division
is" represented by No. 1 of the Nebraska section, and including the
various sandstones and shales or clays at the base of the formation in
the Llano Estacado and other portions of New Mexico; and probably
equivalent to the lower clay beds of New Jersey [and Alabama],2 in
which the only fossils yet known are of vegetable origin,m while Conrad was of the opinion that the Cretaceous deposits of Alabama form a
passage or intermediate stage between the Cretaceous strata of Texas"
and those of New Jersey. 4 Subsequently Hilgard (who was unquestionably familiar with the suggestions of Harper and Winchell as to the
pre-Cretaceous age of the clays and sands resting upon the Carboniferous strata in Alabama and Mississippi) united the beds immediately
beneath the Tombigbee sands and the subjacent highly colored clays
and sands, applied the name Eutaw group to the formation thus defined, and referred it to the Cretaceous. 5 In the following year Meek
and Hayden re-expressed their convictions as to the age of the lowest
Mesozoic beds of Alabama, correlated the beds subsequently described
by J. S. Newberry 6 and B. F. Shumard7 with the formation to which
they bad already referred these deposits, and applied to it the name
Dakota group. 8 In 1869 Safford followed Hilgard in uniting the
lowest Mesozoic beds of Western Tennessee with the immediately superjacent strata containing Cretaceous fossils; and to the formation thus
defined be gave the name Coffee Sand. 9 The latest specific expression
on the subject known is that of Meek, who, in 1876, with the entire
information available before him up to the initiation of the investigations
herein described, maintains his opinion that the beds of dark blue,
soft shale or indurated clay &c. of Alabama, the plastic clays of New
Jersey, and the yellow and brown sandstones and green shales of New
Mexico, to which he added the Eutaw group of Mississippi, are Cretaceous and the equivalent of the Dakota formation of Dakota, Nebraska,
and Colorado ;10 but Lesquereux has recently correlated the Dakota
1
Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. XXIV, pp. 72-86, 1857; also Rep. U.S. and Mex. Bound.
Surv., Vol. I, Pt. II, 1857.
2 Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. XXIV, p. 75,1857.
3 Ibid., p. 83.
4 Rep. U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 141, 1857.
5 Rep. Geol. and Agr. of Miss., p. 61, 1860.
6 Rep. Expl. Exped. 1i359 under Macomb, p. 52, 1876; Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol.
XXIX, p. 208, 1860.
7 Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. I, pp. 582-590, 1856-1860.
8 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. XIII, pp. 419-421, 1861.
9Geol. of Tenn., p. 411, Ul69.
10 U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., Vol. IX, pp. 38-42, 1876.
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group of l\1eek and Hayden with the Cenomanian of Europe, 1 thereby
increasing the probability that the formations ~ubjacent to tile Eutaw
or other well defined portions of the Dakota group may belong to the
Cretaceous.
Examination of their literature shows, however, that these geologists
failed to discriminate the poorly fossiliferous beds denominated Eutaw
in Mississippi and Alabama and Coffee Sand in Tennessee from the
subjacent and apparently mucll older formations now in question;
and, since their determination of the age of the entire series of strata
rests on the evidence of tlle fossils from the admittedly Cretaceous
Eutaw group, their opinion as to the age of the subjacent formations is
of little value.
Although the poverty of the formation in organic remains precludes
the possibility of determining its precise position in the geologic series,
its relation to other Mesozoic formations of the eastern United States is
suggesteu by its attitude, its lithologic character, and its stratigraphic
position.
On comparing it with the Red Sandstone of New Jersey and Connecticut (generally regarded as Triassic, though W. M. Fontaine has recently
pronounced certain bo(lies of it Rhmtic < Lower Liassic2 ) marked
differences are found to exist. Thus the deposits of the Tuscaloosa
formation are seldom lithified, while those of the Red Sandstone are, in
general, :firm sandstones, eouglomerates, and shales; the strata of the
Tuscaloosa formation are little diRturbed (having only a gentle inclination of thirty or forty feet per mile to the seaward), while the Red
Sandstone is everywhere highly tilted, faulted, slickensided, and sometimes contorted; tile former formation has never been affected by intrusives, while the latter is intersected by trap dikes and interbedded
with trap sheets ; vegetal matter in the formation exposed along the
Tuscaloosa River is comparatively little altered, and often retains its
woody texture, although it is usually converted into lignite, while the
carbonaceous matter of the Red Sandston~ on Deep and Dan Rivers
and elsewhere bas been converted into true coal. Both formations are
alike unconformable to the suLjacent and Paleozoic and Azoic formations; but while tile former is sensibly conformable to known Cretaceous formations the latter is apparently separated from the adjacent
(but nowhere contiguous) later Mesozoic deposits by one of the great.
est unconformities of the American rock series; and finally, while only
slight and uniform elevation appears to have occurred in the eastern
part of the continent since the formation of the Alabama deposit, great
changes in continental configuration have unquestionably taken place
~Since the formation of the highly tilted Red Sandstone of New Jersey
and the Connecticut Valley. Accordingly these formations could not
Rep. U.S. Geol. Snrv. Terr., Vol. VIII, pp. 9~, 105, 1883.
z Mon. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VI, pp. 96, 128, 1683,

1
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legitimately be correlated without the strongest possible paleontologic
evidence; and such evidence has not been found.
But on comparing the formation with t,he younger Mesozoic deposits
of Eastern Virginia, Central .Maryland, Northern Delaware, Southeastern Pennsylvania, and perhaps Central New Jersey and Southern New
York-thePotomac formation of McGee-there is found to be so striking similarity in attitude, in composition, in degree of lithification, and
in stratigraphic position that the description of the one in general
terms will equa1ly apply to the other; and this similarity will warrant
provisional correlation of the formations.
The age of the Potomac formation has not, however, been satisfactorily determined, as the following history of opinion concerning it indicates:
It appears to have been first discriminated by R. C. Taylor1 who, in1835,
spoke of it in one of its exposures as "Tlle Secondary Horizontal Strata
of Fredericksburg," and described half a dozen species of fossil plants
from it, and, on the evidence of the plants, refer:red it to the "Oolitic
group of Europe." Its probable equivalent was again separated from
the fossiliferous Cretaceous deposits in New Jersey in 1840 by H. D.
Rogers, who denominated it the "Potter's Clay formation," referred
it to the "Upper Secondary series," 2 (in contradistinction to the "Middle Secondary series," to which the Red Sandstone was relegated),
and showed that it passes gradually upward into the greensand division of the Cretaceous. In the following year it was specifically designated the "Red Clay formation" in Delaware, and referred to the
"Upper Secondary formation," on the ground of its resemblance to the
"Secondary" formation of E nrope; 3 and in the same year it was de·
scribed in Virginia by W. B. Rogers, who denominated the formation
the ''Upper Secondary Sandstones and Conglomerates," 4 in contradistinction to the " Middle Secondary Sandstone" &c. (comprised in
the Rhretic of Fontaine). In 184:2, he referred it to the Oolitic 5 and
again in the same year (as a snbseq uent publication indicates) "to
the upper part of the Jurassic series, corresponding probably to the
Purbeck beds of British geologists." 6 The bases for these references
appear to haYe been ( 1) the evidence of undescribed plant and animal
remains, (2) the lithologic character of the deposits, and (3) the stratigraphic relations of the formation. In 184:5, after examining this and
associated formations in company with Conrad, Sir Charles Lyell 7
"arrived at the conclusion that the whole of the New Jersey series [of
Trans. Geol. Soc. Pa., Vol. I, pp. 320-325, 1835.
Geol. of N.J., Final Rep., pp. 177-179, 1840.
a Memoir Geol. Surv. Del., 1837-'38, pp. 14-16, 1841.
4 Rep. Prog. Geol. Surv. Virg., p. 29, 1840.
n Reprint, Geol. of the Virginias, p. 542.
6Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. His., Vol. XVIII, p. 104, 1875,
7 Trav. iu N. A., Vol. I, p. 63, 1845.
1
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Cretaceous deposits] agrees in its· chronological relations with the
European \Vhite Chalk, or, to speak more precisely, with the formations
ranging from the Gault to the Maestricht beds inclusive;" but his Ian.
gnage in another publication suggests that his expression is designed
to apply only to the fossiliferous formations overlying the plastic clays
constituting the upper division of the Potomac formation. 1 Certainl,y,
his conclusion rested in large part on his own observations of conformity
and collections of shells from the fossiliferous formations. In 1867, as
already mentioned, .Meek and Hayden, after visiting the exposures
and examining the collections of the State geologic survey and discussing the paleontologic, lithologic, and stratigraphic evidence then
available, correlated the plastic clays forming tlle base of the newer Mesozoic of New Jersey- tho "Potter's Clay" formation of H. D. Rogerswith the European Neocomian. 2 In 1860, Tyson re~ognized what appears to be the same formation in Maryland, denominated it "Formation No. 21,":1 and, on the questionable evidence of a few imperfectly silicifie<l casts of undetermined fossils, a new genus of Oycas, silicified andlignitized couiferons wood, a fragment of a rib of a whale, alHl ''part of
the teeth and bones of an herbiferous Saurian," referred it (including
the" Iron Ore Clays") to the CretaceouR; but two years later, on the evidence of the cycad alone, concluded (with the expressed concurrence of
IJ. Ag-assiz) that it ought to be placed "at least as low as the OOlitic
perio1l." 4 On assuming control of the geologic survey of New Jersey, Uook recognized and repeatedly described the formation constituting the base of the newer l\Iesozoic series. In 1865 he denominated
it the "Fire aud Potter's Clays" and definitively referred it to the Cretaceous, 5 though without explicit statement of the reasons for the
reference. In the same year Leidy G adopted the taxonomy of Meek
and Hayden, and described ami referred to the Cretaceous a reptilian
tooth (Ast-rodon Johnstonii) from the '"Iron Ore Clays" of Maryland. In
18G8, Cook substituted the name" Plastic Claysm for the formation as
developed in New Jersey, and correlated it with the Lower Greensand
of Europe on paleontologic and stratigraphie grounds. During the
same year, however, Conrad 8 referred the formation to the Triassic, on
the evidence of two casts of lamellibranchs (called "Cretaeeous species" in the title), and a few plant remains referred to the genus Cyclopteris, which he found within it; while Cope, who found within it in
Western New Jersey" leaves of dicotyledonous trees, ctenoid fish scales,
Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. I, p. 60, 1845.
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. IX, pp.127-133, 1857.
3 Pirst Rep . .A.gr. Chern. Maryland, pp. 41-43, 1860.
4
Sec. Rep. Agr. Chem. :Maryland, p. 54, 1862.
o Ann. Rep. Geol. Snrv. N.J., p. 24, 1R64.
6 Smithsonian Cont., Vol. XIV, Cret. Rep. U. S., pp. 2-4, 1865.
7 Geol. of N. J., pp. aG, 241, 246-248, 1868.
sAm. Jour. Cone., Vol. IV, p. 279, 1868.
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and numerous U nionidrn in a tolerably good state of preservation," correlated it with Meek and Hayden's" Earlier Cretaceous No.1" (Dakota),
although the six species of U uios andAnodontas contained within it have
''some analogy with those of the Wealden, procured by Dr. Mantell
in England." 1 In 1875 W. B. Rogers, 2 ref··rring to Tyson's discovery of stumps of cycads in the formation, relegated it to the horizon
of the Upper Jurassic rocks, and suggested that " we may find here a
passage group analogous to the Wealden of British geology." In the
next year, after an exhaustive review of its paleontologic and strati.
graphic relations, Meek 3 referred the formation unquestioningly to the
Cretaceous, and suggested that it represents a "part, if not the whole,
of the Upper Greensall(l." In 1878 Cook retained the name "Plastic
Clay" for the formation as developed in New Jersey, and, on the authority of Lesquereux and Gahb, who examined, respectiYely, the plant
and animal remains found within it, again correlated it with the Lower
Greensand of Europe. 4 Lesquereux remarks that the plant remains
of the formation have, "so far as they a1 e determinable, the characters of the flora of the Dakota group, or of the Lower Cretaceous of
Nebraska and Kansas. This is Lower Cretaceous for this country,
equivalent to a lower member of the Uprler Cretaceous of Europe."5
During the next year Fontaine described the formation as exhibited
in the ]..,redericksburg and Petersburg belts, and, on the evidence of a
moderately abundant flora, correlated the upper division of the strata
of the former belt with the Wealden6 and those of the lower part
with the Upper Oolite, 7 and referred the whole of the Petersburg
belt to the Wealden. 8 In 1880 (1) Dana9 adopted the taxonomy of
Meek and Hayden, and referred the Plastic Olay of Cook and the
correlative deposits in Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia to the Cretaceous, to which he also ascribes the Alabama beds supposed to
yield Harper's doubtful genus Ceratites. 10 In 1881 this formation was
recognized in Pennsylvania by C. E. Hallll (though its existence there
was long ago denied by H. D. Rogers ), 12 who deuominated it" Wealden
Clay" and classed it as" a remnant of the lowest clay beds of the New
Jersey Cretaceous (\Vealden ~)." In the same year Britton 13 denominated
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. XX, p. 157, 1868.
Pro c. Boston Soc. Nat. His., Vol. X VIII, p. 105, 1875.
3 Rep. U. S.Geol. Surv. Terr., Vol. IX, p. xliv, 1876.
4 Rep. Clay Deposits of N.J., pp. 25-30, 1878.
11 lbid., pp. 27, 28.
6Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., Vol. XVII, p. 156.
7 Ibid., p. 157.
s Ibid., p. 233.
9 Man. of Geol., Dana, 3d ed., pp. 454-458.
10 Ibid., p. 468.
nsec. Geol. Surv. Pa., Rep. Prog., c o, p.19.
12
Geol. Pa., Vol. I, p. 59, 1858. "Tertiary and Cretaceous strata border the State upon
theSE. in New Jersey, but they do not cross the Delaware River into Pennsylvania.''
l 3 Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. II, p. 170, 1882.
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the formation as represented on Staten Island the Cretaceous formation and remarked that it is "a direct continuation of the 'Plastic
Clay' division of the Cretaceous, 80 named by the New Jersey geologists, and lie[ s] at the base of the formation in Eastern North America."
Newberry1 also, during the same year, expressed the conviction that
these strata are Cretaceous. In 1883 Fontaine2 discriminated the older
Mesozoic and the younger Mesozoic of Virginia, and remarked that
"the younger Mesozoic strata have very little in common with" the
older, but expressed no more definite opinion as to their age. In the
same year Uhler3 described tqe formation as developed in Maryland in
a popular address, discussed its flora and fauna, denominated it the
vVealden, and referred it to the upper part of the Jurassic. A year
later Chester 4 applied the New Jersey name of Plastic Clay to the formation in Delaware and referred it to the ''Lower Cretaceous (Wealden ~)," but upon what basis is not evident. In the same year appeared W. B. Rogers's posthumous geologic map of Virginia and West
Virginia, 5 in which the formation is classed as "Upper Jurassic passing
upward into base of Cretaceous." In the same year also McGee, 6 after
assembling and adjudicating the entire available evidence as to the age
of the formation, provisionally mapped it as Cretaceous. 7 One of the
latest published expressions, and perhaps the most authoritative, is
that of R. P. Whitfield, who describes five species of lamellibranchiate
shells from this formation in New Jersey. Whitfield considers that
"Mr. Conrad may have been mistaken" in regard to the casts of Astarte
from the ash colored clays of this formation, referred by him to the Triassic, and expressed the "feeling" that the formation more probably
represents the Jurassic than the Cretaceous. 8 In the same volume
Cook applies the eminently suitable name Raritan Clays 9 to the formation as developed in New Jersey, and, on stratigraphic grounds, adheres
to his opinion that the formation is a part of the Cretaceous. Still
more recently Fontaine 10 has re-examined the various exposures of the
formation in Virginia and made extensive collections of plant remains
from them. He finds that while the general facies of the flora is Neocomian there is a notable commingling of Jurassic and even earlier forms.
Accordingly the precise equivalence of the formation with any of the
European or western American divisions cannot be established.
Trans. N.Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 57, 1881-'82.
M:on. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VI, p. 2, 1883.
3 Johns Hopkins Univ. Cir., Vol. II, p. 53, 1883.
4Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., pp. 250-2, 1!:!84.
6 Reprint Geol. ofthe Vh-gs., map, 1883-'84.
6 Fifth Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., Pl. II, 1883-'84.
7 Fifth Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Survey, Pl. II, 1885.
s M:on. U.S. Geol. Surv., Vol. IX, pp. 22, 23, 1885.
9 lbid., p. x.
10 Sixth Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., pp. !:!5 and 86, 1884-'85.
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OBSERVATIONS FROM

1883

TO

1886

OF OCCURRENCES ON THE TUSCAtOOSA,

The recent work upon the basal Mesozoics in Alabama may be stln1•
marized as follows: In the spring of 1883 Mr. L. 0. Johnson, while engaged in the work of the U.S. Geological Survey, observed the purple
and mottled clays, briefly descril>ed above, in Dallas County, and on
Big and Little Mulberry Creeks in Autauga County, and obtained from
well borers many notes of their occurrence, and conjectured that they
belonged to a formation anterior to the Cretaceous. I had seen the
same clays in 1871 on the road between 'l'p.scaloosa and Eutaw, without
reaching any decision as to their age. Ip. August, 1883, upon the joint
excursion of which this paper is the record, w.e had the satisfaction of
observing every outcrop of these beds along the TuRcaloosa River below
Tuscaloosa, and in the autumn of 1884, at the joint expense of Mr. T. H.
Aldrich and the Geological Survey of Alabama, :Mr. D. W. Langdon,jr.,
undertook an excursion through Bibb County along the Cahaba River,
for the pnrpose of studying this formation there.
In the summer of 1885 the writer had the opportunity of examining
many exposures of these clays and sands in the interior of Tuscaloosa,
Hale, Bibb, and Autauga Counties.
In the early part of 1886 we found in the city of Tuscaloosa a fine exposure of dark gray, laminated clays, full of leaf impressions, which
promise to furnish the mea,ns of determining definitively the age of the
formation.
Some leaf impressions collected by Mr. Langdon and the writer in
Bibb County were submitted to Professor Leo Lesquereux. One of these
was considered by him to be referable to the genus Podozamites, with
affinities toP. lanceolatus and P. dis tans of the .T rias or Rhrntic, and with
still closer affinities toP. pulchellus Heer, from the Jurassic of Spitzbergen. Professor Lesquereux remarks: "I have found some species of
the genus in the Cretaceous, but none with leaves of the same form as
yours. The P. pulchellus has, like your leaf, distinct, coarse, somewhat
distant primary nerves, separated by thin, punctate ones. 711 This leaf
impression, so far as it goes, appears thus to confirm the evidence afforded
by the Oe't atites of Professor Harper, and the leaf impressions of Professor Winchell in so far as these indicate a pre-Cretaceous age for the
formation.
This evidence, unfortunately, is not decisive. The plant remains found
by Professor Winchell were not determined even· generically; while the
specimens of Oera,tites were not found in situ in the beds in question,
but" on a sand bank in the middle of the river * * * [in the area of
known Cretaceous rocks] among other evidently Cretaceous fossils," 2
1
2

Six (Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., Vol. VIII, pp. 27-30, 1883).
Proc. Aca.d. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. VIII, p. 126, 1856.
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and at least one of them bas since been pronounced, by no less competent an authority than Meek, "to be a worn specimen of the old genus
Anunonites.m
Some better specimens from the city of .T uscaloosa were determined
recently by Professor Lesquereux. They all point to the Cretaceous age
of these beds, although the evidence is not yet conclusive.
In view of the diversity of opinion indicated by the foregoing review
and of the paucity of organic remains in the Potomac formation and
correlative deposits on the Atlantic slope, and in view of our uncertainty as to the exact equivalence of the deposits exposed on the Tuscaloosa River, we are unwilling to express ourselves decidedly as to the
age of the formation to which they belong, though we incline to the
belief that it is Cretaceous.
Since the formation to which the purple clays and associated strata
belong is clearly distinct from those already recognized and named in
Alabama and since it cannot be co.ordinated with certainty with any
other formation in this country, it seems desirable that it should receive
a specific designation. We therefore nropose for it the name Tuscaloosa formation, after the name of the city at which and the river along
which its typical exposures occur.
The stratigraphic relations of the Tuscaloosa formation may be seen
by reference to the general section (Plate XXI, p. 185). In constructing this part of the section we have assumed a uniform dip towards the
sotl.tbwest of about forty feet to the mile. The indicated thickness is,
accordingly, only approximate.
Rock Bluff.-Between Big Log Shoals and White's Bluff no rocks are
seen along the river banks, except at Rock Bluff, where a pebbly conglomerate with ferruginous cement forms a bluff and, lower down the
river, a rocky reef. This rock is underlaid by a gray or bluish clay.
The position of this stratum is about seventy-five feet below the lowest
of the Eutaw beds as exposed at Big Log Shoals.
At White's Bluff we see the first of a series of purple and mottled
clays with interstratified sands, which occur at intervals as high up the
river as Mrs. Prince's Landing, near Carthage. At the lowest estimate,
these clays and sands are 275 feet in thickness.
In detail, the sections exposed along the river, in geological1ydescending order, are as follows:
(a) Section at White's Bluff, G1·eene County, Tuscaloosa River.
1. Purple clay, mottled with irregular patches of gray clay, both purple and gray

portions sandy--------·----··--··----------· .... ---- ..•••• ·--- .••.•..• 10 feet.
2. Micaceous sands of light, nearly white color • _.•...••• _.•. _..•....••.• _... 1 foot.
3. Light colored sands, with little or no mica._.~ •.. _.•..... _••. ___ . _.• _.••. 14 feet.
1

Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., Vol. IX, p. 40, 1876.
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A few miles higher up the river the same beds are again seen at
Steele's Bluff, as follows:
(b) Section at Steele's Bluff, Tuscaloosa River.

1. Purple and mottled clays ......••.....•....••......•........•.........•.. 10 feet.
Light colored, often nearly white, coarse grained sands, holding a few small pebbles in places; the pebbles mostly of chert, not quartz ............. 10 to 12 feet.

~.

The sands in the above section are in places strongly cross bedded
and on exposure to the atmosphere show a tendency to harden into a
pretty firm sandstone, which is, however, quite friable and easily ri1bbed
down between the fingers after the thin outside coating of harder
material bas been removed.
At Battle's Landing there is a thin bed of ferruginous sandstone, extremely hard and firm and very similar to the ferruginous rocks so
often formed in the drift beds.
At Williford's Landing the purple clay shows from the water's edge
about ten feet in thickness, and over it occur second bottom or river
deposits. Between the two a great number of bold springs of very
pure water break out. An artesian well, said to be 400 feet deep, was
bored at this place thirty or forty years ago, but no record of the boring
is now to be bad. The water flows out at the top and is not salty.
This is the farthest north of any of the artesian wells of Middle Alabama. The locality is Sec. 31, T. 24 N., R. 4 E., in the lower edge of
Tuscaloosa County.
.
Just above Williford's Landing and at Bealle's Landing there are
reefs of rock forming shoals at low water. These rocks are sandstones
and conglomerates, with ferruginous cement, similar to that already noticed at Battle's Landing.
We see the last outcrop along the river of the purple mottled clays
at Mrs. Prince's Landing/ where they are about six or eight feet above
the water's edge.
Between Mrs. Prince's Landing and Tuscaloosa the immediate bankR of
the river are with few exceptions formed by the loose materials of the sec.
ond bottom deposits. At one or two places, h6wever, given below,
appear exposures of more ancient rocks. With a uniform dip of the
strata, the distance between Mrs. Prince's Landing and Tuscaloosa would
represent a thickness of more than five hundred feet, only forty or fifty
of which are at all exposed along the river.
Saunders's Ferry.-At or near Saunders's Ferry, just below the Twelve
Mile Roc~, there is a fine exposure made by a landslide. Here are
seen about thirty to forty feet perpendicular of thin, laminated clays and
sands of a dark gray color, containing no recognizable fossils, but many
small fragments of lignitic matter. Very similar becls have also been
noticed by myself on the road from Tuscaloosa to Carrollton.
1 They may be seen, however, above Mrs. Prince's in many places, in the hills a few
rods back from the immediate banks oftheriver. See section (c), next page,
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At the time of my subsequent visit to this locality certain overlying
strata omitted in 1883, because considered to be a part of the drift, were
added, as well as some beds, nearer the water level, at that time hidden
by alluvial deposits. The full section is as follows:
(c) Section above Saunders's Fe1·ry, Tnscaloosa Rivm·.

1. Rather massive clays of greenish and purple colors, breaking with conchoidal
fracture. On drying, these clays become hard and rock-like, resembling then,
except in color, some of the claystones of the Buhrstone formation. These clays
when wet soften and slide down the slopes, covering them completely in places.
In this clay we :find many rounded masses of ferruginous and silicious matter of
oOlitic structure. Thickness of the clays ..••••....•. __ •......•.... __ .. 40 feet.
2. Laminated, sandy clays, gray, with sand partings----·· ..•••..... ---· . .... 5 feet.
This bed is rather more coherent than the underlying and forms a slightly projecting or overhanging ledge.
3. Gray, cross bedded sands, with partings of clay along many of the planes of false
bedding . _... _......•••......... _. _. ____ ..... _. __ .. _•... _... __ .• _... __ . 25 feet.
This and the preceding might readily be considered together as one member,
more clayey in the upper :five feet ancl sandier below, and this is our grouping of
1883. In these beds we :find a good deal oflignitic matter and some leaf impressions very well preserved.
4. Slope or bench forty to :fifty feet wide, covered by red clay and sands, slidden down
from No.1 and washed out of Nos. 2 and 3 ........... --·· ---· ...........• 3 feet.
5. Gray or whitish, cross bedded sands, forming the immediate bank of the river .15 feet.
6. Blue, micaceous sands to water leveL ............••. ··---·----··------ .... 5 feet.

This section of 140 feet is undoubtedly of Tuscaloosa materials .
.At Vena.ble's Land·ing there is a sandstone bluff 15 to 20 feet high,
formed of bluish, micaceous sands indurated into a tolerably firm rock
in places. Tbe bedding planes of this rock are strongly ferruginous
.and numbers of chalybeate springs break out from the sides of the bluff.
.About five and a half miles below Tuscaloosa there are to be seen at
the water's edge some rocks which consist of sandy clays somewhat indurated. These clays are interstratified with thin beds of lignitic matter, with black scales resembling graphite disseminated through it.
The lignitic matter consists of indistinguishable impressions of leaves
and stems, and occasionally throughout the mass are nodules of iron
pyrites, and not unfrequently fragments of stems lignitized or converted into charcoal, coated externally with a thin shell of pyrite.
In the banks of the branch at the University of .Alabama there is a
very similar small remnant of the Tuscaloosa formation, mottled clays~
embedded in the red loam. The same, mottled purple and gray, appe:u
at several places along the road leading from the university to the city
of _Tuscaloosa and in the gullies back of the city toward the river. In
many of these localities the clays have evidently been partly redistributed, drift fashion, but in one or two places we see the undisturbed beds,
consisting of dark bluish gray, nearly black clay, inlaminre (half an inch
thick), separated by partings of white sand, six or eight feet thick, with
white and yellowish, strongly cross bedded sands underlying them. It
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is difficult to determine the thickness of these sands, as they are so hidden by the debris from above, but it is not less than 20 feet.
In one of the gullies back of Tuscaloosa we get the following section:
(d) Section in T·uscaloosa.

1. Pebbles, sand, and red loam of the Drift, forming the plateau on which the city of
Tuscaloosa stands ...•............• _- •........ - ..•.•.....•.•........ _... 15 feet.
2. Light gray, somewhat massive clays, mottled with yellow, but becoming laminated,
below ............................•........ . .....•.... ~ ................. :3 feet..
3. Dark blue, nearly black, laminated clays, laminre half an inch thick, separated by
thin partings of white sand. The clay contains the leaf impressions which
have been examinecl ---· ...•...... __ .........•.......................... 3 feet.
4. Yellowish gray, laminated clays, also containing a few leaf impressions, of rather
variable tbi ekness ...•........• _••................................ _...... 2 feet.
5. Strongly cross bedded, yellowish or nearly white, sharp sand, with a few streaks
of clay irregularly distrilmted through it. Thickness uncertain, but not less
than ....•.... - .....•...................••...• - ••. _.. _.... _......... _... 20 feet.

We cannot say what lies below the sands, since the strata of this
formation. about Tuscaloosa have suffered a great amount of denudation
by erosion and their outcrop~ appear only here and there. The erosion
hollows have been filled in with pebbles ttnd sands of the Drift, often to
the depth of 50 or GO feet. These circumstances and the fact that the
clays themselves have in places been broken up and redeposited in
lumps among tho drift pebbles have caused this formation to be overlooked or confounded with the Drift. The dark gray, laminated clays
a.b ove mentioned contain many beautifully preserved leaf impressions,
which are now being studied and which will probably fix definitely the
age of the formation. .
·
It will thus be seen that the exposures along the river give us an insight into the composition of only a very small proportion of the strata
which underlie the purple clays.
3.

OBSERVATIONS FROM

1883 TO 1885

OF OCCURRENCES AWAY FROM THE TUSCALOOSA.

The observations made since 1883 by each of us independently and
by D. W. Langdon, jr., of the Geological Survey of Alabama, have
confirmed our first conclusion as to the relative positions of the various
strata of this formation, and at the same time have added to our knowledge of its component parts.
The observations of lVIr. Johnson have extended over parts of Autauga and Dallas Counties, on the waters of Mulberry Creek, and, iu
1884:, to Tishomingo and Itawamba Counties, in Mississippi. Those of
the writer and of Mr. Langdon have extended over parts of Tuscaloosa,
Hale, Bibb, and Autauga Counties.
To these observations are added those of Prof. A. Winchell, who
describes the formation under discussion in the following terms :1
1

Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. X, Part II, p. 93,1856,
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At about eight miles above Eutaw the shale becomes softer, the lamination disappears, and we have beds of light clay, mottled curiously with blue, red, and yellow,
reminding one forcibly of the Keuper of the Germans. More than this, we find along
the roaflsides and the margins of ravines in the upper part of Greene County large
masses of red ancl poikilitic sandstone, exceedingly compact, and used for underpinning buildings. Add to this that very many of the artesian wells in Greene County,
which penctra,te these beds, furnish a constant flow of salt water, showing the occurrence of local deposits of salts, while the deepest borings have brought up abundance of quartzose pebbles, and we have four well established facts compatible with
the supposition of the Triassic age of these beds, without mentioning the occurrence
of vegetable remains, some specimens of which appeared to me indistinctly allied to
stems of Eqttisetites.
These beds continue without much change to the very suburbs of Tuscaloosa; and
a- very good section is seen at Foster's Ferry, within a few miles of town.
The almost total absence of organic remains from these shal.r and poikilitic deposits renders the determination of their age extremely uncertain.

It seems probable that the red sandstone mentioned by Professor Winchell is the same as that occurring at Battle's Gin, on the river, and at
Havana, presently to be described.
On going by land from Tuscaloosa to Eutaw, on the western side of
the river, in 1886, we have been able to repeat the observations of Professor WinchelL Two miles west of Saunders's Ferry and about ten
miles west of Tuscaloosa, the road passes by the edge of a great gully
washed out of materials of the Tuscaloosa formation. This gully is of
nearly 100 feet perpendicular depth, and the bottom slopes then very
gradually down 40 or 50 feet more.
(a) Section of gully 10 miles west of Tuscaloosa.
1. Drift and red loam ...•.••........ ··----··--····--·· .... ·----· ........•... 10 feet.
~.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sharp, yellowish, cross bedded sands, with strings of light yellow, chert pebbles,
subangular and in many cases showing casts of encrinital buttons and bryozoans
and other sub-Carboniferous fossils . _..... _............. ___ .. ___ .. 20 to 25 feet.
White aml red, laminated clays of very irregnla,r thickness, often discontinuous ........ -....... _-- •....•.... _....•... -- ........ --- ...•••... _... _... 5 feet.
Firm, yellowish sands .. _............ _.... _.. _...... __ ..•• _•.... __ .... __ .12 feet.
_Bed of subangular, white and yellow· chert pebbles, with sub-Carboniferons fossi Is ....... , ..... - •............. _...................... _..... _........ ~ . 2t feet.
Red clay in irregular beds or pockets ........•. ·---·· ...••....••. auout 3 to 4 feet.
Yellowish white samls, with thin streaks of pebbles--·- ..... ··--·· ........ 8 feet.
Reel clay and saud ..•.•.. - _...... _.•........•... _ ...•.• - ••.• __ ........ _.. 1 foot.
Strongly cross beclclecl, yellow sands, with thin, irregular sheets of clay following
some of the lines of false bedding ......•• ·----· ........ ··---· .......... 35 feet.

Below this, cross bedded sands with clay partings continue to · the
lowest part of the gully, probably 40 feet below the above section.
From this place down to Knoxville nearly every hill reveals the materialsofthis formation, consisting mainly of yellowish and reddish, cross
bedded sands, with clays (red and purple) sparingly interspersed. The
section of the gully above given might be taken as typical of the strata
exposed over this entire distance.
In places the sands are cemented by iron into quite firm sandstones,
which are quarried for rough work. The· rock can b~ easily cut when
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freshly dng, btlt it soon hardens on exposure. I am strongly inclined
to believe that the red sandstones and conglomerates seen at Battle's
Gin, above Williford's Landing, near Havana, &c., are bedded rocks
of this formation; at any rate tile constituent sands are of this age,
while the induration into rocks by the ferruginous solutions may have
occurred in comparatively recent times.
A short distance south of Knoxville we lose sight entirely of the
red and purple clays which have been to us a eharacteristic of the Tuscaloosa formation, and begin to encounter the glauconitic, cross bedded
sands, laminated clays, and other materials which we have classed with
the Eutaw formation. If we assume a dip of 30 or 40 feet to the mile,
estimating from the width of outcrop, there will be some 900 feet or more
of the Tuscaloosa and 300 to 400 feet of the Eutaw formation. In both,
these materials have been deposited under almost identical conditions}
except that at the base and at the summit of the Tuscaloosa formation
we find heavy beds, 40 feet or more in thickness, of massive clays of red,
purple, and greenish colors, and also sparingly interspersed through
the whole of the formation are thinner beds of similar clays. No beds
of this character have been observed in what we have called the Eutaw
formation, the only beds of which, other than sands, are thin, laminated,
gray clays, with partings of saud.
The pebbles of the Tuscaloosa formation are, as a rule, subangular, of
chert, and in many cases fossiliferous; those of the Eutaw, well rounded,
of quartz, and non-fossiliferous, so far as our observations go. The
cross bedding of the sands in the Tuscaloosa formation is much less
pronounced thau in the Entaw, as if effected in less rapidly flowing
waters. The two formations are further alike in the circumstance that
their only fossils are leaf impressions and lignitized trunks, the marine
fossils in the sa rids just below the Rotten Limestone characterizing the
transition beds which have been named "Tom higbee Sand" by Dr.
Hilgard.
One may well hesitate to separate very widely these two formations,
whose strata were deposited continuously and under very similar conditions and contain the same character of fossil remains, until a thorough
study of the leaf impressions and other fossils shall have established
their positions in the geological scale. In our southern post-Tertiary
Drift, our Eutaw, and our Tuscaloosa formations we have three groups
of very similar strata, whose distinctive characters it is difficult, if not
impossible, to describe in words, since there are cross bedded sandR with
interspersed sheets and beds of clay and pebbles in all three; yet in the
field the differences are so easily recognized in the topography, the timber, in the color and other qualities of the soils, &c., that we are never
long in doubt as to which formation we have under consideration.
A few miles south of the village of Havana on the Greensborough
road begin the yellowish red, glauconitic, cross bedded sands of the
Eutaw group, which extend down to Greensborough.
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Just north of the first appearance of these cross bedded, glauconitic
sands, near the residence of Hon. A.M. Avery, there are several very
deep gullies near the road where the upper beds of the Tuscaloosa formation are beautifully exposed (Plate IX). These beds are as follows:
(b) Section two miles south of Havana, Hale County.
1. Red surface loam, forming exceedingly fertile soil ...•.....•....••.. 10 to 15 feet.
2. Yellow sands and pebbles, conformable in stratification with the underlying
strata ...•...•• _•.....• _•...•......••..•. _...........••.......••.. 10 to 12 feet.
3. Purple and pink, micaceous, argillaceous sands, most beautifully cross bedded,
20 to 30 feet.

That these deposits lie very near the summit of the Tuscaloosa formation is evident from the fact that the cross bedded, glauconitic sands of
the Eutaw formation occur at the surface only a very short distance to
the southward. The red loam forming the uppermost of the section
resembles in some degree the usual red loam of much of the southern
part of the State, except that it is of much deeper color and apparently
more fertile than most of these loams. It may be derived from the disintegration of the glauconitic sands of the Eutaw formation or from the
uppermost of the Tuscaloosa formation. The pebble bed No.2 resembles also in some degree the pebble beds of the Drift, but as it is entirely conformable in stratification with the underlying beds (a circumstance of rare occurrence in the Drift) I am inclined to consider this
bed also as a part of the Tuscaloosa formation. The sands No. 3 differ
from anything which occurs in the Drift, and I have seen the like only
at one other place, viz, on Mulberry Creek, in Autauga County, near
the residence of Hon. James W. Lapsley.
North of Havana the underlying beds of this formation are exposed
in the following order: At Havana, and appearing at intervals for several miles north ward, there is a thick bed of ferruginous conglomerate,
best seen in a ravine back of the town of Havana, where it forms perpendicular bluffs ten to twelve feet in height at the top of the ravine.
Large masses of the rock have split off from time to time and have rolled
down into the gorge below.1 It has been impossible thus far to determine whether to refer this conglomerate to the Drift or to the Tuscaloosa formation. Its great extent and its persistence seem to favor the
supposition that it belongs to the older formation, yet it is in appearance quite similar to a conglomerate of very common occurrence in the
1 Underneath the ledge of rock shallow caves have been washed out, and in these
flourish several rare ferns, especially Asplenium ebenoides Schw., which was discoverAd
here by Miss Julia Tutwiler and is interesting from the fact that it is known to occur
elsewhere only along the banks of the Schuylkill River. Besides this fern, there are
Carnptosorus rhizophyllus or walking leaf, Trichomanes mdicans, and Aspedium 1narginale.
The appearance of this conglomerate and the ferns growing in the shallow caves beneath it recall very forcibly the Carboniferous conglomerate which forms the surface
over so great a p~rt of the counties of Marion and Winston,
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Drift everywhere. I do not know, however, of any similar Drift
tion approaching this in the thickness of the rock. 1
On tlle south side of Big Sandy Creek we get again a very good section of the purple clays which form the lower members of the Tusc~
loosa formation, as follows:
(c) Section on Big Sandy C1·eek, Tuscaloosa County.

1. Purple and mottled clays like those occurring at Steele's Bluff, on the
River ... - ••.... - -- . - - . - .........................•...................... 30 feet.
2. Light yellow sands, with pebbles, also similar to those seen at the above pamed
locality and at White's Bluff ...................•.•.............•. 10to15feet.
3_. Gray, laminated clay, inclosing a lignitized tree trnnk, at base of hill ... 4 to 5 foot.

Farther along the road the thickness of the purple clays is seen to l>e
at least 50 feet and they crop out along the hillsides for a good ma,ny
miles. It is easy to recognize them even without close examination,
for wherever they come to the surface in the roads it is necessary in
wet weather to lay down a causeway, since the tenacity of the clay
so great that the road would otherwise be impassable.
About seven and a ha1f miles from Tuscaloosa, where the Greensborough road crosses Little Sandy Creek, we get an exposure of what
we suppose to be still lower members of the formation. This section
was first examined in 1884 by Mr. Langdon. It is as follows:
(d) Sect·ion on .Little Sandy Creek, Tttscaloosa County.
1. Micaceous, yellow sands, including a thin streak of gray, lignitic clay, with

pieces oflignitic matter ................................................ 10inchJ~s.
2. Gray, laminated clays, highly micaceQ_us .................................. 6 feet.

Between the two branches of Sandy Creek the purple and mottled
clays appear upon nearly every -hillside. North of Little Sandy Creek
we see no more of the strata of this formation along this road.
In November, 1884, D. W. Langdon, jr., made a study of this formation in Bibb County, and in 1885, in company with Mr. Langdon, I
amined its outcrops in the western part of Autauga County and the
adjoining parts of Dallas and in those parts of Bibb and Tuscaloosa
Counties lyiug between the towus of Tuscaloosa and Randolph.
In the western part of Autauga County, near the post office, Vineton,
there are several exposures of the upper beds of the Tuscaloosa formation, shown in the following sections:
(e)

~ection

near Col. J. W . .Lapsley's, nea1· Yineton, Au,tauga County, No. 1.

1. Stratified clays of white, pink, and purple colors, interlaminated with thin sheets

of yellow sands; the lower 8 feet of this bed have a larger proportion of
sands . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ••••••..•.....................•• _......•.... 1Ot feet.
2. Gray, laminated clays, with partings of purple sands ... _..... _........... 5 feet.
3. Yellowi~;h white, la.minated clays, with purple and other bright colors on the dividing planes, 5 feet showing; but the same beds appear to continue down the hill
for at least 10 feet farther .........••.•...................... _•...•..•.. 15 feet.
1

A careful comparison of the pebbles should be made,
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.At another locality near Colonel Lapsley's, in a gully, we see the following section :
(f) Sectipn near Col. J. W. Lapsley's, No.2.
1. Yellowish sands, beautifully cross bedded ...•. _. _... __ . __ .••••• _••. _•••. _.4 feet.
2. White and pink clays, interbedded with yellow sands. ___ •... ______ . _____ .10 feet.

Along the road leading from Colonel Lapsley's to the railroad station (Jones's switch), we get another section of the strata represented
in the first section above, together with some 1Jnderlying beds. In the
upper part, these beds, being exposed along a road, are much stained,
so that it is impossible to correlate them, foot by foot, with those exposed in Section 1, although they have about the same altitude and
are distant from each other only about half a mile.
Below some 40 or 50 feet of red loam containing fragments and
bowlders of ferruginous sandstone, such as characterizes the Drift formation we get the following section :
(g) Section near Col. J. W. Lapsley's, No.3.
1. Purple clays, interbedded with reddish sands. ____ .... _... __ ••. ___ . __ ...... 6 feet.
2. Mottled (reel and yellow), saudy clay~, partly obscured by overlying drift, pebble.s,
and sands ................... ____ .. ____ . __ . _.. __________ •. ____ . _.. _____ .12 feet.
3. Red sands, containing small, lenticular bits of yellow clay·-----·----- __ .. 5 feet.
4. White aud yellow laminated clays ...... ---- ...... -------------- ...... 6 to 8 feet.
5. Strata not seen ........................ _. _. __ ......... _. _..• _•.. __ .10 to 15 feet.
6. Variegated, micaceous, and slightly argillaceous sands, strongly cross bedded;
colors, bright and sharply defined, pink, dark purple, yellow, and red .. 5 to 6 feet.

The strata of bed No. 6 are identical in appearance and in composition with the variegated sands exposed in the gullies at Mr. A very's,
near Havana, in Hale County, above described. I did not notice here
the yellow sands with pebbles immediately over the variegated sands,
but they may have been in the division No. 5, here obsc_ured by surface materials.
Across a small ravine from thi8 section, the yellow sandy clays have
been washed for yellow ocher, the beds occupying about the same position as Nos. 2, 3, and 4 of the preceding :
(h) Section at the ocher beds, near Vineton.
1. Yellowish red, cross bedded sands, inclosing thin streaks of purple clay .... 6 feet.
"J. Yellow, sandy clay, from which the ocher is obtained._ .•....••........... 16 feet.

The sand makes about 80 per cent. of the above bed, and the ocher
is obtained from it by washing. The ocher is of excellent quality and
of bright yellow color.
.
·
Nearly 100 feet below the lowest of the beds of Section 3 we see in
the banks of Mulberry Creek, just below the iron bridge~ the following
section:
1.
2.
3.
4.

(i) Section on Mulberry Creek, near Vineton, Autauga County.
Mottled, purple clays, similar to those at Steele's Bluff, on Tuscaloosa River. 5 feet.
Yellow, cross bedded sands ......................................... ----- .3 feet.
Mottled clays, sandy below .. _.•.....•......•........•...............• - •• - . 5 feet.
Grayish white, micaceous sands, with irregular patches of red and yellow colors .. __ ... _....... __ ....••....•... __ ..... , _.•. ···~~· •• • •••.• , ••. 4 feet to water.

Bull. 43--8
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This whole section is identical in appearance with that seeu at
Bluff and at Steele's Bluft'.
From Vineton up to Randolph very little can be seen of the
of the Tuscaloosa formation until within thrre miles of the latter
where tlie dark purplish gra.y clays, which seem to lie near the base
the formation~ are encountered. These clays are undistiugnishable
those above described between the two branches of Sandy Creek
Tuscaloosa County.
Bdween Randolph and Centreville we get several 'Tery good
of tLe beds under consideration, as fullowK:
(j) Section at Soap Hill, 7 rniles east of CelltTcville, Bibb Connty.

1. Purple, mottled clays at summit of hill .................................... 5
2. Clayfly sands in severalledg~aS ............ ------------------------------.10
3. Cross bedded, yellowish and whitish sands, traversed at intervals by ledges of
stone formed by the induration of the cross bellded sands .........•...... 30
The thickest of the above sandstone ledges is about 3 feet.
4. Laminated, gray clays, with partings of sand. __ ....... __ ............... _.10
5. Alternat.ions of laminated, gray clays and cross bedded sands in beds of 12
inches thickness ......... _..... _................ _........... __ ......... 40
6. Ycllowish, cross bedded sands, with clay partings .. _............ _......... 20
7. Laminated, gray, sandy clays, containing a few leaf impressions, which are, ho
ever, not distinct enough as a rule to permit perfect identification .. 10 to 15
8. Grayish white sands .............................. _. _.................... 8

In this section the first three members are best seen on the eas
slope of the bill and Nos. 7 and 8 in a gully on the eastern side
the Lill. The intervening members are most clearly exposecl on
western descent of the hill, nearly a mile from the first locality.
Between four and five miles east of Centreville a part of the
ing section is repeated.
(k) Section 4 to 5 miles east of Centreville, Bibb County.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Gray and reddish, sandy clays . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . ••••••...•••••...••.. 15
Ledge of sandstmte showing cross bedding ...... _......................... 3
Whitish sands and clays ................................................. 4
Nearly white, cross bedded sands ................. _................. 25 to 30

The hill in the eastern part of the town of Centreville contains a
deal of reddish, mottled clays, probably of this formation. These
may be seen again about half way between Centreville and Scottsvil
where they appear to overlie the strata of the Lower Silurian and
boniferous formation. Between Scottsville and Tuscaloosa these
are seen at several localities.
About twelve miles east of Tuscaloosa the grayish purple clays simi
to those described betweeu the two branches of Sandy Creek appear
many places along the slopes of hills where they are laid bare by the
( l) Section 10 miles east of Tuscaloosa.

1. Ferruginous sandstone in sheets .............................. _.... 6 to 8 i
2. Variegate<l, clayey sancls holding small pieces of pnrple clay. The s:mds
chocolate, purple, red, and yellow colors ............................. 6 to 8
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3. Purple clays, with partings of sand; similar to tht: purple clays south of Tuscaloosa ...............•....••••......................•................... 10 feet.
4. Ledge of ferrnginons sandstone ................................... 1 foot or more.
5. Laminated, gray and yellow, sandy clays or clayey sa'llds, yellow at top and shading
into gray at bottom .............................................. 7 •• 6 to 8 feet.
6. Lignite, with pyrite nodules ....................................... 2 to 6 incl10s.
7. Dark gray, somewhat massive clays, becoming lighter below ........... 6 to 8 feet.
8. Strat.a obscured by washings from above ............ ---: ................. 20 feet.
9. Purple clays at base ofbill ........................................ undetermined.

In some places near this, five feet of purple clays are seen overlying
No. 1 of the section.
About nine miles east of Tuscaloosa abont 30 to 40 feet thickness of
purple clays is seen along a hillside. In these clays there are two ledges
of ferruginous sandstone or, perhaps more properly speaking, of sandy
iron ore. The clays are a mixture of purple and yellow and appear to
form the lower strata of the hill for 20 or 30 feet below those above described. The iron ore which covers so much of the slope of this bill
is somewhat sandy, occasionally quite pure and compact, giving a red
streak. It differs very materially from the usual limonite of the valleys.
At the Box Spring, about five miles east of Tuscaloosa, the railroad
cut exposes 6 to 8 feet of laminated, gray clays marked with purple
streaks. Immediately above these is a very persistent ledge of ferruginous sandstone and over that 10 or 12 feet of drift atHl loam of recent
date.
About four miles east of Tuscaloosa we see the summit of a rounded
mass of the strata of this formation, consisting of 2 or 3 feet of purple,
gray, and variegated, laminated clays, underlaid by about the same
thickness of cross bedded sands. This exposure lies plainly unconformably embedded in the red loam of the Drift.
4, OBSERVATIONS IN MISSISSIPPI.

In 1884 Mr. Johnson, on his reconnaissance of Tishomingo and Itawarn ba Counties, in Mississippi, saw beds of lignite aud tough, laminated
clays which be, at the time, referred to a . formation below the Eutaw
(our Tuscaloosa). This lignite was traced by him the whole length of
Reed's Creek (between the Tombigbee at Fulton and Bull l\fountain
Creek). At several localities, viz, at Maxey's Old Mill, Sec. 9, T. 10 S;,
R. 9 E., he collected many :(ine leaf impressions. The lignite here was
two feet thick. At Reed's Mill and at Chaney's, Sees. 20 and 17, in T·
10 S., R. 9 E., many pbytogene fossils were collected, and these localities
were remarkable for the fine, jet-like appearance of the lignite. A jet of
this kind was also found by Mr. Langdon in Centreville, Bibb County,
Alabama. At Barnard's Bluff on the Tom bigbee, the lignite appears
again embedded in characteristic clays of the Tuscaloosa formation.
Mr. Johnson also calls attention to the gravel beds which occur in this
part of Mississippi, and which, according to my observations, have
their counterpart in Marion, Colbert, and Franklin Counties, Alabama .
(267)
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The materials of these gravel beds are mostly cherty, subangular,
quite different from the usual quartz pebbles of the Drift.
with these are the so-called kaolin beds and the deposits of pulveru
silica. The pebbles as well as the silica are evidently derived for
most part, if not entirely, from the fossiliferous chert of the
boniferous formation of that region. Mr. Johnson expresses the vJJ•u•vu :
that these pebble beds of chert underlie the newer, stratified, gl
drift deposits without being a part of the same. Wherever the
beds occur in the Cretaceous or sub-Cretaceous clays of Tishomingo
Itawamba Counties, in Mississippi, there is a prevalence of these
characteristics. In this connection we may also refer to the fact
the pebbles seen in the Tuscaloosa sands at White's Bluff and at S
Bluff on the Tuscaloosa were of chert and not of quartz.
I:IU.OCr'lJtl!IO,

IV. SUMMARY OF THE LEADING FEATURES OF THE CRETACEOUS
STRATA OF ALABAMA. (PLATE XXI.)

Under this heading, while making a distinction between the two,
include both the strata of undoubted Cretaceous age and those of
yet undetermined but probably Cretaceous age.
CRETACEOUS STRATA.

The whole thickness of unquestioned Cretaceous rocks in the
ern part of Alabama, according to our measurements and estimates,
between 1,550 and 1,575 feet, and the group has been divided into three
formations, which are (1) the Ripley, (2) the Rotten Limestone, and (3)
the Eutaw.
1. The Ripley formation.- We cannot give the absolute thickness
this formation, but it will in all probability fall between 250 and 275
The strata are, first, 55 to 60feet of yellow sands,t in some localities con
taining many Cretaceous shells, followed by 100 feet of dark gray,
nearly black, micaceous, sandy clays or clayey sands, traversed by hard
ledges of similar materials, and, along the two rivers at least, not
lific of fossil remains. Then 30 to 35 feet of bluish, argillaceous li
stones, with great numhers of Cretaceous fossils, which are, however,
mostly in the form of casts and generally phosphatic. Below this,
again, a mass of sands (60 feet or more) of :various colors, with indurated bands of sandstone running through it.
2. The Rotten Limestone.-In this we have the most massive of
calcareous formations of Alabama, outside of the Paleozoic. The
ness is about 1,000 feet, and there is surprising uniformity in the
rial, which is an impure, argillaceous limestone, merging in places in
a calcareous clay. Where the clay predominates, we usually find the
1 We have recently fonnd conclusive evidence that ,the yellow sands are merely
modification produced by oxidation of the gray sandy clays next below.- E. A. S.
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greatest abundauee and variety of fossils. The strata of the Rotten
Limestone form the bluff's along great stretches of both rivers.
3. The Eutaw formation.- This formation has a thickness of not iess
thm1 300 feet. At the base of the Rotten Limestone we find some 20 to
25 feet of ealcareouH sands and. greensands, in part strongly phos·
pbatie, coutainiug a large number of fossils, many of which are iu the
form of vlwsphatized casts. This bed forms a transition betweeu this
and the next succeediug formation. We place it with the Eutaw formation for the sake of convenience, with the remark that an examination
of the fossils may hereafter show that it is more closely related to the
Rotten Limestone.
Below these phosphatic sands are yellowish, cross bedded sands, 40 to
50 feet, aud laminated, blue clays alternating with glauconitic sands for
40 feet more. The rest of the strata, to the base of this division, con·
sist of laminated and cross bedded sands and laminated clays in many
alternations, interbedded at intervals with lignittc strata consisting of
lignitized twigs and trunks of ~rees, but not, so far as yet known, or
beds of lignite. With these are one or two thin beds of pebbles. As
before stated, the exact thickness cannot be given.
STRA'l'A OF UNDETERMINED AGE, PROBABLY CRETACEOUS.

The Tuscaloosa formation.- Below the lowermost of the undoubtedly
C~etaceous beds is found a great thickness of clays and sands of as
yet undetermined nge. These appear at intervals along the banks of
the Tuscaloosa or 'Vvarl'ior River from Big Log Shoals up to the city oi
Tuscaloosa. Assuming a uniform dip of some 40 feet to the mile, the
thickness of this formation will be about 1,000 feet. We c~nnot as yet
give the order of succession of the various strata, which are mottled,
purple, and gray clays, yellowish and gray sands, pink and light purple sands, and thinly l2Jminated, dark gray clays, which contain impressiom; of leaves in considerable numbers and sometimes in a state of
preservation perfect as to form and markings.
V. UNDULATIONS AND FAULTS IN THE TERTIARY AND CRETACEOUS STRATA OF ALABAMA.
TERTIARY STRATA.

The average seaward dip of the Tertiary strata of Alabama is about
twenty-five or thirty feet .to the mile, but there is at many points a wide
departure from this uniformity. Professor Tuomey appears to have
been the first to direct attention to this circumstance. In speaking of
the Buhrstone at the Lower Salt Works, in Clarke County, he remarks:
We have here, tlten, an intere~ting example of the sinking of strata below the surface and of their rising again. The beds exposed at Baker's Bluff, and still highf'r on
the river, as w(/ll a.s on Bashi Creek, after being depressed beneath Saint Stephens
and a portion of Clarke County, make their appearance again at this locality, and
probably still farther west. 1
1

First Bien. Rep. Geol. Ala., p. 150, 1850.
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~l...~ iutimated in another part of the present publication, these observations of Professor Tuomey were confirmed by us in 1883, and my
~ub~equent investigations have further shown the existence of more
thau one well marked fohl in th'3 strata of this part of the State.
On another page we have said that t,he Buhrstone rocks which dip
below the surface a short distance south of Wood's Bluff, in Clarke
County, rise again at Hatchetigbee Bluff' and at Jackson, and from this
place an almost continuous outcrop of these rocks may be followed
south wartl as far as the Lower Salt Works. TheRe points appear to
mark the summits of at least · two distinct anticlines, and a third is
marked by Lower Peach Tree, on the Alabama River, ·while the unequal
surface distribution of the beds of the Lignitic formation, lying to the
northward of tlle localities above named, leads one to suspect the existence of several other folds, notably one involving the black clays of
the Black Bluff' gronp along the Tombigbee River, another concerning
the Gryphma thirsm beds in the central part of Marengo .Oounty and in
the Grampian Hills region of Wilcox County.
We have determined approximately the limits of the Hatchetigbee
anticlinal and of the Lower Peach Tree fold and its associated fault in
the immediate vicinity of the Alabama Hiver. We have also followed
a line of uplift from near Jackson down to the Lower Salt Works in
Clarke County. In what follows we give some details of the observations on which . our knowledge of these unduhltions is based and we
also append a few notes concerning the irregularities in the surface distribution of the Buhrstone and the underlying beds of the Lignitic in
Monroe and Conecuh Counties.

(1) THE LOWER PEACH TREE ANTICLINE.

In ascending the Alabama River we find the V\T ood's Bluff marl at the
water level at Johnson's wood yard, a few miles below Bell's Landing.
At the latter locality a marl bed, which is about 115 to 120 feet below
the Wood's Bluff marl, and which we have called the Bell's Landing
marl, is some 25 or 30 feet above water level. Nine miles fartller up
the river, at Lower Peacll Tree, this bed is 10 0 feet above water level,
while at Yellow Bluff, several miles still farther up the river, it is seen
within 10 feet of water level, and the Wood's Bluff marl appears about
115 or 120 feet above it on the hillside immediately back of the river
blufl'.
Above Yellow Bluff the river makes a bend towards the southeast,
so that the Wood's Bluff' marl is not seen again along its banks in this
direction; at Bethel, however, a few miles west of Yellow Bluff, we see
the Wood's Bluff marl and the Gryphcea thirsm bt~ds, which are separated
by at least 250 and probably by over 300 feet~ of strata, corning to the
surface withiu lulf a mile of each other and not more than 120 feet
hypsometrically apart. This dispo~i t.ion of things appears to show that
just north of Bethel there is either a very abrupt change in the angle
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of dip of the strata or a stratigraphic break. I have examined the
groullll very carefully ou several occa~ions, and have failed to see any
evideuce of high angle of dip, but, on the coutrary, have obtaiued the
clearest evidence of the existence of a fault of nearly ~00 feet vertical
displacement, traced from Bethei across the river to Black's Bluff, and
it probably extends much farther in each direction from these limits.
'vVe shall eall this the Bethel fault and give below some details of its
occurrence.
The Lower Peach Tree fold.-The geographic limits of the Lower
Peach Tree fold, so far as we have determined them, have ueen fixed
by the following data: Across Choctaw Couuty, the Wood's Bluff marl
occupies a narrow strip of surface; at Wood's Bluff, on the '11 om bigbee,
and at Cade's Bend, a mile or two above, it appears at the water level,
showing a nearly horizontal positiou. This may be the beginning of
the fold, which, beyond Chocta.w Corner, eastward, broadens out till at
the Alabama H.i ver it spreads over an expanse, north and south, of 10
miles or ruore. In the vicinity of the river, however, its occupation of
the surface is not continuous, but the underlying beds of the Bell's
Landing series come in and make the intervenmg country bet\veen its
two exposures, the one south of Lower Peach Tree, the other in the
vicinity of Bethel and Yellow Bluff. In its longer dimension, therefore, this fold appears to rise about the Tombigbee River near Wood's
Bluff and to extend with constantly increasing elevation to the Alabama River, Lower Peach Tree occupying the summit of the roll, which
has its widest cross section along the Alabama River. Eastward from
this river, I have followed, with the exception noted below, a single
outcrop only of the Wood's Bluff marl across Monroe County along
the course of Flat Creek, and this is the continuation of the lower of
the two outcrops of the bed above spoken of, as exhibited in Wilcox
County west of the river and south of Lower Peach Tree, while, of the
northern or Bethel outcrop, I have seen only one occurrence east of the
river, viz, near Black's Bluff. This is no doubt iu great measure due to
the fact that there is on the eastern side of the river, opposite Yellow
Bluff, a good deal of low country from which the older strata have been
removed by denudation.
'l1 llis fold involves, so far as concerns their surface outcrop, the Bell's
Landing, tlle Wood's Bluff, and the Hatchet.igbee series of tlle Lignitic, for tlle clays of the latter series are to be seen overlying the
Wood's Bluff marl in the hills west of Yellow Bluff. I have not seen
any evidence either of the broadening or of the duplication. by reason
of this fold, of tlle outcrops ol the Buhrstone rocks whlCh immediately
overlie the Hatchetigbee ueds.
To snmmJ.rize, we can trace this anticline in the direction of its axis
from Wood's Bluff, on the TombiglJee Hiver, across Clarke County, to
the Alabama River, where it. I1:L~ iti-> greatest elevation and its broadest
cross section; beyond the river, eastward, we have traced it as far as
(271)
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Black's Bluff. The northern limit of this fold, in the vicinity of Bethel,
is a fault of at least 200 feet displacement, length not ascertained, already mentioned above.
The Bethel fault.-To obtain a clear idea of this fault it is necessary
to recall the stratigraphic relations of the several subdivisions of the
Lignitic which it involves. The vv.,.ood's Bluff marl, with its indurated
limestone bowlders and its characteristic fossils, is our best landmark.
Above this marl lie the sandy clays of the Hatchetigbee section, 175
feet in thickness. These latter beds are only slightly concerned in the
fault. Below the Wood;s Bluff marl we have about 120 feet of sandy
clays and clayey sands, the upper 75 feet of which hold several beds of
lignite, and then another marl bed, the Bell's Landiug marl. Below
this marl we have at Lower Peach Tree about 100 feet of gray sandy
clays containing two marl beds (Gregg's Landing marl being the upper
of the two). In these sections, therefore, we have over 400 feet of
strata, the exact relations of which are clearly seen at Yellow Bluff and
at Lower Peach Tree.
The Nanafalia section consists at top of 50 feet or more of gray, sandy
clays, showing a gl'eat tendency to indurate into hard rot~ks, resembling
the Buhrstone, to which, for convenience, I give the name pseudo-Buhr·
stone. Below the pseudo-Buhrstone are at least 80 feet of sandy strata,
characterized by the presence of Gryphma thirsm, and below these still,
about 70 feet of cross bedded, glauconitic sands, with a few obscure fossils in the upper part, and a bed of lignite, from four to seven feet in
thickness, near the base. As we have already intimated several times,
we have seen no exposures which exhibit both the Lower Peach Tree
beds and the psendo-Buhrstone, so that it has been thus far impossible
to determine the dimensions of the gap between the base of the Bell's
Landing (at Lower Peaeh Tree) and the summit of the Nanafalia section (at Gullette's Landing); and the Bethel fault, coming as it does·
exactly at this place in our geological scale, serves to complicate matters still more. In estimating the vertical displacement cause'd by the
fault, there is always the unknown quantity embraced in this gap to
be considered, and our estimates are to be taken as exclusive of this
unknown quantity.
Following are given some details concerning the fault. At Bethel,
SW.:! of Sec. 35, T. 12 N., R. 5 E., the Wood's Bluff marl occupies
the summit of the hills, and about half a mile north we find the
Gryphcea. thirsce beds. The Wood's Bluff marl may also be seen on most
of the hills between Bethel and Yellow Bluff and at the latter place,
and a line drawn from Bethel to Yellow Bluff will just about define the
limit of the marl towards the east. As we descend towards the east
from any of these hills, capped with the Wood's Blu:fl' marl, we come directly, and usua11y within 50 feet vertical distance, upon the psen<loBuhrstone, and 60 or 70 feet below that upon greensands holding Gryphcea thirsce. Near Bethel towards the southeast then the fault brings
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together, or rather within 50 feet of each other, the Wood's Bluff marl and
the vscudo-Buhrstone, a displacement, taking no account of the gap hetweei'l the Bell's Lauding and Nanafalia sections, of more than 150 f<>et.
At Yellow Bluff, as we have seen in foregoing pages, there are exposed
all the strata from the Wood's Bluff down to the Bell's Landing marl.
Up the river, within half a mile of the landing, this marl dips below the
water level. Less than half a mile farther up the river, beds of Gryphma
thirsce appear in the left bank. Here some of the beds O\Terlying the
Bell's I..~anding marl are brought together with Gryphma thirsce beds, a
displacement, as before, of 175 feet or more. Again, across the river, on
the plantation of JVJr. James Tait, Sec. 24, T.11 N., R. 6 E., near Black's
Bluff, we find the Wood's Bluffmarl forming the second bluff, about 100
yards from the river, while the lower beds of Gryphma thirsce marl, Nos.
107 11, and 12 of the Gullette's Bluff section, make the immediate bank
of the river. In this case the strata between Wood's Bluff and Bell's
Landing marls (120 feet), those below the Bell's Landing marl at Lower
Peach Tree (100 feet), the pseudo-Buhrstone (50 feet or mon'), and abont
30 or 40 feet of the Gryphma thirsm beds have been engulfed, a displace.
ment of not less than 300 feet, leaving out of account, as before, the gap
mentioned. We have traced the fault from Bethel to Black's Bluff, a distance of 10 miles or more. Eastward from Black'cl Bluff, near where the
Camden road crosses Gravel Creek, on Yankee Branch, a thick bed o:'
lignite (4 feet or more) occurs immediately and to all appearances cor;.
formably below beds of Gryphma thirsm. The Coal Blufl' lignite has
above it some 60 feet or more of glauconitic sands, separating it from th :::
Grpphma thirsce berls, so that this contact of two unusually widely separated beds (if this be the Coal Bluff' lignite) could only be brought about
by some kind of displacement. And lastly, at Black's Bluff we have a
thick bed of lignite in contact with the Gryphcea thirsce beds. From its ·
close proximity to the Wood's Bluff marl (at the line of fault above described), one would be inclined to consider this as one of the lignites
of the V\T ood's Bluff series but for its thickness. The certain identification of these lignites and their relations to the Bethel fault we have still
to work out.
(2) THE HATCHETIGBEE ANTICLINE.

The axis of this fold, like that of the preceding, has a northwest-south' east direction. At the southeastern end and also at the northwestern
it sinks gradually to the level of the undisturbed beds. It may be traced
from near Nicholson's Store, in Choctaw County, across that county,
through Bladen Springs, into the northeastern corner of Washington
County at Hatchetigbee Bluff, and thence across the river for about ten
or twelve miles into Clarke County. It is about twelve miles across in its
widest part, i.e., from Coffeeville southwestward. ·rt involves, so far as
concerns their surface exposure, the following strata: The White Limestone, the Claiborne, the Buhrstone, and the Hatchetigbee beds, aggre(273)
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gating, with the exclusion of the White Limestone, about 500 feet of
strata. It appears to lwse exerted no influence upon the direction of the
drainage.
In the following routes we obtain the data from which we have outlined this fold :
First. From Jackson to Coffeeville and thence northward to Wood's
Bluff. On t.his road, (i miles north of Jackson, the first well defined outcrop of Tertiary rocks is encountered. These rocks belong to the Bnhrstone, but before reaching them the presence of the Claiborne beds at no
great depth below the surface is very clearly revealed in the frequent
occurrence of patches of the characteristic red, limy clays produced by
the action of these beds upon the red loam. Beyond this the sands and
clays of the underlying Hatchetigbee group are seen along· the slope
1eading down to the crossing of Jackson's Creek. By turning eastward
from tllis place the Claiborne sanclH, with their cllaracteristic fossils, can
be seen on Stave Creek, in Sees. 8 and 9 of T. 7 N., R. 2 E. Tllis I
take to be the southeastern limit of the anticline, for looking eastward and southeastward from this place we see nothing but tlle characteristic landscape of the Lime Hills region. Proceeding northward,
the Bnhrstoue rocks are again encountered about eight miles from Coffeeville, and they extend thence to within five miles of that place. The_
limit of the anticline in .another place, southeast of Coffeeville, is ascertained by going 11ortheastward from Salitt)a post office, which is on the
Hatchetigbee formation in Sec. 31, T. 8 N., R. 1 E., towards Dead
Level, in Clarke County. In this direction the Buhrstone is crossed
between three and five miles t'rom Salitpa post office. Coffeeville itself
is upon the Claiborne, and going north ward we pass first into the
White Limestone, and at Turkey Creek, uear the northern limit of T.
10 N., R. ~ W., into the Buhrstone, the Claiborne as usual makiug
very little show upon the surface, except in the red, limy clays above
noticed. The Buhrstone ridge just alluded to becomes very prominent
at White Bluff, and from that place an uninterrupted view may be llad
of all the underlying strata down to the Wood's Bluff group. In this
route, therefore, we pass over the anticline between Jackson and Coffeeville an<l o,~er a syucline, with White Limestone as the uppermost
formation, between Coffeeville and White Bluff, while by divel'ging eastward in two or three places the eastern limits of the anticline can be
pretty accurately determined.
Second. On the western side of the river the anticline is equally
well marked along the route from Saint Stephens, tllrongh Bladen
Springs, to Butler, in Choctaw County. On this road the vVhite Limestone may be seen to within nine miles south of Bladen Springs; then
occurs a strip of pine lands, in which the underlying Claiborne formation
is not often clearly seen. At one phce, however, near the road in tlle
northeast corner of Sec. 29 (cor:respouding to Sec. 27 in the ordinary
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towuships) 1 r. 8 N., R. 2 W., about a quarter of a mile west of the Tony
Rail place, in tile bluff over a spring, about six feet of the Olaiborue
sands are exposed. The upper part of this exposure is a mass of sllells
packed in a yellowish red sand, as at Claiborne; the lower part at the
water lev·el is a hard, greensand fillt'd with shells, as at Pugh's Brauch,
in Clarke County. Orassatella protexta is here the commonest shell;
but Jl!felongena alt'eata, .Monoceros armigerus, Ancillaria subglobosa, A.
scamba, A. staminea, ~nd other Claiborne forms are also abundant. This
locality is about a quarter of a mile north of the last Lime Bill.
Beyond tllis, towards Bladen Spriugs, the Buhrstone rocks are first
seen at the bridge across Sinta Bogue in the nortll wm<t coruer of
Sec. 14, T. 8 N., R. 2 W., six miles from the springs, and tlH'Y continue
up to within two miles. About the central part of this outcrop, four
miles from the springs, there is a marl bed several feet iu thickness,
containing great numbers of a shell closely allied to Ostrea sellccjormis.
This marl is found just below a hard ledge of claystone, and in the
fields nearby lie many fragments of rock filled with silicifierl Ulniborne
shells. The springs are upon the upper Hatchetigbee beds, for goi11g
northwards the Buhrstone is again met in the hills about two miles
north of the springs, and outcrops along this .road for about. four mileR.
Beyond this Buhrstone belt we come upon the Olaibo:tne sauds on the
hill just south of Souilpa Creek, and going down the hill we see the
' Ostrea sellwjormis beds, and in the immediate bank of the creek the
bed of comminuted shells in a matrix of greensand, precisely like that
in the lower part of the Claiborne bluff and at Coffeeville landing. At
Barryton Mill, about the northeast quarter of Sec.l3, T. 10 N., H. 3 ,V.,
about a mile east of the road we are now describing, this bed of comminuted shells, with numbers of large and perfect shells of Ostrea sellreformis, forms the bed and banks of the creek. To the westward also
of this road the banks and channel of Oaktuppah Creek are formed of
the lower Claiborne beds, which outcrop again on the hills some four
11Iiles north of the creek. The belt of Claiborne beds is erossell on this
roa,d from the southern banks of Souilpa Creek northwar<l a.l>out t-leYell
or eight miles. This great width of outcrop is due to the fact that the
beds form a shallow synclinal basin. This basin holds a narrow belt
of White Limestone, which may be traced from Womack Hill, SE. :!, Sec.
4, T.lO N., R. 2 W ., north westward to the Mississippi line at .Nicholson's
Store. The outcrop of White Limestone at Womack Hill is about two
miles long a,lJ(l one hundred or two hundred yards wide. Then northwestward in Mrs. Nix's field, Sec. 2, T.lO N., R. 3 W., is another outcrop,
about a mile long and two hundred yards wide. Still farther northwestward the White Lime8toue is next seen on the south side of Oaktuppah Creek, on Dr. Gilbert's old place and between that place and
Mr. Troup Trice's. Then on the north side of Oaktuppah Creek, on
Messrs. Seaborn Bonner's and Rigby's lands, Sees. 22, 23, 26, and 27,
1 In

this township the sections are numl>ered differently from the usual manner.
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T.10 N.~ R. 4 W., is a narrow tract, about two miles in width north and
south; again, still farther westward, on Mr. James Bonner's land, N. ·
W. -!of Sec. 15, T. 11 N., R. 4 W., is about a square mile of the White
Limestone prairie. Beyond this the prairie belt widens out and merges
into the great mass of prairies west of the end of the Hatchetigbee
anticline. Returning to our Bladen Springs and Butler road, after
crossing the syncline of Claiborne beds which holds the narrow belt of
White Limestone, we come upon the Buhrstone rocks again some ten
miles south of Butler, and these make the country to within five miles
of that place, where they are succeeded by the Hatchetigbee beds, and
at Butler by the Wood's Bluff beds.
Third. Along another route, approximately parallel to the two preceding, but in the western part of Choctaw County, we discover that our
anticline has sunk beneath the surface, though still impressing itself
upon the country by keeping the White Limestone as the surface rock
over a distance north and south of more than twenty miles. A very
similar state of things may be seen beyond the southeastern end of this
fold in Clarke County, as below noted. The following details will serve
to make this clear: Three miles south of Pushmataha the Wood's Bluff'
marl is seen on Rabbit Creek, and a mile or two farther south the first
of the Buhrstone, which rock then makes the country southwestward
as far as the SE. i of Sec. 25, T. 12 N., R. 5 W., near Mr. Johnsou
Allen's. In this vicinity Ostrea sellmformis beds are found upon many
of the high hills which show Buhrstone rocks at their bases. The line
between the two formations may therefore ue drawn here. Going ~till
southward we fiud the Ostrea sellmformis or Claiborne beds at lower
and lower levels, till ou Billy's Creek, in Sec. 7, T. 11 N., R. 4 W., they
are at the water level, and we get a first rate section extending nearly
up to the White Limestone.
Section on Billy's Creek, Choctaw County.
1. Red, white, and yellow, laminated sands, with yellow clay partings._. ___ .15 feet.
2. Laminated, gray clays, with bits of leaves and indistinct leaf impressions,
12 to 15 feet.
3. Green ish yellow, calcareous, glauconitic sands; no fossils •••••. __ . _.. ______ 8 feet.
4. White, calcareous sands, with Ostrea sellcejm·mis ___ •• _• __ • _••••• _____ • ____ . 6 feet.
5. Hard, white ledge, with shell casts ____ ------------------·----·------·---- 1 foot.
6. White, calcareous sands, with Ostrea sellcejormis, passing below into coarl:le, yellow
sands, and then to gray, calcareous sands, holding a few friable Rhells; hard
ledges traverse these beds near the top ; in alL_._ . ________________ . ___ .12 feet.
7. Highly fossiliferous, gray, calcareous sands, holding Ostrea sellcej01·mis (small shells),
Osteodes Wuilesii, Tu1·binoz.ia Maclnrei, Nucula magnifica, Pecten Lyelli, &c. These
are alternnting streaks of barren sands and fossiliferous sands. ____ ·-----20 feet.
8. Gray, laminated claysto base ofbluff. _____ ------------------ -·---· _ ...... 10 feet.

One of the beds of No. 7 is densely packed with the small form of
Ostrea sellmforrnis (divaricata), and thit:~ is the bed which crops out so
frequently upon the hills to the northward of this Jocality. A comparison of the elevations of this bed in different places shows tl1at it dips
about 50 feet to the mile. South of Billy's Creek we enter upon the
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wide belt of prairie land (White Limestone) wltich extends to the northwestern corner of Washington Oounty four or five miles below Isney.
The line between Ranges 4 and 5 W. marks about the western limit of
the Hatchetigbee anticline, for east of Push Cush Oreek, abcut Sec.
17 or Sec. 18, 'f. 10 N., R. 4 W., the outcro.ps of the Ostrea sellmform·is
beds are seen.
Tlle map will show that in the western part of Washington and Choctaw Counties and in adjoining parts of Mississippi the width (north and
soutll) of the White Limestone lJelt is much greater than elsewhere, except in the ea~ten1 part of CLarke County. This is undoubtedly in
great measure due to tlle influence of our Hatchetigbee fold; but there
is also a very cousidera.ble increase in the thickness of the beds constituting the lo"·er or Jackson division of the White Limestone in the
western pn rt of Ala bam a and in Mississippi, or perhaps it would be
more correct to say that there is a very considerable increase in the
thicktwss of the beds of gypseous clay of the formation in these localities. The'' prairie" character of the soils of this formation is much
more pronounced in Western Alabama and in Mississippi than elsewhere eastward.
Fourth. The limits of the anticline are also well defined along several roads leading out from Bladen Springs.
(a) On the road from Bladen Springs to Millry, in Washington County,
the Buhrstone and Claiborne formations are crossed, and at a distance
of seven or eight miles from the springs appears the first outcrop of
White Limestone.
(b) On the lower road from the springs to Isney the first outcrop of
Buhrstone is about one and a half miles and the last about five miles
from the springs. A very conspicuous bed in these Buhrstone rocks is
a greensand, several feet in thickness, of very bright, light green color,
to be seen on almost every hillside from three to four and a half miles
from the springs .. In many places the upper part of this bed has been
oxidized to deep red sand. From the five mile post west of the
springs out to the lower line of Sec. 15, T. 9 N., R. 4 W., we cross diagonally the outcrop of the Claiborne beds, coming into White Limestone
at tl1e last named locality, where along a hillside Claiborne beds are
seen, with White Limestone overlying them. Thence out to Isney (and
beyond to Mississippi) the country is made by the White Limestone.
A very good section of the Upper Claiborne beds was obtained in Sec.
1.'3, T. H N., R. 4 W.
Section neat· Jm·dan's Mill.
1. Ye1lowisb, clayey sands, with Home Claiborne fossils in a soft, friable condition;
lower part of this bed bluish ___ . __ -- __ . _. ___ . _ .•• _•.. __ ••• ___ .. _. ___ 25-30 feet
2. Projecting lerlge of coarse grained greensand, with a large numuer of bad.ly preserved Claiuornofossils ........ ·----- ---- ·--- ---· ---- ---· ---· ---- --·- .... 4feet.
3. Coarse grained greensand, with Claiborne fossils, compact and bard ... __ .10 feet.

The upper half of No.3 is coarser in grain and more fossiliferous tllan
the lower, but the latter contains a number of the smaller forms. A
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little north west of this, in Sec. 2, T. 9 N., R. 4 W., at Shoemaker's Mill,
this greensand bed is again seen, holding Orassatella alta. While in
some respects these two outcrops resemble the Claiborne sands (main
fossiliferous bed at Claiborne)~ there are differences observed which lead
us to think that their position is below these sands. The limit between
Claiborne ami White Limestone is seen again about half a mile northeast of Fail's Store.
(c) Along the upper road from Isney to Bladen Springs the Buhr.
stone belt is entered at Powe's Store, about two miles northeast of Silas post office, and from this point on by the Turkey Creek hridge
(about Sec. 10, T. 9 N., R. 2 W.) we cross only Buhrstone rocks. No
Hatchetigbee beds are observed. From this circumstance it would seem
that the outcrop of the last named beds, passing through Bladen Springs,
does not extend northwest beyond the line running from Silas to Turkey Creek bridge, these two points being on opposite slopes of the anticline. In the piny woods northeast of Isney there are many outcrops of the Ostrea sellceformis beds, betrayed by the appearance of red,
limy clay spots in the woods. Thus at Singeley & Peel's store, Sec.
11, T. 10 N., R. 5 W., the immediate surface is sandy and timbered with
long leaf pine, but prairie spots (\Vhite Limestone) occur on the hillsides in all directions. Two and a half miles due east of this store, in
the hanks of Push Cush Creek, the Ostrea sellceformis beds are seen,
as also at l\ir. Marion Carroll's (Sec. 21, T.10 N., R. 4 W.), and in the piny
woods southeastward, eastward~ and northeastward, for a good many
miles.
(d) Again, going towards Bladen Landing, Sec. 3, T. 9 N., R. 2 W.,
the road is over Buhrstone all the way, after leaving the immediate
vicinity of the springs.
(e) And lastly, going from the springs to Coffeeville, after leaving
the Hatcbetigbee clays of the springs, the road passes over Buhrstone
to the river lowlands; it then follows the river for three miles (no rocks
seen) to Coffeeville, where the Claiborne rocks are well exposed. .At
Coffeeville Landing these rocks have a very strong dip towards the east
or northeast, and the White Limestone is encountered within a very
short distance of the river bluff' eastward. Thus, on the road from Coffeeville to Grove Hill, we see orbitoidallimestone at the level·of the
small water courses, within five miles of the former place~ and at six
miles from Coffeeville this rock forms the banks of Satilpa Creek. This
marks about the lowest part of the depression, for a mile farther east·
ward limy clays containing ribs of Zeuglodon are noticed upon a billside, at some considerable elevation above the level of Satilpa Creek.
These lime bills continue thence to within a mile of Grove Hill, where
the Tertiary rocks are concealed by the Drift deposits.
From these details it will be seen that this anticline has been tolerably well defined on all sides by our observations, and its representatives
on the other map may be taken as fairly correct. In describing the
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H111itt-~ of this undulation we have made use of the Buhrstone rocks more
than of other formations, for the reason that the Buhrstone, being in
general hard and resistant to denudation, may almost always be seen
along its line of outcrop. The Claiborne be~s (sands and clays), on the
other hand, as a rule, are likely to escape detection. It may, however,
be of interest to give the following localities of the occurrence of the
Claiborne along the two sides of the anticline.
The ferruginous sand bed, with the great mass of the Olailwrne shells,
we have seen less frequently than the lower or Ostrea sellmformis beds.
The former has been observed on the southern side of the anticlinal
on Stave Creek, in the S W.! of Sec. 8 and in theSE. l of Sec. 9, T. 7 N.,
R. 2 E., in Clarke County; on the Tombigbee River, half a mile above
Saint Stephens Bluff; also in Sec. 5, T. 8 N., R. 2 W., and in Sec. 29,
T. 8 N., R. 2 W., in Washington County. Then in Sec. 13, T. 9 N., R.
4 W., and in Sec. 2, T. 9 N., R. 4 W. On the northern side of the anticline the ferruginous sand bed has not come under observation except
on the southern bank of Souilpa Creek, about Sec. 13 or Sec. 25, '11 • 10
N.,R.3W.
On the other hand, the lower or Ostrea sellmformis beds are to be
seen along the whole outline of the anticlinal, and even where the beds
do not come to actual outcrop their presence is just as certainly revealed
by the occurrence of what are called "piny woods prairies"- that is,
red, limy, clay spots in the piny woods. .A great proportion of the country underlaid by the Ostrea sellmformis beds has a light, sandy soil
and is timbered with long leaf pine, and the reaction of tlle calcareous
sands upon the red 1oams, which occur in these sandy lands, produces
the so-callccl prairie spots. I give a few of the localities of Ostrea sellmformis beds around the anticline, beginning at Coffeeville Landing,
where there is a fine exposure. 'fheuce north westward tlley may be followed up Oaktuppah Creek, on both sides, ancl fol'ming the bed of the
creek in many places, out towards Nicholson's store. Thus, ou bolh sides
of Womack Hill, at Barryton Mill; on Surveyor's Creek, Sec. 36, T.11 N.,
B. 3 W.; in the banks of Souilpa Creek, at the brirlge, about Sec. 13 or
Sec. 25, T. 10-N., R. 3 W.; two miles west of Barryton; in the bed of
Oaktuppah Creek, abont Sec. 28, 'f. 11 N., R. 3 W.; in Sec. 20, To 11 N ., R.
3 W., on Bogue Loosa; in many places northward as far as Lusk post
office, S\V. C~Orner of Sec. 9, T. 11 N., R. 3 W.; in Sec. 25, T. 12 N., R.
5 W.; Sees. 6 and 7, T. 11 N., R. 4 W.; in Sec. 15, T. 11 N., R. 4 W.;
many places near center and northern part of T. 10 N., R. 4 W.; and
thence along the southern border of the anticline, i. e., about Sec. 7 or
Sec. 8, T. 8 N., R. 2 W.; then across the river a few miles north of Jackson, &c. Indeed, with a little practice, the Ostrea sellmformis beds
are about as easily followed as the Buhrstone. In Clarke Uounty, also,
as across the river in Choctaw County, in the syncline lying to the
northeast of the Hatchetigbee anticlinal, the Claiborne ferruginous
sands are in many places not far ~elow the general level of the country,
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and are exposed in the beds of the water courses. Examples of this are
seen in the central part of Sec. 23, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., and in the SE.! of
Sec.18, T. 9 N., R. 3 E.
It will be noti( ed that along the sides of this anticline, as well as
where the Buhrstone first dips below the surface in the northern part
of Clarke and Choctaw Counties, the rate of dip is much greater than
the average of 30 feet to the mile; for the thickness of the Buhrstone
is about three hundred feet, and its outcrop, with a dip of the strata of
thirty feet to the mile, would be about ten miles broad, but in the in.
stances cited abo,Te this outcrop will not average more than four miles
in width. A part of this difference is undoubtedly due to the fact that
the Buhrstone usually forms high hills, with a rather steep escarpment
looking north ward, but a part is also certainly due to the more rapid
dip along these lines.
( 3)

OTHER BUIIRSTONE DISPLACEMENTS.

A few words respecting the appearance of the Buhrstone rocks at
localities farther south tbau the anticline just described may not be
out of place here. A few miles south of Jackson, on the road to Gainestown, there is a hill wllich rises to a height of 300 feet above the adjacent water courses. Upon its summit there is a good outcrop of Buhrstone rocks, and in immediate contiguity with it Orbitoidal White
Limestone, at the same level. This state of things may be seen also
southward and northward of the lo0ality named for at least a mile in
each direction, and southward presumably as far as the Lower Salt
Works (see below). The locality mentioned is about the corner of the
four sections 14, 15, 22, 23, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.; and a mile north of it, in
the Etheridge Old Fields, there is another occurrence of Buhrstone and
White Limestone in actual contact appareutly at the same level, for in
both these cases, as \Ve go eastward, we find the White Limestone making the country for many miles. In the same range of hills with theoutcrops above mentioned (but eastward of the Buhrstone occurrences),
there are places where the ravines have cut down into the Ostrea sellmforrnis beds of the Claiborne. The Tertiary strata lying westward
of these localities have generally been removed by denudation~ but
in one place at least, we find Orbitoidal White Limestone lying to the
-west of the line of contact of Buhrstone and White I.Jimestone, so that
to all appearances we have here a narrow belt of Buhrstone (north and
south) coming up right in the midst of the White Limestone, a.ntl with
the la.tter in visible contact with it on its eastern side. When we go a
few miles farther south, to what is called the Central Salt Works, iu the
northern part of Sec. 34 or t.he southern part of Sec. 27, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.,
we find the Orbitoidal White Limestone at the lev e) of the water courses, but a mile eaRt of the Salt Works, up Salt Creek, on ascending a hill
we pass over what appear to be the Hatchetigbee strata. Of this I could
not be perfectly sure, as no well defined fossils were obtained; but on
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another branch of the creek, which flows from the north, beading nearly
in the localities first mentioned, we find the Buhrstone making the lowermost forty or fifty feet of the hills in both sides of the branch, while the
upper strata of the hills were White Limestone, apparently confm·mably
overlying the Buhrstone, the strata of the latter at one place, where they
were clearly shown in a low bluff, being approximately horizontal. This
locality is near the upper edge of Sec. 35 or of Sec. 36 in T. 6 N., R. 2 E.,
or in the lower part of the section lying next towards the north. At
Mr. F. Payne's spring, on the NW.! of NE.! of Sec.11, T. 5 N., !{, 2 E.,
the Buhrstone is found, while directly west, on the bank of the river,
in Sees. 16, 17, 21, 28, and 29 the White Limestone appears. So, also,
east of Mr. Payne's house there are lime sinks and outcrops of White
Limestone in Sees. 12, 13, 24, &c. Though not actually seen, it would
appear that here, also, we have the White Limestone lying directly upon
the Buhrstone, the strata falling away rapidly westward so as to bring
the former rock down to the river within two or three miles towards the
west. A few miles below this, in Sees. 21 and 28, T 5 N., R. 2 E., at the
Lower Salt Works, we have the section already given, in which the
White Limestone and the Buhrstone are shown in direct con tact, the
former apparently directly and conformably overlying the latter, just
as appears to be the case at Mr. Payne's, at the Central Salt Works,
and probably also at the first locality mentioned above (Secs.14 and 15,
T. 6 N., R. 2 E.).
I should be inclined to explain these anomalies on the supposition
that a north and Routh fault has brought the Buhrstone and the White
Limestone together, but for the fact that at most of the localities above
mentioned the White Limestone may be seen directly, and to all appearance conformably, resting upon the Buhrstone. 'Vhether by a fault or
otherwise, all the Claiborne strata are wanting at all these localities,
and my observations show also either that there is an anticlinal axis extending from Sec. 28 in T. 5 N., R. 2 E., a little east of north up to Sec.
14, T. 6 N., R. 2 E., which brings the Buhrstone above drainage along
this line and for this distance, or that this elevation has been brought
about by a fault. There are great difficulties in the way of making
satisfactory observations in this part of the State, as thick beds of drift
and loam (in some places, as at Mr. Payne's, 75 feet thick) cover tli\!e
whole face of the country, except where they have been removed by the
few streams; but I hope to have this fold or fault fully traced out in
another season.
The sulphur spring at Jackson comes apparently through the Buhr.
stone out of the Hatchetigbee strata, as is the case at Bladen Springs,
Tallahatta Springs, the Upper Salt Works, the Lower Salt Works, &c.
The Jackson well, however, is in the low grounds of Bassett's Creek,
and no Tertiary rocks show in the immediate vicinity, but tbe Buhrstone
and the Hatchetighee sands appear on a hill at no great distance
towards the east.
Bull. 43-9
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As before stated, the White Limestone is the country rock through all
the lower part of Clarke County, as far south at least as Choctaw Bluff
and the Lower Salt Works; but away from the streams these Tertiary
beds are hidden by drift, and their presence is revealed only by the
numerous lime sinks which are of such frequent occurrence in the piny
woods of this section. Below the Lower Salt Works the Tertiary rocks
may be continuously followed down to Oven Bluff, a few miles distant,
southward of which point they do not appear to come again to the surface. It is probable, however, from the occurrence of lime sinks, that
the White Limestone underlies the surface at no great depth for many
miles farther in this direction.
The uplift of the Lower Salt Works is felt across to the Alabama River,
but not to the same degree as here, for at Gainestown and at Choctaw
Bluff the lower measures of the White Limestone are at the water level.
It would not be correct to say that these undulations are not felt at
an across the whole of Clarke County; for, although the underlying
Claiborne and Buhrstone rocks are not, so far as we now know, lifted
much above the general drainage level in the eastern part of the county
after having once disappeared beneath the surface, the undulations have
still been operative in keeping the White Limestone as the surface rock
over an extent, north and south, of 30 miles. This is well illustrated
along the meridian of Grove Hill, Clarke County, where we find the
White Limestone as surfacerock from aboutfi.vemiles north of that town
down to Choctaw Bluff, and the thickness of the formation is not much
over 300 feet. Moreover, at several localities we find the underlying
Claiborne beds at no great depth below the general level of the country.
Now, if we travel southward of this last outcrop of the White lJimestone
at Choctaw Bluff, through Monroe and Escambia Counties, and eastward
also, in Covington, Coffee, and Geneva Counties, we find the ·country
generally level piny woods, with a surface mantle of drift, in which,
however, the frequent occurrence of depressions caused by lime sinks
reveals the fact that the White Limestone is at no great distance from
the surface at any place. And, still further, if we pass into Florida we
find this rock again at the surface over the greater part of the peninsula, although, as recent discoveries of Mr. L. C. Johnson have shown,
covered in many places by later deposits of Miocene age.
The elevation of the Florida peninsula was therefore subsequent to
the deposition of the Miocene beds, and the undulations of the Alabama
Tertiary may date back to the same epoch. That these disturbances
antedate the elevation of the Terrace epoch is shown by the circum·
stance that the Drift (Champlain) deposits rest upon an eroded surface
of the Tertiary (Eocene and Miocene) rocks.
(4) EASTERN EXTENSION OF THE BUHRSTONE.

By referring to the map it will be seen that the northern line of
the Buhrstone outcrop, after crossing the Alabama River just below
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Johnson's wood yard, turu~ sharply northeastward to a point nearly
east of Bell's Landing and six or seven miles distant therefrom. Then
it turns southward six miles, sweeps around eastward and northeastward just south of the lower prong of Flat Creek, running up as far
north as Cokerville, near the liue between Monroe and Conecuh Connties. Beyond Cokerville it again makes an abrupt turn southeastward
and crosses the extreme southwestern corner of Butler County, beyoud
which point it has not been continuously followed. The two extreme
nort,bern points above noted, namely, tllat east of Bell's Landiug auc.l
that at Ookerville, are upon dividing ridges, and this northward extension is no doubt in part due to this circumstance, but not altogether.
The course of the two branches of Flat Creek has also much to do with
this peculiar surface distribution of the strata. These two branches
rise near Cokerville, in the northeastern part of Monroe County. The
southern branch flows southward and westward, its channel being
mostly in the Wood's Bluff strata, while the Hatchetigbee and Bubrstone form an escarpment on the southern border of the creek valley
down to its confluence with the northern branch. The latter flows at
first northward, then wes;tward, and then southward to the point of
confluence above noted. It thus flows out of tlte \Vood.'s Blnff strata
into the Bell's Landiug, alHl even into theN auafali:t betl.s, comiug back
in its southward course into Wood's Bluff again, six or eight miles above
the confluence.
Northward of the upper branch of Flat Creek we have a wide area
of outcrop of the Nanafalia beds iu the Grampian Hills of Wilcox
Oounty, in some places eight or ten miles in width.
Our observations have not given us the complete explanation of any
of these irregularities, and this mere notice of them must suffice for the
present.
CRETACEOUS STRATA.

The Rotten Limestone division of the Cretaceous in Alabama consists
of about one thousand feet of calcareous strata of very great uniformity
in lithologic character throughout, and, similarly, the strata of the Eutaw division are cross bedded sands and laminated clays, possessing no
very well marked features in any part ; and the same is true of the
beds of the Tuscaloosa formation. While, therefore, we might expect
to find disturbances in the strata of the Cretaceous group, such disturbances are not easily recognized in the two great subdivisions of this
group, by reason of the uniformity in lithological composition aboYe
noted. In the upper or Ripley formation of the Cretaceous, on the other
band, alternations of sandy strata with calcareous and fossiliferous
strata are easily identified, and disturbances in the stratification do
not so easily escape detection.
While our observations in the Cretaceous ter~itory have not been so
extended as in the Tertiary, we are yet able to uote a few instances of
well marked irregularities in the Ripley formation of this group.
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(1) CANTON I.ANDING 1 ALABAMA RIVER.

In the river bluff at this locality we have the following section of the
Ripley str~ta:
Ssction at Canton Landing, Alabarna River.

1. Surface beds covering first terrace of the river ................. - ... undetermined.
2. Light gray, calcareous sands, with an indurated ledge of nearly pure sandstone at
base ... _................... . ........... . ... -- ••........... -............. 6 feet.
3. Bluish gray, sanay clays, passing downwards gradually into a more sandy bed containing numerous phosphatic casts and nodules (sandy bed 3 feet thick) .. 8 feet.
4. Bluish, argillaceous, calcareous beds, holding great numbers of Exogym costata,
Gryphwa, and casts ............ -----· ............ -----· .................. 3 feet.
5. Bluish, calcareous sands containing many fossils, chief among which a Spondylus,
a Nau,tilus, and turreted shells, to water level .......... -~-- .............. 3 feet.

In one place here a block about 50 yards long of the face of the bluff
bas been broken from the rest of the strata and settled down some six to
eight feet, bringing the base of bed No.2 of the section down to the top
of No.4 of the undisturbed strata.

~

illt

DOWN STREAM

FIG. 1. Displacement at Canton Landing.

The figure gives an idea of this, and it is to be remarked further that
the beds of the main bluff at the left of the break are lower than those at
the right (with reference to the water level) by two or three feet.
(2)

PRAIRIE BLUFF, ALABAMA RIVER.

At this place, as noted above, we have at the top of the bluff some 15
or 20 feet of fossiliferous, calcareous beds, including part at least of those
just given as occurring at Canton Landing, and below these to the river
level some 60 feet of sandy strata traversed by bands of indurated sands
containing numbers of large shells of Gryphrna and Exogyra. These
sandy strata have a very rapid dip down stream (southward) of some
300 to 350 feet to the mile; while the calcareous beds at the top of the
bluff, according to the recent observations of Mr. Langdon, show a much
less decided dip, it being only about 30 or 40 feet to the mile. This may
be and probably is due to the cross bedding on a large scale of the sandy
strata. ·
A mile or two above Prairie Bluff we have another exposure of these
sandy strata, with similar rapid dip down stream. This dip, if uniformly continued down to Prairie Bluff, would bring these beds 300 to
400 feet below the visi~le portion of that bluff, while in all probability
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1. Second bottom deposits, which overlie the black, shaly clays forming No. 1 of the section on p. 79.

(Black, shaly clays, No. 1 of the section on p. 79, are the uppermost beds in this diagram.)
2. I.nlge of Gryphrea shells, No. 3 of the section on page 7'0.
3. Irregular pock s of cross-l>cclcled i-;rmdstouc cml> clclec.1 in th• lim ,.
stone No. 4 of' the section on page 7'0.
( o. 2 of the section on page 7U is included b¥twcen 1 and 2 of this diagram.)

2. Thin ledge of Gryphrea shells, No. 3 of the section on page 79. 3. Irregular pockets of cross-bedded sandstones embedded in the limestone No. 4 of the section

nre shown in tllIB vnrt of the riv r bank.)

+---4lt. DOWN.

2. Ledge of Gryphrea shells, No. 3 of the section on page 79.

3. Irregular pockets of cross-bedd d sandston

mbed<l din th lim ton No. 4 o the Hectlon on pa~ 70.
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the strata of the two bluft's are, in part at least, the same, and it is probable that between the two places these strata undulate very decidedly or
are perhaps faulted.
,

(3)

MOSCOW, TOMBIGBEE RIVER.

Some of the calcareous lle<l.s of the Ripley formation are exposed along
the right bank of the river from Moscow a mile or two down stream. In
these llluffs, which are continuous, about fifty feet in all of these strata
may be seen, and. there is no difficulty in following any particular stratum
to its disappearance below tlw water level. The strata here exposed are
the following:
Sect,ion near Moscow, Tombigbee River.
1. Black, shaly clay like that of Black Bluff, supposed to be Tertiary, but devoid of

fossils ....... - .. -- ---- . --. ---- . -... -- .. --.-. -.................. __ .10 to 15 feet.
2. Dark blue, argillaceous limestone, with thin, projecting ledges of harder material.
One of these ledges, about 8 feet below the black clay, is very persistent, and
easily followed from Moscow down to the cut off just above the mouth of Sucarnochee Creek . -... - . -- .. ----. -- --.- . -- .. -- -- .. - . --- •...••... __ ... 20 to 30 feet.
3. Thin ledge of shells of a small Gryphcea .. _••...... __ •.. _.••• _ .. _•. _. _ 1 to li feet.
4. Hard, argillaceous, white li~estone, resembling the Rotten Limestone, containing
many Cretaceous shells, as Exogyra costata, Gryphcea mutabiUR, &c., especially in
the upper part, which is indurated.- ....... --- .......••... ---- ..•••. __ .. 25 feet.

Near the top of stratum No.4 there aren.t several places along the river
hard, sandy ledges of very irregular shape, and discontinuous. These
sandstones contain comminuted shells embedded in a sandy matrix.
The thin ledge ofGrypbrea shells (No.3) and an indurated ledge near the
top of No.2 are easily recognized, and they serve to identify the other
beds.
In going from Moscow down to the cut off we see that the above described strata are not only undulating but at seven or eight places distinctly faulted.
The accompanying diagram of the right bank of the river, carefully
sketched from nature, shows very clearly the character of these disturbances and renders any further description in words superfluous
(Plate X).
VI. RESUME.
THE FORMATIONS.

The general section forming Plate XXI is so arranged as to exhibit
in the two inner columns, by conventions and descriptive text, the structure and character of the formations exposed along the rivers traversed
and our conceptions of their relations. The portions of the sections in
which the conventions are introduced are CQnstructed from observations recorded in the foregoing pages and the portions left blank represent those parts of our ideal section in which exposures do not occur
along either river. In the two outer columns are exhibited in similar
(~85)
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nwmH.-~r those portions of the formations not actually seen along (•itht>r
river, which are either exposed in the immediate vicinity of the rivers
so clearly as to leave no doubt as to their stratigraphic relations or elRe
disclosed by artesian borings. These two columns, therefore, serve
either to fill out the missing parts of the river sections or to confirm the
measurements made elsewhere.
By reference to the text and to the general section it will be seen
that in the Tertiary group we have been able to fill up the blanks thus
occurring along the rivers by direct measurement of the exposures
seen in the vicinity of the rivers, except in two places, viz, just below the
Bell's Landing section and below the Coal Bluff section of the Lignitic,
The stratigraphic column of the Tertiary formation, therefore, with the
two exceptions noted, is constructed from actual measurements. From
the known thickness of the several divisions which we have made in the
Tertiary and their extent upon the surface, we find, from careful observations made at many points, that the average general dip of the
Tertiary strata is about 30 feet to the mile towards the southwest.
There are, however, undulations and variations in the dip, culminating
in the vicinity of the Tombigbee River, where the disturbances are more
conspicuous than anywhere else in the post-Appalachian clastics of the
Atlantic and Gulf slopes. so far as known. These have been described
in the precpding pages.
Similarly in the upper part of the Cretaceous group the stratigraphic
column bas been constructed iu great part from actual measurements;
but in the lower part of the known Cretaceous and in the whole of the
Tuscaioosa formation, where our observations have been less numerous
and satisfactory, we have assumed a uniform southwesterly dip of 40
feet to the mile, and the tl.Jicknesses tl.Jus assigned to the imperfectly
exposed beds are only approximations, though, as we tl.Jink, close ap.
proximations. In the artesian boring at Livingston, wbich is upon the
extreme southern border of the Rotten Limestone, the thickuess of this
rock actually penetrated is 930 feet, and as the Rotten Limestone forms
the surface between Livingston and Butaw, a distance across the strike
of 24 miles, the average dip is seen to be about 40 feet to the mile.
Some of the leading structural features of the formations described
may be recapitulated.
The newest of the formations exposed along our route is the White
Li lll<'Stonc. It consists chiefly of regularly bedded, impure limestone,
with intercalated layers of marl, calcareous clay and saud, and some
ledges of pure limestone. Its upper portion is perceptibly more calcareous than the lower and contains a notably greater proportion of deep
sea fossils; but neither the lithologic nor the paleontologic features are
sufficiently distinct to warrant division of the formation. Its position
and its structure alike iudicate that it was laid down in a deep ant!
probably deepening sea.
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The Claiborne formation is made up of tolerably uniformly bedded,
calcareous, and generally glauconitic sands and clays, containing rather
shallow water, but not littoral, fossils mingled with deep sea organisms.
There is no conformity or clearly marked line of demarkation between
the Jackson beds of the White Limestone and the upper calcareous beds
of the Claiborne, the one grading imperceptibly into the other, both
lithologically and paleontologically.
The Buhrstone deposits are sand·s and clays variously interstratified,
generally lithified by silicious cement. Some of the clays are remarkably pure and fine grained. The fauna is meager, but of facies identical
with that of the Claiborne.
The Lignitic formation comprises three well marked divisions defined
by color, which is here an index of constitution. The upper one-fourth
consists of irregularly bedded, dark, silicious, and lignitiferous clays
and heterogeneous sands, approaching the basal portion of the Buhrstoue
formation in composition and structure, interstratified with discontin.uom; beds of lignite and continuous layers of clay and sand containing
marine fossils. The medial three-fifths of the formation is made up of
rather more regularly stratified clays 'and sands of light color, frequently
cross bedded, containing occasional beds of lignite and of marine sands
yielding littoral fossils, one of which (the Gryphcea thirsce bed) is 50 to
60 feet in thickness. The basal deposits are irregularly beddeu, dark,
or even black, calcareous, shaly or slaty clays, with few fossils or definite
beds of lignite, though considerable quantities of carbonaceous matter
are disseminated throughout its mass.
At the base of the Lignitic there is a rapid change in the character
of both rocks and fossils, the lowermost 15 or 20 feet of the formation
being limestone, at first argillaceous, then quite pure, and even crystalline. This crystalline limestone rests with apparent conformity upon
the yellow sands which make the summit of the Cretaceous group.
The materials of the Ripley formation are generally fine and uniformly
bedded, particularly toward the summit, are predominantly arenaceous
at top and bottom, though notably calcareous, particularly in the middle
layers, and are often richly phosphatic. The formation is characterized
by littoral or offshore, but not strictly pelagic, fossils.
The Rotten Limestone consists of uniformly bedded and tolerably
homogeneous, argillaceous, or rarely pure limestones and clay marls,
with occasional intercalations of clay and sand, sometimes glauconitic.
Its abundant fauna is pelagic rather than littoral.
The transition beds between this and the Eutaw formation- the Tombigbee sand of Hilgard-are predominantly arenaceous and glauconitic,
and speak of shallower waters than those of the Rotten Limestone.
The Eutaw deposits, like those of the Ripley, are usually fino and
uniformly bedded, though they are more arenaceous than those of the
latter formation. They consist of alternations of sand antl clay, the
former often cross bedded and glauconitic, and the latter lignitiferous,
(2g7)
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together with occasional lignitized tree trunks and intercalated
of lignitic matter or pebbles. Tile rare fossils have a littoral aspect.
No unconformity has been found between the Eutaw and Tu:::H~aliiJmla•
formations, and the similarity in lithologic character and attitude of the
two is so close that search for discordance is unpromising.
The Tuscaloosa formation consists of a great series of irregularly or
obscurely bedded, q uartzitic and micaceous sands, often cross stratified; heterogeneous clays, sometimes carbonaceous or lignitiferous;
lenticular pebble beds (the pebbles very commonly of chert); and discontinuous lig-nitic layers. With the exception of the lignite and leaf
impressions, it has yielded no fossils.
The coarse sands and laminated clays forming the base of the Tuscaloosa formation repose unconformably upon the eroded surface of the
Carboniferous and other Paleozoic rocks.
'l'HE GENESIS OF THE FORMATIONS.

A preliminary report on a limited reg·ion is scarcely the place for recording a cllapter in the evolution of the continent; but we are convinced tllat, by reason of the poverty in organic remains of many of the
formations, the paucity of our knowledge of the geographic distribution
and local variation of their faunas and floras, and the unity and sim.
plicity of the terrestrial oscillations to which they are referable, the
Cenozoic and Mesozoic formations of the Gulf and Atlantic slopes
must eventually be correlated physically rather than paleontologically;
and we at the same time emphasize this conviction and contribute
toward the chief end of geologic science-the co-ordination of terrestrial phenomena-by setting forth in terms of written language what
we conceive to be the history recorded in the Cenozoic and Mesozoic
rocks of Alabama.
At an undetermined epoch in the Mesozoic, the southern extremity
of the Appalachians, together with the Piedmont region on the east
and the Cumberland Plateau on the west, was submerged; and the
uneven surface sculptured by subaerial erosion formed an irregular
shore line diversified by a multitude of estuaries and a highly inclined
and unequal sea bottom. Within the estuaries and upon the uneven
sea bottom the strong currents, high tides, and violent waves of a deep
sea coast washed here and there, assorted rudely, and finally deposited
the coarse detritus brought down by numerous streams of high declivity-the upper reaches of river courses shortened by submergence
and steepened by tilting; the strong currents, the constant shifting of
the littoral deposits, and the variable salinity of the estuarine and shoreward waters (depending upon the seasonal and non-periodic variability in stage of the affiuents) were inimical to organic existence; but
leaves, logs, and other vegetal matters were occasionally swept into the
sea by the rivers. The downward movement during this epoch was
(288)
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interrupted and, about the middle of the epoch, perhaps reversed; but
in general it went on progressively. With continued deposition a submarine terrace analogous to those now fringing the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts was apparently developed; and, with the growth of the terrace
and consequent shallowing of the offshore waters, there was evidently
a diminution in strength of currents and violence of waves, accompanied by a diminution in heterogeneity and coarseness of sediments.
The deposits produced by these agencies are those of the Tuscaloosa
formation.
During the epoch immediately succeeding that of the deposition of
the Tuscaloosa formation, so far as our present knowledge indicates,
there occurred a diminution in the rate or perhaps a cessation of the
downward continental movement; but there were continued growth of
the submarine terrace, shoaling of the sea by reason of sedimentation,
and some recession of the shore line. The shoal water deposits of this
epoch constitute the Eutaw formation.
The Rotten Limestone epoch was apparently inaugurated by a comparatively suduen renewal of the continental depression and rapid
deepening of the sea. The sands of the Tombigbee were distributed by
the advancing waves of the encroaching sea, and in the deep waters of
the succeeding episode the abundantly fossiliferous limestones and
marls of the later Cretaceous were laid down. During this epoch the
waves of the Cretaceous probably lapped upon the Appalachians higher
and farther inland than the Tuscaloosa shore line.
· The succeeding epoch was marked by a reversal in terrestrial movement, progTessi\'ely increasing coarseness and heterogeneity of sediments, rapid retreat of the shore line down the gentle slope of the adolescent submarine terrace, diminution in salinity commensurate with
the relatively great (though absolutely constant) influx of fresh waters,
some commingling of. terrestrial plant debris with the sediments, and
diminution in abundance of marine organisms. The deposits of the
epoch constitute the Ripley formation and indefinitely mark the closing
stages of the Cretaceous period.
The Tertiary was introduced by a continuation of the Ripley elevation sufficient to produce shoaling of the ocean over the then broad submarine terrace, diminished salinity of tlle littoral waters and consequent
destruction of marine organisms, and extension of the terrestrial flora
and commingling of its remains with the littoral deposits. There is
thus a paleontologic but not (in the portions of the formations that have
resisted erosion) a physical break in the sequence of events and in the
continuity of strata. The altitude of the land with respect to the sea
was generally persistent throughout the Lignitic epoch, but depression
apparently went on pari passu with sedimentation, and there were occasional oscillations and consequent incursions of the sea upon the landnotably those represented by the Wood's Bluff and Gryphcea thirsce
beds-and excursions of the terrestrial flora upon the coastal marshes.
(289)
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The Lignitic formation is the analogue of the Tuscaloosa; but by reason of the less acclivity and the less inequality of the sea bottom and
the greater regularity of the shores the waves and currents were less
violent, and in consequence the deposits are more homogeneous. The
approximate horizontality and the shallowness of the sea bottom are
attested by the great geographic extent of beds referable to slight
changes in depth of the littoral waters.
From the initiation of the Tuscaloosa epoch to the close of the Lignitic, the offshore sediments appear to have been pushed progressively
farther and farther into the sea, and the depression accompanying the
sedimentation appears to have been uniform throughout the area over
which the deposits are now exposed; but the Lignitic epoch was apparently terminated by a depression (perhaps due to its own weight) of the
margin of the subaqueous shelf thus formed, and a consequent increase
in depth of the off shore waters and in violence of waves and currents.
These couditions induced increased heterogeneit~T and coarseness of deposits, the invasion of a deep sea fauna, and the entombment of its
remains in littoral deposits. The formation thus developed we denominate the Buhrstone. The shore probably retreated rapidly and far
inland during the Buhrstone epoch, particularly in its earlier episodes.
The Buhrstone epoch waned with the cessation of the seaward tilting; and, with the consequent reconstruction of a submarine terrace and
some concomitant depression, there was introduced a slight physical
change in the character of the deposits, without paleontologic break,
marking the introduction of the Claiborne. Throughout, the Claiborne
epoch depression proceeded somewhat more rapidly than sedimentation, and with increasing depth of waters went increasing homogeneity
and fineness of ueposits.
The continuation of the Claiborne depression was accompanied by
gradual modification in physical character of the deposits and by differentiation of fauna, culminating in the latter part of the White Limestone epoch, when the Tertiary sea reached a depth approaching and
perhaps equaling the maximum attained during the Cretaceous.
During the Claiborne and the White Limestone epochs the distribution
of sediments was apparently such as again to bring the sea bottom to
approximate horizontality ; and, with what appears to have been a sudden re-elevation of the land, conditions similar to those under which
the Lignitic formation was laid down were once more introduced, and the
shoal water strata of the Grand Gulf formation-the homologue of the
Lignitic- were laid down upon the seaward margin of the White Limestone.
Thus, our preliminary observations suggest the movements and in
some cases the positions of the Cenozoic and Mesozoic shore lines, and
enable us to say that the breaks in stratigraphic and paleontologic continuity in these formations are apparent rather than real and are due to
simple and readily determinate continental movements.
(290)
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PLA'l'E XII.
SECTIONS OF THE WHITE

LIMl~STONE

ALONG THE TOl\IBIGBEE AND ALABAMA RIVERS,

IN PART SHOWING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE WHITE LIMESTONE AND THE
CLAIBORNE BEDS.

FIG. 1. Section of Salt Mo·untain, Clarke County.

1. White Limestone, forming Salt Mountain. This limestone consists in great meas·
ure of masses of partially silicified corals . . In th~ lower strata compact, crystalline limestone occurs, which holds plates and spines of echinoderms .... 150 feet.
2. Orbitoidal White Limestone quarried for building purposes .......•••.•... 20 feet.
FIG. 2. Saint Stephens Bluff, Tombigbee River.

1. Soft White Limestone, with Orbitoides Mantelli. The upper half contains t.his fossil
in great abundance, the lower part more sparingly. 'fhe lithological character
of the whole 70 feet is quite uniform. The top of Saint Stephens Bluff is here
represented as equivalent to the top of the orbitoidallimestone at Salt Mountain,
giving the minimurn thickness of this rock. There may be, however, a greater
thickness of this rock than here shown ........................•........ 70 feet.
2. Indurated bed of Spon dy lus dumos1ts . .......•............................... 3 feet.
3. Light yellowish white marl or argillaceous limestone, containing nodules of phosphate of lime. The marl itself is strongly phosphatic .................. 27 feet.
·j

FIG. 3. Section at Baker's Frill, continuation of Saint Stephens Bluff, showing 1·elative

positions of the White Limestone and the ClaiboTne sands, Tomb1gbee River.
1. Orbitoidal White Limestone forming summit of hill, passing into the argillaceous
limestone below (line between the two here rather arbitrarily drawn) .... 25 feet.
2. Argillaceous, glauconitic limestone, with Pecten pm-planus, Pecten Pou·lsoni, &c.
This is the same rock as that at base of Saint Stephens Bluff, half a mile distant
and in plain sight. The strata are covered at intervals by debris.
3. Bed with Scutella Lyelli, 1 foot seen; at other pointR ....................•.. 3 feet.
4. Coarse, ferruginous sands passing down wards to reddish sand, holding the usual
Claiborne fossils of unmistakable character ............... __ ..... , .15 to 18 feet.
5. Bluish green, glauconitic, nnd clayey sands, containing the Flabellwm found at Coffeeville .......•.....................•.........••••......... _...••.. 8 to 10 feet.
FIG. 4. Stmta exposed in continuous bluffs between Mm·shall's Landing and Rattlesnake

Bluff, just below Claiborne, showing relative positions of the White Limestone and the
Claiborne sands, Alabama R-iver.
1. Orbitoidal White Limestone of the usual character ...••..••.•............ 10 feet.
White Limestone, containing great numbers of Scu,tella Lyelli and other echinoderms ...•....••.... __ ... ____ ... ___ . . • • • • . . . . . . • " •......... _........... 10 feet.
3. Calcareous clay in two beds of five feet each, separated by three feet of soft,
earthy White Limestone. Below this, a ledge of hard limestone three feet
and eight feet of blue clay with fucoids, becoming more calcareous below, in
all .•••...••••...•... --·· ..••.. ----------···-------··-·-·····--·· about 24 feet.

~-
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4. Ledge of hard, white limestone, followed by twenty feet or more of argillaceous,
soft, white limestone, with thin projecting ledges of purer limeston~ at intervals.
Resembles the Rotten Limestone of Cretaceous formation .....•••• about 25 feet.
5. Bed of Scutella LyelU, in three layers, the middle one ferruginous ...••....•• 3 feet.
6. Coarse, ferruginous sand, calcareous below, hard ledge at bottom .....•.... 6 feet.
7. Claiborne ferruginous, fossiliferous sands, the counterpart of those at Claiborne
Bluff ...•••...•....•••.....•.....•.........•.............••...•••.. 10 to 12 feet.
8. Calcareous, sandy clay, with hard ledge in middle .........•.....•.•...... 6feet.
9. Sandy, clay marl, with Ostrea sellmformis; four or five hard ledges pal'lsing into
greensand below ..••....•..••••.•.••....••. . •.••...•.•....•............ 12 feet.
FIG. 5. Section of upper part of bluff at Claiborne and of part of hill baclc of bluff, along
the road to Perd1te Hill, Alabama River.
Hill baclc of river bluff.
1. White Limestone filled with Orbifoides Mantelli, occurring on road to Perdue Hill,
100 feet or more above top of bluff at Claiborne Landing. Tertiary strata covered by Drift along road leading from Perdue Hill up to Claiborne .. 90 to 100 feet.
Tertiary strata covered by Drift, at top of river bluff ..••••.....•... 38 to 40 feet.
Upper part of bluff.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

White or bright colored, argillaceous limestone with glauconite grains ...•. 45 feet.
Indurated ledge of Scutella Lyelli .•.••....•.•••••...•••...•...•............ 3 feet.
Coarse, ferruginous sand, calcareous below, indurated at base .........••••• 6 feet.
Claiborne fossiliferous sands, ferruginous. Lignitic in places above .. 15 to 17 feet.
Bluish green, glauconitic, sandy marl, with Ostrea sellwforrnis, part indurated .4 feet.
Calcareous, bluish gray clay, few badly preserved fossils, passing below into a
greenish, glauconitic marl containing great numbers of young Ostrea sellaiformis and a few Pectens, together about 18 feet; below this, light gray, calcareous
clay, similar to top of preceding hard, sandy ledge at top and bottom, 7 feet; in
all .•••••.•.•.....•...•.•.....•.................•••.••••••••••••••••.••. 25 feet.
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SECTIONS O F THE WHITE LIMESTONE ON ALABAlv.A AND T0t-1 8 1GBEE RIVERS

PLATE XIII.
ILLUSTRATING

THE CLAIBORNE STRATA AS · EXPOSED ALONG

THE ALABAMA AND

TOMBIGBEE RIVERS.

FIG. 1. Section by C. S. Hale.
No.8. White Limestone, thickness not given by Hale.
No.7. Yellow, quartzose sand, highly fossiliferous; seam of earthy lignite near the
middle ......••.•.......•.•...........~ ....•.•...........•..••.•...••••. 15 feet.
No. 6. Clay bed, with shells of full grown Ostrea sellmfonnis ....•.•••••..•••• 20 feet.
No. G. Marly, arenaceous beds, with same shells as are common in the other beds;
thickness not given by Hale.
No.4. Argillaceous, muddy deposits. Fossils mostly oyster, except Veneticardiaplanicosta, Area, and Tu1·rite:Ua; occurs also at Coffeeville ....•••...••••• 15 to 20 feet.
No. 3. Only a few feet at Claiborne; greensand running gradually into No. 4.

FIG. 2. Section by Projesso1· Tuomey.
g. Red loam, sand, and pebbles ....•.••.••............. ,...•.....•..•• : •...••• 30 feet.

f. White and mottled clay ..•.•......••••..................••••..••..•••.•..• 8 feet.
e. Limestone, with a small percentage of greensand ....•...•..••••. _.. ~ - ..•. 54 feet.
d. Sandy, fossiliferous bed ......••••.......•.••...••••...................... 15 feet.
c. Whitish limestone, with bed on top containing Ostrea sellmformis and Scutella
Lyelli. This bed passes l>elow into a bluish marl with shells •.•...•..... 62 feet.
b. Bed of clay, with limestone seam on top. This bed is more calcareous below and contains fossils that, as a group, are peculiar ..••••..••••.•.•••.•.•.••. 15 to 18 feet.

FIG. 3. Section by E. A. Smith and L. C. Johnson.
1. Red loam, sand, and pebbles .............•••••...•..•.•...•.....••. 35 to 40 feet.
2. Argillaceous limestone, with greensand grains ..........•........•.•••••• 45 feet.
3. Indurated ledge, with Scutella Lyelli ...•.........•..••••••...........•••. 3 feet.
4. Coarse, ferruginous sand, calcareous below; indurated ledge at base ...... 6 :£eet.
5. Claiborne fossiliferous sands; ferruginous sands, with shells; laminated lig~itic
clays, with leaf impressions, and thin seams of lignite in pl::tces in upper
part .......••........... : ..............•......•.......... ~ ..... 15 to 17 feet.
6. Bluish green, glauconitic sandy marl, containing Ostrea sellmforrnis, in part indura ted . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 3 to 4 feet.
7. Calcareous, bluish gray clay, with a few badly preserved fossils, passing downward
into a greenish, glauconitic, sandy marl, containing great numbers of young
shells of Ostrea sellmfm·mis and a few Pectens, the two together, clay and
sand •••.•••...•...•••...•••••.•••••.•.•.•••••.••...•....•••••• about 18 feet.
8. Light gray, calcareous clay, similar to the preceding, with hard, sandy ledges at
top and bottom, in all .......•.•••...•••...••••...••••...••••••••• about 7 feet.
9. Light yellowish gray, calcareous sands, with Pectens and Ost1·ea sellmformis, the
lower half indurated, containing casts of univalve shells .•••••••• about 5 feet.

Bull. 43-10
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10. Light yellowish gray, calcareous sands, with thin beds of more clayey
and with five or six hard, sandy ledges at intervals; the sand is, in 1n''""'"''"'..,.
and crumbling, and quite fossiliferous, with Ost1·ea sellwfonnis, Pecten
fragment of Scu,tella Lyelli, &c., lower 8 feet a bluish, clayey sand. about
11. Bed of greensand, with perfect shells and fragments of Ostrea sel1rrefi~
&c ....••..•..••...•.•.....•....•••.••••••••••••.•..••....•..•.. abont3
12. Dark blue, nearly black, sandy clay .•••.......•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.... 2
13. Bluish green, clayey sands, few fossils above, but highly fossiliferous below
1·athor more clayey, Venericardia planicosta, Nucu,la 'maonifica, Ostt·ea ,qellmfiwfttil
..th·ca 1·hon~bodella, Volnta Sayana, T~trritella Mot·toni, T. bellifera, &c ....
14. Dark grayish blue greensand, peculiar small f01an of Vmericardia planicosta,
Tiwritella Mo1·toni, &c., 6 feet at Claiborne, but 10 feet at Lisbon.
15. Hard, sandy ledge ..............•......•...........•...•••...•........ 8 inc: bet•
16. Calcareous, clayey sands, lighter yellowish:to white color ................. 8
17. Coarse, ferruginous sands, with numerous fossils .......................... 3
18. Light yellow sands, capped with a hard ledge, forming perpendicularblu:ff.l5
19. Blue, glauconitic sands, probably a modification of 18 ..................... 5
20. Bluish black clay; top of Buhrstone contains curious concretions of sandy
like interlacing roots.
FIG. 4. Section at Coffeeville Landino, TMnbiobee River.

1. Light yellowish sands, partly indurated, with Ostrea sellmj'o1'1nis, &c ........ 3
2. Loose, yellowish, calcareous sands, with Ostrea sellrejo1·mis. Indurated sand 1
at base ...••...........•....................................•........... 6
3. Loose, yellowish gray, calcareous sands, highly fossiliferous below, Ostt·ea selirmf<omlil
the chief form, separated from next by hard, sandy ledge ..•............
4. Bluish, clayey sand, with Ostrett sellmfonnis and Flttbellunt, in two parts,
by hard ledge: upper part, 8 feet; lower, 3 feet, in all ..•••....•........
5. Glauconitic sands, filled with comminuted and perfect shells of Ostt·ea sell
&c .........•.•..••....•••.........•...............•.•.•.•............... 3
6. Dark bluish black, non-fossiliferous, sandy clays .......................... 2
7. Dark bluish green, clayey sand to water level. ............................. 5
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PLATE XIV.
SECTIONS OF THE BUHRSTOl'lE STRATA WITH THE ADJACENT STRATA OF THE CLAI·
BORNE AND LIGNITIC.

FIG.

1. Section at Lisbon, Alabama River.

1. Light yellow sands, with glauconite, capped with hard ledge, lower 5 feet of biuish
color, base of Claiborne rocks ...........•.....•...•• _................... 20 feet.
2. Bluish black jointed clay, sandy concretions in upper part ••••.•••••.•• _.. 15 feet.
FIG. 2. Section at Harnilton's Landing, Alabama River.
1. Light gray, indurated clays and aluminous sandstones, with one or two indurated
ledges, forming the whole of the bluff at Hamilton's Landing ...••....... 75 feet.
FIG. 3. Sectimt exposed along road leading up hill west of McCa1·thy's Ferry, Tontbigbee
Rive'r.
1. Top of hill west of McCarthy's Ferry, in Choctaw County. On the road down to
the ferry 250 to 270 feet of Buhl'stone rocks are passed over. These consist of indurated clays, claystones, and aluminous sandstones; the relative positions and order
of succession of the different beds not intended to be represented in figures.
These rocks appear at the surface at short intervals all the way .. exposed 270 feet.
2. Ledge of silicious sandstone or quartzite, interstratified with indurated clays.
3. Laminated clays, reddish and yellowish, just below Buhrstone rocks on road
down the hill; strata exposedjust back of bluff of river.
4. Sandy clays &c. (Continuation, see Fig. 3, Plate XV.)
FIG. 4. Section of upper pa1·t of White Bl1tff. below Wood's Bl·uff, Tombigbee River.
1 Aluminous sandstones and indurated clays with jointed structure, forming a clear,
perpendicular bluff .... ··---· ..•....• -~-- ...•....•..•....•••. ··--·- ..•• 115 feet.
2. Grayish, sandy clays, with a layer 18 inches thick at base, containing lignitized
stems and twigs .. - - •....... r •••• -- •••• - •••• - • - • - •••• - - •• - - -- •• - ••••• - •• 20 feet.
3. Sandy clays, lignitic layer at base .•••..•.•..•...••••.......•.............. 5 feet.
FIG. 5. ·Section of the upper part of Hatchetigbee Blnff, Tomb-igbee R-iver.
1. Light colored, ~luminous sandstone and indurated clays._ ... __ ..•.... 20 to 30 feet.
2. Sandy clays, brown, yellow, and red, interstrati:lied, bluish when wet; but lighter
when dry ..•..•••••.....•..•. _....................
20 feet.
3. Heavy bedded, brownish clays, darker than the preceding ••••••••••••••••. 10 feat.
c
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PLATE XV.
ILLUSTRATING THE HATCHETIGBEE SECTION OF THE LIGNITIC, BUT INCLUDING ALSO
A PORTION OF THE LOWER PART OF THE BUHRSTONE AND THE UPPER PART OF
THE WOOD'S BLUFF SECTION.

FIG. 1. Section of White Bluff, Davis's Bluff, and Wood's Bluff,

Ton~bigbee

River.

1. Buhrstone roeks, chiefly aluminous sandstones and indurated clays, with jointed
structure and prevailing light gray colors, forming a perpendicular cliff.115 feet.
2. Grayish, sandy clays, with .a layer 18 inches thick at base, containing lignitic
stems and twigs ...••........•.•...•••••..•.•...••.•..••.••••••...•... 20 feet.
3. Sandy clays, with lignitic layer at base .................................. 5 feet.
4. Strata obscured by landslides ........................................... 65 feet.
5. Dark gray, sandy clays, striped with brownish purple bands of clay containing
very few fossils, except in a thin band of marl 12 feet above the water and
one 24 feet above the water, all exposed in Davis's Bluff............... 70 feet.
6. Dark gray to brown, sandy clays, between Wood's Bluff and Davis's Bluff .. 10 feet.
7. Bluish, sandy, fossiliferous clay, red on surface, hard ledge at top ......... 3 feet.
8. Bluish, sandy clay, like No. 7, but not fossiliferous, passing into greensand below ......... _...............••..•..••.••••••...•..••••.•.•...•........ 7 feet.
9. Fossiliferous, clayey greensand ........................................... 3 feet.
10. Greensand marl, with stratum of ponderous oyster shells, highly fossiliferous;
tends to form rounded bowlders ...................................... 10 feet.
11. Fossiliferous greensand, loose and easily washed out, forming caves under the
bowlders ...•.....•...•••..............••........•............•........ 8 feet.
12. Thin band oflignite over greenish, non-fossiliferous, clayey sands .......... 5 feet.
13. Laminated, gray, sanely clays ........................................ 3 to 4 feet.
14. Lignite .......................................................... 8 feet or more.
FIG. 2. Section at Hatchetigbee Blnff, Tombigbee River.

1. Drift and surface materials, light colored, aluminous sandstones and indurated
clays, Buhrstone rocks .......................................... 20 to 30 feet.
2. Sandy clays of brown, yellow, and red colors, iuterstratified, blue when moist,
lighter color when dry ...... ~----· .............................. 15 to 20 feet.
3. Heavy bedded, brownish clays of darker color than No.2 ................ 10 feet.
4. Yellowish, glauconitic marL ............................................. 3 feet.
5. Purplish brown, sandy clays, with band of hard, dark colored clays in middle, projecting ...•.•.•••...........•.••....•••......••••.......••...••.••..• 15 feet.
6. Yellowish gray sands, striped with brown clays, forming bowlders at intervals .•••••.•....••••••••••••.•.•.•••••..•••......••...•.••.••.••.•.••• 6 feet.
7. Blue clay marl, sandy, many new forms .................................. 5 feet.
8. Grayish sands striped with brownclay bands, bowlders ................... ..4 feet.
9. Heavy bedded, gray, sandy clays, with brown clay stripes, indurated at base.8 feet.
10. Reddish, fossiliferous sand, Yenedcardia planicosta abundant .............. 5 feet.
11. Dark gray to brown, sandy clays, to water's edge ........................ 15 feet.
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FIG. 3. Section at McCarthy's Ferry, Tombigbet River.

•

1. Buhrstone rocks exposed along road leading up the hill from McCarthy's Ferry.
See Fig. 3, Pl. XIV.
2. Laminated clays, reddish and yellowish, containing an indurated greensand marl
with Hatchetigbee fossils, exposed in hill above the bluff and intervening between
the strata seen in the river bluff and the aluminous rocks of the Buhrstone seen
higher up the hill.
3. Sandy clays interstratified with clays less sandy, light gray, along the whole length
of the bluff. There are parallel bands of much darker brown clays ... 55 feet.
4. Laminated clays and sands, firm and compact at base, and forming projecting
ledge ............................................... _...... _. ___ . ____ .... 5 feet.
5. Pyritous sandy clays, with two or three bands of darker color, indurated in places,
forming bowlders .•••••••••••.•••....••....••••. _.••.••••••.•.••••••••• 20 feet.
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PLATE XVI.

/

ILI.USTRATING THE WOOD'S BLUFF OR BA.SHI AND BELL'S LANDING SECTIONS OF
THE LIGNITIC 1 AND INCLUDING THE LOWER BEDS OF THE HA.TCHETIGBEE SECTION.

FIG. 1. Section at Yellow Bluff, Alabama River.

1. Gray, sandy clays, with cross bedded sands. Forty feet seen in one exposure in
river bank and 90 feet more seen on the hills wiiihin 1 mile of the river. Only
the lower 40 feet occurring at river are here shown ..••.......•....•... 40 feet.
2. Greensand marl, Wood's Blnff fossils ....•........••••.•••••...... 6 feet or more.
3. Blue clay ...•....••.•.•.•..•.••••••••
o o o .1 foot.
4. Gray, sandy clays of slightly 'purple tinge, containing four or five thin seams of
lignite ...•...............
40 feet.
5. Reddish, cross bedded sand ..•••...•.••.•.•..•.••••.•• o••••••••••• •·o··-20 feet.
6. Lignitic clay and lignite ....••• oo • • • • • • • • · · · o • • • • • • • • o • • · • • • • • • o • · · • • • • • • 2 feet.
7. Reddish sands, slightly laminated ..•••. • o • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · o • • 0.15 feet.
8. Gray, sandy clays, laminated, forming perpendicular cliff ......•.•..••.•. 25 feet.
9. Greensand marl, indurating into bowlders, Bell's Landing fossils.
8 feet.
10. Greenish, ferruginous sands interlaminated with thin sheets of clay to water
level •• o . o • • o o • • • • • o • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 feet.
0

0

•• 0

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••• 0
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•

o _ •• o •••

0

FIG. 2. ~ection

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

••••••••

at Bell's Landing, ..Alabama River.

Yellowish, cross bedded sands .•••...•.•.. o o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o o • • • • • • • • • 15 feet.
Lignite .•• o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 feet.
Laminated, sandy clays, with a few large, bowlder like concretions ..••••.. 10 feet.
Yellow, stratified sands, alternating with gray, sandy clays ......•.•• --- .. 15 feet.
Gray, sandy clays, laminated ••• o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o . o o • • o • • o • • • • o• • • • • 15 feet.
Greensand marl, forming bowlders, gigantic shells .••••• o····· ........ 6to ~0 feet.
Dark gray, laminated, sandy clays ..•••...•..•.•.••.••••..•••.••••••..••. 25 feet.
Sandy, clay marl ..............•••....•...•••....••.•.••••••••...•.•.. 1 to 2 feet.
Dark gray, sandy clay to water leveL ..........••••.....•..••••..••
4 feet.
o ••••••

FIG. 3. Section at Peebles's Landing, Alabama River.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Yellowish sands .••••.•• o o o o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1 to 2 feet.
Lignite audlignitic clay ................................... o·•· ••••••••••. 2 feet.
Reddish sands, laminated .........................
10 feet.
Gray clays and sands, variously interstratified ........ o · . . . . . . . . . . . . about 30 feet.
Greensand marl, forming bowlders, Bell's Landing.fossils .... ••o••• . . . . . . . . 8 feet.
Dark gray, sandy, laminated clays ....................................... 25 feet.
Strata covered by second bottom deposits, down to water level ..•••. o••••• 20 feet.
0

0

FIG. 4. Section at Gregg's Landing,

0

•••••••••••••••

••••••••

~labama

00 0

0

0

•••• 0

••••

River.

1. Greensand marl, forming bowlders, Bell's Landing fossils ............. 8 to 10 feet.
2. Gray, sandy, laminated clays ..••••• o • • •
20 to 25 feet.
3. Sandy clay marl, fossiliferous ..••••...•••... • • • o • • • • • • • • • • o • · · • • • • o • • .4 to 5 feet.
4. LaJUinated, sandy clays to water level ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••
10 feet.
0

•••••••

0

•••••••••• 0

........

0
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FIG. 5. Section at Lower Peach Tree Landing, Alabama River.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sandy, laminated clays, top of bluff·----- ••••••. ----·- __ ------ ----· •..• 10 feet.
Greensand marl, forming bowlders, Bell's Landing fossils ....•.••••••. 8 to 10 feet.
Laminated, sandy clays of gray color but with reddish layers .•.••••• 20 to 25 feet.
Bluish, sandy clay marl, Gregg's Lauding fossils .. ___ ........ __ ----- .. 4 t;o 5 feet.
Sandy clays of prevailing gray color, varying in d~gree of sandiness and coarseness
of lamination. No fossils observed ..••••...•... _••.•••. __ ••• _....•••.. 50 feet.
6. Fossiliferous greensand ...... ·----· ....................................... 1 foot.
7. Gray, sandy clays to water level. ......................................... 10 feet.
· FIG. 6. Section at Tuscahorna Landing and up to Shuqnabowa Creek, Tornbigbee Rivet-.

1. Laminated sands, interstratified with clayey Aheets, upper part; lower part, in.
dura.ted sands with two lines of ferruginous, bowlderlike concretions, one at base,
the other. ten feet above ........................... _.......... _........ 30 feet.
2. Light bluish gray, sandy clays, striped with somewhat harder projecting bands or
ledges ............••••.......... _.............•••.....••......... :35 to 40 feet.
3. Greensand marl, Bell's Landing fossils; three feet blue clay in middle .. 6 to 7 feet.
4. Bluish black, massive clay .......................... _..................... 2 feet.
5. Sands passing into sandy clays below ......... __ ................ __ ... __ ... 5 feet.
6. Lighter colored, cross bedded sands above, with sands and clay interstrati:fied below ..•••.••••••••••••••...........•...•••........ _•...•.••..•.......... 8 feet.
l''IG. 7. Section at Wood's Bluff and Bashi Creek, Tombigbee River.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Dark gray to brown and purple, sandy clays, lower beds of Hatchetigbee section.
Bluish, sandy, fossiliferous clay, red on surface, hard ledge on top ......•.... 3 feet.
Bluish, sandy clay (like 2), but not fosAiliferous, passing into greensand below .7 feet.
Fossiliferous, clayey greensand ...... ------ ................................ 3 feet.
Greensand marl, main bed, with a stratum of ponderous oyster shells; highly fossiliferous sands forming bowlders ........ _................. . .. _........ 10 feet.
Fossiliferous greensand, loose and easily washed ont, forming caves below the
bowlders ...........................••••.................. . .. . .••••••.. 8 feet.
Thin bands oflignite over greenish, non:-fossiliferous, clayey sands ......... 5 feet.
Laminated, gray, sandy clays._ ......................... ---- .......... 3 to 4 feet.
Lignite •••••••••••••.•••••••.•..•..••••...•.•••..•• •• ....•.•..••••.•••••• 1 foot.
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PLATE XVII.
ILLUSTRATING THE NANAFALIA AND COAL BLUFF SECTIONS OF THE LIGNITIC.

FIG.

1. Sections at Gullette's Bluff and Coal Blu_ff', Lllabarna River.
G-ullette's Bluff.

1. Red loam, sand, &c., of Drift, at the top of the bluff ....•••••.•••••.••••. 10 feet.
2. Indurated, glauconitic clay .............................................. 3 feet.
3. Gray, sandy clays, alternately thinly laminated and heavy bedded or massive ...•...................•.•••....•..•.•....•••...................... 12 feet.
4. Very green, glauconitic sand ............................................. 2 feet.
5. Gray, sandy clays, similar to No. 3 above ................................. 20 feet.
6. Fossiliferous, glauconitic sand, first of G1·yphcea thirsce beds_ ..•............ 3 feet.
7. Compact, yellowish sands with G1·yphcea thirsce, capped by hard ledge, forming vertical cliff_ ....••.••.•.••...••......•..................•.....•••....•.. 13 feet.
8. Indurated sands ...••....•••...••....•........••••....•......•.....••.... 2 feet.
9. White, cross bedded sands ............................................... 12 feet.
10. Bluish sands in a vertical cliff; contains Gryphcea thirsa1; indurated ledge in middle and at bottom of the bed .......................................... 20 feet.
11. Bluish, clayey sands, with G-ryphcea . ..................................... 10 feet.
12. Sands with Gryphcea thi1·sce, traversed by several indurated ledges dow,n to water
level; darker colored and more clayey below ....••....••...•••...•••.. 20 feet.
Between nwuth of Pm·sley Creek and Coal Bluff.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
H'
19.
20.

Greensand, mouth of Pursley Creek
5 feet.
SaJ .ds capped with indurated ledge ...................................... 3 feet.
Clayey sands; indurated sandy ledges at top and in the midst ..••...•••..• 6 feet.
Indurated greensand ....... ~ ............................................ 3 feet.
So-~" el. greensand, outofwhich caves are washed ......................... 5 feet.
,emutnd of firmer texture, with 1 foot of brownish sand at bottom ...... 8 feet.
"lite .)f Coal Bluff .................................................... A feet.
1 'rn..., gray, sandy clays appearing just above Coal Bluff Landing ...••.•.• 10 feet.
.a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FIG. 2. Section in Gt·ampian Hills, 2 to 3 miles south of Cmnden, Wilcox County.
1. Light colore ... sand and clayey rocks 2 feet, and 2 feet sandstone with shell

casts ...•............••••.•••••...........•.•••.....•...• ..•••......... 4 feet.
GLay clays, indur.tted, closely resembling Buhrstone ••••.......•••. 10 to 15 feet.
Light colored, san,iy clay rock, full of shell casts, chiefly Turritella ... •••• . 5 feet.
Gray crumbling clays, weathering into small bits ..••.•••...•...•••••• 5 to 6 feet.
Hard, glauconitic, sandy clay with shell casts breaking into cuboidal blocks .. 3 feet.
Gray,indurated clays, glauconitic in places, and like some of the Buhrstone
clays .......••••••••..••••..•••••..••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 12 to 15 feet.
7. <'ir ' ensand, with casts of Gryphcea thirsce ............... ................... 2 feet.
8. Greensand, in places converted into a yellowish sand, holding the Gryphma
thirsce . .................................................. " •••••••••••• 10 feet.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bull. 43-11
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9. Yellow sands, with G·ryphrea . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 5 feet.
10. Bed of G?·yphrea shells ..•••..••••.•.•.•••••.•••••.•••••••.•••.•.•.•••••.• 1 foot.
11. Yellow sands, with GrypJuea, and forming bowlders, 6 to 8 feet; in all .. 12 to 14 feet.
FIG. 3. Section on. Put·sley Creek, Wilcox County, Camden and Black's Bluff road.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Red loam, sand, &c., of Drift.
Dark colored, crumbling sandy clays ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••.•. 5 feet.
Sands, with Gryphrea thit·sce and a few other fossils ..•••.•.•••••••••••• 5to 7 feet.
Thiu bedded sands and sandy clays .......••........•.•.•••••...•.•••••.. 15 feet.
Yellowish gray, cross bedded sands, with indurated bowlders of same materials;
these sands hold also thin, lenticular sheets of gray clay ...•......••..... 25 feet.
6. Interstratified sands and clays of grayish color, with shades of yellow, rather thin·
bedded .....•...••..........................••••........•.•...••••..•. 15 feet.
7. Gray, sandy clays in banks of Pursley Creek ..•••..••••.••••••••••••••••... 6 feet.
8. Lignite or lignitic clay, bed of Pursley Creek.
FIG. 4. Strata exposed on Tombigbee River from month of Horse Creek 1tp to Nanafalia;
also section on Landrnm' s Creek.
Mmdh of Horse C1·eelc to Gay's Landing.

1. Gray, sandy clays, forming banks of river between mouth of Horse Creek and
Williams's Gin, and directly overlying the bed at the last named p1ace.20 feet·
2. Gray, sandy clays, thin bedded, and in joint planes, passing below into a hard,
sandy ledge .....•.... ---~ ...••..•.••....•..••..•• -~---· .•.•.••••...... 8 feet.
3. Indurated greensand, with G1·yphcea thirsre . ...•••.•••••.••••..••••••.••.•. 2 teet.
4. Dark blue black clays, with thin, firm ledges ...•....••••.••.•.•......•••. 6 feet.
5. Indurated sands, with Gt·yphcea lhit·sre . ..•.••....••••••.•••.•••.••••.••••. 2 feet.
6. Bluish black, sandy clays .....•.............•••....•.........•••.•...••.. 3 feet.
7. Greensand, with Grypllcea thirsce, passiugbelow into gray,sandyclay. 5feetormore.
Lott's Ferry.
8. Black, sandy clay, fossiliferous .......•.•..•••...•••••••••.••.•..••••••••. 4 feet.
a. Sands, with Gryphcea thirsce, cross bedded in places .•••••....••.....••..... 3 feet.
10. Dark gray, sandy clay, with few fossils ............••...........•••....•.. 3 feet.
11. Greensand, with Gryphcea thirsce, forming hard bowlders in places .....•.• 10 feet.
Nanafalia Landing.

12. Greensand marl, highly fossiliferous, with Gryphcea thirsce and other forms; line
of indurated, projecting bowlders along central part of bed ............ 20 feet.
13. Dark blue, almost black, laminated clay, devoid of fossils ............. 3 to 4 feet.
14. Bluish greensand marl, highly fossiliferous below, Gryphcea thit·sce and other
forms. • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • . . .. ••••.•.•••••••••.•.••••••..•. 8 to 10 ;feet
Land1•utn1s Creek.

15. Bluish, micaceous sands overlying lignite on Landrum's Creek, near Nanafalia
Bluff ............•.....•......••..•. _..•.•••.•••••.•••• _.•••••••••••. 15 feet.
16. Lignite exposed on Landrum's Creek •••••• : ..•.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••. 7feet.
17. Gray, sandy clays ..••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 feet.
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NANAFALIA AND COAL BLUFF SECTION OF \HE LIGNITIC.

..J

PLATE XVIII.
ILLUSTRATING THE OAK HILL, PINE BARREN SERIES, WHICH INCLUDES THE NAHE•
OLA AND MATTHEWS'S LANDING, BLACK BLUFI?, AND THE MIDWAY SECTIONS OF
'fHE LIGNITIC.

FIG. 1. Section at Oak Hill and on Pine Barren C1·eek.

1. Cross bedded sands and thinly laminated clays, much weathered and with dil'ficulty distinguished from the red loam &c. of the Drift ............••.. 25 feet.
2. Gray, cross bedded sands, with thin laminre of dark gray clay. These beds are much
the same as the precec:ling, but are much less weathered .•..•..•••••••• .40 feet.
3. Cross bedded and laminated sands, yellowish ..•••.........•........•.... 1t feet.
4. Thin bedded, gray, laminated clays, interstratified with thin ledges of cross bedc:led
sands ...•...............•.... _.....•••....•.•• _..•••..••••••...•.•.•. 30 feet.
5. Sands 1 foot, clays 1 foot, sands 1 foot .............................. ~ ..... 3 feet.
6. Gray clays interstratified with cross bedded sands ..••........•....•..... 6 feet.
7. Gray, cross bedded sands ................................................. 3 feet.
8. Gray clay, breaking up into cuboidal blocks, and interstratified with sandy
ledges.~ ...........•..........••..........................••••....... 15 feet.
9. Black to gray, micaceous -sands, with the fossils of Matthews's Landing, dark at
top, lighter and glauconitic below ............................. a • • • • • • • 7 feet.
10. Glauconitic sandy ledge, calcareous ...................................... 1 foot.
11. Yellowish, calcareous sands, with phosphatic and white lime concretions; crustacean remains in upper 5 feet ; several hard, sbaly ledges ........••••. 12 feet.
12. Glauconitic, sandy shales, with indurated ledge at top ....•...••..•••••.. 10 feet.
13. Sandy, shaly beds, with indurated ledges ................................. 6 feet.
14. Hard, yellowish, sandy limestone, phosphatic .......•••.•............•.... 3 feet.
15. Yellowish, calcareous, clayey sands, with white lime concretions, grayer and
more clayey below; Black Bluff fossils abundant ..................... 15 feet.
16. Black, calcareous clays, gray on weathered surfaces; Black Bluff fossils, especially in upper part. This forms basis of the prairie soils ............. 20 feet.
17. Hard, grayish white limestone, used for chimneys, &c., containing a large Nautilus .....•.•...........•.•...••...••.••••..••...•...••.••.•••••••••• . 10 feet.
18. Calcareous sands forming basisofthe sandy prairies ...................... 6 feet.
19. Hard, yellow, crystalline limestone, with Ostrea, Tu1·ritella Mortoni, and Venericardia planicosta ...•...••..•••••..••.•...•....•..•..•.••.•.•...••••....•.. 8 feet.
20. Yellow, micaceous sands, with Ripley fossils-seen on road above Palmer's
Mill ..•.•....•...•...•......••... ~ ••.•••........•....•.....•......•.. 55 feet.
21. Bluish gray, calcareous sands, with projecting sandy ledges, on Pine Barren
Creek .•••••..••••...•••..•••..•••••.•.•••••.•••.•••••••••••••••.••••. 15 feet.
FIG. 2. Section on the Alabama River.

Coal Bluff.
1. Bluish greensand over lignite.
2. Coal Bluff lignite •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 4 feet,*
3. Compact, clayey sand underlying lignite.
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Bu1jord's Landing.
4. Gray, cross bedded sands alternating with laminre of gray clay, Burford's Land..
ing... • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••..•••. -- ••••••••••••••.•. 10 feet.
Walnut Bluff.
5. Light yellowish, cross bedded sands, Walnut Bluff.
Turke~J

Ct·eek to Clifton.

6. Gray or bluish, sandy clays, forming river banks from mouth of Turkey Creek
to Clifton, of variable dip and hence of undetermined thickness.
7. Dark, gray sandy clays at Clifton and above, nearly to mouth of Dickson's Creek.
The beginning of the Matthews's Lauding beds .. _•••....•••..•...••.. 10 feet.
Matthews's Landing.
8. Bluish black, micaceous sands, highly fossiliferous ................... 5 to 6 feet.
9. Yellowish gray, calcareous sands, indurating into bowlders. __ ._ .. __ .. ___ . 4 feet.
10. Bluish black, micaceous sands, fossiliferous, compact and clayey below .7 to 8 feet.
Midway.
11. Black, calcareous clay overlying the Nautilus Rock ...................... 5 feet.
12. Gray, argillaceous limestone, with numerous large Enclimatoceras Ult·ichi . . 10 feet.
FIG. 3. Sections on the Tombigbee Rive1·.

Mouth of Beaver C1·eek to Naheola.
1. Coarse grained, micaceous sands, with projecting bowlders of indurated sand or
sandstones, no fossils, thin clay partings at intervals, seen just below Tompkinsville ... - - •....••.•••••. - - - -.. - - - - - .. - ..... - - -- .. - . -...........•....... 20 feet.
2. Cross bedded sands, just below Tompkinsville ................. _. _.... _.. 10 feet.
3. Gray, sandy clays, alternating with ledges of indurated sand and thin cJay partings, TompkinsvillA Bluff, no fossils ........................ ___ .. _____ .30 feet.
4. Gray, sandy clays, with ledges of sandier texture and lighter color ... ~-- .20 feet.
5. Black, sandy clay, with indurated ledge of greensand above~ in all ....... 3 feet.
6. Greensand marl, capped with hard ledge, ferruginous._ ....... _. _... ____ 3 feet.
7. Black, slaty clay, recurring at all the bluffs above this to Black Bluff..... 10 feet.
Black Bluff.
8. Yellowish clay at top of bluff. This clay is the basis of the Flatwoods .. ___ 30 feet.
9. Black, slaty clay, strongly calcareous, fossiliferous (Black Bluff fossils) ... 40 feet.
The lower part of this division is covered with singularly shaped concretions
of limonite.
10. Brownish, shaly clay to the water level ... _.... _•••••••.••••••••••••••.•• 10 feet.
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OAK HILL, PINE BAR R EN SERIES OF THE LIGNITIC, IN CLUDING THE NAHEOLA AND
MATTHEW8'S LAN DING, TH E BLACK BLUFF, AND THE MIDWAY SECTIONS.

PLATE XIX.
ILLUSTRATING THE RIPLEY FORMATION OF THE CRETACEOUS GROUP, ALABAMA AND
TOMBIGBEE RIVERS.

FIG. 1. Palmer's Mill, on Pine Ban·en Creek.
1. Hard, yellow, crystalline limeston~, with Ostrea, corals, Tu1·1·itella Mortoni, Venel"i·
cm·dia p lanicosta, &c ..........•••...••......•............••••••...•••.• 8 feet.
2. Yellow, micaceous sands, with Ripley fossils, seen on road above Palmer's
Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......•.•.•...•••. 55 feet.
3. Bluish gray, calcareous sands, with several projecting sandy ledges, to level of Pine
Barren Creek ....•.•...•.....................••••........•.••••.•••••• 15 feet.
FIG. 2. Bridgeport Landing, Alabama River.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Yellow, crystalline limestone, seen in Camden-Bridgeport road.
Yellowish, micaceous sands, forming basis of the hills back of the Bridgeport Bluff.
Yellow, clayey sands, top of bluff at Bridgeport Landing ................ 10 feet.
Coarse, yellow sands ...••............•...... ---- .•••••...••...•••••..... 10 feet.
Laminated, gray clays .••••............. -.... - ........................... 1 foot.
Ledge of dark gray, sandy clay ........................................... 1 foot.
Dark gray, nearly black, sandy, micaceous clays, with hard, projecting, sandy
ledges at intervals of 3 to 4 feet ...•.................................... 22 feet.
Projecting, sandy ledge.---·------ .....••• -------- ...................... li feet.
Dar4<: gray, sandy clays ...................
3 feet.
Sandy ledge ...........•................. - ......•......•...•......•...... 1 foot.
Dark gray, sandy clays, with two hard, sandy ledges, to water level ...... 10 feet.
ft • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

FIG. 3. Canton Landing, Alabama River.

1. Yellow sands, forming basis ofthe fertile soils of the Canton Bend.
2. Yellowish gray, micaceous, and calcareous sands, in beds averaging 3 to 5 feet in
thickness and separated by hard, sandy ledges, which shale off on weathering;
these beds appear at intervals on hillside immediately back of the river bluff,
being in part covered by debris ...................•••...•.....•...•..•. 100 feet.
In places the clayey sands have a dark blue color.
3. Yellow, calcareous, sandy clays, lik~ the preceding, with hard ledges above and below; top of river bluff ........••. ------ .... ---- •... ---- ........ ---- ••.. 10 feet.
4. Bluish, micaceous, sandy clays, the counterpart of those at Bridgeport, with two
projecting, sandy ledges ...•......................................•••••. 12 feet.
5. Light gray, calcareous sands, holding indurated, irregular masses, phosphatized
shell casts, &c.; sandstone ledge at base ......... -------- ••..•••......... 6 feet.
6. Bluish gray, sandy clay, 5 feet thick, underlaid by more sandy bed, with phosphatized shell casts, nodules, &c ...•.....•....••...•........•••••........... 8 feet.
7. Bluish; argillaceous limestone, with Exogyra, Gryphma, and phosphatic casts.3 feet.
8. Calcareous sands, with variety of fossils ...•••••.•••••••••...••...•••••.... 3 feet.
FIG. 4. Foster's Creek, in Gee's Bend, Alabama River.

1. Yellowish, calcareous, sandy clay soil, with growth of red cedars.
2. Dark gray, micaceous, sandy clays, like those of Bridgeport, with hard, sandier
ledges of lighter color at intervals of 5 to 6 feet. The lowermost of these beds
contain the small Moscow Gryphma ....••••• •••••••••••••.•••••••••..... 30 feet.
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3. Impure limestone, glauconitic, with phosphatized shell casts &c .•••••••••• 5 feet,
4. Coarse, calcareous sandstone ledge ........................................ 2 feet.
5. Bluish, sandy, argillaceous limestone, no fossils at top, but filled in its lower and
middle parts with shells and phosphatized shell casts. Thematerials of this bed
vary from argillaceous limestone to calcareous sands .................... 20 feet.
6. Brown, phosphatic limestone ............................................. 1 foot.
7. Argillaceous sandstone ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 foot.

FIG. 5. Section on Tear Up Creek, Wilcox County, Alabama River.
1. Ye1low sands at base of McNeill's Mountain.
2. Dark bluish gray, sandy, micaceous clays, with hard, projecting ledges at intervals of
3 or 4 feet. These beds are exposed in channel of Tear Up Creek between the river
and the foot of McNeill's Mountain, distance about 1 mile. The thickness not
measured, but here placed equal to that noticed at Canton Landing ...• lOOfeet.
3. .Ferruginous, sandy marl, full of Ripley fossils .•••...•..••..•••••.••••.•••. 3 feet.
4. Firm white limestone; no fossils observed ................................. 6 feet.
G. White limestone, with a few fossils ........................................ 2 feet,
6. Sandy, calcareous beds, with fine fossils . . . . • • • • • • . . . . • .. . .. • • .. ••••.•••• .4 feet.
7. Sandy, indurated limestone ledge .•••..••••••••••••.••.••'............. 1 to.2 feet,
8. Calcareous limestone, with Exogyra costata &c ............................ 8 feet.

FIG. 6. Prairie _B luff and hill to the northeast, Alabama River.
1. Yellowish, calcareous, and mica.ceous sands, with bard, sandy ledges at intervals
. of 4 or 5 feet, forming the bill northeast of Prairie Bluff towards Rehoboth.
In some places, where less exposed to weathering, the color of the sandy
clays is dark bluish, like those of Bridgeport. The strata of this hill are in appearance identical with those above the river bluff at the old Canton Lauding,
not a continuous section .•••••.........•......•..... 75 to 100 feet, perhaps more.
2. Impure limestone, holding phosphatized shell casts &c., outcropping on the bluff
north of warehouse ; extended thickness- .......•.•••....... _...... 12 to 15 feet.
3. Bluish limestone, with shell casts and E xogym cos tala, Gryphrea mutabilis, &c., forming top of bluff below warehouse ; two hard ledges in it _..•....•••..... 20 feet.
4. Sands, traversed by indurated bands of calcareous sand, holding Exogyra costata and
G1·yphrea mutabilis chiefly. The sands are white above and dark blue near water
level, but the blue sands become white where they crop out up the river near the
top of the blufl'. Sands contain great numbers of Ostreafalcata . •••• 50 to 60 feet.

FIG. 7. Below Moscow, on. the Tombigbee River.
1. Black, shaly clay, devoid of fos~ils, joints filled with. ealcite, at mouth of Sucarnocbie Creek .•••••...•......... _..•.. _...........••........ _.... _.. 6 to 8 feet.
2. Dark blue, shaly, argillaceous limestone and thin, projecting, harder ledges .. 30 feet.
3. Ledges of small Gryphrea shells .....•...••... __ ........................... 1 foot.
4. Hard, impure limestones, with Exogyra costata and Gryphrea 1nutabilis; irregular,
concretionary, sandy ledge above, with comminuted shells, below which a projecting ledge, with many phosphatized shell casts .•••••..••••.••••..•••••.. 15 feet.
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RIPLEY GROUP OF THE CRETACEOUS FORMATION.

PLATE XX.
ILLUSTRA'l'ING TirE PHOSPHATIC GREENSANDS

(TOMBIGBEE SAND) AT BASE OF THE

ROTTEN LIMESTONE, TOGETHER WITH THE UPPER STRATA OF THE EUTAW FORMA·
TION OF THE CRETACEOUS GROUP.

FIG.

1. Bluff at Erie, Tuscaloosa River.

1. Rotten Limestone of the usual character ..••••...•....•••.••••..•••...•••. 30 feet.
2. Indurated ledge, calcareous sand, glauconitic and phosphatic, containing oyster
shells ...••...•••...•••..•.•.•••...••...............••...•••.•••••••••...• 7feet.
3. Yellowish sands, containing shells in upper part ...•.•...•••.. =- . . . • . . . . . . . . 8 feet.
4. Ledge of shells ...•...••.••..........•....•...•••.•.•••••.••••..•••••••••. 1 foot.
5. Yellowish~ glauconitic sands; more glauconitic below .•••....•..•••••••••.. 5 feet.
6. Sandy ledge, with shells .......... ·~·- •••• ·................................ 1 foot.
7. Greensand, cross bedded .•••••.••• -........................................ 4 feet.
8· Laminated, blue clay, proje-c ting ......................................... 2 feet.
9. Phosphatic greensand .•••••.•••••••••••.••••..•••••••••.••••••••••••••••. 1 foot.
FIG. 2. McAlpine's Ferry, Tuscaloosa River.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Rotten Limestone of variable thickness, with covering o;f Drift.
Calcareous sands, indurated, containing shells, mostly oysters .••••••••• 6 to 8 feet.
Sands .•••••..........••.•••••...•••••.••••..•••.•.••••••••••••••••• 8 to 10 feet.
Greensand to water level ......................................... 6 feet or more.
FIG. 3. Choctaw Bluff, Tuscaloosa River.

1. Rotten Limestone, with lnocerami and reptilian bones, covering of Drift .. 20 feot.
2. Indurated calcareous sands, full of shells, glauconitic ; upper part= the '' Concrete
Sand" of Winchell ............................................... -. .. 6 to7 feet.
3. Yellowish, cross bedded sands, containing oyster shells in upper part, more glauconitic and devoid of fossils below ...................................... 15 feet.
4. Glauconitic sands and small oyster shells .................................. 1 foot.
5. Phosphatic greensand ..•••••••••••..••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 6 to 8 feet.
FIG. 4. Section at Finch's Ferry, Tuscaloosa River.

1. Yellowish, cross bedded sands, with indurated bands at intervals; contains a few
casts of shells, mostly oysters, and pieces of silicified ·wood .....••••••.... 25 feet.
2. Laminated, blue clays, with sand between the laminre ..................... 10 feet.
a. Alternations of cross bedded sand and blue, laminated clay ...••••••••••••.. 5 feet.
4. Bluish, glauconitic sands ................................................. 10feet.
5. Laminated, blue clays, the laminro separated by sand ••••••••••••••••••••. 20 feet.

FIG. 5. House Bluff, Alabama River.
1. Rotten Limestone ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •. 20 feet.
2. Greensand, with phosphatic nodules ...................................... 4 feet.
3. Bed of shells in sand •••••••••••.••..•..••••••••••.•••••••••.••••••.•••••. 1 foot.
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4. Light colored sands, with irregular deposits of shells and shell bed at base.5 feet.
5. Sands, with layer of shells at base .......•.•......•....................... 9 feet.
6. Alternating beds of horizontally laminated and cross bedded sands, yellow (glauconitic), the separate beds from 1 to 2 feet thick, marked with streaks deeply
colored by iron ... _.... _. _• _. _•.. _.............••.. _. _••••.••.•...... 40 feet.
7. Laminated clays (soapstone), devoid of fot~sils .•• --· .•.••••••••.••••••• --~ 10 feet.
8. Blue, micaceous sands, no fossils observed ....•...••••.•.•.•.•••.•••••••. 15feet.
9. Light colored sands, with large, bowlder-like concretion ...•••••••••••••• 20 feet.
10. Alternations of laminated clays and blue sands to water level.
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PLATE XXI.
GENERAL SECTION Ol!' TERTIARY AND CRETACEOUS STRATA OF ALABAMA, AS EX·
POSED ALONG THE ALABAMA, TOMBIGBEE, AND TUSCALOOSA RIVERS.
COLUMN

1. Exposures inland near Alabama RivM·.
section.)

(Supplementary to Alabama Rivet·

Hills back of Yellow Bluff.
1. Gray, sandy clays, alternating with cross beclded sands, seen in hill back of Yellow
Bluff; barometric measurement ...•.•..................•..........•... 90 feet.
2. Gray, sandy clays, alternating with cross bedded sands, like the preceding; seen
in bill at top of Yellow Bluff ...•.........••.....•..............••••. .40 feet.
3. Greensand marl, Wood's Bluff .................................•.... 6 to 15 feet.
4. Gray, sanely clays of purple tinge, including four or five thin seams of lignite. Top
of Yellow Bluff.............................•..••..••.•.••.......••••. 40 feet.
Grampian Hills.
5. Gray, sanely clays, indurated, in part glauconitic, and filled with shell casts, chiefly
of Turritella, in part closely resembling Buhrstone clays ...•.•... 47 to 50 feet.
6. Glauconitic sands, with Gryphma thi1·sm, several indurated bands ....•. _.25 feet.
On Pu1·sley Creek.
7. Glauconitic sands, with Gryphma thirsm, clayey above ••.•••.••••. ·.· •••.. 12 feet.
8. Laminated sand and sanely clays ......................... ._ .............. 15 feet.
9. Yellowish gray, cross bedded sands, indurating, with bowlders, inclosing lentrcular
sheets of clay .................... - . -- -.... - - - ............•••••....... 25 feet.
10. Gray sands and clays, interstratified, glauconitic; lignite at base; seen in Pursley
Creek .•••••........•....•...•••.. - ......... - - ••. -- -......•.•••.•••••. 20 feet.
Oak Hill, Graveyard Hill, and Pine Barren C1·eek.
11. Gray, sandy clays, cross bedded sands, and thin, laminated clays in many alternations ....••.••..........•.....•••....... --- .........••••.......... 108 feet.
12. Gray clay, breaking into cuboidal blocks, 15 feet, passing into black clay marl,
Matthews's Landing---· .... ------------·· ........................... 23 feet.
13. Yellowish, calcareous sands and sanely shales, with hard ledges and 3 feet hard,
yellowish, phosphatic, sanely limestone at base ..........••............ 31 feet.
14. Yellow, calcareous clay's, passing below into black, all holding Black Bluff
fossils ...........•.•................ - . - - .. - ............ - ...........•. 35 feet.
15. Argillaceous white limestone; Nautilus Rock 10 feet, with 6 feet calcareous sands
below-------- ...........................•••.....•••...•.. -----· •.... 16 feet.
16. Crystalline limestone and Turri tell a Rock ...•.......•.••..•.......... 8 to 9 feet.
17. Yellowish, micaceous sand, with Ripley fossils .......••....•...•••••••••. 55 feet.
18. Bluish gray, calcareous sands, hard, projecting layers .•...•.••••..••.••.. 15 feet.

Kear Vinton, .Autauga County.
19. Thinly laminated, white and pink and purple clays, with small percentage of pink,
purple, and yellow sand ................••...••....••.....•......•.... 30 feet.
20. Purple and mottled clays 12 feet, Ted sands 5 feet, and white and yellow, laminated clays 8 feet ...................•......•.•••.•....••.••.......... 25 feet.
21. Variegated pink and micaceous sands ..••.................••....•...••... 6 feet.
22. Mottled, yellow and purple, sancl;r clays and sands, on the banks of Mulberry
Creek ..••••..•...••.....................•...••••.•..•.••••••••••.•••. 20 feet.
Soap Hill, Bibb Connty.
23. Clayey sands in several ledges .•••...•....••..•.•....••.••..••••••••••.. 10 feet.
24. Cross bedded, yellowish white sands, indurating into sandstones at intervals .•..........••••••.•...•••........••••.........••...••••••••..•.• 30 feet.

Bull. 43-12
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25. Laminated, gray clay, with partings of sand 10 feet, overlying 40 feet of laminated clays and cross bedded sands ........•.•••..•••••...•••...•...•. 50 feet.
26. Laminated, gray, sandy clays, with leaf impressions, sand at base ....... 20 feet.
Near Tuscaloosa.
27. Variegated, purple sands, sheet of ferruginous sandstone on top ...•..••••• 8 feet.
28. Purple clay, with partings of sand .......... _..•...•..••...•.....•.•.•.•. 10 feet.
29. Gray, yellow sands and clays, ferruginous ledge on top . ...•••..•••••••••.. 8 feet.
30. Thin bed of lignite in clays, over gray mass. Not seen .•••••...... about20 feet.
31. Purple clays, with two ledges of sandy iron ore ......••....••.•••••• 40 to 50 feet.
COLUMN

2. Section exposed on Alabama River.

Marsha~l's Landing to Lisbon.
1. Vicksburg. White Limestone, with Orbitoides Mantelli, hill back of Claiborne,
also back from river, from Marshall's Landing to Gainestown .. at least 140 feet.
2. Jackson. Argillaceous White Limestone, with bones of Zeuglodon Cetoides, phosphatic nodules, and marls, from Claiborne to Marshall's Landing ....... 60 feet.
3. Scutella bed, followed by coarse, ferruginous sands, of which 17 feet is highly
fossiliferous; hard, sandy ledge at base ..•.••. - ... _.................... 30 feet.
4. Calcareous clay, alternating with gL·eensaud containing Ostrea sellwformis .2f> feet.
5. Light gray, calcareous sands, t.raversed by bard, sandy ledges, clayey in part, Ostrea
sellwform'iB, characteristic greensand, and shells at base .••••..•.•.....• 35 feet.
6. Blue clay, passing into greensand, upper half with few fossils, lower half highly
fossiliferous ....•.....•........•..•••............ - .•••...•.•.......... 22 feet.
7. Calcareous, clayey sands ................................................. 9 feet.
8. Coarse ferruginous marl 3 feet, followed by 20 feet of light yellow sands, few fos·
sils .•••••..••••.•••.•••.•...••....•••..••.........•.••••..•...•.••••. 23 feet.
9. Bluish, jointed clay ..••••.•......••..••••. . ...••.•••••..•••.•••••••••••. 12 feet.
Hamilton's Landing.
10. Light colored, aluminous sandstones, claystones, and silicious sandstones .. 75 feet.
Yellow Bl·uff, Bell's Landing, and Lower Peach Tree.
11. Reddish, cross bedded sands, 2 feet Iiguite at base ........ -- .............. 22 feet.
12. Laminated, sandy clays, gray color_ ............... _..• ____ .............. 15 feet.
13. Yellow sands, passing below into gray, laminated, sandy clays ...•••..•••• 25 feet.
14. Greensand marl, Bell's Lauding ...... _........ . ......................... 10 feet.
15. Gray, laminated, sandy cbys 2.2 to 25 feet, passing into clay marl, Gregg's Lauding, 5 feet ...•...•••....•• __ ·----- .................................... 30 feet.
16. Sandy clays of prevailing gray color, yarying in degree of sandiness and coarseness of lamination, 1 foot greensand marl at base ................... _.. 50 feet.
17. Gray, sandy clays ..••.•••••••.•••...•......•...•••.••••••....••••..••••. 10 feet.
Gullette's Landing.
18. Gray, sandy clays, alternately thin, laminated, and heavy bedded; indurated by
glauconitic clay on top and greensand bed in middle ...•....•....•...• 37 feet.
19. Glauconit.ic sands, with Gryphwa thirsw, indurated ledges passing through
beds ....•• ~ •...•••..••...•.........•.•........••..••••..••••....•.... 18 feet.
20. White, cross bedded san-ds .............................................. 12 feet.
21. Bluish, clayey, glauconitic sands, with Gryphwa thirsw, several hard ledges.50 feet.
Pw·sley Creek to Coal Bluff.
22. Glauconitic, clayey sands of varying degree of hardness, bed of lignite 4 feet
(Coal Bluff) at base .••••....•..•..•...•.....•••••.•••••.•••...••.••.• 35feet.
23. Gray, sandy clays .......•••••..••••..••••...••••..•.•••.•••.••••••..•.. 10 feet.
Butjord's Landing.
24. Gray clay, cross bedded sands, Burford's Landing ..•••.••••••••••..•••• 10 feet,
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Walnut Blu,ff to Cl·i jton.
25. Gray, sandy clays, forming river banks from Walnut Bluff to Clifton .•. 35 (f) feet.
Matthews's Landing.
26. Black, sandy clay marl, micaceous, Matthews's Landing ..•••.•••••..•••. 20 feet.
Midway to Prai1·ie Bluff.
Black clay, Midway ..................................................... 5 f~et.
Argillaceous White Limestone (Nautilus Rock) .......................... 10 feet.
Crystalline limestone ( Tut·ritella) back of Bridgeport.
Yellowish, micaceous sand (Ripley fossils) at Bridgeport and hills back of landing ........................................... . ...................... 55 feet.
31. Dark bluish gray, sandy, micaceous clays, weathering into yellowish shales, with
indurated, sandy, projecting ledges at intervals of 5 to 10 feet throughout whole
thickness, exposed at Bridgport, Tear Up Creek, Canton Landing, and hills back
of Prairie Bluff, and in Gee's Bend ................................... 100 feet.
32. Bluish, argillaceous limestone, with phosphatized shell casts &c., Ripley formation .........• ~ ....••••.............. ~ ..•..........·...•••••.•••. 30 to 35 feet.
33. Sands of various colors, dark blue, gray to white, traversed by indurated bands
of calcareous sands with Cretaceous shells ............................ 60 feet.

27.
28.
29.
30.

Rotten Limestone, Bridgeport to House Bluff.
34. Highly argillaceous limestone, with ledges holding many shells ( Ostrea, Grypluea,
Exogyra) .................................................. .- •.•••.. 1,000 feet.
House Bluff.
35. Hard, calcareous sands, with fossils strongly phosphatic in part ...... ~ .•. 20 feet.
36. Alternating layers of horizontally laminated and cross bedded, yellowish (glauconitic) sands ............•............••..••...•...•••••....•....•... 40 feet.
37. Laminated, blue clays ...•••.......•••••..••.•••..•••....•......•••••••• 10 feet.
38. Blue, micaceous sands .................................................. 15 feet.
39. Light colored, micaceous sands ......................................... 20 feet.
40. Laminatl'd clays and blue sands, thickness not determined.
COLUMN

3. Section exposed on the Tombigbee (including the Tuscaloosa) River.

St. Stephens and Bakm·'s Bluff.
1. Vicksbu1·g. White Lim~stone, with 01·bitoides Mantelli, forms upper 70 feet of Saint
Stephens Bluff, upper part of Baker's Hill, and greater part of river bluffs,
down to Oven Bluff ................................................. 140 feet.
2. Jackson. Argillaceous White Limestone lower part of Saint Stephens and Baker's
Bluffs .........•..........•••...•••.....•....•......••............... 60 feet.
3. Scutella bed, underlaid by coarse greensand and Claiborne fossiliferous
sands ..........•••......•........••.•••••...•..•••..•..•...••...••••• 15 feet.

Coffeeville Landing.
4. Yellowish gray, calcareous sands, with Ostrea sellcejorntis, clayey in part, traversed
by hard, sandy ledges, greensand, with comminuted shells at base ...... 35 feet.
5. Bluish clay .•..•••...•.......•.......••....••..•••..•.•..•••..•...••••.. 7 feet.
Hatchetigbee to mouth of Bashi C1·eek.
6. Aluminous sandstones, claystones, &c., of jointed structure, forming at White
Bluff a perpendicular cliff ........................................... 115 feet.
7. Brown clays, sandy, non-fossiliferous, 30 feet, followed by 3 feet marl and 15 feet
purplish brown, sandy clays; then 28 feet of sands, st riped with brown clays
and inclosing two beds with marine shells; in all .............. -. 75 to 76 feet.
~- Dark gray, sandy clays, striped with brown or purple, sandy clays.
Very few
fossils exposed at Davis's Bluff, White's Bluff, and McCarthy's Bluff... lOO feet,
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9. Clayey marl, passing into a greensand marl18 feet thick·----·------ .... 31 feet.
10. Gray, clayey sands, with four or more thin seams oflignite ....•••........ 25 feet.
Tuscahoma to Shuquabowa C1·eek.
Laminated san,ds and indurated sands, with bowlders ... __ ........•.... __ 30 feet.
Gray, sandy clays, striped with somewhat harder, projecting ledges .. 35 to 40 feet.
Greensand marl (Bell's Landing) ..... _.. - .......... - ................. _.. 7 feet.
Sandy. laminated clays ................................................. 15 feet.
Bm·se Creelc to Gay's Landing.
15. Gray, sandy clays, rather thin bedded; hard, sandy ledge at base. __ ...... 28 fel3t.
16. Glauconitic sands and clays, with Gt·yphm£~ thirsm ...••• .................. 18 feet.

11.
12.
13.
14.

Lott's Ferry to Nanafalia.
17. Glauconitic sands, with Gryphma thi1·sm, at Lott's Ferry, Eureka Landing, and
Nanafalia Landing ......... -- ....... - ................ ---- ............ 35 feet.
18. Black clay, passing into greensand marl, with Gryphma thirsm - .......... 18 feet.
Land/'um's Creelc.
19. Black, micaceous, glauconitic sands .. - .................................. 15 feet.
20 . . Lignite 7 feet and 5 feet gray clay below ..... - ........... -.............. 12 feet.
Tornplcinsville to Naheola.
21. Gray, sandy clays, cross bedded sands and laminated clays in many alternations ....... - - . - . -... -.... - - .... - - - -.. - .....•.••......... -. -... . ..... 80 feet.
22. Greensand marl (Naheola), with black clay below ....................... 20 feet.
Naheola to Blaclc Bluff.
23. Between Nabeola and Black Bluff, black clays .............. thickness unknown.
24. Yellowish clays 30 feet, underlaid by 50 feet of black in dark brown, slaty, fossiliferous clays, Black Bluff fossils .. - .... - .•••....•....•.....•.. _. _...... __ 80 feet.
Moscow.
25. Dark blue or black, sandy clays, with indurated bands, calcareous below, passing into an argillaceoufi limestone 16 to 18 feet, with phosphatized shell
casts ...•..•• - •.... -- .. -- ... - .. - .•.. - - • -. -.... - --- ......•.•.••....•.. 55 feet.
Rotten Limestone, Moscow to Choctaw Bluff.
26. Argillaceous limestone, with hard ledges, holding nu:my shells ( Ost1'ea, Exogym,
G1·yphma) ...•...... :····· -·-· ..................................... 1,000 feet.
Choctaw Bluff to Big Log Shoals.
27. Hard, calcareous sands, highly fossiliferous, 6 to 8 feet; thin, yellow, cross bedded
sands, 15 feet; and below this a phosphatic greensand, 8 to 10 feet .. about 25 feet.
28. Cross bedded, glauconitic sands, with thin clay partings: yellowish color prevailing .•.••..•••............••••...................... --·· .............. 40 feet.
29. Dark gray, laminated, sandy clays, alternating with bluish sands ... 15 to 20 feet.
30. Laminated sands and clays, alternating with cross be(1ded sands ...... 40 (1) feet.
31. Compact, micaceous sands, cross-bedded sands, laminated clays, in many alternations, including two small beds of pebbles and thin bed of lignitic matter ...••...•••...•••. -.•• - •.• - ....... -. - .•.••••..••••....•...•...•. 60 ( ~) feet.
White's Bluff.
32. Purple and mottled clays, 10 feet, with 15 feet of yellow, micaceous sands below ....••••••••...•......•.••••..••••.•••••.••............••••....... 25 feet.
Steele's Bluff.
33. Purple and mottled clays, 10 feet, with 10 feet light yellow, coarse, cross bedtled
pebbly (chert) sands ............................. ·--- ................ 20 feet.
Williford's.
34. Purple and mottled clays .......... -- .. .. -.- •.. - ••••••• ~ ................ lO feet.
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M1·s. Prince's.
35. Purple and mottled clays ..••••••••.....••..••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••• 10 feet.
SaundlWs's Ferry to Tuscaloosa.
36. Dark gray, laminated clays, sandy partings, 25 feet, and gray sands, indurated, 15
feet, at Venable's and near Saunders's Ferry ...••.............••...•••• 40 feet.
37. Sandy clays, with leaf impressions, black scales like graphite, fragments of lignitized stems.
CoLUMN

4. Exposttres inland near Tombigbee and Tttscaloosa Rivers.
the Tombigbee River section.)

(Supplementary to

Salt Mountain.
1. White Limestone, in part crystalline, :filled with masses of coral .•••••••• 150 feet.
2. Orbitoidal White Limestone ...• - •...•..•••••.••••••.•••.•••••.•.•...•.. 20 feet.
Hills west of McCa1·thy's Ferry.
3. Aluminous sands, indurated clays or claystones, silicious sandstones, &c., forming hills west of McCarthy's Ferry, in Choctaw County, 270 feet in one exposure,
with 15 feet laminated clays at base; in alL ..•••••.••••..•••••.••••• 285 feet.
Bladen Sp1·ings bm·ing.
4. Loose surface materials, varying slightly iu color and texture ..••••••... 80 feet.
5. Alternations of blue and sandy marl (clay), with indurated blue ledge 5 feet thick
at base ...•.....•..•••.••••..•••..•..•.. -.. . • • • • . • •• - •.•.....••..••.. 81 feet.
fl. Soft, clayey marl ........• - ••..•• - •..•••.•••..•..•••.•••.•.............. 23 feet.
7. Greensand, with shells, 3 feet, followed by 22 feet alternating hard and soft beds,
the latter fossiliferous, water bearing .•.•••..••...•••••..•••..•.••.•. 25 feet.
8. Marls or blue clays .................................................... .46 feet.
9. Brown and blue marls (clays) in many alternations (lignitic f) ....•••••.. 21 feet.
10. Blue marls or clays, with 2 feet of greensand at base .................... 61 feet.
11. Lignite, 5 feet, followed by 19 feet of brown, tough marl (clay) ........... 24 feet.
12. Blue, sandy marl, with many varieties of shells; Venericm·dia planicosta recognized ....••....•..•.•••.•••••.••.•...•.....••....•...•••••••......... 23 feet.
13. Blue, sandy marl (clay) ................................................. 58 feet.
14. Brown marl (clay) 5 feet, with 32 feet blue marl below ...•..•••...•••••••• :37 feet.
15. Greensand marl, 9 feet, followed by 37 feetofbluemarl (clay). At 500 feet water
was struck, which flowed 10 feet above surface ........................ 46 feet.
16. Brown clay marl, 19 feet, followed by 15 feet blue clay, with greensand, containing shells ....••..................•..•.•.....•.........••..•••••..•.•. 34 feet.
17. Brown marl, resembling soapstone; contains shells; stream of water near bottom
which flowed 30 feet above surface ................................... 50 feet.
18. Gray, sandy marl, with shells ........................................... 15 feet.
19. Gmy, sandy marl, with shells; more clayey than preceding ..••.•........ 64 feet.
-20. Very tough, blue marl (clay), at base of which a thin layer of white sand and then
a thin layer of greensand ........•.•••......••......•..........•.. . ... 71 feet.
21. Brown marl (c1ay) 5 feet, followed by alternating beds of clay and sand, mostly
sand (first salt water) .•.•....•......•........•...••••.••.•.•.....••••. 20 feet.
22. Alternations of gray and brown sand, with marl (clay) ................... 26 feet.
23. Tough, blue marl, clay (big vein of salt ·water) ...... ..•••.•••••••••••••••. 13 feet.
24. Sand and clay alternating .............................................. 14 feet.
25. A kind of white limes~one (~) containing mica, passing below into 3 feet blue,
sandy marl, containing shells ............................ ·----- .••.•. 28 feet.
26. Blue marl (clay) 14 feet, followed by 14 feet of blue marl and sand, numerous
shells .......... . ...•......... . •.... . . . ..........•••...............••. 28 feet.
27. Marl, 12 feet, with streaks of sand, followed by brown sand and blue marl, 12
feet .•••••••.•. • ••. . ••. . .•• •• ....... - ........................... ~ •••••• 24 feet,
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28. Greenish rock, chalky above, hard below __ .....•••••.••••.....•...••.•.. 11 feet.
29. Sandstone 4 feet, followed by 25 feet quicksand, ofwhite, blue, and gray colors
(strong 8tream of salt ·water) ........................................... 29 feet.
30. Marls or clays, mostly of grayish or light brown colors, with several ledges of extremely hard rock, e. g., one 2 feet thick at 966 feet, one 1 foot thick at 971 feet,
one 3 inches thick at 978 feet, one 1 foot thick at 1,009 feet ........... 137 feet.
31. Tough black clay, 2 feet, followed by 99 feet of dark blue clay, some of it quite
hard and firm; some very soft and sticky ............................. 99 feet.
32. Snuff colored clay, soft and sticky ................................. ~--· .13 feet.
33. Gray sand and shells 12 feet, followed by 5 feet soft, sandy clay ...••....... 17 feet.
34. Hard ledge 4 inches at top, below which 125 feet of moderately hard, grayish
or blue rock, with scarcely any change in color or texture, to bottom of boring;
no shells observed ; Rotten Limestone ••••••••..•••..••••••• probably 125 feet.

Livingston a1'tesian well boring.
35. Soft, blue, argillaceous Rotten Limestone, thickly set with shells and containing
iron pyrites ......................................................... 180 feet,
36. Hard, white limestone, with few shells .•.•••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.... 50 feet.
37. Hard, blue limestone 7 feet, followed by 68 feet of pure, bluish white limestone,
with few if any shells . _ .............................................. 75 feet.
38. Very hard, white limestone, stratum of oyster shells near top .•.••••.•••. 55 feet.
39. Light blue limestone, not so hard as preceding ..•.••...•••.•••••••••.... 47 feet.
40. Bluish brown limestone, filled with small shells, rather sandy •...•••..... 58 feet.
41. Hard, white limestone .........•••.....
105 feet.
42. Soft, blue limestone, 2 feet brown rock at top ................... _.•••.... 22 feet.
43. Rather soft, brownish blue limestone ..•••••...•.•...••..••••.•..•..••... 78 feet.
44. Very soft, blue limestone, hard ledge at top ............................. 11 feet.
45. White limestone, mo(lerately soft, with occasional slight changes in color and
hardness ............................................................. 250 feet.
46. Hard sandstone 6 feet, 10 feet sand, water bearing, and 1 foot sandstone ... 17 feet.
47. Coarse greensand 38 feet, sandstone 2 feet, greensand 25 feet, sanch;tone 2 feet,
and greensand again 18 feet, water be~ring at 1,005 feet ............... 85 feet.
48. Fine greensand, :tlint layer on top ....................................... 10 feet.
G

••••••••••••••••••• _

•••••••• _

••

Stmta of Tuscaloosa formation.
Near Havana.
49. Yellow sand and pebbles 10 feet, overlying 30 feet of variegated, pink and purple,
micaceous, cross bedded sands, near Havana .......................... 40 feet.

Big Sandy Ct·eek.
50. Purple and mottled clays seen along road leading up hill from Big Sandy
Creek .•.•••.•••••...••...•.••.•••........•....•••••...•.....•..•.... 50 feet.
51. Light yellow sands and pebbles 15 feet, with 8 feet dark gray, laminated clay,
with lignitized trunk, Big Sandy Creek ............................... 23 feet.

Little Sandy Creek.
52. Yellow, micaceous sands, overlying dark gray, micaceous, laminated clays .. 8 feet.
53. (Belongs to a rec ~nt formation.)

Tuscaloosa City.
54. Dark gray, 1amir.ated clays, with leaf impressions ......................... 8 feet.
55. Light colored, sl.arp, cross bedded sands ................................. 20 feet.
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ADVERTISEMENT.
[Bnlletin No. 44.]

'l 'he publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the statute
approved March 3, 1S79, which declares that" The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the animal report pf operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon general
and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Survey
shall accompany the nnnualreport of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and reports
of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but otherwise in oruinary. octavos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for scientific exchanges
aml for sale at the price of publication; and all literary and cartographic materials received in exchange
shall be tho property of the United States and form a part of the libra.ry of the organization: And the
money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed
by Congress :
''That whenever any document or rf'port shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
in acltlition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (1,900) of copies for binding and
distribution among Lhose entitled to receiYe them."
Except in those cases in which au extra number of any pttblication has been snpplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been onlered by the Secretary of the Interior, this Office has
no copies for gratuitous distribution.
ANNUAL REPORTS.
Of the Annual Report11 t.here have been already published:
I. First Annual Report to the Ron. Carl Schurz, by Clarence King. 1880. S0 • 79 pp. 1 map.-A
preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications.
II. Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880- '81, by J. W. Powell. 1882.
8°. lv, 588 pp. 61 pl. 1 map.
III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883.
8°. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884.
8°. xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. aml maps.
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. vV. PoweU. 1885.
8°. xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pl. and maps.
VI. Sixth Annual ReporL of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, by J. W. Powell. 1886,
S0 • xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. awl maps.
The Seventh and Eighth Annual Reports are in press.
MONOGRAPHS.
Of the Monographs, Nos. ll, Ill, IV, V, VI, Vll, VIII, IX, X, XI, ancl XII are now published, viz:

II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt. U. S. A.
1882. 4°. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pl. and atlas of 24 sheets folio. Price $10.12.
III. Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
1882. 4°. xv, 422 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price $11.
IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4°. xiv, 451 pp. 3 pl. Pri@e $1.50.
V. Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland D. Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi, 464 pp. 151.
29 pl. Price $1.85.
'VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Wm. M. Fontaine.
1883. 4°. xi, 144 pp. 54 1. 54 pl. Price $1.05.
VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph S. Curtis. 1884. 4°. xiii, 200 pp. 16 pl.
Price $1.20.
VIII. Paleontology of the Eure\a District, b,Y 04a.rle& D. W~lcott, 1884, 4°, ~iii, 298 pp. 2•1.
24 pl. Price $1.10,

ADVERTISEMENT.
IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
by Robert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. Price $1.15.
X. Dinocerata. .A. Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh,
1885. 40, x>iii, 243 pp. 56 l. 56 pl. Price $2.70.
XI. Geological llistory of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel
Cook Russell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pl. Price $1.75.
XII. Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, with atlas, by S. F. Emmons. 1886. 4°. xxix,
770 pp. 45 pl. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40.
The following is in press :
XIII. Geology of tho Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
The following are in preparation:
I. The Precious Metals, by Clarence King.
- Gastcropoda of the New Jersey Cretaceous anu Eocene Marls, by R. P. Whitfield.
-Geology of the Eureka Mining District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague.
-Lake Bonneville, by G. K. Gilbert.
- Sauropoua, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Stegosauria, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Brontotberid::e, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- The Penokee-Gogebic Iron-Bearing Series of N ort,h Wisconsin and Michigan, by Roland D. Irving.
-Younger Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by William M. Fontaine.
- Description of New Fossil Plants from the Dakota Group, by Leo Lesquereux.
-Report on the Denver Coal Basin, by S . .F. Emmons.
-Report on Sil,·er Cliff allll Ten-Mile Mining District, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons.
-Flora ofthe Dakota Group, by J. S. Newberry.
-The Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey and the Connecticut
Valley, by J. S. Newberry.
BULLETINS.
Each of the Bulletins contains but one paper and is complete in itself. They are, however, num·
bered in a continuous series, and may be bound in volumes of convenient size. To facilitate this,
each Bulletin has two paginations, one propeL· to itself aml another which belongs to it as part of the
volume.
Of this series of Bulletins Nos. 1 to 44 are already published, viz:
1. On Hypersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in .A.ugitic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, with
a GeologicalSketchofBuffalo Peal~:s, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1883. 8° . 42 pp. 2 pl. PricelO cents.
2. Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, giving the coining values of troy ounces of fine metal, etc., by
. Albert Williams, jt·. 1883. 8°. 8 pp. Price 5 cents.
3. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian, along the meridian of 76° 30', from Tompkins County,
New York, toBradfonl County, Pennsylvania, by HenryS. Williams. 188-!. 8° . 36 pp. Price 5 cents.
4. On Mesozoic Fo;ssils, by Charles .A.. White. 1884. 8° . 36 pp. 9 pl. Price 5 cents.
5. .A. Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States, compiled by Henry Gannett. 1884. 8°. 325 pp.
Price 20 cents.
6. Elevations in t·h e Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. 8°. 43 pp. Price 5 cents.
7. Mapoteca Geologica Americana. .A. Catalogue of Geological Maps of America (North and South),
1752-1881, by Jules Marcou and John Belknap Marcou. 1884. 8°. 184 pp. Price 10 cents.
8. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, byRD. Irving and C. R.
Van Rise. 1884. so. 56 pp. 6 pl. Price 10 cents.
9. Report of work done in the ·washington Laboratory during the fi!:lcal year 1883-'84. F. W. Clarke,
chief chemist; T. M. Chatard, assistant. 1884. 8°. 40 pp. Price 5 cents.
10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary Studies, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884.
8°. 74 pp. 10 pl. Price 5 cents.
11. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin, with Descriptions of New Forms, by
R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by a Sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. Gil·
bert. 1884. 8°. 66 pp. 6 pl. Price 5 cents.
12 . .A. Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward S. Dana. 1884. 8°.
34 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
13. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Territories, by Henry Gannett.
1885. 8°. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.
14. The Electrical ancl Magnetic Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barns and Vincent
Strouhal. 1885. 8°. 238 pp. Price 15 cents.
15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California, by Charles .A.. White. 1885. 8°.
33 pp. Price 5 cents.
16. On the Higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by John M. Cl~rke. 1885. 8°.
86 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.

ADVERTISEMENT.
17. On the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Neva(la, by Arnold
Hague and Joseph P. !tidings. 1885. 8°. 44 pp. Price 5 cents.
18. On".Maline Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, anu other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America.,
by Charles .A.. White. 1885. 8°. 26 pp. 3 pL Price 5 cents.
19. Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by George F. Becker. 1885. 8°. 28 pp. Price 5 cents.
20. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hille·
brand. 1885. 8°. 114 pp. 1 pL Price 10 cents.
21. The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation, by Bailey Willis. 1885. 8°. 16 pp. 5 pl. Price
5 cents.
22. On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 25 pp. 5 pl. Price
5 cents.
23. Observations on the Junction between the Eastmn Sandstone and the Keweenaw Series on
Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. 8°. 124 pp. 17 pl.
Price 15 cents.
24. List of Marine Mollusca, comprising the Quaternary fossils and recent forms from American
Localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, including the Bermudas, by William H. Dall. 1885.
so. 336 pp. Price 25 cents.
25. The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phineas Barnes.
1885. 8°. 85 pp. Price 10 cents.
26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. 8°. 107 pp. Price 10 cents.
27. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1884-'85. 1886. 8°. 80 pp. Price 10 cents.
28. The Gabbros and Associated Hornblende Rocks occurring in theN eighborhood of Baltimore, Md.,
by George H. Williams. 1886. 8°. 78 pp. 41)1. Price 10 cents.
29. On tho Fresh-water lnvel'tebrates of the North American Jurassic, by Charles A. White. 1886.
go. 41 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
30. Secoml Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North America, by Charles D.
Walcott. 1886. 8°. 369 pp. 33 pl. Price 25 cents.
31. A Systematic Review of our Present Knowledge of Fossil Insects, including Myriapods and
Arachnids, by Samuel ll. Scudder. 1886. 8°. 128 pp. Price 15 cents.
32. Lists and Analyses of the Mineral Springs of the Unite(l States; a PreliminaTy Study, by Albert
C. Peale. 1886. 8°. 235 pp. Price 20 cents.
33. Notes on the Geology of Northern California, byJost'ph S. Diller. 1886. 8°. 23 pp. Price 5 cents.
34. On the relation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna to that of the succeeding Fresh-water Eocene
and other groups, by Charles A. White. 1886. 8°. 54 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents.
35. The Physical Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent Strouhal. 1886. 8°.
62 pp. Price 10 cents.
36. Subsidence of Fine Solid Particles in Liquids, by Carl Barns. 1887. 8°. 58 pp. Price 10 cents.
37. Types of the Laramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward. 1887. 8°. 354 PI). 57 pl. Price 25 cents.
38. Pel'idotite of Elliott County, Kentucky, by Joseph S. Diller. 1887. 8°. 31 pp. 1 pl. Price 5
cents.
39. The Upper Beaches aml Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, lly Warren Upham. 1887. so. 84
pp. 1 pL Price 10 cents.
40. Changes in River Courses in Washington Territory due to Glaciation, by Bailey Willis. 1886. so.
10 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
41. Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian- the Genesee Section, New York, by HenryS. Williams.
1886. 8°. 121 pp. 4 pl. Price 15 cents.
42. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry ancl Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1885-'86. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1887. 8°. 152 pp. 1 pl. Price 15 cents.
43. On the Tertiary and Cretaceous Strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers, by
Eugene A. Smith and Lawrence C. JohnAon. 1887. 8°. 189 pp. 21 pl. Price 15 cents.
44. Bibliography of North American Geology for 1886, by Nelson H. Darton. 1887. so. 35 pp.
Price 5 cents.
Numbers 1 to 6 of the Bulletins form Volume I; Numbers 7 to 14, Volume II; Numbers 15 to23, Volume III; Numbers 24 to 30, Volume IV; Numbers 31 Lo 36, Volume V; Numbers 37 to 41, Volume VI.
Volume VII is not yet complete.
The following are in press:
45. Present Condition of Knowledge of the Geology of Texas, by Robert T. Hill. 1887. 8°.
46. The Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, by R. A. F. Penrose, jr.
47. Analyses of Waters of Yellowstone National Park, by F. A. Gooch and J. E. Whitfield.
48. On the Form and Position of the Sea Level, by R. S. Woodward.
49. On the Latitude and Longitude of Points in Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by R. S. Wood·
ward.
50. Invertebrate Fossils from California, Oregon, Washington Territory, and Alaska, by C. A.
Whito.
51. On the Subaerial Decay of Rocks and the Origin of the Red Color of Certain Formations, by
Israel C. Russell.

ADVERTISEMENT.
In prepa.ra.tion:

-The Glacial Lake .A.gMsiz, by Warren Upham.
-Notes on the Geology of Southwestern Kansas, by Robert Hay.
- On the Glacial :Boundary, by G. F. Wright.
- Geology of the Island of Nantucket, hy N. S. Shaler.
-Author Catalogue of Contributions to North American Geology, 1790-1SS6, by Nelson H. Darton.
- The Gabbros and Associated Rocks in Delaware, by F. D. Chester.
- Report on the Geology of Louisiana and Texas, by Lawrence C. Johnson.
- Fossil Woolls and Lignites of the Potomac Formation, by F. H. Knowlton.
- Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Pacific Coast, by W. H. Melville and Waldemar Lindgren.
STATISTICAL PAPERS.
A fourth series of publications, having special reference to the mineral resources of the United
States, bas been undertaken.
Of that series the following have been published:
Mineral Resources of the United States [1882], by Albert Williams, jr. 1SS3. so. xvii, S13 pp. Price
50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1SS3 and 1SS4, by Albert Williams, jr. 1SS5. so. xiv, 1016
pp. Price 60 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1SS5. Division of Mining Statistics and Technology. 18S6.
so. vii, 576 pp. Price 40 cents.
In press:

-Mineral Resources of the United States, 1SS6, by David T. Day.

1SS7.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICAN GEOLOGY FOR 1886.
BY NELSON

H.

DARTON.

INTRODUCTION.

The scope of this work embraces papers or parts of papers relating
to the geology of North America issued during the year 1886 or bearing
that date. The publications anrl book lists of the following institutions
were examined in its preparation:
American .Academy, Proceedings, vol. 21.
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Proceedings, 1885 and 1886.
American Institute of Mining Engineers, Transactions.
American Journal of Science.
American Museum of Natural History, Bulletin, December 28,1886.
American Naturalist.
American Philosophical Society, Proceedings, vol. 23, Nos.121 and 123.
Appalachia, vol. 4, No.3.
Bostou Society of Natural History, Proceedings, April 1, 1885, to March 17, 1886.
Brookville Society of Natural History, Proceedings, Nos. 1 and 2.
Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Bulletin, vol. 5, Nos.1 and 2.
Califomia Academy of Sciences, Bulletin, vol. ~~ No.5.
Canadian Institute, Proceedings, vol. 3, Nos. 3 and 4, vol. 4, No. 1.
Canadian Record of Science, vol. 2, Nos. 1-4.
Cincinnati Society of Natural History, Journal, vol. 8, No.9.
Colorado Scientific Society, Transactions, vol. 2, part 1.
Denison University, Bulletin, No. 1.
Des Moines Academy of Science, Bulletin, vol. 1, No. 1.
Elisha Mitchell Natural History Society, Journal, 1885-'86.
Engineering and Mining Journal, vol. 42.
· Essex Institute, Bulletin, vol. 17, Nos. 4-6; vol. 18, Nos. 1-6.
Geological Society, Quarterly Journal.
Gesellschaft flir Erdkunde zu Berlin, Zeitschrift, vol. 21.
Hamilton Association, Journal, vol. 1, No.2.
Iowa Historical Record, October, 1885, January and July, 1886.
Johns Hopkins University, Circulars, Nos. 43-52.
Manitoba Historical and Scientific Society, No. 20.
Nature.
Neues Jahrbuch.
New Brunswick Natural History Society, Bulletin, No.5.
New York Academy of Sciences, Annals, vol. 3, Nos. 9-12.
New York Academy of Sciences, Transactions, vol. 5, Nos. 1-6.
Pacific Coast Technical Society, Proceedings, vol. 3, Nos. 1, 3, and 4.
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Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, Proceedings, January to September, 1886.
Popular Science Monthly.
Royal Society of Canada, Transactions, vol. 3.
Saint Louis Academy of Science, Proceedings, vol. 4, No.4.
School of Mines Quarterly, vol. 7 and vol. 8, No. 1.
Science.
Science Observer, vol. 4.
Scientific American S~pplement, vol. 22.
Sedalia Natural History Society, Bulletin, No.1.
Staten Island Scientific Association, Proceedings, January to November, 1886.
Tenth Census: Report on Mining Industries of the United States.
United States Geological Survey, Publications.
Vassar Brothers' Institute, Proceedings, vol. 3, part 1.
Washburn College, Bulletin, vol.l, Nos. 2-7.
Washington Philosophical Society, Bulletin, vol. 8.
Wisconsin Academy of Science, Transactions, vol. 6.
Wyoming Historical and Geological Society, Publications, vol. 2, part 2.
Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic Society, Proceedings, 1885.

The proceedings of a number of small local societies and several
trade journals were not examined. Reasonable care has been taken to
avoid errors and omissions, but no doubt some will be found.
The index references given with the titles are solely for the purpose
of facilitating search for papers of which only the title or principal
subject is known.
I am indebted to the following gentlemen for suggestions and information: Mr. McGee, Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Marcou, Professor Chamberlin,
and Mr. Pilling.
W .A.SHINGTON, March 15, 1887.
(348)
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BIBLIOGRAPHY.

A.
Alabama, geologic survey report, SMITH.
iron and coal, PoRTER.
iron mines, CHAUVENET.
Raccoon coal field, GIBSON.
'rertiary, ALDRICH, LANGDON, SMITH.
Warrior coal field, McCALLEY.

ASHBURNER (C. A.)-Continued.
- - Description of the Archbald potholes; also of the Buried Valley of Newport Creek near Nanticoke, with special
reference to the "Nanticoke mine disaster" of December, 1S85.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 615-636.
General statements about glaciation. Detailed description of tho pot-holes and discussion of their cause. Discusses tho thickness
and distribution of drift near Nanticoke.

Alaska, Quaternary, ALLEN.
ALDRICH (T. H.). Preliminary report
upon the Tertiary fossils of Alabama and
Mississippi.
Geol. Survey of Ala. Bulletin No.1, pp.15-60
and 6 pis.
Describes the fossiliferollil beds and states
opinion as to their horizon and equivalency.

--Geologic distribution of natural gas
in the United States.
Am. In st. Mining Engineers, Tritns. Oct. 1886,
pp. 32 and maps.
Gives a general description of the geology of
the oil bearing and associated strata in Penn•
sylvania, Ohio; and New York.

ALLEN (Henry T.). Copper River,
Alaska, glacial action.
Science, vol. 8, pp. 145-146.
Describes present glaciers and some of the
evidences of former ones.

Anticosti, fossils, GRANT.
Archean, at Wallbridge Mine, Canada,
CHAPMAN.
of Lake of the Woods region, LAWSON.
of New Jersey, BJUTTON.
of Northwestern States, IRVING.
schistose structure, LAWSON.
Arkansas, coal fields, HARVEY.
minerals and rocks, HARVEY.
Artesian wells, CHAMBERL"Ui.
ASHBURNER (Charles A.). Borings
for oil in Jackson and A"bbott Townships, Potter County.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 82-94.
Gives the well records and discusses the horizon and dip of the oil sands.

- - Report on the Brandywine Summit
kaolin bed, Delaware County,
Annt1al Report of the Geol. Sur~ey of Pa. fot
1885, pp. 592-GH.
Detailed description of the kaolin and a3sociated beds and modes of mining and preparing
the clay for market. Calls attention to therelation of kaolinization to bedding and cleavage
planes and to the drainage of the district.

- -· Report on the Tipton Run coal openings, Blair County (coal beds in the
Pocono formation, No. X).
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 250-268.
Describes the outcrops and workings in the
coal beds and discusses their structure and
geologic relations to the containing and associated formations.

--Report on the Wyoming Valley Carboniferous limestone beds.
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Atlantic, ageofbasin, DANA, NEWBERRY,

Describes other Carboniferous limestone beds
in Pennsylvania and the occurrence and horizon of the beds in the Wyoming Valley.

HULL.

geology of, DAWSON.

- - Second report of progress in the anthracite coal regions.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 269-490 and 2 pis.
General description of topography; structural geology, stratigraphic geology and mining, classification and composition of coals ;
report of progress in the various coal fields of
the region; description of the geologic, mine,
and columnar section sheet and 01 the basins
and anticlines in the northllrn field; report
on the Bernice coal basin, and report on Wyoming Valley limestone beds, alHo published in
Wyoming Hist. and Geol. Soc. Proc. vol. 2, pp.
254-277.

AUGHEY (Samuel). Annual report of
the territorial geologist to the governor
of Wyoming, 1886, pp. 120, 8° , Laramie, 1886.
Describes the condition of mines and some
geologic features in the Silver Crown, Seminole, Ferris, Sweetw::tter, Owl Creek, Bridger,
and Cumtnins City ruining districts; the iron
ore deposits and their geologic position; the
petroleum district: its geology, structure, geologic history, genesis of its oil, climate, productions, &c. ; and a list of minerals of the
territory.

B.
BAILEY (L. W. ). Explorations and surveys in portions of the counties of
Carleton, Victoria, York, and North~
nmberland, N. B.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Canada, vol. 1, n. s. G, pp. 29 and map.
Describes the stratigraphic and structural
features of the several formations and discusses their age &c. The paper is accompanied by a colored geologic map.

--Geology and geologists inN ew Brunswick.
Canadian Rec. Sci. vol. 2, pp. 93-96.
Discusses Wadsworth's criticisms on the
geologic work in New Brunswick and the
structure and stratigraphic relations of the
Cambrian.

BARCENA (Mariano).
of Penon, Mexico.

The fossil man

BECKER (G. F~)-Continued.
- - The Washoe rocks.
California Aoad. Sci. Bulletin No.6, pp. 93-120.
Reviews Hague and Iddings's criticisms and
describes the mode of occurrence and petrography of the rocks in question. Discusses
conditions of extrusion and crystallization and
the extension of the v::trious rock masses in
the district.

BELL (Robert). The mineral resources
of the Hudson Bay territories.
Am. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans., vol. 15, p. 9.
Describes the geology of the district.

--The mode of occurrence of apatite in
Canada.
Canadian Inst. Proc. vol. 21, pp. 294-302.
Describes the lithology of the apatite bearing
rocks.

- - Observations on the geology, zoOlogy,
and botany of Hudson Strait and Bay.

Am. Nat. vol. 20, pp. 633-635.
Describes beds in which the remains occur
and does not consider them modern travertine
as supposed by Newberry.

BARRIS (W. H.).
geology.

Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Canada, vol. 1, n. s. DD, pp. 26.
Describes some features of the crystalline,
Silurian, Devonian, volcanic, and drift formations. Discusses source of volcanic rocks and
evidence of glaciation.

Adefense ofourlocal

Davenport Acad. Sci. Proc. vol. 5, pp. 15-22.

BECKER (George F.). Cretaceous metamorphic rocks of California.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 348-357.
Describes beds near Neocomian in age lying
upon the Archean of the Coast Ranges and altered to crystalline and serpentine rocks, of
which the petrographic character is described.
Discusses modes and means of metamorphism.
Reviewed in Nature, vol. 34, pp. 80-81.

BENTON (Edward R. ). Notes on the
samples of iron ore collected in Maryland.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 245-260.
Detailed description of some of tbe deposits.

--Notes on samples of iron ore collected
in Northern New England.
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BENTON (E. R.)-Continued.
Describes some features of the formations
associated with the ore beds.

- - Notes on the samples of iron ore collected in Virginia.

BRANNER (J. C.)-Continued.
- - The thickness of the ice inNortheastern Pennsylvania during the glacial
epoch.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 362-366.
Finds glacial strire on top of" North Knob"
of Elk Mountains, contrary to the statement
of Lewis and Wright that this and other emi·
nences of similar height were above the line of
glaciation.

Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Indus.
tries of the United States, pp. 261-268.
Description of the geolog_y and structure of
the formations associated with some of the ore
beds.

BISHOP (I. P.). On certain fossiliferous
limestones of Columbia Co., N.Y., and
their relation to the Hudson River
shales and the Taconic system.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 438-441.
Describes the occurrence of Trenton fossils
n11ar Chatham and the stratigraphic relations
of the rocks to others in the same general district.

9

British Columbia, glacial shell-beds,
LAMPL UGH.

BRITTON (N. L. ). [Additional notes on
the geology of Staten Island, New
York.]

BOYD (C. R. ). The economic geology of
the Bristol and Big Stone gap section
of Tennessee and Virginia.

Nat. Sci. Ass. of Staten Island, Proc. Oct.
1886.
Describes structure of serpentine and occurrence of other rocks. Discusses the relation to
similar rocks of New York Island and the deposition and meta morphism of the original
sediments. Calls attention to areas of preglacial drift and a driftless area north of the
terminal moraine.

A.m. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans. vol. 15, p. 8.
Describes the geology and structure of the
district in considerable detail.

- - [Fossil leaves in the Cretaceous of
Staten Island.]

BRAINERD (Alfred F.). Note on a deposit of fire sand in Clinton County,
N.Y.

N. Y. Acad. Sci. vol. 5, pp. 28-20.
Describes the section including the bed in
which the leaves were found.

Bonneville, Lake,

GILBERT.

Ain. lost. Mining Eng. Trans. vol.15, p. 3.
Describes the occurrence of the sand and its
composition. It overlies Potsdam sandstone.

- - [Notes on the occurrence of a schistose series of crystalline rocks in the
midst of the Adirondacks. ]
N. Y. Acad. Sci. Trans. vol. 5, p. 72.

BRANNER (John C.). [Geologic map
of Indiana, colored according to the
scheme of the International Geologic
Congress. 2 by 4 inches.]

- - [On the drift at the south end of
tunnel at Tompkinsville, N. Y.]

Accompanied by a circular, in French, call.
ing attention to inapplicability of the scheme
of coloration for the representation of the subdivisions of the formations in Indiana.

Nat. Sci. Ass. of Staten Island, Proc. April,
1886.
Describes contact of morainal and stratified
drift. Discusses coast subsidence and the
terraces of the Hudson River.

--Glaciation of the Lackawanna Valley.
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34, pp. 212214.
Gives the result of many observations of
drift strilll and notes some of variable direc.
tions. Discusses the effect of topography on
the ice flow.

--The glaciation of parts of Wyoming
and Lackawanna Valleys.
Am. Phil. Soc. Proc. vol. 23, pp. 337-357.
Describes and gives maps of the topography
and discusses its relation to the ice flow. Describes the drift and discusses the mechanical
effect of the glaciation. Discusses pot-holes,
strire, and preglacial and postglacial drainage.

- - [Remarks on the floor of the Trias
of New Jersey and the lithology of the
tide water gneisses.]
N.Y. Acad. Sci. vol. 5, pp.19 and 20.
Calls attention to the occurrence of slate and
limestone on the northwestern border of the
Trias and to the similarity of the gneisses of
Central Park, New York, and Fairmount Park,
Philadelphia.

..___ [Report on the study of the Archean
rocks of New Jersey.]

(351)

Annual Report of the State Geologist [of
N.J.] for 1885. pp. 36-55.
After a historical resume of former investi gations there is given a description of the rocks,
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BRITTON (N. L.)- Continued.

BRITTON (N. L.)-Continued.
their distribution and structure, relation of
stratified and unstratified deposits, the occurrence of magnetites and the contact phenomena
with the Paleozoic rocks. The queation of age
is briefly discussed. The paper is accompanied
by sections, with exaggerated vertical scales,
showing the structure along a number of lines
across the formation.

--[Results of a cruise along the shores
of Staten Island and New Jersey.]
Nat. Sci. Ass. of Staten Island, Proc. Sept.

Calls attention to the exposures of drift and
Cretaceous and to changes of coast line.

BROGGER (W. C.). On alderen afOllenelluszonen iNordamerica.
Geol. Forening. Stockholm, Band 8, Hefte
1-4, p. 182.

Not seen.

Buffalo and Chicago, CLAYPOLE.
Buried Valley.

See Quaternary.

1886.

c.
California, Cretaceous, BECKER.
elevation of Sierra Nevada, LE
CoNTE.
geology of Northern, DILLER.
observations in, YOM RATH.
profiles through Sierra Nevada,
REYER.
Cambrian, age of Granville roofing slates,
Washington Co., N.Y., WALCOTT.
classification of, WALCOTT.
faunas of North America, WALCOTT,
HtJNT.
of New Brunswick, BAILEY.
of North America, BROGGER.
revision of, in Minnesota, WINCHELL.
CAMPBELL (J. L. and H. D.). Wm.
B. Rogers' Geology of the Virginias.
A review.
Am. Jour. Sci. Ill, vol. 30, pp. 357-374; vol.
31, pp. 193-202.

Briefly states Rogers's views and gives
much additional information, beginning with
the Archean and taking up each formation in
turn.

Canada, apatite rocks, BELL, F ALDIN G.
Cascade coal fields, DAWSON, MERRITT.
coal of Northwestern, KINAHAN.
Cypress Hills, Wood Mountain, and
adjacent country, McCONNELL.
drift and sea margins at Little Metis,
DAWSON.
geologic survey report, SELWYN.
geology of islands in Lake Winnipeg,
PANTON.
glacial shell beds in British Columbia, LAMPLUGH.
ice grooved rock surfaces, Vanconver
Island, LAMPLUGH.

Canada-Continued.
Lake of Woods region, LAWSON.
landslide, Ontario, SPENCER.
Mistassini expedition, Low.
Rocky Mountain district, DAwsoN,
McCoNNELL.
schistose strnctnro, LAWSON.
Selkirk, shells in sand, McDoUGALL.
Wallbridge iron mines, CHAPMAN. .
See New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia.
Carboniferous, Alabama, Raccoon · coal
field: GIBSON.
Alabama, Warrior coal field, MCCALLEY.
anthracite of Pennsylvania, ASH•
nDRNER.
Arkansas, HARVEY.
California, DILLER.
Colorado coal, HILLS.
monntainlimestone, Washington Co.,
Pa., LINN.
Pittsburgh coal, D'INVILLIERS, LESLEY.
Wellersburg, Pa., fire clay, LESLEY,
HARDEN.
Wyoming Valley, Pa., AsHBURNER.
CARLL (John 1!'.).
on oil and gas.

(352)

Preliminary report

Annual Report of the Geol. SurveyofPa. for
1885, pp. 1-81 and map. Abstract in Petro·
leum Age, vol. 5, No. 10, Nov. 1886, pp. 14671469.

Discusses the horizon of the oil sands, therelations of gas to oil, theories of oil and gas, and
the present status of knowledge in regard to
the geology of oil.

DARTON.]
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CARTER (Oscar C. S.). Ores, minerals,
and geology of Montgomery County,
Pa., pp. 32 and map, imp. 8° [Philadelphia, 1886].
From History of Montgomery County.
Description of deposits of copper, iron, and
graphite, and of the more general geologic
features as described by others. The paper is
accompanied by a colored geologic map slightly
differing in some respects from that published
officially.

Central America, volcanic roc k s ,
HAGUE.
CHALMERS (R. ). Preliminary report
on the surface geology of New Brunswick.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Canada, vol. 1, n. s. GG, pp. 58 and map.
Issued separately in 1885.

CHAMBERLIN (T. C.).
of our glacial drift.

An inventory

Am. Ass . .Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, pp. 195-211.
Abstract in Science, vol. 8, pp. 156-159.
Describes outline of drift limit, points out
varying character of margins of drift sheets,
and states conclusions drawn therefrom as to
different periods of formation and agencies of
deposition. Discusses terminal, interlobate,
and lateral moraines; till tumuli; mammillary
and lenticular hills; "drumlins," &c. ; also,
classes of assorted drift: Oranj!e sands, osars,
kames, &c. ; valley drift; moraine beaded
gravel trains; loess tracts; and lake basin deposits. Refers to speculations respecting ori·
gin of glacial epoch.

--[Report of division of Quaternary
geology.]

CHAPMAN (E. J.)-Continued.
Describes the crystalline rocks of the dis·
trict; discusses the nature of some of the beds
and the time of extrusion of the red syenites,
which are thought to have l:ieen introduced in
molten condition.

CHAUVENET (W.M.). Notes on the
samples of iron ore collected in Alabama.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Indus·
tries of the United States, pp. 383-399.
Occasional items of geologic information.

--Notes on the samples of iron ore collected in Kentucky.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 289-300 and map.
Description of geologic features of some of
the mines.

--Notes on the samples of iron ore collected in Missouri.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Indus·
tries of the United States, pp. 403-420.
Geologic description of the deposits.

--Notes on the samples of iron ore collected in Tennessee.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 351-365.
Description of geologic features at some of
the mines.

Chesapeake Bay, geology at head of,
McGEE.
CHESTER (Frederick D.). Results from
a study of the gabbros and associated
amphibolites in Delaware.

Fifth Annual Report of the U. S. Geol. Survey, 1883-'84, pp. 20-24.
Calls attention to some drift phenomena in
Iowa, Nebraska, and Dakota.

Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34, pp. 215-216.
Suppoiles the gabbro to have been intruded
between gneisses of the Philadelphia belt. De·
scribes its petrography and distribution aud
also that of the associated amphibolites and
·gabbro-diorites. Discusses the cause and ef·
feet of foliation and. of paramorphic changes.

--The requisite and qualifying conditions of artesian wells.
Fifth Annual Report of the U. S. Geol. Survey, 1883-'84, pp. 125-127.
Contains a discussion of the geologic elements affecting the success of artesian wells.

CHANCE (H. M.).
The
theory of natural gas.

anticlinal

11

Cincinnati, geology of, JAMES.
CLARKE (F. W.). Report of work done
in the division of chemistry and physies, 1884-'85.

Am. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans. vol. 15, p. 11.

CHAPMAN (E. J.). On the Wallbridge
hematite mine, as illustrating the stockformed mode of occurrence of certain
ore deposits.
Roy. Soc. Canada, Proc. vol. 3, Section IV,
pp.23-26.

(353)

U. S. Geol. Survey Bulletin No. 27, vol. 4,
pp. 531-610.
Gives analyses of fayalite from Yellowstone
Park; serpentine from Newburyport, Mass.;
hornblende-andesite from Bc.gusloff Island;
eruptive rocks from New Mexico; dacite and
rhyolite from Washoe, Nev.; sandstone from
Ohio and from Stony Point, Mich.; limestone
from Randolph Countyt Va.; and coals and
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CLARKE (F. W.)-Continued.
minerals from various localities. The analyses
were made by Clarke, Gooch, Chatard, Whitfield, and Riggs.

CLARKE (J.M.). A briefoutlineofthe
geological succession in Ontario County, New York, p. 14, map, 8° .
Assembly Document No. 16, Albany, 1886.
Not seen.

CLA YPOLE (E. W. ). Buffalo and Chicago, or "What might have been."
[Read to the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, 1886.]
Am. Nat. vol. 20, pp. 856-862.
Abstract in Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol.
35, p. 224.
Discusses the effect of slight causes upon the
drainage of the great lakes and tho glacial
outlet near Cl1icago. Thinks that the subsidence of the St. Lawrence region was sufficient
to necessitate the present drainage, but that it
was more probably due to a glacial ice dam in
the Straits of Mackinaw during the retreat of
the glacier.

Colorado, canon, PRESTWICH.
coal, HILLS.
' conglomerate beds of Jefferson Co.,
CROSS.
extinct geyser basin, COMSTOCK.
observations in, VOM RATII.
rhyolite, CROSS.
San Juan Mountains, CoMSTOCK.
trip to Telluride, San Miguel Co.,
VAN DIEST.
veins and geology of Southwestern,
COMSTOCK.
COMSTOCK (Theodore B.). A remarkable extinct geyser basin in Southwestern Colorado.
[Read to American Association, 1886.]
.Am. Nat. vol. 20, pp. 963-965. Abstract in
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, p. 232.
Briefly describes mounds and other evidences of former geyser action.

- .- Peculiarities ofthe drift of the Rocky
Mountains.
Abstract in Am. Nat. Nov. 1886, and brief
notice in Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35,
p. 233.
Discussion of results of glacial action, characteristics of the drift, and relation of timber
line to glaciation.

--The old gorge at Niagara.
Science, vol. 8, p. 236.
Discusses early drainage of the district and
announcea discovery of ledges of limestone in
the valley from the whirlpool.

Clinton group, Alabama, Georgia, and
Tennessee, PoRTER.
of Ohio, FOERSTE.
Coal, Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee,
PORTER.
anthracite region of Pennsylvania,
ASHBURNER.
Arkansas, HARVEY.
Colorado, HILLS.
field, Ohio, ORTON.
field, Pittsburgh, D'INVILLIERS, LESLEY.
field, Warrior, Alabama, McCALLEY.
Mexico, COPE.
Montana, DAVIS, ELDRIDGE.
of Northwest Canada., KINAHAN.
ofthe Northwest, PUMPELLY.
of the United States, PRIME.
Ohio, characteristics of, ORTON.
origin, LESQUEREUX.
Raccoon field, Alabama, GIBSON.
Rocky Mountains in Canada, DAWSON, MERRITT.
Sydney, N. S., ROUTLEDGE.
Tipton Run, Pa., AsHBURNER.
Washington Territory, WILLIS

(BULL.44.

- - The geology and vein structure of
Southwestern Colorado.
Am. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans. vol. 15, p. 48
and map.
After a description of tho topography, the
general geology of the district is described
and the age and relations of the various formations are discussed, from the Archean to the
volcanic and drift. The source of the volcanic
rocks and the order and means of their extrusion and their relation to the veins are reviewed in detail and an account is given of the
veins and their mineral contents. The paper
is accompanied by a geologic map and two topographic maps.

- - The veins of Southwestern Colorado.
[Read to American Association, 1886.]
Am. Nat. vol. 20, pp.1043-1044.
Supposes the vein history of the San Juan
district to have commenced at the close of the
Cretaceous. Discusses briefly the sequence of
lava flows, dislocations, and vein formation.

Counecticut, cutting of gorges in trap
ridges, EMERSON.
iron ore mines, PUTNAM.
trap and sandstone at Tariffville,
RICE.
Trias of, DAVIS.

(354)
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Continents and ocean basins, LECONTE.
COOK (George H.). Geological survey of
New Jersey, annual report of the State
geologist for the year 1885, pp. 228, 8° ,
Trenton, 1885.
Administrative report; introductory remarks to papers on geology ll.Y Britton and by
F. J. H. Merrill; account of mining operations;
paper on water supply from artesian and other
boreu wells in New Jersey; drainage; forestry; history of the geological surveys in ~ ew
J erl;ey; and discussion of methods of topographic survey.

- - Sketch of the geology of the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations of New
Jersey.
In Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiataofthe
Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New
Jersey, by R. P. Whitfield, U.S. Geol. Survey,
Monograph No. 9, pp. ix-xiii and map in
pocket. (Also published by New Jersey Geologieal Smvey.)
Describe~:~ and ~:~bows the areal distribution,
structure, and st-ratigraphy of the for'llations.
Discusses the age of the post-Cretaceous
fonnations of Southern New Jersey.
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CRANDALL (A. R.). The occurrence
of trap rocks in Eastern Kentucky.
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34, pp. 236-237.
Describes dike in Carboniferous of Elliott
County. (See also paper on same by J. S. Dil·
ler.)

Cretaceous, California, BECKER, LE
CONTE.
coal of Northwest Canada, KINAHAN.
coal of Rocky Mountains, MERRITT.
fauna ofNew Jer11ey, WHITFIELD.
flora of North America, NEWBERRY.
floras of the Northwest, DAWSON.
Montana, HAYDEN.
Nebraska, HICKS.
New Jersey, CooK.
Staten Island, N.Y., BRITTON.
Texas, HILL.
CROSBY (Wm. 0.). Common minerals
and rocks, pp. 205, 12°, Boston, 1836.
[Guides for Science Teaching.l

- - Notes on joint structure.

[On the recent earth-

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. Proc.1885, pp. 243-248.
Discusses previous views on joint structure.
Describes joints in Miocene sediments on Potomac River and in felsite at Needham, Mass.

Am. Nat. vol. 20, pp. 869-870.
Discusses the cause and calls attention to a
fault along the fall line of the Atlantic seaboard.

CROSS (Whitman). On the occurrence
of topaz and garnet in lithophyses of
rhyolite.

- - Report on the coal deposits near
Zacualtipan, in the State of Hidalgo,
Mexico.

[Read to Colorado Scientific Society.]
Am. Jour. Sci. m, vol. 31, pp. 432-438.
Describes mode of occurrence and petrography of the rhyolite.

[COPE (E. D.).]
quake.]

Am. Phil. ~oc. Proc. vol. 23, pp. 146-151.
Describes the geology of the coal bearing
Cretaceous beds and the associated trap rocks.

-

CORNING (Frederick G.). The gold
deposits of the Tipuani River, Bolivia,
S. A.

and EAKINS (L. G.).
On ptilolite, a llflW mineral.

En!!. apd Mining Journal, vol. 42, pp. 58-60.
Describes the gravels and the rocks upon
which they lie.

Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 117-121.
[Read before the Colorado Scientific Society,
May, 1886.]
Incidentally describes somo features of the
conglomerate beds of Jefferson County, Colorado, and the andesite pebbles of which it is
chiefly composed.

CRAGIN (F. W.). Further notes on the
Dakota gypsum of Kansas.

CROZIER (A. A.). Evidences of glacial
action on the shores of Lake Superior.

Washburn Coil. Lab. Bulletin, vol.1, pp.166168.
Discusses its stratigraphic position and gen·
esia. Describes new localities.

Science, vol. 7, p.145.
Calls attention to glacial grooves and scratches
about Peninsula Harbor and terrace on Verts
Island in Nipigon Bay.

(355)
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D.
Dakota, drift, CHAMBERLIN.
DALE (T. Nelson).
per Silurian.

New England Up-

Canadian Inst. Proc. vol. 22, pp. 69-70.
Descrilles the metamorphosed Helderberg
rocks at Bernardston, Mass., and Littleton,
N.H.

DARTON (Nelson H.). [Notes on the
formations associated with the Green
Pond Mountain series aud on the geology of Orange County, New York.]

DANA(JamesD.). Adissected volcanic
mountain; some of its revelations.

Mineral Physiology and Physiography, by T.
Sterry Hunt, p. 591.
Calls attention to the occurrence of Upper
Silurian limestones at Upper Longwood and
Newfounrlland, N.J., and to some points in the
geology of 0t'2nge County.

Am . Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 247-255.
Describes the Island of Tahiti, its topography and erosion, and the structure of its lava
flows and volcanoes.

- - On the area of Upper Silurian rocks
near Cornwall Station, 'Eastern-Central
Orange County, New York.

- - On the Lower Silurian fossils from a
limestone of the original Taconic of
Emmons.
lRead to American Association, 1885.]
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 241-248.
Briefly reviews Emmons's Taconic theories
and calls attention to the danger of corr·elating formations by lithologic analogies. De·
scribes tho occurrence of fossils at Canaan in
the "Sparry " limestones of Emmons, in the
same general vicinity near the overlying slates,
and also in detached masses of limestone.
Traces the same limestone belt northward
across Massachusetts into Vermont.

Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 209-216.
Describes Lower Helderberg limestones and
underlying conglomerate, forming an outlier
far from the main mass of tho formation; the
Water Lime, Pentamerus, and Delthyris Shale
being recognized, the last by finely preserved
fossils of many species, some peculiarities of
which are described.

- - The Taconic controversy in a nutshell.
Science, vol. 7, pp. 78-79.
Calls attention to the significance of his discovmy, and that of Dale and others, of the oocurrenoe of 'l'renton fossils in the slates of
Orange County, N. Y.

- - [On volcanic eruption.]
Am. Jour. Sci.. III, vol. 31, pp. 395-397.

--The history of Taconic investigation
previous to the work of Professor Emmous.
[Opening part of address to Berkshire Historical Society.J

Davenport, ·Iowa, geology, ·BARRIS.
DAVIS (William M. ). The structure ot
the Triassic formation of the Connecticut Valley.
A.m. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 342-352.
Abstract in Am. Ass. Adv. Soi. Proc. vol.
35, pp. 224-227.
Discusses the Triassic monoclines and the
means by which they were effected. Calls attention to the presence of strike faults in Connecticut and Massachusetts and describes the
structure of Toket and Pond Mountains as an
instance. Discusses the possible extension of
the Trias over the area now separating the
New Jersey and Connecticut districts aml the
mode of separation. Discusses faulting in general and advances a hypothesis to account for
themonoclinal structure and themuny observed
faults. Presents some evidence upon which
the hypothesis is based.

Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 399-400.
Describes Eaton and Dewey's geologic studies in the Taconic district.

- - The Taconic stratigraphy and fossils.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 236-239.
Gives a brief resume of the stratigraphy and
structure of the Taconic district. Discusses
the possibility of superposition by overthrust,
with negative conclusion. Calls attention to
increase of the amount of metamorphism eastward and to its effects upon organic remains.

[--] Geologic age of the North Atlantic
oceanic basin and origin of Eastern
American sediments.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 407-408.
Describes the derivation of the American
Paleozoic from the Archean border in opposition to Hull's idea of their origination from the
di11trict now covered by the Atlantic.

- - RelationofthecoalofMontanato the
older rocks.

(356)

Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 697-737.
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DAVIS (W. M.)-Continued.
Detailed geologie description of an area of
about 10,000 square miles in South-Central
Montana. Lists of fossils by Whitfield and
description of eruptive rocks by Lindgren.

DILLER (J. S.). Notes on the geology of
Northern California.
U.S. Geol. Survey Bulletin No. 33, vol. 5, pp.
369-387.
Describes the carboniferous limestones, the
structure of tlw Sierra Nevada, and the general distribution of the metamorphic, volcanic,
and cretaceous rocks. Discusses the age of the
faulting of the Sierra Nevada, the age of the
auriferous slates, and tl1e relationoftheSierra,
Coast, and Cascade Ranges.

DAWSON (George M.). Preliminary
report on the physical and geological
features of that portion of the Rocky
Mountains between lat. 49° and 50° 30'.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Canada, vol.l, n. s. B, pp.l67 aml map.
Account of previous explorations and reports. Description of physiography, flora, and
the distribution, stratigraJ)by, structure, and
relations of the geologic formations. The paper is illustrated by plates from Jlhotographs,
a colored map, and sections of tl10 Cascade coal
district and of a portion of the Rocky Mountains.

DAWSON (Sir William).
floras of the North west.
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- - Notes on the peridotite of Elliott
County, Kentucky.
Am . .Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp.121-125.
Describes the petrographic nature of the
dikes in the carboniferous sandstones and
shales in Eastern Kentucky and discusses their
relations to the strata, arriving at the conclusion that the peridotite has been intruded into
i.ts present position.

Cretaceous

Dinocerata, MARSH.

Canadian Rec. Sci. vol. 2, pp. 1-2.
Discusses horizon oft he Kootanic and of the
other groups and the climate and floral conditions at the time of their deposition.

D'INVILLIERS (E. V.). Preliminary
report of work done in 1885 on the resurvey of the Pittsburgh coal region.

- - Geology of the Atlantic Ocean.

Annnal Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. •for
1885, pp. 125-221 and pl.

[Address to British Association, September,

Lists of elevations, description of geologic
structure and of the Pittsburgh and associated coal beds and rocks.

1886.)

Canadian Rec. Sci. vol. 30, pp. 201-228 and
265-285. Also in Popular Science Monthly,
vol, 30, pp. 41-51, 184-194-, and Sci. Amet'. Supt.
vol. 22, pp. 9020-9023.
Discusses the Appalachian flexures aml the
derivation of the materials of the formations of
the Eastern United States.

--The Corn wall iron ore mines, Lebanon
County, Pa.
Am. In st. Mining Eng. Trans. pp. 32 and map.
Describes the geology ani:l stmcture of the
district; the trap rocks and their relations to
tho shales and limestones. The paper is accompanied by a map and geologic sections.

- - Note on bowlder drift all(l sea margins
at Little Metis, Lower St. Lawrence.
Canadian Rec. Sci. vol. 2, pp. 36-38.
Describes the beaches and terraces and discusses their origin.

--See, also, Lesley ( J. P.) and D'Iuvilliers (E. V. ).

- - On the Mesozoic floras of the Rocky
Mountain region of Canada.

District of Columbia, geology of, McGEE.

Roy. Soc. Canada, Trans. vol. 3, Sec. IV,
pp. 1-22 and pl.
Includes a brief description of the formations, their horizon, structure, and history, by
G. M. Dawson. Discusses the geologic relation
of the floras.

Drift.

DRUMMOND (A. T. ). Our northwest
prairies; their origin and their forests.
Canadian Rec. Sci. vol. 2, pp. 145-153.
Describes some features of the drift deposits
and discusses the effect of glacial action.

Delaware, gabbros &c., CHESTER.
Devonian, Chemung section, Bradford
County, Pa., LILLEY.
classification of Upper, WILLIAMS.
Oriskany in Lycoming County, Pa.,
WOOLMAN.
revision of Cayuga Lake section, N.
Y., WILLIAMS.
Tully Limestone, WILLIAMS.

See Quaternary.

DWIGHT (William B.). Recent explorations in the Wappinger Valley limestone of Dutchess County, N.Y., No.5.
Discovery of fossiliferous Potsdam
strata at Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

(357)

[Read to American Association.]
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 125-133 and pL
VI.
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DWIGHT (W. B.)-Continued.
Abstract in Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc, vol.
34, pp. 204-209.
Describes lithology and stratigraphy of the
district in which Hudson River, Calciferous,
Trenton, and Potsdam are associated. All are
fossiliferous. Finds a fault bringing :first and
and last in contact and traces it to the Hudson
near Clinton Point post office. Gives a map of
district and section showing relations at fault
line.

(BULL.

44.

DWIGHT (W. B.)- Continued.
- - The peculiar structure of Clark's
clay beds near Newburgh, N.Y.
Vassar Brothers Inst. Trans. vol. 3, pp.
Describes the clays of the Hudson Valley. Gives an account and figures of clay :filled
pot-holes in faulted block of sand near Clark's
Dock Station.

86-97.

- - See, also, Ford (S. F.) and Dwight
(W. B.).

E.
EAKINS (L. G.).
man).

See Cross (Whit-

Earthquakes, CoPE, NEWBERRY, PowELL.
ELDRIDGE (George H.). Montana coal
fields.

EMERSON (B. K.)-Continued.
Describes struct.ure, volcanic phenomena,
and petrography of the district.

- - Preliminary note on the succession
of the crystalline rocks and their various degrees of metamorphism in the
Connecticut River region.

Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 739-759.
Detailed descriptions of the various coal beds
an<l the structural and stratigraphic relations of
the associated formation!!.

Am. Ass. Ad v. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, p. 231.
''A comparison of the Bernardston fossiliferous section with the successive bands of the
same series eastward where the metamorphism
gradually increases."

ELLS (R. W.). On the geological formations of Eastern Albert and Westmore- - - The age and cause of the gorges cut
through the trap ridges by the Conland Counties, N. B., and of portions of
necticut and its tributa1·ies.
Cumberland and Colchester Counties,
N.S.
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, p. 232.
H The
gorges were cut by the preglacial
drainage and the streams were restored to their
old course by the position of their deltas."

Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Canada,
vol. 1, n. s. E, p. 66 and map.
Issued separately in 1885.

EMERSON (B. K. ). Holyoke trap range.
[Read to American Association, 1886.1
Brief abstracts in Am .•Tour. Sci. III, vol. 32,
pp. 323-324, an<l Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol.
35, pp. 233-234.

EMMONS (S. F.).
tain ore deposits.

The genesis of cer-

Am. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans. pp. 22, 1886.

Erosion, KING.

F.
FALDING (F. J.). Notes on Canadian
:fluQr-apatite or :fluor-phosphate of lime.
Eng. and Mining Jour. vol. 42, pp. 383-384,

Florida- Continued.
west coast geology, HEILPRIN.
geology of, KosT.

403-404.

Describes some features of the rocks in which
the mineral occurs.

Fault and fall line of Atlantic coastal
plain, COPE.
Fire clay, Wellersburg, Pa., LESLEY,
HARDEN.
Florida, Nummellite limestone, HEILPRIN.

FOERSTE (Aug. F.). The Clinton group
oi Ohio, with descriptions of new species.

(358)

Scientific lab. of Denison Univ. Bulletin No.
1, pp. 63-120 and pis. 13-14.
Describes structural and stratigraphic rela·
tions of the Clinton and Niagar:1 :1t many local·
ities and along several section lines.
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FORD (S. W.) and DWIGHT (W. B.).
Preliminary report upon the fossils obtained in 1885 from metamorphic limestones of the 'raconic series of Emmons,
at Canaan, N. Y.

17

FRAZER (P.)-Continued.
Reviews the portion of Wadsworth and Whitney's .Azoic system as applied to Southeastern
Pennsylvania. The paper is accompanied by a
map colored in accordance with tho proposed
scheme of the International Congress .

.Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 248-255 and pl.
VIT.
Description of the. limestone outcrop from
which the fossils were obtained.

- - The work of the International Congress of Geologists and of its committees, pp. 109 and pl. so, 1886.

FRAZER (Persifor). Sketch of the geology of York County, Pennsylvania.

FREEMAN (H. C.). The geologic distribution of natural gas .

.Am. Phil. Soc. Proc. vol. 23, pp. 391-410 and
map.
Gives a brief description of the formations
and discusses their stratigl·aphic and structural
relations and their equivalency and horizon.

.Am. lust. Mining Eng. Trans. Oct. 1886, pp.
3.

Discusses occurrence of"gas and geolo.e;ic relations of La Salle County and adjaceL.t parts of
Illinois and adjoining States.

G.
Gas,
anticlinal theory of, CHANCE, WHITE·
distribution in United States, AsHBURNER.
geologic distribution, FREEMAN.
in Ohio, 0RTO~.
See, also, Oil.

GILBERT (G. K.)-Continued.
- - Inculcation of scientific method by
example.
[ A(1dress to American Society of Naturalists.]
.Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 284-299, 1 pl.
Discusses the causes of deformation of basin
of Lake Bonneville.

GEIKIE (Archibald). Class book of - - [Report of the division of the Great
Basin.]
geology, 18+516 pp. 12°, London, 1886.
Not seen.

]'ifth .Annual Report of the U. S. Geological
Survey, 1883-'84, pp. 30-34.
Refers to the deformation of the basin of Lake
Bonneville.

GEIKIE (James). Outlines of geology,
pp. 484, 8° , London, 1886.
Occasional references to well known .American geologic features.

Geological surveys, GILBERT.

--The place of Niagara Falls in geologic history.
.Abstract in .Am . .Ass • .Adv. Sci. Proc. vol.

Georgia, iron ore and coal, PoRTER.

35, pp. 222-223, anrl brief abstract in .Am. Jour.
Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 322-323, and Science, vol. 8,
p. 205.

GIBSON (A.M.). Report on the Raccoon
Mountain coal field.

Discusse.s the tilting of the shore lines of
Lakes Ontario and Erie and their glac!al outlets, the birth of the Niagara River, and the
rate and amount of recession of the falls.

Report on the Warrior coal :field, Alabama
Geological Survey, pp. 5<14-555.
Describes topography, stratigraphy, and
structure of the district.

GILBERT (Grove Karl). An account of
some new geologic wrinkles.

- - The topographic features of lake
shores.
J!'ifth .Annual Report of thoU. S. Geological
Survey, 1883-'84, pp. 69-123.
Discusses the formation of lake shores and
their topography, illustrated by the ancient
lakes of the Great Basin and Lakes Superior
and Michigan. Contrasts the topographic re.
sults of fluvial, glacial, and littoral deposits.

[Read to American .Association, 1886.]
Brief abstract in .Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32,
p. 324, and .Am . .Ass • .Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35,
p. 227.
Describes small, postglacial anticlines in horizontal limestones of Western New York and
discusses their cause.

[--r Geological

survey of the United
States: geology and explorations .

GILPIN (Edwin). The geology of Cape
Breton Island, Nova Scotia.

.Appletons' .Annual Cyclopredia for 1885, pp.

Geol. Soc. Quart. Jour. vol. 42, pp. 515-526 and
pl.

401-408.

Bull-44--2
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GILPIN (E.)-Continued.
Describes the various formations and their
relation and structure. The paper is accompanied by a geologic map.

GRANT (C. E.). Notes on Pleistocene
fossils fr-om Anticosti.
Canadian Rec. Sci. vol. 2, pp. 44-46.
Describes some features of the clay beds in
which the fossils occur and calls attention to
an apparent rising of the island.

--The Nova Scotia gold mines.
Am. !nat. Mining Eng. Trans. vol. 1(pp. 674688 and map.
Discusses the age and genesis of the gold
bearing rocks and describes their structure and
relations to associated formations. The paper
is accompanied by a geologic map of the southern half of Nova Scotia.

Glaciers,

(BULL. 44,.

GRATACAP (L. P. ). Fish remains and
tracks in the Triassic rocks at ·weehawken, N.J.
Am. Nat. vol. 20, pp. 243-246.
Incidentally describes the shales and sandstones at the trap contact.

RussELL, ALLEN.

H.
HAGUE (Arnold) and IDDINGS (Joseph P.). Notes on the volcanic rocks
of the Republic of Salvador, Central
America.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 26-31.
Describes some interesting rocks, including
basalt, pyroxene- andesite, hornblende-pyroxene-andesite, hornblende-mica-andesite, dacite,
and possibly rhyolite. Discusses their relation
to rocks of the Sierra Nevada and Great Basin
of the United States.

HEILPRIN (A.)-Continued.
Presents general summary and conclusions
in regard to the geology of Florida on pp. 6567 and gives a table showing the relations of
the Atlantic and Gulf Tertiaries of the United
States, pp.127.

- - Notes on the Tertiary geology and
paleontology of the Southern Unite(l
States.
Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci. P,ruc. vol.lll, pp. 57-58.
Recognizes, from fossils, beds of Claibornian
horizon in San Augustine County, Texas; tho
Nummulitic near Gainesville, Fla.; and the
Lower Eocene in Kentucky near Paducah.

HARDEN (E. B.). Report on fire clay
of Wellersburg coal basin.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 239-249.
Description of the clay bed and its geologic
relations and structure.

HARVEY (F. L.).
trilobitns Scud.

HICKS (L. E.). Some typical well sections in Ne}.}raska.

OnAnthracomartus

Phila. .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Proc. vol. 16, pp. 231232.
Incidentally describes some features of the
coal fields of N ortbern Arkansas.

- - The minerals and rocks of Arkansas,
pp. 32, 8°, Philadelphia, 1886.

Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, pp. 217-219.
Graphic sections from the Browm·ille, Lincoln, and St. Helena wells, with explanatory
notes.

- - TheDakot(tgronpsonthofthePlatte
River in Nebraska.
Am. Ass . .A.dv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34, pp. 217-219.
Describes the stratigraphy, structure, fossils, and topography of the group ancl details
of its unconformable deposition on the :':'ermo·
Carboniferous.

Gives a general review of Arkansas geology
ahd references to localities of rocks.

HAYDEN (Ferdinand Vandeveer). [Report on geologic studies in Montana.]

- - The Lincoln salt basin.

Fifth Annual Report of the U.S. Geological
Survey, 1883-'84, pp. 28-30.
•
Notes outcrops of Cretaceous and Laramie
in district studied.

HEILPRIN (Angelo). Explorations on
the western coast of Florida and in the
Okeechobee wilderness, with special
reference to the geology and zoology,
pp. 127 and pls. 8° 1 Philadelphia, 1886.

Am. Ass. Ad v. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, p. 219.
Considers the salt basin the remnant of a
Cretaceous sea border.

- - The Permian in Nebraska.

Pages 1-64 and plates not yet issued.

(360)

.A.m. Nat. vol. 20. pp. 881-883. Abstract in Am.
Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. :J5, pp. 216-217.
Considers the calcareous beds in the valley
of Blue River, Gage County, of Permian age.
They may be unconforma-ble to the und~r·
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SICKS (L. E.)-Continued.
lying Coal Measures and their contact with
the overlying Cretaceous shows unconformity
by erosion. About 10 per cent. of the fossils
carboniferous. Thickness unknown.
Dis·
cussed by Newberry, Walcott, Davis, Claypole, and H. S. Williams in .A.m. Jour. Sci. III,
vol. 32, pp. 321-322.

HONEYMAN (D.). Geology of Corn9
wallis or McNab's Island, Halifax Harw
bor.
Roy. Soc. Canada Trans. vol. 3, sec. 4, p. 27.
Describes the drift deposit.

HOOKER (W. A.). Notes on mining in
Oaxaca.

HILGARD (E. W.). Dr. Otto Meyer and
the South western Tertiary.

.A.m. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans. pp. 8.
Briefly describes some of the geologic fea,t.
nres of the district.

Science, voL 7, p. 11.
Di"cusses Meyer's theory that the Grand
Gulf group overlies the Vicksburg group.

HILL (Frank A.). Description of the
Wyoming Buried Valley between Pittston and Kingston.
Annual Report of th~ Geol. Survey of Pa.
for 1885, pp. 637-647.
Description of·drift deposits and evidence
from bore holes.

HILL (Robert T. ). Salient geologic featlUes of Travis County, 'rexas.
.Austin Statesman, December 15, 1886.
Describes topography and tho subdivisions
of the Cretaceous of the district.

HILLS (R. C.). Remarks on the occurrtiD.ce of coal in the Carboniferous formation at Aspen and Greenwood
Springs, Colorado.

19

HOUTHUMB (C. A.). Aus den Oelregionen Pennsylvaniens.
Fels zum Meer, July, 1886.

HOVEY (H. C.).
and falls.

Niagara River, gorge

Sci. A.m. Supt. vol. 22, No. 538, p. 8917.
Gives a summary of the discussion on the
subject before the American Association and
discusses some of the evidence.

HOWE (James Lewis). Lithographic
stone from Tennessee .
Elisha Mitchell Sci. Soc. Jour. 1885-'86, pp.
144-145.

Gives analyses.

Hudsbn Bay district, BELL.
HULL (Edward). The geological age of
the North Atlantic Ocean.

Colorado Sci. Soc. Proo. vol. 2, pp. 25-26.
Describes thin ·seam of impure bituminous
coal in Middle Cat·boniferous.

Nature, vol. 34, p. 496.
Discusses the source of the material of some
of the American Paleozoic formations.

HITCHCOCK (C. H.). Geological map
of the United States and part of Canada. Compiled to illustrate the scheme
of coloration and nomenclature recommended by the International Geological
Congress.

HUNT (T. Sterry). Mineral physiology
and physiogra.phy. A second series of
chemical and geological essays. 17, 710
pp. 8°, Boston, 1886.
Besides reprints of former papers, discusses
the genetic history of crystalline rocks, thehistoryoft.he pre-Cambrian rocks, and the Taconic
question. Discusses recent information in
regard to the rocks at the head of the Bay of
Fundy, the Lake Superior district (pp. 579,
611, and 621), the Cambrian of Utah (p. 623)
and of the Grand Canon (p. 624), Texa~ (p. 624)
and of the Taconic region (pp. 627, 629, 643, 645,
and 647). On p. 591 bas notes by Darton on
the Green-Pond Mountain series and associated formations.

.A.m. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans. map 17 by 27
inches, explanation, pp. 24, 1886.
On the map there are left uncolored areas in
California, Nevada, Idaho, and Utah. With
some exceptions, the information on McGee's
map is incorporated. In the explanation, previous maps are described and attention is called
to the differences between them. The sources
ofinformation are given, as well as reasons for
changes in the present map.

I.
Idaho, Pliocene sands, MERRILL.
IDDINGS (Joseph P.). The columns,r
structure in the igneous rqck on Orange
Mountain, New Jersey.

IDDINGS (J. P.)-Continued.

[Read to Philosophical Societyof Wasbing-

Pou.J

·
(361)

.A.m. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 321-331 and
plate ix.
.Abstract in Washington Phil. Soc. Bull. 8,
pp. 19-24.
Describes exposure in which very perfect,
large columns are capped by smaller ones witb,
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IDDINGS (J. P.)-Continued.

Iron-Continued.
New York, PUTNAM.
Northern New England, BENTON.
North Carolina, 'VILLIS.
Ohio, WILLIS.
Pennsylvania, PUTNAM, WILLIS.
pyrites, deposits of the Alleghanies,
WENDT.
Tennessee, CHAUVENET, WILLIS.
Tilly Foster mine, ROTTMAN.
United States, VOGDES 1 PUMPELLY.
Virginia, CHAUVENET.
Wallbridge, Cana_!:la, CHAPMAN.
west of the one lmndredth meridian,
PUTNAM.
Wyoming, AUGHEY.

radial structure, the plate showing the rela·
tions. Concludes that both belong to the same
fl. ow. Discusses cause of columnar structurfl.
Describes microscopic character of the rock
and considers the sheet a lava flow rather than
intrusive.

- - See, also, Hague (Arnold).
Illinois, Quaternary, WORTHEN.
gas, FUEEMAN.
Indiana, geologic map, BRANNER.
Iowa, drift, CHAMBERLIN.
Davenport, geology, BAURIS.
movement of glaciers, IRISH.
IRISH (C. W. ). Movement of the glaciers
of the ice period in Iowa and its vicinity.

IRVING (R. D.). Origin of the ferruginous schists and' iron ores of the Lake
Superior region.

Iowa Hist. Record, vol. 1, pp. 162-185.
Describes many features of the topography,
drainage, and drift deposits.

Iron ore, Alabama, CHAUVENET.
Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee,
PORTER.
and schists of Northwest, IRVING,
VANHISE.
Connecticut and Massachusetts mines,
PUTNAM.
Cornwall mines, Pennsylvania, D'INVILLIERS, LESLEY, WILLIS.
distribut.ion in United States, PuMPELLY.
district of the Upper Mississippi,
WILLIS.
Kentucky mines, CHAUVENET.
magnetites of Eastern Pennsylvania,
WILLIS.
Maryland, BENTON.
Michigan and Northern Wisconsin,
PUTNAM, WILLIS.
Missouri, CHAUYENET.
New Jersey, PUTNAM.

[BULL.".

Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 255-272.
Discusses the various theories and the general
question of metamorphism. Describes the
general features and petrography of the iron
bearing formations of the region and deduces
therefrom a theory to account for the origin of
the ores.

- - Preliminary paper on an investigation of the Archean formations of the
Northwestern States.
Fifth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological
Survey, 1883-'84, pp. 175-242 and pl.
Gives a general account of the problems to
be attacked, a description of areas of Huronian and supposed Huronian age, and a preliminary geologic map. Describes the petrography
and discusses tho evidence of enlargements of
mineral fragments in certain detrital rock11 of
the region, and metamorphism in the Huronian.

- - Tornebohm on the formation of
quartzite by enlargement of the ouartz
fragments of sandstone.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 225-226

J.
JAMES (Joseph F.).
Cincinnati.

The geology of

Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist. Jour. vol. 9, pp. 20-

JUKES-BROWN (A .•T.). The student's
hand book of historical geology, pp. 12,
597, 12° , New York, 1886.
Not seen.

31, 136-141.

Describes the rock formations and drift terraces.

Joint structure, CROSBY.

JULIEN (A. A.). [Remarks on the thin
bedded gneiss border of the Adirondack
region.]
N. Y. Acad. Sci. Tmt)s. vol. 5, p. 72.

(362)
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K.
KING (F. H.). Internal chemical and
mechanical erosion a factor in continent and mountain building.

Kansas, notes on gypsum deposits, CRAGIN.

Kaolin, Brandywine Summit, Delaware
County, Pa., ASHBURNER.
Chester and Delaware County, Pa.,
LESLEY.

.A.m. Nat. vol. 20, pp. 53-57.
Discusses the possibilities of underground
chemical solution decreasing the strength and
amount of solid matter in continents and the
results.

Kentucky, iron mines, CHAUVENET.
Lower Eocene, HEILPRIN.
trap rocks of Eastern, CRANDALL,
DILLER.

KOST (J.).

Geology of Florida.

Am . .Ass . .A.dv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, p. 231.
Brief abstract of general description.

KINAHAN (G. H.). Note on the coal
deposits of the northwest territories of
Canada.
·

KUCH (R. ). Petrographische Mittheilungen aus den siidamericanischen Anden.
Neues Jahrbuch, Band I, pp. 35-48, 1886.
On rhomuic pyroxene in andesites and its
determination; describes quartz ·pyroxeneandesite of Cumbal and dacite-pearlite from
Lorna de .Ales and gives chemical analyses.

Dublin Roy. Geol. 8oc. Jour. vol. 6, pp. 275287.
Not seen.

L.
Lake Bonneville, GILBERT.
Lake Lahontan, RussELL.
Lake shores, topograJJhy, GILBERT.
Lake Superior, glacial action on shores,
CROSIER.
Lake Superior copper mines, WHEELER.
LAMPL UGH (G. W. ). On glacial shell
beds in British Columbia.
Geol. Soc. Quart. Jour. vol. 42, pp. 276-286.
Describes beds of Vancouver Island and in
valley of Fraser River. Discusses time of
deposition.

- - On ice grooved rock surfaces near
Victoria, Vancouver Island; with notes
on the glacial phenomena of the neighLoring region and on the Muir glacier
of Alaska.
Yorkshire Geol. and Poly. Soc. Proc. vol. 9,
n. s. pp. 57-70.

LAWSON (A. C.). On the geology of
the Lake of the Woods region, with
special reference to the Keewatin (Huronian T) belt of the Archean rocks.
Annual Report of Geol. Survey of Canada
vol. 1, n. s. CC, p. 141.
Issued separately !n 1885.

- - Some instances of gneissic foliation
and schistose cleavage in dikes and
their bearing upon the problem of the
origin of the Archean rocks.
Canadian In st. Proc. vol. 32, pp. 115-128.
Discusses foliation and metamorphism. Describes and figures instances of foliation in
dikes at various West Canadian localities.

LE CONTE (Joseph). A post-Tertiary
elevation.of the Sierra Nevada shown
by the river beds.

LANGDON (D. W. ). Observations on
theTertiaryofMississippiandAlabama,
with description of new species
.A.m. Jour. Sci. ITI, vo]. 31, pp. 202-209.
Describes sections along Pearl River from
.Jackson to Yazoo City; dips in the main southward. Tbe Jackson beds underlie the Vicksburg and OrbitoidesLimestone. The Alabama
prairies supposed to be under] aid by Tuomey's
White Limestone. Describes sections at St.
Stephens Bluff, Bladen's Springs, near Enterprise, west of Meridian, and near Claiborne.

(363)

[Presented to the National .Academy of
Sciences.]
.A.m. .Tour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp.167-181.
Discusses the effect of orographic movements
on drainage. Calls attention to some features of
the history of Colorado and Mississippi Rivers.
Describes river beds of parts of California.
Discusses some stt·uctural features of the
Cltreat Basin, the relation of the post-Tertiary
movements to the great lava flood and to the
great fissures and normal faults of the West,
the contemporaneous Alevation of the west
side of South America and subsidence of the
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LE CONTE (J.)-Continued.

(BULL.

44.

LESLEY (J. P.)-Continued.

mid-Pacific bottom, and the cause of the movements. In conclusion, makes an estimate of
the amount of elevation and erosion.

position at the Hoosac tunnel, in parts of the
Southern Atlantic States, and elsewhere. Discusses the origin of kaolin, of the cretaceous
clays of the coastal plain, and tho relation of
rock decay to structure, texture, and composi·
sition.

- - Compend of geology, 12°, New York,
1886.
- - On the permanence of continents and
ocean basins, with special reference to
the formation and development of the
North American continent.
Geol. Mag. n. s. vol. 3, pp. 97-101.
Discusses relation of land and sea areas in
Archean and in lower Silurian times and the
source of sediments of the formations.

LESLEY (J.P.). Annual report of the
geological survey of Pennsylvania for
1885, pp. 769, 18 pl. and atlas of maps,
8°, Harrisburg, 1886.
Administrative report and history of the
llUrvey. Geological papers by Carll, Lesquereux, D'Invilliers, Lesley, .Ashburner, Linn,
Linton, Harden, and Hill, and paper on the
geodetic survey of the State by Merriman.

- - The coal beds and fire clays of the
Wellersburg basin in Romerset County.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 227-229.
Describes the geology and structure of the
district and discusses the horizon of some of
the beds.

- - The geology of the Pittsburgh coal
region.
Am. lust. Mining Eng. Trans. pp. 39.
Describes the coal beds of Western Penn·
sylvania and westward; discusses their former
extent, the gap between the Carboniferous and
Trias in Pennsylvania, the horizon and extension of various. Carboniferous beds, the Devonian beds and oil sands, and the structure
of bituminous district.

-

--Dr. Orton's Ohio gas and oil report.
Science, vol. 8, pp. 233-235.
Discusses the formation o;f petroleum, cavernous limestones, underground drainage and
erosion, and the cause and age of the Cincinnati uplift. Describes some features of difference between the geology of Pennsylvania and
Ohio.

- - Some general considerations of the
pressure, quantity, composition, and
fuel value of rock gas or the natural
gas of the oil regions of Pennsylvania.
Annual Report of the Geological Survey of
Pa. for the year 1885, pp. 657-680.
Discusses movement of fragmental material
of rocks due to underground er-osion and porosity, the resulting pressure and its relation
to the pressure under which oil and gas are
found. Calls attention to areas of the State
that are barren of oil and gas and to those likely
to yield them.

Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 491-570 f\Ud map.
Describes the geology in detail. Discusst~s
the means and mode of intrusion of the tl'ap,
the relation of the ore beds and Mesozoic, the
genesis of the ore, and the age and relations of
the associated slates. In a supplementary
note Lesley calls attention to the similarity of
Cornwall and Dillsburg deposits. The paper
is illustrated by heliotypes of outcrops and of
two relief models, and by maps.

LESQUEREUX (Leo).
table origin of coal.

On the vege-

Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 95-121.
Discussion of theories on the subject.

LEWIS (H. Carvill). Some examples of
pressure fluxion in Pennsylvania.
British Ass. Rep. for 1885, pp. 1029-1030.
States his opinion that the belt of Laurentian
rocks of Southeastern Pennsylvania are of
eruptive origin, consisting of highly metamorphosed syenites, acid gabbros, trap granulites,
&c.

- - Some general considerations respecting the origin and distribution of the
Delaware and Chester kaolin deposits.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa. for
1885, pp. 571-591 and map.
Discusses strike and linear extent of crystalline rocks of the district. Calls attention to
parallelism of strike of kaolin and limestones,
some of which are thought to be altered Lower
Silurian. Advances th~:> hypothesis that decompositionof gneisses &c. is greatly increased
by solutions from adjacent limestones &c., and
that this has been the cause of the deep decom-

and D'INVILLIERS (E.V.). Report on Cornwall iron ore mines,
Lebanon County.

- - Comparative studies upon the glaciation of North America, Great Britain·,
ancl Ireland.

(364)

[Read to :Briti~h Association, Sept. 1886.]
Am. Nat. vol. 20, pp. 919-927,and Nature, vol.
35, pp. 89.
Refers to some well knClwn phenomena of
American gl::tciation.
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LILLEY (A. T.). A revision ofthe~sec
tion of Chemung rock exposed in the
Gulf Brook gorge at LeRoy, Bradford
County, Pennsylvania.
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LINN (A.) and LINTON (E.)-Cont'd.
Description of lithology of the beds and
their stratigraphic position. Supplementary
note by J.P. Lesley on the stratigraphy and
mode of deposition.

Am. Phil. Soc. Proc. vol. 23, pp. 29L

LINDGREN (Waldemar).
Eruptive
rocks [of Montana coal districtsj.

LINTON(Edward). See LINN (Alon~o).
Long Island, N.Y., geology, MERRILL.

Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 719-737.
General descriptions of t.he occurrence of
the eruptive rocks of Sout.h-Central Montana
and of their litlwlogic characters.

LOW (A. P ). On the Mistassini expedition.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Can·
ada, vol. 1, n. s. D, p. 46, aml map.
Describes and maps distribution of Lauren·
tian, Huronian, Cambrian, and superficial for·
mations, giving an account of their general
stratigraphy and structural relations.

LINN (Alonzo) and LINTON (Edwa,rd).
Notes on the mountain limestone (at the
base of No. XI) in the Washington
County gas wells.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Pa.
for 1885, pp. 222-226.

Lower Silurian. See Silurian,' Lowar.

M.
McGEE (W .T)-Continued.

McCALLEY (Henry). On the Warrior
coal field.

ton Territory, Idaho, and Nevada, and a part
of A.rizona, Montana, and Texas.

Geological Survey of Alabama, pp. 571, 8°,

- - [Notes on the geology of Washington
and vicinity.]

1886.

After a preliminary general description, the
topography, stratigraphy, and structure of the
coal counties are described in detail.

Report of the Health Officer of the District of
Columbia for 1884-'85, pp. 19-21, 23, 24, :?5.
Des'c ribes the composition and distl'ibution
of the Columbia and the underlying Potomac
formations and some featu.res of the crystalline
roek.s..

McCONNELL (R. G.). Ou the Cypress ·
Hills, Wood Mountain, and adjacent ·
country.
Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of C.anada, vol. 1, n. s. C, p. 76 .a11d two maps.
Issued separately in 188a.

McDOUGALL. Shells in Rand at Selkirk.

I

!

Canadian Inst. Proc. 'VGL 211., p. 270.
Refers to their relation to the glaeial drift..

Maine, geology of Co bs.c ook Bay, Sa:A.:LJ!]R.
wi.ud action, ~TONE.
MARC.OU (Jules). On two plates of
stratigraphical sections of the Taconic
ranges, by James Hall.
Scieuce, vol. 7, pp. 393-394 .
.Ca.lls attention to the e.<rtensive distrib,l,ltion
o:f the sections re,fer:r:ed t9.

McGEE (W J). Geography and topography of the head of Chesapeake Bay.
(Read t<o American Association, 1886.)
Brief abstmct in Am. J01u-. Sci. III, vol. 32,

MA.RSI.I (0. C.). The gjga~tjc tn:;tmm:;tls
of tb.e order Pi;I;wce;r:;tta.

p. 323.
Describes the drilii.nage and topographic

;Fifth AJ;mual ~epol1t ,of tb.e U. S. Geolog,cal
SU;rvey, 1883-'84, pp. 243-302.
D.esc;r;ibes .t he ;Eocene deposits of Wyoming
in wh.ich the remains are found and gives a
brief :r.eview of the Tertiary geology of the
West.

fea.tN.OOS.

- - MapQfthe United :States, exhibiting
the presellt status of knowledge relating to the areal distrib.utiolil of geologic
groups.. (Preliminary .co:mpiiatjon.)
Fifth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological
:Slilrvey, 1883-'84.
In pocket. iExpla,D.rutiO!Iil, 1~."34-37. liap also
liHlblished with legend in French.
The areas left •lUJ.C&lored are California, Orc::go:n, theg.r eaterpar.t ofNew :Mexico,, Wasbing- '

MARTIN (D. S.). [Remarks on -t he
tide water gneisses.]

((3'65)

N.Y. A.cad. Sci. Trans. vol. 5, pp. 19-20.
Calls attention to the lithologic differences
between the gneisses of the highlands of New
J erse_y and New Yor\ and those of Manhattan
Island, Philadelphia, &c.
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Maryland, Chesapeake Bay, head of,
McGEE.
gabbros &c. near Baltimore, WILLIAMS.
iron mines, BENTON.
Massachusetts, cutting of gor6es through
trap ridges, EMERSON.
Holyoke trap, EMERSON.
iron mines, PUTNAM.
metamorphism of crystalline rocks,
EMERSON.
Trias, DAVIS.
Upper Silurian, DALE, EMERSON.
MATTHEW (G. F.). [Sketch of geology of Frye's Island.]
New Brunswick Nat. Hist. Soc. Bull. No.5,
p. 38.
States that be bad recognized the same succession of Silurian strata as is found on the
Mascarene shore of Passamaquoddy Bay and
that the belt of red conglomerate extending
from Black's Harbor toward Eastport is Devonian.

MERRILL (G. P.)-Continued.
Am . .Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 199-204.
Finds them to be composed in greater part
of fragmental volcanic products. Describes
other similar rocks fi'Om Kansas and Colorado.

MERRITT (W. H.). ~he Cascade anthracite coal :fields of the Rocky Mountains, Canada.
Geol. Soc. Quart. .Jour. vol. 42, pp. 560-564.
Describes and figures stratigraphy, structure,
and relation to associated formations of Cre.
taceous coal beds of Bow River Valley.

Mexico, fossil man, BARCENA.
coal deposits, CoPE.
mining in Oaxaca, HooKER.
MEYER (Otto). Observations on the,
Tertiary and Grand Gulf [groups] of
Mississippi.
Am . .Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 20-25.
Describes an unsuccessful attempt to find
Grand Gulf and Tertiary beds in contact. Describes the rela.t ion of the greensands south
of Enterprise and the relations near .Jackson.
Concludes that the Grand Gulf group is older
than the marine Tertiary, was dry land when
the latter was deposited, and was not a marine
deposit. Calls attention to an extensive marine
greensand in Eastern Mississippi at a horizon
immediately below the Claiborne.

MERRILL (F. J. H.). Geology of Long
Island.
N. Y. Acad. Sci. Annals, vol. 3, pp. 34-1-364
and map
Describes topography and the relation and
structure of the glacial and preglacial clays,
sands, &c. Discusses the age and mode of
deposition of the beds, condition of Long Island
Sound during the glacial period, and subsidence
of the coast line. The paper is accompanied
by a map of the island and plate of sections.

--[Observations on the recent formations of the Atlantic Coast of New Jersey.]
Annual Report of the State Geologist [of N.
J.] for 1885, pp. 61-95.
Describes salt marshes, beaches, terraces,
and alluvial deposits in general; discusses the
subsidence of the coast, the formation of
marshes, and change of form of the beaches
due to tide and wind action.

- - On some dynamic effects of the ice
sheet.
(Read to American Association, 1886.]
Brief abstract in Am . .Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, p.
324, and in Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35,
pp. 228-229.
Describes distortion of Cretaceous and Tertiary befls on Long Island, N. Y., and Southern
New England. Calls attention to anticlinal de·
formation as the partial cause of the height of
some morainal ridges and as accounting for
position of certain post-Pliocene beds.

MERRILL (George P.). Notes on the
composition of certain "Pliocene sandstones" from Montana and Idaho.

[BULL.44.

Michigan, Archean, IRVING.
iron mines, PUTNAM.
Minnesota, Archeau, IRVING.
deep wells, WINCHELL.
geologic survey report, WINCHELL.
iron ore districts, WILLIS.
Lower Silurian, ULRICH.
revision of Cambrian, WINCHELL.
Mississippi, Tertiary, ALDRICH, LANGDON, HILGARD1 MEYER.
~[issouri,

iron mines, CHAUVENET.

Mistassini expedition, Low.
MONRO (Alex.). On the physical features and geology of Chignecto IstLm ns.
New Brunswick Nat. Hist. Soc. Bulletin No.5,
pp. 20-24.
Describes some topographic feature and superficial formations; calls attention to subsidence of the land.

Montana, Cretaceous and Laramie, HAYDEN.
Pliocene sands, MERRILL, PEALE.
coals and geology, DAVIS.
coals, ELDRIDGE.
eruptive rocks, LINDGREN.
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N.
Nebraska, Dakota group, RICKS.
drift, CHAMBERLIN.
Lincoln salt basin, HICn:s.
Permian in, HICKS.
Quaternary volcanic sand, TODD.
well sections, HICKS.

New Brunswick--Continued.
geologic studies, BAILEY.
geology of part of, ELLS.
surface geology, CHALMERS.

Nevada, argentiferous lead mines, Srx.
Lake Lahontan, RUSSELL.
Washoe rocks, BECKER.
NEWBERRY (JohnS.). Earthquakes.
Columbia Coli. School of Mines Quarterly,
vol. 8, 11p. 1-19.
Incidentally discusses earthquakes and volcanoes as measures of thickness of the earth's
crust.

--North America in the ice period.
Populn.r Science Monthly, vol. 30, pp. 1-10
and pl.
Describes in general the glacial features of
North America and discusses the iceberg
theory and glacial climate.

--Notes ou the geology and botany of
the country bordering on the Northern
Pacific Railroad.
N. Y. Acad. Sci. .Annal,;, vol. 3, pp. 242-270.
B!'sides mentioning many geologic features
along the railroad, describes drift of Yellowstoue Park and the Upper Missomi, the geology of tlle Belt Mountain district, the present
and former glaciers of the Cascade Range, and
the geology of the Puget Sound basin.

- - On the American Trias.
N.Y . .Acad. Sci. Trans. vol. 5, pp. 18-19.
Discusses the equivalency of .American and
European beds. States his opinion, of the
probable .Archean age of the crystalline rocks
forming the eastern border of the Trias in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania.

- - [Review of Hull on the "Geological
age of the Atlantic Ocean."]
N. Y . .Acad. Sci. Trans. vol. 5, pp. 78-79.
Opposes the statements in regard to the derivation of the materials of the American Paleozoic.

- - The Cretaceous flora
America.

of

~ orth

N. Y. Acad. Sci. Trans. vol. 5, pp. 133-137.
Gives a table showing relative positions of
the plant bearing members of the Cretaceous
of North .America and Europe.

New Brunswick, Cambrian, BAILEY.
Chignecto Isthmus, MoNRO.
Frye's Island, MATTimw.

New England iron mines, PUTNAM, BENTON.
Upper Silurian, DALE.
See, also, Massachusetts.
New Hampshire, Upper Silurian, DALE.
New Jersey, Archean, BRITTON.
coast formations, CooK, MERRILL.
Cretaceous fauna, WHITFIELD.
Cretaceous and Tertiary, CooK, BRITTON.
fish remains, GRATACAP.
geologic report for 1885, CooK.
iron mines, PuTNAM.
Orange trap columns, IDDINGS.
Upper Silurian, DARTON.
New York, fire sand of Clinton County,
BRAINERD.
fossiliferous limestone of Columbia.
County, BISHOP.
fossils at Canaan, DANA, DWIGHT,
FORD.
geologic succession in Ontario County,
CLARKE.
geologic wrinkles, GILBERT.
iron mines, PUTNAM.
Long Island, geology, MT<:&RILL.
Lower Helderberg, Cayuga Countyr
WILLIAMS.
Lower Helderberg, Cornwall Station,,
DARTON.
Niagara Falls recession, WOODWARD,.
GILBERT.
Niagara River~ gorge and falls,.
HOVEY,CLAYPOLE, POHLMAN.
Onondaga salt group at Buffalo,.
POHLMAN.
Orange County, geology, DARTON.
peridotites near Peekskill, WILLIAMS.
place of Niagara :Falls in geologic:
history, GILBERT.
Potsdam neaT Poughkeepsie,DWIGHT~.
Quaternary deformation, GILBERT,.
MERRILL.
revision of Devonian section at Cayuga Lake, WILLIAMS.
salt mine, WRIGHT.
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New York-Continued.
schistose rocks of Adirondacks, BRITTON, JULIEN.
Staten Island, geology, BRITTON.
structure of clay near Newburgh,
DWIGHT.
Tilly Foster Mine, geology, RuTTMAN.
Trenton fossils of Orange Co:mty,
DARTON.
Tully limestone, WILLIAMS.
Washington County, Cambrian age of
slates at Granville, WALCOTT.
westward extension of the Lower
Helderberg, WILLIAMS.

Niagara Falls.

i886.

[HULL.44.

See New York.

North America, age of Olenellus zones,
BROGGER.
North Carolina, iron mines, WILLIS.
Northern Pacific Railroad, geology
along, NEWBERRY.
Nova Scotia, Cornwallis or McNab
Island, HONEYMAN.
geologic formations, ELLS.
geology of Cape Breton Island, GILPIN.
gold mines, GILPIN.
Sydney coal field, ROUTLEDGE.

0.
Ohio, geology of Cincinnati, JAMES.
Clinton group, FoERSTE.
coal field, ORTON.
coals, charact~ristics of, ORTON.
deep well, ORTON.
iron mines, WILLIS."
oil and gas, ORTON.
Orton's oil and gas report, LESLEY.

ORTON (E.)-Continued.
flammable gas, pp. 76, 8°, 2 maps, Co·
lumbus, 1886.
Discusses the mode of occurrence nml origin
of oil and gas; gives a general account of tbe
geology of Ohio and a map; describes the oil
fields and the occurrence of oil and gas in the
Trenton, in the Berea grit, in the Ohio shales,
and in the other formations.

Oil and gas, of Ohio, ORTON.
Orton's report on, LESLEY.
borings in Pennsylvania,AsnBURNER.
Pennsylvania, CARLL, HOUTHUMB.
pressure, quantity, &c. of Pennsylvania, LESLEY.
Wyoming, AUG'HEY.
Orange sands.

See Quaternary.

ORTON (Edward). Address to the section of geology and geography.
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. -vol. 34-, pp. 173-197.
Discusses recent progress of some branches
of American geology. Reviews the literature
on the formation of coal. Describes the Ohio
coal field and discusses the ori~in of the beds
of coal and associated rocks, applying the conclusions to other areas.

- - Petroleum and natural gas in Ohio.
Science, vol. 7, pp. 560-564- and map.
Describes some geologic features of the district and the rocks passed through in drillin.!!;.
The paper is accompanied by a geologic map
of Ohio.

- - ,T he recently discovered sources of
natural gas and petroleum in Northwestern Ohio.
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34, pp. 202-·204-.
Describes the geology of the district and the
age of the beds passed through in drilling.
Calls attention to the relation of the new oil
district to the Cincinnati uplift.

--The record of the deep well of the
Cleveland Rolling Mill Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

- - Characteristics of Ohio coals.
Tenth Census : Report on the Mining Indus
tries of tho United States, pp. 619-622.

- - Geological survey of Ohio: Preliminary report upon petroleum and in-
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Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34-, pp. 220222.
Gives the record of a well begun in Bedford
shales and extending down into tbe Trenton
Limestone. Discusses tbe identity of intermediate beds.
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P.
PACKARD {A. S.). GeoJogical extinction and some of its apparent causes.
Am. Nat. V{)l. 20, pp. 29-40.

PANTON (J. Hoges).
Notes on the
geology of some islands in Lake Winnipeg.
Hist. and Sci. Soc. of Manitoba Trans. No.
20, pp. 10.

Describes the crystalline rocks, the Silurian
formations and fauna, the drift, and evidell:ces
of glaciation.

Paraguay, stones from, PoHLMANN.

Pennsylvania- Continued.
report of State geQlogist, 1885, LES·
LEY.
Tipton Run coal, ASHBURNER.
Washington County, mountain limestone, LINN.
Wellersburg, fire clay, LESLEY, HARDEN.
Wyoming Buried Valley, HILL, AsHBURNER.
Wyoming Valley limestone, AsHBURNER.
York County, geology, FRAZER.
Penokee-Gogebic series, VAN RISE.

PEALE (A. C.).
Montana.

Lacustrine deposits of
Permian, in Nebraska, HICKS.

Petrography, Archean of Northwest,
IRVING.
Delaware gabbros &c., CHESTER.
gabbros &c. near Baltimore, WILL·
IAMS.
Pennsylvania, anthracite coal region,
Holyoke, Mass., trap, EMERSON.
ASHBURNER.
Montana eruptives, LINDGREN.
Archbald pot-boles, ASHBURNER.
Penokee-Gogebic rocks, VAN RISE.
Bradford County, Chemung section,
peridotites near Peekskill, N. Y.,
LILLEY.
WILUAMS.
Chester and Delawa.re kaolin, LESLEY.
rocks of Andes, KucH, PorrLMANN.
Cornwall iron mines, LESLEY, D'INrhyolite, CROSS.
VILLIERS, WILLIS.
gas, Asi-IBURNER, CARLL. CHANCE, POHLMAN (Julius). The thickness of
the Onondaga salt group at Buffalo.
WHITE.
glaciation, BRANNER.
Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sci. BulL vol. 5, pp. 97-98.
Determined from a well boring 1,305 feet in
ice of Northeastern, BRANNER.
depth, which passed through gypsiferous beds
iron ores, PUT.NAM.
down to 725 feet, then through soft, red shales
kaolin of Brandywine Summit, AsHholding a bed of sandstone near their top.
BURNEH.
--The Niagara gorge.
magnetites of Eastern, WILLIS.
Montgomery County, geology, CARAm. Ass. Ad>. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, pp. 221-222.
Discusses details of the ancient drainage of
TER.
the Niagara Falls district and the origin and
oil borings, ASI-IBURNER.
work of the Niagara River.
oil region, HOUTHUMB 1 CARLL.
Oriskany in Lycoming County, POHLMANN (Robert). Gesteine aus
WOOLMAN.
Paraguay.
Pittsburgh coal, LESLEY, D'lNVILNeues .Jahrbuch, Band I, pp. 244-248,1886.
LIERS.
Describes muscovite-gneiss, biotite-gneiss,
muscovite-mica-schist, quartzite, sandstone,
pressure fluxion, LEWIS.
oolite-limestones, olivine-kersantite, and nephpressure, quantity, &c. of gas, LEseline-basalt.
LEY.
railroad cut at Gray's Ferry road, PORTER ( J ohu B.). The iron ores and
SMITH.
coals of Alabama, Georgia, and Tennesreport on oil, CARLL.
see.
Science, vol. 8, pp. 163-164.
Describes the ~eneral features of the deposits and calls attention to Merrill's discovery
that they are in part composed of volcanic
dust.
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PUMPELLY (R.)-Continued.

:PORTER (J. B.)-Continued.

General geologic description of the various
ore regton& and !JOme features of their structure.

Am. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans. p. 49 and map.
Describes occurrence of iron ores and coals
and the structure and geology of tho region.

POWELL (J. W.).
quakes.

[BULL.44.

The cause of earth-

The Forum, vol. 2, pp. 370-391.
Gives instances of formation of sedimentary
deposits. Explains faults and flexures. Discusses changes of shore lines, internal heat of
the earth, crustal stresses, earthquakes known
to have been produced by faulting, relation of
volcanic activity to earthquakes, relation of
geology to seismology, vertical range of earthquakes, and the condition of the interior of the
earth and of its crust.
·

PRESTWICH (Joseph). Geology, chemical, physical, and stratigraphical. Vol.
1, Chemical and physical, 24+477 pp.
go, Oxford, 1886.
Thinks that the Caii.on of the Colorado may
be due to a fissure widened by erosion. Quote3
descriptions of various instances of geologic
phenomena in the United States, especially in
the West.

PUTNAM (Bayard T.). Notes on the
samples of iron ore collectetl in Connecticut and Massachusetts.
Tenth Census: Report on tbe Mining Indus·
trios of the United State1:1, pp. 83-87.
Describes some features of the formations in
which the ore occurs.

--Notes on the samples of iron ore collected in Michigan and Northern Wisconsin.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Indus.
tries qf the United States, pp. 42l-455.
General description of the geology of the oro
districts.

--Notes on samples of iron ore collected
in New Jersey.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp.145-177.
:Qescribes some features of tho formations
in which the ores occur.

--Notes on the samples of iron ore collected in New York.

PRIME (Frederick, jr. ). The coals of the
United States.
Tenth Census : Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 605- 617.
Brief general description of the location and
character of the coal districts.

Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Indn~
trios of the United States, pp. 89-144.
Description of tho geologic relations aoo
structural features of the mines.

--Notes on the iron ores of Pennsylvania.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the Uniteu States, pp. 179-221.
Occasional notice of geologic features of
formations in which the ores occur.

PUMPELL Y (Raphael). Bituminous
coals and lignites of the Northwest.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 690-695 and map.
General description and notice of deposits.

--Geographical and geological distribution of the iron ores of the United
States.

--Notes on the samples of iron ore collected west of the one hundredth meridian.
Tenth Census : Report on the Mining Indus.
tries of the United States, pp. 469-505.
Description of the ore beds and the associated formations in Colorado, Wyoming, Utah,
California, and Oregon.

Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 3-36 and plates.

Q.
Quaternary, Alaska, ALLEN.
along Northern Pacific Railroad,
NEWBERRY.
Archbald pot-holes, Pa., ASHBURNER.
British Columbia, LAMPLUGH.
Buried Valley ofNewport Creek, Pa.,
ASHBURNER, HILL.

Quaternary- Continued.
clay structure near Newburgh,
DWIGHT.
Cornwallis Island, Halifax, HONEYMAN.
drift, COOPER, SALISBURY.
drift inventory, CHAMBERLIN.
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Quaternary- Con tin ned.
Illinois, WORTHEN.
Lake Bonneville, GILBERT.
Lake Lahontan, RussELL.
Long Island, New York, MERRILL.
movement of glaciers in Iowa, IRISH.
New Jersey coast, CooK, MERRILL.
Niagara Falls, CLAYPOLE, HovEY,
GILBERT, POHLMAN, WOODWARD.
North America in ice period, NEWBERRY.
Northwest prairies, DRUMMOND.
on islands of Lake Winnipeg, PANTON.
Rocky Mountain drift, CoMSTOCK.
Selkirk, Canada, McDouGALL.
Staten Island, N.Y., BRITTON.
volcanic deposits of Nebraska, TODD.

Quaternary- Continued.
drift of Lower St. Lawrence, DAWSON.
dynamic effects of ice sheet, MERRILL.
elevation of Sierra Nevada, LE
CONTE.
Florida, west coast, HEILPRIN.
glacial action, shore of Lake Superior, CROSIER.
glaciation of America and Europe,
LEWIS.
glaciation of Wyoming and Lackawanna Valley, Pa., BRANNER.
Gray's Ferry road, near Philadelphia,
Pa., SMITH.
Great Basin, GILBERT.
ice of Northeastern Pennsylvania,
BRANNER,

R.
RATH (G. vom). Berichte tiber die
Umgebungen von San Francisco, Santa
Cruz und Neu Almaden, Californien.
Vortrage und Mittheilnngen, 1886.
Not seen.

- - Geologische Wahrnebmungen in Californien Hings der Central-Paci:fic-Eisenbahn und in dem Goldgebiete von Dutch
Flat, Placer Co.
Vortrage und Mittheilungen, 1886.
Not seen.

--Wahrnehmungen auf einer Reise
durch einen Theil des siidlichen Californiens sowie in den aJ:!.grenzenden
Gebirgen Arizonas.
Vortrii.ge und Mittheilungen, 1886.
Not seen.

REYER (E.). Zwei Profile dnrch die
Sierra Nevada.
Neues Jahrbuch, Beil.·Band IV. Heft2, pp.
291-326 and map.
(1) Mariposa to Mono; (2) Nevada City to
Reno.
Describes the geologic features along the•e
belts and discusses the stratigraphy and structural relations and volcanism. The paper is
accompanied by a geologic map of the belts
and numerous illustrations of structure.

RICE (WilliamNorth). On theTrapand
sa.ndstone in the gorge of the river at
Tariffville, Conn.
.A.m. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 430-433'.
Describes t.he relation of the two sheets of
trap exposed in section at point.

RICHARDS (Ellen H.). First lessons in
minerals, pp. 46-120, 12°, Boston, 1886.
[Guides for Science Teaching.]

- - Wahrnehmungen in der Umgebung
von Silver Cliff, Salida, Leadville und
q-unnison, Colorado.

ROUTLEDGE (W. ). The Sydney coal
field, Cape Breton, N. S.
.A.m. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans. vol. 14, pp. 542560.
Describes some of its geologic features.

Vortrii.ge und Mittheilungen, 1886.
Not seen.

READE (T. Mellard). The origin of
mountain ranges, considered experimentally, ~tructural1y, dynamically,
and in relation to geological history,
pp. 359, pl. 42, 8°, London, 1886.

RUSSELL (Israel C.). Existing glaciers of the United States.

(371)

Fifth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological
Survey, 1883-'84, pp. 303-356, 14 pls.
Discusses the nature of a glacier and gla·
cial action. Describes glaciers of the Sierra.
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RUSSELL (I. C.)-Continued.

RUSSELL (I. C.)-Continued.

of the Lahontan basin is described in detail,
shore phenomena in general are discussed, and
the shore phenomena, sedimt)nts, &c. of Lake
Lahontan described. The chemistry of natural
waters precedes a description of the chemic
deposits of Lake Lahontan and a discussion of
their formation, relations, fauna, and geologic
age. In c-:>nclusion Qua ternary climate is discussed and recent faults are described. The
paper is illustrated by many plates from photographs and by maps and :figures in the text and
a folded map in a pocket.

Nevada and evidences of their former occurrence and extent. Quotes descriptions of glaciers of Northern California and the Cascade
Mountains, permanent ice on mountains in the
Great Basin, glaciers in the Rocky Mountains
and in Alaska. The paper is illustrated with
numerous cuts taken from photographs and
with several maps.

- - Geological history ofLakc Lahontan,
a Quaternary lake of Northwestern Nevada. U. S. Geol. Surv. Monograph,
No. 11, pp. 2SS, pls. 45, map, Washington, 1SS5.

RUTTMAN (Ferd. S.). Notes on the geology of the Tilly Foster mine.

After a preliminary description of the Great
Basin and its exploration and a discussion of
lacustral basins in general, the physiography

Am. Inst. Mining Eng. Trans.
Describes and figures tho oro body and fault
and discusses origin of ore.

s.
SALISBURY (R. D.). Notes on the dispersion of drift copper.
Wisconsin Acad. Sci. &c. Trans. vol. 6, pp.
42-50 and pl.
Accompanied by a map showing areas in
which drift copper has been found.

SELWYN (Alfred R. C.). Geological
and natural history survey of Canada,
annual report, n. s., vol. 1, 1S85, S0 ,
pp. 733, and maps, Montreal, 18S6.
. Administrative report and papers by G. W.
Dawson, McConnell, Lawson, Low, Bell, Ells,
L. W. Bailey, and Chalmers, on geology; Cope,
on paleontology; Coste, on mining laws ; and
Hoffmann, on chemic analyses.

SHALER (N. S. ). Preliminary report
on the geology of the Cobscook Bay district, Maine.
Am ..Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, pp. 35-60.
Describes the topography of the shore line
of New England and discusses its relation to
glaciation. Describes Silurian rocks with ash
beds, lA.va flows and dikes, and the stratigraphy, structure, and paleontology of the district.

SHUMARD (Geo. G.). A partial report
on the geology of Western Texas, pp.
145, S0 , Austin, 1SS6.
Part first: Description of the formations
from the loess to the Lower Silurian between
lat. 290 and 35° and long. 940 and 1oso. Part second: Journal of observations between Indianola, Tex. and the valley of the Mimbres, N.
Mex. Illustrated by sections. Appendix on
the geology of Grayson C~unty.
Reviewed by Hill in Am. Jour. Sci. Jan.l886.

Silurian, Lower, Columbia County, N.Y.,
BISHOP.
fire sand, Clinton County, N. Y.,
BRAINERD.
fossils, Canaan, N. Y., DANA, FoRD.
fossils, Orange County, N. Y., DARTON.
fossils in Potsdam, near Poughkeepsie, N. Y., DWIGHT.
fossils, Minnesota, ULRICH.
Lower Helderberg of Cayuga County,
N.Y., WILLIAMS.
Lower Helderberg of Cornwall Station, N.Y., DAnTON.
on border of New Jersey and New
York Trias, BRITTON.
shore of Lake Champlain, WHITFIELD.
Silurian, Upper, Clinton of Ohio,
FOERSTE.
Cornwall St,ation, N. Y., DARTON.
Lower Helderberg in New York, WILLIAMS.
of New England, DALE.
Onondaga Ralt group at Buffalo,
POHLMAN.
SIX (A.). Les mines de plomb argentifere du district d'Eureka, Etats-Unis
d' Amerique.
Lille, Soc. gllol, du nord, annales, tome 13, pp.
14-45.
Not seen.

SMITH (Aubrey H.). The railway cutting at Gray's Ferry road.

.Sierra Nevada, post-Tertiary elevatim::,
LECONTE.
profiles through, REYER,
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Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci. Proc. vol. 16, pp. 253-254,
Describes exposures of clays and gravels .
the former con,taining wood and diatoms.
Gives a section in artesia~ weJl .at J3J~ck'IJ
It~l~_I,ld, Pj}~lloWIH'e Riv~r,

'
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SMITH (Eugene A.). Geological sur- 1 Staten Island. See New York.
vey of Alabama, Bulletin No. 1, pp. 85,
STEVENS (R. P.). On the San Juan
pl. 9, 8°1 1886,
Mountains of Colorado
In introduction to paleontologic papers by
Aldrich and Meyer; gives a "Summary of lithological and. stratigraphical features and sub·
divisions of the Tertiary of Alabama," pp.

N. Y. Aoad. Sci. Trans. vol. 5, pp. 121-130.
Describes many features of geology and
mineralogy of the district. Gives sections
and descriptions of the eruptive rooks and
their relation to the Cretaceous, Carboniferous,

7-14.

South America, Bolivia gold deposits,
CORNING.
Paraguay rocks, POHLMANN.
petrography of Andes, KucH.
SPENCER (J. W.). Remarkable landslide near Brautford, Ontario.

&c.

STONE (George H.).
Maine.

Wind action in

Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 133-138.
Refers to the prevalence of drifting sands in
the western part of Maine. Describes the
polished bowlders of Bethel and elsewhere,
and, after discussing causes of natural rock
polishing, concludes that they have been polished by sand blow& against them by wind.

Hamilton ARs . .Tour. and Proo. vol. 1, part 2,
pp. 55-57.
Describes the Erie clay of the district and
discusses the cause of the slide and some
ancient drainage features of the containing
valley.

T.
Taconic, controversy, DARTON, WINCHELL.
fossils from, at Canaan, N. Y., DANA,
FORD.
history of study, DANA, HUNT.
sections by Hall, MARCOU.
stratigraphy and fossils, DANA.

Tertiary- Continued.
Southwest, HrLGARD.
west coast };'lorida, HEILPRIN.
Wyoming, MARSH.

Tahiti, DANA.

Tide-water gneisses, MARTIN, BRITTON,
NEWBERRY.

TAYLOR (William B.). A probable
cause of the shrinkage of the earth's
crust.

Texas, Cretaceous, HEILPlUN.
geology of Western, SHUMARD.
Travis County, Cretaceous, HILL.

TODD (J. E.). Quaternary volcanic deposits in Nebraska.
Science, vol. 7, p. 373.
Describes deposits of volcanic dust from
Knox and Seward Counties. Discusses their
horizon and relation to silicious deposits, to the
glacial ice sheet, and to the White River Tertiary sands.

Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proo. vol. 34, pp. 200202.

Also in full in Am. Jour. Sci. ill, vol. 30.

Tennessee, geology east of Bristol, BOYD.
iron mines of Eastern, WILLIS.
iron and coal, PORTER.
iron mines, CHAUVENET.
lithographic stone from, HowE.
Tertiary, Alabama and Mississippi, ALDRICH, LANGDON, MEYER, SMITH.
fossils, Anticosti, GRANT.
Kentucky, Texas, and Florida, HEILPRIN.
Montana, HAYDEN.
New Jersey, CooK.
Plioflene Sands, MontaJ?.a aiJ.d Jdaho,
MilRRU. L, fE~!oE..

Trias, American, NEWBERRY.
columnar trap of Orange, N. J., IDDINGS.
Cornwall iron mines, Pennsylvania,
D'INVILLIERS, LESLEY, WILLIS.
fish remains, New Jersey, GRATACAP.
Holyoke, Mass., trap, EMERSON.
New Jersey, BRITTON.
Rocky Mountains, DAWSON.
structure of Connecticut Valley, DAVIS.
trap and sandstone at Tariffville,
Conn., RICE.
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u.
ULRICH (E. 0. ). Report on the Lower
Sllnrian bryozoa, with preliminary
description of some of the new species.
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Minn. 14th
a.nnual report, for 1885, pp. 55-103.

ULRICH (E. 0.)- Continued.
In introductory remarks discusses equiva·
Ieney of the beds just above the Saint Peter
sandstone in Minnesota and southward.

Upper Silurian. See Silurian, Upper.
Utah, deformation of Lake Bonneville,
GILBERT.

v.
VAN DIEST (P. H.). Notes on a trip
to Telluride, San Miguel County, Colo.

Vermilion Lake, iron ore districts near,
WILLIS.

Colorado Sci. Soc. Proc. vol. 2, pp. 28-30.
Describes geologic features of the volcanic
and sedimentary rocks.

Vermont, geologtc studies on shore of
Lake Champlain, WIIlTFIEI.D.

VANHISE (C. R.). Upon the origin of
the mica-schists and black mica slates
of the Penokee-Goge bic iron bearing
series.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 453-459.
Describes the stratigraphy and lithology of
the rocks in questiou and discusses their metasomatic derivation from fragmental materials.

Virginia, Rogers's Geology of, CAMPBELL.
geology of south west part, BoYD.
iron mines, BENTON, CHAUVENET.
VOGDES (Anthony W. ). Notes on the
distribution of iron ores in the United
States, compiled from various geological reports, pp. 24, 8° , Fortress Monroe,
Va., 1886.
Occasional reference to geologic features.

w.
WALCOTT(CharlesD.). Cambrian age
of t,he roofing slates of Granville, Washington County, New York.
Am . .Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc.vol. 35, pp. 220-221.
Statement of fossils found aml the general
stratigraphic and structural relations of the
district.

WALCOTT (C. D.)-Continued.
- - Second contribution to the studies on
the Cambrian faunas of North America.
U. S. Geol. Survey Bulletin No. 30, vol.
4, pp. 369, including 33 pls. so, Washington, 1886.
Discusses the terms Cambrian and Taconic
and reviews previous investigations. Gives or
quotes descriptions of the areas in Western
Vermont; Troy, N.Y.; the St. Lawrence Valley, Newfoundland, Nevada, Utah, Texas, and
elsewhere. Discusses the stratigraphic relations of the various beds and correlation of the
sections. Gives table of and discusses the
Cambrian faunas and their stratigraphic distribution.

- - Classification of the Cambrian systew
of North America.
Am. Jour. Sci. ill, vol. 32, pp. 138-157.
Calls attention to the definiteness of the
American Cambrian and ~ives a provisional
key to its subdivisions. Describes the Cambrian of the Wasatch Mountains, Utah; the
Eureka district, Nevada; Grand Canon of the
Colorado; Llano County, Texas; Keweenaw
Point, and localities in New York, Massachusetts, and Vermont. Gives sections, discusses the fauna of the various groups and their
stratigraphic positions. Discusses area of deposition of the Cambrian and gives a hypothetic
map showing the supposed Keweenaw Land
just before the deposition of the Upper Cambrian (Potsdam).

WARRING (C. B.).
in high latitudes.

Popular Science Monthly, vol. 29, pp. 352-367.

Washington, D. C., geology of, McGEE.
Washington Territory, coals, WILLIS.
Washoe rocks, ,BECKER.
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WENDT (Arthur F.).

The pyrites deposits of the Alleghanies.

GEOLOGY

The gabbros
and associated hornblende rocks occurring in the neighborhood of Baltimore,

Md.
l;T. S. Geological Survey Bulletin No. 28, vol.
4, pp. 611-688 and 4 pl.
Describes the occurrence of the rocks and
gives a map showing outcrops. Describes and
figures their petrography and discusses the
derivation of the gabbro-diorite from the hypersthene-gabbro.

WHEELER (George M.). Report upon

WHEELER (H. A.).

Temperature observations of the Lake Superior copper
mines.
[Read to the St. Louis Academy of Science.]
.Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, p.125.
Incidentally gives a brief description of the
geology of the district.

- - The peridotites of the "Cortlandt
series" on the Hudson River near Peekskill, N.Y.
Am. Jour. Sci. ill, vol. 31, pp. 26-41.
Describes the petrography and distribution
of the rocks of Stony and Montrose Points.

WILLIAMS (HenryS.).

A revision of
the Cayuga Lake [New York] section
of the Devonian.

WHITE (I. C.). The criticisms of the
.. anticlinal theory of natural gas.

b1.

[Read to American Association, 1886.)
Brief abstract in .Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, p.
321.
Discusses the fauna of the Hamilton and its
relation to that of the Coralline beds, the Moscow shales, the Tully limestone, and the Gen·
esee.

The Petroleum Age, vol. 5, No. 10, pp. 1464-·
1465, No•. 1886.
In defense of the theory.

·-· -

The geology of natural gas.
The Petroleum Age, vol. 5, No.2, pp. 12631267 and map, M~trch, 18H6.
Describes anticlinal axes of Western Pennsylvania and discusses their relation to the
occurrence of natural gas.

---On the classification of the Upper
Devonian.
Am. Ass. .Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34, pp. 222-234.
Discusses the faunal relations of the beds
along the lines of ten sections in Ohio, Penn·
sylvania, and New York, giving a table of
columnar sections in illustration of his obser·
vations on the stratigraphic relations of the
faunas. Calls attention to the relatior. of fauna
to rock texture.

WHITFIELD (R. P.).

Notice of the
geological investigations along the
eastern shore of Lake Champlain, conducted by H. M. Seely and Ezra Brainerd, with description of the new fossils
discovered.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. Bulletin, vol.l, No.8, pp.
293-345 and pls. 24-34.
Preceded by a description of the geology of
the vicinity of Fort Cassin, Vt. Describes
Lower Silurian limestones and their fauna; calls
attention to a fault and dike, and gives a map
showing the areal geologic relations of the dis·
trict.

- - The molluskan fauna of the New Jersey marls.
[Read to .American .Association Adv. Sci.,
1886.]
Brief abstract in Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32,
pp. 320-321.
Discusses equivalency of the Cretaceous beds
with those of the Upper Missomi section and
of tne Eocene beds with those of Claiborne.

WILLIAMS (E. H. J. ).

A manual of
lithology, 8, 135pp. ~U 0 , New York, 1886.
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WILLIAMS (George H.).

Columbia Coli. School of Mines Quarterly,
vol. 7, pp. 154-188, 218-235, 301-323 .
.Also in Eng. and Mining Journal, vols. 41-42.
the third International Geographical
Congress at Venice, Italy, 1881, pp. 586,
4°, Washington, 1885.
Describes geographic and geologic surveys
of various countries.

FOR 1886.

WILLIAMS (S. G.). Note on the Lower
Helderberg rocks of Cayuga. County,
New York.
Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 35, pp. 214-215.
Statement in regard tofaunaofstrataoverlying the plaster beds of Cayuga Lake.
A.m.

- - The Tully limestone, its distribution,
its irregularities, its character, and its
life.
Abs,(iract in .Am . .Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol.
35, pp. 213-214, and .Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32, p.
320.
.Also describes some structural features.
--The westward extension of rocks of
the Lower Helderberg age inNew York.
Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 31, pp. 139-145.
Abstract in .Am . .Ass . .Adv. Sci. Proc. vol.
34, pp. 235-236.
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WILLIS (B.)- Continued.

WILLIAMS (S. G.)-Continued.
Describes a mixed Tentaculite and Lower
Pentamerus fauna in the gypsiferous limestones of Cayuga County . . Gives a representation of the formation by the Tentaculite limestone at the outlet of the Skaneateles Lake, and
at Oriskany Falls near Utica, by the Tentaculite overlaid by a mixed Lower Pentamerus and
Delthyris shale. Calls attention to the increasing indistinctness of the divisions and the
predominance of the lower portion of the formation westward. Discusses the relations of
deposition to that of the Salina beds.

WILLIAMS (Samuel J. ). Applied geology, pp. 386, 12°, New York, 1886.
Not seen.

WILLIS (Bailey). Notes on samples of
iron ore collected in North Carolina.
T€1nth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 301-329.
Description of the geologic features of some
mines.

sociated formations. The paper is illustrated
by numerous colored maps and structural
and columnar sections of the formations and
sections and analyses of the coal be<ls.

WINCHELL (A.). Geologic studies or
elements of geology, 26, 513 pp. 12o
Chicago, 1886.
'
Text book embracing many illustrations of
American geologic features.

- - Sources of trend and crustal surplusage in mountain structure.
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34, pp. 209-212.

- - Walks and talks in the geological
field, 8°, New York, 1886.
WINCHELL (N. H.). Notes on some
deep wells in Minnesota.
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Minn. fourteenth annual report, for 1885, pp. 11-16 and
348-353.

Record of wells in Minneapolis, Saint Peter,
Mankato, Herman, BrownValley, Milbank, Ro·
senfeld Station, Sleepy Eye, Austin, Albert
Lea, Morristown, Tracy, and Gibbon, in Minnesota and adjacent States, an<l <liscusRion of
the horizon of some of the beds passed through.

- - Notes on the samples of iron ore col·
lected in Ohio-.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 235-243.
·
Description of some features of the ore bearing strata.

- - Notes on the samples of iron ore collected in East Tennessee.

- - Revision of the stratigraphy of the
Cambrhtn in Minnesota.
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Minn. fourteenth annual report, for 1885, pp. 325-337.
Describes geologic studies in the valley of the
Minnesota and discusses the position of' the
Saint Peter sandstone, Shakopee limestone,
Saint Lawrence limestone, New Richmond beds
magnesian limestone, Jordan sandstone, and
other associated be<ls.

Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 331-350.
Notice of the geologic features at some of the
mines.

- - Report of a trip l)n the Upper Mississippi and to Vermilion Lake, Minnesota (1880).
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 457-467.
Description of the geology of the iron bear·
ing and associated strata and discussion of their
stratigraphic and structural relations.

--Geological and natural history survey of Minnesota, fourteenth annual
report, for 1885, pp. 353, 2 p1s. so, Saint
Paul, 1886.
Administrative report. Papers on geology,
by Winchell, Ulrich, and F. L. Washburn; on
paleontology, by Ulrich and Winchell; on entomology, by 0. W. Oestland ; on conchology,
by U. S. Grant; bibliography of foraminifera,
by Woodward; and on mineralogy, by Winchell.

- - Report on certain magnetites in
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Tenth Census: Report on the Mining Industries of the United States, pp. 223-234.
Describes the Cornwall, Wheatfield, Boyer·
town, and other mines and discusses the geologic relations of the associated formations
from field studies in 1880.

·-- Reporb on the coalfields of Washington Territory.
Tenth Census: Rep,flrt on the Mining Indus·
tries of the United States, pp. 759-771.
Detailed description of the geologic and
etratigraphic relations of the coal beds and as-

--The Taconic controversy in a nutshell.
Science, vol. 7, p. 34.
A plea for the retention of the term "Ta.
conic."

Wind action, STONE.

Wisconsin, Archean, IRVING, VAN RISE.
iron mines of Northern, PUTNAM.
Penokee-Gogebic series, VAN HISB.
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WORTHEN (A. H.).
deposits of Illinois.

The Quaternary

1

WOODWARD (Robert S. ). On the
rate of recession of Niagara Falls.
[Read to American Association, 1886.]
Brief abstracts in Am. Jour. Sci. III, vol. 32,
pp. 322-323, and in Science, vol. 8, p. 205.
Comparison of results of recent and former
surveys.

WOOLMAN (Lewis). Oriskany sandstone in Lycoming County, Pa.
Phila. Acad. Nat. Hist. Proc. vol. 16, pp. 297298.
Describes occurrence of a line of outcrop not
shown on geologic maps.

Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Proc. vol. 34, pp. 214.
States contents of paper, which is to be published in vol. 13 of the Geological Survey of
Illinois.

WRIGHT (G. F.).
ern New York.

Science, vol. 8, p. 52.
Describes salt bed and strata passed through
in a 1,105·foot shaft.

Wyoming, eocene deposits of, MARSH.
report on geology, AUGHEY.
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ADVERTISEMENT.
(Bulletin No. 45.]

The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the statute
app~·oved March 3, 1879, which declares that" The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the anllltal report (If operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of tho lands, and reports U]JOn gencml
an<l economic geology aml paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological SunTey
shall accompany tho a'Unual report of the Secretary of tho Interior. All special memoirs and repor·ts
of saill Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but otherwise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of eaeh shall be published for scientific exchanges
and for sale at the price of publication; auu all literary aml carLographic materials received in exchange
shall lie the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization: .And the
money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On-July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passud
by Congress:
·
"That whenever any doeumen tor reports hall be ortlerefl printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
in addition to the number in each case stated, the' usual number' (1,900) of copies for binding anu
distribution among th"se entitled to receive them."
Except in those cases iu which an extra number of any pttblication has been snpplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been orderecl by the Secretary of the Interior, this OfiiC!l has
no copies for p;ratuitous distribution .
.ANNUAL REPORTS.
Of the .Annual Re].lort!'l there have been already published:
I. First Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey to the Hon. Carl Schurz, by Clarence
King. 1880. so·. 79 pp. 1 map.-A preliminary report describing plan of organization anu publica.
tions.
II. Second .Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 1882.
so. 1~, 588 pp. 61 pl. 1 map.
III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J . W. Powell. 1883.
so. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps.
•
IV. Fourth Annual Report ofthe United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884.
S0 • xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. and maps.
'•
V. Fifth .Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
8°. xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pL and maps.
VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, by J. W. Powell. 1886.
so. xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. and maps.
The Seventh and Eight.h Annual Reports are in press.
MONOGRAPHS.
Of the Mouogral)hs, N9s. II, III, IV, V, yr, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, and XII a1·e now published,' viz:
II. Tertiary History of the Grand Caiion District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutt.on, Capt. U. S . .A.
1882. 4°. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pl. and atlas of :l4 sheets folio. Price $10.12.
III. Geology of the Comstock Lode auu the Washoe District, with · atlas, by George F. Becker.
1882. 4°. xv, 422 pp. 7 pl. and &tbs of 21 sheets folio. Price $11.
IV. Comstock Mining aucl Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4°. xiv, 451 pp. 3 pl. Priee $1.50.
V. Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland D. Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi, 464 pp. 151.
29 pl. Price $1.85.
VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Ohler Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Wm. M. Fontaine.
1S83. 40. xi, 144 pp. 54 1. 54 pl. Price $1.05.
VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph S. Curtis. 1884. 4°. xiii, 200 pp. 16 pl.
Price $1.20.
VIII. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles D. WaJ.cott. 1884. 4°. xiii, 298 pp. 24 l.
24 pl. Price $1.10.

ADVERTISEMENT.
IX. Bmchiopoda and Lamellihranchiat.1 of the Raritan Clays and Greensand 'Marls of New Jemey,
by Robert P. Whitfield. 1R85. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. Price $1.15.
X. Diuocerata. A Mono~t·a.p h of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh.
l88ii. 4°. niii, 243 pp. 5G I. 56 pl. Price $2.70.
XI. Geolo~ical llistory of Lake Lahoutan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel
Cook Ilu:;sell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 2SS pp. 4G pl. Price $1. 75.
XII. Geology aml Mining- Industry of I~eadville, with atlas, by S. F. Emmons. 1886. 4P. xxix,
770 l)p. 45 pl. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40.
The following is in press:
XIII. Geology of the Qnicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
The following are in preparation:
I. The Precious Metals, by Clarence King.
- Gasteropoda of the New Jersey Cretaceous aud Eocene Marls, by R. P . Whitfield.
-Geology of the Eureka Mining District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague.
- Lake Bonuoy·ille, by G. K. Gilbert.
-Sauropoda, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Stcgosauria, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Brontotherid:n, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
-The Penokee-Gogebic Iron-Bearing Series of North Wisconsin and 1\iichigan, by Roland D. Irving.
-Younger Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Williaml\f. :Fontaine.
-Description of New Fo,;sil Plants from the Dakota Group, by Leo Lesquereux.
-Report on the Denver Coal Basin, by S. ]'.Emmons.
-Report on Silver Cliff and Ten-Mile Minlug District, Colorado, by ::;. F. Emmons.
-Flora of tho Dakota Group, by J. S. Newberry.
-The Fossil Fishes all(l Fossil Plants of tho Triassic Rocks of New Jersey and the Copnecticut
Valley, by J. S. Newberry.
BULLETINS.
Each of the Bulletins contains but one paper and is complete in i!,self" They are, however, numbered in a continuous series, antl may be bound in Yolunws of convenient size. To facilitate this,
each Bulletiu ltas two 1mginations, one propeL· to itself aml another which belongs to it as part of the
volume.
Of this series of Bulletins Nos. 1 to 45 are already published, viz :
1. On Hypersthene-Andesite aml on Tricliuic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, with a
eo logical Sketch of Buffalo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1SS3. S0. 42 pp. 2 pl. Price 10 cents.
2. Gohl:m(l Silver Conversion Tables, giving the coining values of troy ounces of fine metal, etc., by
Albert Willimns, jr. 1SS3. S0. S pp. Price 5 cents.
3. On tho Fossil Faunas of tho UppcrDenmian, along the meridian of 760 30', from Tompkins County,
New York. toBradfonl Conuty, Pennsylvania, by llcnryS. Williams. 18S4. S0. 36 pp. l'rice 5 cents.
4. On MesoZ'()ic Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1SS4. S0. 36 pp. 9]>1. Price 5 cents.
5. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the Unitell States, compiled by Henry Gannett. 1SS4. S0. 325]lp.
Price 20 cents.
6. Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. S0 • 43 pp. Price 5 cents.
7. 1\Iapoteca Geologica Americana. A Catalogue of Geological Maps of America (North and South),
1752-1881, by Jules Marcou and John Belknap Marcou. 1884. S0 . 1S4 pp. Price 10 cents.
S. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, by R D. Irving and C. R.
VanHise. 1884. S0. 56llp. G pl. Price 10 cents.
9. Report of work dono in tho \Vashington Laboratory during the fi~cal year 1883-'S4. F. W. Clarke,
chief chemist; T. M. Chalanl, assistant. 1SS4. S0 • 40 pp. Price 5 cents.
10. On tho Cambrian Faunas of North Amexica. Preliminary Studies, by Charles D. ·walcott. 1S84.
S0. 74 pp. 10 pl. Price 5 cents.
11. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin, with Descdptions of New Forms, by
n. Ellsworth Call. Iutrodttced by a Sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. Gilbert. 18S4. S0. 66 pp. 6 pl. Price 5 cents.
12. _A_ Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward S. Dana. 1S84. S0 •
34 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
•
13. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Territories, by Henry Gannett.
1S85. 8°. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.
14. The Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent
Strouhal. 1S85. S0 • 238 pp. Price 15 cents.
15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California, by Charles A. White. 1S85. S0 •
33 pp. Price 5 cents.
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PREFATORY NOTE.
Geologic investigation in Texas has been fra,gmentary and unsatisfactory for many reasons: hostile Indians till recently ravaged the
western half of the State; the civil war suspended the work of a comprehensive geological survey inaugurated under the State legislation of
1858, and that survey resuscitated and a later organization both came
to naught. The U. S. Geological Survey has extended its operations
iuto the State too recently to increase greatly the published knowledge
of the geology of Texas.
To study intelligently the geology of this State it is important that a.
digest of such material as has been already published should be made.
The present bulletin comprises an historical statement of such scientific
work a.s has added to available knowledge of the topography and the
paleontology as well as the geology of the State, but it is not intended
to include unpublished knowledge gained by my residence and study
in the State, except as that knowledge modifies comments ou conclusions already in print. Other publications will embody such matter in
due time. The present work does not extend the record beyond January 1, 1886.
(385)
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I. HISTORICAL STATEMENT RESPECTING GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION.
KNOWLEDGE AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS CENTURY.

Geology as a distinct science is so recent that we should not expect
to find specific information upon that subject in early records; but geo.
logic facts worthy of our attention are sometimes discernible in the descriptions of local geography and natural history given by intelligent
travelers. The most complete and trustworthy compilation of the early
Spanish, French, and Mexican authorities, with other historical data,
is to be found in a work prepared by WilHam Kennedy, 1 which is preferable to many later histories because of the scholarly and unprejudiced
manner in which it. was written.
The knowledge derived from previous authorities was em bodied in
the works of Baron Friedrich Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt, who
visited Spanish America in the employ of Spain in the years 1799-1804,
collecting all available information.
Although his stndies extended into this century, his writings may
justly be considered a correct statement of the geologic and geographic
knowledge at the opening of the century. He first attempted to repl'esent the princiP,al features of the region on a map which accompanies the
Voyage an regions equinoctiales du Nouveau Continent, par A. de Humboldt etA. Bonpland. His physical observations upon the mountains
and plains, his numerous measurements of the region of the Upper Rio
Grande, and his formulation of meteorologic laws concerning that region were all valuable, though indirect, contributions to our kuowledge
of Texas, which it seems he did not visit personally. A glance at his
map is sufficieut to show that the conception he possessed of this
region, although the best of his time, was vague and indefinite. The
sources and the courses of the rivers are incorrectly delineated. Streams
having their sources in the eastern portion of the plains are represented
as originating in lakes, an error probably arising from the fact that in the
vicinity of San Antonio de Bexar, which at that time was the nucleus of
Spanish settlement, the water courses arise from outbursting springs
which usually expand into extensive pools of water. These phenomen9j
1
Texas: The Rise, Progress, and Prospects of the Republic of Texas.
Kennedy, esq. In two volumes. London, 1841. 8°.
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are purely local, however, and the streams of Texas as a general rule
are but the seaward continuation of long arroyos usually dry in the beginning of their courses. 1 The latitude and the longitude of all interior
places are incorrectly given by many degrees.
The delineation of the old Spanish roads across Texas is also a feature
of Baron von Humboldt's map indirectly bearing upon the geographic
and geologic knowledge of the last century, for they indicate the extent
of the country that came under the observation of the travelers of that
time. They also indicate that the Spanish inhabitants were familiar
with some of the results of one of the characteristic geologic features of
Texas, for a road leads to the Paleozoic region of the San Saba, where
it is certain that extensive exp~orations for minerals anu some mining
operations were conducted by them. 2
ANGLO-AMERICAN ADVENTURERS AND COLONISTS.

The general exclusion of foreigners from the region while it was a
proYince of the viceroyalty of New Spain, at the close of the last and
in the beginning of the present century, tended to prevent exploration
similar to that then going on in the Uniteu States, where the war of
the Revolution had hardly closed before an epoch of scientific experiment and exploration was inaugurated. Before two decades of the present ceutury had passed, governmental anu private expeditions had explored a great portion of the territory of the United States as then defined.
According to William Kennedy, who occupied a rliplomatic po~ition
at a later period in Mexico, 3 ''it will readily be inferred that the success
of the United States in achieving their independence and the rapid
growth of the federation were not regarded with indifference by the
intolerant and suspicious government of Spain, whose step-dame treatment of its transatlantic dependencies supplied abundant cause of disaffection. Lest the dreaded principles of tile North American Republic
should contaminate the populous diRtricts of Mexico, it became more
than ever necessary to guard against the intrusion of foreigners throngh
Texas. The feelings entertained by the Spanish authorities were manifested in a favorite saying of a captain general of the eastern internal
provinces * * * that, had he the power, he would prevent the
birds from flying across the boundary between Texas and the United
1 Attention is here called to the misapplication of the old Spanish names by Amer·
ican travelers of this century, to be seen on comparison of any recent map with Humboltlt's. It may have beerf the natural result of the confusing manner iu which the
Spaniards applied the terms" muddy" and ''red" to all streams within this region
that we have a great multiplication of" Red," "Colorado," "Pecos," and "Puercos"
rivers throughout the Southwest.
2
Traditions of these old Spanish mines still cause the people of Central Texas to
spend much time in endeavoring to :find precious minerals in the various formations
of that region.
3
Texas : The Rise, Progress, aud Prospects of the Republic of Texas. By William
Kennedy, esq. In two volum~s. Vol. I, p. 236. London, 1841.
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States. Perpetual imprisonment, at least, awaited the unlucky wanderer who was caught on the forbidden soil without the protection of a
special license." It is not to be understood, however, that the Spanish government was not in its way a most liberal patron of natural
science; its encouragement of Humboldt affords sufficient evidence of
this. It must be remembered, however, that the time of which we write
(1790-1810) was one of peculiar relations to scientific work in New
Spain. Not only did the Spanish government, after its manner, encourlJ.ge science, but, according to the laws of the Indies, which governed the supreme courts of Spanish America, permission to travel
was procurable only upon condition that its object was research in natural history. The fact must not be forgotten, on the other hand, that the
diluvian theory of that day had not yet met disastrous defeat from the
stratigraphists and that the church that governed New Spain still directed and defined the scope of scientific exploration within its territory, and infidel observations were considered no more desira.ble by the
clergy than were Anglo-American explorations by the state. These,
also, were the last days of Spain's tottering rule in Mexico, and soon
the revolution that ultimately freed tile latter country from her power
formed another serious obstacle to inYestigations of Spanish America
by citizens of the United States.
PHILIP NOLAN.

Notwithstanding the numerous difficulties, an irrepressible spirit of
ad venture led many citizens of the United States into Sprwish territory.
To one of these we are indebted for the first Anglo-American contribution to the knowledge of the geography of Texas. Philip Nolan, a frontier trader, an Irishman by birth, in 1797 made a trading expedition
into the Province of Texas from Natchez, :Miss., at that time the outfitting town of the southwestern bordet·. He was a shrewd observer
and recorded his impressions of the country, which, on his return to
Natchez, be published in a small work accompanied by a topographic
map, his being the first description of Texas by an actual observer
printed in the United States. The results were trifling-, the map was
incorrect and restricted, and, moreover, the b.ook is practically out of
existence. Upon returning to Texas, Nolan paid the penalty of death
for his offense against Spanish jealousy, being shot while resisting capture March 21, 1801.
Others soon followed Nolan, notwithstanding the watchfulness of
the Spaniards. None of these, however, except one or two military explorers, referred to hereafter, left written reports of their labors .
.AMERICAN COLONIZA'l'ION PERIOD.

The Anglo-American adventurers who had so assiduously penetrated
the Spanish possessions brought back to the United States many reports
of the fertility of the region. The Spani::irds cared little for the land
(389)
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and were desirous of securing actual settlers. The combination of these
two facts resulted in that unique epoch of the history of Texas now '
generally spoken of as the period of colonization under the empresario
grants, 1 1820-1834, during which time ~nglo-American settlers gained
a firm foothold in what had hitherto been the jealously guarded territory of Spain. During this period Mexico threw off the Spanisll yoke,
which gave increased impetus to Anglo-American settlement of Texas.
The Spanish system of empresario or contract grants of land was as
follows: The autllorities gave large tracts to parties or companies upon
condition that they would locate upon them a certain number of colo·
nists. The metes and bounds of these grants were not defined by actual surveys, but by certain vaguely understood natural boundaries,
such as the streams and mountains. This system of land grants obviated the immediate necessity for governmental topographic surveys
and permitted the location of lines to be intrusted to individuals, wllich
much confused the topographic knowledge of the state.
Stephen F. Austin, who on the death of his father, Moses .A.ustin,
inherited the latter's concessions, also succeeded him as leader of a body
of immigrants from Missouri, and conducted the first colony from the
United States to Texas, at the time (1821) a portion of Mexico. Be was
a man of more than ordinary intelligence, and, pursuing a different
course from that adopted by most of the men who accepted the em pre·
sario grants, before locating his colony he personally explored the region
granted him. He made a practical contribution to the knowledge of tl1e
country by means of many articles in the newspapers of the Northern
United States and he compiled a map of Texas that was far superior to
any that hacl preYiously been published.
:M:ary Austin Holley, in 1833, wrote a small work upon Texas, which
gave popular descriptions of its natural history and topograplly, but was
not of marked value to science.
The Texan war of independence(1834-1836), the Texan Republic (18361845), an.d the war of the United States with Mexico (1846) marked years
unproductive of important Anglo-American contributions to scientific
knowledge of Texas, although a map was issued by Messrs. Hunt aud
Randall, of the Texas land office, in 1835. They also published a small
guide to Texas. The Santa Fe expedition took place during this time,
but its annals contain nothing of c.lefinite scientific value. 2
EUROPEAN INVESTIGATORS.

We owe to foreign investigators the greater portion of the knowledge
we now possess of the geologie features of Texas. The writings of Baron
von Humboldt have already been mentioned. During the political
See various histories of Texas: Thrall, Kennedy, Foote, and others.
See Narrative of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition. By George Wilkins Kendall.
Harper Brothers, New York, 1850.
1

ll
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troubl~s incident to the war of Texan independence and its accompanying excitement several distinguished foreigners visited the region,
and to them we owe not only the .first purely scientific information but
also by far the most satisfactory geologic treat.ise yet published regard~
ing Texas.

WILLIAM KENNEDY.

The British government in .the year 1838 sent William Kennedy upon
a diplomatic mission to the young Republic of Texas. This gentleman,
io. addition to a most liberal education, possessed very keen powers of
observation, which had been greatly sharpened by years of cosmopolitan travel. While in Texas he closely studied the topography, natural
history, and geology of the country, and upon his return to England be
published, in 1841, the first intelligent statement of the natural and political history of Texas and the first scientific description of the country
based upon personal observation.
Considering the time and the conditions under which this work was
written, too much praise cannot be bestowed upon it. Its title page1
makes no allusion to the valuable scientific matter it contains, and to
this alone can I attribute the fact that the book is so little known to
scientific men. Book I of Volume I, consisting of 200 octavo pages, is
entirely devoted to the "Geography, natural history, and topography
of Texas," and contains much of the knowledge set forth by later writers,
most of whom, strang~ to say, have not mentioned this fountain head
of their information. z
Although the contribution was small in volume and general in character, it justly deserves the following credit:
(1) It gives the first carefully compiled topographic map of the
region. This map represents authentically the state of geographic
knowledge of Texas in the year 1839 and is far superior in points of
detail, accuracy, and completeness to any of the maps that had been
compiled previously or that appeared at about the same period. 3
(2) It presents the first geologic description of the country.. Tbis
description, although short and untechnical, outlines much of what
later workers have more carefully described and published, excepting
that of a purely paleontologic nature.
(3) It has the first intelligent d~scription of the natural history of the
country.
Mr. Kennedy gives first an account of the geographic extent and
boundaries of the country and its natural divisions. Stating ·the " remarkable contrast between the border sections and the lands of the interior," he next deals with the seacoast peculiar to this region, and
lTexas: The Rise, Progress, and Prospects of the Republic of Texas. By William
Kennedy, esq. In two volumes. London, 1841.
~Dr. Roemer is a notable exception.
3Hunt and Randall's and Scherpf's maps appeared about the same time as this,
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he notes the ''alluvial accumulations and encroachments of the land on
the gulf." He also gives a general hydrographic view of the State and
a comparison of the rivers on the eastern side with those on the western
side of the Rocky Mountains, describing many physical features that
have now become the common oasis of all descriptions.
He devotes an entire chapter to the peculiar climatology of Texas, a
subject of great importance in the superficial geology of the State, and
one the peculiarities of which Mr. Kennedy described most ably, considering the state of knowledge at the time he wrote. The zoologic and
botanic resources are given, and he was the first to describe the" cross
timbers," a unique feature of the country which still remains an unsolved
geologic problem.
Mr. Kennedy in describing the general features of the country notices the great extent of the Cretaceous formation in Texas and mentions for the first time in print the older Paleozoic strata. He speaks
of fossils, of the various minerals, of "peculiar species of stone," &c.
The appearance of asphaltum is mentioned, as well as the superabundant petrified woods of Texas. Mr. Kennedy also gives us the most
complete and trustworthy enumeration of the early Spanish, French,
and Mexican explorations in Texas.
G. A. SCHERPF.

An emigration movement in Germany gave an impulse at this period
to another series of investigations. We probably owe the first German
description of Texas to G. A. Scherpf, who in 1841 published a work 1
accompanied by two maps, one being a map of the country to the Pacific
Ocean and the other a map of Texas, compiled 'from the material of the
General Land Office of the Republic, in 1839, by Richard S. Hunt and
Jesse F. Randall.
The work, as indicated by Dr. Ferd. Roemer, is valuable from the
fact that it is based upon the personal observations of the author during a long' residence in the country, though Dr. Roemer generally found
through observations of the region here ami there that Scherpf had
painted his picture in too glowing colors.
PRINCE CARL SOLMS-BRAUNFELS.

In connection with the Mainz-Verein, a company organized to facilitate German emigration to Texas, much was published concerning the
country. The patrons of the movement were German noblemen, who
organized the union at Mayence in the spring of 1844.
Iu 1846 Prince Carl Solms-Braunfels, the chief promoter of the union
and at that time its resident agent in Texas, published and distributed
IEntstebungsgeschichte und gegenwartiger Znstand des nenen, nnabhangigen,
amerikan iscben Staates Texas. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte, Statistik und Geograpb ie
dieses J ahrhunderts. Im Lande selbst gesammelt von G. A. Scherpf. Augsburg, 1~41.
8°, pp. vi, 1541 2 maps.
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throughout Germany a handbook for emigrants to Texas, accompanied
by two maps.I
VIC1'0R BRACHT.

Victor Bracht added to the German works of this period one2 describing Texas in the year 1848. It contained a few references to the
topography and the natural history of the State, but it was mainly an
enthusiastic appeal for German emigration.
FERDINAND ROEMER.

In 1845 Dr. Ferdinand Roemer, the distinguished geologist and paleontologist, visited Texas to make a scientific study of its adaptation to
German settlement. Dr. Roemer was in the State from December,
1845, the month of annexation, until April, 1847. His labors resulted
in the most valuable contributions to the knowledge of tlle geology of
Texas that have yet been made. These were published as follows :3
Two preliminary papers in the American Journal of Science and Arts
and two volumes in German, whose titles, given below, may be respectively translated as "Texas, with especial reference to German emigration and the physical condition of the country, based upon personal
observations," Bonn, 1849, and "The Cretaceous formation of Texas
and its organic remains, with a description of the Tertiary and Paleozoic strata appended," Bonn, 1852.
These works contain the first purely scientific discussions of Texas·
The volume first named, as its title indicates, was chiefly written for
1 Texas: Geschildertin Beziehung auf geographischen, soci~len uud librigen Verhaltnisse, mit besonderer Riicksicht anf die dentsche Colonisation. Ein Handlmch
fur Auswanderernach Texas. Seinen deutschen Landsleuten gewidmet von Carl Prinzen zu Solms-Brauntels; nebst zwei Karten von Texas. Frankfurt-am-Main, 1846. sc.
z Texas im Jahre 1848, nach mehrjahrigen Beobachtungen dargestellt von Victor
Bracht (seit 1845 Burger jenes freien Staates). Elberfel nnd Iserlohn, 1849, bei Badeker. t:i0 •
3 Following is a list of the writings of Dr. Ferdinand Roemer on the geology of
Texas:
(1) "A Sketch of the Geology of Texas; by Dr. Ferdinand Roemer. (In a letter
to the editors dated New Braunfels, German settlement on the Guadaloupe, iu Western
Texas, Comal County, June 12, 1846)." Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. II, pp. 058-365
1846.
(2) "Contributions to the Geology of Texas; by Dr. Ferdinand Roemer." Am.
Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. VI, pp. 21-28, 1848.
(3) Texas: Mit besonderer Rlicksicht auf deutsche Auswanderung, und die physischea VerbaJtnisse des Landes nach eigener Beobachtnng geschildert von Dr. Ferdinand Roemer. Mit einem naturwissenschaftlichen Anhange nnd einer topographischgeognostischen Karte von Texas. Bonn, bei Adolph Marcus, 1849. 8° , pp. xiv, 2,
464, with map.
(4) Die Kreidebildungen von Texas und ihre organischen EinschHisse, von Dr.
Ferdinand Roemer. Mit einem die Beschreioung von Versteinerungt..n aus palaozoischen und terWiren Schichten enthaltenden Anhange und mit 11 von C. Hohe na.ch
der Natm auf Stein gezeichneteu Tafeln. Bonn, bei A(lolph Marcus: 1852. 4° , 100
J>P·, with plates.
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German emigrants, but its contents inclllde much valuable scientific
matter in addition to the first geologic map of' Texas. This was printed
in colors, indicating the superficial distribution of the formations. AI.
though crude and imperfect, it contains all the definite information of.
the region then accessible and most of what has been delineated on
more recent maps.
The scientific contents of this work, in addition to the above described
map, are as follows:
(1) The geographic position and bounds ot' the State.
(2) A description of the topographic features of the country.
(3) Its general botanic and zoologic features.
( 4) Its mineral products.
(5) Bibliography of writings on Texas.
(6) Stratigraphic features of the State, including descriptions of the followi.ng
formations: The diluvial and alluvial (Quaternary), the Tertiary strata, the Cretaceous strata, the older or Paleozoic strata, the Azoic 1 strata.
(7) The first contribution to the paleontology of Texas, consisting of descriptions
(not figured) of the following faunas that he studied, many speci~s of which were entirely new to science: The fossils of the Cretaceous and the fossils of the Carboniferous and Silurian strata on the San Saba River.
(8) A description by Rev. Adolph Scheele of the plants of Texas collected by Dr.
Roemer.
(9) A zoologic description of the region, giving many descriptions and localities of
the radiata, articulata, mollusca, and vertebrata.

Although Mr. Kennedy bad previously alluded to many of the facts
here set forth, Dr. Roemer deserves the credit of developing and presenting them to the world; for, as he said at the time this publication
was made, he had been unable to find a single European or American
publication on the peculiar features or distribution of the geologic
formations of Texas. 2 The explorations of Dr. Roemer in the western
portion of the State were limited by the fact that those formations
whose exploration would yield the most interesting geologic results
begin where the settlements left off and where were located the hunting
grounds of murderous Indian tribes. 3 So important were the geologic
observations of Dr. Roemer, as announced in this volume (and a few
scattering magazine articles the year before), and so minutely do they
bear upon the subsequent pages of this account that it is thought desirable to give a brief resume of the work.
(1) He outlined and discussed the age and stratigraphic conditions
of the alluvial and Quaternary deposits as now generally accepted and
noted the finding of fossil vertebrates 4 in many localities. He also noted
the fossil exogenous woods which they contained, lamenting that their
proper horizon was not known. Their occurrence with flint nodules in
the detritus of the Tertiary strata he thought an indication of their OreNot so considered now.
Texas, p. 365.
a Ibid., p. 366.
4 Previously noted by Wm. M. Carpenter.
l

2

See Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. I, p. 244,
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taceous origin. He expresses the opinion that this ' 4 diluvial and alluvial" formation is composed by the sedimentation from the erosion
going on in the western portion of the State.
(2) He first described the occurrence of the Eocene in Texas, at Wheelock, Caldwell County, where he found Pleurotorna, Fusus, Turritella,
Oerithiurn, Natica, Bulla, Dentaliurn, Oardita, Oorbula, Nttcula, &c., and
justly concluded that they were identical with those of the formation at
Fort Claiborne, Alabama. "It is hardly to be believed," he correctly
says, 1 "that this Tertiary formation is limited only to this point on the
Brazos in Texas, but most probably it is part of a continuous band, as
is the case in Mississippi and Alabama, extending along the foot of the
Cretaceous, and ,)nly the detritus of the later alluvial formations prevents its exposure in most places."
(3) He outlined and deRcribed the Cretaceous formation of Texas. 2
"Of all the formations," said he, 3 "either eruptive or stratified, the
Cretaceous formation plays by far the most important part in the geologic features of Texas."
(4) He first noted the absence of the Jurassic and the probable absence of the Triassic4 formation from the geologic series in Texas.
(5) He first described the stratigraphic relations and the organic inclosures of the Paleozoic rocks between the Perlernales .and San Saba
Rivers, upon the right bank of the Colorado. This peculiar, isolated
outcrop of Paleozoic strata (Potsdam of Walcott), upon the position
and relations of which Mr.O.D. Walcott has latelythrownsomuch light,
was well described by Dr. Hoerner, considering the state of geologic
knowledge at that time. He also noted its resemblance to a certain iso·
lated patch of what he considered similar rocks in Missouri.
Of these rocks :
(a) He first recognized the Carboniferous formation, not by any lithologic peculiarity, but by its undoubted, charncteristic fauna, including
Orthis urnbiculatutn von Buch and Spirijera crenistriata Sowerby. This
outcrop was the most southern exposure of the Carboniferous in Texas
and Dr. Roemer was unable to explore it farther north. 5
(b) He first noted the absence of the Devonian in Texas, but erroneously concluded that this formation does not extend west of the Misslssippi.6
(c) He described an impure, fragmentary, semicrystalline limestone
north of the Llano River, in horizontal or hardly disturbed strata, full
Texas, p. 372.
For details, see p. 71.
3 Texas, p. 373 .
.t Dr. Roemer's observations did not extend westward to that portion of Texas
now said by some disputants to be Jura-Trias.
6 Innumerable allusions to "coal" are found in popular works, but most of these
undoubtedly refer to the widely disseminated true lignite of the Cretaceous and Tet"
tiary, which is very abundant iu t.his portion of Texas.
·
6 Texas, p. 3tl9.
I

~
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of organic remains, mostly trilobites, only one Orthis in addition to these
having been observed.
Dr. Roemer obsen·ed the same strata some forty miles distant and
described several additional organic forms, including the new species
Pterocephalia Sancti Sabre Roemer. This he concluded1 was Lower Silurian. He found at another place a stratum which he also considered
Lower Silurian, and which lle described as consisting of a firm, wllite,
silicious limestone containing Euomphalus Sancti Sabre Roemer.
(d) He described the character of the older crystalline rocks that underlie the Silurian (Cambrian) strata.
Dr. Roemer's celebrated monograph (Die Kreide bildungen von Texas
und ihre organischen Einschliisse) \vas an elucidation of the facts he had
already given in his Texas. Its chief additional points are the fignTes
of Texas fossils and tiJe careful, accurate descriptions of the same, as
well as the more detailed account of tiJe Texas Cretaceous. The author
alluded to his descriptions in the work entitled Texas as being merely
diagnoses, although they far excel i u accuracy and fullness many of the
descriptions since published by early American paleontologists. This
work is one of the most complete and satisfactory of the early contributions to the geology of the United States, and, although printed in
1852, 2 it still remains t.he only monograph devoted entirely to the geology of Texa~.
U.S. MILI:.rARY RECONNAISSANCES AND EXPLORATIONS.

Principalmilita1·y J"econnaissances and explm·ations in Texas conducted by the Un-ited States
Government.
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Our Government has always ex4ibited commendable enterprise in
the exploration of its own territory. President Jefferson inaugurated
this wise policy during his first administration by sending Lewis and
Clarke upon their memorable expedition to the Northwest. Had the
State of Texas shared the benefits of the first half of the century that
were enjoyed by the States already in the American Union, its geologic
and topographic features would now be much better understood. Notwithstanding that Texas was then part of another country, early United
States explorations several times traversed its territory, as recorded in
the works mentioned below. 1
In 1806 Major Pike was ordered to ascend the Arkansas River to
its source, thence to strike across the country to the head of Red
River, and then descend that stream to Natchitoches. By mistake he
descended the Rio Grande. He was captured by the Spanish authorities, who sent him borne under escort, by way of Chihuahua, El Paso,
San Antonio, and the Sabine. His work was of much geographic value
concerning the Upper Arkansas region, but added little of Yalue to
scientific information concerning Texas. It failed in its original ohject,
to discover the sources of the Red River.
The next year (1807) Lieutenant Freeman and party were sent out
by President Jefferson to explore the Reu River to its sources, but they
were arrested near the eastern border of the present Panhandle of
Texas and returned to the United States. The Spanish government,
alarmed by these explorations, strengthened its fortifications Oil the eastern border of Texas to keep out all intruders.
The next Government expedition to penetrate Texan territory was
the one conducted by Major Long, in 1819-'20. On his return from the
Upper .Arkansas he traveled several hundred miles down tile Canadian,
under tile supposition that it was the Red .RiYer. A report of his journey was published. 2 This contained an interesting geographic description of the country, with some geologic facts. Although the Canadian
region naturally belongs with the Indian Territory, political boundaries
have included a portion of it in Texan territory~ and hence to Major
Long's description of it belongs the credit of being the first practical
1 Thrall's History of Texas, p. 24.
Exploration of tho Red River of Louisiana, by R. B. Marcy, &c., p. 3.
_An account of expeditions to the sources of the Mississippi, and through the western parts of Louisiana, to the sources of the Arkanl:!aw, Kans, La Platte, and Pierre
. Jaun Rivers; performed by order of the Go\Ternmcnt. of the United States during
t.he years 1805, 1806, and 1807. Ancl a tour through the interior parts of New Spain,
when conducted through these provinces, by order of the captain-general, in the
year 1807. By Maj. Z. M. Pike. Illustrated by maps and charts. Philadelphia, 1810·
so, pp. 7, 277; 4, 67, 55, 87, 1 portrait, 6 maps.
2Account of an expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, performed in
the years 1819 and '20, by order of the Ron. J. C. Calhonn, Secretary of War: nuder
the commaml of Major Stephen H. Long. From tho notes of Major Long, Mr. T. Say,
and other gentlemen of the exploring party. Compiled by Edwin James, bot~J~nist
and geologist for the expedition. 2 vols. Philadelphia, 1823. 8°,
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contribution. to geologic knowledge of Texas by the Government explorations.
Lieut. J. W. Abert, while returning· from New Mexico in 1845, also
descended the Canadian H.iver through the northern portion of the Panhandle of Texas. His itinerary and the accompanying illustrations
throw some light upon the physical features of the region, but convey
little accurate geologic information. 1
In 1840-'41 a joint commission, representing the United States and
the Republic of Texas, ran the Louisiana-Texas boundary. The Journal of the Joint Commission affords no geologic information, although
a few facts may be inferred from the meager topographic data. This
exploration was exceptional in a period of reconnaissances. 2
Go\.,.ernment explorations were inaugurated in Texas soon after the
annexation of that Republic and the subsidence of excitement incident
to the war with Mexico which followed.
By the articles of annexation (1845) it was stipulated that the United
States Government should protect the people of Texas from the Indians
upon their western and northern borders. The settlements at that time
did not extend beyond the eastern third of Northern Texas and the city
of San Antonio in the south. One of the first acts of the United States
Government was to establish a chain of forts from Fort Washita, Arkansas (now Indian Territory), on the Red River, to near the prese:nt site
of Fort Duncan, near Eagle Pass, on the Rio Grande, 3 in<~luding Fort
Worth (now the prosperous city of the same name); Fort Graham, on
the Brazos, in Hill County; Fort Martin Scott, near the present town
of Fredericksburg; Fort Croghan, 4 on the Colorado; and Fort Lincoln,
on the Rio Seco, in the southwest corner of Medina County. This chain
of fortifications became the base of series of military explorations iu
Western Texas that added great.ly to the fund of knowledge concerning that region.
The work accomplished was of two kinds, each of which was of some
definite value to geologic knowledge. The first was work of reconnaissance for the purpose of obtaining an idea of the general topography of
the country in order to facilitate military operations. The second comprised detailed surveys for purposes other than mi1itary, embracing the
great surveys for the exploration of the railway routes to the Pacific, the
exploration of the Red River of Louisiana, the United States and Mexican boundary survey, and an experiment in digging artesian wells on the

a

1 Report of an expedition, by Lieut. J. W. Abert, on the Upper Arkansas aud
through the country of the Comanche Indians, in 1845. Twenty-ninth Congress,
first session, Senate Document 438. Washington, 1846.
z.Twenty-seventh Congress, second session, Senate Document 199, pp. 54-57, with
maps.
3 The northeast and southwest line of this chain of forts almost coincides with the
eastern boundary of the true Texas Cretaceous area.
,.Abandoned.
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plains. ..All these expeditions were conducted by officers of the regular
Army, frequently accompanied by scientific specialists.
The greater part of the reports of these expeditions were published,
the first in 1850/ though some of them can only be found in manuscript
in the archives of the War Department at Washington, 2 including all
preceding 1849.
The character of the published reports was of every degree of value,
varying in length from brief communications of only a page or two to
large sets of octavo volumes replete with original matter. 3
RECONNAISSANCES.

At the close of the Mexican war very little was known of Texas west
of the line of fortifications erected in 1846-'47. Not the source of a
single river heading in the great plains was definitely known and nothing whatever of the geology of that terri tory had been revealed.
The first military reconnaissance was that undertaken by Lieut.
William F. Smith, 4 February, 1849, for the purpose
reconnoitering- a
wagon road from San Antonio to El Paso, a distance of 632 miles. His
brief report is \ery general in its character, but gives many hints concerning the topographic features of the country. It contains no direct contribution to geologic knowledge.
The next expedition was conuucted by Lieut. N. Michler, jr., 5 and
had for its object the reconnaissance of a military road from Corpus
Christi to the military post on the Le~na. His report contains numerous descriptions of the topographic features of the region traversed .
.Although its character is purely that of preliminary reconnaissance
and its scientific allusions are vague and incidental, the report still remains one of the best descriptions of that portion of tbe country.
The next exploration of 1849 was that reported upon by Lieut. William
H. C. Whiting.6 The object of the underqtking can be best understood
by the following extract from the original orders under w bich he acted: 7

of

It being very important that a military reconnaissance should 1e made of the western frontier of Texas, inclicatecl by the chain of posts now established, commencing
at the Rio Seco and terminating on the Red River at the mouth of the Fa! so Washita,
yon have been selected for that duty. Yon will pe pleased to emLraco in your report
the general character of the country, the roads to be constructed between the posts,
timber and stone for quarters, fuel and water, and the healthfulness of the country .
• 1 Senate Ex. Doc. No. 64, Thirty-first Congress, first Hession, 1~50.
Reports of the
Secretary of War. This contains reconnaissances in Texas and adjacent regions by
sundry officers in 1849.
2 For a complete map of Government explorations, see Progress Map of the United
States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hmidredth Meridian, 1882.
3 Reports of the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey, 4°, 3 vols.; Pacific
Railway Reports, 4° , 12 vols., &c.
4 Senate Ex. Doc. No. 64, Thirty-first Congress, first S@Ssion, 1850.
Report of the
Secretary of War, p. 6.
6 Ibid., p. 7.
6 Ibid., pp. 235-250.
7 Ihid., p. 236.
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Lil'ntenant Whiting's report, made in accordance with the foregoing
instructions, is by far the most intelligent aud compreheusive of the
military reports of that year. While keeping the wain objeet of the
journey in view, he does not lose an opportunity to interpolate observations · upon the geology of the region. His report, of on1y thirteen
pages, is the best yet made of the country traversed, although its contribution to scientific knowledge is small.
A most important contribution to the topography of the region between El Paso and Fort Washita was made by Capt. Randolph B.
Marcy upon his journey eastward from Santa Fe to Fort Smith. His
route intercepted the bead waters of the rivers that rise along the east·
ern borders of the Staked Plains and was subsequently visited by the
Pacific Railroad stuveys. His report includes the first printed description of the region, which will be treated somewhat at length in subsequent pages.
This journey, the first of a series made by Captain Marcy in that
region, furnishes the greater portion of our knowledge conceruing it.
~he publications of his observations consist of a large map, showing
the routes traversed by him during the years 1849, 1850, and 1851, and
his report upon the exploration of the Red River of Louisiana, the latter
belonging to the work of exploration, more fully noted hereafter.
Meanwhile Lieut. W. F. Smith, who had completed his reconnais·
sance of the country between San Antonio and El Paso, was detailed
to explore the Sacramento :\fountains west of the Pecos River. His
report of the work is only two printed pages, but, comparatively, 1s a
valuable contribution to the topography of the region, about which so
little is yet known.
Lieut. Francis N. Bryan conducted another expedition in this year.
His object was to survey a road from San .Antonio to El Paso. His
published itinerary of the forty-six days occupied in performing tbe
journey contains much general information concerning the country
traversed.
Another contribution to the geography and topography. of Texas was
made by :Lieutenant Michler in the year 1849. He followed Captain
Marcy's trail from Fort Washita. to the Pecos Ri\er. Upon arriving at
the Pecos be turned eastward to San Antonio. His printed report was
of a general character.
Other reconnaissances were made during the succeeding years, but
little has been published concerning them except what is embodied in
the reports of the more detailed explorations.
EXPLORATIONS.

The work of the Government expeditions hitherto made~ although
often securing valuab1e data, was purely that of hasty military reconnaissances; but we shall see that the natioual authorities commenced
(400)
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a series of more deliberate expeditions, usually accompanied by scientific specialists, beginning with Captain Marcy's exploration of the
Red River of Louisiana in the year 1852 and continuing until the completion of the l:nited States and Mexican boundary survey in 1855,
and including some minor work extending to the year 1858. Thirtyfive years ago little was known of Texas west of the one hundredth
meridian; even the headwaters of Red River had not been explored;
to-day little is known of this region, and no map exists containing
more than an approxirnatiqn to its topography.
EXPLORATION OJ<' THE RED RIVER OF J"OUISIANA.

In 1852 Captain Marcy was ordered to explore Red River to its source.
Upon his return he published a report! of the expedition, which contains the first geologic contribution of value foe til at part of the State.
From this report is compiled the followiug resume of the work accomplished by the exploration and its scientific corps:
(1) Barometric and astronomic observations were made by Lieut.
George B. McClellan. AJthough these were oftentimes incorrect, 2 they
constituted a definite ~ontribution to the altitude of that region.
(2) A practical geologist, Dr. G. G. Shumard, accompanied the expedition and made many notes of value, communicating to the world
through his own report and the reports of others upon his collections
many facts cortcerning· the local geology. His work will be further
noticed in this paper.
(3) The source and the contluents of Red River were delineated upon
the map.
(4) Collections of botanic and zoOlogic specimens of great value were
made, upon which many publications were afterwards based.
The strictly geologic work accomplished by this expedition was as
follows:
(1) Dr. George G. Shumard, the accompanying geologist, gives a brief
descriptiOn of the country from E'ort Smith, Arkansas, westward, by
the way of Fort Washita (ten miles nortl!.of the present city of Denison,
Tex.) and Fort Belknap, Texas, to the headwaters of Red River. His
paper contains the first descriptions of the Coal Measures (Carboniferous) of the Indian Territory and Central Texas; many sections of the
gypsum bearing region, commonly called the Jura-Trias or Red beds,
and the bestwenowpossessofthem; descriptionsof'the Wichita Mountains, composed of granitic rock, which are still but little understood;
and interesting data concerning the Cretaceous strata of that region.
1 Exploration of the Red River of Louisiana, in the year 1852, by Randolph B.
'Marcy; captain Fifth Infantry, U. B. Army, assisted hy George B. McClellan, brevet
captain U. S. Engineers; with reports on the natural history of the country and
numerous illustrations. Washington, 1854.
2 Lieutenant McClellan located the one hundredth meridian nearly 70 miles east of
its true position, an error which has caused considerable misunderstanding concerning the boundary of Texas.
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It is to him that we owe the first presentation of these strata as they
occur at :Fort Washita and southward fr(lm that place in Texas.
(2) A valuable contribution to the mineralogy of the region, by Dr.
Edward Hitchcock, of Amherst. His paper treats of the vast gypsum
deposits and the economic and scientific value of that mineral as it occurs in Texas.
(3) Descriptions of the Carboniferous and Cretaceous fossils collected,
with figures. This, the paleontologic portion of the work, was the first
contribution by Dr. B(mjamin F. Shumard to the geology of Texas.
The figures are very poorly executed and it is doubtful whether their
publication has been of value.
(4) A valuable map of the region, by Captain Marcy, accompanies
the report. It contains the results of observations during many years
of that officer's travels in this region.
UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN BOUNDARY SURVEY.

While Captain Marcy was exploring the northern portion of the
State, another expedition was in progress upon a much larger scale
along the southern boundary. This was the United States and Mexican boundary survey of 1848-1855. It is well to bear in mind the immense size of the State of Texas and to remember that Marc,y's investigations were in the northwestern portion and Roemer's in the southeastern central, the United States and Mexican boundary survey being
confined to the southern region.
The work of this survey in Texas commenced in the year 1853, under
Major W. H. Emory, and the field work continued through the year
1854. In 1857 the report 1 of the survey was published. 1.'his is .of inestimable value to science. It contains the first geologic descriptions
of the great region drained by the Rio Grande. In fact, the three large
quarto volumes of this report, except a few magazine articles, still fm·m
almost the sum total of the literature of that section.
The report embraces papers upon the geology of the route by Messrs.
Arthur Schott, James Hall, and T. A. ConraiL Me;:;srs. Hall and Conrad had not seen the region, bu,t made vague and general deductions
from reports and from specimens collected by members of the party.
Mr. Schott's descriptions are clear and accurate so far as I have observed. Mr. Conrad's paleontologic descriptions were too often based
upon material that modern paleontologists would not consider trustworthy evidence of new species. In several instances the localities he
gives in the publication disagree with the ones marked by the· collector,
Mr. Schott, upon the specimens uow in the collections of the National
Museum.
1 Report on the United States and Mexican boundary survey, made under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior, by William H. Emory, major First Cavalry and United States commissioner. Vol. I. Washington, 1857.
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Dr. 0. C. Parry, who wrote the paper in Major Emory's report upon
the geology of the upper portion of the Rio Grande, states that the
portien of the river from seventy miles below El Paso to Presidio del
Norte did not come under his personal observation. 1
These facts are given not to disparage the work, which, as already
said, is by far the best contribution to the geology of the Rio Grande
from El Paso to its mouth, but to show how infinitesimal is our knowledge of the region of which these small geologic reports are as yet our
only authority, a section of country, following the general course of
the stream, over twelve hundred miles in length.
The astronomic and topographic determinations of this survey were
also very v·aluable and in general it is the most important and accu.
rate addition to the cartography of Texas that has yet been made.
PACIFIC RAILROAD SURVEYS.

Another Government undertaking that followed closely upon Captain Marcy's exploration of Red River, and that was inaugurated while
Major Emory's work upon the Rio Grande was still in progress, was the
series of ~urveys across the region lying between the Mississippi River
and the Pacific Ocean, commenced in the year 1853. Two of the lines
crossed portions of the State of Texas.
The first of these surveys was conducted by Lieut. A. W. Whipple
in 1852 and 1853 and is generally known as the thirty-fifth parallel
survey.
The thirty-fifth pa1·allel survey.-Thi~ survey traversed that extreme
northwestern portion of the State locally designated as the Panhandle
(all of Texas north of Red River and west of the one hundredth meridian),
a region differing much in its physical aspects from the remainder of the
State. The line traveled was approximately that of the Canadian Hiver,
and the results were a fair geographic section of the region and a contribution to the scientific knowledge of the Indian Territory, whereby
some light was thrown upon the northern extension of the Texas formations.
Lieutenant Whipple, besides having a well equipped corps of topographic engineers, was accompanied by Mr. Jules Marcou, who as geologist took careful notes and collected many specimens. His observations were valuable, but his deductions involved American geologists
of the time in a discussion that has not been settled to this day; for,
while Mr. Marcou was said to be wrong in certain of his conclusiom;
concerning the so-called Jurassic age of what is now generally accepted
Cretaceous, he still possessed the advantage over his antagonists of
being the only one who had visited the field. It is often a question in
my mind whether Mr. Marcou's terms Jurassic and Neocomian, which
he applied to the Cretaceous of Western Texas, are not much nearer
the truth than those of the writers who make that portion of the Texas
1

Report on the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey, Vol. I, Part II, p. 49.
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Cretaceous the equivalent of the upper members of the European series.
He was one of the first practical geologists to visit this north western
section of Texas. His observations were limited to that small portion
of the State traversed by the Canadian River, but they constitute the
chief data concerning the region to which they partain. It is much to
be regretted that their usefulness was impaired by the misunderstanding that ensued between him and the Secretary of War. Before Mr.
Mar con coulfl write a final and complete report his notes were peremptorily demanded as he was departing for Europe, and later they were
intrusted to Mr. W. P. Blake to write out. He published Mr. Marcou's
field notes in full, although he failed in that interpretation which could
have been made only by l\'lr. Marcon, and gave the world an opportunity
to make its own deductions.
The results 1 of the thirty-fifth parallel survey, although presenting
many imperfection~ and marred by this unfortunate occurrence, were
upon the whole a great addition to our knowledge of the Indian Territory and North west Texas regions.
The thirty-second parallel survey.-Another survey across the State
of Texas for the purpose of fiading a ~mitable rail way route to the P acific was that conducted by Capt. John Pope along the thirty-second
parallel in 1853. Practically the route was the same as the one traveled
by Captain Marcy upon his return from New Mexico, in 18!8, a description of which has already been given (p. 24). The work of this exploring expedition, so far as it pertained to Texas, commenced at El Paso,
in the western portion of the State, and progressed eastward. It approximately followed the thirty-second parallel to near the mouth of Delaware Oreek, and thence passed slightly north of eastward to Preston,
on Red River, a few miles northwest of the site of the city of Denison.
It crossed, en route, the Paleozoic strata of the trans-Pecos region, the
Jura-Trias or gypsum bearing series, the typical Texas Cretaceous, the
Central Texas Coal Measures, the two belts of the cross timbers, and
the Cretaceous to the east of the central Carboniferous exposures. The
astronomic, topographic, and barometric measurements were important,
but the geologic results were impaired by the fact that no trained geologist accompanied the expedition. The notes of the officers and the
Rpecimens gathered under Mr. Marcou't; direction, however, were turned
over to him by Captain Pope, and he wrote a l>rief general preliminar.r
report upon them. 2
1 Reports of explorations and surveys to a~certain the most practicaule aud ecouomical route for a railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacifie Ocean, made under
the direction of the Secretary of ·war in1853-'54,-'55, according to the acts of Congress
of March 3,1853, May 31, 1854, and August 5, 1854. Volume III. Washington, 1t!G6.
2 Report of Secretary of War.
House Document 129, Vol. 4, Chap. XIII, pp. 125-128.
Geological notes of a survey of the cou'utry comprised between Preston, Red River,
and El Paso, Rio Grande del Norte, in Report of Exploration of a Route for the Pacific
Railroad near the Thirty-second Parallel of Latitude, from the Red River to the Rio
Grande. By Bvt. Capt. John Pope, Corps of Topog r<Lphical Engineer.:>, 1855.
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The notes and specimens of this expedition were taken from Mt.
:Marcon, together with those of the thirty-fifth parallel survey, and
hence he was debarred from the privilege of writing the final report for
th~ large quarto volumes that subsequently appeared.l These contained
a written report by :lVIr. W. P. Blake, which ga,Te little additional knowledge.
ARTESIAN WELL EXPERIMENT.

The last exploration in Texas conducted by military officers m11ler
specific Government appropriations was that for the purpose of boring
artesian wells upon the plains, conducted by Capt. John Pope, in 1857
and 1858. 2 This experiment yielded important geologic inform3Jtion, for
accompanying the expedition as geologist was Dr. George G. Shumard,
who collecled mnch material and wrote an article ou the local geology, 3
adding much to our knowledge of the trans-Pecos region, showing tlte
existence of the Carboniferous, the Cretaceous, and the gypsum beariug
1\'Iesozoics in that part of the State.
During this expedition Dr. G. G. Shumard collected the material that
formed the ground work of Dr. B. F. Shumard's article upon ''New
fossils from the Permian strata of New Mexico and Texas." This
paper first announced the existence of Permian strata in Texas. 4
This work practically ended United States explorations il;l 'rexas for
the time. The State then exhibited a keen desire to explore its own
geologic resources. In a few years the civil war drew the energies of
our militar.r forces to a more serious field and the posts along the Texas
frontier were evacuated, and until the inauguration of work by the
U uited States Geological Survey in the State no further contributions
were made by United States explorers.
GEOLOGIC SURVEYS CONDUCTED BY THE STATE.

For the information contained in the following pages I am indebted
to various persons. Much of it has been compiled from the offi~ial reports
1
Reports of explorations and surveys to ascertain the most practicable anu economical ronte for a railroad from tlJ.e Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. Made
under the direction of the Secretary of vV M, in 18.) 3-'54, according to acttl of Congress
of-March :r, 1853, May 31,1854, antl August 5,1854. Vol. II. ·w ashington, l!:l55.
2
Artesian well experiment. l'?.eports of Capt. John Pope, 'fop. Eng., to Capt. A. A.
Humphreys, Top. Eng., in charge of office of Exploration and Snrvey, War Department. To be found in Senate Ex. Doc., Thirty-fifth Congress, second session, 1858-'59,
Vol. 2 (which is Report of the Secretary of War, ,J. B. Ployd, fir,., t part), pp. 582,590-

GOS.
3

Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. I.
Still little understoo.(l, but now considered eitlJ.er Permian or uppermost Carboniferons, being the latest of the latter age.
4
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of the several State geologists. A greater portion, however, has been
kindly furnished by those familiar with the facts presented. 1
The burning of the archives by the capitol fire in 1881 has deprived
me of what under ordinary circumstances would be the most useful
source of information.
To some ~tis a matter of surprise that the State of Texas has not made
a thorough geologic survey of its territory, especially since the State has
always been comparatively free from financial embarrassment and owns
the public lands within its borders, the value of which could not but
have been enhanced by a scientific knowledge of their characteristics.
A thorough study of the political history of the State will show, however, that a combination of untoward circumstances has invariably
thwarted the effect of enactments looking toward such a survey.
Up to the time when the Anglo-American population extricated Texas
from the Spanish-Mexican regime (1835) it had been under the non-progressive rule of the Middle Ages. The other States of the Union hau
previously attained a permanent form of government, allowing the public mind to follow intellectual and scientific pursuits with the greatest
impetus during the first third of the nineteenth century. Amidst the
throes of political organization scientific interests always flag. Time is
required for the establishment of a stable government. While undergoing its political evolution, Texas had two wars with Mexico anu a
continual fight with hostile savages. Twenty years from the date of its
separation from Mexican domination seems but a short periou for the
establishment of a geologic survey.
But a still greater obstacle to an early thoroug-h survey of its domains
was the fact that the population, even until the last decaue, was confined to the eastern third of the State, and that until a dozen years ago
the hostility of the Indians made observation in the vast unsettleu region exceedingly dangerous. In 184:9 Dr. Roemer said that Texas became interesting geologically at the points where civilization left off
and where exploration was almost impossible. His remarks would have
been equally applicable thirty years later.
Notwithstanding these obstacles, the State of Texas did establish by
legislative enactment and appropriation what was intended to be a
thorough topographic and geologic survey of its domains. This honorable design was defeated by the civil war and the petty jealousies of
the scientific men to whom the State had intrusted the labor. The State
maue two earnest endeavors to secure a geologic survey of its domain
and that such a survey has not been made is not due to its indifference.
Before describing these sun7 eys and their results, it will be well to
mention briefly the Texas land office, an institution whose functions
have a distant connection with scientific results.
r I am especially indebteu to Prof. G. C. Broadhead, of Pleasant Hill, Mo.; Mr.
Friench Simpson, of ColumbnH, 'rex.; Ron. A. D. Norton, of Dallas, Tex.; Mr. C.
K. Lee, of Colorado, Tex.; Hou. J. G. Tracey, of Houston, Tex., and Mr. N. A. Taylor, of Abilene, Tex.
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THE TEXAS LAND OFFICE.

The Republic of Texas, having in its possession a large unsettled domain, found it necessary, as one of the first acts of its existence, to
establish some method of administering the duties incident to the survey and the disposition of the land. By act of December 23, 1836, a
land office was opened at the capital in February, 1838, under the control
of a salaried commissioner.
The functions of this office were to preserve a record of surveys, to
issue warrants for land, and to prevent error or fraud in their location.
The Republic of Texas fo1lowed the Spanish method of"granting lands/
by which the State incurred no expense of survey in their location. Instead of making topographic surveys of the public lands a:iJd dividing them according to the township ~ystem of the United States land
surveys, the State issued scrip for a designated number of acres to be
located upon any portion of the territory f{)und vacant. The person
locating the land employed a surveyor (oftentimes of inadeq11ate skill),
who ran the lines of the location and sent in field notes of his survey to
Austin. By this method the State obtained very unsatisfactory information of these surveys. By the township system, on the other hand,
at least a correct map of the main topographic features would have
been secured. The land office of the State published several maps of
Texas, but they were chargeable with incorrectness. Dr. B. F. Shumard
said : "The maps in the land office at Austin are more or less imper·
feet and the surveys in some instances exceedingly erroneous; " 2 ;yet
these maps were the only contributions of the State land office to a
scientific knowledge of Texas. Their value is of a doubtful if not of a
negative character. The commissioners have made regular reports to
each legislative body. A few of these have been printed, but they
contain nothing of scientific value. The whole series of reports can be
found only in the land office at A.ustin.
FIRST GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (SHUMARD).

By act of the lOth of February, 1858, the legislature of the Sta.te of
Texas authorized a geological and agricultural survey of the State.
It was madl3 the duty of the State geologist to make as speedily as possible '' a thorough and complete geological survey of the State, so as
to determine accurately the quality and characteristics of the soil and
its adaptation to agricultural purposes; the species of produce to
which the soil in different sections is adapted; its mineral resources,
their location and the best means for their development ; its water
powers, their location and capacities; and generally everything relating
to the geological and agricultural character of the State. 113
1

Seep. 12.
l!'irst Report of Progress of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, by
B. F. Shumard, State Geologist, pp. 8, 9. _...
s Ibid., p. 5.
2
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To fill the office of State geologist, which was created by the same
act, Governor H. R. Runnels, on the 28th day of August, 1858, appointed Dr. Benjamin F. Shumard. 1 This gentleman's life of scientific
training and his experience in geologic surveys gave him every qualification for the position. 2
Organization and equipment.-His first act 3 was to select from the
works of the best instrument makers a set of chemit~al and physical apparatus for the equipment of analytical laboratories at Austin and of
meteorologic stations at one or two other points. Since the climatologic and meteorologic conditions existing in tlJe State of Texas are
important factors in the geologic effects, the wisdom of Dr. Shumard's ·
endeavors to study these phenomena will be apparent.
He organized his staff of assistants as follows: Assistant geologist,
Dr. George G. Shumard; chemist and assistant geologist, Prof. W.
P. Riddell; topographer, :1\-fr. A. R. Roessler; meteorologists, Prof.
Caleb G. Forshey, at Rutersville, and Swante Palm, esq., at Austin.
The qualifications of all these gentlemen were considered the best for
their day and time. Dr. George G. Shumard possessed the largest store
of scientific information, especially concerning the western portion of
the State, having accompanied Captains Marcy and Pope as a geologist
in their numerous exp~orations.
Professor Riddell, besides being an able chemist, was especiftlly wel1
informed respecting the structure of the settled portion of the country.
Mr. Hoessler, although a young man, possessed a good scientific education, was a hard worker, and to him is due much of the accurate topographic knowledge. of the State we possess at tlJe present day.
The meteorologic stations were established in accordance with tho
plan adopted by the Smithsonian Institution.
Fieid labors.-The geologic corps proper \Yas divided into field parties, and in January, 1859, these entered upon their duties. TlJe first
of them, under Dr. George G. Shumard, constrncteu an accurate section of the country between . .~ustin and tbe Red Ri,·er in Grayson
County. Dr. Shumard also made "thorough and final sun·eys" of the
counties of Grayson, Fannin, ancl Cass, and partial surveys of Bo"ie,
Red River, and Lamar Counties. In a<ldition to this work, he ma<le a
1 There is a tradition, with some ground for belief, that Governor Runnels intended
to appoint Dr. G. G. Shnmanl to the office of State geologist, but, by a clerical error,
the name of his -brother, Dr. B. F. Shumard, was im:;crted in tho original commission.
This bei:ng before the clays of rapid communication jt was impossible to remedy the
error, and Dr. G. G. Shumard gracefully accepted the position of assistant State geologist.
2 For a sketch of Dr. Shumard's qualifications, see Texas Almanac for 1859.
3 The following account of the operations of the survey is principally based upon
the First Report of Progress of tho Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, by B.
f, Shumard 1 Austin, 1859,
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careful exploration of Red River from Cooke County to the Louisiana
boundary. 1
Professor Riddell made final surveys of the counties of Caldwell and
Guadalupe, south of Austin, the State capital, and of McLennan and
Coryell, near the geographic center of the State; also of the greater
part of Bosque County.
Dr. Benjamin F. Shumard, the head of the survey, made detailed
surveys of Burnet and Rush and partial surveys of Travis, Bastrop,
Washington, Fayette, and Young Counties. He also made a series of
reconnaissances. Dr. Shumard in his report2 said:
It will be seen that besides a general survey extending over a large portion of the
eastern and middle portions of the State, we have made minute and :final surveys of
eleven counties. Two are nearly :finished and a number partially surveyed.

j}{ethods of surt:ey.-From the report cited we extract the following·:
In making these preliminary surveys careful sections of the strata have been made at
all points of ont,crop within reasonable distances of the route traveled, and. the thickness, stratigraphical order, dip, and mineral and fossil characters of the various beds
have been determined with as much precision as possible. * * " In some counties
sections of the strata have been measured at more than one hnudrcd and :fifty localities·
* * * We made frequent barometrical observations to as;ertain the elevation of the
country above tide-water, and much attention bas been directed to obtaining a correct
knowledge of the topographical features.
We have also determined, with as much accuracy as possible, the amount and qualit,y
of timber in each county, proportion of timber and prairie, elevation of hills, depth
and width of valleys, and the amount of available water power furnished by the
streams.
A large share of attention has also been devoted to the agrieuUnral capabilities
of these counties. The different varieties of soDs and subsoils have been carefully
examined, numerous specimens have been collected for future study and analysis, and
we have spared no pains to a"scertain the most advantageous methods of cultivating
and improving them.
Particular search has been made for minerals of economical importance, and all
mines, whether of prospective or known value, have been examined with special care
and the probable amount, richness, aud quality of the ores determined. Samples of
ores and their accompanying minerals, coals, limestones, marbles, clays, mineral
waters, &c., have been collected, and are now deposited in the laboratory at Austin,
for chemical analysis and :final preservation in the State cabinet. 3
1 Since this work was prepared for the press tho notes of Dr:. G. G. Shumard have been
collected and publishecl by the State of Texas in a volume ontitletl "A Partial Report of the Geology of "\Vestern Texas, consisting of a General Geological Report and
a Journal of Geological Observations along the Routes traYelctl by tho Expetlitiou
between Indianola, Tex., and thB Valley of the Mimbres, Nc\Y Mexico, during the
years 1855 and 18G6; with an Appendix giving a detailed Hcport of the Geology of
Grayson County. By Prof. George G. Shumard, assistant State geologist of 'fexas.
Austin, State Printing Office, 1886." 8° , pp. Yii, 145, with illustrationR.
2 First Report of Progress of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, by B.
F. Shumard, State geologist, p. 8.
3 lbid., p. 8,
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Of the fossils, Dr. Shumard remarked that the collection was "especially large and valuable, and, it is believed, when carefully studied
will throw considerable light on some disputed points of the geology
of the West and Southwest."
Maps.-· On the subject of maps Dr. Shumard said:
Our county maps will embrace the areas occupied by the different geological formations, localities of workable mines, ore deposits, coals, lignites, marble and stone quarries, medicinal and other springs, furnaces, towns, post offices, churches, saw and grist
mills, and boundaries of timber and prairje. This portion of our labor has often been
attended with considerable difficulty, arising from the fact that the maps in the land
office at Austin are more or less imperfect and the surveys in some instances exceedingly erroneous. It bas been sometimes almost impossible to locate our observations
with that degree of minuteness and precision which was thought desirable, but; we
have spared no exertions to remedy defects, supply omissions, and to make our maps
as complete as possible in their geographical as well as in their geological details.

Such is a brief account of the first year's operation of the geological
and agricultural survey of Texas~ as stated by its director in his first
annual report of progress. It is obvious that Dr. Shumard had accomplished much during this brief time and that the plans of organization
and operation were such as to result in the accomplishment of one of the
most valuable State surveys, could they have been carried out.
Operations of 1860.-After a brief winter's work in quarters at Austin, the Survey resumed the field in 1860. The records of the ;year's
work are meager, for a series of misfortunes occurred by which theresults of the survey, exeepting a few fragments to be hereafter noted,
were lost to science, and a blow was inflicted upon State encouragement
of scientific investigations from which the State has not yet recovered.
The personnel of the scientific corps remained unchanged, except that
at the beginning of the year Dr. Shumard employed as a collector o:(
plants a young man, S. B. Buckley, who became a prominent figure in
the subsequent history of the surveys.
From l\'lr. Buckley we have the only published account of the survey's operations during the year, 1 of '\~hich he speaks as follows:
In January, 1860, I was also employed as an assistant by Dr. Shumard, I having
charge of the botanical department, also JJlaking geological observations.
In May, 1860, Drs. Shumard, Riddell, and myself went, via San Antonio, to Corpus
Chrh;ti, returning by the way of Goliad and Lockhart to Austin. About the 1st of
June we started for the survey of Navarro County, which was finished about the 1st of
July; then w.e removed, spending the month of July in the survey of Washington
County. The month of August was employed in the examination of Bastrop County.
Thence returning to Austin, we went into San Saba, remaining there until November.
Dr. George G. Shumard Bpent the summer in Northern Texas, in Grayson, Lamar,
Fannin, and other counties on the Red River. He returned to Austin in September.
During the summer Dr. B. F. Shumard had been a large portion of the time at
Austin, leaving Dr. Riddell and myself in the field. At Austin he was closely watched
by Governor Houston, who, being convinced that Dr. Shumard was not a suitable
person for a State geologist, removed him about the 1st of November, 1860.
1 First Annual Report of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, by S. B.
Buckley, A.M., Ph. D., State geologist, Houston, 1874, p. 8.
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On the same page from which the above is quoted and on the following one Dr. Buckley shows very plainly the spirit in which he served his
chief. He says :
Returning in January, we found Dr. Shumard still at Austin, occupying his former
room at the geological departmant. Dr. Moore thought it rather strange that Shumard had not vacated the office. In excuse, Dr. Shumard assured Dr. Moore that he
wonld do nothing which would injure the interests of Dr. Moore, and that he only
wished to arrange his bnsin0ss and start for the North. Thus assured, we started for
Llano County, but on our route Dr. Moore, thinking that all might not go right at Austin, whflre t.he[sPcession] convention of1861 was then in session, requested me to return
and arrange specimens, and watch Dr. Shml)ard, 'with whom I was then on friendly
terms. Soon after my arrival at Austin a friend informed me that Dr. Shumard was
busily engaged in persuading the members of tho convention to displace Dr. Moore
and reinstate him in office again, and that, too, with every prospect of success. To
thwart this, I drew up some charges against Dr. Shumard and placed them in the
hands of Govern~r Houston, who showed them to some of the leading members of the
convention, and nothing further was done in favor of Dr. Shumard, who soon after
left for St. Louis, vowing vengeance, saying that he would break down my scientific
reputation.
~'lr.

Roessler says :

Aside, however, from Mr. Buckley's own acknowledgment of his motive in drawing up these charges, he shows his maliciousness and willful intention, if possible, to·
suppress the truth by neglecting to state that when these charges were presented the
legislature of Texas, in its session of 1860-'61, appointccl a committee for their investigation, of which Mr. Waelder was chairman. He also neglects to Etate that Dr. Shumanl courted an investigation and voluntarily and promptly appeared before tho
committee appointed, and that the utter falseness of the charges was proved by such
well known gentlemen as Professor Forshey, Senator Russell, and Colonel Timmons. 1

A State election had occurred in the fall of 1859, and after much bitterness on both sides Governor Runnell8, the democratic incumbent and
the patron of the survey, was succeeded by Gen. Sam. Houston, independent, who, under the influence of political an<l personal effort brought
to bear for that end, removed Dr. Shumard, after an administration of
twenty-six months. 2 Dr. Shumard left the State at the outbreak of the
war, during which most of his notes, c<'llectious, and maps were lost or
destroyed, and made his home at St. Louis, where he die<lin 1869, 3 having bad no opportunity to publish an official report, but having contribute<l to our knowle<lge of the geology of Texas by his fragmentary publ Reply to the charges made by S. B. Buckley, State geologist of Texas, in his offidal report of 1874, against Dr. B. F. Shumard and A. R. Roessler, p. 7.
2 Dr. Shumard was reinstated by the legislature, in April, 1861, to prepar~ his :final
report, which was never pu blishcd.
3 For the biographical data concerning Dr. Shumard in this paper we are indebted
to the sketch in the Am. Jonr. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. XLVIII, pp. 294-296; to A. R.
Roessler's reply to S. B. Buckley; and to Prof. G. C. Broadhead and others.
Dr. B. F. Shumard was born at Lancaster, Pa., November 24, 1820. His father
afterwards removed to Cincinnati, and while he was living there Dr. Shumard graduated at Oxford, Ohio; returning to Philadelphia, he went through one course in the
medical college of that city. His father then removed to Louisville, Ky., where young
Shumard completed his medical studies, in 1846. He then practiced medicine in one of
the interior towns of Kentucky. Here he developed. his taste for paleontologic investig~tion, and after a few months' country practice he removed to Louisville. In this

Bull. 45-3
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lications, of which we shall speak more definitely hereafter. The sur·
vey as carried on under his immediate successors may, for convenience,
still be called the Shumard survey, as it was an attempt to continue llis
work rather than to inaugurate any new system of work or of organization.
Immediately upon the removal of Dr. Shumard, November, 1860, the
governor appointed Dr. Francis M. Moore State geologist. He was au
honorable and cultured gentleman, of much executive ability. .For
many years he had b~en the editor of The Houston Daily Telegram,
then the leading newspaper of the State. It was owing to his public
spirited and intelligent advocacy of its necessity that the survey was
originally established.
According to Dr. Buckley1 he himself was appointed first assistant State geologist; Dr. Riddell, who had been assistant State. geologist and chemist, was retained as chemist; and .l\Ir. H.oessler was
city he became associated in scientific auu professional pursuits with Dr. L. P. Yandell, and together they uovoted much of thoir leisure to the study of geology a11<l paleontology. Several valuable paleontologic contrilmtions were published nuder their
joint authorship. Dr. Shumaru was an earnest anu careful collector, and his cabinet
at Louisville was visited by many distinguisbetl foreigners.
Dr. Shumard's geologic talent was not long in receiving recognition. He was appointed by Dr. David Dale Owen as assistant geologist in the geological survey of
Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, which was inanguratell in 1846 by authority ot
Congress.
Dr. Shumard was busily engaged in the field during 1848 and 1849 as tho head of
one oftbe divisions of the survey. Manyofthe most valuable reports upon tho geology and paleontology of this survey, from his pen, "rem;tin monuments to the iuuustry, acquirements, and ability of their author."
Besides his share in the publication of these reports, Dr. Shumard, about tho same
time, published a valuable monograph, entitled Contributions to the Geology of Kentucky. In the work of the Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota surve~' he"' as associated
with many men who have since become eminent in the annals of North American
geology, including P. B. Meek, Dr. J. Evans, Prof. A. Litton, :ln(l others.
In 1853 Dr. Shumard removed to St. Louis an(l was appointed assistant geologist
and paleontologist of the Missouri geological survey under Professor Swallow. He
labored here until the summer of 1858, when he was appointell State geologist of
Texas. He arrived at Austin on October 30 of the same year and initiated the work
of a survey upon a broad and comprehensive plan.
At the beginning of the war the doctor returned to St. Louis. He was obliged to
leave a large part of his collections amllibrary at Austin through tho war. He again
took up the practice of medicine, which he c0ntinued to the year of his death.
He bad •heeu in a declining state of health for about a year, having suffered from
]Jemorrhage of the lungs, when his death occurred, April14, 1869.
In St. Louis Dr. Shumard hall the intellectual and social companionship of that small
coterie of western scientists who made that place a scientific center for many years.
As a paleontologist he held a high rank. He was president and one of the organizers of the Academy of Science of St. Louis and a member of many other similar societies at home and abroad.
He was a man of science in the highest sense of the word and devoted himself entirely to its pursuits; in the prosecution of it he contributed more, perhaps, than any
other man to the revelation of the immense resources of tho Mississippi Valley.
1 First Annual Report of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, p. 8.
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retained as draftsman. In J)ecember, 1860, Drs. Moore and Bucldey 1
made a short reconnaissance through the southern counties of the State,
and iu March they made a tour through Western Texas, during which
trip the survey was suspended. The resolution suspending the survey
is as follows :
Be it resolved: (1) That the geological survey be suspended, with the exception of tho
SLate geologist and chemist, who shall continue in the survey only so long as it may
be necessary to make out the report hereinafter provideu for.
(2) That B. F. Shumard, the State geologist, be reqnesteu to make a report of his
sttrvey so far as the survey has been completed, anu for that purpose shall have conLrol over the cabinet and rooms and his notes and the services of the chemist, and he
shall receive a like salary heretofore paid the State geologist until the work be completed: PTov-ided, Said report shall be made by the 1st of July next; which compensation shall be paid out of the appropriations heretofore made for the support of the
geological bureau.
(:3) That Dr. Francis Moore, present State geologist, be req nested to make out areport of the work executed up to the present cime,
Approved, AprilS, 1861.

What was done towards complying with this act cannot be aReertained. It is certaill that no reports were published and appareutly
the agitation of the civil war prevented further work. The act seems
to imply an official justification of Dr. Shumard, which is not mentioned in any of Dr. Buckley's sketches of the history of the surveys.
The civil war had now broken out and Dr. Moore left for the North
in Jnly, 1861, and in 1864 died iu Northern 1\'Iichigan, while in the employ of a mining company.
During the war the State capitol was occupied by troops and the
laboratories and the museum of the survey were converted into a manufactory of percussion caps. The magnificent specimens were taken
away as curiosities or wantonly destroyed and many of the precious
notes and maps were scattered to the winds.
At the opening of the war Dr. Buckley also left the South, taking
with him, as has been charged by Mr. Roessler, 2 the notes of the survey.
At the close of the conflict he returned to Austin, assu::ned charge of
the collections and effects of the survey, and secured the passage of
a joint resolution repealing the act of April 8,1861, by which the survey
had been suspended. He was appointed by Governor Throckmorton,
in November, 1866, to take charge of the survey, notwithstanding the
protests of Dr. B. F. Shumard, 3 Mr. Roessler, and others, previously of
1 First Annual Report of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, by S. B.
Buckley, p. 8.
2 Reply to the charges made by S. B. Buckley, State geologist of Texas, in his official
report of 1874, against B. F. Shumard and A. R. Roessler, p. 10.
3 In a letter to Swante Palm, esq., under date of August 11, 1866, Dr. Shumard thus
characterizes Mr. Buckley's standing iu his service : " ~n the same article he claim~
that he was connected with me in the geological survey. Now, be came to me ragged
and penniless, and I employed him to collect plants at one dollar per day, giving him
precisely the same wages I was giving my teamsters and cooks. All the geology he
knows I taught him, and that was precious little."
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the survey. The unfinished report of Dr. ~humard, which the legislature in 1861 had given to Dr. Moore to complete, now fell to his charge
so far as materials remained. Dr. Buckley put forth in 1866 a. work
entitled A Preliminary Report of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas. In a prefatory note be speaks of the book as the report
of work done under tile supervision of Dr. 1\Ioore, adding that his connection with the survey bad been longer than Dr. J\Ioore's and t!Jat all
the knowledge obtained by service under Dr. Shumard which promises
to !Ja.ve any public value is embodied in its pages. 'J:!Je book contains
!)2 octavo pages, including title and index, and a large proportion of
these pages is occupied with general statements as to agricultural oper
ations and the whole is of little ~cientific value. In the words of Mr.
A. H. Roessler : 1
It does not contain the analysis of either soils or minerals or t,h e delineation of a
single fossil, geological section, or anything else in that direction. In fact there is
nothing new in it, the whole I'eport being a poor rehash of articles published iu the
Texas Almanac and other periodicals.

In 1867 the political winds blew ont the administration that upheld
Dr. Buckley before lle printed any further report. Under military· rule
and changes that ensued was swept away the last remnant of the original
geological survey of Texas as inaugurated by Dr. Shumard nine years
before, except a few disordered specimens, which were completely destroyed by the capitol fire in 188l.
Official results.-The destruction of records by the capitol fire leaves
no opportunity to gather official information as to what was accomplished by the survey, but fi'Olll unofficial sources lllave emleavored to
make up as accurate and complete a statemeut as possible.
There were two direct publications of the survey. The first was the
First Report of Progress of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of
Texas, by B. F. Shumard, State geologist. It was a pamphlet of 17
pages, of which 1,700 copies were printed for distribution. It may be
found in the libraries of the National Museum and the U. S. Geological
Survey at Washington. The second official pnblicatiou was A Preliminary Report of the Geological and Agl'iCLlltural Sur-vey of 'l'exas,
by S. B. Buckley, 1866, already described.
Indirect results.-Altbough the State published so little concerning
the geological investigations of the Shumard survey, the scientific men
who were attached to it made known useful data concerning the geology,
topography, and paleontology of the State. Dr. Shumard described
many new spedes and contributed much to the stratigraphic knowledge of the State. His publications, based upon material gathered
and observations made while connected with the State survey, are as
follows:
1

~eply

to t4e c4arges made by S. B. Buckley, p. 11.
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"Observations upon the Cretaceous strata of Texas,'' Acad. Sci. Saint Louis, Vol.
I, pp. 582-590, 1860.
''Descriptions of new Cretaceous fossils from Texas," 'frans. A cad. Sci. Saint Louis,
Vol. I, pp. 590-610, with figures, 1'360, published by Dr. C. A. Whit~ in his Contributions to Paleontology, No.1, Eleventh .Annual Rep. U.S. Geological (Hayden) Survey.
"Descriptions of :five new species of Gasteropoda from the Coal Measures, and a
Brachiopod from the Potsdam Sandstone of Texas," Trans . .Acad. Sci. Saint Louis,
Vol. I, pp. 624-627, 1851.
"State Ilouse artesian well at Austin," Texas .Almanac, pp. 161, 162, 1860; gives
valuable geological section.
"Geological survey of Texas," Texas .Almanac, pp. 199, 200, 18GO, Galveston, 1859.
"The Primordial zone of Texas, with descriptions of new fossils," .Am. Jour. Sci.,
2d ser., Vol. XXXII, pp. 213-321, 1861.
"Descriptions of new Cretaceous fossils from Texas," Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,
Vol. VIII, pp. 188-205, 1861-186~.
"Observations on the Cretaceous strata of Texas," Texas .Almanac, pp. 203-205, 1861.
Extract from a letter to the corresponding secretary of the Academy of Science of
Saint Louis, read Novembm: 5, 1860; mentions the discovery of dicotyledonous leaves
in the Cretaceous strata of Red River, Trans. Acad. Sci. Saint Lonis,Vol. II, pp. 140, 141.
"Descriptions of new Paleozoic fossils," Trans. Acad. Sci. Saint Louis, Vol. II, pp.
108-113, 1862; describes Goniatites Texanus, a new Carboniferous fossil from the bluffs
of Wallace Creek, San Saba County, Texas.
Communication to the Academy of Science of SaiuiJ Louis, March, 181)1, announcing
the apparent discovery of the Ripley group of the Cretaceous in Texas, Trans . .Acad.
Sci. Saint Louis, Vol. II, p. 152.

At the time of his death Dr. Shumard had in his possession many
valuable notes and unpublished manuscripts concerning the geology
and paleontology of Texas that would, no doubt, throw much light upon
some of the important points concerning that region. Dr. C. A. White
has published illustrations of some of the species 1 he described without
figures, and this will probably be done in tbe case of others of his unfigured specimens as soon as duplicates cau be colJected and identified.
The notes aml manuscripts, however, should not be lost to scieuce, and
it is hoped that some friend of the deceased will produce them ultimately for publication.
Mr. Roessler, the topographer of the survey, has published several
valuable maps, among them a large topograpbic map of the State,
printed !n 1874, embodying the plans set forth by Dr. Sbumard in bis
report of progress.
The final remuaut of the collections remained for many years iu the
capitol building at Austin, nntil the burn'ng of that structure in 1881
completely destroyed the last trace of them.
Expense.-lt is impossible to ascertain the exact cost of the Shumard
survey to the State of Texas from the date of its inception, November,
1848, until the pulJlication of Dr. Buckley's report in 1866. Dr. Buckley
stat('S that Dr. Shumard expended $28,000 dnring the twenty-six mouths
of his administration, which was $8,000 in excess of the appropriatiou.
1
Contributions to Invertebrate Paleontology No. 2. Twelfth Annual R.eport U. S.
Geologiea1 and Geographieal Snrveyofthe Tenitorics. :F. V. Hayd~n, U.S. Geologist.
)?art I, Geology;Paleontology, ancl ZoOlogy. See pp. 22, iltl, 39.
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The foll<fwing items of expenditure are mainly compiled from Dr.
Shumard's First Report of Progress, pp. 16, 17. They represent the
disbursements of the first foudeen months of his administration:
Salaries: Chief geologist, at $3,000 ; two assistant geologists, at $1,500
each; topographer, at $600; various subordinates: aggregating ........ $7,195 71
Equipment (including fitting up of office, apparatus, laboratories, stables,
purchase ofteams, camp equipment, &c.) ••,.. •••.•.•••...•.............. 4,947 62
Traveling and transportation expenses. . . . • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 845 96
Office expenses..........................................................
83 71
Total expenditure. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1.5, 073 00
Deduct cost of equipment ........ :. . . . . . . . . .. . • • • • . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . 4, 947 62
Actual running expense for fourteen months..... . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . 1.0, 1.25 38

The expense of the continuation of the survey under the four months
of Dr. l\foore's administration cannot be obtained. Based upon the
cost of Dr. Shumard's for a similar iime they could not have exceeded
$4,000, for it must be remembered that retrenchment was the watchword
under which he was appointed to the directorship.
The eost of Dr. Buckley's administration for one year eonld not have
exceeded $4,000, as he had no assistants and the State was only at tl1e
expense of his salary and the cost of publishing his pamphlet. It ma,y
be fairly estimated that the total expense of this survey to the State was
less than $25,000.
THE SECOND GEOLOGICAL SURVEY {GLENN -BUCKLEY).

Since the disastrous end of the Shumard survey in 1867 little work of
positive scientific value bas been done by the State of Texas. vVhen the
immediate effects of the civil war had passed away and the political
excitement of the reconstruction period had subsided, the expediency of
reorganizing the State survey was again broached.
To distinguish it from the Shumard survey, described in the previous
pages, this new organization may he called the second geological survey
or the Glenn-Buckley sur,rey. It accomplished even less than the first
one.
•
By legislative enactment, approved August 13, J 870, tlJe governor
was authorized to appoint a State geologist, wiLlt the consent of tl1e
senate, the incumbent to give security-in the sum of $i),OOO. Tlw State
geologist was to appoint two assistants, one of whom 'ras to be an expert
chemist and mineralogist. The duties of the sur1ey were to make a de.scriptive survey of the State, and an agricultural, geologic, and mineralogic examination and classification of rocks, soils, minerals, mineral
waters, fossils, &c. Rooms were to be provided by the governor for the
deposit and arrangement of specimens by the geologist. .A. report of
progress was to be made to the governor at each regular session of the legislature. The salary of the principal geologist was to be $3,000; of the
principal assistants, each, $1.800, traveling and incidental expenses to.
(416)
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be paid by the State. Appointees were required to take an oath of office,
agreeing not to purchase, with the view of speculation, any landed or
mining interest in the State during their term of office and not to conceal any information relative to any discovery &c. The governor was
authorized to offer for sale the reports, when published, to citizens of
the State, at a cost not to exceed that of publication, p1·oceeds to be
placed to the credit of the common school fund. The State geologist
was allowed fifty copies for distribution to scientific men and the assistants twenty copies each. The governor was empowered to remove for
neglect or malfeasance in office. All former laws were repealed.
Early in 1873 Governor Edmund J. Davis appointed John W. Glenn
State geologist. In November he took the field, with Charles E. Hall
as first assistant, and went into Burnet, Llano, and San Saba Counties, 1
returning to Austin in January, 187 4, and soon afterwards he resigned.
In view of the destruction of the archives it is satisfactory to have Mr.
Glenn's direct statement regarding his connection with the survey,
kindly furnished in reply to a request for it, and not without value in
its bearing upon the work of others in the same field.
LETTER OF MR. J. W. GLENN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., August 7, 1886.
DEAR Sm.: Reply to your letter has been delayed until now from necessity of refmTiug to the comptroller of Texas for some details of expenditures which I had forgotten.
I reply to your interrogatories in their order, viz :
1. I was State geologist for Texas from March 31, 1873, to March 6, 1874, when I
resigned.
2. The expenses of my administration for that time were $3,637.34.
3. I had no predecessor; my successor was S. B. Buckley.
4. Mr. Rossiter was never State geologist. One A. B. (or A. R.) Roessler was a
draftsman in the geological department in 1861 under Dr. Shumard. He was also
employed in printing and distributing circulars &c. in 1875 and 10,000 copies of
Texas maps in 1875.
A geological survey of Texas was authorized by law and prosecuted to some extent
unucr Dr. Shumard, but was brought to an abrupt ending in 1861 by the war. Nothing further was done nntil1873, when I was appointed under a law just then passed,
which law contemplated a complete work.
The disorders of the time and want of proper appreciation of the importance of geo.
logical work on tho part of the public caused me to resign, and S. B. Buckley, who in
18GL was an employ6 of Dr. Shumard in the division of botany, was appointed my
sncccssor. His oalcial existence was brief and barren of scientific results. I have
always regarded Roemer's rep01·t on the Cretaceous in Texas with favor, and have
found that Dr. Shumard's reports, so far as they were published, agree in the main with
my examinations; and Roemer and Shumard may be considered as the sole authorities on the geology of Texas up to 1873, unless we add to them part of the United
States boundary report.
No publication was made of any of my reports. Before I assumed the duties of
State geologist I was familiar with the area and outlines of the coast formations,
1
First Annnal Report of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, by S.
BucklAy, p. 13.
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Tertiary, Cretaceous, and the Carboniferous, in the northern part of Texas. My first
work was to establish a base line which would include outcroppings of the known
formations. As established, this line began in Blanco County, in the Cretaceous,
thence northward until it encountered the Cretaceous again overlying the Carboniferous in the north part of the State.
Between these two ends of the base line, beginn ing at the south end, it passed.
through the fotlowing formations in the order as stated, viz: Cretaceous, Carboniferous, Upper Silurian, Lower Silurian, Azoic, Lower Silurian, Upper Silurian, Carboniferous, Cretaceous.
The result was one of the most inieresting I ever accomplished. Every SrJnare mi.le
of the territory surveyed was carefnlly platted on the map and defined in the field,
and each one numbered and worketl over with great care, aud the collections taken
from each bore its nnmber all(l from what part each came. Probably the most valuable part of my work, from an economic stand, if the report of it had only lH•en. promulgated in print, was my report on the wild sumach of Texas (R. copallina), from
detailed analyses extending throngh the entire growth and determining the period of
greatest economic value in tannic acid.
These analyses were made by Mr. George H. Katteyer, in the most elaborate and
painstaking way, ancl included au amount of exact information which, owing to the
vast growth of wild sumach in Texas, would have proved of immense value to her
people in that new inuu.'ltry.
The paleontology of Texas is to me more interesting than that of any other part of
the country, especially in the Carboniferous and Lower Silurian formations.
I believe I have replied substantially to all of your inquiries. If not, and you will
indicate where, I will gladly supply the omission.
Respectfully,
JOHN W. GLENN.
ROBERT 'I'. HILL,
Assistant Paleontologist, U.S. G. S., Washington, D. C.
OPERATIONS OF

1874.

In March, 1874, Governor Richard Coke appointed Dr. S. B. Buckley
State geologist. Dr. Buckley appointed Prof. Hichard Burleson assistant geologist, Charles E. Hall su bassistant, James E. Horn book-keeper
and commissary, having Friench Simpson and Jack Coke as volunteer
assistants without wages. Field work was begun May 11, and William
D. Carrington, Ed. Shands, and a cook were of the party. Dr. Buckley
says of his summer's work:
Our trip during tho summer has only been a general reconnaissance or partial survey of the following counties. [Here follow the names of forty-five counties.]
Ko detailed surveys have been made, the object being merely to ascertain the leading geological, mineralogical, and agricultural features of the counties visited as a
guide to future examinations ancl aid to the capitalist and immigrant. 1

Although during a part of the time Professor Burleson traveled with
a subparty over a separate route, it is clear that in covering such a
scope of country the field work consisted of little more than a jaunt in
an ambulance, rarely de,·iating from the main road. 2
The parties traveled rapidly from day to day, gathering fossil and mineral curiosities and noting extravagant stories of agricultural possi1 First Annual Report of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, by S. B.
Buckley, p. 16.
2 See The Coming Empire, or Two Thousand Miles in 'fexas on Horseback, by H. I!'.
McDaniels and N. A. Taylor, New York, A. S. Barnes & Co., 1878, p. 315.
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bilities by farmers along their routes. No stratigraphic or topographic
work was done, nor were any barometric or other measurements made.
From the :first annual report of the survey, already cited, some localities
can be identified, but its 142 octa,-ro pages are essentially devoid of scientific interest. No office or laboratory work was reported.
The expenses of the half year from May 1 to November 1 are given as
follows:
·
Catup outfit ....•..••••.....•••..••..................••••................ $1,508 GO
Field expenses .. _. _.....•... _....••••..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
871 15
Help . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750 00
Total 1 •••••••••••••••• _.

•• • • • • •• • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • •• • • • • • •

:~,

129 65

From Mr. Friench Simpson, of Columbus, Tex., one of the gentlemen
who accompanied Dr. Buckley as a volunteer assistant, I have received
the following detailed account of the appropriations and expenditures
of the survey for the first year of its existence:
Total amount of appropriation .......................................... $7,250 00
Salary of geologist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 000 00
Office and chemical supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
300 00
\V ood .............•....••.....•....•••.. _. . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . .
50 00
Books and inst.ruments........................................
200 00
Traveling expenses...... . • • •• • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 700 00
Total expenditnres ...•...•..........•• . ....·....... ---- ..

6, 250 00
- - - 6,250 00

Returned to treasury...... • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . .
OPERATIONS OF

1, 000 00

1875.

The work of 1875 2 was iu continuance of the plan adopted the preceding year of ascertaining, by a general reconnaissance of the State,
Hs main geologic and agricultural features.
The observations for this year were mostly made in the region west
of the Colorado Itiver and north of latitude 29°. These ouservations
were of the same general character as those of the preceding year, except
that a barometer was introduced into the survey and a few altitudes
were recorded. .
'For an account of the expenses of this year we are again indebted to
Mr. Simpson. They were as follows:
Salary of the geologist .... - ............................................ . $3,000 00
Office and chemicals .............. _.............. _.•... .. .... ____ .... __ .
500 00
Traveling expenses . ............••............................. _........ . 2,000 00
Postage .......... . ....... _... _..•.•••. _••.. _•.. . .. . ....................
200 00
:Fuel ................. . ..........•..................•............. ,. ..... .
50 00
Total expenses....................................................
1

5, 750 00

First Annual Report of the Geological aml Agricultural Survey of TexaR, by S. B.
Buckley, p. 11!:1.
~Second Annual Report of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas, l1y S.
B. Buckley, A.M., Ph. D., State geologi8t, Houston, 1876, p. 5.
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At the end of the fiscal year Governor Richard Coke, who had him.
self appointed Dr. Buckley, being convinced that the geological survey
as conducted was of no value to the State, vetoed the annual appropriation, thus terminating the survey. TllC two reports cited contain all the
contrib'tttions made, to my knowledge, by the reorganized survey, and
the State has done no work of the kind since.
RECENT MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS.

Some additions to the geologic knowledge of Texas have been made
by individual contributors.
Most of the papers contributed were only semi-scientific, written with
a view to furnishing popular descriptions of the region. Many of them
are now lost, owing to the destruction of the obscure mediums in which
they were published.
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS.

Previous to the civil war several gentlemen, residents of the State,
contributed articles to the southern press upon these questions.
Professor Caleb G. Forshey and George Wilkins Kendall were among
them. To secure a complete list of their writings would now be impossi·
ble, but many of them are still extant in the almost inacce~sible files of
New Orleans and Texas papers and in De Bow's Commercial Review.
Since the civil war not many residents of the State have contributed
to its geologic literature. There have been one or two gentlemen, however, who have been interested in the geology of their State.
N. A.. Taylor has contributed many articles to the press of the State,
as well as written a book that contains valuable data concerning the
geologic features of Texas. While his works are lacking in the exactness of detail that is necessary in scientific matter, his deductions are
original and oftentimes so plausible as to seem worthy of extended development and treatment. Unfortunately most of Mr. Taylor's contributions are now inaccessible, he himself being unable to furnish a complete list of them or of their dates and places of publication. His little
book 1 contains much general information of value to one who contemplates studying this region.
Ex-Governor Oran JJ-I. Roberts 2 gives much informatioq concerning the
physical geography of the State. Perhaps no other man is so thoroughly
acquainted with the general topography of Texas as he. His observations are acute, but he makes no claim to modern scientific knowledge
and the valuable data he gives are unaccompanied by geologic deductions.
1 The Coming Empire, or Two Thousand Miles in Texas on Horseback, by II. F.
McJJaniels aucl N. A. Taylor. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York, 1878. 12° , 390 pp.
2 .A. Description of Future Texas; Its Advantages aucl Resources, with Some Aca.ount
of their Development, Past, Present, and Future, by 0. M. Roberts, Present Governor of
Texas, St. Louis, Mo., Gilbert Book Company, 1881.
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W. F. Cummins has also written many valuahle papers for the State
press. His observations are wide, but his writings are valuable for the
localities they give rather than as direct contributions to stratigraphy.
Mr. Cummins has been of great service as a collector, having made Prof.
E. D. Cope's vertebrate collections in Texas. A list of his sketches in
periodicals is given below. 1 He has an important mass of unpublisherl
material.
Dr. Charles A. Ashburner made an economic study of the coal fields
of Northwestern Texas in 1881 on behalf of certain railroad companies.
He contributed a valuable paper to the American Institute of Mining
Engineers upon the geology of the region. 2
Proje$sor E. D. Cope has spent much time in Texas studying its
zoOlogy. He also studied the fossil vertebrata collected for him. Unfortunately for science, tliis gentleman made the stratigraphic and geographic information of secondary value, and, in addition to giving few
localities, has accepted as present ·in Texas a geologic formation the
existence of which has not been scientifically demonstrated. His brief
exposition of the areal distribution of the formations 3 is one of the
most valuable extant upon that subject, but it contains an interpretation from which I dissent. He says:
To the eastward of this line [the eastern border of the Cretaceous] a belt of the
Laramie extends from the northeast and terminrutes at the south, without continuing
immediately to the west.

It does not seem to me that this is the Laramie in any sense of the
word, for, although it may have been synchronously deposited it has no
paleontologic or lithologic resemblance to what the great authorities on
that formation have described and located as the brackish water Laramie of the vVest. This view is based upon my personal observation of
both the true Laramie of the vVest and what Professor Cope terms the
Laramie in Texas. It is true that both formations belong to the uppermost Cretaceous or the lowest Eocene, but I think that conclusive stratigraphic and paleontologic evidence exists to show that Professor Cope's
Texas Laramie is but the southern continnation of the lignitic formation of Mississippi and Arkansas or the. Eolignitic group of Heilpriu.
Professor Cope has also described numerous vertebrate remains from
what he terms ''the Permian formation of Texas." These beds should
not be confounded with the trans-Pecos Permian beds of the Messrs.
1 ''Texas gt'ology," Galveston (Texas), Daily News, December 1, 1884.
"Geology
of North Texas," "Permian formation in Texas," "Tertiary coa,Js in Texas," "Carboniferous formation in Tnxafl," and "Artesian water on the Staked Plains;" these
articles were published in the Dallas (Texas) Herald and the Galveston (Texas) News
at various times. The exact elates Mr. Cummins cannot give.
11 ''Brazos coal-field, Texas," Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Yol. IX, pp. 495-506, 1880'81.
3 On the ZoOlogical Position of Texas, by Edward D. Cope, Bulletin No. 17, U. S.
Nat. Mus., pp. 5-8.
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Shumard, which are now known to be late Carbt>niferous. Professor
Cope's use of the word is not Yerified by stratigraphic or invertebrate
paleontologic data so far published.
Professor Jacob Boll, an able Swiss zoologist and geologist, in 18751880 conducted a series of explorations in Texas and published a few
papers upon its geology. 1 He, with Mr. Cummins, also collected vertebrate fm~sils for Professor Cope. His writings were only the introduction to what promised to be valuable original contributions to the geology of Texas; but the strange fatality that has so often interposed a
barrier to the completion of all thorough work in this 8tate intervened,
and he died in the field in the summer of 1880.
lValter P. Jenney contributed a short but valuable article upon the
geology of the trans-Pecos region. 2
W. H. Adarns published an important paper in which he makes some
generalizations concerning the coal bearing strata of the Rio Grande
region. 3 His deductions coucL•rning the age of the strata at Eagle Pass,
Tex., are erroneous and misleading in that he makes it Triassic-from
the lithologic appearances and from the occurrence of an ammonite resembling the genus Ce1·atites, when in reality it is the very latest of the
Cretaceous, as may be seen by material i u the National Museum.
Dr. R , H. Loughr-idge prepared for the Tenth Census a brief but valuable -paper 4 on the geologic features oft he State. This may be classed
as one of the most important contributions to the general topography
and the geology of Texas. It is accompanied by maps showing the
distribution of soils &c. and by a brief geologic discnssion of the whole
region. It contains a comprehensive statement of the areal distribution
of the geologic formations and is by far the best general pnper upon the
subject thus far written. Much detail i~ given concerning the hitherto
indefinite boundary between the Tertiary and the Cretaceous, which Dr.
Loughridge deflects too much to the westward south of San Antonio.
Be notes the occurrence of the Hipley group of the Cretaceous near Terrell, Kauf:uan County, alHl gi\Tes a list of its fossils. lie also describes
the character of the rotten limestone as it occurs near Clarksville, but
erroneously includes in this formation the several distinct prairie regions of Central Texas. He uses Dr. 13. F. Shumard's section, but his
own observations are not altogether in harmony therewith. The work
is chiefly valuable for the topographic informat,i on concernin·g tbe State.
1 ''Texas in its geog;nostic and agricultural aspect," American Naturalist, pp. 375384, June, 187\:J; "Geological examinations in Texas," American Naturalist, Vol. XIV,
pp. G8-1-68G, Septemher, 1880.
2 "Notes on the geology of Wl"'stern Texas, near the thirty-second parallel," by
Walter P. Jenney, Am. Jour. Sci., :3d ser., Vol. II, pp. 25-28, 1874.
:J "Coals in Mexico, Santa Rosa district," Trans. Am. lust. Min. Eng., Vol. X, pp. 270,
27l, 1881-'82.

4 "Report on the cotton production of the State of Texas, with a discussion of the
general agricultural features of the State," Tenth Census of the United States, Vol.
v, pp. 653-831, 1884.
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A. R. Roessler was tlw original topographer of the Shumard survey,
and thus acquiretl a fund of geographic knowledge with which he has
favored the public through the medium of several maps. One of these,
printed in 1874, is by far the best contribution to a knowledge of the
general surface features of the State. Mr. Roessler has published a
series of county maps, giving colored nreas to represent the geologic
formations, but these maps are not entirely trustworthy. Mr. Roessler
has also contributed several articles ou the local geology.
Dr. V. 1-Iavard, U. S. A., made a most valuable contribution to the
knowledge of the general topographic features of the State during 1885.
Although the work 1 is primarily botanic, these topographic descriptions
of a region about which so little has heretofore been known are important and far more extensive than those in some of the works giving
geologic titles.
James P. Ki?nball, Ph. D., in an article on the geology of Western
Texas, 2 discusses the orologic and paleontologic relations of the transPecos country and corrects several errors in the writings of earlier
travelers. He describes the peculiar metamo'r phic formation capping
the Cretaceous strata of the region, termed cantera, and shows its local
variations. TIJe extension of the Texas Cretaceous formation into Mexico is also described._ It is one of the most valual>le of the very few
articles on the region of which it treats.
Charles D. Walcott is the only representat.i"\"'e of the scientific corps of
the U.S. Geological Survey who has as yet published any results upon
the Texas region founded upon personal observation. He visited the
Paleozoic rocks of Central Texas in 1884 and published a short paper
on them the same year, entitled H Notes on Paleozoic rocks of Central
Texas." 3 This article, although brief, ranks in the Rame category of
original investigation as the works of Shumard and .Roemer. It.contains the following results: Additional data on the Potsdam section alHl
fauna; the Silurian section and fauna; the geologic relations of what
has long been known as the Archaic region and its first reference to
the Cambrian; and the determination of the age of the granite of Burnet
County.
There are several writings upon Texas geology by gentlemen who
have uot visited the State that deserve mention.. Of this number, few
have dealt with other thau isolated paleontologic descriptions of fossils,
and it is of the latter class that it is proper to insert here a few remarks.
Paleontology as a science is inseparable from stratigraphy. \Vhen
they are divorced, paleontology becomes a misnomer for what more
1 "Report on the flora. of Western and Southern Texas," Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol.
VIII (1885), Nos. 29-30, pp. 449-5~3, vVashington, 1885.
2 "Notes on the geology ofvVestern Texas and of Chihuahua, Mexico," by James
P. ~imball, Ph. D., Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. XLVIII, p. 379,1869,
3 Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., Vol. XXXVIII, p p. 431-433, 1884,
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properly deserves the title of systematic or descriptive zoOlogy.
to be regretted that only three invertebrate paleontologists-Drs. Ferdinand Roemer, Benjamin F. Shumard, and 0. D. Walcott-have visited
the State. 1 The innumerable descriptions of new species of "Cretaceous" and "Tertiary" fossils from Texas that have adorned the annals
of the scientific literature of our country for many years will have little
value to ·science until the fossils are studied upon the ground and their
proper stratigraphic position is ascertained. 2
Dr. Samuel George hforton3 was the first to make allusion to the Creta-·
ceo us strata of Texas. He describes, from the "Ualcareous platform of
Red River," the fossil Gryphma Pitcheri, now accepted as the most characteristic fossil of the typical Texas Cretaceous. This locality, we can
only surmise, was the same as that now called the Staked Plains region
of Texas. The specimens were collected by Army officers.
F. B. Meek has contributed very little to the number of new species
from Texas, but he has made an earnest endeavor to correlate the Cretaceous strata of Texas with those of the other kindred areas of this
country. 4
D·r. 0. A. Wh-ite bas not at this date (December 31, 18~5) visited tile
State, but he lHts published several papers on the paleontology of 'l exas,
as well as figured many of the species describetl, but not illustrated,
by Dr. Shumard. He has also figureu and uescribed several new and
distinct species and printed lists of fauna from characteristic localities.5
1

1 Since writing the above, Mr. T. A. Aldrich, Dr. C. A. White, and others have tluue
some valuable work in Texas.
2 "Descriptions of new Lower Silurian (Primordial), Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary fossils colleeLed in Nebrask:L l1y Lhe exploring- oxpedit,ion nuder the command of
Capt. Wm. F. Raynolds, U. S. Topographical Engineers, with some rewarks on the
rocks from which they were obtained," Proc. A-cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. XIII, pp.

415-447' 1861.
3 Synopsis of the Organic Remains of the Cretaceous Group of the United States,
by Samuel Georg-e Morton, M. D., Philadelphia, 1834.
4 A Report on the In vertebrate Cretaceous and Tertiary Fossils of the Upper Missouri Country, by F. B. Meek. Report of the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories. F. V. Hayden, U.S. Geologist in Cha.r ge, Vol. IX, Wm;ltiugLou, 187(1.
5 Dr. vVbite's writings on Texas geology arc here gi veu for the convenience of those
who may be interesteu, because they are not noted in the existing paleontologic check
lists, which were printed before his articles were written:
"Report on the paleontological field work for the season of 1877," Eleveuth
Annual Report of the U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., for 1877, pp. 1U9-320, 1879.
Describes several new species of fossils from the Cretaceous strata of Texas.
"Descriptions of new Cretaceous fossils from Kansas and Texas," Proceedings of
the U. S. National Museum for 1879, Vol. II, pp. 292-298.
"Report upon the Invertebrate Fossils collected in Portions of Nevada, Utah,
Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona, by Parties of the Expeditions of 1871, 1872, 1873,
and 187 4," in Report upon the Geographical and Geological Explorations and Surveys
West of the One Hundredth Meridian, in charge of First Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler,
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Prof. Angelo Heilprin has published a valuable compilation of the
observatious that have been made upon the Tertiary geology of the
State in his work entitled Contribntions to the Tertiary Geology and
Paleontology of the United States, printed at Philadelphia in 1884. Besides being a compilation of previous research, the observations aud the
deductions of Professor Heilprin therein expressed are of great value.
He bas, besides, described several species from the Tertiary of the State.
The writings of Messrs. James Hall, Conrad, and Gabb have been referred to in the preceding pages in connection with the expeditiolls upon
which the fossils and other specimens were collected. They also made
a few individual contributions. The true horizon of the species cannot
be known until further stratigraphic observations are made.
WORK OF THE U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

This narration of the geologic work accomplished in Texas practically closes at the date when the U. s. Geological Survey was authorized to carry its work into the States (1884), although I have included
some work done by C. D. 'Valcott, thus extending the narrative to
December 31, 1885. The date at which the U. S. Geological Survey
was enabled to extend its operations into the SLates is one of the
most important in our scientific history, and to the State of Texas it
will prove of ,especial consequence. The era of hasty reconnaissance
and poorly published results may be considered ended and the work
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, Vol. IV, Part I, Paleontology, pp. 1-219. 4° . ·washington, 1875. Gives lists of fossils from Cretaceous localities 1n Texas.
,
"CondiLions of preservation of invertebrate fossils," ]n Bull. U. S. Geological a~1d
Geographical Survey of the Territories, Vol. V, article VII. Describes characteristic
condition of preservation of fossils from the Cretaceous rocks of Texas. Wasbingtotv
1879.
''Descriptions of new Cretaceous invertebrate fossils from Kansa8 and Texas.''
Proc. U. S. National Mm1eum, Vol. II, pp. 2H2-298, Plates I-IV.
"Contributions to invertebrate paleontology No. 1 : Cretaceous fossils of the Western States and Territories," in Eleventh Annual Report U. S. Geological au d. Geographical Survey of the Territories [for the year 1877], pp. 273-S19, Plates I-IX. Washington, Hl79. Describes a few fossils from the Cretaceous of Texas.
"Contributions to invertebrate paleontology No.2: Cretaceous fossils from the
Western States and Territories," in Twelfth Annual Report of t.he United States Geological and Geograpbical Survey of the Territories [for the year 1878], pp. 1-38; Appendix, pp. 38, 39, Plates XI-XVII. Washington, 1883.
Notes on the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California. U. S. Geological
Survey Bulletin 15, Washington, 1885. Describes the westward extension of fossils common to Texas.
'• On Mesozoic Fossils. Description of certain aberrant forms of tbe Chamid::e from
the Cretaceous rocks of Texas." U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin No. 4, Wasbington, 1884.
"A review of the fossil Ostreidrn of North America; nuda comparison of the fossil with the living forms," in Fourth Annual Report of tbe U. S. Geological Survey,
pp. 273-333, Plates XXXIV-LXXXII, Washington, 1884.
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of thorough scientific exploration will be. contiunell under more adequate methods. Already several· sheets of the topographic map liave
been issued.I
SUCCESSION OF SCIENTIFIC EXPLORATIONS.
Diagrallt of sneees,ion of era~ of scientific e.cplol'ations in Texas.
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Respecting the methods of the U.S. Geological Survey in making maps, see Annnaire geologique nniversel, tome II, 2e partie, appendice, Paris, 18i:i6: Methodes de
cartographie geologique employees par l'United States Geological Survey, presented
at Berlin by W J McGee.
1
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II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS.
TOPOGRAPHY.

It is plain that the scientific investigations heretofore made in the
State of Texas have been elementary and fragmentary in character.
Especially does this become apparent when we contrast the small amount
of work done with the size of the State. For instauce, strata of the Cretaceous period are found near both Texarkana and El Paso, although
these cities are nearly eight hundred miles apart; but not a line is published noting a single dissemblance between the stratigraphic and the
zoOlogic features of tlli~; formation between these two places, except the
confessedly limited observations of Roemer, Marcou, Shumard, ·Schott,
Parry, and Marcy. The contributions of others, especially those of
a paleontologic nature, will remain unavailable until further verification. Many of the paleontologic descriptions of species are even without any locality, much less any detailed assignment to a stratigraphic
horizon, and nothing bas been done in the direction of tracing faunal
or specific range and variation. For the stratigraphy even less can be
said than for the paleontology, although a few sections of great value
have been presented. It must be said, however, that stratigraphic
work bas been peculiarl.v neglected in this State. Even Roemer's great
work, the be,:St ever printed on the geology of Texas, does not give a
single stratigraphic section, and we find extending through its otherwise
almost incomparable pages a fundamental stratigraphic error whereby
the value of the whole is impaired. 1
The topography of the State, excepting the limited portion covered by
the recent operations of the U. S. Geological SnrVf~y, is poorly delineated. The slope of tlte surface, the directions of the streams, and
the principal forest regions were known in a general way to the Spaniards lo11g before the present century and were crudely delineated by
Humboldt in 1804. The development of detail and the delineation
of these features upon successi \ e maps until the present time have
been successively expanded and recorded by Kennedy, Roemer, and
other individuals, the various land locating parties, railroad surveys,
and military expeditions. The finer points of inland topography, 2
7

I Roemer thought that the Cretaceous formations at the foot of the highlands between New Braunfels extended beneath instead of resting unconformably upon them.
2 The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey has carried its work along the immediate
coast line of the State.
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such as triangulation, determination of altitudes, meandering of streams,
&c., have never beeu attempted until the recent operations by the U.S.
Geological Survey, and even the coarser topographic features have not
been correctly presented. For instance, it is utterly impossible at this
writing to obtain an idea of the trans-Pecos mountain systems, and no
map makes a distinction between the hills or buttes east of that ~'"""•~" .. ,~.~
and true disturbed mountain ranges. The cllief defect in our
graphic knowledge of the State is incident to the fragmentary manner
in which the same bas been collected, uo attempt having ever been
made by the State of Texas to make a systematic map of its territory. 1
The most accurate description of the topograpllic features is tllat of
Loughridge, 1884, but even this fails to classify the natural divisions
in a comprehensive manner. He says : 2
In the State of Texas we fiml combined a great diversity in both soil and topography; * " * in topography, from the extreme of low and flat prairie lands aud
a very little marsh along the coast, by gradual transitions and elevations, to the chains
and peaks of mountains on the far west [south west], whose summits are 5,000 leet or
more above the sea.
*
*
*
Several of the great agricultural regions that form so prominent a feattu·e in the
other Southern States have their termini in Texas, and are cut off on the southwest
either by the prairies of the coast or by the great mesquite and cactus chaparral
prairies of the Rio Grande region, or they abut against the eastern bluffs of the plaiu1:1.
The coast of Texas " * " is here bordered by au almost continuous chain of
islands and peninsulas (the latter· having the same trend as the islands). " " *
'fhe large estuaries that have been formed at the mouths of the streams, except the
Sabine, the Rio Grande, and those of the Brazos section, form another feature pe·
culiar to the Texas coast. The border lands of these estuaries are u~;ually high, their
almost vertical clay bluffs being washed by the waters of the bay, a.ntl the open
prairies of the uplands often extend to their very edge.
Mr. Gannett estimates the water area of the coal:lt, Lays, gulfs, &c., to be 2,510
square miles and that of the rivers and lesser streams at a bon t 800 square miles.
A general view of the State, as presented in two cross-sections, presents the following features :
1. Along the Louisiana line.-Frorn the mouth of Sabine River northward we find at
first a small area of marsh lands, terminating the marsh region of Louisiana, ancl not
occurring to any extent westward. Passing these, we come to the long-leaf pine
fiats, extending westward only to the Trinity River, and being also the westeru torI The map representing the physical geography of Texas more minutely than any
other is entitled "A. R. Roessler's latest map of the State of Texas, exhibit.ing
mineral and agricultural districts, post-offices and mail routes, railroads projected anti
finished, timber, prairie swamp lauds, &c. Authorities: Official maps of the United
States and Texas State General Land Offices, surveys and reconuoissances of the U.S.
Uoast Survey, the various railroad surveys, U. S. Mexican Boundary Commission
Surveys, U. S. Engineer Dept., and other authentic materials, compiled and draw11:
by M. Y. Mittendorfer, C. E., 1874." Much of the exce1lent detail of this map was
evidently made from data collected by the Shumard survey, of which Mr. Roessler
was topographer.
2 Tenth Census: Report on Cotton Production in the United States.
Cotton Production of the State of Texas, Part I, pp. 653-831.
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minus of the belt that extends across all of the Gulf States, the lower part of Florida,
and along the Atlantic coast through North Carolina. Its surface in Texas is qnite
level northward for auout 50 miles, when the more undulating or rolling pine hills
are reached, which also form a border to the piue tlat,s jnst mentioned across the
southern Gulf States. Thence norlhward to Rell River the country is rolling and
hilly, and is covered with oak, hickory, and short-leaf pine- a region that extends
eastward through Louisiana, Arkansas, and the northern part of Mississippi iuto
Tennessee. This region passes southwestward, becoming more and more narrow,
until it tapers off to a point 100 miles from the Rio Grande, and also includes the belt
of the red Tertiary hills of the other. States that prou&.uly terminates on the southwest in Guadalupe County.
2. From the coast ·in a northwest and west direction.-The mainland coast of 'fexas presents a very irregular outline, with ita many bays, peninsulas, and islands, atul but a
small proportion of the mainland reaches the waters of the Gnlf. As before stated,
there is scarcely any marsh land on the coast west of the Sabine marshes.
For a distance of from 50 to 100 miles inland from the coast the country is very
level, with open prairies, whose continuity is broken only by the timuered streams,
' with occasional strips or "motts" or clumps of timber, ·and by the broad anu heavily
timbered alluvial or" sug-ar howl" region of the Brazos.
The rise, slight and very gradual inland from the coast, is almost imperceptible for
many miles, when the country uecomes uudulating and Lhen rolling, and the pmirit>s
give way to the more or less broken and hilly oak and pine uplands, which cover all
of the northeastern part of the State, ~ts already mentioned. The country ri&es rapidly to the north and north west, reaching an eleva,tion of several humln>.cl feet along
the western Pdge of the timbered region, and is interspersed throughout wHh small
''brown loam prairies." Leaving the timber lands and continuing northwest we
find a region of "black waxy prairies," underlaid by the Cretaceous "rotten limestone," extending so nth west to San Antonio an(l thence west to the foot of the plains.
Northward this region passes through the southern part of the India.n Territory into
Arkansas. These prairies are at first, on the east, rather level, or at most undulating,
with an altitude of 500 or 600 feet, bnt westward become more rolling, hilly, and
broken, until finally, on tlwir westernlimitB, high and bald hills allll peaks stand out
in bold relief at an elevation of nearly 1,000 feet auove the sea. The monotony of
these interior prairies is broken by the timbered streams and on the north by the
wide belt of "lower cross timbers," which reaches from the Red River to the Brazos
iu an almost due south conrse. Otherwise there is very little timber to be seen.
At the western edge of the northern half of the black prairie region there is another
belt of eros~> timbers, 1 interspersed with small, black, Cretaceons prairies, very irregular in outline and in width, and ueyond it is the broad red-loam and partly timbered
region, comprising high ridges, mesquite prairie valleys, and uroad taulelands, the
country gradually rising to the foot of the high plateau of the Llano Estacado, sev<'ral
thousand feet above the level of the sea. This region terminates on tile southwest
against the bluffs of the plains south of the Llano Estacado, and a large area penetrates southeastwardly almost across the black prairie region.
On the northwest there is a large, extensive region, lying wedge shaped, with its
point south, between the redloaLU lauds and the Llano Estacaclo, and comprising the
great gypsum lands of the State, with high and rolling prairies, whose uplands are
1argely destitute of timber.
To the westward the broad, level, and bare plains of the Llano Estacado occupy
a terrace with abrupt bluffs on the north, some 200 feet above these regions, and with
a gentle rise pass out of the Stane into New Mexico on the west and to the mountains
on the southwest. Deep canons have been cut into the eastern part of this plateau
1 Mr. Loughridge places this edge of the black prairie too far west.
eastern edge of the lower e..:oss timbers.
·
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by the headwaters of the large rivers of the State, but to the west there is only
vast, treeless plain, more or less undulating, with a few low but prominent sand hills
and ridges.
On the extreme west, between the Pecos and the Rio Grande, the country reaches
its maximum height, with several chains of almost treeless uJotmtains rising several
thouRaml feet above the general level, :111cl separated from each other by broad and
level plains 20 or 30 miles in width and almost destitute of vegetation. The::oe mountain ranges enter the State from New Mexico. Southward the plains extend along the
Rio Grande to a point a. little south of its junction wlth the Pecos. Thence to
Gulf are broad and high prairies, broken by deep arroyos or ravines, and with little
growth other than occasional live oak trees and great chaparrals or thickets of thorny
shrubs.
CL.ASSIFIC.A'l'ION OF 'l'OPOGR.APHY OF TEXAS.

For convenience of discussion I broadly classify the general
raphy of Texas as follows:
First. The coastal plain, representing the continuation of the topo:
graphic features of the other Gulf States, so far as they represent the
sedimentation of the former waters of the Upper Cretaceous outlines of
the Gulf of Mexico, the topographic and geologic boundaries coinciding.
In Texas this approximately coincides with a line drawn concentric with
the Gulf coast about 200 miles inland.
Second. The black prairie region, a triangular area immediately succeeding the foregoing to the west. It is also a southern continuation of
similar topographic and geologic features of Arkansas, Mississippi, and
Alabama. Its western boundary extends from Eagle Pass via Austin
to Denison, on Red River. It is a level or gently undulating prairie,
with a general slope to the southeast and an altitude of from 500 to 750
feet. The underlying strata are uniformly Cretaceous and of a horizon
that will be described elsewhere.
Third. The central or denuded region, embracing all the country
between the escarpment of the plains and the black prairie region
and north of the hydrographic basin of the Colorado. This region comprises a number of geologic formations and is between 600 and 2,000
feet in altitude.
Fourth. The plateau region, comprising the Llano Estacado. It is a
continuation from the northward of the topographic and geologic feat.
ures of the great plains along the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains.
Fifth. The mountainous or trans-Pecos region. This consists of the
country in Texas and Northern Mexico adjacent to the disturbed area
of the southern or southeasterly prolongation of the Rocky Ml9untains. It is chiefly west of the Pecos, in Texas, but cro., ses into Mexico
west of that river, again recrosses the Rio Grande east of it near Eagle
Pass, and continues until a few miles south of Laredo.
Each of the areas has a well marked individuality, although the
bQund:wies between them cannot always be closely define{l.
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Chm·t illustrating the progressi1Je classification of the topographic featnres of Texas.
Kennedy, 1841.

Ferd. von
Roemer, 1848.

R. II. Loughridge,
1884.
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Highlands (tlas
zum Theil fcl sige
Hochjand).

~ountainous

Classification used in this work.

(1) Tho coastal plain.

Pine lands.
Pine, oak, and
hickory lands.
Prairies of East
Trxas.
Coast a,Uuvium.
South western
prniries.

(2)

Central black prairie region.
Cross timbers.
San<l llills and
motam orphic
lan<ls of Central Texas.
Northwestern red
lo:1m
prairies
and
timber
lands.
Gypsum prairie
region.

Continuation of salient
topographic features
of coailt plain of
Louisiana, Arkansas,
Mississippi,
Alabama, &c.

Continuation of black
pra.irie regions of
same States, except
Louisiana.

Black prairie region.

(3) Central ot· denuded

region.
Ct·oss timbers.
Coal Measures.
Grand prairie.
B11ttc districts.
Hamilton County
prairie.
Granite region.
_G ypsum lands.
Red prairies.

Peculiar to Central
Texas and southern
11art of Indian Tl'rritory. Terminates
west of San Antonio
before reaching Rio
Grande.

1-------------- l---------------- l-------------------l------------------

region.

I Llano
Steppen-Lande.

Estacaclo
(table lands and
sand hills).

(4) Plateau or Staked
Plains region.

Plains with granitie mountains
and
probably
" sand " desert
of Rio Grande.

(5) Mountainous or
trans-Pecos region.
W est
of Peeos
lUver and Lower
Rio Grande, between Eagle Pass
and Laredo.

Southern continuation
of Great Plains at
eastern
foot
of
Rocky Mountains,
British America to
Southern Texas.

1

SouLheastwarrl deflection and continuation of mountain
region of NewMexico.

HISTORIC GEOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY.

In the following table are given, from the writings alread,y mentioned,
the members of tbe geologic series that bave been reported from Texas.
The authority for some of these groups is slight and untrustworthy, but
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nevertheless they have been thus published. Many of the subdivisions
are synonyms of different authors, which will require extensive field
work for positive identification and correlation.
Geologic fo?'rnations repttted to occttr in the State of Texas, with aztthoriUes.
Era.

Period.

Reported occurrence in topographic area-

Local formations.

Subperiod.

Quaternary Recent1 ....•..•...... Alluvium 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Diluvium 1...••..........•••••...........
Grand Gulf 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mauvaises Terres 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vicksburg 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Claiborne 1............................... .
Senonian 1 . . . . . • . . . . . . Laramie, 6 Eolignitic 7 .••••••••••••••••••••
Kreide des Hochlandes 1 ....••.........•..
Comanche Peak group 4 •••••••••••••••••••
Senonian 2 . .. .. . .. .. .. Washita Limestone 2, a .................. ..
Turonian 1 •••••••••••• Kreide am Fnsse des Hochlandes 1 __ ••••••
Ripley group 4, 5, Austin Limestone ......
Greensand3 ......•.. . RottenLimestone5 .•...•.................
Dakota Sandstone 4 ••••••••••••••••••• ·••••
Neocomiana .......... WashitaLimestonca ..................... .
Comanche Peak group 3. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~

Jurassic 3

1 a])(l 2

2 or 3

3
3

Washita Limestone a ..................... .
Comanche Peak group 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Staked Plains3 ...... .................................... ..
Triassic 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gypsum region 3..........................
3 and 4
Jura-Trias2 ........... Re4beclsG.................................
3
Permian 2 , 6 . . . . . . . . . .. Upper Carboniferous 2_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• ...... ......

Permo-Carboniferous . Upper Carboniferous s ....•••..•••.••...•.
Permian 2, 6 . • .. .. • . . • . Tran>'~- Pecos region ...................... .

·1-····· ........... .

Upper Carboniferous. { Central region 9 •••••
Trans-Pecos regions
Sub-Carboniferous 9 . . . Brazos Coal Field9 ...................... .

In,,,,•• '············I

Contml <egion .•.••.

······················I

Cincinnat.ia ..................................................... ..
Chazy a .......................................................... .
Calciferous 1o .................................................... .

I Pots<lan1
I

10 . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 and 5

5
3 and 5

I ........................................... I

I

3 and 5

I

3 and 5

Llano 1 o......................................................... ..
Archean • ....................................................... ......... ...... .. ..
Azoic 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOTE.-Authorities : 1 Ferdinand Roemer; 2G. G. Shumard; 3JulesMarcou; 4B. F. Shumard; &R. H.
Loughridg-e ; 6 E.D.Cope; 7 Angelo Heilprin; BJames Hall; 9C. A. Ashburner; 1oc. D. Walcott.
Names oflocal formations, in italic, as applied by the writers referred to are no longer accepted.
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SO-CALLED .ARCHEAN .AND EARLIER P .A.LEOZOIC STRATA..

The older rocks of the geologic series are found in both the central
and the trans-Pecos area, but they have been studied chiefly in the former and little or nothing is known of their exact occurrence in the
latter.
A few miles south of the present geographic center of the State, in
the counties of Mason, Llano, Burnet, and San Saba, is an outcrop of
so-called Archean and earlier Paleozoic rock. This region was known
to the Spani~rds and was evidently considered by them of much mineral importance. Kennedy 1 :first intimated its geologic age and Roemer
was the first to give an intelligent description of it. Dr. B. F. Shumard
confirmed Roemer's work, but its true stratigraphic relations were not
understood until lately studied by 0. D. Walcott, of the U. S. Geological Survey. Of these Paleozoic strata Mr. Walcott says : 2
At all localities where the base of the Potsdam was observed it· rests unconformably on a great formation that is stratigraphically the equivalent of Powell's Grand
Canon series (Grand Canon anc:l Chuar groups). 3 In the Grand Canon of the Colorado
the latter are overlaid by the Tonto group, a series of rocks in both lithologic and
paleontologic characters singularly like the Texas Potsdam group.
For this series of pre-Potsuam strata the local name of Llano group is proposed, from
the best exposures of the group occurring in th• county of Llano. Outcrops also occur
in Burnet, Mason, San Saba, Blanco, and Gillespie Counties.

Mr. Walcott speaks of" extrusions of granite at or near the close of
the erosion of the Llano group and befor'e the depoRitiori of the Potsdam," and says further: "It is to this age that the great masses of granite
observed in Western Burnet and all through Llano County belong."
The early students of these strata supposed that the outcrops of
eruptive and granitic rocks were Azoic or Archean, and that they were
the base of the entire series. Mr. Walcott showed that there are no
rocks there exposed of the undoubted Archean a.nd that the granites
before referred to that era were not fundamental, but extrusive, and
since his deductions are based upon more careful stratigraphic stud.v
1 Texas:

The Rise, Progress, and Prospects of the Republic of Texas, Vol. I, pp.

114 et seq.
· 2 "Note on Paleozoic rocks of Central Texas," Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., Vol. XXVIII,
. pp. 431-433, 1884.
3 In a later paper Mr. Walcott refers these groups to the Keweenawan, and says:
"The Keweenaw system is here nsed to include tho Keweenaw series of the Lake
Superior region, the Llano series of Texas, and the Chuar a~d Grand Canon series of the
Gra.fid Canon of the Colorado, .Arizona, and is considered of eqnal value with the
Cambrian, Lower Silurian (Ordo-vician), Upper Silurian, anc:l other systems of the
Paleozoic rather than the Archean. It may be that the Keweenaw and Grand Canon
series belong to distinct systems of strata, but until this is proven I prefer to provisionally refer them to the pre-Cambrian, post-Huronian system. I think the Grand
Canon and Llano strata belong to one system."-" Classification of the Cambrian
System of North .America," Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., Vol. XXXII, pp. 138-157, 1886.
The extract forms a note on p. 153.
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than those of his predecessors they are more trustworthy. According
to him these earlier Paleozoic rocks consist of the following :
(1) The Llano group.-Alternating beds of shale, sandy shale, sandstone, limestone, and schists; thickness not determined, but probably
over 2,000 feet; continuity broken by extrusive sheets of granite of prePotsdam origin; stratification disturbed by movement at the close of
the Paleozoic, whereby the dip increases from 10° at the north end of
the ridge to 40° at the south end; strike, eastward; unfossiliferous.
(2) The Potsdam grnup. 1-Consists of massive sanustone, limestone,
and Potsuam sandstone, marked by abundant Upper Cambrian (Pots·
dam) fauna.
(3) The Oalcifetous group.-Lower Silurian, with its characteristic
fauua.
(4) The Carboniferous gro~tp, which was not here studied in detail.
From the observations of l\Ir. Walcott it is evident (a.) that there are
no Archean exposures yet known in Central Texas (this being the only
Paleozoic region yet studied); (b) that the pre-Potsdam, the Silurian, and
the Carboniferous groups are represented; (c) that the Devonian is absent; (d) that the age of the so-called Archean granites is Paleozoic; (e)
that there were two well marked epochs of disturbance, one after the close
of the sedimentation of the Llano group and the other near the close of
the Paleozoic; (/) that the Llano group is the equivalent of the Grand
Canon and Chuar groups of Powell, and hence at the time of their depo·
sition the sedimentation was continuous to the westward of the Grand
Canon.
The Paleozoic strata, excepting the Carboniferous, have only a limited outcrop in Texas, so far as has been discovered. The disturbed
areas of the Wichita Mountains, in the southwestern corner of Indian
Territory, theoretically present every favorable condition for the presence of similar exposures, but no evidence of their· existence has been
reported, except the similarity of their granitic structure. 2
The large trans-Pecos disturbed mountain area also presents expo~
ures of early Paleozoic strata, as bas been repo~ted by G. G. Shumard,
Jenney, Kimball, and members of various government expeditions.
Concerning the occurrence of the Lower Silurian in that region, Dr.
G. G. Shumard said of the valley of the Rio Grande above El Paso : 3
The limestone of the Lower Silurian system is seen strongly upheaved against the
western base until we reach a point ten or eleven miles north oft he place where it
was first discovered, ·when it disappears and is succeeded by strata of the Carbonif·
erous system, which are exposed in places to the thickness of about three hundrccl
feet. Against the western declivity, El Paso Mountains, the limestone strata are
strongly upheaved, and where it is in immediate contact with the eruptive strata it
1

Well described by B. F. Shumard, Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., Vol. XXXII, pp.. 213-221,

1~61.
2 See numerous references in Exploration of the Red River of Louisiana in the ye~r
1852, by Randolph B. Marcy, 1854.
3 Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. I, p. 288.
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is highly metamor~hosed. I was much interested by finding here, near the base of
the exposure, well marked strata of the inferior Silurian system, corresponding in
age to the blue limestone of Cincinnati and the Hudson River group of the New
York series. The following fossils were procured fmm these beds: Orthis testudina1·ia
Dalman, 0. occidentalis Hall, Rhynchonella capax Conrad, Rhynchonella (a species of the
blue limestone of Cincinnati), Streptalasrna co1'nicttla? Hall, and columns of crinoids.

Every reason exists for the supposition that the Cambrian strata are
exposed there, but no surveys of the region haYe been matle. 1 Walter
P. Jenney 2 gives a section of the rucks north of El Paso, two miles, in
the Organ Mountains, and recognizes there the following formations in
descending series : Carboniferous, or Niagara, deposited unconformably upon a coarse conglomerate, which he thinks probably equivalent
to the Oneida cong'lomerate of New York; gray limestone of tile Hudson period; black limestone representing the Trenton, the Chazy, the
Calciferous sand rock, and the Potsdam. He finds similar rocks in the
IIueco Mo11ntains, twenty miles north of the Organ Mountains, and concludes that "the greater part of the Upper Silurian and the whole
of the Devonian periods are unrepresented in the rocks of Western
Texas." He notes an immense development of tlte Carboniferous strata
in the Sacramento and the Guadalupe Mountains, and of syenite at
Los Cornudos. He also gives a section of the Llano Estacado as exposed at Castle Canon and affirms their Cretaceous age; the highest
he makes the Caprina Limestone of Shumard. He erroneously concludes that the denuded Cretaceous buttes east of the plains almost as
far as Austin '' were islands in the sea which produced the denudation,
their tops showing no evidence of having ever been submerged, and
in some cases wave worn cavities extend at the same height along
their sides. 3
CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM.

The absence of the Devonian from the st.ratigraphic series in Texas
has been noted, first by Roemer and later by Walcott and. others. Dr.
S. B. Buckley asserts in one of his reports that Dr. B. F. Sllumard had
previously announced the occurrence of the Devonian strata in Texas,
but I have failed to find such a statement in any of Shumard's publications. If the Devonian is not represented, then it is evident that the
Carboniferous strata are next in order after the Silurian. This fact was
demonstrated by Roemer, who first noted the.positive occurrence of the
Carboniferous strata in Texas resting upon the older rocks along the
San Saba River. He formed no idea of the extent of these rocks, however, and was not aware of their great development uorthward.
It is now evident that there are two widely separaterl areas of the
Carboniferous strata in Texas, each of which has well marked individ1 C. H. Hitchcock's geological map of the United States gives a large Cambrian
area in the trans-Pecos region of Texas.
2 "Notes on the geology of Western Texas near the thirty-second parallel, by Walter P. Jenney," Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., Vol. VII, pp. 25-28, 1874.
3 ·Thesc buttes are tho remnants of subaerial erosion entirely.
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uality. These I will describe separately under the names of the Central Carboniferous area and the trans-Pecos Carboniferous area.
The centra,l Carboniferous area.-This is a comparatively narrow but
elongated area of exposures, continuing from Indian Territory, between
the ninety-eighth and the one hundredth meridian. Its eastern border
is limited by the upper cross timbers. The extent of this area in Texas
is some two hundred miles north and south between the Colorado River
and the Red River. Geologically it may be said to extend along the
axis of greatest denudation from the point of greatest disturbance, in
Llano County, to the connection with the great Missouri coal field in
Indian Territory. The latitudinal development of exposures is of varying width, owing to the irregularity of the denudation of the superincumbent Cretaceous strata, and other causes. The exposure widens,
however, towards its southern base. At no place does it exceed one
hundred miles in width. Exposures have been noticed in Yoqng, Jack,
Montague, Stephens, Shackelford, Palo Pinto, Baylor, Wise, Coleman,
Brown, Comanche, Runnels, McCulloch, Tom Green, and Sm1 Saba
Counties. Its exact boundaries are unknown. The exposures of these
strata are the result of denudation of the Cretaceous, which once covered them entirely, and I have noted ou the preceding pages the history
of the discovery of this area. Dr. Roemer's determinations were based
upon stratigraphic and paleontologic data and he did not discover the
existence of bituminous coal. Various Army officers have noted the
occurrence of coal to the northward, but it was first clearly described
by Dr. G. G. Shumard in his remarks accompanying Marcy's report on
the exploration of the Red R·iver of I~ouisiana (1854). Mr. Jules Mar·
con the next year contributed much toward a knowledge of the geologic and stratigraphic relations and in subsequent maps intimated the
continuity of the Young and San Saba County areas. Dr. B. F. Shumard,
as State geologist (1858), \'vas the first to demonstrate in the field the
actual continuity of the two regions, concerning which he contributeu
nearly all we know. The local occurrence and the general extent having been proved by these earlier reconnaissances, there still remains
much to find out concerning nearly all the geologic data of the region. Prof. C. A. Ashburner, of Pennsylvania, in a study of the northern portion of these coal fields in 1879, made the following section of
the strata in the vicinity of Fort Belknap, Young County :1
Feet.

Sandstone and conglomerate . _.....••.......... __ . _.......... __ ..... __ .. . . . . • .
Coal·--· .... ·----·---··· .... ··--·· .... --···--··· ..•......•••.•••.···-··.......
Sandstone and shale . _.••..•• _••.•• _•.. _. __ . : _. _.. _...• _... __ .....••. __ . _. . . . .
Coal ....••.. _. _...•... _. _... _....... __ .... _ . _. _ . • _. _. _.... _.. _. _.. _•. _... _... .
Sandstone and sha1e with occasional beds of limestone .......••......•... _. _...
Belknap _coal bed·----·---··· .... ··---· ............ ·-·- ........••........... 2t
Sandstone ::mel shale---··--··· .... --···----·--·-···----· ........ ··--··---· ....
1

"Brazos coal-fie1d, Texas,"

Tr!l,J.U~

40
1
12

1
15

to 4
12

Am. Inst. Mining Eng., Vol. IX, p. 497, 1880-'81.
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Feet.

Coal . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • . . . . • . . • • • • • • . . • • • . • • . • . • . . . • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • 1
Gray slate . . . • . • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • • . • • • • • • 10
Sandstone . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 25
Brazos coal bed . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . 4 to 6
Gray limestone : ...•..•••.•••.•••••...••....•...•...••...•..•.•...•.......• ,... 150

From the above section he made the following deductions:
This succession of the strata is not unlike that to be found in many localities where
the Carboniferous rocks are found in the Middle States. It seems to point clearly to
the conclusion that the top sandst~me and conglomerate is the representative of the
Carboniferous conglomerate or Millstone Grit; that the limestone is tho sub-Carboniferous or Mountain limestone, known generally throughout the Mississippi Valley as
the Saint Louis or Chester limestone, and that the included Coal Measures are really
su bconglomerate.

His final conclusions are summed up at the close of the paper just
quoted as follows:
The Brazos coal fi~1d is the southwestern limit of the Misgourian or fourth bituminous coal basin of the United States. The Coal Measures of Stephens and Yonng
Counties belong to the Carboniferous age. The coal strata proper arc 85 feet tllick,
and are included between an upper sandstone aiJ(l a conglomerate, representative of
the Millstone Grit or Pottsville conglomerate No. l;l of the Pennsylvania series, ancl
a lower gray limestone, representative of the l\lountain limestone or Chester and
Saint Louis limestone of the Mississippi Valley. The coal strata contain two coal
beds of workable thickness. The npper bed, named Belknap, ranges from ~t to 4
feet; and the lower, named Brazos, from 4 to 6 feet. The coals are high in ash and
sulphur, but have never been thoroughly tested. The BrazoH bed underlies a great
area and will no doubt prove to be a valuable commercial coal in some localities.

TIJe southern portion of these central exposures has not been so
well studied, and we have nothing but analogy from which to infer 1
that there they are practically the same, except that the carbonaceous
layers in that region become almost if not quite extinct.
Dr. Buckley reports coal from this southern region, but he was not
an authority on the subject of coals, not having had a clear idea of the
distinction between the true coals of the Carboniferous and later vVestern formations and the lignite of the Mississippi area, which is known
to occur in near proximity. 2
The trans-Pecos Carboniferous area.-Along the disturbed axes of the
trans-Pecos mountainous region extensive beds of limestone have been
frequently noted by reconnoitering pa.rties. The knowledge of the topography of this area is very limited, and, tllis being true, it is evident
that little can be known of the distribution of tlle geologic formations.
That Carboniferous rocks occur iu this region has been recorded by
many observers, bnt very little is yet known of their true nature, except
that they usually consist of massive limestone, are barren of coal seams,
and that they occur along the disturbed and denuded mountain re"Brazos coal-field, Texas," Trans. Am. lost. Mining Eng., Vol. IX, p. 506, lf:ltl0-'81.
See discussion of coals, First Report of Progress, Geological aud Agricultural Survey of Texas, B. F. Shnmard, State geologist, Austin, 1865.
1

2
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gions. These rocks are probably ofit continuation of the New Mexican
Carboniferous, as has been noted by Marcou and others.!
Two expeditions liave supplied some details concerning this region,
but our knowledge of it is still very general. One expedition recorded
the Carboniferous as it occurs near the Rio Grande, the other as it occurs approximately along the thirty-second parallel. The observers
were Dr. 0. C. Parry, 2 of the Mexican boundary survey, and Dr. G. 0.
Shumard, 3 of Capt. John Pope's expedition for boring artesian wells in
the Great Plains. Tile collections of both of these gentlemen fell into
the bands of good geologists, and reports were written upon them by
Prof. James Hall 4 and Dr. B. F. Sllumard,5 respectively.
Dr. Parry, in his remarks, 6 gives the following general facts concerning the occurrence of this formation along his line of observation:
The first disturbance, traveling westward from San Antonio to El Paso,
is Sierra Diablo, or Limpia Range, near Fort Davids. The elevation
at Leon Springs, the last point upon the horizontal, undisturbed Creta~
ceous strata before reaching this range, is some 2,200 feet above San
Antonio, 6 giving an average rise of seven feet to the mile and a total
elevation above the sea of 2, 788 feet.
This range is charaQterized at nearly all the separate points noticed
by Dr. Parry by the presence of igneous rocks accompanied by metamorphic rocks and strata of sedimentary character, which Professor
Hall considered to be of the Carboniferous period. The dip varies, but
is generally to the south west. From this range westward to El Paso
there are several other mountainous elevations and in terveuing plains,
the former being of the character of the Lim pia Range just mentioned
and the latter consisting of alluvial deposits, the detritus from the
surrounding mountains. At El Paso the character of the region again
changes, a greater disturbance being noted. On the Mexican side the
various formations, stratified and igneous, are blended and intermixed
in great confusion, while on the American side the strata consist of
stratified limestone dipping W.SW., in the face of which rest igneous ·
outbursts associated with the disturbed Cretaceous beds. 7 This limestone was determined by Professor Hall to belong to the Carboniferous
series, being a continuation of that above noted.
1 Described in Report U. S. Geog. Surv. West of One Hundredth Meridian, under
charge of Capt. G. M. Wheeler, Vol. III, Supplement, Geology.
2 See Report U.S. and Mexican Boundary Survey, Vol. I, Part II.
3 See 1'rans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vols. I and II.
Numerous papers by both Dr.
G. G. and Dr. B. F. Shumarll.
4 Observations on the Carboniferous limestone of the Boundary Survey collections,
and its relations with the Carboniferous limestones of the Mississippi Valley. R~
James Hall, in Report U. S. and Mex. Bound. Snrv., Vol. I, Part II, p. 122.
5Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis.
6 Report U. S. and Mexican Boundary Survey, Vol. I, Part II, p. 4.
7 Ibid., p. 8.
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Concerning its age, he said: 1
The Carboniferous lime~:;tone so often mentioned in the preceding pages, and which
bas been mmally referred to in published reports as "Carboniferous limestone" and
as Lower Carboniferous limestone, is actually of the same age as the Coal Measures.
* * * In all the collections which I have examined from Texas and New Mexico,
and from points farther north in the same line, and particularly in the collections
made by Captain Skumbnry on his route fi·om the Missouri to the Great Salt Lake
and in that region, I have never observed fossils which arc characteristic of the Lower
Carboniferous limcstone. 2

Dr. G. G. Sllumard's observations of these strata. along the thirtysecond parallel agree with those of Parry in general respects. Along
this route he repeatedly fouml ·exposures of the Carboniferous strata,
where he crossed the disturbed mountain chains of tlle Guadalupe,
the Cornudos, the Sierra Alta, the Sierra Hueca~ and the El Paso
Mountains, respectively. In ~ddition to the features noticed by Parry
he observed the Lower Silurian (Cambriau ?) underlying tllc Carboniferous to the north of El Paso and elsewhere.
He noted the following stratigraphie features of the region:
(1) It is underlaid by a granite bearing series (tlle Llauo Group of
Walcott~).

(2) The Carboniferous in some places rests conformably upon the
Lower Silurian strata.
(3) The Cretaceous rests uncoufol'mably upon the Uarboniferons.
(4) r.rhe Paleozoic strata of the region are greatly disturbed.
(5) The occurrence of characteristic fossils of the Uoal Measures
proves the age of these strata. Ilere, however, t.hey were purely marine, the rocks being almost entirely of limestone and tlle fossils characteristic invertebrates similar to those of the Carboniferous of Missouri
and Illinois.
Above these rested a later series, which he atHl his brother, Dr.
Benj. F. Shumard, calle<l the Permian, 3 containing fossils having many
characteristics of Permian fossils and similar to tlle rocks of tlle same
nature reported by Swallow and Horn and by :Meek and Jia.yden in
ICansas. Other species were Raid to be identical with characteristic
Permian fossils of Eugla.nd and Russia and many were new to science.
Upon comparison with tlle Llano Ootu1ty strata, as noted by Roemer,
Shumard, Walcott, and others, it will be seen tllat they ha\re some
common features. The distance between tllese two areas of disturbance, from Llano County to the intersection of the Gnatlalupe :aiountains and the thirty-second parallel of latitude, is 300 miles, and the intervening surface is occupied by nearly horizontal undisturbed series
of Mesozoic rocks, which at each place are unconformable with the
Report U. S. an<l Mex. Bound. Survey, Vol. I, Part II, pp. 122, 123.
This opinion of Professor Hall has been confirmed by observations of the extension of these strata farther north. See U. S. Geog. Surv. West of the One Hundredth
Meridian, in charge of Capt. G. M. Wheeler, Vol. III, Supplement, Geology.
:J Concerning these Permian strata I shall say m:>re in the following pages,
1

2
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Oarbouiferous, iudicating beyoud doubt that there was a period of
great disturbance at the close of the Pi1leozoic.
It is Yery doubtful whether the Carbouiferons strata of this region
of the State are of economic value. Coal deposits have been discovered within tlw past few months very near the reg-iou visited by Dr.
Shumard/ uut their horizon is not at:!-nOunced. 2 Coals have also been
repoded uorth of El Paso, but their place in the geologic scale is Cretaneous, coa,l not now ueing considered as representing the Carboniferous age unless accompanied l>y stratigraphic or paleontologic proof.
General conclnsions.-From the foregoiug resume of iuvestigatious of
the 'rcxas Carbonifemus the following general facts are evident:
1. It occupies two widely separateu areas the relation of which is
unknown.
2. The first or central area com;ists of coal uearing strata and i~ allied
by geographical continuity to the coa1s of Indian Territory, .Ark<tusas,
1\'lissouri, Iowa, &c.
3. The second or tt·ans- Pecos area belongs to the great 'Yes tern deposit of non coal bearing, marine Oaruoniferous of the West.
4. Both of these areas arc greatly disturbed and the Cretaceous is
deposited unconformably upon them.
5. Although one distinguislle<l authority bas announced the presence
of sub-Carboniferous strata in Texas, their existence bas not beeu demonstrated,3 and both areas probably belong to the later Carl.>ouiferous,
the trans-Pecos graduating into almost Permian facies.
THE SO-CALLED PERMIAN 4 OR PERMO-CARBONIFEROUS.

The term Permian lias for many years been applied, with mnch indefiniteness, to certain Texas strata, and it is difficult to form from
1

Sierra Blanca.

'lIt is now known that these coals are later Cretaceous.
3 Prof. C. A. Ashburner anuonneed that the limestone at the base of his section (see
p. 59) was sub-Carboniferous. Prof. W. F. Cummins, of Dallas, Tex., first called my
attention to the fact that Mr. Ashburner was probably mistaken. From personal
observation I have also good reason for doubting its existence. Not a single sub-Carboniferous fossil has been found in Texas, and the limestone of the Central Coal
Measures bears great lithologic and faunal resemblances to that of the non coal bearing western strata.
4 The word Permian has been applied for many years to various st.rata in the great area
between the western boundary of the exposures of the Missourian or fourth coal
basin of the United States and the Sierras, especially in the States of Texas and Kansas, the Territories of New Mexico and Arizona, and in Indian Territory. Prof. J. S.
Newberry, at the meeting of the International Geological Congress at Berlin (1885),
asserted that he believed no Permian strata to exist in the United States. Whether
the existence of Permian strata here can be proved or not I cannot say, but it bas
been clearly demonstrated that sedimentation was going on in this country synchronously with the deposition of the Permian of Europe. That this sedimentation was
different from the European in lithologic and organic characters is true,
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published writings even a general idea of what was _intended b;r those
who have most frequently used it.
It has been applied by different authors 1 to at least two entirely distinct geologic horizous occupying widely separateu areas. .Althougll
one of these has been described with comparatively much more distinctness than the other, there is still much danger of confounding the two.
No paleontologic or stratigraphic data have ever ueen produced showing any relation between them.
The trctns-Pecos region of Shumard.-'rhe first locality to which the
term Permian was applied was th~ region west of the Pecos River, near
the Rio Graude, occupieu by the disturbed outliers of the Rocky 1\iountaius, known a::; the Guadalupe Range or Rauges .
.At a meeting of the St. Louis .Academy of Science, lleld March 8,
1858, the following report was made: z
Dr. Benjamin F. Shumard stated that since he had examined Major Hawn's collection from the Permian rocks of Kansas he hacl studieu a series of fossils from the
White Limestone of the Guadalupe Mountains, New Mexico, >Yhich were obtained by
his brother, DL'. G. G. Shnmanl, while acting in the capacity of geologist of the Government expedition, under Capt. John Pope, for obtaining water by means of artesian wells along the line of the thirty-second parallel, and that he had arri vcd at the
conclu8ion that these also were of Permian age. '!'his White Lime8tone, he rematked,
conLains a number of fos8il8 that arc identical \Yith Permian species of England and
Russia, while others are nea,r aualogucs of eharacteristic Permian forms of those
countries; se\'eral are also identical with Permian species, described by Professor
Swallow, 3 from Kansas. The collection contains well marked examples of Aulosteyes,
a genus that has not been recognizetl in formatious below the Permian. The species,
however, were distinct from the English aud Russian forms. There ar~ specilllens
which agree perfectly with the descriptions antl figures of Cama1·ophoria Sohlo/lwimi,
C. Geinilziana, and Productns Leplayi, as given by Verncnil and King; also a P1·odnctus very analogous, if not identical, with l'rodnctus Cnncrini, aud a l'ereb1·ntnla,
that agrees with 1'. superstes of Verneuil in every respect except that the dorsal
valve of the American fJssil is not quite so gibbous. 'rllere is also iu the collection
l'erebratula elongala, Te1·ebratula (Spi1·ijera) pectin'ifera,, Spi1·ijer cristata, Aca.nllwclaclia
anceps, Synocladia, and fragment8 of a .Jlonotis which approaches nearest toM. spcluncaria. Besides these, the collection embraces new species of P1·ocluctns, Spirije1·,
Chonetes, Corals, T1·ilobites, and a slender Fusulina nearly two incl1es in lcugLh.
Scarcely any of these fossils are positively identical with forms of our western [Missouri] Coal Measures.

In subsequent papers 4 Dr. B. F. Shun:iard described these forms
more at length, and his brother, Dr. G. G. Shumaru, contributed an
article 5 giviDg a very succinct stratigraphic description of the region.
B. F. and G. G. Shumard, 1860, and E. D. Cope, 1tl74.
Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. I, pp.l12-114, 1856-1860.
3 Ibid., p. 111.
4 "Notice of new fossils from the Permian strata ofNewMexicoand Texas, collected
by Dr. George G. ~humard," &c., Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. I, pp. 290-297;
"Notice of fossils from the Permian strata of Texas and New Mexico," &c, ibid.,
pp. 387-415.
6 Observations on the geological formations of the country between the Rio Pecos
and the Rio Grande, in New Mexico, near the line of the thirty-second parallel, &c.,
ibid., pp. 273-289.
1

2
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According to the latter the wbite, gray, and other colored limestones
forming this series have a thickness of over a thousand feet, are
greatly disturbed, and have a varying dip.
The extent of these exposures is probably identical with that of the
trans-Pecos Carboniferous area already described., from which the rocks
are stratigraphically inseparable. These occur eu tirely west of the Pecos
River, so far as is now known, and betw·eeu the Rio Grande and tile
thirty-seconu parallel. The only points where they have been positively
noted are in the section of country from 30 miles west of the mouth of
Delaware Creek to the mountains in the vicinity of El Pa~;o, Tex., approximately following the thirty-second parallel. The Uuited States
and .Mexican boundary survey party noted the occurreuce of similar
rocks along a section parallel to the foregoiug, but from one to two
hundred miles to the south want. ln the report of the survey, however,
which was printed a year or two before Dr. B. F. Shunutrd's application
of the term Penniau, these strata were termed Uarbouiferous. That
they are identical there is little room to doubt.
Dr. Slnunard pointed out many supposed reseill blances to the socalled Permian of Kausas, an<l, if tbese are real, tbe two areas may be
in some degree related.
Concerning the western extension of this region little is definitely
known, hut good authorities think there is reason to believe that it is
more closely related to the Permo Carboniferous, as described in Southern Utah and along the Grand Calion of the Colorado in Arizona, than
to the Coal Measures of the :M ississippi Valley and the Appalachian
region.
It woulu of course be impossible to make any definite statemeuts
about the equivalents of trans-Pecos Permiau, but it is highly probable
that future investigation may demonstrate more clearly the above mentioned resemblance.
There is no reason to doubt that these rocks are a continuation of the
Carboniferous sedimentation, and the remarks of James D. Dana1 concerning the Permiu,n rocks of Kansas are equally applic;:tble to theru,
to wit: They ''are continuous with the Carboniferous Without interruption or unconformability, and yet are refcned to the Permian because
they probably belong to the Permian in geologic time or at least its
earlier portion." Whether these strata are of the Carboniferous or of
the Permian, they preseut paleontologic and stratigraphic features of
a purely tram;itioual group. If it is granted, however, that these Texas
and Kansas strata are the highest Paleozoic beds in this country and
if it is shown that they contain a commingling of typical Carboniferous
and Permian species, the term Permo-Carboniferous would be the most
appropriate one that can be applied to them.
From all the literature we bave UlJOn 1be subject, it is evident that
at the close of the time of the deposition of these trans-Pecos, Permo·
1 Manual

of Geology, p. 369,
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Then follows a description of the mineral products of the formation,
throwing no light on its age or stratigraphy.
The foregoing is the first and only description I have been able to
find in print of the Permian of the Wichita region of Texas from the
pen of tlle wan wllo first applied that name to its geologic formation.
In tlle same pamphlet are geological reports from Prof. Jacob Boll
and Prof. W. F. Cummins. The former says (p.ll) of the geologic age:
The company's land lies wholly within the transition period, especially within the
lower Permian formation.

The 19Jtter says, however (pp. 8, 9):
I had visited frequently before this tdp the immediate country in which these
lands are situated ancl hacl already d.eterruiuod the geological period to which Archer
County belongs. Under an engagement with Prof. E.'D. Cope, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
I have been for the last two years collecting fossil vertebmtes of the Permian period
in Archer and adjoining counties. Archer County is alwost entirely within the lower
Permian period. The rocks and clays of th11 Permian thin out to the south, where
there is a fine preseu tation of the rocks of the upper Coal Measures. 'l'he Permian
strata in Texas lie conformably above the Carboniferous measures; in fact, the Per·
mian and Carboniferout'l rocks constitute a continued series, so that it. is impossible
to determine just where one ends and the other begins; but I am certain the lands of
the company are wholly within the Permian, for I have collected fossil::> on these lauds
that are undoubtedly of that period.

Prof. Jacob Bollruade the first intelligible announcement of the Permian in Northwest Texas in a brief sketch in the American Naturalist
for 1880.1 He mentioned his explorations of the J:.lrevious fieU season,
which extended over the entire length of Little Wichita Hiver and its
confluents. As the result of this six mouths of exploration he announced that he had discoYered many new '·plants and animals, consisting of petrified ferns, fishes, and reptile~." 'filese, he asserteu, all
belonged to the transitional period, and especially to the lower and
upper Permian.
Such is the meager testimony upon which the existence of the Permian in Texas was originally announced. I have been able to gather
from a few scattering newspaper articles a better understanding of the
region thus termed Permian. These articles were written by Prof.
W. F. Cummins, an intimate friend and companion of Professor Boll,
who accompanied him upon his journeys_ of investigation. The substance of the observations given in these newspaper articles is here
reproduced somewhat at length, as the original publications are now
inaccessible to the public.
In au article published in The Galveston Daily News, of December
· 1, 1884, Professor Cummins describes a geologic expedition into the
country which rrofessor Boll was exploriug at tile time of his death, in
1880, in tile vicinity of the Double l\Iountain FOlk of the Brazos River,
The principal object of Professor Cummins's journey was to discover tile
1

Vol. XIV, p. 684, 1880.
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extent of the Permian formation in that part of the State. Be had
previously traced the formation from the Wichita Mountains, near Fort
Sill, Indian Territory, southward to the South Fork of the Brazos Hh'er.
l•rom the fact that Professor Cummius was such an intimate friend of
Professor Boll, it is inferred that they had the same ideas couceruiug
the use of the term Permiau. According· to Professor Cummins it
would appear that(1) On the west side of the Carboniferous exposure, from Fort Griffin
to the Clear Fork of the Brazos, there is a series of lirnestoue hills similar to those in Baylor and Throckmorton Counties, which he considered
Permian from their str"<ttigraphic positiou above the Coal Measures, although unable to determine from the poorly preserved fossils and "the
character of the rocks."
(2) At the base of these hills, on the east side of California Creek,
ar1;3 the "red marls of the Permian."
(3) Four miles farther wm•t, still at the base of the limestone hills, is
the vertebrate stratum,! which appareutly has a wide extent and seL
dom exceeds two feet in thickness. Fossils are abuudant in this stratum,
"O\"er fifty species heretofore un knowu to science having been described
from these beds" by Professor Cope.
('1=) Twenty miles west of the above mentioned locality is Flat Top
Mountaiu, presenting a vertical exposure of 250 feet. These roeks belong to the Permian, but are geographically too high for the vertebrate .
strata, only a few poorly preserved shells having been collected. 2
(5) Twent.r-fi ve miles north of the above mountain is Kiowa Peak,
situate<l at the junction·of Croton Creek and the Brazos River. ''.A trip
to the mountain disclosed the fact tlmt it is of the Permian age. The
whole mountain from top to bottom was a mass of saccharoidal gyp~um." Fossil vertebrates were collected in the vicinity.
(6) At Double Mountain, to the south of the above mentioned locality,
"the base of the mountain is gypsum, while at least two hundred feet
above are Cretaceous, the Cretaceous shells being abundant and well
preserved." Between the Permian and the Cretaceous beds is an unfos·
~iliferous bed, 60 feet thick, similar to that "which immediately overlies
the CarbonH'erous in Young and other counties, and which has hitherto
been supposed to belong to that series of beds."
From the above data, together with my own observations in the region, the l)ermian of Messrs. Cope, Boll, and Cummins may be describeu
as followB:
(1) A stratum of limestone, probably a part of that surmounting the
true Carboniferous hills of Shackelford County, the Permian age of
which is haseu upon its position, the fossils being pronounced indistinct
by those who have seen them. This stratum of limestone is most prob1
2

I have been informed that the vertebrate stratum is above the gypsum beds.
No study has ever been made of the invertebrate fossils of the region.
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ably that described by Ashburner1 as outcropping a few miles from Cum.
mins's locality and belonging under the Brazos coal bed, the superincumbent strata probably being washed away by erosion. It may possibly be the White Limestone of Shumard's trans-Pecos region.
(2) The red marls so characteristic of that region of Texas and described by many travelers as occupying the gypsum beds. According
to Professor Cummins, these are at the base of the Carboniferous hills
above mentioned, indicating non-conformabil ity and later deposition.
(3) A vertebrate bearing stratum, the relation to the foregoing not
being known~ the fossils of which have been the basis of Professor
Cope's term Permian.
(4) Tbe well kuown gypsum strata of Texas, which have been so
often mentioned in the literature of the State. These immediately underlie the t,vpical Texas Cretaceous, a barren stratum of only a few feet
intervening.
·
From the foregoing it will be seen that Professor Cope's Permian, as
interpreted by Professor Cummins's observations, includes all the strata
in Texas west of the central Carboniferous area from the late Carboniferous to the base of the Cretaceous, inelm;ive. It is doubtful whether
this evidence, based upon a vertebrate bearing stratum and unaccompanied by any stratigraphic detail, is sufficient to justify tlle applica- ,
tion of the term Permian to such an important and unexplored series
of Mesozoic rocks.
The age of this series is still in the same condition of uncertainty as
before Professor DeRyee applied a name to it. Tht1 rocks may be Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, J nrassic, or Cretaceous, or all. It is certain that they are the representatives of the sedimentation of the entire
Mesozoic age previous to the well authenticated Cretaceous. A little
investigation would throw much light upon the subject.
Detailed comparison will now be considered unnecessary to show
that there is no similarity between the two regions in Texas to which
this term Permian bas been applied. The Permian of Shumard, beyond
the Pecos River, wllether Permian or Carboniferous, occupies a clear
stratigraphic position; it is well marked by a characteristic fauna;
there is no doubt as to where it belongs in the geologic succession. On
the other hand, the Permian of Cope has as yet no weli defined stratigraphic relations; it is involved in ambiguous uncertainty and its fossils are of a vague and indefinite character. There are no stratigraphic,
lithologic, or paleontologic points common to the two, and hence they
have no established relationship whatever, the latter author having applied the name apparently without knowledge of its use by the other.
1

'8L

''Brazos coal-field, Texas," Trans. Am. lust. Mining Eng.,Vol. IX, pp, 495-506, 1880-·
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THE JURA-TRIAS OR GYPSUM STRATA.

The few geologie observers who llave traveled in Texas west of the
ninety-ninth meridian, south of the North . H'ork of the Canadian, have all
commented upon the occurrence of immense gypsum deposits in that region, but so far as I am aware no one has endeavored to offer any hypothe~is as to their formation or to interpret their accompanying phenomena.
Captain Marcy was the first observer to give this formation extensive
notice, but he throws 1ittle light on its stratigraphic relations. He records numerous localities of occurrence, however, which are of value.
He describes the strata as snow white gypsum, from fifteen to twenty
fet>t thick, resting horizontally upon substrata of red clay and sometimes accompanied by red sandstone. Mr. Jules Marcou, who observed
the same formation a few miles north of Captain Marcy's localities, in
his notes conveyed the idea that these heds were white and rose colored
gypsllms; the beds were from one to twenty feet thick, a thin, argillaceous dolomite being found below them. Captain Pope also noted
the occurrence of the same beds several hundred miles to the southwest,
on Delaware Creek, where Dr. G. G. Shumard, who accompanied both
him and Captain Marcy as geologist, affirmed his identification. At
various other points west of the central Carbon]feruus exposure, bet\veen Red River and the mountains west of the Pecos, these gypsum
strata have been noted and many sections given. I have observed them
at several of the localities mentioned, and in Jones, Haskell, Mitcllell,
and otlwr counties. At every point these gypsum strata are of tlle
same character, consist.ing of white or pink deposits of saccharoidal,
hydrous calcium sulphate. Sometimes they are accompanied by deposits of magnesium and other sulphates.
That these gypsum beds do exist; that they extend over a large area
of country ; that they do not consist of fragmentary crystals. or impregnations, but are extensive, massive bedded strata, presenting a similarity of structure mdicative of identical deposition, is now evident.
What bearing or relation they have to the geologic structure and history of Texas, is a most pertinent question. So far as I am aware 110
study has been made iu this direction. PreviotlS to 1860, when these
beds were attracting the greatest attention, the formation of gypsum
was little understood, and there has been no interpretation of the bearings of this region upon our American geology. The simple laws of
chemical and physical precipitation of limestones, gypsums, and dolomites have bu.t recently become aids to the stratigraphist in his stndieR.
The fact that the typical strata of the peculiar Cretaceous r1cks of
Texas have been observed by Professor Cummins and others resting immediately .u pon these g~Tpsum beds is evidence that their age is preCretaceous, and not the age of the Dakota group, as has recently been
averred by students oti the gypsum strata of Kansas. I also have reason to believe that some of the numerous " red beds" of the gypsum
(447)
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region are Carboniferous, but th<tt the age of the gypsum beds themselves is still unkuown, except that they are iutermediate between the
Carboniferous and the Cretaceous, including what has been termed the
Permian and the Jura-Trias. The intimate stratigraphy of these beds
is not known, but it is probable that they are the eastern exposure of
the immense deposits of the" red beds" observed throughout the Southwest, especially in New Mexico, Utah, and Arizona.
THE SO-CALLED JURASSIC ROCKS OF TEXAS.

I have already shown (po.:tge 54) that Mr. Jules Marcou referred certain of the Mesozoic rocks of Texas to the Jurassic. The:::;e rocks were
along the breaks of the Llano Estacado and along the Canadian RhTer
near the boundary of New Mexico. I have also alluded to the fact that
Mr. 1\{arcou's opiuions were attacked by nearly all of the leading geologists of the day/ none of whom visiled the region, except perhaps Dr.
Newberry. It was a warfare of theoretical discussion, for very little
was known of the region. Mr. Marcou held to his poiut, 2 au.d has not
yet conceded that these strata are Cretaceous, as his opponents unanimously maintained. It is highly probable that the fossils Grypluect
dilatata and Ostrea Marshii, upon the occurrence of which Marcou held
his position, are the same species that Dr. Shumard afterwards described as Gryphma Pitcheri and Ostrea belUplicata, and now known to
occur in the well defined Cretaceous of Ceutral Texas; but. it is certain
that Marcou's allegations that these fossils are Jurassic were founded
npon as logical grounds as those of his opponents, who, at a distance,
made them equal to the Upper Chalk. It is probable that they are the
continuation of Jurassic forms into the Lower Cretaceous, which Marcou called elsewhere'' Neocomiau ;" au<l from later and more definite information it is very probable that Marcou's Jurassic is basal (not Upi>er)
Cretaceous.
Another writer, Mr. N. A. Taylor, has been outspoken in referring the
Cretaceous strata of Texas to the Jurassic. He thus expresses himself: 3
The conformation of this great region seems to show unmistakably that it was
once au inland sea, whose southern shore was probably at :first along the Azoic hills
holow the San Saba, contracting gra.dnally to the great ba,ckhone between [Fort]
McKavett and Kickapoo Springs, whose western shore extended at least thus far,
and whose northem. shore may have reached the Red River. Its eastern shore probably crossed the Colorado above the mouth of the Concho, extending northward to
tho limit of Texas and perhaps beyond. This immense basin slopes in ward from
1

See "Criticisms on Marcou's work by .American

geologi~Sts,"

Am. Jour. Sci., 2<1 ser.:

XXVI, p. 323; 2d ser., Vol. XXVII, pp. 34, 134; 2cl ser., Vol. XXVIII, pp.153, 256, and

298; Report of U.S. Geological Survey, Vol.. IX; Report of U.S. and Mexican Boundary Survey, Vol. I, Part II; Pacific Railway Reports, Vols. II anrl III, quarto editions.
2 See Geology of North America, by Jules Marcou, Zurich, 1858, for gist of Mr. Mat·cou's defense.
3 See The Coming Empire, or Two Thousand Miles in Texas on Horseback, by H.
F. McDaniels and N. A. Taylor, pp. 314, :31.) , l.-l78.
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every direction, but its deepest parts are probably along the valleys of the Concho,
not far from its southern border. Tho altiLtl!le of Fort Concho is o:Jly ono thou&and
nine hnndrod feet above the level of the sea, while that of the great ridge uelow
Kickapoo Springs and this on which I stand must be (1 nite a thousand feet higher.
This sea in dt·yiug up left enormous lleposits of gypsum, great bells anll area,s of salt
and. other alkalies, with which all tho streams that flow through its ancient bed are
more or less impregnated. This sea, as I uelieve, existed during the Jurassic ago.
The geologists who have written of this region, from observations at telescopic distance or no observations at all, have all assigned it to the Cretaceous; but my judgment is that there is little or no Cretaceous in it. I have seen no fossils t.o confirm
this judgment; but this basin in general outline is totally unlike the Cretaceous as
developed in other portions of Texas or elsewhere. Nor has that formation m any
part of the globe, if this be Cretaceous, develope(l such enormous deposits of gypsum
andsalt. If, then, itisCretaceous, it is anomalous and without precedent.

The region he alludes to is the central or denuded area.

He says:

This portion of Texas has never been geologically examined, except in a most
cursory way, and it is not always easy to distinguish .Jurassic from Cretaceous fossils.
The late State geologist, Professor Buckley, rode over it in an ambulance, not deviating from the El Paso stage road.

Mr. Taylor has simply taken the work of subaerial erosion to be that
of a lacustrine shore line, and his Jurassic sea is the denuded area of
all the formations from the Carboniferous into the Cretaceous.
Although no one could say positively that there are no strata of the
Jurassic age in Texas (for the problematic gypsum bearing red beds
may be of that age), it is perfectly safe to say that none have as yet
been demonstrated to exist.
THE CRETACEOUS.

The Cretaceous strata of Texas form by far the most extensive and
important geologic deposit of that State. Fortunately for science the
earliest writings on this particular formation were very explicit. Dr.
Ferdinand 1-toemer's Kreidebildungen von Texas and his other writings
on the subject, however erroneous they may be in their deductions, are
exceedingly complete and clear, so that in their perusal there can be
but little doubt as to the exact opinions he entertained. He studied
the Cretaceous rocks of the State from the marine Tertiary on the east
to the Paleozoic rocks in the Llano County region, embracing a cross
section of the entire thickness of the series. This was from Seguin to
the old Spanish fort on the San Saba. He also collected all possible
legendary evidence and platted upon a map his 1deas of the distribution
of the Cretaceous strata in Texas. His descriptions and figures of the
fossils of this formation remain to this day the most accurate and perfect of any paleontologic literature of the country. The principal points
he developed concerning this formation were as follows:
( t) He delineated its eastern border as extending from Presidio del
Rio Gr::ttHle northeastward 4!0 miles to the Red River, enumerating
many intermediate points. Tl1is line is generally accepted to-day.
(2) He explained the peculiar lithologic characteristics-a white
chalky rock, with the appearance and C(lnsistency of the German PHi(449)
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nerkalk, containing calcite crystals and flint nodules, a chalk marl, and
a harder yellow limestone.
(3) He gave the first exposition of its organic remains and asserted
their great similarity to the fauna of the Upper Cretaceous of Southern
Europe.
(4) He gave the fauna of the various strata and of diffPrent localities, describing 118 species, 58 of which were new to sciencE'.
(5) He noted the escarpment line, running from the neighborhood of
San Antonio northward, via New Braunfels and Austin, to an indeterminate point north of the latter city. lie found the CretacPous formation to extend in a comparatively narrow strip along the base of this
escarpment, as well as far to the west along the surface of the tableland, of which it was the boundary.
He found well differentiated faunas in each of these topographic areas,
and accordingly divided the formation in two great subdivisions/ to
wit: Die Kreidebildungen am _Fusse des Hochlandes (the Cretaceous
formation at the foot of the highlands) and Die Kreidebildungen des
Hochlandes (the Cretaceous of the highlands). He discussed the last
named formation as the Cretaceous as he found it near Fredericksbnrg2 and the Cretaceous eight miles west of New Braunfels. 3 Of
these divisions and subdivisions he considered the Fredericksburg, or
most western outcrop, the newest, and the Cretaceous at the foot of
the highlands the oldest, and expressed the opinion that there could be
no doubt that the latter extended under the highlands, instead of resting unconformably upon it, wllich recent investigations have shown to
be tile case.
1 Dr. Roemer made no tabulated sectiol! of the Cretaceous of Texas, but from many
statements in the text of his works it is evident that he had the following opinions
of the subdivisions:
There are three general divisions of the Cretaceous in Texas, to-wit: The Cretaceous at the foot of the highlands; the Cretaceous of the highlands; the Cretaceous
of the hills near Predericksburg.
On page 17 of Kreide bildungen he says: "It is known that the hills in the country to the north of Fredericksburg, on the PedernaJes River, are the latest of all the
Cretaceous of the highlands of Texas." On page ltl of the same work, be says: "After
these observations it cannot be longer doubted that the Fredericksburg strata belong
to the youngest of the three accepted divisions ofthe Cretaceous period."
Concerning the relation of the Cretaceous of the highlands to that at their foot, he
says (Texas, p. 379): "Before we can enter upon a discussion of the general significance of the Cretaceous strata in Texas we must endeavor to investigate how the Cretaceous, which caps the high table-lands of Texas, consisting of a series of silicious,
chalky strata, are related to the earlier observed formation at the ford of the Guadalupe, ncar New Braunfels, and at other points along the foot of the highlands, consisting of less firm white limestone and marls. The undoubted succession of these
strata cannot l>e seen plainly at New Braunfels.
''But, since the :firmer strata of the highlands plainly occupy a much higher bluff> it
is not to be doubted that here at New Braunfels the loose white chalk and chalk
marls are the lowest and the firmer limestones of the highlands the highest."
2 Comanche Peak group of Shumard.
3 Washita Limestone of Shumard.
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He intimated the westward extension to the Rocky Mountains of the
Cretaceous formation, and showed that it differed materially in its org·anic and lithologic characters from what is now known as Meek and
Hayden's section in the Northwestern Territories and that it bore slight
resemblance to the Alabama section, based upon the occurrence of
Hippurites. 1 He also asserted, upon the occurrence of identical organic
remains, that this formation was equivalent to the Upper Chalk and displayed by both Hs paleontologic and its lithologic characters a resemblance to the Upper Cretaceous of Southern Europe in the countries
bordering on the Mediterranean.
From the above .facts, together with similar observations upon the
relation of the Cretaceous of New Jersey with that of Northern Europe,
he derived the following important conclusions concerning the Cretaceous of Texas :2
(1) The rocks of the Cretaceous period in Texas, which are generally of a chalky
character, have an extensive distribution, reaching from the Red River to the Rio
Grande, comprising the greatest part of the highlands (central region) and the
southern border, even extending into the unuulati ng region (black prairie).
(2) The rocks vary greatly in character, those of the undulating region (black
prairie region) consisting of white, chalky limestones of little firmness, and those of
the highlands (central region) of a great system of strata consisting in part of very
firm limestone layers, with inclosures of flint nodules and intervening layers of
marls.
(3) The Cretaceous formations of Texas collectively belong to the Upper Chalk (i.e.,
the chalk above the Gauh), and so much so that they may be referred to the horizons
of the white chalk (Etage Senonien d'Orbigny) and the upper part of the chloritic
chalk (1!5tage Turonien d'Orbigny) of Enrope.
( 4) The rocks of the Cretaceous forma(.ion in Texas, particularly those of the highlands (central region), upon compa.rison show a decided analogy with the Upper
Cretaceous formations of Southern Europe, especially along the Mediterranean,
which analogy is especia.lly seen in the strong representation of the fossil family of
Ruuistes.
(5) The same physical differences in the natural conditions of the oceanic regions
of the north of England and Northern Germany, on the one hand, and those of the
Mediterranean on the other, that existedatthe close of the Cretaceous age and that
caused the variance in faunas and lithologic characters of the synchronous deposits
in these two regions, existed at the same time and do still exist in the seas of North
America. From these facts it is evident that the Cretaceous of New Jersey then l.Jore
the same relations to that of Texas3 as did that of the north of Europe to that of the
Mediterranean, and that the same northerly deflection of the isothermal lines from
the eastern coast of North America to the western coast of Europe, was evident at
so early a time in the earth's history as the Cretaceous.

The next observation of the Cretaceous strata of Texas was made
by Dr. G. G. Shumard along the northern border of the State. Be
included the strata which his brother, Dr. B. 1?. Shumard, afterwards
incorporated in his section under the name of Washita Limestone
These he traced from Fort Washita (a few miles north of the present
Radiolites, as corrected in Kreidebildungen.
Kreide bildungen, pp. 25, 26.
3The next to the latest of the European Cretaceous.
1

2
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city of Denison) to cast of Fort Belknap, in Young County. A com
parison of his descriptions with those of Roemer shows that the Cretaceous of this northern region of Texas has many paleontologic similarities with that described by Hoemer from an Indian camp on the
Guadalupe, eight miles west of New Braunfels, but that their lithologic
features vary greatly.
Dr. G. G. Shumard said of these strata: 1
From this point [Fort Washita], the Cretaceous rocks were found to extend uninterruptedly until we reached tho southwestern boundary of the cross timbers in Texas.
From the best information I was able to procure it constitutes the prevailing formation from Fort Washita in the direction of Fort Towson fo.r upwards of a hundred
miles with an average breadth of fifty miles. It forms part of that extensi vo belt
of Cretaceous strata that extends from Georgia to Texas, and which, from the character of its fossil fauna, is now regarded as the equivalent of the Upper Chalk of England, and with that division of the Cretaceous group to which d'Orbiguy gives the
name of l':gtage Senonien. Wherever sections of the strata were to be seen, they
presented the following characters : Grayish yellow sandstones, with intercalations
of blue, yellow, and ash colored clays and beds of white and bluish white limestone.
The limestone reposes on the clays and sandstones. At some points it attains the
thickness of a hundred feet, while at others it is quite thin and sometimes even entirely wanting. It is usually soft and friable and liable to disintegrate rapidly
when exposed to the action of the weather. These Cretaceous rocks are often full of
fossils. At Fort Washita the layers are crowded with Ananchytes, IIemiaste1·, Nlteleolites, Arntnonites, Ost1·ea, Pecten, &c., descriptions and figures of which will be found
in Dr. B. F. Shumard's reports on the paleontology of the expedition. We saw helle
some specimens of Ammonites severa.l feet in diameter and weighing between four
and five hundred pounds.

Mr. Jules Marcou published a more accurate description of the Fort
Washita strata and fauna a year after Dr. G. G. Shumard. He showed
that in that region they were greatly denuded and covered to the east
by higher strata like those of Arkansas and Mississippi. He asserted
that the true age of the Fort Washita strata was Neocomian. 2
The first results of the expedition were published by Mr. Marcou,
prefaced with the statement that be had as yet neither the specimens
which he had collected nor a good ma·p of the country passed through,
an<l since the time was very short in which he could make the required
report he begged that its brevity and incompleteness be excused. In
this papPr he announced the existence of various formations which he
more or less correlated with European strata. He described the red
beds of the western portion of the Indian Territory as the Trias and
discussed its divisions. The most important announcement, so far as
concerns the geology of the Texas region, was as follows :3
I have mentioned two points between Topofki Creek and Anton Chico, where the
Triassic rocks are covered by more modern formations. The first of these points is
Expl. Red River of La., 1852, by R. B. Marcy and Geo. B. McClellan, p. 158.
This is the only recorded reference of Texas Cretaceous strata to a position below
the Gault.
3 GBology of North America, by Jules Marcon, p. 17, 1858.
The wording varies from
that used in the resume printed as a part of House Doc. 129, 1854, Lieutenant Whipple's report, p. 40, and makes locations more explicit.
·

1

2
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upon one of the tributaries of the False ·washita River, Comet Creek (latitude 35032'
21", longitude 99° 14' 40"), near our camp, No 31, where, upon the heights, arefoun<l
the remains of beds of a limestone filled with shells which I connect with the Neocomian of Europe, or, in other words, \\·ith tho Lower Division of the Cretaceous rockf::l.
This limestone is only 5 feet thick ; it is of a whitil:lh gray color, containing an immense quantity of Ostmcea, which I consiLler as identical with the Exogyra ( Grypltwa)
Pitcheri Mort. * * ·* having the closest analogy with the Exogym Couloni of theN eocomian of the environs of N eufcha.tel (Switzerland). As it is the first time theN eocomiau
has been recognized in America, where, until now, only the Greensand and Chalk
Marl or Lower Chalk have been fouDtl, I will add that these strata are much more
developed at Fort Washita, where Dr. G. G . Shnmard has made a collection offossils such as Pecten qnadricostatns, Gryphwrt Pitcheri, Cardit'm multist1·iaturn, Atnmonites
acuto-carinatus, Holaste1· simplex, all fossils or genera characteristic of the Neocomian
of Europe. Further, at Port Washita, the Neocomian is covered by the Greeusand,
containing very fine Herniastm·, large Ammonites jlacidicosta, Gryphwa sinuata var·
Amet·icarw, Exogyra Texana, &c.
This Neocomian has nearly l)een destroyed and carried away by denudations1 for
it is only found on the summits of the hills, where it appears like the ruinsof ancient
buildings; it occupies actually only a· width of three or four miles. Probably at the
time of the deposit it covered more space, but as at Fort Washita, where it has been
very little denuded, it is only twenty-five or thirty miles wide. This shows it to have
been but a narrow band in the immense basin of the prairies. 1

The other reference of Mr. Marcou relating particularly to the geology
of the State of Texas, although made, like the foregoing remark, upon
strata continued beyond its border, was to the effect that certain other
rocks on the Llano Estacado were Jurassic, as follows:
These rocks belong to the Jurassic or Oolitic epoch. Fossils are very rare in the
sandstone and limestone; bnt the btds of blue clay which are found in the middle
of this formation contain in abundance a G1·yphcea which has the greatest analogy
with the Gt·yphma dilatata of the Oxford Clay of England and Prance, a1id which I call
provisionally Gryphrea dilatata var. Tncumcarii *
* and a very large Ostt·ea, having
a resemblance to the Ostrea Marshii * * * of tho Inferior Oiilite of Europe. * * *
This American Jurassic presents, at least thus far, one point of considerable difference
from the Jurassic of Europe and Asia, where such large quantities of Cephalopoda are
found, such as A.nwwnites and Bele·rnnites, while here the Ammonites are only found in
the Greensand and the Belemnites in the Marly Chalk; and even there these fossils
are never so abundant as in the corresponding strata of Europe.
·}f

In another preliminary paper, based upon specimens collected by
Captain Pope's expedition, which he diu not accompany, Mr. Marcou
speaks as follows of the Cretaceous rocks in the vicinity of Preston:
Tex, near the present site of Denison :2
Preston and its environs are forme<l of the Cretaceous rocks that extend along the
Red River awl tho False Washita as far as tho Canadian River. These rocks form also
1 Field observations by the writer, made and published since the manuscript of this
bulletin was sent to press, show that this small and hitherto unappreciated description of Mr. Marcou is really the most accnrate t.hat has ever been written on the
Cretaceous formations of the Indian Territory, and that it is equally applicable to
those of Texas, of which they are the continuation.
2 In House Doc. 129, 18;!4.
Rep. of Exploratiou of a Route for the Pacific Railroad
near the Thirty-seconcrPamllel of Latitude from the Reel River to the Rio Grande. By
Bvt. Capt. John Pope, Chap. XIII, Geol. Notes of a Survey of the country comprised
between Preston, Red River, and El Paso, Rio Grande del Norte, p. 25.
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the beds of the several tributaries of the Trinity River, especially of the Elm Fork of
the Trinity, where your survey has found this formation very well developed, with
numerous fossils. The Cretaceous consists at the base of yellowish gray limestones,
filled with broken oysters, of which the most common species is the G1·yphcea Pitclleri;
then pale grayish blue clays are superposed, containing numerous fossils, such as
Exogyra Texana, Ost1·ea carinata, Pecten q·uinquecostattts, Toxastm· Texanus, &c. Upon
these clays are sandy limestones, grayish white, containing large Lhnmonites and
Bacnlites; the most common are Baculites asper and several other new species that yon
have collected and which I will describe in the final report. The lower part, fornwd
of limestone wHh G1·yphcea Pitcheri and blue cll'J.y with Toxaster 1'exanus, corresponds
with what is called by geologists the Neocomian formation, while the upper portion,
containing .Anttnonites and Baculites, corresponds to the formation designated as Greensand and Marly Chalk.

The next cross section of the Cretaceous strata was made along the
Rio Grande, by Arthur Schott, 1 ofthe United States and Mexican boundary commission. This he describes as "a Cretaceous basin, which consists chiefly of strata of greensand, which extends from Las Moras to
the vicinity of Reynosa, and forms a belt of 380 to 400 miles in width"
(P· 34) in Texas and Mexico. In this basin he notes various lithologic
characters and some slight local disturbances. In this reg-ion, "from
Lai:l Moras to the vicinity of Arroyo Sombreretillo, which is abunt teu
miles above Laredo, lignite coal occurs frequently" (p. 35). '"Prints aml
eveu remains of plants preserved in these coals indicate vegetable forms
of the higher orders, as Gramiue::e, and even dicotyledonous trees, such
as willow and ash" (p. 35). He also notes the extension of these coals
into the Santa l~osa mountainous regions of Mexico, where the strata
are nearly vertical. The fl)ssils, plants, and mollusks from these loca1ities bear a -close affinity to the coal bearing beds of the late Oretaceons
of the North western Territories, but tbeit relation to that region as well
as to the Cretaceous of the west of Texas is still problematic.
Dr. Benjamin F. Shumard was the next geologist to study the Cretaceous strata in the field. He had the advantage of previous observations as well as of residence in the State for a few years as State
geologist (1858-1861). His writings give evidence of much labor, but,
like Dr. Roemer's, they are deficient in stratigraphy and are mostly
of a paleontologic character. His section of the Cretaceous strata of
Texas has been accepted to the present time by most writers. I quote
the section with his immediate comments upon it :2
The order of succession and thickness of the different members of the Cretaceous,
system; so far as observed in Texas, are expressed by the following section, which is
believed to be in the mai u correct, although it is not improbable that further researches
may render some slight modifications necessary.
1
Sn bstance of the Sketch of the Geology of the Lower Rio Bravo del Norte, by Arthur
Schott, asst. surveyor U. S. B. C., &c. Report of U. S. and Mex. Boundary Surv.
Vol. I, Part II, pp. 28-48, ll:l51.
11 Trans. Acad. Sci. Saint Louis, Vol. I. pp. 582·-589, 1856-1860.
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I. UPPER CRETACEOUS OR CALCAREOUS DIVISION.

This division, in the eastern or settled portion of the State, attains a thickness of
from 800 to 1,000 feet, but in its western extension reaches a much greater development. It presents the following subdivisions from above downwards: Cap1·ina Lirnestone, Conwnche Peak gl'onp, A1.t8tin L irnestone, Exogy1·a arietina ntarls, Washita Lirnestone, Inocerarnus problentaticus bed.Y, and Caprotina Lirnestone.
Caprina lintestone.-This is the uppermost recognized member of the series, and,
although of no great thickness, has a somewhat extended geographical range. It is a
yellowish white limestone, sometimes of a fin ely granular texture and sometimes
made up of rather coarse, subcr.vstalline grains, cemented with a chalky paste. It
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generally occtu8 in thick, massive be<l~, and is capable of with8ta.wlillg tho ac'tinn of
ihe weather to a greater extent than most of the members of the Uretaceous Hystetu.
This formation i8 usually found capping the highest elovtttions, audits presence uuiy
be nearly always recognized, even at a distance, by the peculiar fiat-topped and <.:astelbtecl appearance it imparts to the hills [lmttes]. According to Dr. H,iduell 1 his
finely displa.yed along the bluffs of Brazos River, in Bosq ne, McLennan, an<l Hill
Comities; also along the Leon aml Bosqno Rivers. The summits of the remarkablo
elevation known as Comanche Peak, in Johnson County, and that of Shovel Mountain, in Burnet Count;)~, consist of this rock.
The fosl:lils are chiefly Caprin a, Cytherea, and Ammonites of undetermined specie!:!.
Comanche Peak g1·onp.-The Comanche Peak group, which next l:luccee<lA in detmendiug order, is an important member of the series, and presents a greaLt·r d eYelopment, both horizonta.lly and vertically, than either of the others. It iH Hmtle up of
soft yellowish and whitish chalky limestone and buff and cream colored lime::;tone!l
of greater or loss compactness. * * *
The best exhibitions of this formation tha.t we have seen are at Comanche Peak,
Shovel Mountain, and at Mount Bonnell, uear Austiu.
Fossils: This group is rernarka!Jl.Y rich iu organic remains, a large portion of them,
however, occurring usually as castt:l. The species most frequently observed are Exogy,·a Texana, G1·yphwa Pitclu.wi, Janim ocoidentalis, Cardium 'inultistrialum, C. 1.exanum,
C. Coloradocnse, Pholadomya Sancti-Sabw, Lima Wacoensis, Arcopagia 1'exana, 1.i·igonia
orennlata, Asla1·te lineolata, Cardita el'lninula, Corbula oooidentalis, JJfodiola contriceco~;tellata, Leda, Tlu·aoia, Ammonites acutioarinatus, A. Peclm·nalis, Scollo·ia 1'exana,
Phasianella lttlnida, Roslellaria (Eulinut Sll.) subfusifonnis, Natioa PcdeJ'nalis, Ncrinea
aous, Avellana Texana, TUI'J'itella IU:rtlttint-gJ·annlatct, c~rithium Bosquense, Plelt?'Otomal'ia
( undet. sp. ), Solaritwt ( nn<lot. sp. ), Hcterastcr ( Toxaster Roe.) Texa.n us, Boleotypus
planatus, Cyplwsorna Texalllwn, and Dictdeuta Texanwn.
It is quite probable that this aud the preceding !:lubdivision of our Cretaceous system are not represented. in Nebraska. Wo ha.ve collecteu more than fifty species of
fossils from these beds and not a single one has been found identical with any of the
numerous Nel>raska forms that have been described by Messrs. Meek, Haydeu, Hall,
the writer, and others. Neither have we seen any paleoutological evidence that the
beds under notice are parallel with any of the memuors of tho N t'W Jersey aud Ala.lmnm series, though it is not improl>able that a closer study of the UretacooLL:! rocks
in Alabama will show them to exist there.
Austin Lhnestone.-This subdivision consists of crea.m colored aml hluish earthy
limestone, anfl resembles in lithological featnreH portions of the preceuing group, but
coutaius quite a different assemblagn of organic remains. Some of the hodt:l are soft
and cmrnble readily upon exposunl, while others are moderately hard an(l furnillh a
handsome building rock, which ma.y be cut into almo::lt any required shape with a
common handsaw. The State honse and several of the public builuiugs at An!:ltin
are construe tf'Cl of this stone. This formation occurs at Austin and n<>ar San An touio
autl New Braunfels. Dr. Riddell also recognized it in McLennan awl Bosq ne Connties antl Dr. G. G. Shumard in Grayson County. Tho greatest thickne~-;s observed il:l
in tlle vicinity of Austin, where the beds are exposed to the height of ~tllout one huntired feet.
Organic remains: The most characteristic [fossils] are Inoceramus biformis, Gr.IJphroa
vesionla1·is, Exogyra oostata, Ostrea anmniwjonnis, Area vulga1·is, Radiolites .lnstincnsis, Nautilus DeKayi (?), Baonlites anceps, Heliooceras, .Ammonites, Cassidulus req_uoreus, Hmniashw parastatus, a.nd sca.les aU<l teeth of fishes.
At the base we have shaly layers of dark bluish gray calcareon,· snndstone, containing numeroul:l fish scales, teeth of Corax helerodon, Lanwa 1'exana, and remains of
Mosasau1·us.
This assemblage of fossils establishes prett.y clearly that the Austin Limestone represents divisions A, B, and C of the Alabama section, as determineu by Professor Win-
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che11, which are regarded by Messrs. Meek and Hayden and Professor Hall as on a parallel with Nos. IV aud V of the Nebraska section.
Exogyra arietina marl.-This is an indurated blue and yellow marl, with occasional bands of gray limestone and thin seams of selenite interstratified. It contains
iron pyrites in the form of small spherical masses and the fossils are also fi·equently
studded with 'brilliant crystals of this substance. It is well exposed towards the Lase
of Mount Bonnell, near Austin, where it presents a thickness of about sixty feet. It
may also be seen to advantage near New Braunfels, in Comal County, at various
points in Bell County, and Dr. G. G. Shumard found it resting upon the limestone of
Fort Washita, in AI·kansas.
Fossils: Exogy1·a ar'ittina, Gryphwa Pitcheri, Janira Texana, and a small undescribed
species of Dentalina. On Shoal Creek, near Austin, Exogym a1·ietina occur in the greatest profusion, the surface of the ground being sometimes literally covered with them.
Washita Limestone.-'fhis important member of our Cretaceous system is made
up of a nearly white, y.ellow, gray, and blue limestone, some of the layers ueiug moderately hard, while others disintegrate rapidly from exposure. This formation is exhibited at many localities in the State. Good exposures occur near Austin and in
Grayson, Fannin, and Red River Counties. According to Dr. G. G. Shumard, it is
finely developed at Fort Washita.
Blue mm·l.-This member was examined in Grayson County by Dr. G. G. Shumard, who describes it as au indurated, arenaceous marl of a schistose structure, with
small nouules of iron pyrites and irregular masses of lignite disseminated through
it. It bas not been recognized south of Grayson County.
The fossils are Inoceramus problematicus, Ost1·ea, and Plicatula, of undetermined
species. It also abounds in fish remains, the scales and teeth of which are sometimes
elegantly preserved.
This subdivision should, perhaps, be grouped with the preceding. It corresponds
with No. 2 of the Nebraska section.
Cap1·otina Limestone-.-The Caprotina Limestone, which follows in descending order,
forms the base of the Upper Cretaceous and is composed of light gray and yellowish
gray earthy limestone, with intercalated bands of yellow marl and sometimes flint.
It is exposed at the base of the hills near Comanche Peak and is seen underlying tho
Washita Limestone near the Colorado, at the foot of Mount Bonnell.
Fossils: The lower portion abounds in Cap1·otina Texana and the upper portion
contains Orbitolina Texana, Panopwa Newben·yi, Cardium Brazoense, Area Proutana,
Cytherea, Cyprina, Natica acutispira, Phasianella perovata, and Cerithium, and Nerinea.,
of undetermined species.
II. LOWER CRETACEOUS.

For a knowledge of this division of our Cretaceous system I am indebted to Dr. G.
G. Shumard, who has had excellent -opportunities for examining it. He describes it
as being composed of sandstones and gypseous and marly clays, the latter coutaining
numerous septaria, filled with fossils. It is separable into two groups, namely, Arenaceous and Marly Clay or Red River group.
A1·enaceous gro·u p.I-This member consists of light yellow and blue sandstone and
beds ofsaudy clay, with crystals of selenite and some lignite. Its characters may be
understood from the following section, taken by Dr. G. G. Shumard on Post Oak
Creek, in Grayson County :
No.1. Soft, fine grained, yellow sandstone.·--·· ......................... - •. 10 feet.
2. Hard, fine grained, blue sandstone, becoming yellow upon exposure,
and sometimes passing into grits tone and fine conglomerate.... . . . . 5 feet.
3. Yellow sandstone, same as No.1. .. --.··-···-----· ...... -----· .... --· 10 feet.
4. Indurated, blue, slaty clay, with crystals of selenite ....... - .......... 20 feet.
5. Thinly laminated layers, same as No.2 ...................... ----··-- 3 feet.
1

Dakota Sandstone.

S~e 'fmn~> . .t\.c::J.d. Sci. St, Louis, Vol. II, p. 140, quoted, p.176.
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Fossils: The upper pa;t is characterized by Ostrea bellarugosa [ 0. belliplicata 1],
Ost1·ea congesta, Lzwina, PlicatuZa, a small species of Cyprina (?),fossil wood, and occasionally ouscnre impressions of plants. The Ostrea occurs in distinct bands and is
extremely auundant. The lower beds have yielded an undeseribed species of Lingula
and abound in fish remains which Dr. Leidy refers to the following species: Ptychodus mamtnilaTis, Lamna cmnpressa, L. Texana, GaZeocerdo pristodontus, and Carcharodon. " " "
With regard to the Nebraska equivalent of our Arenaceous group, I think there
can scarcely be a doubt that it represents No. 1 (perhaps the upper part) of the section of Messrs. Ha.ll, Meek, and Hayden. " " •
Marly Clay o1· Red River group.-This member immediately underlies thfl fish bed
of the Arenaceous group and is described by Dr. G. G. Shumard as "a blue, marly
clay occa~:~ioually variegated with red and brown, and with thin bands of sand.stone
interstratifwtl. The clay contains crystals of selenite, flattened nodules of compact
brown aml blue limestone, and septaria of compact, blue limestone, reticulated with
brown, yellow, and purple spar. The notlules occur in the upper, and the septaria
towards the base of the formation. The best exposures of the group are in Grayson,
on Post Oak, Choctaw, and Big Mineral Creeks, where sections of from fifty to sixty
feet have been measured. It occurs also on Red River, Fannin and Lamar Counties.
The estimated thickness of the group in this part of the State is about one hundred
and fifty feet, hut we have not seen the base of the formation."
Fossils are exceedingly abundant in the septaria and nodules, and so far as I have
been able to learn they belong to hitherto undescribed species. From the collections
of Dr. G. G. Shmuartl I have been able to characterize tho following: ..lmmonites Swallorii, A. inmqttiplicatns, A. Meelcianus, .A. Graysonensi.c;, Anc.IJloceras annulatus, Sea·
phites vermiculus, Baculites gmcilis, Cytherea Lamaren8is, TapeB Hil!Tardi, Genilia grcgaria,
Nncula Haydcni, Panopcea subpa1·allela, Corbula GrayHonensis, C. 1'uomeyi, Inocm·amus
capulu.c;, and Inocerantus, n. sp. Fossil wood is also quite common at several of the
localities visited.
·

The section contains what have been called grave discrepancies by
another writer, 1 and from my residence in the State I think the criticism
well founded. Why these errors appear in Shumard's section is easily explained. It i~ a composite one, made up at the city of AuRtin from the
obs(.'rvations of three geologists workiug in widely separated portions
of the State, and influenced by his predilection towards Roemer's opinions. His Comanche Peak series is evidently the same as Roemer's
Fredericksburg subdivision, his .Austin Limestone is Hoerner's Kreidebildungen am Fusse des Hochlandes, and his Washita Limestone
i~ the same as described by his brother and Mr. Jules Marcou. The
lower part of his section is based upon the observations of his brother
aloug H.eu HiYer, where the lithologic aud paleoutologic variations are
di.ffereut from those of synchronous forruatious of other parts of the
State. Dr. Ridd('ll, assistant geologist, studied the formations in
Bosque County, while Dr. B. F. Shumard himself studied them at
Austin. He arrauged, as he thought the data warranted, these observations of his brother on Red River, those of Dr. Riddell's in Central Texas, and his own and Dr. Roemer's ncar Austin to make up
1
See "Notes on the Cretaceous aud Carboniferous rocks of Texas, by Jules Mar·
con," Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. VIII, pp. 86-97, 1861-1862.
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the published section. From this section, by careful compa:i.'ison of
Roemer's work, it will be seen that he had the same fundamental
opinion, to wit, that the Cretaceous of the lower land east of Austin
extended under that of the table lands to the west, and that the tops
of the hills (buttes) farther inland was the newest Cretaceous of the
State.
Upon the publication of this section, Mr. Jules Marcou wrote a criticism of the same, 1 in wbicb he pointed out many discrepancies in sequence of the groups and rearranged Dr. Shumard's section upon his
own data, as follows :
~-------------------,---------------------.---------------------,

Upper Cretaceous or Senonian.

Austin Limestone.
Fish bed in sandstone (Lamna
Texana).
Blue Marl, with Inoceramus
problematicus.

Arenaceous group with Ostrea
congesta.
Fish bed, Lamna Tezana &c.

I

1---------------------1-------------Middle Cretaceous or Greensand and Turonian.

Marly Clay or R oll Hiver group.
Caprina Limestone.
Comanche Peak group (superior }>art with Exogyra Texana).
Exogyra arietina marl.

1------ ---------1---- - - - Lower Cretaceous or Aptian
and Neocomian.

I

-----~------ ----------:

Wasltita Limestone (comprising the inferior part of the Comanche
P eak group, with Gryphrea Pitcheri).
Caprotina Limestone.

1- - - ---------------~ -T-r-ia_s_o_r_C_ru--b-on_i_fu_r_o_u_s. . ---------------------------l

.
From my own observatious in the State I am inclined to believe,
notwithstanding the disagreement with older geologists, that Mr. Marcou's deduction is more iu accordance with the actual relations of the
strata than any other published and especially than those of Roemer
and Shumard.
In the following years (1861, 1862) Dr_. B. F. Shumard announced the
occurrence of two more groups of the Cretaceous in Texas. The first of
these was the Ripley group of Mississippi, which he announced before the Academy of Science of Saint Louis to have been found in
Navarro County, Tex. The other was the Dakota sandstone, which he
reported from Grayson Oounty. He studied the first named group
and identified over t\veuty species common to the Tippah County (Mi~
sissippi) beds and the .Navarro County (Texas) beds. Concerning the
alleged occurrence of the Dakota sandstone in Grayson County, he said
that he based his opinion upon the occurrence of dicotyledonous leave~
in the ferruginous saudy strata there, 2 of which he would speak further
Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. VIII, pp. 86-97, 1861.
You will, perhaps, renwmbf\ r tho statement in my paper on the Cretaceous strata
of Texas (p. 589 of Tra.nsactiom1) that, although we had not succeeded in finding
dicotyledonous leaves in the lower Cretaceous marls and sandstones 0f Texas, as has
1

2

Bull. 45-6
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at a future day, an expectation not fulfilled. These leaves, howev-er, are
now thought to be from the lower cross timbers strata, which are on a
direct line of geographic continuity with the alleged Dakota of Kansas.
Dr. Shumard died without incorporating these later additions into
his geologic sections. If he had done this it would have been necessary to revise the relative position of the strata entirely. He deserves
creuit, however, for some points which are not dwelt upon in his writings; one of these is the correlation of the groups of other States with
those of Texas. He was the first to prove conclusively that the Cretaceous of the other Gulf States1 was represented in Texas and also to
intimate the occurrence there of the Dakota sandstone.z
Dr. R. H. Loughridge, in his sketch of the geology of the State/
~bows clearly the occurrence of the Gulf States formation along the
eastern portion of the Cretaceous areas of Texas, and traces it to the
line of the Red River, north of which it had been identified and studied
by D. D. Owen, in Arkansas, many years before.
From the observations of all these geologists the following is at
present known concerning the Texas Cretaceous:
(1) It has been studied hastily and independently along three widely
separated, parallel cross se.ctions, to wit, by Dr. G. G. Shumard and by
Jules Mar~ou along the northern borders, by Dr. Ferdinand Roemer and
by Dr. Benjamin P. Shumard in the central (Austin and New Braunfels) region, and by Arthur Schott along the Rio Grande. The section as studied by the last mentioned, being the continuation of Mexican geologic features into Texas, has but slight resemblance to the
Cretaceous of the rest of the State, so faT as it has been studied.
Concerning the rest of the State two diverse opinions have been presented, especially concerning the order of sequence and the correlation
of the Cretaceous strata of most of the State of Texas, one of which is
b 1sed upon observations of a cross section south of Austin across the
been done by Meek and Hayden in Nebraska and Kansas and Newberry in New
Mexico, they would probably be found in this position. I have now the pleasure of
informing you that further explorations in Lamar County, near the Red River, have
resulted in the discovery, by Dr. G. G. Shumard, of numerous impressions of leaves in
alternations of yellowish sandstones and bluish shales which are believed to occupy
a position below the Marly Clay or Red River group of my section, and which wereg 1.r.l as being on a parallel with the lower beds of No. 1 of the Nebraska section.
Tho collection made by Dr. G. G. Shumard contains several species of monocotyledonous leaves which appear to belong to the genera Salix, Ilex, Lam·us, &c. I am
unable to determine positively the generic affinities of these leaves, for want of proper
works of reference, but shall submit the collection to a competent fossil botanist, and
think they will be found analogous to those discovered by Meek and Hayden at the
l1ase of thair Nebraska section. (Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. II, p. 140. Read
Nov. 5, 1860.)
1
Trans. Acad. Sci. Saint Louis, Vol. II, p.152, 1861, and Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,
Vol. VIII, pp. 188-205, 1861.
2
Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. II, pp. 140, 141.
3
Tenth Census: Report on Cotton Production in the United States, Vol. V, Part
I, pp. 653-829. Report on the Cottou ProLluction in the State of Texas, 18!:l4.
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eastern escarpment of the central region while the other is baRed upon a
cross section along the northern border of the State. The first of these
opinions, formulated by Roemer and reiterated by Dr. B. F. Shumard,
makes the eastern division of the Cretaceous (the Gulf series) the oldest
and the northwestern the newest, and correlates the whole with European strata later than t.he Gault.
The other opinion, and the one hitherto least accepted, partially on
account of its manner of presentation, is that the Cretaceous strata are
exvosed in descending series in g·oing from east to west, and that the
limestoue group is of tl.Je Neocomian age im;tea<l of Senonian, or \Vhite
Chalk, as asserted of these strata farther south l>y Hoemer and the Shumards. This is the opinion of Jules Marcou, as briefly expressed in
1858, and I think it the most plausible.
Concerning the extent of this formation in Texas much has been
given. Roemer platted the eastern boundary from Clarksville, Red
River, to near Laredo, on the Rio Grande. This boundary has not been
changed by more recent observations, but rather confirmed.l The
Cretaceous has been reported west of this line far beyond the western
bomH.lar;v of the State, being interrupted only where it has been denuded
from above the Paleozoic and earl.v l\Ie~wzoie areas.
It is also very well demonstrated that the eastern por~ion of this Cretaceous is a continuation of the Rotten Limestone and probably other
subdivisions of the. Cretaceous from the other Gulf States; that in the
central portion of the State there is a lower division from which the
overlying strata haYe been eroded, which is unique and probably older
than the marine Cretaceous of the United States and different from
them; and tbat along the lower Rio Grande there is an elongated area
of coal bearing strata, which 1\fr. Schott denominates late Cretaceous
and which has marked paleontologic affinities with the Upper Cretaceous
of the Northwestern States and Territories. 2
1 Dr. R. II. Loughridge givesthe eastern boundary of the Cretaceous a great western
deflection from San Antonio to Eagle Pass. This is a mistake, founded primarily on
an error of Conrad's, whereby he gave the wrong localities to certain Tertiary fossils,
now known to be from the vicinity of Laredo. Seep. 85; also, Tenth Vensus, Vol.
V, Part I, Report on Cotton Production in Texas.
~There is reason to believe that these late Cretaceous coals underlie much of the
Rio Grancle, trans-Pecos, and Upper Canadian regions of the State. 'I'hey have been
recently reported all along the Rio GraU<lo between Laredo and El Paso, at White
Oaks, New Mexico, and at other places. They are probably the same coals of which
Dr. Edward Hitchcock speaks in his Report accompanying Exploration of the Red
River of Louisiana in the year 1852, by Rall(lolph B. l\Ia.rcy, captain Fifth Infantry.
1854, 3~~d Co ogress, 1st session, House of Reps. Ex. Doc., Appendix D, p. 144. He says:
"I ought to have mentioned that among the specimens in my hands is oneoflignite,
collected July 3 near the sources of Red River, not fa.r from the Llano Estacado
and within the limits of the gypsum deposit to be described. It is an exceedingly
compact coal and burns without flame, emitting a. pungent lmt not bituminous odor.
It is doubtless Tertiary or Cretaceous, but I think, if in large masseA, it might ea.sily
be mistaken for a.nthracite."
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TilE SO-CALLED LARAMIE.

No observations of the true brackish water Laramie formation, which
marks the transition from Cretaceous to Tertiary in the West, have
been recorded from Texas. The term has been misapplied 1 to the lig·
nitic strata at the base of the Gulf Tertiary iu Eastern Texas, but this is
not the true Laramie of the West. That the same species of vegetation
grew along the coast of the marine waters of the old Gulf of Mexico as
well as of the great Laramie basin in the interior of the continent is more
than probable, but the term Laramie is a local group name aud is not
applicable to the synchronous subdivisions of the marine Cretaceo-Tertiaries.2
That the true Laramie may occur in the trans-Pecos region is not improbable, but it has not as yet been so recorded.
THE TERTIARY.

But one area of Tertiary formations has been positively identified in
and that is the continuation of the Gulf States (marine) Tertiaries from Louisiana and Arkansas into its northeastern borders. Prof.
Angelo Heilprin3 has said nearly all that can be said of them. He
remarks:
Texas~

The Tertiary formations of this State are yet too imperfectly known to admit either
of an absolute localization of the various boundary lines or of an accurate subdivision into the minor geological groups. It may be safely assumed, however, from the
geological conformation of the neighboring States, that all, or nearly all, of the clivisions ranging from the Eolignitic to the Grand Gulf, inclusive, are represented, and
that the positions occupied by these follow ()ach other in regular succession, beginning with the oldest, from the interior coast ward, with a general dip to the southeast or east. The geological notes on this region by Schott, Hall, and Conrad, and of
Shumard and Buckley are exceedingly meager and unsatisfactory, and give us barely
more than a general idea as to where the Tertiary formation exists.
According to Dr. Loughridge, who, more than any other geologist, has closely investigated the outcrops of the different formations occurring throughout the State,
the Cretaceo-Tertiary boundary line starts on the northeast from the Red River at a
point a few miles above Texarkana, on the Arkansas frontier, and, taking a general
south western direction, passing at or near Clarksville, Red River County; Corsicana, Navarro County; Marlin, Falls County; Cameron, Milam County; Elgin, Bastrop County; Seguin, Guadalupe County; and the northwest corner of Atascosa,
crosses the Rio Grande at about the mouth of Las Moras Creek.

Professor Heilprin also says (p. 38) that the "westerly deflection, in(licated as beginning a few miles south of San Antonio and extending
to the Rio Grande, can scarcely be said to be definitely proved as yet,
although Loughridge affirms that' the glauconitic sandstones mentioued
1 On the Zoological Position of Texas, by Edward D. Cope.
Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
No. 17, p. 5, Washington, 18tl0.
2 In justice to Professor Cope it is but fair to state that this is more of a difference
of opinion as to nomenclature than n,s to geologic time.
3 Contributions to the Tertiary Geology and Paleontology of the United States, by
Angelo Heilprin, pp. 37 et seq., 1B84.
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by Mr. Schott as occurring along the river [Rio Grande] from the Cretaceous rocks at the mout!J of Las JVIoras Creek, north of Bagle Pass,
southward to Roma, near Rio Grande City, are doubtless of Tertiary
age.' Further evidence is needed on this point, however, although some
confirmation of the supposition is lent b_y the discovery of Tertiary fossils ( Oardita planicostn among others) in a locality (Arroyo las Minas),
situated between El Paso and Leon." 1
I have carefully studied the literature and the facts concerning this
supposed western deflection of the Tertiary strata as reported by Loughridge in Texas and accepted by McGee in his map of the United States
accompanying the Fifth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey.
The :first recorded boundary between the Cretaceous and the marine
Tertiary was that made by Roemer in his writings before mentioned.
It was practically the same as that of Loughridge, without this western deflection, and made the Cretaceous end on the Rio Grande near
Presidio del Rio Grande, a short distance above Laredo. The work
of the United States and Mexican boundary survAy is misinterpreted
through a small error of Conrad, who in his published description
states that the Oardita planicosta comes from Arroyo las Minas, a
small creek in wba~ is now Zavalla County. The label pasted upon
the original type specimen of this fossil, 2 in Mr. Arthur Schott's bandwriting, as identified by his son, Albert L. Schott, reads as follows:
"Cretaceous ridges next to the Arroyo Sufre, in the vicinity of Mier,
Mexico. Schott, October, 1853." Hence it is presumable that this
fossil is valueless for determining the alleged western deflection. Br.
Lougluidge's other data for making this change in the accepted map is
his belief that certain strata described by Schott as Cretaceous are Tertiary. I have described these strata on page 76, and from personal observation, as well as from much paleontologic material in the U.S. National Museum, I know them to be Cretaceous. Among the fossils described from them by Conrad, and with locality labels pasted upon them
by Schott, are the following from J acun, three miles east of Laredo : 3
Ammonites pleurisepta, Exogyra costata, Inoceramus cripsii Mantell, I.
Texanus Conrad, Ostrea crenulimargo Roemer, Dosina, Turritella, N atica,
and Ammonites pleurisepta Con. 4 These fossils are positively known to
belong to the Cretaceous, and the locality where they occur is one hundred and fifty miles east of the boundary of that forma.tion as deflected
by Dr. Loughridge.
The Exogyra costata and Inoceramus cripsii are characteristic fossils
of the Upper Cretaceous of all the Gulf States, and the Ammonites pleu1Report U.S. and Mex. Boundary Survey, Vol. I, Part II, pp. 141 and 161.
Now in collection of the U. S. National Museum.
3 Report on U. S. and Mex. Boundary Survey, Vol. I, Part II,~· 143.
4
Ibid., p. 159. This species i.s described under the name of A:mrnonites pleurisepta, but
:figured (Plate XV) as A. pedernalis.
2
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risepta of Conrad is a typical fossil of the peculiar formation which Mr.
Schott described and iR now known to be very late Cretaceous. Even
were it not for the original label pasted on the Oardita planicosta, alleged to be from Arroyo las Minas, a glance at the fauna among which
it is placed by Mr. Conrad 1 would be sufficient to show that it is a stray
specimen, for the rest are all typical Cretaceous forms. Instead of this
western deflection of the Tertiary in Texas I am of the opinion, from the
evidence we have, that it is many miles to the east of Laredo.
This eastern or Gulf Tertiary has been recognized as such by several
authors under many names. Roemer noted the presence of beds simi\ar to those at Fort Claiborne, Ala., and after a revision of all tLe
printed evidence it is to be doubted whether much more is known about
the Tertiary in Texas than is implied in his remark and noted on his
map, to wit:
It is hardly to be believed that this Tertiary formation of Texas is to be found
exclusively in the country of the Brazos [where he observed it]. It occupies a very
similar zone to the Tertiary of Alabama, Mississippi, and other States, ancl like it,
at most places is at the foot of the Cretaceous to the west and covered to the east by
diluvial strata. (Texas, p. 372.)

Several other areas of the Tertiary have been report~d besides this
continuation of the Gulf group. The principal of these are the two
anomalous forest regions known as the cross timbers. Dr. S. B. Buckley calls these Tertiary, Miocene, Eocene, &c. in his reports, but his evidence, as stated, is not such as to warrant his deductions.
The stratigraphy of the Tertiary in Texas has been neglected entir~ly, and we have nothing concerning its exact relation to the Cretaceous below or to the later formations. Neither is there any information concerning the stratigraphy of the group itself. In fact, the development of these strata is still to be made. All that can possibly be
said of it at present is that it possesses certain broad resemblances to the
Tertiary of the other Gulf States and that it consists of unstudied strata,
lignitic at the base and ferruginous higher up. It rests upon the Cretaceous strata, but no evidence bas been taken to ascertain whether it
is simply a continuation of the sedimentation of that period or whether
there is a non-conformity between them. Neither is there any evidence
concerning its relation to the post-Tertiary strata.
QUATERNARY AND OTHER POS1'·TERTIARY STRATA.

Very little is known concerning the surface geology of Texas or of the
later formations, but it is apparent that the great deposits of the coastal
region result from the erosion of the interior surface. Dr. Ferdinand
Roemer wrote the most of what we now know of these formations. He
divides the coastal region of Texas into the alluvial and the diluvial region and describes the character of the drift and depositions of each.
1 Ost1·ea ca.r inctfa Lam., 0. anomicrjormis Roemer, Neithia occidentalis Con.
U.S. and Mex. Bound. Survey, Vol. I, Part II, p. 143.
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He showed that there was considerable very recently made land exteuding for a varying distance inland from the coast, and that it was so
recent in deposition that it contained at Houston, 50 miles inland, the
fossil shells whose living representatives are found in the bay of Galveston. He also describes with much clearness certain of the older drifts,
but his descriptions are purely local. Dr. R. H. Loughridge notes the occurrence of Quaternary stratified drift as composing the arenaceous, cross
timber region of Central Texas, and other writers have noted the drift
of the lower Brazos, Red, and Colorado Rivers. The various papers of
the United States and Mexican boundary survey reports describe several peculiar drift formations of the Rio Grande along its course from
its mouth to El Paso. The presence of a fine, decomposing mass of pebbles over the gypsum beds bas also been mentioned by writers on that
region. In fact, the literature is full of fragmentary reference to local
superficial formations, which we are left to presume to be of any age we
please, but absolutely nothing has been done towards classifying these
phenomena. It is well known that the" reel rises" of the great rivers
of the Texas region have been carrying clown their loads of sediment,
taken from the receding escarpment of the plains among which they
rise, and depositing them in the lagoons along the coast. The richest
sugar lands of Louisiana and Texas have been built up in this manner,
in almost recent times, and the vastness of the process is grand and impressive beyond expression. No other theme i~ so promising to the future geologist in the region under ,Uscussion as the subject of the laws
of distribution and the age of the post-Cretaceous formations of Texas
GEOLOGICAL DEDUCTIONS.

From- these fragmentary writings we can only make the following
general deductions concerning the geology:
The Cambrian and Pre-Cambrian strata probably underlie the State
and extend as far west as the Grand Canon of the Colorado. Upon
these ·are deposited Lower Silurian rocks, with occasional outcroppings
in the limited central and trans-Pecos areas. The Devonian strata are
absent. The Carboniferous strata present two phases and are in two
widely separated areas, the first being a continuation of the Missouri
coal fields through Indian Territory into Northern Texas and the other
being a continuation of the non coal bearing strata from the great West.
l.Jittle is known of the intimate relations of the strata between the well
defined Carboniferous and the Cretaceous, but there are many ideas
concerning them: (1) The older Mesozoic, consisting of an extensive
depo.sit west of the ninety-ninth meridian, extending all the way, perhaps, from the typical Coal Measures of the Carboniferous to the well
defined fossiliferous lower Cretaceous. This group comprises the gypsum bearing strata, and has been called in our literature Permian,
Permo-Carboniferous, Triassic, Jura-Trias, and the Dakota group of
(465)
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the Cretaceous. The minute stratigraphy of these strata has never been
studied and their exact age is still an unsolved problem. (2) The fossiliferous Lower Cretaceous, being easily distinguished everywhere by
its unique lithologic and paleontologic characters. It overlies nearly
all of the older formations, the latter being exposed usually by the erosion of its strata. Concerning the character and extent of this formation very little is known, and it is only determinable by the peculiar
individuality of its fauna and the interpretation of Mr. Jules Marcou's
description of a small local outcrop. It can only be said that this formation does exist, that it is older than aU writers except Mr. Marcou
have made it, and that its extent see.ms to be confined to the portion of
Texas west of the b1ack prairie region and indeterminately southward
into Mexico. The higher divisions of the Cretaceous immediately oYer- . .
lie this. These have been traced directly from the older Gulf States,
and, like the succeeding Tertiaries, seem to represent the earlier stages
of the contracting shores of the present Gulf of Mexico. The Tertiaries
are generally conceded to be merely a continuation of the Tertiaries
of the older Gulf States, with local variations. The coast of the Gulf
of Mexico of to-aay is a continuation of the results of the same forces
in operation since Middle or early Cretaceous time, so far as C<\n be
ascertained by interpretation of all the evidence.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

Only a word is necessary to express the net results of all the observations described in the previous pages. The following facts are obvious:
(1) There is no accurate knowledge of the essential topographic features of Texas upon which geologic work can be based.
·
(2) The geologic work has been fragmentary, unconnected, uncorrelated, and unsystematic throughout. It bas l>een mostly descriptive
paleontology instead of stratigraphic work.
(3) There has been very little accurate stratigraphic work recorded.
(4) Most of the literature deals with broad generalities rather than
with specific description.
It is evident that very little of the work deserves to be classified
above preliminary reconnaissance and that the need of the future is apparent: the careful study of typical sections by comb in eel stratigraphic
and paleontologic data, the tracing of the extent a11d variation of these
features, and, first of all, a correct and reliable topographic survey of
the entire State. There is not on recor<l a clear and intelligible section
of a single local area.
In the preceding pages I have tried to prepare the way for honest
students to take up the work without long years of weary research in
endeavoring to find out what has been done in this great region. No
portion of our country is more pregnant with unstudied features of
(466)
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geologic interest. Important relations in the history of the continent
have been traced to its borders on every side and stopped there by a
want of minute knowledge of its formations. To the student who will
undertake the solution of a single one of the questions involved the reward will be results of incalculable value. Among these problems
are the history of the river systems, the elevation of the land features from the sea, the effects and the results of subaerial erosion, the
intimate features of the stratigraphy, the tracing of ancient interior
continental shore lines, the history of the recession of the escarpment
lines (especially that of the Llano Estacado), the building up of the
coast by the sedimentation resulting from this erosion, the accurate enumeration and distribution of typical faunas, and the stratigraphic position of its fossils, and, chief of all, the deduction from these scientific
determinations of those economic results appertaining to agriculture,
industry, and commerce without which the true possibilities and impossibilities of the great region will forever remain unknown and its development depend upon blind and costly experiment.
(467)
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ADVERTISEMENT.
[Bulletin No. 46.]

The publications of the United States Geological Survey are iRsued in accordance with the statute
approved March 3, 1879, which declares that'' The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon genei,"al
and economic geology and paleontology. The annnal report of operations of the Geological Survey
shall accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and reports
of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but otherwise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for scientific exchanges
and for sale at the price of publication; and all literary and cartographic materials received in exchange
shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization: And the
money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On .July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed
by Congress :
"That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
ln addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (1,900) of copies for binding and
distribution among those enj.itled to receive them."
Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this Office has
no copies for gratuitous distribution.
ANNUAL REPORTS.
Of the Annual Report!! there have been already published:
I. First Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey to the Hon. Carl Schurz, by Clarence
King. 1880. 8°. 79 pp. 1 map.-A preliminary report describing plan of organization and publicationA.
TI. Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 1882.
so. lv, 588 pp. 61 pl. 1 map.
III. Tbiru Annual Report of the United States Ge.ological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883.
so. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884.
S0 • xxxii, 473 pp. S5 pl. and maps.
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1S83-'84, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
S0 • xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pl. and maps.
VI. Sixth Annual Report of the Unitea States Geological Survey, 18S4-'85, by J. W. Powell. 1S86.
so. xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. and maps.
The Seventh and Eighth Annual Reports a.ro !n press.
MONOGRAPHS.
Of the Monographs, Nos. IT, III, IV, Vt VI, VII, Vill, IX, X, XI, and XII are now published, viz:
II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutt.on, Capt. U.S. A.
1882. 4°. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pl. and atlas of 24 sheets folio. Price $10.12.
III. Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
18S2. 4°. xv, 422 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price $11.
IV. Com8tock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 40, xiv, 451 pp. 3 pl. Prifle $1.50.
V. Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland D. Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi, 464 pp. 151.
29 pl. Price $1.85.
VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Wm. M. Fontaine.
1883. 4°. xi, 144 pp. 541 54 pl. Price $1.05.
VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada., by JosephS. Curtis. 18S4. 4°. xiii, 200 pp. 16 pl.
Price $1.20.
Vill. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884. 4°. xiii, 298 pp. 24 1.
24 pl. Price $1.10.

ADVER1'ISEM:ENT.
!X. Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
Ly RolJertP. Whitfield. 188:5. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. Price $1.15.
X. Dinocerata. A Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othuiel Charles Marsh.
1885. 40, xviii, 243 pp. 561. 56 pl. Price $2. 70.
XI. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel
Cook Russell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pl. Price $1. 75. •
XII. Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, with atlas, by S. F. Emmons. 1886. 40,
770 pp. 45 pl. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40.
The following are in press:
XIII. Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atla.s, by George F. Becker.
XIV . . The Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New ,Jersey and the Connecticut
Valley, by J. S. Newberry.
The following are in preparation:
I. The Precious Metals, by Clarence King.
XV. Paleozoic Fishes of North America, by J. S. Newberry.
XVI. Younger Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by William M. Fontaine.
XVII. Description of New Fossil Plants from the Dakota Grov.p, by Leo Lesquereux.
-Gasteropoda of the New Je1·soy Cretaceous and Eocene Marls by R. P. Whitfield.
-Geology of the Eureka Mining District, :Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague.
-Lake Bonneville, by G. K. Gilbert.
-Sauropoda by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
- Steg:osauria, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
-Brontotheridre, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh.
-The Penokee-Gogebic Iron-Bearing 8eries of North Wisconsin and Michigan, by Roland D Irving.
-Report on the Denver Coal Bllsin, by S. F. Emmons.
-Report on Silver Clift' and Ten-Mile Mining District, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons.
-Flora of the Dakota Group, by J. S. Newberry.
-The Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham.
-Geology of the Potomac Formation in Virginia, by W. M. Fontaine.
BULLETINS.
Each of the Bulletins contains but one paper and is complete in itself. They are, however, num.
bered in a continuous series, and may be bound iu volumes of convenient size. To far.ilitate this,
each Bulletin has two paginations, one proper to itself and another which belongs to it as part of the
volume.
Of this series of Bulletins Nos. 1 to 47 are already published, viz :
1. On H.vpersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, with a
Geological Sketch of Buffalo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1883. 8° . 42 pp. 2 pl. Price 10 cents.
2. Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, giving the coining values of troy ounces of fine metal, etc., by
Albert Williams,jr. 1883. 8°. 8 pp. Price 5 cents.
3. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian, along the meridian of 76° 30', from Tompkins County,
New York, to Bradford County, Pennsylvania, by HenryS. Williams. 1884-. 8°. 36 pp. Price 5 cents.
4. On Mesozoic Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1S84. S0 • 36 pp .. 9 pl. Price 5 cents.
fi. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States, compileu by Henry Gannett. 1884-. 8° . 325 pp.
Price 20 cents.
6. Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. 8° . 4-3 pp. Price 5 cents.
7. Mapoteca Geologica Americana. A Catalogue of Geological Maps of America (North and ~outb),
1752-1881, by Jules Marcou and John Belknap Marcou. 1884-. 8° . 184 pp. Price 10 cents.
8. On Seconuary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Cm'tain Rocks, by R. D. Irving and C. R.
Van Rise. 1884. S0. 56 pp. 6 pl. Price 10 cents.
9. Report of work done in the Washington Laboratory during the fiscal year 1883-'8<!. F. W. Clarke,
chief chemist; T. M. Chatard, assistant. 1884. 8° . 4-0 pp. Price 5 cents.
10. On the Cam brian Faunas of North America. Preliminar.v studies, by Charles D. 'Valcott. 18Rt
go. 74- pp. 10 pl. Price 5 cents.
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INTRODUCTION.
By N. S. SHALER.

The circumstances which have led to the preparation of the subjoined report on mineral phosphates are as follows, viz: In 1870 the
present writer was employed by the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, the late Benjamin Peirce, to examine the phosphate beds of South
Carolina with a view to determining the limits of that field; it was
also deemed desirable to ascertain, if possible, the conditions which led
to the formation of the deposits.
It was at that time the intention of Professor Peirce to have the
geology of the belt of country within the limits of the Coast Survey
maps carefully determined, so that they might be shaped in a way that
would better serve the commercial interests of the country and also
have a greater scientific value. After a time it appeared that there
were legal difficulties in the way of publishing these studies in the reports of the Coast Survey and this work was suspended. It was the
hope of Professor Peirce to secure a modification of the law, but before
this was accomplished he retired from the post of Superintendent and
his successor deemed it best to abandon the project. During the two
years in which I was engaged in this work on the geology of the coast
line I became very much interested in the problems connected with the
origin and distribution of phosphatic deposits. From 1873 to 1880,
while employed as State geologist of Kentucky, I had a chance to see
a good deal of the somewhat phosphatic limestones of the Cambro-Silur·ian sections, a set of beds which, by their decay, have given great
fertility to the soils that lie upon them. The researches of Dr. Robert
Peter, the chemist of that survey, made it plain that the phosphatic
contents of the soils are among the first materials to be exhausted by
the careless tillage which characterizes our American agriculture, and
that they are the most costly to restore to the soil.
Extending the general inquiry to the grain-producing districts which
He to the north and west of Kentucky, it became evident that all those
States, which are now the granary of this country and the chief source
of supply for European markets as well, are rapidly exhausting their
soils and will soon be in grave need of phosphatic manures. The im9
(483)
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portance of such manures has so far been well recognized only by the
cotton growers of this country, yet it is evident that in a short time
this class of fertilizers will be equally in demand for all forms of grain
crops.
These considerations have led me to the conclusion that the geological history of phosphatic deposits should receive more deliberate attention than has yet been given to it.
When I began my work in the U. S. Geological Survey, I asked permission of the Director to continue my studies on phosphatic deposits.
There was at the time no money available for these stuqies; it was
therefore necessary that they should be carried on without other expense to the Survey than that involved in the smalJ share of my time
which could be given to the supervision of the work. It was my good
fortune, however, to find -in one of my students of geology, Dr. R. A.
F. Penrose, jr., a person who was willing at his own cost to undertake a preliminary study of the whole field as far as our knowledge extends and thus to prepare the problems concerning American phosphate
deposits for detailed inquiry. This work he bas pursued with great
intelligence and energy during the two years in which he has been
engaged in it. In this task he has examined all the known phosphate
deposits of the United States and Canada and bas made a careful inquiry into the literature of the subject, as is shown by the extended
bibliography which is appended to this report.
The object of this work being to make a necessary preparation for
the further study of the American phosphatic deposits, Dr. Penrose's
studies were not designed to be encyclopedic in their scope, but rather
to afford a synopsis of what is known of the deposits in this and other
countries. So little is yet generally known of tbe several conditions
under which these deposits may occur that it would be very blind work
to search for them in this country without a careful endeavor to bring
together the experience which has been gained in other countries. It
will be evident to the reader of Dr. Penrose's report that the workable
deposits of phosphates are found in a greater variety of circumstances
than those which contain most mineral substances that have an economic value. It is not likely that we haYe as yet exhausted the inquiry
into tbe modes of occurrence of this substance; but this synopsis of
the experience in this and other countries, which is much more extensive than any other which has been published, will, I believe, serve as a
guide to the further search for sources of supplies of phosphatic manures. It will also be-evident to the reader that the conditions of occurrence of these deposits in Europe make it plain that the search for
them in this country may ad vantageonsly be directed to many districts
in which they have not as yet been found.
So far the vein deposits of apatite, such as those which are so abundant north of the St. Lawrence, have not been found in workable quantities within the limits of the United States, though the general geo-'
(484)
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logical conditions of the l;anrentian area exist in the Adirondack district and in the southern parts of the Appalachian system as well as in
several districts of the Rocky 1\iountaius. It would be remarkable if extensive deposits of this nature, so common in Canada and in the equivalent rocks of northern and southern Europe, shotlld not be found at
many points in our American Archrean formations. It is on this account
that so much space in this report is given to the description and illustration of the Canadian apatite deposits. So, too, we may hope to find
in the ancient rocks of this country deposits analogous to the great
Logrosan and Caceres veins in the province of Estremaunra, Spain.
The Cretaceous deposits of Felgium (which at the present time are,
next after the phosphate beds __.f South Carolina, tlle most productive
in the world) present a type of beds not yet found in paying quanti·
ties in tile United States, though deposits of the same age, formed
under about the same conditions, abound in this country. It is not
to be expected that phosphatic deposits will exactly repeat themselves
in strata of the same age in wiuely separated regions; yet it is clear
from the summary account of the geological distribution of these phosphates in Europe and North America that in the case of these, as well
as in that of ot.her substances of value in the arts, there are certain
guiding principles which we ma.y base on the stratigraphy of the deposits to aid onr search. The known workable deposits of a phosphatic
nature are limited to certain portions of the geological section. Beginning at the surface of the deposits now forming, these zones are, in
descending order, as follows:
(1) Superficial deposits, including (a) those formed in the manner of
guanos; (b) the deposits formed in the bottoms of fresh-water swamps,
sometimes in connection with deposits of bog iron ore (hematite.,); and
(c) deposits which are the result of the long.continued decay of rocks
containing a small portion of lime phosphate intermingled with lime
carbonate, as, for instance, the deposits of North Uarolina. This superficial group of deposits has no other common feature save that they are
on the surface and are due to causes now or recently in action.
(2) Deposits of the Tertiary and Upper Cretaceous. These deposits
are generally the result of reactions which took place on ancient land
surfaces, the phospl1:1tic matter being such as formed in swamp beds
or in ablation deposits like those oftlle Carolinas or ot eastern England.
Below the level of the Cretaceous no important deposits of phosphate
have been found in the vast section of rocks which lies between that
era and the Devonian horizons.
(3) In the horizons below the level of the Upper Silurian bedded rock
phosphates and apatite deposits occur. These infra-Devonian bedded
rock phosphates seem to have derived their phosphatic matter from the
animals, brachiopods and small crustaceans, which separated that substance from the sea insects or other foocl whicll the old oceans afforded.
(485)
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These phosphate-bearing invertebrates appear to have been particularly
abundant in the early Paleozoic seas.
(4) Below the level of the Silurian the phosphatic deposits which havH
been worked probably belong altogether to the class of apatites or crys.
tallized lime phosphates, and are probably all new deposits. They evi.
dently occur through a large part of the Laurentian section, though, su
far, the known deposits of economic importance are possibly limited to
one portion of that vast series of rocks.
The apparent absence of phosphatic deposits of economic importance
in the section between the Devonian and the Cretaceous is remarkable.
It is possible that it may be due to our lack of knowledge as to the
chemical character of the deposits in those parts of the earth's crust.
It is more likely, however, that such deposits do not there exist, owing
to the fact that the invertebrate species of animals which secrete phosphatic matter in their skeletons became relatively less abundant in the
middle portion of the geological section; while the vertebrate species,
the birds which accumulate guanos and the fishes which afford an abundance of bones and teeth to littoral deposits, as well as the mammalia
whose skeletons occasionally form a considerable element in the latee
deposits, did not begin to contribute phosphatic ~atter to the rocks until
comparatively modern times.
The absence of phosphatic deposits in the Upper Paleozoic and Lowe1
Mesozoic strata is well shown by the fact that,, while in the Carbonifer.
ous and the Triassic beds there are abundant land surfaces which have
been carefully explored, no phosphatic deposits of economic importance
have been found in them, while on the relatively very limited areas of
the Tertiary and Cretaceous formations where old land areas have been
explored a large number of deposits of beds of nodular phosphate have
been found.
From the facts set forth in Dr. Penrose's report and the unpublished
results of certain studies on swamps, we may draw certain general conclusions as to the best method of prosecuting the search for unknown
deposits of American phosphates. These conclusions are essentially as
follows:
First, as regards the superficial and recently formed deposits of phosphates. We are driven to the conclusion that this class of deposits may
reasonably be sought for wherever soft calcareous beds containing a certain amount of lime phosphate have been subjected to long continued
leaching by waters containing the share of carbonic acid gas· which belongs to all rain-water after it has passed through the mat of decayed
vegetation. As long ago as 1870 I became convinced that it was to the
leaching out of the carbonate of lime by the carbonated water of the soil
bed that we owe in the main the concentration of the nodular phosphates of South Carolina. 1 Although it is still necessary to explain
l

See Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 13, 1871, p. 222.
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many of the details of this process to adapt it to the peculiar circumstances of particular deposits, it seems to me that it is the key to the
most common forms of superficial accumulations of nodular phosphates.
In an admirable description of the phosphate beds in the neighborhood
of Mons, in Belgium, by lVIr. F. L. Cornet/ that distinguished author
has independently propounded this simple hypothesis, and several
other writers on the subject have apprehended the importance of this
leaching action.
1t is evidently essential to this process of concentration that the surface of the deposits which are leaching away should have been preserved
from the action of mechanical erosion, which would have prevented the
formation of phosphatic concentrates.
Inquiry into the conditions of the swamp deposits of this country has
satisfied me that beneath the surface of many of our fresh-water marshes,
and probably in a lesser degree beneath the marine deposits of the same
nature, there is a more or less important concentration of lime phosphates
constantly going on. The effect of this action is seen in the remarkable
fitness of these fresh-water swamp soils for the production of grain
crops. For instance, in the case of the Dismal Swamp district in Vir.
ginia and North Carolina we find that the soils on which the swamp deposit rests are extremely barren, while in the mud that has accumulated
beneath the swamp we have a rich store of phosphates, potash, and
soda, which causes the soil of these swamps to be extremely well suited
to grain tillage as soon as it is drained. In a similar way in the swamps
of New England and elsewhere we find the bog-iron ores which are frequently accumulated in their bottoms very rich in phosphatic matter.
The evidence is not yet complete that this phosphatic material become~:;
aggregated into nodules in the swamp muds, but the number of cases
in which nodules have been found in this position makes it quite likely
that the nodulation of the material may go on in that position. The
present condition of the inquiry goes, in a word, to show that wherever
we have a region long overlaid by swampy matter we may expect a
certain concentration of lime phosphates in the lower part of the marsh
deposit. Wherever the swamp area lies upon somewhat phosphatic
marls which have, been slowly washed away by the downward leaching
of the waters charged with the acids arising from decayed vegetation,
or where the swamp deposits, even when not, resting on such marls, are
in a position to receive the waste from beds containing phosphates, we
may expect to find a considerable concentration of phosphatic matter
in the swamp bed. By the erosion of these swamps we may have the
nodules of phosphate concentrated in beds such as occupy the estuaries
of the rivers near Charleston, S. C.
The area of swamp lands which fulfill these conditions is very large.
They exist in numerous areas in more than half the so-called Southern
~~,~----------------------------------------------------~
1

See Qua1·t ••Jour. Geol. Hoc. London, vol. 421 1886, p. 325.
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States. At present it can only be said tllat they afford the condi
which, so far as the theory goes, should lead to the accumulation
phosphatic deposits of greater or less importance. It will be a simple
matter to explain tl10se deposits, though it is a task requiring a patient study of a large field.. Although it is likely that the phosphatic
materials will be found aggregated into nodules at mauy points in this
area it will not be safe to assume that they will be fouud in the same
form as those which occur about Charleston, S. C. The nodules found
in the beds about the last named point, though in my opinion originating
beneath swampy deposits, have apparently been, in part at least, swept
from their original beds by the rivers whicll enter the sea at that point
and have thus been concentrated in estuarine deposits.
Although local concentrations of phosphatic nodules other than thost•
now known may well be sought for in the Southern States, I do not
think that the precise conditions or character of the deposits as fouud
at Charleston sbould be expected to repeat themselves elsewhere. It
is characteristic of tlle process of concentration of phosphatic, as well
as of other matter into nodules that tlle material takes on a great
variety of aspects, each proper to a particular site, and this although
the surrounding circumstances of the several localities may apparently
be identical.
Next lower on the geologic section we have, in the Tertiary region of
the Mauvaises Terres, extensive deposits of vertebrate remains which
may possibly yield some commercially important supplies of bone phosp hateR. Although none of the existing sources of supply of these materials come from deposits of the nature of those found in Nebraska,
the conditions of that remarkable region are so peculiar that it will not
be well to pass it by without iuquiry.
Wbile the American Cretaceous <leposits are, as a whole, decidedly
different from those of the Old vVorl<l, the Greensand beds of the
section in the two eonntries present considerable likeness in their characters. It is probable that in this country, as in Europe, considerable
parts of the Cretaceous section are somewhat phosphatic, and tbat those
beds contaiuiug disseminated phosphatic matter have been in many
places exposed ·to the process of leaching in former geologic periods.
Therefore we may reasonably search in the Cretaceous beds of this
country for the same class of phosphatic deposits which have proved so
important in the northern parts of Europe.
Although some peculiar deposits of phosphate have been found in the
Devonian rocks of Nassau, it may safely be assumed that below the line
of the CretaceouR we have no facts to guide us in our search for phosphates until we come to the horizon of the Upper Silurian limestones, at
about the leYel of the uppermost beds of the Upper Silurian, as far as
tha1, level can be determined by the perplexing assemblage of fossils.
There occurs in Bath County, Ky., a thick bed of much decayed, very
phosphatic idurite Thi deposit covers but a mall area and co ·
(488)
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sists of a patch of limestone about fifteen feet thick, which has been
converted into siderite by the iuleaching of iron-bearing waters from
the ferrugiuous Ohio (Devonian). shales which formerly overlaid the
bed. Since the escarpment of the Ohio shales retreated beyond this
bed it has been subjected to oxidation and is now in the main converted
into a mueh decayed limonite. Beneath this limonite there is a greenish, argillaceous sand which contains frequent nodules of lime phosphate.
These nodules are smooth-surfaced and not unlike some of the nodules
from the Carolina district. They contain as much as 92 per cent. of lime
pl10sphate. It seems likely that these nodules were formed by the leaching out of the lime phosphate from the overlying ferruginous layers,
which has completely removed the lime carbonate, but has not removed
the whole of the less soluble lime phosphate (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1. Section at Olympia, Bath County, Ky. (Preston ore bed). A , soil; B, limonite iron ore;
C, siderite iron ore; D, phosphatic nodules. Scale: 1 inch= 12 feet.

Although this deposit of nodules is not of sufficient abundance to have
any economic value, it is clear that we have in it an indication of a method
where, by a slight variation of the conditions, important beds of nodular
phosphates might be found.
In the horizons of the Cambro-Silurian section, or, as it is generally
called, the Lower Silurian, there is much greater reason to expect the
occurrence of workable phosphates than in the beds immediateJy above,
It is likely that the most important of the Spanish deposits belong in
strata of this period, and the Welsh deposits of this general age are oi
noteworthy extent. We know, moreover, that the commoner marin&
animals of this part of the geological section were particularly adapted
for the secretion of lime phosphate.
The search of this portion of the section for phosphates should be
directed to two ends: first, to finding beds of very phosphatic limestone;
and, second, to discovering veins formed by a segregation of lime phosphates either in the form of the Spanish deposits referred to by Dr.
Penrose or in the condition of nodular accumulations. The area of rocks
uf these Lower Silurian and Cambrian periods in this country is very
~xtetlsive, and so far there has been no search of them for J?hosphatic
materials. The little work done in Kentucky dudng the above-men·
(489)
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tioned geological survey served only to show that the proportion of
lime phosphate in the rocks is extremely variable, and that in certain
beds it is so considerable that the material might advantageously be
used in a local way for fertilizing purposes. 1
The search for phosphatic materials in the stratified rocks demands
a methou of inquiry that has not yet been applied to the study of our
rocks. It seems to me that the method, or rather methods, should be
as follows:
First, there should be a careful inquiry to determine the share in
which the several important groups of rock-making organic forms contribute phosphatic matter to strata. This can be accomplished by carefully comparing the chemical character of particular strata with the
fossils the beds contain. When this determination is made we shal1
have one means of guiding our inquiries, which will surely be of great
value in the search for bedded phosphates.
Secondly, we should have a carefully executed chemical survey of our
stratified rocks. Enough can be gathered from the scattered records of
chemical analysis to make it plain that certain features of the chemical
character of particular beds or divisions of strata often extend laterally for great distances. This is shown in a general way by the character of the soils formed of the waste of particular horizons ; for instance, the deposits of the horizon on which lies the Cincinnati group
of this country and the equivalent deposits of Europe are nearly always
well suited to grasses and grains and have a great endurance to tillage.
It is now desirable to take these beds which promise to afford mineral
manures and subject each stratum to analyses which shall determine the
quantity of phosphoric matter, soda, and potash which they contain, so
that their fitness for use as mineral manures may be ascertained.
Below the level of the Silurian and Cambrian strata, and partly in
those sections where they have been much metamorphosed, lies the field
of the vein phosphates. It is more than likely that in this vast thickness of rocks with their development in this country there are many
extensive sources of this class of phosphates which await discovery.
As yet no careful search has been made for such veins in any part of
the United States. The regions most likely to contain such deposits
are found in the central parts of the Appalachian system of mountains,
1 Among the analyses recently wade by the chemists of the Kentucky geological
survey is one which indicates the presence of phosphoric acid in considerable quantities in the limestones of Corniferous age exposed at Stewart's mill, on Lnlbegrud
Creek, in Clark County. This partial analysis, for which I am indebted to Mr. John
R. Proctor, the present director of the Kentucky survey, is as follov,rs, viz:

Lime carbonate ...•...........••...•••..••• - .. ---- .. ---- ..• --- .. ---- .. -.--.
Magnesia ......••••..•••....••..•.••......••••.......• -- ...• -- ..... -. . . . . . .
Phosphoric acid ...•.......• ·----- .......••••..••••....• ---- ....•...•... ---·
Potash ..••...•••••...••..•..............•....•...•.•• - --- - .. - - - ..••.• -- - -.
Soda ...•..•.••..••••.• ~ • • • . • • . . . . . • • • • . . • • . • •• • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . • . • • . • • . • • • • •
·u~eous nodules insoluble in acids ••••
&O

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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especially in the section from Virginia southward; in the Archrean district of l\iissonri and Arkansas, and in the vast region of highly metamorphic rocks of the Cordilleran district, extending from the Rocli:y
Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. It is true that at present the economie
value of phosphatic deposits in the western part of the continent would
probably be small, on account of the great cost of transportation to the
seaboard districts; but the growing use of phosphatic manures in the
Mississippi Valley and the rapid exhaustion of the soils of that district will soon give commercial importance to any sources of snpply of
phosphates that may be found in any parts of the Cordilleras which
are convenient to transportation.
A proper study of the mineral manures of this country can best be
carried on by means of a well considered co-operation between geological explorers and the experiment stations of the several States. At
present the methods of using mineral phosphates are extremely costly :
not only is the material brought into the soluble condition by saturation in sulphuric acid, but it is then mingled with ammoniacal and other
matter to increase its eflect as a fertilizer. The result is that, although
a ton of Carolina phosphate now costs but $6, the average price of the
manufactured product to the consumer at the phosphate factories is
about $30 per ton. It is probable that the essential value of the phosphatic ingredients to the plants of most soils is not enhanced by this
costly treatment, though an incidental but dearly purchased gain, in the
case of some crops, is obtained from the ammoniacal matter. The only
effect of the superphosphatizing on the phosphatic matter is to make it
more immediately absorbable by the plants. If placed on the soil without any other preparation than grinding, lime phosphate will slowly
pass into a condition in which it may be absorbed by plants, while if
treated with sulphuric acid it is for a time at least in a soluble state.
That this treatment is not essential is well shown by the fact that the
phosphatic matter derived from the rocks is brought into a condition
for absorption by the ordinary process of decay in soils. Our present
costly method of applying phosphates has come about through the
commercial history of artificial manures, which is as follows:
Before guanos were brought into use the English farmers had learned
that they could profitably use the phosphatic marls of their Tertiary and
Cretaceous deposits without any artificial preparation. If guanos had
not existed it seems likely that mineral phosphates would have always
been used in this way. When the Peruvian gnanos came into use
they afforded a much more stimulating material than any other pur·
chasable manures, and in a short time they established the type of commercial fertilizers. When the sources of supply of these guanos became in part exhausted, artificial compounds, formed on a basis of rock
phosphates or apatites, were devised to take their place. These were made
to imitate the effect of the guanos as closely as possible. Like them, they
Bull. 46-2
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gave a quick though temporary stimulus to the soil, enabliugtjhe farmer
to obtain the greater part of the return for his investment in the season
following the application of the high-priced manure. Very generally
the fertilizer, guano or compoundfPd material, was applied with the
seed 01' dibbled in the soil alongside the young plant, so that it would
be immediately available in the first stages of its growth, and, what is a
more important consideration, that it might take less of the substance
to give the effect than if it were sown broadcast over the surface or
mingled with the soil of the whole field.
In this way a habit has _been established in the art of using phosphates, as well as in the composition of the material, wbicu, like all commercial habits, is hard to overcome. The que8tion to be determined is
as to the utility of phosphates with other modes of treatment than those
which are applied to the imitati9n guanos. At present this treatment
requires· the commingling of the lime phosphate with a number of costly
substances. The manufacture can only be advantageously carried on
at points remote from the districts where the materials are produced
and remote from the fields where they are used, so that the costs of
transportation are great. The problems to be solved by the agricultural
stations are as follows:
(1) As to the effect, immediate as well as permanent, arising from the
application of ground phosphatic rock commingled with other materials
on soils used for the production of different crops.
(2) As to the degree of comminution of the material which is most
advantageous. It seems possible that fine pulverizing may take the
place in a measure of superphosphatizing.
(3} As to the effect of mingling the powdered rock with ordinary
barn-yard manure, peat, and other similar substances.
(4) As to the effect of lime phosphate used alone on soils containing
different mineral constituents, as, for instance, those having considerable proportions of lime carbonate and those having but little of that
substance.
(5) As to the proportion of the lime phosphate which it is necessary
to apply in order to produce different degrees of effect upon the fertility
of soils.
It is desirable that these and other experiments should be tried at a
number of stations in di:tl'erent parts of the country, in order that the
needs of various crops may be considered and the effect of the fertilizers on different classes of soils ascertained.
The effect of a small amount of lime phosphate on the fertility of the
soil is c1early great, but so far we do not know with accuracy the
amount necessary to produce a given efi'ect. The range in phosphoric
acid contents in the soils of Kentucky, as determined from many hundred
analyses, varies from 0.540 to 0.061. 1 In most cases the fitness of the
1 See report of Dr. Robert Peter in Repts. Geol. Survey Kentucky, new series, vol.
51 1878, N. ~· Shaler1 Director:
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soil for grain tillage is measurably proportionate to the phosphatic contents. It seems almost certain, though not yet demoustrated, that the
greater part of the phosphatic matter in the soil is in the state known
as insoluble, and that it only becomes in small part, year by year, soluble,
or, in other words, fitted for assimilation by plants. Whenever the soil
contains the quantity of lime which characterizes the better class of
Kentucky soils it is supposed that even if soluble phosphatic manures
are applied the superphosphate becomes again insoluble by taking
up a molecule of lime. It is therefore an interesting question as to the
means by which the lime phosphate enters the plants. It may be that
the solution is effected through the action of the various humic acids
of the soil or H may arise from some specific change which takes place
at the contact of the soil with the roots. It is evident that this point
Tequires precise determination, for on it will depend further experiments as to the methods of applying phosphatic manures.
There is yet another point on which we need experiments. 1\iany of
our rock phosphates, especially those which are distinctly bedded, contain low percentages of phosphatic matter. Many of our li111e phosphates contain crystals of apatite and calcite so intermingled that it if.!
not possible to separate them; yet from these deposits it will be easy
to produce a mixture of lime carbonate and lime phosphate containing
from 10 to 20 per cent. of phosphoric acid. The value of such material
for manure bas never been determined. If it can be used·in a way which
·will give to the fields the full value for both the lime and the phosphorus
it will open a way for au extensive produGtion of cheap fertilizers.
The foregoing considerations give the general results of the preliminary inquiry into phosphatic manures of which Dr. Penrose's work forms
a part. Before we go further into these studies I much desire to have
the criticism and advice of others who have considered this subject. It
is with this view that I have ventured to give in the foregoing pages an
account of the aim of the inquiries I have in hand. The questions are
at once chemical and geological, and demand much co·operation for their
solution. Much of the work of searching for t.h e unknown phosphatic
deposits of this country will necessarily have to be undertaken by local
students of geology or by commercial explorers in search of such deposits. Unfortunately, the unfamiliar aspect of the various forms of
phosphatic deposits will make this task under any circumstances difficult. There is no substance of equally wide diffusion among those of
considerable commercial importance which, in the present state of pop·
ular knowledge, so readily escapes detection as lime phosphate. It may
be hoped that the following memoir may·make it easier for explorers to
recognize this class of deposits.
My own as well as Dr. Penrose's acknowledgments are due to many
persons who ha.ve given him aid in the prosecution of his work. To
Prof. Charles U. Shepard, jr., of -Charleston, S. C., Dr. Penrose is par(493)
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ticularly indebted for much information and access to a great deal of
valuable matter contained in his unpublh;hed notes on American and
foreign phosphatic deposits.
In justice to Harvard University it should be said that the following
report, although designed as a memoir of the U. S. Geological Survey,
was. uRed in manuscript form by Dr. Penrose as his thesis for the de·
gree of doctor of philosophy in that institution.
(494)

NATURE AND ORIGIN OF DEPOSITS OF PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
By R. A. Ji..,.

PENROSE, JR.

IMPORTANCE OF PHOSPHATE OF LIME IN NATURE.

Phosphorus is one of the most universally distributed of all the elements. It is found in all animal and vegetable matter, as well as in
most eruptive and sedimentary rocks. Phosphoric acid composes over
40 per cent.' of the ashes of bones and in the vegetable kingdom it is
especially abundant in the seeds of plants. Thus the ash of wheat contains over 49 per cent. of phosphoric acid.
It has been estimated that for each cow kept on a pasture through
the summer there are carried off, in veal~ butter and cheese, not less
than fifty pounds of phosphate of lime. Consequently it will be seen
that phosphoric acid is one of the most important elements of plant
food, and no soil can be productive which is destitute of it. The n:ecessity of restoring phosphoric acid to an exhausted soil has been acknowledged from very ancient times, though the cause of its stimulating effect was unknown until a comparatively late date. In the days of
the Romans the excrements of birds, from pigeon-houses and bird-cages,
brought a high price, and Edrisi relates that the Arabians, as early as
1154 A. D., used the guapo deposits found along their coast for agricultural purposes. Garcilaso de la Vega (Oomentarios Reales, 1ilJ. V,
1604) says that the Peruvians, in the twelfth century, used the guano
beds on their islands as fertilizers. Of such importance did they esteem
the material of these beds that the penalty of death was imposed by the
early Incas on any one found killing the birds that made these precious
deposits. It was not, however, until the early part of this century, when
Liebig and others showed the important part played by phosphoric acid
in vegetable life, that artificial phosphatic manures came into use, and
it is only in the last twenty years that the mining of natural phosphates
lvith their conversion into superphosphates has assumed its present
great and steadily increasing importance.
CLASSIFICATION OF DEPOSITS OF PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

The classification of deposits of phosphate of lime is a matter attended
with many difficulties, not only on account of the great variety of forms
in which phosphate of lime occurs, but also because many varieties grad(495)
m
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ually blend into one another, thus often rendering it uncertain to which
class a special deposit should be referred. The classification given below is based mainly on tlw chemical composition of the deposits. These
are grouped U!'Hler two principal headings, namely, rni·neral phosphates
and rock phosphates. 1 The former includes all deposits of phosphate
of"lime which, besides having the_ other properties inherent in a true
mineral, have a definite chemical composition or at least show a strong
tendency toward such properties and composition. The latter includes
those deposits which, having no definite chemical composition and lacking the homogeneous nature anrl other fixed characteristics of a true
mineral, cannot be classed with mineral phosphates. These two classes
are again subdivided as follows:
Mineral phosphates.
(

~

A atites
~ Fluor-apatites.
P
·
l Chlor-apatites.
Phosphorites.

Amorphous nodular phosphates.

I
Rock phosphates.< Phosphatic limestone beds.

~ Loose nodules.

Cementecl nodules or conglomm·ates.

Guanos. ~ ~~~,~~~:cl;t~~~~~~.
Bone beds.

l

The various phosphate deposits of North and South America, Europe,
Africa, and other localities will be treated under the different divisions
of the above classification, each deposit being described under the heading to which it belongs. Mineral phosphates will be taken up first, and
then the various representatives of rock phosphates will be described.
Special attention will be given to the pho~phate deposits of the United
States and Oanada, which were visited and studied by the writer.
MINERAL PHOSPHATES.
APATITES.

Apatite is found in both stratified and crystalline rocks, but is much
more plentiful in the latter, especially in metamorphic limestone, syenite, garnetiferous, hornblendic, and pyroxenic, gneiss, mica-schist, and
igneous and volcanic rocks.
The mineral occurs in both the massive and the crystalline form. It
belongs to the hexagonal system of crystallization, has a vitreous or
subresinous luster, is translucent and sometimes transparent, has a
hardness of 5, a specific gravity of 3.17 to 3.25, is brittle, of a white, yel- ·
low, green, or red color, gives off phosphorescent light when heated,
1 It will be seen that the determination which phosphate shall be classed under
minerals ancl which under rocks must iu certain cases be somewhat arbitrary, but
the classification is intended simply as a matter of convenience in describing the
various deposits, and as such answers its purpose sufficiently well.
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and becomes electric by application of beat or friction. It oceurs principally in the early crystalline rocks and is found in New York, New
Jersey, Maine, Canada, and other places in North America. In Europe
it is found in England, France, Saxony,. Tyrol, Bohemia, Spain, Norway, and many other regions. The only deposits of economic importance as yet discovered are in Canada, Norway, and Spain.
Prof. J. D. Dana gives as a formula of apatite Ca30sPz+!(C]zF2 ), in
which the fluorine and the chlorine may replace each other in any proportion. ·\Vhen there is more fluorine than chlorine present the mineral is called fluor-apatite, and when less it is called chlor-apatite. 1 The
apatites of Canada and of Spain, as well as most of those from Norway,
are essentially fluor-apatites, though they almost always contain 0.01
to 0.5 of chlorine. Occasionally apatites are found free from chlorine,
as some of those of Nassau and the Tyrol, but they are never found entirely free from fluorine. The apatite of Snarum, Norway, contains
more chlorine than any other known apatite, amounting, as it does, to
2.71 per cent. of that element. 2 The apatite deposits of Canada, being
at present more extensively worked than any .others and consequently
better known, will be described first; after them the apatites of Norway
and Spain.
APATITES 01!' CANADA.

Phosphates were discovered in considerable quantities in Uanada before the middle of this century, and were described by Dr. T. Sterry
Hunt in the Canadian Geological Survey Reports for 1848. Shortly
afterwards they were mined in the counties of Lanark and Leeds, Ontario. But the first regular mining operations of any considrable importance were begun in 1871, in the townships of Bucking·ham and
Portland, Ottawa County, Quebec, where apatite had been discovered
several years later than in Ontario. The first company to operate on
a large scale here was known as the Buckingham Minin,g Company. It
worked successfully until1875, when a sudden fall in tlle prices of the
phosphate market led to a stoppage. For several years after this the
mines were worked by private parties, until, in the years 1881 to 1883,
the large mining companies which now control the richest properties
in Canada were organized. Many of the phosphate properties in Ontario have been worked by the so-called "contract system." Under
this system the farmers of the neighborhood, whenever they are witllout employment, bJast out a little phosphate. The result of such a
method is, of course, that the whole of a property is soon cut up with
small pits and trenches, rarely exceeding twenty feet in depth, and often
interfering considerably with later and larger mining operations.
There are two principal districts in Canada where apatite occurs in
considerable quantities. The first is in Ottawa County, Province of Que1

J.D. Dana: Manual of Mineralogy and Lithology, J885, p. 213.
0. Ramon T. Munos de Luna: Estudios qnimicos sobre economia agricola en
general, y particularmente sobre la importancia de los abonos fosfatados.
2
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bee. It consists of a belt running from near the Ottawa River, on the
south, for over sixty miles in a northerly direction, through Buckingbam, Portland, Templeton, Wakefield, Denholm, Bowman, Hincks, and
other townships. The belt probably stretches still farther to the north,
but the country in that direction has been but little explored, and is
scarcely known, except to trappers and Indians. The belt averages in
width from fifteen to twenty-five miles.

FIG. 2. Apatite in the Bonanza pit, Union mine, Portland, Ottawa County, Quebec, Canada. A, apatite; B, mica; C, white feldspar; D, pink and white feldspar, mica, and pyroxene. Scale: 1 inch "'
16 feet.

Toe second phosphate district is in Ontario, principally in the counties
of Leeds, I.1anark, Frontenac, Addington, and Renfrew. This district
is much larger than that of Quebec. But the apatite is much more
scattered, and, though special deposits are in some places much more
continuous than those of Quebec, the mineral has not yet been discovered in such large pockets as occur in the latter district. The belt
which contains the deposits runs from about fifteen miles north of the
St. Lawrence River in a northerly direction to the Ottawa River, a distance of about one hundred miles. lt varies from fifty to seventy-five
miles in breadth.
The above-mentioned districts are the regions where apatite has been
found most plentifully, but it also occurs in other places, though, so
far as has been discovered, in much smaller quantities. 1
The apatite occurs in the upper part of the Lower Laurentian formation, the horizon being characterized by large quantities of pyroxene
rock. Tile principal phosphate-bearing band consists of quartzites,
gneisses, schists, feldspar, and pyroxeuic and calcareous rocks, having
au aggregate thickness, according to Ven nor, of twenty-six hundred to
1
Lately it has been found that apatite is very generally distributed in Pontiac
County, Quebec.
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thirty-nine hundred feet. !\ll the beds are more or less completely
metamorphosed, being sometimes indistinctly stratified and at other
times massive and with no traces of bedding. 'rhe rocks, often contorted, an dip at a vertical or almost vertical angle. Sometimes the
gneiss contains large quantities of mica and has a distinctly foliated structure. At other times it is impregnated with large quantities of pyroxene, as in the Quebec district. In the Ontario district
this pyroxene is often replaced by hornblende of a dark-green, lustrous character. A llighly garnetiferous gneiss is also often found
in large quantities in some of the apatite localities. In the Quebec district there is a series of trap dikes running in a general east
and west direction. By some they are supposed to be connected with
the occurrence of the apatite. But tlle trap is, probably, of a later date
than tlle apatite, as it is sometimes found passing through pockets of
that mineral (Fig. 4).

FIG. 3. Section on south side of hill on north side of Rbeanmo Lake, Templeton, Ottawa County, Quebec, Canada. A, stratified rock; E, pyroxene; C, feldspar. Scale: 1 inch= 16 feet.

The principal difference between the country rock of the Quebec district and that of the Ontario district is that the rocks iu the latter region are often much more hornl.Jlendic than those in tbe former, and
are often found in the form of a more or less hornblendic gneiss. The
country in the Quebec apatite distdct is rough and mountainous. The
hills are of a remarkably uniform height, rarely rising over five
llundred to six hundred feet above the level of the neighboring Du
Lievre River. In Ontario, on the other baud, the land in Leeds,
Lanark, Frontenac, and Addington CountieS' is low, and sometimes
shows a smootll, glaciated surface, covered by a thin layer of soil.
In Renfrew Oonnty, however, the land is more hi11y, and resembles
that of the Ottawa district. As before remarked, the apatite occurs,
almost without exception, in association with pyroxenic or hornblendic rocks. This rule holds especially true in the Quebec district,
(499)
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where the phosphate has never yet been found wit110ut being
ciated with pyroxene rock, possibl~7 often of vein origin. This,
pyroxenite by Prof. T. Sterry Hunt, occurs in ridges, running in a
vial northeast and southwest direction, following the general cou~se

FIG. 4. Dike at Union mine, Portland West, Ottawa County, Quebec, Canada.
C, pyroxene.

the strike of the country gneisses. It forms, together with lilac·colored
orthoclase, quartzite, and trap, the mass of many of the hills in the
phosphate district, while the stratified and massive gneisses are often
seen bordering the sides of the ridges, as shown in }1..,ig. 5.

Fw. 5. Ideal section southeast and northwest thTOugh tho Emerald mine bill , Buckingham, 0
County, Quebec, Canatla. A, country quartzit.(', gneiss, etc.; B, pyroxene. Scale: 1 inch==: 180

The pyroxene rock is never found distinctly bedded, though occ
ally a series of parallel lines can be traced tltrongh it, which, while
sibly the remains of stratification, are probably often joint planes.
times, when the pyroxenite bas been weathered, apparent signs of
(500)
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ding are brought out, which are often parallel to the bedding of the
country rock. Thus at Bob's Lake mine, in Frontenac Oounty, a richgreen pyroxenite occurs which exhibits this structure. For 10 feet
down from the surface this apparent bedding can be distinguished. It
gradually grows fainter, until it disappears in the massive pyroxenite
,below. A similar phenomenon has been observed at the Emerald mine,
Buckingham Township, Ottawa County, Quebec, and at several other
places (Fig. 6). It can also be seen in the crystalline rocks on Newport
Island, opposite Tiverton, R.I. There, for a depth of from one to two
feet, an apparent stratification can be seen, and the rock below gradually·
becomes more massive, until it merges into the apparently homogeneous
mass of the hill.

FIG. 6. Section in a pit near the Emerald mine (looking west), Buclringham, Ottawa County, Quebec,
Canada. A, apatite; B, pyroxene; C, feldspar; D, pyrite. Scale, 1 inch= 6 feet.

The pyroxene occurs in several different forms. Sometimes it is
massive, of a light or dark green color, and opaque or translucent; at
other times it is granular and easily crumbled. Occasionally it occurs
in a distinctly crystalline form, the crystals being in color of different
·shades of a dull green, generaliy opaque or transl1lCent, but sometimes,
though rarely, almost transparent. The massive variety is the most
common, and composes the greater part of the pyroxenites found in the
phosphate districts.
The associated feldspar is generally a crystalline orthoclase, varying in color from white to pink anll lilac; occasionally, as in Denholm
and Bowman Townships, Ottawa County, Quebec, it occurs as a whitish-brown, finely crystalline rock. The trap is of the dark, almost
black, variety. Thin sections under a microscope show it to haYe a very
(501)
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variable composition-a net-work of striated blades of triclinic feld.
spar, brownish augite, black opaque grains of magnetite, and, commonly,
Rmall quantities of a green, chloritic mineral.l The quartzite is white,
gray, or blue. The blue variety often contains specks of felsite.
These pyroxenes, feldspars, and quartzites are often mixed up in a perfect net-work, very similar to that seen at Marblehead, Mass., and at

FIG. 7. Sectkn of apatite vein near Smith's mine, Oso, Frontenac County, Ontario, Canada.
country syenite; B, red and green apatite. Scale: 1 inch = 8 feet.

many places in the mP-tamorphic rocks of Mount Desert Island.
whole hills are formed of these rocks, mixed in various proportions
(Figs. 8 and 9). The gneiss in some places bas no distinct line of separation from the pyroxene, but seems to baye been impregnated with
some of it, forming for a few feet from the line of contact a more or less
pyroxenic gneisR, which is easily decayed and eroded by weathering
(see Fig. 3).

FIG. 8. llorizontal view of surface rock at Turner';; Ishnu, Clear Lake, Canada. A, feluspar;
B, pyroxenite; C, hornblende; D, feldspar dykes; E, soil. Scale: 1 incil = 6 feet.

In the Ontario district, as mentioned before, the pyroxene is often replaced by hornblende. Thus at Bell's mine, in Frontenac County, little
or no pyroxene is met with, and in its place large quantities of dark
green hornblende occur. The apatite here is ~ound in a rock consisting
1

B. J. Harrington: Gcol. Survey Canada, Rept. Progress,
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of green hornblende and white feldspar, which forms a ridge about one
hundred yards wiue parallel to the strike of the country gneiss. To
complete the list of rocks found in the apatite districts it is necessary
to mention the large veins of crystalline calcite, which often contain
serpentine and chrysotile. In the occurrence of these veins this Canadian apatite region is in marked contrast with that of Norway, where
little calcareous matter is found.

FIG. 9. Pyroxene sm face, Star Hill, Union mine, Portland, East Ottawa County, QLiebeo, Canada.
A, apatite; B, pyroxene; C, feldspar. Scale: 1 inch = 8 feet.

The apatite of Canada is found oceurring in a great variety of ways.
Prof. T. Sterry Hunt regards most of the workable deposits as veins,
but he thinks there are also some deposits which occur in beds. He has
discovered small masses of apatite marking the lines of stratification in

FIG. 10. Opening in west side of a hill near Smith's mine, Oso, Fro11tenac County, Ontario, Canaua.
A, country syenite; B, apa',ite. Scale: 1 inch = 24 feet..

the pyroxene.I An instance of this was seen by the writer in an old pit
in Buckingham Township, Ottawa County, Quebec, where the apparent
lines of stratification were marked by bands of apatite (see Fig. 6).
1

Geol. Survey Canada, Rept. Progress for 1863.
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Professor Hunt thinks that most of the deposits of apatite are concretionary vein stones and have resulted from a hot-water solution.
bases his belief upon several characteristic facts concerning Ca
apatite, such as the rounded form of many of the apatite crsstals, which

FIG. 11. Bowlder of country -rock embedded in pyroxene etc., Iligh Rock mino, Portland West,
Ottawa County, Quebec, Canaua. A, apatite; B, country gneiss; C, mica, pyroxene, and feldspar.
Scale: 1 inch = 6 feot.

be regards as dnc to the act.ion of partial solution after deposition, and
not of fusioll, as suggested l>y Dr. Emmons. 1 Another argument is that
one mineral in the vein is often found incrusting or containing frag·

FIG. 12. Section of one of the northwest and southeast veins at Foxton's mine, Loughboro', Frontenac
County, Ontario, Canada. A, apatite; B, pyroxene; C; country gneiss. Scalu: 1 inch= 7 feet.

ments of another. Thus it is very common to find masses of crystalline
calcite rounded iuto pebbles and buried in the centers of apatite crystals, which are themselves worn and rounded, showing, as Dr. Hu
1
Nat. Hist. New York, pt. 4, Geology, 184:~, pp. 57, 58. Someofthedike stones of
ern Massachusetts, especialJy those in tho town of Somerville, contain phosphate
crystals which are similarly rounded.-N. S. S.
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thinks, that the erosive action in the veins has taken place in at least
two different epochs. The appearance in the veins of drnsy cavities
and the parallel deposition of the different minerals observed in many
veins are also arguments for the theory of concretionary structure.
Professor Dawson thinks that many of the deposits of the Ontario district are true beds. 1

FIG. 13. Horizontal section showing uatnral cavity in vein, Loughboro', Frontenac County, Ontario,
Canada. A, country gneiss; B, apatite; C, pyroxene; D, calcite. Scale: 1 inch= 7 feet.

Prof. B. J. Harrington 2 thinks that most of the phosphate deposits
will come under the heading of fissure veins and pockets. He shows
that many of the deposits cannot be beds, because they cut across the
strata of the country rock.
Many of the veins are of considerable length. .A very continuous
vein, composed of hornblende, calcite, and apatite, mixed in varying
proportions and associated with sphene, zircon, mica, scapolite, etc.,
is foond in Renfrew County, Ontario. This vein, or what may be a
series of similar and parallel veins, was traced by the writer for a distance of three miles, and it is said by the native prospectors to be traceable for 27 miles. It runs in aN. 40o E. direction, widening and contracting at intervals and varying from three to thirty feet in thickness. It
can best be examined on Turner's Island, in Clear Lake, Renfrew County,
Ontario, where several small openings have been made in it for the purpose of mining the rich apatite found there. 3 The island is three-quarters of a mile long and from one hundred feet to a quarter of a mile
wide. The vein runs through its longer axis from one end to the other.
The apatite occurs in crystals, sometimes in considerable quantities
and composing the greater part of the vein matter and at other times
1

Qnart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 32, 1876, p. 289.
Geol. Snrvey Canada, Rcpt. Progress for 1877-'78-'79.
3 The same or a similar vciu is seen to great advantage on the land of Xavier
Plaunt, on the south si<le of Clear Lake. It widens an<l contracts at intervals and
runs in the same general direction l:I>S the Turner's Island vein.
2
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scattered sparingly through a mass of the crystalline minerals which
accompany it. Apatite crystals of immense ~ize have been found here·
One prism is said to have weighed seven hundred pounds; a crystal of
zircon, almost a foot in diameter, is also said to have been found in the
same vein. A crystal of sphene from this locality in the Harvaru Mineral Cabinet measures over a foot in length. The country rock on the
island consists of a confused mass of feldspar, coarse-grained, unstratified
gneiss, and of a rock composed of feldspar and hornblende. Small quantit.ies of green pyroxene are also found (see Fig. 8). The vein is said to
change into pure calcite at its extremities. It shows no signs, as far as
seen, of banded or concretionary structure, but consists of a mass of
crystallized minerals mixed in an apparently indiscriminate manner.

FIG. 14. Northeast side of a pit in the North Star mine, Portland East, Ottawa County, Quebec,
Canada. A, apatite; B, pyroxene; C, feldspar. Scale: 1 inch = 10 feet.

Like most apatite deposits in Canada, the vein has no sharp line of division from the country rock, but gradually blends into it. The hornblende in the country rock becomes more perfectly crystalline and occurs in larger masses as the vein is approached, until finally, when
the vein is met, the hornblende and the feldspar crystallize out separately among the other minerals. " Such a blending of a vein with
the walls," sa.ys Professor Dana," is a natural result when its formation
in a fissure takes place at a high temperature during the metamorphism
Ol' crystallization of the containing rock." 1 Tllis blending of the country
rock with the vein matter does not, however, always happen, as sev~

Dana's Manual of Geology, 1875, p. 733.
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eral cases were found where the apatite and associated minerals came
into direct and sharp contact with the country rock (see Figs. 7 and 20).
Thus, on the laud of the Sly brothers, iu Oso, Frontenac Oounty, Ontario,
there is a vein two feet wide in a gneissic rock. The boundary lines of
the vein are sharply defined and white, red, and transparent calcite is
associated with grass-green hornblende and brown apatite, in a mass
apparently devoid of any banded structure (see Fig. 7). The vein dips
at au angle of 85° N. and strikes E. and W. The country rock strikes N.
200 E. and dips 40° to 45° ESE. A so mew hat similar instance is seen
ill the same townsl1ip at Boyd Smith's mine. Here were three veins
apparently occupying joiut plane~, and parallel to one another (see Fig.
10). The veins are composed principally of apatite and hornblende,
and their general character is very similar to that of the last vein described. They strike N. 15° W. an<l dip at 10° NE. The strike of the
country gneiss is N. 35° E., dip 60° SE., so that it is evident that
the deposits cannot be beds. They can be traced for 50 yards along
the side of the hill.

FIG. 15. Southwest side of a pit at North Star mine, Portland East, Ottawa County, Quebec, Canada.
.A, apatite; B, pyroxene. Scale: 1 inch= 10 fet>~.

Some of the veins of apa.tite show a distinctly banded structure.
On the land of James Foxton, in Frontenac Oounty, townsllip of Lough.
boro', there is a series of gash-veins running in a general northwest and
southeast direction. They are of all sizes, from small ones not two inches
thick to large ones three to six feet wide. The general character of all of
them is the same. They occur in the country gneiss and occupy an alBull. 46-3
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most vertical position. Fig. 12 shows a section of one of them, and most
of the others are like. it. It will be seen that the pyroxene lines both
sides of the vein and the apatite comes in the middle. The strike and
the width of nine of these veins were found to be :
N. 11° W., six inches ·wide. Red apatite.
N. 10° W., eighteen inches wide. Red apatite.
N. go W., one to three feet wide. Red apatite.
N. 20° W., one foot wide. Red apatite.
N. go W., one foot wide. Red apatite.
N. 35° W., six inches to one foot wide. Red apatite.
N. 36° W., one foot wide. Red apatite.
N. 45° W., one foot wide. Red apatite.
N. 30° W., one foot wide. Red apatite.

The country gneiss is much contorted and strikes in various directions. It has an almost vertical dip. On the same propertiP.s there are
also other veins running in various directions, but they are generally of
small extent. In one place a vein was seen composed on one side of
a band of apatite and on the other of a band of pyrites of iron containing masses of talc.

Fm. 16. Southeast side of a pit at North Star mine, Portland East, Ottawa County, Quebec, Canada.
A, apatite; B, pyroxene; C, feldspar; D, mica.

Scale: 1 inch= IOfeet.

Another instance of a banded vein occurs at Mud Lake, Templeton
Township, Ottawa County, Quebec, where apatite, mica, and pyroxene
form the contents of the vein.l But it is g-enerally in the OntariG district that the banded structure is most often seen.
In the township of North Burgess, Lanark County, Ontario, are many
examples of phosphate-bearing veins, some of which can be traced for
1

B. J Harrington: Heol. Survey Canada, Hept. Progress for lg77-'78-'79..
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over half a mile, while others are short and amount to little more than
pockets. In places the ground is literally cut up by a net-work of these
veins, varying from a few inches to over ten feet wide. Occasionally they

FIG. 17. Northwest siuo of a pit at North Star mino, Portland East, Ottawa County, Quebec, Canada..
A, apatite; B, pyroxene; C, felJspar; D, mica. Scale: 1 inch = 10 feet.

are found widening into bunches almost twenty feet across. The veins
often show a banded structure and consist of mica and pyroxenite on
the outside and apatite in the center. The outside bands of the veins
are in some cases composed of a dark, almost black, talcose material.
A

A

FIG. 18. Part of the northeast wall of McLaurin's mine, Templeton, Ottawa County, Quebec, Canada.
A, apatite; B, pyroxene. Scalo: 1 inch = 5 fcot.

In other places the contents of the vein consist of apatite, mica, pyroxenite, and white and flesh or salmon colored calcite, indiscriminately
(509)
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mixed and associated with small q nautitie~ of scapolite, zircon, sphene,
talc, hornblende, specular iron ore, zeolites, and other minerals. Veins
also occur which are almost entirely composed of apatite crystals scattered in a matrix of granular quartzite.
On the land of the Anglo-Canadian Phosphate Company, at Otty Lake,
North Burgess, where some of these veins have been opened to a depth of
se\-enty to eighty feet, the mode of occurrence of the apatite is well seen.
The prevailing country rock here is quartzite aud garnetiferous gneiss.
In some cases the line of division between the vein matter and the country rock is sharply drawn, while in others they gradually blend. Both
of these phenomena, as well as tl1e banded and the unbanded structure,
are often seen in different parts of the same vein. The apatite occurs in
l>unches, sometimes connected by seams of the same mineral. From a
single one of these bunches over a tl.wusand tons have been taken.

]"lG. 1!>. Section at McK rnzie's opening, looldng ENE., Bowlllan, Ottawa County, Qneuec, Canada.
A, a-patite, witJJ. pyroxene crystals; B, 1\)TOxrne; C, limestone. Scaie: 1 in.ch =GO feet.

The contents of tl1e phosphate- beadng veins arc often very variable
at difl'erent points in the same vpin, sometimes con~:,isti11g mostly of apatite, scapolite, feldspar, and pyroxene, a,ll(l at others lwing compose<l of
crystalline limestone bearing erystais of the above lll i uerals. Sneh a
formation is seen on lleury Barr's land, in Renfrew County. At tlte
1\lcl.Ccuzie mine, in Bowman Township, Ottawa Couuty, Quebec, thPre
is a vein in a hill of lilac-colored feldspar and pyroxenite. One part of
the vein h; composed of massive apatite, holding crystals of pyroxene
aud scapolite, while another about :fifty feet distant aR~nmes a totally
different character, being composed of a pink, crystalline calcite, beariug
crystals of apatite. In some places the calcite has bee11 worn a way by
Uw infiltration of water, and then the structure of the '\'Cin can be seeu.
The c:wity is lined with crystals of scapolite and pyroxene, which come
next to the country rock, while the calcite, l>earing the crystals of apatitP, comes in the middle (Fig. 10). This formation of drusy cavities iu
limestone leads is very common, especially in the Ontario district. Ofteu
the caleareous matter has been washed away, and crystals of apatite
and their fragments are scattered over the bottom of the hollow. The
(510)
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formation of cavities seems especially apt to take place at the point of
junction of the limestone and a harder mineral in the vein. Thus in the
township of Loughboro', Frontenac County, Ontario, was seen the cavity
represented in Fig. 13, where a mass of limestone in a vein came in contact with a mass of apatite-bearing pyroxenite. From this opening several hundred pounds of loose apatite crystals were taken. Though it
will thus be seen that the apatite of Canada often occurs in well defined
veins, yet the largest deposits yet discovered occur in irreg·ular masses in
the pyroxenic and feldspathic rocks (see Figs. 2, 14, 15, 1G, 17, l8, and
21 ). They seem to occur at some places in fissures and at others as simple
segregations. As a general rule it may be said that the vein character
is best developed in the Ontario district, while the segregation and
pocket formations are more common in the Quebec district. A very
characteristic section, showing the occurrence of pockets of apatite is
given in Fig. 18. It is a figure from tile Ride of McLaurin's mine in
Templeton, Ottawa County, Quebec. The mineral seems to lie in no
definite vein, but to have been formed by the segregation of apatite
from the incluuing rocks. Tllis seems especially probable, as the surrounding pyroxene often contains 10 to 15 per cent. of apatite and
seems to increas~ in richness as the pocket is approached. It is also well
known that 11hospbate of lime has, more than any other mineral, the
property of forming into concretionary and segregated masses. Thus
Professor Rogers found, in the materials dredged in the Challenger expedition, numerous phosphatic concretions scattered over many parts
of the sea bottoms. Again, in the phosphorite deposits of so nth western
France and of Estremadura, in Spain, the concretionary form is one of
the most common conditions of the phospllate, while in the phosphate
region of Soutll Carolina the nodular phosphates, especially those from
Bull H,iver, show sometimes a distinctly concretionary structure. At
Crown Point, N. Y., phosphate of lime occurs in radiating and botryoidal masses forming the eupyrchroite of Emmons, and even in the
guano beds of Peru concretionary nodules of phosphate of lime have
been found. I
The poc"l\ets and fissures of apatite are of variable size (see Figs. 2,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 21), sometimes being only a .fraction of an inch in
diameter and sometimes consisting of immense bodie~ of massive or
crystalline apatite, measuring many feet in thickness. Such pockets
are to be seen at the Emerald, Battle Lake, North Star, High Hock,
Union, and other mines on the Du Lievre River. The apatite is, generally, not sllarply divided from the pyroxenite, but gradually blends
with it. The pockets show sometimes a banded structure, such as that
of a cavity lined with pyroxene and the central part occupied by apatite.
Occasional large bowlders of country rock are found embedded in the
1 In the introduction to this report yet other instances of concretionary forms are
noted, as well as the fact that many are prolJably at present forming in the muds beneath certain swamps.-N. S. S.
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apatite (see Fig. 12). Nearly all these pocl<ets and fis~omre veins seem to
take their distinctive characters ti·om the including rocks. Tbuf{ wuere
the including rock is pyroxenic, feldspathic, and calcareous, the crystals
associ<ttetl with the apatite are generally pyroxene, feldspar, and calcite;
and where the country rock contains large amounts of hornblende, as
at Bell's mine, Storrington, Froutenac County, at Barr's mine, and on
Turner's Island in Olear Lake, iu Renti·ew County, Ontario, there arc
always found large quantities of this mineral in the ''eiu matter. Tllc
few veins, howeYer, in whicil the lines of separation from tile country
rock are silarply drawn, do not seem to be so <lepenueut on the includ·
ing rocks for their component minerals.

FIG. 20. Section in . a pit near the Emerald mine, Buckingham, Ottawa County, Quebec, Canada.
A, apatite; B, schistose pyroxene; C, drift. Scale: 1 inch = 6 feet.

The depth to which the apatite extends is probably, for all practical
purposes, unlimited. Some bunches of tile mineral run out,. but others
are found at a greater or less distance below. The deepest openings in
Canada are tile North Star mine, township of Portlaud, county of Ottawa, Quebec, aml tile Battle Lake mine, township of Templeton, of the
same county. In September, 1886, they had reached the depths, n~
spectively, of 350 feet and 210 feet. In both shafts large bunches of
apatite were fouutl, separated by pyroxenic or micaceous rocks containing smaller seams and bunches of that mineral.
·
The apatite of Canada varies considerably in its physical character.
Its color is greeu, red, brown, wilite, blue, purple, or black. The black
color is generally caused by the decomposition of tile associated iron
pyrites and is seen in Ottawa and Frontenac Counties. Apatite occurs
in the crystalline, suberystalline, massive, or granular form. The gmuular variety, known as '' sngar apatite," is of a white or pale-green
color and looks like coarse sand, more or les~ coherent. It occurs principally at the Little Rapids mine, township of Portland, and McLaurin's
mines, township of Templeton, Ottawa County, Quebec, and is one of
the purest forms of apatite mined. It i~ uncertain what could have
(512)
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caused the apatite to assume this granular condition. Some shipments
from Ottawa County have analyzed 88 per cent. of tribasic phosphate
of lime. The apatite varies very much in its ability to withstand weath.
ering. When it is free from
pyrites it endures it very
well and is almost as resistant to corrosion as quartz;
but when pyrite is present
it quickly crumbles away.
In some places where pyrites of iron and copper: are
found the apatite is brown
and rusty for a depth of
several feet.
Below is given a Jist of
some of the more important
minerals of the Canada apatite districts. The crystals often occur of immense
size and in a state of great
perfection. The zircons,
spheues, scapolites, pyroxenes, apatites, and micas
are especially fine, and
probably are found nowhere else in such quantities and in such perfection:
Apatite.
Calcite.
Fluor-spar.
Pyroxene.
Hornblende.
Phlogopite.
Garnet.
Epidote.
Idoerasc.
Tourmaline.
Titanite.
Zircon.
Orthoclase.
Quartz.

Opal.
Chalcedony.
Albite.
Sea polite.
Wilsonite.
Talc (steatite).
Chlorite.
Prebnite.
Chabasite.
Galena.
Sphalerite.
Molybdenite.
Graphite.

The apat.itt:', after being
blasted out, is put through
the process of "cobbing,''
which consists in breaking it with a hammer from the adhering impur.
ities.
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The highest grade which is shipped rarely averages over 85 per cent.
tribasic phosphate of lime, and none of the mines ship much phosphate
which does not average at least 70 per cent. Eighty per cent. apatite
is considered first quality and sells for 11 to 12 pence a unit.I The principal market for the Canada apatite is Europe. Great Britain aud
Germany consume over three-fourths .of the total product, which, in
1885, amounted to 23,908 tons. The market is unlimited and the output is yearly increasing, so that phosphate mining bids fair, in a few
years, to be one of the most important industries of Canada. The annexed tables will show the output of the mine.s in past years, as wen as
the present markets.
According to the Canadian Mining Review, January, 1886, the product for the past five years has been:
Tons.

1881 .•••••••••••••••.•••••.••••• ··•••• •.••••••••••.••••. ·•••••· •••••••••... 15,601
1882 ..........•••...•••...•.....•. ······ ................................... 17,181
1883 - ..•.•••.••••.•.• - • -.- .••••.• - •.. - ..•••• - ..•••• - ••••••••..•••••••• - ••• - 17, 840
1884 -.••.. --- ... -- •. -.-- .. - .... -......••• 22, 143
1885 . - --- •••••••••.••• - •.•••••• -- •••••••••••..••.. - • - ••. - ••••••••• -.- - .••• - 23, 908
c

••••• -

• - - •• -

••• -- •••••••• --. • • • •

Total for five years. . .. • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . !l6. 673

Shipments to different ports (same authority):
Tons, 1R84. Tons, 1885.

Liverpool ........................••......•.•...•..................
London... . . • • • . . . . • . • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . • •• •• . . • • . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . .
Ham burg.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . • .
Bristol . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . .
Glasgow .........•......•.....••••..........•..........•••• -~---·-Barrow ........................................................... .
Penarth Roads ....•.......•....•............•••....•..•...•....•...
Carcliff ........••..........•...........••...........•..•.•.........
Sharpness .....•......•.....................•........ •.....•.••.....
1-Iull .....•.......•.....•••.....•••..•...•.•••••.......•............
Dublin .....•...•••...•..................•.......•.................
Sunderland ......................... ••r••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bristol Channel ...••..•••••.......••......•...............•.....••.
United States .................••.... , •.. --~--- ••••••...............
Consumed in Canada .....•.••.•••••••••••.•.•.•.•.•..••............

8,5fi7
4, 389
2, 970
1, 824
3,0R3
100

9,563
7, 683
:~, 524
2, 056
482
350
100
65
45
40

210
60
50
200
700

Total .......•••..••.•••••..••...•·•• • • . . . . • . . . . . . • ... . . . . . . . . . 22, 143 23, 908
From Ontario district, 1885 ................................................. 1,500
From Quebec district, 1885 ................................................. 22,408

The origin or chemical history of these Laurentian phosphates has
been a matter of considerable dispute. Dr. T. S. Hunt says that
phosphates, like silica and iron oxide, were doubtless constituents of
the primiti~e earth's crust, and that the production of apatite crystals
in granite veins or in crystalline schists
a process as independent

is

l The expr~ssion 11 to 12 pence a unit is the commercial method of signifying the
value of the apatite. It means 11 to 12 pence for each per cent. Thus 80 per cent.
phosphate at 11 to 12 pence per unit would be worth $17.60 to $19.20 per ton
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of life as the formation of crystals of quartz or of hematite.! Prof
J. W. Dawson, 2 on the other hand, thinks the Canada apatites are of
animal origin, and bases his belief on the presence of eozoon and of
graphite in the associated beds and of the fluoride of lime in the apatite. He snys: "The probability of the animal origin of the J.Jaurentian apatite is, perhaps, further strengthened by the prevalence of animals with phosphatic crusts and skeletons in the primordial age, giving
a presumption that, in the still earlier Laurentian, a similar preference
for phosphatic matter may have existed, and, perhaps, may have extended to still lower forms of life. just as, in more modern times, the
appropriation of phosphate of lime by the higher animals, for their
bones, seems to have been accompanied by a diminution of its use in
animals of lower grade." 3 Messrs. Brogger and Reusch, 4 in their description of the Norwegian apatites, tllink that they are of purely crupti ve origin.
Chern. and Geol. Essays, 1875, p. 311.
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Loudon, vol. 32, 1876, p. 290.
3 Tlte reader should note tile fact that since the admirable researches of Mobius it
is doubtfnl whether eozoon be of organic origin.-N. S. S.
4 Zeitschr. Deutsch. geol. Gesell., Berlin, vol. 27, 1875.
1

2
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Table giving analyses of apatites of Canada b!f Christian Hoffman, Geological Survey
Canada. 1877-'78.
[I is from Storrington, province of Ontario ; II is from Buckingham, province of Quebec; III is
from North Burgess, province of Ontario; IV is from Iortland, province of Quebec; Vis fromLongh·
boro', province of Ontario: VI is from Portland, province of Quebec; VII is from Buckingham, prov·
ince of Quebec; VIII is from Templeton, province of Quebec.)

---------I --I_._ ~ -~ ~ __v_._ ~~~ VIII.
40. 868 40.518
34.032
39. 046 41.139
Phosphoric acid (1) 40.373 41. 080
Fluorine (2) __ •••.••.
3. 863
3. 731
3. 377
2. 855
3.474
3. 791
3. 311
Chlorine (3) _. ____ .. .
(L 101
0. 086
0.476
0. 229
0.428
0. 2GO
0. 438
Carbonic acid (4) ___
0. 855
0. 223
2. 848
0.105
0. 370
0. 096
0. 026
48.475 49.041
44.198
46.327 49. 335
Lime ...............
47.828 49. 161
3. 507
Sulphur (5) ......... .................. .... . . . ..... ... -.... - . . ---- --- ·
4. 258
4.195
3. 062
Calcium .... . .......
3. 803
3. 732
4. HiS I 3. 603
0.180
0. 158
0. 205
0. 422
0. 548
0.158
0.151
Magnesia.------ ....
Alumina ...... __ ....
0. 566
0. 835
0. 267
0. 705
1.190
1. 979
0. 609
Nickel, cobalt, and
copper ..................... . ·-·- -. ......... . ....... . .. ---- ...... -...... . Not tlc,t.
Iron ..............•...•.......................... -.. . .. .. ............. . - .
5. 370
Sesquioxide of iron
0. 151
0. 125
1. 2!l0
0. 09,1,
0. 905
0. 083
0. eo
Alkalis .. _. .. .. . .. . .
~
1
1
1
1
1
~
~

Insoluble residue ... _ _
3. ~~
Total . . . . . . . .

100. 509

-

------- --· I·- -.--- .

0. 37~ _ _
a. ~~~
!l9. 506

100. 512

!l9. 884

40.812
3. 554
0. 040
0. 518
49.102
3. 763
0. 620
0. 565

0. 12.i

1

I

__
1. ~~ ~ _ _
2. ~~ ~~
100. 823

99. 665

100. 544

99. 7:!91

======= ====== ====-===== ====== -========= ===== =====-==== =======
(1) Equal to tribasic

phosphate of lime .

88.138

89.682

85. 211

8!l. 810

89.219

88. 455

74. 295

89.098

6. 796

7.131

7. 731

7. 929

7. 658

6. 932

5. 860

7. 295

0. 685

0. 406

0. 744

0. 358

0. 669

0.134

0. 158

0. 062

0.0591 0.840

0.21E

0. 507

0. 239

1. 943

6. 473

1.177

. ......... .

8. 877

(2) Equal to fluoride

of calcium ........
(3) Eqnal to chlo-

ride of calcium ....
(4) Equal to carbon-

ate of limo........

(S~i~eq~~~~~-~~~~~-~-- ............................

............. ..................

Analysis of apatite of Canada, by Dt·. C. U. Shepard, jr.

Phosphoric acid ...........................•.. ····:· ...••. -----· .......••...
(Equal to bone phosphate, 86.88.)
Sand ...•..•••.•.•.••••••••....•.•••••••..••••. _.....••••.•. _..•••.••••.....
APATITES OF NORWAY.

Under the beading of apatites come the phosphate deposits of Nor.
way. They are found on the southern coast, and extend from Lange.
8 und Fjord to Arendal. They are also found scatteringly in Kon
berg, in the parish of Snarum. Most of them are fluor-apatites, V.L<V'"""-'"
they all contain some chlorine, and the apatite from Snarum contain
2.71 per cent. of this element.I The apatite occurs in both tlw cry
line and the massive form, and varies from white and yelJow to
1 A dark-blue or greenish· blue variety of crystalline apatite is found at .ll..u,uucw.:
and is known as moropite.
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or red. Some of it is the richest phosphate at present mined, averaging at times over 90 per cent. of phosphate of lime.I (See analyses,
p. 45).
The mineral occurs in veins in the country gneisses, granites, quartzites, and schists, and also in a rock called by Brogger and Reusch spotted
gabbro (gefleckter Gabbro), which is composed of brown hornblende and
white or gray labradorite. It is generally supposed to be of eruptive
or1gm. From its description it is very similar to the rock, including
the apatite, at Bell's mine, Storrington, Ontario, described above, which
is composed of green hornblendes and white feldspar, and occurs as
an apparently eruptive mass in the country gneiss. The apatite seems
to occur indi:ffer~11tly in this hornblende rock and in the other country
rocks, though, '"1wrever it has been discovered in the latter, the spotted gabbro is generally found in the neighborhood. The apatite is associated most commonly with micas, enstatite, hornblende, pyroxene,
albite, tourmaline, copper and iron pyrites, and other minerals, including many other species of rarer occurrencC' which are hereafter enumerated. As in the Canadian deposits, the contents of the veins are
variable, being in some places composed almost entirely of either mica
or enstatite, or both, and in others consisting of apatite with only a
few micaceous and pyroxenic impurities. The veins are markedly dif.
ferent from the Canada Yeins in the fact that they contain only 'Tery
little carbonate of lime. The large calcareous Yeius containing apatit<~,
which are so common in the Canadian apatite districts, are never found
in the apatite districts of Norway. The apatite veins in Norway are
often very numerous and nm in all directions, forming a perfect network all thronglt the rock. Thus at Oedegarden there is an area. Of
58 square rods which is cut np lly innnmerable veins of all sizes. The
princip-al one of these has been ·w orked to a considerable extent; it dips ·
at 45°, has a thickness of one foot to four feet, and a length of about
five hundred yards. Dr. 0. U. Shepard, jr., who visited it in 1874,
says: '' H was found in tl.Je face of a low, rocky ledge, occurring in
mica and a clay slate." 2 The veins often show a banded structure, having the mica and hornblende on the outside and the apatite in the center, though in other places they also show, as is generally the case in
Canada, a confused mass of crystallized minerals. At Hegardsheien
there are five parallel veins, one of them one and a half feet thick
and one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet long; four dip at 300,
while the fifth is almost vertical (Brogger an<l Reusch). At Krageroe there is a large vein se,Ten feet wide. It occurs in granitoid and
schist rocks, though from the summit of the hill, from which it crops
out, there protrudes the eruptiYe gabbro. The vein matter is com1 Some of the phosphate deposits of Norway, especially at Krageroc, partake very
much of tho nature of phosphorites, but they arc all classed together here, as hoth
varieties are so intimately associated that they cannot be conveniently separated.
2 Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., MS.
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posed largely of hornblende and apatite in varying proportions, with
crystals of rutile occasionally scattered through the mass. The horn·
blende often contains cavities lined with crystals of the same substance,
and of quartz, apatite, and other minerals. At Nestesvag the apatite
vein occurs in quartzite. The minerals found in the Norway apatite
are : 1
Quartz.
Apatite.
Calcite.
Talc.
Orthoclase.
Albite.
Oligoclase (and albite).
Esmarkite (anorthite?).
Scapolite (and paleo-albite).
Tourmaline.
Hornblende.
Pyroxene.

Enstatite.
Phlogopite and green magnesian mica..
Chlorite.
Aspasiolite.
Titanite.
Hematit.e.
Rutile.
Menaccanite.
Magnetite.
Copper pyrite.
Magnetic pyrite.
Iron pyrite.

The apatite of Norway was mined as early as 1854. The first deposits worked were those of Krageroe, from which, between the years 1854
anti 1858, 18,000 tons were taken and sold for $110,000. The Oedegaruen deposits were discovered in 187 4 by Axel Esmark, a Norwegian
mineralogist. They have since been worked on a small scale. Tile
difficulty of mining Norwegian apatite has been s::> great, however, that
the yearly output has never exceeded a few thousand tons, and tlle.
mineral at present has been almost driven out of the market by the
Canada, Cura9oa~ and other high-grade phosphates.
As regards the origin of the Norwegian apatites, Brogger and Reusch
think they are of eruptive origin. The banded structure of tlw veins
they ascribe to the way the minerals solidified from a state of fm;·
The country rocks are almost absolutely destitute of phosplwric acid in
any form, and, consequently, they infer that the vein matter is in no
way dependent on the surrounding rocks. Another argument which
they bring up in support of the eruptive theory is that veins are often
seen to be fine-grained on the outside and coarse and crystalline in
the center.
Table giving a11alyses of apatite of Nonvay, by Dehern.

Yellowish
brown.

I Brown.

Black.

--Phosphoric acid--- ___ ---- __ ·--_-- .
Equivalent to bone phosphate ..
Sand·--···-----····· · ···---·-·-- ··
1

34.82
76.01
7. 07

33.25
72.58
7.81

26.25
57.30
21.01

General
sample.
--~

Poor
quality.

---

34.88
76.14
4. 95

Zeitschr. Deutsch. geol. Gesell. 7 vol. 27, 1875, pp. 672, 673.
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Table giving analyses of high-g1·ade Norwegian apatite, by Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr.
I.

II.

-----------------------------1

I

Phosphoric acid .................. - ........ ·- . . .... ·-- · · ·- · · · · · · · · • · · ·Equivalent to uone pbospbate. ... .. ... ... .. .. ... . ...... . . ..........
Insoluble siliceous matter - -............. .. ............... . :.. .. . .. .. . .

38. 7!l
83. 68
8. 13

37.66
82.21

7.39

Analysis of apatite from .Arendal, Nonvay, by G. Rose.
42.229

Phosp boric acid ( 1) .•••••.• - •••.• - •••.•••••.•••••..• --- •.•••••••••••..•••.
Fluorine (2) ...••.........................................................
Chlorine (3) ............................................................. .
Lime ................... - ..•••....... --- ..• --- ... --- .... -- .. -.- .. - ..... -;. ..
Calcium ................................................................. .

3.415
0.512
49.960
3.884

100.000
(1) Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime ..................... : ..............
(:.!) Equal to fluoride of calcium ..
(:\) El}ual to chloride of calcium...................... . ... .. .. . .. .. .... .. ..
4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . --

... -··

. . . . . . . . . . --

... •

•

•

92.189
7. 010
0. 801

APATITES OF SPAIN.

Tile only other apatite deposits which have yet become of commercial importance are in f'pain. At Malpartida de Caceres are the mines
of Seiior Grappin. Tile mineral occurs in granite, ancl al>out six thousancl
tons annually have been shipped in good years. Considerable deposits
of apatite are found at Zarza la Mayor, and at Ceclaviu, iu the district
of Alcantara, near the Portuguese frontier, and about twenty miles
from tile Tag us. Crystalline apatite is also found in tlw volcanic rocks
at Jumilla, in tile province of Murcia, wilich averages 86 per cent. pilospbatc of li me.l It is also found in t.he provinces of Alerutejo and Zamora.2 rnw J urn ilia apatite is often of the yellow.ish-greeu variety,
known as asparagus stone or Spargelstein.
The Spanish apatite deposits are limited in quantity, compared with
tile pllosphorite deposits of that country, and they have never produced
more than a very few thousand tons annually. At present, on account
of the disturbed political condition of the country, no apatite is exported.
A description of the other Spanish deposits is given under the subject
of phosphorites.
Analyses of Spanish apatite.
[I. Apatite from Zarza la Mayor, by Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., MSS.J

Tribasic phosphate oflime ..................................................
Sand ........•.....•..•.•..••••••... .'.. . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .

79.16
7. 09

t 0. Ramon T. Munos de Luna: Estudios quimicos sobre economia agricola en geueml, y particula.rmente sobre b importaucia. de los abonos fosfa.ta.dos. Ma.driu, 1868.
2 Naraujo y Garza ct Lino Penuelas: Bull. Soc. geologique France, 1860, p. 157.
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.:"Qhloriille (3) .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··-··· ••••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •. o•
• • .. - •••• - • - - ••• - -• - - ••• - ••• - •••• -• - - • - ••• -•• - • - - •••• - • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 49
~r.:·,~~.IW,cnnm...... •••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••. ••.• .•.• •.
3.

) Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime ••••..••.••.••.•••...•••.......•••••. 92.
Equal to fluoride of calcium............................................ 7.049
(;3) Equal to chloride of calcium ••••..••••....•••• -~---· ..••••.•••••••..•••• 0.885
PHOSPHORri.'ES.

"The name phosphorite was used by Kirwan for all apatite, but in
his mind it especially included tho fibrous, concretionary, and
scaly mineral from Estremadura, Spain, and elsewhere." 1 In
latter sense it is used here, but it will also include certiLin vitreous
earthy forms which are often so intimately associated with the above
mentioned varieties and which often run into them by such gradations
that they are best described together.
The phosphatic deposits of Nassau, in Germany; those of the sou
west of' France, commercially known as "Bordeaux phosphates,"
those of Estremadura and Caceres, in Spain, come under thi~:; beau.
PHOSPIIOIUTES OF NASSAU.

The phosphorite deposits of Nassau were discov-ered in 1864 by Herr
ictor Meyer, of Limburg, thougb as early as 1850 J;;>r. Sand berger
discovered apatite in the manganese mines of Kleinfeld.
The principal phosphorite deposits occupy an irregular area, bounded
on the northea-st by the town of' Weilburg, on the northwest hy the
'\Vesterwald, on the east by the 'l'aunus Mountains, and on the
by the tow11 of Dietz. The general appearance of the country is
of a broad plain, intersected by the Lahn and its tributaries.
phosphorite is fount:l iu cavities in a hard, massive, dolomitic lime~t(mEU
of the Devonian age. The following section,2 in an ascending
will show the geologic relations of the deposits :
(1) Porphyry, dark to light gray and green, containing cavities of cal1r:ar4~Qllll"0
matter.
(2) Slaty aucl shaly beds, muoh contorted.
(3) Dark-red sandstone, containing beds of hematite.
(4) Dolomitic limestone, white, blut\, or pink in color, resting unconformably
the undel'lying bed,
(5) Phosphorite deposits.
(6) Brown clay, supposed to be Tert~ary.

The phosphorite is sometimes found on the
under as much as two hundred feet of clay The hollows contain
ipg the phosphorite are generally much worn and have all their "u~~t:ll:!lll'.:
rounded off, as if they had been exposed to the action of water
long time before the phosphorite was deposited in them (Figs. 22,
1 J. D. Dana: A System of Mineralogy, 1873, p. 531.
•D. C. Davies: Geol. Mag., vol. 5, London, 1~68, p. 262.
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The phosphatic deposits vary from six inches to six feet in thickness and seem to attain their greatest continuity iu a belt running in a
northeast and southwest direction, thinning out gradually at both extremities. They seem to occur only with the limestone, and are no
}onger found when that rock disappears. This would seem to indicate
that they depend on the limestone for their origin.

FIG. 22. Section at Cubach, Nassau, Prussia. After D. C. Davies: Geological Magazine, London, 1868.
A, clay; B, phosphate of lime; C, manganese; D, dolomite.

The phosphorite is found in a great Yariety of forms. It is generally
massive, fibrous, earthy, porous, jasper-like, kidney-shaped, stalactitic,
or nodular. Occasionally there are found in it minute crystals of
apatite (Davies). Sometimes, also, it occurs as an incrustation, and it
is then knowu as stafl'elite, from its abundance near the town of Stafl'el.

FIG, 23. Section at Staffel, Nasilau, Prussia. After D. C. Davies: Geological Magazine, London, 1868.
A, dolomite; B, clay; C, phosphate of lime.

This mineral is, generally, white, yellow, green, or brown in color, and
occasionally translucent. The other varieties are of almost all colors,
white, yellow, red, gray, blue, green, brown, or black. Occasionally a
brecciated variety is found, but the larger part of the_deposit is of the
massive kind. 1 The hardness varies from 1 to 5. With the phosphorite occasionally occur deposits of crystalline hematite and manganese
ore. These minerals are most common on the outside edges of the
phosphate-bearing area, but are also found with it in the same deposit.
The amount of phosphate of lime in the phosphorite is very variable,
ayeraging from 60 to 92 per cent. (see analyses). It is generally richest
when associated with the least hematite and manganese and, when free
from the former mineral, it makes an excellent superphosphate. Among
the other minerals associated with this deposit are wavellite, calcite,
quartz, wollastonite, jasper, and chalcedony.
I

Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr.~ MS.
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There are no signs of organic remains in the Nassau phosphorites,
but they are generally believed to be of animal origin. Dr. Mohr
thinks they were formed by the concentration of the phosphate of lime
from the underlying limestones. At present not much phosphorite is exported on account of the difficulty of freeing it from the associated iron
and the expense of mining it. Several years ago, however, large quantities were sent to England, and in 18G7 the total output of all tlle mines
amounted to 30,000 tons, which sold, according to its quality, for $5 to
$8 per ton. It is still used in considerable quantities along the IU1ine.
Table of analyses of Nassau phosphorites.

a~de~~~~~~-

Ifrcseuius.

Wicke.

Pure staf.
felite.

Ge.neral
sample.

General
sample.

Lime .............................................. ..
45.79
47.31
Mag;uesia .......................................... .
0.16
0.12
6. 42
3. 77
ScscJuioxide of iron ......•..••..••••.••••...•..••.•..
1 ()7
.Alumina ........................................... ..
1. 08
0. 58
Potash .........•..•...•........................•....
0. C6
0.42
Soda .................................. _........... ..
0.52
Phospl10ric acid ................................... .
34.48
33.84
1. 51
2. 75
Carbonic; aci1l ...................................... .
5. 04
4. 83
Silicic acid ......................................... .
3. 45
Fluorine ........................................... .
2.11
2. 45
Water ...................•........••..........••...
2, 74
Sulphuric acid . .. . .. . . . . .... .. . . . . . . .... •. ... •. . . . . . . .. . . . ...... . . . . . . ......

Deduction for oxygen .... .......................... .

42.31
0. 23

8. 22
2. 23
1. 2()
0. O!l
30. fi3
2. 78
6. Ill

3. 74

3. 00
1. 07

101. 17

100.5:.1

102. 17

1. 45

0. 84

1. 57

99.n

99. ()9

100. 60

PHOSPIIOHITES Ol!' SOUTHWESTERN :! !'HANCE.

The phosphorites of the south west of France are in the departments
of Lot, Tarn-et-Garonne, and A ,~eyron. The region is limited by the
valleys of the rivers Lere, Uelle, and Aveyron, and the phosphorite is
found in largest. quantities near Uaylus and at St. Antonin, Limogne,
Uajarc, Figeac, Villeneuve, Bozouls, and other places on the soutiJwestern side of the central plateau. The material occurs iu fissures and
cavities in the surfaces of hard, compact, gray limestone plateaus which
belong to the Oxfordo-Coralline group of the Jurassic formation. Tlw
deposits are of two kinds.! The first occurs in irregular cavities, never
over a few yards long, and partaking more or less of the character of
pockets ; the second, in the form of elongated leads, with sides which
are nearly vertical and which run in a generally parallel direction,
widening and narrowing at intervals. They are generally shallow and
1

Mr. Danbree: Comptes rend us A cad. sci., Paris, vol. 73, ltlil.
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thin out very rapidly at a short distance from the surface. They often,
however, continue for some distance longitudinally. Thus, at Pen dare,
the surface of the phosphate lead is three to ten yards wide · and has
been followed in a straight line forlOO yards. Any sudden turn or curve
in the fissure is, according to Mr. Rey-Lescure, 1 almost sure to make the
lead thin and poor. The richest leads are those which run in a straigbt
line and have walls which are smooth and tend toward a vertical position. According to Mr. Daubree, 2 the fissures seem to follow certain
definite directions. Thus, at Pendare and Mas-Merlin, they run ENE.
and WSW. At the same time there is another series of leads running at
right angles to these. The phosphatic material of the leads running in
different directions is of very different character, as will be hereafter
shown.
The phosphorite occurs in a great number of forms. Sometimes it
has a rounded, concentric, and radiated structure; at others it occurs
in nodular and mammillated masses. Often it is found in agate-like
zones, forming twenty to thirty layers in a thickness of a centimeter.
Sometimes it occurs as geodes, 3 and at other times it is found in fibrous
masses, very much resembling aragonite. The phosphorite varies very
much in hardness, compactness, and general appearance. The purest
form is as hard as apatite, has a resinous or subvitreous luster and
a yellowish- brown color. Sometimes the color is of a light blue, possibly due to the presence of phosphate of iron. The impure varieties are white, yellow, or red, and are often soft and earthy. The
phosphorite which occurs in the form of nodules is often hollow in
the interior, containing loose stones in the cavities (Daubree). The
whole mass is mixed with siliceous pebbles, clay (more or less ferruginous), loose blocks of calcareous rock, and pisolites of iron, all solidified
into a mass varying very much in compactness and generally containing numerous cracks and cavities. Often pyrolusite is associated with
the phosphorite, occurring in thin layers or in the form of dendrites.
The presence of iodides has been detected, in which respect it resembles
the phosphorite of Amberg in Bavaria. Minute quantities of bromides
are also found. The presence of'"pisolites of iron is most frequent near
beds of iron ore; and the iron, according to Rey-Lescure~ 4 probably has
been derived from such beds.
·
Mr. T;utat has found that in the leads which run ENE. and WSW.
the phosphorite is compact, vitreous, agate-like, and, rarely, geodic.
In the leads at right angles to these the mass of phosphatic material
consists apparently of geodes filled with carbonate of lij:ne or ferruginous clay. The geodes are, however, generally broken and in fragments,
so that their contents cannot be observed. The leads of the first variety
1

Bull. Soc. geologique France, :3cl series, vol. 3, 1875, p. 398.

z Comptes renclus Acacl. sci., Paris, vol. 73, 1871.
3
4

Mr. Leymerie: Note sur les phosphorites clu Quercy, Toulouse, 1872.
Bull. Soc. geologique France, 3cl series, vol. 3, 1875.
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generally consist of long fissures with parallel walls, while those of the
second variety represent the irregular pockets described by Daubree.
Trutat thinks that the ENE. and WSW. leads were formed first, and
tllat those at right angles to them were formed later, by the action of carbonic acid, which dissolved part of the original leads and redeposited
it in new lwllows and crevices.
·
The phosphorite deposits are ·usually capped by a deposit of ferruginous clay, containing pisolites of iron, bones of land animals, and numerous land and fresh-water shells. Among the bones are the remains
of many carnivorous, herbivorous, and omnivorous animals, all mixed
together. The bones are well preserved and not affected by chemical
act.ion. The deposits of Cregols and Bedner have afforded immeuse
quantities of" bones of carnivorous animals, and in the deposits of Rayna1, Servanac, and Mouillac are found the remains of many skeletom;
of anthracotherium, paheotherium, and rhinoceros of several varietieR.
The bones are also occasionally found embedded in the phosphatic matter itself. 1 Thus, near La Mandine there are so many remains of palmotherium (P. mediu_1n) that from one cubic decimeter of phosphatized
marl four or five fragments of different jawbones and many otllet
bones were obtained. Remains of hyamodon and many laud and fresh
water mollusks, among them Planorbis and Limncea, as well as turtle remains, are found in many deposits. Bones of cainotherium a1Hl
anoplotherium are of frequent occurrence. Though the rock wbielt
contains the phosphorite deposits is of Jurassic age, the phosphate
itself is generally believed to be of early Tertiary (Eocene) age. Tlw
way in which the phosphorite came to occupy its present position, however, has been a much more disputed point than the time in which tlw
deposit was formed. Daubn3e, 2 Rey-Lescure, 3 Leymerie/ and others
are of the opinion that the phosphate carne from mineral springs,
rising from the bottom of the fissures. The phosphate was dissolved
by the action of hot water containing carbonic acid, and, when it came
into the fissures, the carbonic acid was lost and the phosphate was lieposited. They think the bones are too few to have anything to do
witll tlle origin of the phosphate.
·
Filhol 5 urges against this theory that in all the deposits which have
been worked out, and thus ·afforded a chance of examining tlltt sides of
the crevasse, he has found that the phosphate does not run into ot.ber
leads by narrow necks and veins~ as Rey-Lescure asserts, but that the
leads are in no way connected with each other and that the crevices
show no openings through the limestone which could have served as
an exit for the phosphatic solution. Consequently he conc1udes that
Mr. Daubree: Comptes rendns Acad. sci., Paris, vol. 73, 1871.
Alph. Peron: Bull. Soc. geologique France, 3d series, vol. 2, 1874.
3 Bull. Soc. geologique France, 3d series, vol. 3, 1t175.
4 Note sur les phosphorites du Quercy, Toulouse, 1872.
6 Annalessci. geol., vo1. 7, 1876; Recherchessurles phosphorites du Quercy, pp.l-220.
1
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the deposits were formed by a solution of phosphate of lime in carbonic
acid, running from the surface downward into the fissure. When all
the fissures were filled the solution often spent its strength in p"hosphatizing the marl of the neighborhood. Thus at La Mandine Basse
they find a cal~areous marl containing 25 to 30 per cent. phosphate of
lime.
Mr. Combes1 thinks the phosphate bed was· formeu by phosphatic
vapors rising up through the Jurassic limestone and phosphatizing it.
He thinks a similar action is going on at the present time. Mr. Malino~skP tttinks that the beds are of purely animal origin and that volcanic eruptions of Auvergne killed all the animals of the period and thus
furnished the phosphate to fill up the fissures. Mr. Delfortrie 3 thinks
the deposit is of Quaternary age and derived from altered guano.
1\fr. Pero~ 4 has shown that the phosphate deposits only occur where
the Tertiary deposit now exists or where it has existed in time past.
Tlms on the Jurassic plateau at Bach, Monillac, and Malperie, the 'l1ertiary formation which covers it at La\7 anrette, Monpalach, and Lasalle,
in Tarn-et-Garonne, has been eroded. Yet both districts are rich in
phosvhate. On the other hand, at Laussiers aud Anglars, where he
supposes the Tertiary has never existed, there is no phospha-te. He
thinks the phosphate deposits are synchronous with the Lower Tertiary of Aude and 'farn. 'fhe waters of the Eocene, he supposes, came
suddenly over the Jurassic plateau, oYerwhelrniug the numerous land
~nimals of the region and sweeping the remains of these and masses of
guauo into crevices and cavities, together with quartz pebbles, land and
fresh-water shells, and other debris. Then the action of time and carbonated waters partially metamorphosed the phosphate and converted
it iuto concretions and other forms of phosphorite ia the midst of the
clay and bones. At a later time the superficial deposits of bones were
laid down.
The strongest arguments of the advocates of the hydrothermic theory
are the presence in the phosphorite deposits of iodine and mangauese,
and of pisolites of iron, which are generally of hot spring origin.
Peron thinks these latter were formed during the deposition of th~
Lower Tertiary formation. He also calls attention to the fact that phosphorit~ has nowhere been found in the southwe~t of France at a greater
height above the sea than 320 meters. This he explains by supposing
that the waters of the early Tertiary did not extend above this height.
The phosphorites of the southwest of France were discovered in 1865,
on the plateau of Quercy, in the department of Lot, by Mr. Andre Poumarede. Five years later the deposits of Lot-et-Garonne, Tarn-et-Garonue, and Aveyron were discovered and worked uutil the last few years,
1 Phospl.J.oritl'·S dn

Quercy, Revue scieuti:fique, 1872, No. 12.
Traite special des phosphates de chaux natifs, Cahors, 1873.
3 Les gites de chaux phosphatee dans le depart. du Lot, Borde~ux, 1873.
"Bull. Soc. geologique France, ~d series, voL 2, 1874.
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when the exports ceased. The best deposits had given out and the others con tamed so much iron and alumina that the material was very unde.
siraOle as a source of superphosphate. .For several years, from 1870 to 1875, an average of 20,000 tons per annum was exported,! Some of the
mines are still worked, but the phosphate is used. only in a raw state
and for local purposes.
Soon after mining had begun in this region, Guillier estimated that
the total contents of all the mines would not exceed 100,000 tons. This
estimate was much too small, but it serves to sllow tllat the <leposit is
a very limited one. The phosphate was formerly colleetc<l in lo01~e
bowlders from the fields for the purpose of building 'ralls. At the ~
Pearl mine, near Cajarc, the phosphorite crops out at the surface. 1 At
the depth of 75 feet the lead becomes very thin and uncertain. The
mass of the phosphorite is, in some places, 10 feet tllick, but ordiuarily
lt consists of several more or less parallel bauds, which end abruptly.
One of the largest mines is at Larnagol, in the department of Lot.
It is situated on the summit of an Oxfordian plateau over n. thousand
feet high. The :first quality rock IS cleaned by hammer and haud, and
the second quality in a simple horizontal washer, driven by steam. The
phosphorite contains both chlorine and fluorine, but in much smaller
quantities than exist in apatite. As has been said before, it also contains
,
iodine, and in some specimens traces ot bromine have beeu detected.
Table of analyses of phosphol'ites jrorn southwestern France.
[I. Analyses by Bobierre.)

-~-~~- ~-~~~~ _"=- ~ vm I

--------1--r_.

SJHceous sand ........·.. _ 1. 00 I 4. 70
Phosphoric acid .... -... 38. 00 i 32. 94

I ~::~:~:~a~~;i~~~~~-1:~~·

beat, fluorine, chlorine, carbonic acid,anu
oxides of iron and
manganese ........... .

51.47

12. 70 112. 06
36. 48
35. 84

3. 00
36. 80

I

1. 00
37. 10

1
----·-- - -······· ••••••••••••••••••••••••

10o:OO

1. 40
37. 00

0. 93
38. 32

51.50

48.92

== ~ ~-=== ==~~ ~·Jj

9. o3 _.. _. . . . .. .....

_ ........... _ . .

1

Lime in excess of pbosphoric acid, and combined with carbonic

I

10. 10

1

100

·· ·:

1

_ .. _....

1

00

11. 83

100 00
·

I ::;~..:·~~~·: . ~.~·- o ···I······· .. ····I·· .~ ~·:··~ls.to a".
87

1

•.
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Table of analyses of phosphorites front southwestern Fmnce-Continued.
[II. Analyses by C. U. Shepard, jr.]
High-grade I Low-grade
phosphorite, I phosphorite,
from Masfrom
Merlin.
Larnagol.
l ------------------------------------ 1 --- -----------~

Phosphoric acid ........................................... .
Equal bone phosphate ................................. .
Sand ...................................................... __

38.64 .
84.35
1. 00

21.46
46.85
14.58

Superphosphates made from 12 parts (lJy weight) of rock and 9 parts
of sulphuric acid (1.50 specific gravity) gave:
High grade ................... 14. 98 per cent. soluble phosphoric acid.
Low grade.................... 5. 04 per cent. soluble phosphoric acid.
liii. Analyses of commercial Bordeaux phosphate by C. U. Shepard, jr.]

I
I

Ph.,phodo acid ..••••••_. •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Equal bono phosphate . . . . .. . .. • • • .... .. .. . .. • . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .... ..
Sand....................................................................

\,,::..!I ~5
77.41
4. 35

75. 20
8. 55

Superphosphates made in the same way as the last case gave:

I
r

l_r.j_l

I Soluble phosphoric acid ................................................ )15. 00 I 12. 481
PHOSPHORITES OF SPAIN.

The phosphorite deposits of Spain are situated near the towns of
l;ogrosan and Caceres, in Estremadura. The two localities differ somewhat in the mode of occurrence of t.h e phosphorite as well as in its
physical properties, and will therefore be treated separately.
Logrosan deposits.-The countr~.: in which these occur is a broad tableland composed of a clay slate amd studded here and there with conical
peaks rising abruptly from the level of the plain, and often reacliing
the height of three hundred to six hundreu feet above tile surrounding
surface. There also occur numerous long, flat ridges, rising, like the
peaks, alJruptly from the surface of the plateau. The slate is of very
varialJle character, being composed sometimes of a dark-blue, fissile
schist, sometimes of a micaceous or a talcose schist, and at other times
of alternating beds ot talc and feldspar.I No fossils are found in this
formation, but in a very similar deposit near Almaden, and about
eighty miles from the town of Logrosan, are found numerous fossils,
iCharles Daubeny anu Captain Widdrington: Jour. Roy. Agric. Soc., 1845.
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such as Spirijer attenuatus and trilobites. Consequently the Rlate
formation of Logrosan and Caceres has been referred by some French
and Spanish geologists to the Silurian formation. Le Play 1 refers
it to an older formation than the fossiliferous slates of the neighborhood of Almaden. The conical peaks rtsing up from this formation
are granitic intrusions. They are very feldspathic and often much
weathered. .In this latter respect they differ from the long, flat
ridges spoken of above. These are beds of quartzite interstratified
with the country rock, which has a quite regular, almost vertical
<lip. The quartzite is sometimes very compact and homogeneous
and at others it is granular and often resembles a sandstone. It lias
resisted the erosive actiou, which has worn down the more easily attacked parts of the slate formation and now stands out in bold, angular
ridges. The section (Fig. 24) from Truxillo to Logrosan, a distance of
seven Spanish l_e agues, will show the general character of the country.
Besides the rocks already mentioned, large veins of dark limestone
are occasionally found cutting through the slate formations.

FIG. 24. Section from Truxillo to Logrosan, Spain, after Daubeny and Widdrington. A, granite;
B, slate; C, phosphorite.

The phosphorite occurs in true veins and in pockets. Occasionally
it occurs as a vein at the line of junction of the granite with the country
slate. It is of a variable character, occurring sometimes in an amorphous and compact form, at others in a fibrous or con<:retionary state,
often inclosing pebbles of white or ferruginous quartz. It varies in
color from white and yellow to a rich, jasper-like red. It is often cov·
ered with dendrites of manganese, and occasionally agate-like varieties
are found in which the phosphate is interstratified with bands of lilac
amethyst. The palmated variety ~s generally the purest and the most
abundant. It has a hardness of 5.5, and a specific gravity of 3.12.
When heated in a darkened room it gives off' a bright phosphorescent
light. 2
At Logrosan there are six principal' deposits of phosphorite. They
are known as Costauaza, Jungal, Castillon, Angustias, Terrenm; Co
lorados, and La darnbre Bojera. The Costanaza vein is by far the
largest phosphorite vein known in all Spain, and perhaps in the world
(Shepard). 3 It extends for about two and a half miles from the foot of
Mt. Boyales, on the north, in a southeasterly direction past Mt. Cristo·
bal. The vein dips at an angle of 600 to goo toward the east (Garza and
Annales des mines, 1836.
Srrr Ja. phosphorite ue Logrosan, Estremadura, Messrs. Naranjo y Garza and Lino
Peuuelas: Dull. Soc, geologique France, 1860, vol. 17, p. 157.
3 Foreign Phosphates, 1879, p. 25.
.
l
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Peilnelas), and cuts obliquely through the country slate, which has a
strike of uorth 15° to 45° east, and a dip of 70o south west. The vein
has been worked principally where it crosses hills, and especially near
the chapel of Nuestra Senora del Consuelo. It varies from ten to
twenty feet in widt.h and contains streaks of quartz an<l horses of country rock. The walls of the slate show signs of con~iderable decomposi- .
tion and disintegration. The vein thins out at each end, and also grows
narrow at a depth; though, as the excavation is only about forty feet
deep, the bottom has not yet been reached .I
The second vein, Jungal, is at the entrance of the town of Logrosan,
on the road to Truxillo. . It has a mean width of 32 inches and a lengLh
of one thousand to twelve hundred feet. In most respects it resembles
the Costenaza vein, but is on a much smaller scale.
·
The Castillon vein runs under the town for a considerable distance
and varies in width from :fi. veto six and three-fourths feet. lt presents a
mass of phosphorite of great purity.
The Angustias lead is on the side of the hill N uestra Senora del Con·
suelo and runs towards Mt. Boyales. It is not so valuable as some
of the other leads, because of being much cut up by quartz veins and
horses of country rock.
The Terrenos Colorados vein is 330 feet long and averages six aud
two-thirds feet wide. It is parallel to the Cambre Bojera lead, which is
about the same size.
The general direction of all these veins is northwest and southeast, ·
with a dip of 600 to goo.
The Logrosan phosphate has a snbcrystalline structure; some specimens are fibrous and radiating and often resemble feathers. It is soft
and chalky to .the touch, easily broken, but difficult to grind into a fine
powder. An examination under the microscope exhibits conchoidal
r and opaque
figures interrupted with spherical grains, devoid of
(Shepard). It is infusible before the blowpipe; but, on being subjected
to long-continued heat, a luminous disk, perceptible in the dark, makes
its appearance at the point of contact of the mineral and flame, and a
green phosphorescence appears when it is heated for a short time. It is
readily soluble in hydrochloric, nitric, or sulphuric acid.
The highest-grade material is rosy white or yellowish white in color,
soft, concentric, often brilliantly radiated, with a mamillary or con.
choidal surface. Red spots from iron and beautiful dendrites of manganese are not infrequent. The poorer qu~lities are milky white, vitreous, hard, and, though free from limestone, contain considerable silica.
The shipment of phosphate from Logrosan involves great trouble and
expense. The mineral is drawn by ox or mule teams to the nearest railr0ad, a distance of 30 miles, and is shipped at Villanueva de la Serena.
This carriage costs about 20 cents per cwt., and the carts make two
1

Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., MS.
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trips a week, carrying 40 to 50 cwt. each trip. This, with the expense
of getting it to Lisbon and thence to England, makes it cost about $15
a ton to land in London. First-class phosphorite (80 to 85 per cent.)
sold there, in 1875, for $25 a ton.
In the Caceres district, which supplies most of the phosphorite
shipped from Spain, the mode of its occurrence differs from that in the
Logrosan district. While in the latter it occurs in veins, sometimes
of considerable length, at Caceres it occurs in pockets in great veins of
quartz and dark limestone, which are found cutting through the conn·
try slate. The principal mines are united in the Fraterjidad Company,
and are known as the Esmeralda, Estrella, San Eugenio, Abundancia,
Cacerena, San Salvador, and La Per1a. 1 The first four, being the only
mines of much importance, will alone be described. As will be seen
from the ground plan (Fig. 25), the limestone and quartz veins, in
which the phosphate is found, occur in both the granite and the slate
rocks.

FIG. 25. Ground plan of the Caceres mines in 1875; after Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr. (MS.). 1, A.bundan·
cia mine; 2, Carcereiia mine; 3, San Eugenio mine; 4, San Salvador mine; 5, Estrella mine; 6, Esmeralda mine; 7, La Perla mine.

The Esmeralda mine is considered the largest and best of the Caceres
mines. There are two veins penetrating the side of a hill in a north
1

C. U. Shepard, jr., MS.
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and east direction, respectively, at an angle of about 4:5°. The vein to
the north has a thickness of ten to twenty feet, and contains a variable
quantity of limestone and siliceous rock. The immediately surrounding
rock is limestone of a hard, brown character, which has been excavated
for a depth of some one hundred feet (1875). The leads appear to
narrow as they are followed into the hili. The exterior of the mass of
phosphate is hard, white, and compact, while toward the center it becomes soft, crumbly, and of a rosy color (Shepard). There is less
hard, siliceous rock here than in the other mines.
At the Estrella mine the lead enters the hill in which the Esmeralda
mine is situated at an angle of 45°. The total thickness of the deposit is
ten to twenty feet. It is very irregular in shape and grows thinner as it
enters the hill. It contains less of the rich, pulverulent variety of phosphorite and more of the compact, vitreous variety than the last mine.
Like the Esmeralda mine, it is in a limestone vein (Fig. 26).

FIG. 26. The Estrella deposit in Estremadura, Spain; after C. U. Shepard, ir. (MS.). A, limestone;
B, phosphorite.

The San Eugenio mine is smaller than either the Esmeralda or the Estrella. The lead is almost vertical and the phosphorite in some places
is of a very high grade, but in others it is very siliceous and impure.
The .Abundancia mine has been abandoned on account of the trouble
from water. It is simply a round open pit 75 feet deep and 100 feet in
diameter. It once gave large quantities of exceUent phosphorite, but
what is now left is siliceous and contaiw~ onl.v 50 to 65 per cent. phos.
phate of lime, while the best Spanish phosphate will average 80 to 85
per cent. (See analyses pp. 58, 59.) The Caceres phosphate is massive
and amorphous and of two varieties: (1) Somewhat granular, easily
crumpled, and of a white or rosy color; (2) dense, vitreous, hard, and
white, with occasional streaks of quartz or limestone.
Caceres is 43 miles north of Merida, a station on the railroad between
Madrid and Lisbon, and near the Portuguese frontier. The cost of
transportation between the two places varies from 12~ to 20 cents per
cwt. Thence to Lisbon costs $4.55 per ton, making the total cost to
Lisbon amount to $5 to $8 per ton. The Caceres mines were not opened
(531)
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until18GO, and from that time unti11875 the mines bad exported only
124,156 tons of phosphorite.
The Logrosan deposits were the first phosphorites found in Spain.
-rhe earliest mention of them is l>y William Bowles in 1782.1 He says
that at the base of the Guadalupe Mountains, and near the town called
Logrosan, the royal road is traversed by a vein of phosphoric stone,
running in a north and south direction. It was also mentioned. l>y La
Play, Proust, and others in the early part of this century. But tlw
deposit did not attract much attention until Professor Daubeny, of Oxford, and Captain Widdrington 2 visited the Logrosan country in 1844
and made a thorough study of the one vein then known. Later, in
1849, Mr. Naranjo y Garza, by order of the Spanish government, made
a survey of the basin of the Guadiana and gave a desm;iption of the
Logrosan phosphate deposits. 3
The Caceres deposits were discovered in 1860 by Mr. R. De Luna.
Ever since about 1855 the Spanish phosphorites have been worked
at intervals. The phosphorite is of excellent quality, commands a
high price, and makes as good a superphosphate as any phosphate
known. But the expenses of tran~portation and the occasionally unsettled political condition of the country have been great detriments to
the development of the mines.
Analyses of phosphorites of Spain.
[I. Logrosan phosphate, by De Luna.]

Water ...•...••.•.••..................•..•.....................•...........
Bone phosphate of lime .......•.••...•••....•...••••..........•............
Phosphate of iron .............................•.•.......................•.•
Phosphate of magnesia ...................•••....••....•.........•..........
l!.,lnoride of lime ..••.....••..........••....••.....•...........•....••.......
Carbonate of lime ........ "................................................ ..
Chloride of lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Silica..... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . .

0. 40
2. &5
100.00

[II. Logrosan phosphorite, by Professor Daubeny.]

Silica ..........................................••.....................•...
PL·otoxide of iron •....•••••..........•..................•.•................
l!.,luoride of lime .........•.................................................
Phosphate oflime ........•..........•••. : ......... ..............••........
[III. Logrosan phosphate, by Messrs. Pelletier and Donadei.]

Phosphoric acid ......•••....•.•.......................•.•.............•.••.
Silica and clay ..... _.......................................... __ .......... .
Hydrochloric acid ..••••.............•....•••....................•.....•...
Hydrofluoric acid ........................................................ ..
Lime ..................................................................... .
Peroxide of iron ....••.••••.•••••.....••.••••...•....•...•••...............
Loss. . . . • • . . . . . .. .... -.. - ... - - ....... -- - - - - - . -- - - · - - - - · .. -- -- · - -- · · · · · · -- • ·
1 ~atural History and Phy8ica1 Geography of Spain, Ma.drid, 1782.
2 Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vo1. 1, 1845, pp. 52-55.
3 La Gazette de Madrid, July 22, 1849.
Revista Minerva (March and July, 1855),
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LIV to VII. Logrosan phosphate, by Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., aml Dr. Warner.]
I

IV Wh"t
1

V. Yellow- VI. Rosy VII. White,
·
e ish white white and
soft, and
compact. mammillary.
and hard. and hard.
/------------------ ---,

______ _____,

36.97
80.71
12.63

Phosphoric acid .......... -- ........ -Equal bone phosphate ........... .
Sand and insoluble matter .......•....

41.72
91.09
4.32

42.17
92.06
Trace

37.55
82.97
7.40

[VIII to XIV. Caceres phosphate, by Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., and Dr. Warner.]
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[XV. Caceres phosphate, by Bobierre and Friedel.]

Iusolnble siliceous matter ......................................•••••.•••••.. 21.05
Water expelled at red heat.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . 3. 00
Tribasic phosphate of lime ..•••• ------ .•.••................................. 72.10
Loss, oxide of iron, etc...... • • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 85
100.00
[XVI. Phosphate from Montancbez, by Bobierre and Friedel.]

Tribasic phosphate of lime .................................................
Carbonate of lime ........................................ ·---~- ....•.•.....
Water expelled at red heat.................................................
Silica, oxide of iron, etc....................................................

85.03
10.35
2.40
2.22
100.00

Phosph0rites include, besides those deposits already mentioned under
that heading, the minerals staffelite, epiphosphorite, pyrophosphorite,
eupyrchroite, hydro-apatite, monite, monetite, and other forms, all of
which occur either in scattered pockets, incrustations, and concretions,
or as radiated, botryoidal, and subcrystalline masses. Some of them
occur scattered through certain phosphorites and rock phosphates, and
are mentioned in connection with those deposits. · They are rarely of
any commercial importance.
Ji'ibrous and concretionary phosphorites have been mined in small
quantities at Amberg, Bavaria.
Thin seams of soft, whitish phosphorite, called osteolite, occur at Ha- ·
nau, in Germany, but, as yet, the mineral has not been found there in
sufficient quantities to be of commercial value.
ROCK PHOSPHATES.

This class of phosphate& includes, as already mentioned, those deposits whjcb, having no definite chemical composition and lacking the
homogeneous nature and other fixed characteristics of a true mineral,
(533)
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cannot be classifieu with mineral phosphates. They may be treated as
amorphous nod~tlar phosphate8, phosphatic limestone beds, guanos, and
bone beds.
AMORPHOUS NODULAR PHOSPHATES.

This subdivision comprises the phosphate deposits of South Caro·
lin a, North Carolina, Alabama, Martha's Vineyard, some of the Florida
deposits, the deposits of North Wales, England, Belgium, northern central and eastern France, and Russia. They generally consist of calcareous matter, more or less completely phosphatized, and occur either as
loose noduleR iu a matrix of variable composition, or as a conglomerate in which the pebbles are phosphate of lime and the matrix is of a
calcareous, phosphatic, siliceous, or ferruginous nature. They are the
most important, commercially, of aU the phosphate deposits. About
600,000 to 700,000 tons are yearly mined, of which, in 1884, 437,000 tons
came from South Carolina and the rest mostly from England, France,
and Belgium. On the other band, the total output of all the apatite
mines in America and Europe in the best years bas not exceeded 50,000
tons.
AMORPHOUS NODULAR PHOSPHATES OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

The nature of the phosphate beds of South Carolina was recognized
by Prof. 0. U. Shepard, sr., before 1860, but the nodules were not
put to any practical use until, in 1867-'68, Prof. F. S. Holmes and Drs.
Pratt and St. Julien Ravenel, after showing by numerous analyses
their richness in phosphate of lime, urged the formation of a company
for mining these valuable deposits. · Through the energy of Professor
Holmes and Mr. G. T. Lewis, of Philadelphia, the first company for
miniug phosphate in South Carolina was organized in 1868. It was
known as the .Charleston Phosphate Mining and Manufacturing Company. Since that year no less than fifteen large mining establishments
have been started in South Carolina, of which some of the more important are the Bradley, Pinckney, and Bolton, in Berkeley Oounty, and
the Coosaw and Oak Point properties, in Beaufort County.
Nodular phosphatic deposits are found at intervals all along the Atlantic Coast of the United States, from North Carolina down to the
southern extremity of Florida, but the richest beds occur in South 03Jrolina, in a strip of country running from Broad River 60 mil~s along
the coast in a northeast direction. The belt has a width of from ten
to twenty miles. The phosphate does not occur continuously over this
region, but in patches, sometimes having an area of many square miles
and again only covering a few acres. In this whole area of more
than nine hundred square miles, the hills rarely rise to a height of over
ten to fiftee-n feet above high-water level, and the country is cut up into
islands and peninsulas by the numerous t.i de-water inlets and creel{s,
The Tertiary deposits form a fringe along the Atlantic Coast and the
Gulf of Mexico from New Jersey _to Texas~ but are beBt developed in the
(531)
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central portion of this extensive belt. The Claiborne marls, the Santee
lmhrstones and limestones, and the shell sands of Alabama are the low
est beds of this series. Beneath them lie the Pedee marls, which belong
to the secondary formation and contain fossils resembling those from
the Chalk of Europe. Immediately over this formation in South Carolina are the Eocene marls. These beds are very extensively developed
in tllat State aud are called by Mr. Ruffin ''The Great Carolina marl
bed," which is divided into three divisions, known, in an ascending
order, as the Sautee River, Cooper River, and Ashley River beds. The
whole formation is about seven hundred feet deep and contains 55 to 95
per cent. of carbonate of lime. It is one of the most important marl beds
in the world, on aceonnt of both its extent and its agricultural value. The
upper part of the Ashley marl contains a great number of fossil shark
teeth and cetacean bones, and has been called by Professor Tuomey
"the fish bed of the Charleston basin." Overlying this " fish bed" is
a deposit of sands and clays of ver,y irregular thickness and containing
many shells. The bed sometimes runs out altogether and at other
times is several feet in thickness. 1 It is directly overlaid by a bed containing many shark teeth and cetacean bones, as well as the remains of
the mastodon, megatherium, elephant, deer, horse, cow, hog, muskrat,
and other land ani1uals. Besides these animal remains, the bed contains very numerous irregularly shaped nodules containing 25 to 70 per
cent. of phosphate of lime. This is the bed that is worked for phosphates (see Figs. 27, 28, and 29). Sometimes the underlying- stratum
has not existed or has been eroded, and the nodule bed rests directly on
the Eocene marls. His composed mostly of nodules, assoeiated with a
mucll smaller and very variable quantity of bones of laU<l and sea animals, buried in a matrix of a variable character. Sometimes they are
in a bed of bighly siliceous sand, containing many flat pebbles of white
quartz; at other times the matrix consists of ordinary clay or of sand
and clay mixed. A light blue or green clay is also often seen.
The nodules are of very irregular shape and vary from the size of
a pea to that of a mass weighing a ton or more . . Tile larger masses,
however, are often composed of a number of small nodules cemented
together. With the nodules and the bones are associated numerous
phosphatic casts of the interiors of shells, as well as masses, of rare occurrence, whieh have the appearance of fossil dung (coprolites). The
nodules, like those of England and of France, are all more or less
waterworn and rounded and are much bored by marine animals. It
is generally the harder varieties that are most bored and most irregular
in shape. This may be due to the fact that, being hard, they preserve
their original irregular shape and the marks of the boring animals better
than the softer varieties. The nodules vary in hardness from 2 to 4
and have a specific gravity of 2.2 to 2.5. 2 When a fragment is rubbed 1
1

2

F. S. Holmes: The Phosphate Rocks of Sou t.h Carolina.
Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr.: South Carolina Phosphates.
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or, better, when two fragments are ruhbed together, they give off an
odor of decayed organic matter. They are marked by a complete absence of crystalline structures, though in some rare cases, as in the
Bull River phosphate, a distinct concretionary structure is observable.
The nodules generally contain casts of Eocene shells and, in some
cases, marine bones and shark teeth. The bones of land anima Is,
though mixed with the nodules, are never found embedded in them,
showing that these bones were probably deposited afler the formation
of the nodules.
The nodules are found on the bottoms of most of the rivers running
through the phosphate district, having been washed out of their original
beds. These river deposits in many cases. have proved to be of great
commercial value. The nodules are, as a rule, of a much darker color
than those of the land and are often black. They are sometimeH very
siliceous, tlte separate grains of sand being plainly visible to the naked
eye. These grains are due to the sand in the marl before it was phosphatized. Such seems to have been the case with much of the Beaufort Hiver phosphate. In some cases, however, the siliceous matter is
probably due to the replacement of some of the carbonate or phosphate
of lime in the original nodule by silica, and the result bas been to make
the nodule much hanlcr. Such a silicifying action was probably due
to the presence of soluble silicates in the river waters. In some
places, as at the Bolton mine, the land nodules are also very siliceous,
and possibly became so by having once formed the bottom of a river
or a bay.
At least eleven varieties of nodules, differing much in their ph,y-sical
character, and often in their chemical composition, may lJe distiHguished among the phosphates taken out of the South Uarolina beds.
These are:
(1) A jet-black variety with a bright, shining, glossy enamel of the
same color. It is very rare and generally occurs in small patches. It
contains numerous fossils and shells. It is found in Parrot. Creek
(see map, Pl. I).
(2) A brown variety with a bright enamel of the same color. It is
very rich and is fouud in consideral>le quantities at the Bradley rniue
and on the land of the Charleston Mining and Manufacturing Compauy.
(3) A light-brown variety with little or no enamel. It bleaches wllite
when exposed to the sun and is found on the land of the Bradley Company, of the Charleston Minine and Manufacturing Company, and in
many other localities.
(4) A light, chalky variety containing many shells and generally
poorer in quality than the varieties mentioned above. It is very widely
distributed over the South Uarolina phosphate region, and is simply
marl which has not been so highly phosphatized as the harder and
darker varieties.
~536)
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(5) A dark grayish· black variet.r with little or no enamel. It is very
siliceous and contains many shells. It is generally found in rivers, and
is especially characteristic of the Stono RiYer district.
(6) A gray variety composed of a mass of shells and transparent siliceous sand, cemented together by a phosphatic cement. Sometimes
shark teeth are included in the mass. At times it is bard and compact,
and at others it is loose, soft, and porous. Such varieties are found in
large quantities in the Beaufort River. They are ften mixed with a.
much better quality of nodule which raises the average phosphatic contents.
(7) A dark-gray, phosphatic conglomerate, in which the pebbles are
quartz and feldspar, varying from the size of a mustard seed to that of
a buckshot. The matrix is a dark-gray, phosphatic marl. This variety
is '?ery rare in South Carolina, but is found in small quantities in the
Bull River district.
(8) Nodules having a black enamel and a light or darkgray ~nterior.
They contain many shell casts and are found in the Coosaw River and
on the Edisto River at Fishburne's mine.
(9) A Yariety consisting of a mass of concentrically laminated nodules
cemented together with a matrix of marl containiug many shells. This
variety is rare and was found only in the Bull River. It is generally
rich in phosphatic matter.
(10) A ferruginous, rusty-brown variety, very siliceous and of poor
quality.
·
(11) Brown or black masses having tbe general appearance of fossil
dung (coprolites) and probably of tllat nature. They are hard and very
rich in phosphate of lime. Real coprolites are of rare occurrence.
Occasionally large, fiat, non-concretionary masses are found, which
are highly pbosphatized on the upper side, while toward the lower sitle
the mass grows poorer and poorer in phosphates, until it differs but
little in composition from tbe underlying marl. In such cases the phosphatized part of the rock is of a darker color than the other part.
The upper side is also much smoother and harder than the lower side,
which is often very jagged and is sometimes almost as soft as the underlying marl. This formation shows that in some cases at least the phosphatization has gone from above downward. Such a process is also
proved by the ilict that tlle marl immediately underlying the phosphate
bed contains sometimes 20 to 30 per cent. of phosphate of lime/ while
this quantity decreases with the depth until, at a few inches below the
nodule bed, it contains only 10 to 20 per ceut. According to Professor
Holmes, the marl is much richer in phosphate of lime in those places
where it is overlaid by nodules than where no nodules are found.
Some of the varieties of nodules have been found to grow poorer in
phosphoric acid as the center of tlle mass is approached. This is espe1Dr. Q. U •. Shepard 1 jr.: SoutlJ Carolina Phosphates.
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cially true of those nodules which are coated with an enamel, it being
invariab1y the case that the hard, enamel-like crust is much richer than
the soft and less compact interior. In this peculiarity the South Carolina nodules resemble many of those of England and the other phosphate localities in Europe. The phenomenon is dwelt on as one of the
strongest arguments for the theory originated by Professor Holmes,
that the nodules llave been formed by the phosphatization of lumps of

FIG. 27. Section ENE. and WSW. through Pinckney's phosphate field, South Carolina. A, sand;
B, ferruginous sand; C, phosphate rock; D, Ashley marl. Scale: 1 inch= 60 feet.

marl. It may, however, be mentioned that a similar condition of the
nodule 'bould be produced by the action of waters containing carbonic
acid, which would tend to leach out the carbonate and leave the less
soluble phosphate of lime. Of course this action would be more pronounced on the exterior than in the interior of the nodule, and consequently the result would be a mass much richer in phosphate of lime
on the outside than in the inside.

FIG. 28. Average section in Pinckney's phosphate mine, Berkeley County, South Carolina. A, clay
sand; B, ferruginous sand; C, phosphate rock; D, Ashley mad. Scale: 1 inch= 6 feet.

The nodule bed varies in thickness from a few inches to about two
feet and a half, the average being about seven to nine inC'hes. It is only
when the nodules are found in a pocket or depression in the underlying
marl that the thickness reaches much over two feet, and even under such
circumstances such a thickness is of very rare occurrence. The yield
of phosphate per acre varies, not only with the thickness, but also with
the compactness of the nodular stratum, as sometimes the nodules are
packed as close as cobblestones in a road, while at others they are scattered loosely in the sand or clay matrix. The average yield of clean, dry
phosphate is three hundred to twelve hundred tons per acre. The phosphate bed is thought by professor Holme~ to be of fo~t-Pliocene a~e. In
(538)
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some places it crops out on the surface and at others is found at a much
greater _depth. Under the city of Charleston it is found at a depth of
over sixty feet. 1 Where the bed does not appear on the surface it
is covered by alluvial deposits, consisting of clay, sand, or marl, or of
strata of aU three. Occasionr~lly there is a stratum of highly ferruginous sand or gravel, sometimes inrlurate<l into a regular "hard-pan,"
directly overlying the phosphate bed and from one to ten inches thick
(Figs. 27, 28, and 20). Sometimes this ferruginous substance has penetrated the whole be(l to a depth of several inches and cemented the
upper nodules into a solid mass; while the lower part of the bed is
much looBer and more easily mined. Again the sand oyerlying and
intermixed with the nodules has sometimes been cemented together,
especially in river bottoms, by the action of soluble silicates. Such has
been the case with the phosphate in parts of the Stono River. Here the
nodules have in ~orne places been completely permeated by silica and
form a solid floor on the river bottom.

FIG. 29. Section in one of Fishburne's pits, Sontb Carolina. A, sand; B. ferruginous sand; C, phosp bate nodules in olay matrix. Scale: 1 inch = 7 feet.
·

The- following 8ections by D·r. C. U. Shepard, jr., show the general
mode of oceurrence of the superficial beds of phosphate:
A. Land deposits.:
I. Soil and subsoil. A few inches to a foot in depth.
II. A light-colored, siliceous clay, iron stained in places, and containing much fine,
transparent sand, and minute scales of silvery mica, with little calcareous
matter, one foot or more in thickness.
III. (Wanting in the more superficial beds.) A blue, a1·gillaceous 11w1·l, probably altered marsh mud. It does not adhere to the tongue or give an argillaceous
odor. Fragments of recent shells occur in this deposit. Its depth is about
two feet.
IV. A thin layer of coarse sand, one to three inches in df!tlth.
V. The phosphate nodules in either a loose, siliceous or a tenaceous, bluish or rich buffcolored, argillaceous marl, frequently accompanierl with abmidant fossil·bones
and teeth. The upper nodules are often harder, the lower softer, and at some
land localities exhibit a gradual transition, by loss of cohesion and decrease
of phosphatic contents into
VI. A mat·l, highly phosphatic toward t,he rock-bed, and containing occasionally
20 to 30 per cent. of phosphates, but at, the depth of a few inches containing
only 10 to 20_per cent. of those constitnents.
------~~--------------------

!Dr. C. U. Shepard,jr.: Sonth Carolina Phosphates.
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VII. Argillaceous or arenaceous mm·l~. ('Oiltaining 7 to 10 per cent. of phosphates.
B. River depoRit8:
Beneath the. river deposit8 oceur either!. A gray marl, sometimes in nodules resembling phosphate, with 5 per cent. of
phosphates, underlaid by
II. A white, hard rna?'l iuclosing phosphate grains and containing 3 to 5 per cent. of
phosphates (Wando River); or
I. A green sand with some clay and rich in black phosphatic grains, occurring with
the phosphatic rock and beneath it, containing 15 per cent. of phosphates.
II. Soft a11d hm·d nw1·ls several feet in thickness, and containiug 10 to 15 per cent.
of phosphates (Stono River); or
I. Hard marls. Poor in phosphates ( t to 1 per cent.) unless their tops be coated
with phosphate rock ( Coosaw River). 1

It is difficult to calculate the yield of river nodules per acre, as the
currents have heaped them up in some places and carried them away
from others.
As will be seen from the accompanying map by Dr. C. U. Sbepard, jr.
(Pl. I), there are three principal localities in the phosphate region where
active mining operations are now carried on. It is not., however, all
over these areas, but only in certain parts of thmu, that the nodules
are fouud. Nor are they the only places in South Carolina where phosphates occur, uut they are the tlbtriets where theJ are found at a depth
beneath the superficial deposits not too great to perwit profitalJle min·
ing. 1 The first of these regions lies north and east of Charleston and
stretches from the \Vando River aud the east(:>rll branch of the Cooper
River on tte northeast to Hantowles Creek alHl Stouo Hi,·er on the
southwest. In this area are some of the largest phosphate ctig:gings in
South Carolina, including as it does the Bradley, Charleston Mining and
Manufacturing, the Magnolia, Bolton, and Black and Williams's mines.
There also are the river deposits in the Wando, Stono, and Cooper Rivers.
I;arge quantities of smalluodules of excellent quality have been obtained
from the be<l of the upper part of the vVantlo River. Phosphate of good
quality has also been gotten from the bed of Stono River, hut the deposit forms in some places such a solid floor on the river bottom tllat
mining operations at the present low priee of phosphate woul<l be unprotitablc. Mainly on account of their iuacce::;~ibility the deposits in
the eastern branch of the Cooper have not lJeen much worked.
The second of the three principal phosphate di~tricts is due west of
the locality last described and extends from the Edisto Hivcr on the
east to Horseshoe Creek on tbe west, including the river deposits in
these two streams. The phosphate found in this region is of excellent
quality, but does not occur in a continuous bed or at a constant depth.
Consequently it can be profitably mined iu few places. It occurs largely
in pockets and patcl1es on the underlying bed.
The third locality where phosphate exists at a conveniently accessible
depth extends with intervals from the Bull to the Broad Rivers, au<l
1

Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr. : South Carolina Phosphates.
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includes not only the deposits in these rivers, but also the deposits in
the ·ooosaw and Beaufort lUvers and those on Chisholm's Island. This
area is essentially a river mining district, though phosphate of good
quality is mined on parts of Chisholm's Island by the Pacific Gnano
Company and by :Messrs. Wiley and Gordou. Nodules of excellent
quality are obtained from the bottoms of the Bull and Coosaw Rivers,
but those of Beaufort River are generally very siliceous, the separate
grains of sand being plainly visible to the naked eye.
Outside of the localities mentioned above, phosphatic nodules have
also been obtained from the upper part of Hospa Creek and from the
Coosawhatchie River (see ruap, PJ. I). Besides the bed of phosphatic
nodule& already described, other beds have been found in boring arte·
sian wells in Charleston and the neighborboou which are at a much
greater depth and are of a similar nature. Dr. 0. U. Shepard, jr., in
speaking of these borings, says:
The samples thus collected have been carefully examined and analyzed, the most
important contribution to our knowledge being t.he discoverJ' of the existence of several deeper layers of phosphate rock, occurring at the depth of 300 feet from the surface, and, in the form of it;olated pebbles, to a much greater distance. These lower
deposits are probably not thicker than a few inches, and consequently they lack all
but scient.i:lic interest.

The phosphate of South Carolina is obtained from the land and from
the river bottoms. The mhling on the land is done in open treuches.
The area to be mined bas to be ditched in on.Jer to drain it before mininp; operations can be begun. Sometimes it is necessary to build embankmeuts, to pre,'ent the diggings from being flooded in stormy
weather. At the Bolton mine, on Stono River, high tides sometimes rise
two feet above the level of the land. Drainage is, in some mines, hastened by the use of steam pumps. It does uot usually pay, unless the
phosphatb is of extraordinary quality, to remove more than eight or nine
feet of overlying earth. The Pacific Guarw Company, however, has
lately introduced the use of a steam excavator to dig the nodules, and
it is supposed that work can be profitably carried on at a greater depth
with this machine than wit!J pick and shoYel.
The phosphate is carried on cars, generally drawn by an engine, from
the mi~H~s to the washers. Here it is broken by machinery into coarse
fragments not larger than about five incbes iu diameter, aud then passed
into the washers, where it is freed from the adhering sand and clay.
Several different kinds of washers are used. The most common one is
a long trough, in which revolves a shaft armed with a projection in the
form of a broken helix. The trough is inclined at a small augle. The
nodules are passed from the breakers to the lower end of the trough
and are forced up tbe inclined plane by the revolving shaft against a
strong stream of water. Sometimes the phosphate is washed in a revolving cylinder perforated with holes and supplied on the inside with
spiral flanges of steel. A. stream of water is thrown into the cylinder
(541)
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through an iron pipe. After passing through the washers the nodules
fall on an iron screen, which separates the large masses from the smaller
pieces. Sometimes two or three screens haviug different-sized meshes
are used. The small-sized product is of lower grade than the large, as
it is mixed with numerous siliceous pebbles which have gone through
the screen with it.
The next step is to dry the nodules. This is done either by burning
them with wood in large slleds, which sometimes hold several thousand
tons, or by passing hot air through the mass. Sometimes the nodules
are treated with fire and hot air combined. In this way they are freed
from the 12 to 18 per cent. of moisture which they contained atter being washed and are read.Y for shipment. On cooling, the nodules absorb about 1 per cent. of moisture,' and such is their porosity that they
can be made to absorb 5 to 15 per cent. of water. 1- The drying- of tho
11odules takes 35 to 40 cords of wood for 1,000 ton~ of nodules, aud tlle
process lasts thirty-six to forty hours. The drying an(l burning of tbe
phosphate not only save the freight on the water whigh it originally
contained, but also make it better fitted for manufacturing purposes.
The nodules in the river bottoms are IJOW obtained by dredging
boats, though, a few years ago, large quantit.ies were obtained by negro divers and with oyster tongs. The dredging scoops have to be
very strongly built in order to break through the nodular stratum.
The boats are held in position at the four corners by what are called
"~:;puds." These are strong square poles with iron points. They are
dropped into the water before dredging is begun, and g·o through the
no<lule stratum and down into the bed below, thus affording a firm support to ihe boat. The nodules are thrown from the scoop into the
washer, which is on a lighter alongside the dredging boat. Tile washer,
in some cases, is tbe same as those used by the land-mining companies;
but often it consists of a truncated cone, with perforated sides, revolv·
iug on a horizontal axis. It is supplied on the inside with steel spirals,
arranged around the side like the grooves in a rifle. Into both ends of
the cone heavy streams of water flow. The nodules are dumped by the
dredge into the small end of the cone and come out at the large end.
They are then removed by a derrick to another lighter and towed to
shore.
Besides the ordinary dredging machine, several other contrivances
are used for raising phosphate from river bottoms. The owners of
the Sea Island Chemical Works, instead of using the ordinary dredging scoop, have a contrivance consisting of six large claws ~bich open
when thvy descend, and close, forming a kind of bucket, when they rise.
It is said that one of the machines which this company owns can
dredge in 50 to 60 feet of water, while the ordinary dredging boat cannot raise the phosphate in over 20 feet of water. Another dredge bas
been lately introduced by Mr. Brotherhood and is known as the Broth1

Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr.: SDnth Carolina Phosphates, lt:l80.
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erhood dredge. It consists of a revolving chain of thirty-two buckets,
and is very similar to the dredge used to deepen the channel of the
St. Lawrence River some years ago.
The deposits of South Carolina, though of low grade compared with
some others, are now more generally used than any other known phosphate. The output of the mines, which is yearly increasing, is shipped
to the North, South, and East by sea and to the West hy rail. This
popularity is due, not only to the cheapness of the phosphate ($ .) to $6
per ton in 1886), but to the many good qna'ities of the low-grade acid
phosphate made from it. The fact that the nodule bed extends, at an
accessible depth, over many miles of country, the easy approach for large
vessels up to the very mines, the abundance of water, fuel, and labor, aud
a climate that permits mining operations to be carried on throughout
the whole year, all combine to make the South Carolina phosphates the
cheapest and consequently the most proclu~tive source of supply of
this material,
The mocle of formation of the South Carolina nodules has been a matter of considerable dispute. Professor Holmes thinks that the surface
of the Eocene marl was worn, by the action of boring animals and of
erosion, into numerous lumps and balls. These, with bones of sea animals, were washed upon tl.te seashore aud, as the coastline began to rise,
were collected into salt-water lagoons and swamps. Numerous qnadrupecls came to lick the salt, and depositetl their fmces and often clied
here. Hence the presence of bones of land and sea animals in the phosphate beds. The phosphoric acid in the fmces and carcasses of these
animals phosphatizcd the lumps of marl and thus formed the phosphatic
nodules.
Prof. N. S. Shaler thinks that the nodules, in some cases, have been
formed by concretionary and segregating action at the bottom of
swamps. Many facts, such as the frequent occurrence of phosphatic
nodules in patches, and often in concave basins, as in Russia, as well
as their association with peaty beds, as in North Carolina, seem, in
many cases, to strongly favor this theory. Phosphatic nodules have
al~o been founcl at the bottom of beds of limonite in the Ohio Valley.
·Professor Shaler thinks that the no1lules were scattered sparingly in
the deposit in which they were formed and that they were concentrated
in their present position by the erosion of the original bed. 1
.Analyses of Smtih Carolina 1·ock phosphates, by Dr. C. U. Shepa~·a, jr., in South Carolina
Phos]Jhates, Charleston, 1880.

An average of several hundred anal,rses gave :
Per cent.

Phosph.oric aciu ... _....._'...... . .. _........... _.................. _.. . . . . 25
Rqni valent to bone phosphate of lime .. _..•.........•..••• -~........ 55.
Carbonic acid ............... ·----- ..........•........... ···--· .. ...... 2.5
Equivalent to carbonate of lime ........ ___ .......... __ ............. 5
1

Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 13, 1869-'70, p. 222.

(543)
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Per cent.

Sulphuric acid ......•••.............••••............ , . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
0. 5 to 2
Lime...... . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . • • . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 0 to 42
1\fagnesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . 'l'race to 2
Alumina .................•.................................•••........ Trace to 2
Sesqnioxideofiron ............•........•..............................
l.Oto 4
Fluorine ..............................................................
l.Oto 2
Sand and silica...................... . .................................
4. 0 to 12
Organic matt6r and combined water .................. __ ............... 2. 0 to 6
Moistnr,e •.••......................................................... ,
0. 5 to 4
Table of analy-'3es of South Cm·olina 1·ock pho8phates by D1·. C. U. Shepm·d,jr.

1 - - - - - - - - -- 1- -

Moisture . • . . .. . • .. . . .. . .
Organic matter and com·
bined water . . . . .. . .. . ..
Carbonic acid . ..... . ......
Eg_ual in carbonate of
hme to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Phosphoric acid . . . . . . . . . .
Equivalent iu bone
phosphate to . ........
Sand......................

-

- - - - - - - - - - - --

3. 68

-- - --

1. 50

0. 00

• 10

0. 84

o. 79

0. 57

0. 66

. 07

4. 22
3. 54

5. 80
3. 61

4. 31
3. 79

3. 75
4. 34

5. 59

5. 26

4. 68

4. 28

3. 89

4. 4712.55

10. 69
25. 61

9. 73
~6.68

8. 84
25.75

10. 04
27. 01

27. 11

8. 04
27. 26

8. 19
25. 14

8. 61
27. 26

9. 84
26.78

55. 91
11. 55

58. 24
12. 41

56. 21
11. 77

58. 95
11. 37

59. 18
15. 39

59. 50
9. 06

54. 88
13. 30

59. 51
9. 06

58. 46
11. 77

4. 78

8. 06

Analysis of South Cm·olina 1·ock phosphate f1 ·mn Oak Point Mine, by Dr. C. U. Sheparil,jr.

Bone phosphate of lime ....................................................
Carbonate of lime. r.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

58.66
6. 90

.Analysis ofphosphatic 1Wdulesf1·om Bulow mine, p1·ope1·ty of William L. Bmdley, by R. A.
F. PenTose, j1·.

Bone phosphate of lime .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • • • . . • . • • . • . • • • . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . 62. 039
Carbonate of lime...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 914
Organic matter and moisture .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. • • . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. 5. 106
AMORPHOUS NODULAR PHOSPHATE S OF NORTH CAROUNA.

Deposits of phosphate of lime have been known to exist in the flat
country near the coast of North Carolina for several years, but not much
attention was paid to them nntil1884, when, nnder the direction of Dr.
Dabney, of the agricultural station of that State, tlley were thoroughly
examined. The result seemed to show that the phosphates were either
too scanty in quantity or too poor in quality to be of much commercial
importance. They are found in the southeastern part of North Carolina, and principally in the counties of Sampson, Duplin, Pender, Ons·
low,. Columbus, and New Hanover.
(544)
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The deposits are of two kinds: (1) Beds of nodules, resembling very
mucll the South Uarolina beds and (2) a conglomerate in which the
pebbles are phosphate and the matrix a white calcareous rock.
(1) The beds of nodules overlie the Eocene marl and consist of numerous phosphatic noduies, shark teeth and bones, associated in a sandy
matrix or in a shell marl. Generally, the bed immediately overlies a
stratum of shell marl and is occasionally overlaid by a similar stratum.
Sometimes the underlying bed is replaced by a deposit of a pale-green,
indurated sand, containing shark teeth and other bones. The two following sections will show the mode of occurrence of these phosphates :
1. Soil, sand or clay, 5 to 10 feet.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Shell marl, 5 to 10 feet.
Bed beariP.g phosphate nodules, 1 to 3 feet.
Sea-green, sandy marl, ~ to 4 feet.
Ferruginous hard pan, 6 to 12 inches.
Interstratified lignites and same sands as in 4.

The above section was obtained in a canal on the land of Mr. N. Daniel, Sampson County. Fragments of lignite are sometimes associated
with the nodules.
Section 2, from the beds on J. W. Best's farm, Duplin County.
1. Sandy soil, 1 to 10 feet.
2. Nodule bed, 1 to 2 feet.
3. Shell marl.

The nodules are of a lead-gray color and vary from lumps the size of
a man's fist to masses weighing several hundred pounds. The average
size is larger than that of the South Carolina nodules. _ThPy vary in
composition from the close, compact, and homogeneous masses found in
some places in Onslow County, to the coarse-grained and highly siliceous
rock of Sampson and Duplin Counties. The latter variety contains
considerable quantitieR of sand, which can be distinguished with the
naked eye, and occasionally siliceous pebbles the size of a chestnut. In
fact, the nodules are often a phosphatic sandstone, in which the grains
of sand are cemented by phosphatic matter. Occasionally they are
found containing numerous Tertiary shells. Many shells are also found
mixed with the nodules in the sandy matrix, and they preserve their
most delicate outlines in a state of great perfection, while the nodules
are much ro1led and rounded. These facts would seem to show that the
shells were brought into their present position by the animals that once
inhabited them after the bed of nodules had been formed. A similar
condition has been observed in the English beds of phosphate nodules.
The North Carolina nodules are much bored by mollusks and in every
respect resemble those from the Russian Cretaceous formation.
The nodules all tend toward flat shapes, in which they differ from
those of South Carolina, which have no definite form. One specimen
found measured 18 inches long 12 wide and 2 thick. This flat eharacter
would seem to favor the idea that the nodules '.'lere formed by the phos(545)
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phatization of the surface of a bed of sandy marl. The phosphate,
having a tendency to segregate, formed in some places richer than in
others. Then, when the bed was exposed to erosion, only the parts
which were strongly enough cemented together survived. Often, around
the siliceous pebbles in a nodule, concentric bands of phosphate of lime
may be observed, slwwing its strong tendency to form in segregations.
These deposits have not as yet been put to any commercial use.
They are of a low grade, averaging only about 45 per cent. phosphate
of lime, and occnr only in small patches of from one to twelve acres.
(2) The second variety of phosphate deposits found in North Carolina
belongs to the elass of phosphatic conglomerates. They are found inN ew
Hanover and Pender Counties and consist of a mass of Tertiary shark
teeth, bones, nodules, and quartz pebbles, all well rolled and rounded
and cemented together, along with grains of greensand, in a calcareous
matrix. At Castle Hayne, New Hanover County, they occur in a bed
sometimes over six feet deep. The largest pebbles and nodules are
nearest the top of the formation and never e~ceed the size of a horsechestnut. They grow smaller with the depth, and at six feet they are
not larger than an apple seed. The cl1aracter of the whole mass of the
deposit also varies very much with the depth. The top of the bed is a
l1ard and solid rock, but at two feet it begins to get softer, and at three
to four feet the conglomerate bed is simply a mass of loose, calcareous
marl containing pebbles. The section below, from near Castle Hayne,
N. C., will show the nature of this bed.
1. White sand 0 to 3 feet.
2. Brown to red, ferruginous, sandy clay or clayey sand, 1 to 3 feet.
~. Green clay, 6 to 12 inches.
4. Dark-brown, indurated peat, 3 to 12 inches.
5. White, calcareous marl, 0 to 2 feet.
6. White shell rock, 0 to 14 inches.
7. Phosphatic conglomerate rock, 1 to 3 feet.
8. Gray marl containing smaller nodules than the overlying bed, 2-! to 4t feet.
9. Light-colored, calcareous marl, containing nodules which are smaller than those
in the overlying beds and which grow fewer and smaller at a dejJth. Many shells.

The line betweep the shell rock (6) and the conglomerate bed (7) is
very sharply drawn. There are occasionally a few nodules found in tlle
shell rock near the line of contact, which may have been derived from
the conglomerate. The surfaces of all the beds are very uneven, especially that of the calcareous marl in the above section, which occurs only
in patches on top of the shell rock (Fig. 30).
Near Wilmington, N. C., the following section was obtained:
1. Sandy soil, 2 feet.
2. Greensand bearing a few phosphatic nodules about the size of a pea, 4 feet.
3. Gray marl, 6 feet.
4. Limestone rock bearing a variable amount of nodules, of the same size as near
Cast.le Hayne.

The nodules in 4 sometimes make up as much as three-fourths of
the contents of the bed; at others they occur scatteringly through the
(546)
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rock, and occasionally are not found at all. They are J<idney and egg
shaped and generally much less bored and irregular than the South
Carolina nodules. They vary from gray to greenish black in color and
have a specific gravity of 2.6 to 2.7.

FIG. 30. Strata overlying the phosphate bed at Castle Hayne, New Hanover County, North Carolina .
.A., Rand; 13, ferruginous, sand.v clay; C, green clay; D, indurated peat; E, calcareous marl; 1~,
white shell rock; G, phosphate conglomerate; H, marl containing smaller nodules. Scale: 1 inch=
5 feet.

Two companies have been formed to grind this conglomerate rock
and sell it for local use. The whole mass does not contain more than
10 to 20 per cent.. phosphate of lime, but it is said to have bee11 successfully used as a fertilizer. The separate nodules are very variable in
composition.
Table of analyses of North Carolina rock phosphates rnade at the North Carolina experiment
station.
fl to XI. From neighborhootl of Warsaw, Duplin County.]
I.

·;

II.

I III.

IV.

v.

VI.

VII.

-0~~~~-~ ~ ~ ~~

Moisture ......................
Samples dried at 212 degrees F.
contain santl and in~olu ble I
1
matter...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. 09
28. 92
Carbonate of lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 81
2. 43
Phosphate of lime.. .... ........
45. 16
57. 18
Equivalent to phosphoric
acid ..... .................. ! 20. 10
26. 19

j
42. 96
4. l 8
42. 46

5. 17
5. 91
37. 28

59.47
3. 12
28. 19

29. 46
54. 89
3. 90

37. 36
4. 96
44-. 51

19.45

17.07

12.91

25.15

20.39

VIII.

lX.

X.

XL

1------------------------------------------·l----- ---- ---------Moisture ............................................... ..
Sand and insoluble matter ............................... .
Carbonate of lime ....................................... ..
Phosphate of lime ....... . ........ . ...................... .
Equivalent to phosphoric acid ...................... ..

(547)

0. 66
30.44
6. 30
5il. 03
24.29

0. 39
36.59
6. 30
45.78
20.97

45.62
4. 59
39.86
18.26

44.73
2. 30
39.33
18.01

I
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Table of analyses of North Ca1·olina 1·ock phosphates etc.-Continued.
[XII to XVI. From neighborhood of N. A. Faison's, Duplin County.)

XU. White XIII. Gra:v XIV. White XV.
compact.
compact.'
gritty.
Gray.

XVI. Common black.

, _ _ _ _ _ , ___ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - 1 - - - - - 1

Moisture .......................
Sand and insoluble matter' ......
Carbonate of lime .... . .........
Bone phosphate ....•........... .
Equivalent to phosphoric acid .

2. 50
0. 05
8. 98
76.82
35.19

2 07
1. 49
12.00
71.82
32. 90

0. 77
32.79
1.45
7.42
3.40

0.81
45.91
5.84
36.02
16.50

2. 70
0.64
7. 07
76 . .')4
35.06

[I to XV. Nodules from Sampson County, N.C.]

I.
Sand and insoluble ......
Carbonate of lime ......•.
Bone phosphate ..•.......

47.18
5.91
28.09

II.

~~
5. 27
38. 31

IX.
Sand and insoluble ................
Carbonate of lime .................
Bone phosphate . .....•.........•..

36. 04
4. 71
i4. 82

III.

IV.

70.78
4. 20
20. 24

54.96
3. 91
32. 05

v.

VI.

I VIII.

VII.

--;;~~1 44.99
9. 55
69. 55

4. 52
32. 53

3. 91
5. 25
50. 73 1 37. 70

X.
XI.
XII.
XIII. XIV.
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - 52.53
5. 68
32.22

49.34
4. 66
33.62

29.41
5. 68
38.09

51.93
0.43
29.93

50.42
]. b6
35.!i2

XV.

- 53.43
6.43
29.47

[I to II. Nodules from Pender County, N.C.]

I.

II.

---------------- - - --·---------- - - - - - ---r----Sand and insoluble matter ................................................ ..
Carbonate of lime ......... . .. . ... . ....................... . ..........• . ......
Bone phosphate . . . . ....... . ......................................... ....... .

61.96
4. 32
21.02

24.77
15.55
47.50

[I. Nodules from phosphatic conglomerate from New Hanover County, N.C.]
I.
Sand ........................... ,. .......................................... _... _................ .
Carbonate of lime ............................................................................ ..
Magnesia . ............. . .. ... ..... . .•...........................................................
Potash . ............... . ...................................... . ................................. .
Oxide of iron and alumina .......................... . ......... . ................................ .
Phosphate of lime .................. . ........................ .. ............................... ..
Sulphuric acid ............................................. . ...... ·r···· ........................ Trace
Chlorine...... . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . • . .. .. .. • .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. Trace

[II to VIII. Nodules from phosphatic conglomerate from New Hanover County, N.C.)

1--------------1 ~ ~ ~~-~
Sand and insoluble matter........
Carbonate of lime ... .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Phosphate of lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Equivalent to phosphoric acid.

22. 07
42. 12
20. 50
9. 39

33. 52 . . . . . . . .
20. 45
33. 97
30. 90
15. 57
14. 16

(548)

18. 50
39. 04
25. 34
11. 61

20; 02
42. 12
22. 68
10. 39

VII.

VIII.

I

3. 25
31.66
51.34115.94 '
31. 59 42. 09
14. 57

l
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Table of analyses of No1·th Carolina 1·ock pho.spltates etc.-Continueu.
lito IV. Phosphatic conglomerate of New Hanover Count.y, N.C.]

!Sand =d in;.,Iuble mattO<

:
•. . .......•••.....
Carbonate of lime. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . • . • .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . .
Phosphateoflime . ............................ , ......... .
Equivalent to phosphoric acid.........................

12:· 28
57. :!9
11.81
5. 41

~~~~
24. 96

42. 98

54. 71

10. 12

16. 42

26. 64
12. 57

35. 48
51. 81
6. 40

2. 83

[I. Phosphate conglomerate from New Hanover County, N.C.]
U;~ruonate of lime...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . . .••. •. . . . . . . . .. .
Pllosphate of lime .................................•...............•........
Equivalent to phosphoric acid, 5.11.
Magnesia..................................................................
Potash....................................................................
Snlphates and chlorides ....................................................
Sano, soluble silica, oxide of iron, alumina, etc., undetermined..............

64.26
11.16
0. f.ll
0.40
Trace
23. ~7
100.00

AMORPHOUS NODULAR PHOSPHATES OF ALABAMA.

The phosphate deposits of Alabama belong to the Cretaceous formation and are found in two parallel belts running across the State. The
following very general section, in an ascending order, will show their
positions:
(l)
(2)
(3)
( 4)

Eutaw group.
Phosphate stratum.
Rotten limestone !ormation.
Phosphate stratum.
(G) Ripley group.

The Cretaceous formation of Alabama probably corresponds to the
Upper Chalk of Europe, which also, in some places, contains beds of
phosphatic nodules. It runs from the western part of Georgia in a
WNW. direction through Alabama into Mississippi, where it takes au
abrupt curve to the north. After passing through the western and northeru part of Mississippi it enters Tennessee and runs through that State
almost to the Kentucky boundary line. The phosphate deposits, it is
said, can be traced along a considerable length of this formation, but,
as far as has yet been discovered, it is only in Ala bam a, !}Tid there only
in a few places, that the deposits are of considerable extent. In that
State the Cretaceous strata dip gently to the south, and as a result of
this dip the nodule bed, at the base of the Rotten Limestone, is found at
ten to twenty miles north of the one at the summit of that formation.
The general character of the two deposits is very much the same.
They are composed of :shells, phosphatic nodules, shell casts, and fossils,
all much worn·, broken, and rounded, and buried in a matrix of a soft,
white or gray limestone. The nodules are generally flat in their general shape and chestnut brown in color, and average, in size, from one(549)
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half an inch to three inches in diameter. They are very irregular
form and occasionally show one side which is completely phosph
and another which is composed largely of carbonate of lime. This
strong evidence for the theory of their formation by the phosphat·.
tion of the surface of a calcareous bed, as mentioned in the case of
North Carolina deposits. The fossils of the two beds differ con 'id
bly. Ammonites are Yery plentiful in both, but Hippurite.IJ and ·
lites WPre found in much larger quantities in the lower bed than iu
upper one. The following two sections will show the different ·relatio
of the two beds:
(a) Upper bed (at Coatopa):
1. Greensanu containing nodules and shell casts, but numerous only at the
4 feet.
2. Soft, calcareous rock containing nodules, 1 foot to 1t feet.
3. Rotten limestone.

(b) Lower bed (at Hamburg):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Greensand bearing some cast.s and nodules, 0 to G feet.
Gray limestone containing many nodules, 5 feet.
Hard, inuurated sand ledge, containing shells, 8 to 12 inches.
Yellow sand containing shells, 2 feet.
Ferruginous sand containing specks of mica, about 20 feet,
Indurated sand ledge containing shells 8 to 12 inches.
Yellow sand containing shells, 2 feet.
Greensand.

The section of the upper bed is well seen at the town of Coatopa,
Sumter County. The Greewmnd here is often oxidizetl and has a rus
red appearance; it composes a large part of the surface soil iu
neighborhood and forms part of the so-called "Black Belt," fam
for its fertility. It contains many phosphatic shell casts, bnt is !!ermr•,•
ally richest in them near the line of contact with the underlying
where they sometimes make up 50 per cent. of the whole mass.
sionally they cover the whole surface of the ground and must be ~~:u·t.Att•
away in order to permit agricultural operations. The underlying ued
contains many more notiules and shell casts than tue Greensaml.
Sometimes it is almost a solid mass of them with a soft, gray, calcar·(JiOil:!t•
matrix. The bed is from 1 foot to 1~ feet thick and seem., to unde
a large extent of country. In some places the uotlnles auu fossils are
more scattered in the bed than in others, atH.l in still otuer places Ute
bed has been entirely eroded away and the Greensand comes in
direct conta~t with the Rotten Limestone. Very few bones were fouud
in this upper bed.
Outcrops of this same nodule bed can be seen near the Tombi
River, at 1\tloscow, and also at Livingston, ou the Sucarnocllee Ri
In the underlying Rotten Lim est one there are uo phosphatic nodules.
The section of the lower nodule bed is seen at num~rous places
across the State. Thus it is found at Eutaw, Selma, Greenborougb,
Prattville, Wetumpka, and especially well at Hamburg, near
(550)
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In this last place the surface is largely composed of greensand, though,
in some places, this is washed off, exposing the phosphate-bearing bed.
Where the ground has been much eroded and cut into gullies, it is covered by a solid sheet of nodules, phosphatized shell casts, fossils, ferruginous concretions, and unaltered shells. There is a much larger per
cent. of the brown nodules here than in the upper nodule bed; but as
in that bed, so here, the nodules are very few compared with the fossils
and shell casts. The indurated ledge represented in the section seems
to have the same general composition as the sand that underlies it, but
to be in a hardened condition.
The phosphate deposits of Alabama are more difficult to mine than
the South Carolina phosphates and cannot be shipped as cheaply. Consequently they have not as yet been put to any practical use. But they
have been found in sufficient quantities in several places to become of
considerable local importance. Among other places, they are found
in considerable quantities on the land of Mr. J. F. Wiatt, near Coatopa,
and of Mr. Spencer and Messrs. Davis, near Hamburg.
Table of analyses of arn01'phOltB nodula1· phosphates of Alabama.
'

[Northern belt. (a) The nodules and phosphatic casts of fossils from Spencer's .field, Hamburg, Ala.]

Phosphoric Bone phosacid.
phate.

I

I-N-od-u-le..-.__-_-. .-._-_-_.-...-.-.---~

~- 22. 00

Phosphatizerl shell ...... -~
Surface nodules...... . . . . .
Surface nodules............

19. 80
38. 00
35. 5

43. 16
82. 8-l.
77. 30

Nodules from near Selma._
Nodules from near Selma . .
Nodules from near Selma ..
Nodules from near Selma ..

25. 66 1
26.1
25. 8
36.0
38.0

55. 88
56.90
56. 24
78.48
82.84

1

su;:::dn~~~~1-~~·. ~~-~~- ~-~.

Aualyist.

--4-8-.0-0- I-W-.-'-I-.-H-e-rz-b-er--g-, -U-n-iv- e-rs-i-ty-of_A_l-a--

1

bam a.
Do.
,John Daniel, University of Alabama.
Do.
Charles Gibson, Chicago.
Daniel, University of Alabama.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Job~

[(b) Matrix of the nodules from Spencer's field, Hamburg, Ala.]

,
Phosphoric Bone phosphate.
acid.

Analyist.

- - - - - - - - - 1 -- -------1--------------1
Matrix of nodules ......... .
:Matrix of nodules ......... .
Matrix of nodules_ ........ .
Matrix of nodules ........ ..
mue matrix of nodules .... .
White matrix of nodules .. .

5.12
1. 2
4. 65
8. 00

2.2
3. 6

E. M. Harris, University of Alabama.
John Daniel, University of Alabama.
10. 14 L. L. Dean, University of Alabama.
17. 4A
Do.
4. 80 - Charles Gibson, Chicago.
7. 85
Do.
11.16

9.16

(551)
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Table of analyses of amorphous nodttlar phosphates of Alabama-Continued.
[II. Southern belt.

(Bulletin No. 5 of the department of agriculture of .Alabama.)]

.

Insoluble Phosphoric Bone pbosmatter.
acid.
phate.

1---------------------------·------- I---- -N odules from near Livingstone........................
Nodules from near Livingi.tone .. . .... . .. .. ... .. .. .. ..
Shell casts and nodules from near Coatopa..... .. ......
Shell casts from Moscow ....... ·................. . ~-. _..

8. 48
15.02
9. 38
25. 52

1. 10

. 64
14. 56
1. 55

2. 40
1.

J

39 1

31.78
3. 3& \

AMORPHOUS NODULAR PHOSPHATES Olf MARTHA'S VINEYARD.

The phosphates of Martha's Vineyard occur as black or dark-gray
nodules, varying from one-fourth of an incll to four inclles in diameter,
in two beds of Greensand. Tlle beds are of Tertiary age and are well
seen in the clifl's at Gay Head. 'rhey are each 18 to 24 inches thick
and dip at an almost vertical angle. They are associated with beds of
lignite, clay, and sand. The nodules are mixed with numerous bones
of cetacean~, crustacean remains, and other fossils. The more southerly
of the two beds contains 5 to 15 per eent. of nodules and bones, while
the bed to the north contains in some places almost no nodules, and
in others as much as 25 per eent. of them. The nodules have a waterworn appearance and have been much bored by marine mollusks.
They give off a smell of decayed organic matter when two fragments
are rubbed together, and have a hardness of about 3.
This deposit has not yet been put to any practical use. The nodules
are probably too scattered in the bed and too expensive to mine to allow them to be of any commercial value. 1
AMORPHOUS NODULAR PHOSPHATES OF FLORIDA.

Phosphate deposits have been fouud in various places in Florida,
but as far as is yet known they are either of too small extent or of too
poor quality to pay for mining. The only deposit which covers more
than a few acres is found in Alachua County, near the central part of
the State. The phosphate found here belongs to the .subdi-vision of
phosphatic conglomerates. The rock consists of small pebbles, from
the size of a mustard seed to that of a pea, closely packed in a matrix
of indurated calcareous marl. The pebbles are very compact, h_a ve a
small conchoidal fracture and sometimes au enamel-like luster. They
are creamy white to chestnut brown in color and are associated with
1 It seems to me certain that these beds containing nodules were deposited in.the
delta. of a brge river anrl that the nodules, together with the greater part of the fossils with which they a.re interming1ed, were derived from pre-existing strata in essentially the same manner as those which occur in the estuariet~ of the rivers near
Charleston, S. C.
Por a fnrther descript.iou of these deposits see a report on the island of Martha's
Vineyard, now in press, to appear ln the Seventh Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey.-N. S. S.
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worn and rounded bones and shells. · Prof. C. U. Shepard, sr., thinks
that many of the pebbles may be the worn casts of marine shells, while
some of them seem to be fragments of coral. This conglomerate occurs
in masses weighing from one to twenty pounds. The largest mass yet
found was 18 inches long, 14 wide, and 4 thick. The pebbles occur in a
bed.covering about ten acres and are associated with pieces of a porous
limestone rock, very common in tbe region. The bed varies from a
fraction of a foot to five feet in thickness. Sometimes it crops out at the
surface, and at others it is found at a depth of four or more feet . . At
Gainesville, a town 19 miles west of this bed, a similar rock is said to
have been found, in boring- an artesian well, at a depth of 248 feet.
The masses of rock are not nodules, but seem to be simply Lroken
fragments. They are much weathered and rounded and are buried in
sand.
In some places the pebbles, rounded bones, and coral fragments occur
loose in a calcareous matrix, as if weathPred out of the original conglomerate. Samples of pebbles from this loose material are said by
one of the owners of this place (Dr. Simmons) to average 85 per cent.
phosphate of lime, while the whole mass of the rock, as analyzed by
C. U. Shepard, jr., averages about 48 per cent.

FIG. 31. Section in quarry at Rocky Hill , on Lochloosa Creek , near Mag nesia Springs, .Alachua
· County, Fla. A, sandy soil; B, calcareous nodules, white, brown, and purple, embedded in sand;
C, spongy, calcareous rock, blending at a depth of 3 to 4 feet into a phosphatic rock. Scale: 1 inch=
8 feet.

On the northwest side of this bed runs a stream known as Lochloosa Creek, beyond which is a ridge rising sixty to seventy-:fi\e feet
above the creek, and called Rocky Hill. The hill is overlaid almost
entirely by a deposit of calcareous stones and pebbles, embedded in
sand, which sometimes entirely runs out, and again reaches a depth of
over six feet. Below is a soft, porous, calcareous rock, which is of a
spongy consistency and hardens on exposure to air. It is quarried for
building the chimneys and foundations of houbes. In one of the quarries examined this formation gradually blended, at a depth of three to
four feet, into a massive and compact phosphate rock, which is similar
in appearance to the phosphatic fragments in the bed described above,
except that it is in a solid mass, and is probably the ledge whence the
fragments were derived. The surface of the spongy, calcareous rock is
very uneven and has been much eroded (Fig. 31). It seems as if Rocky
Hill, when submerged, ~as much worn before the pebbles and the sand
were deposited on top of it.
(553)
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AMORPHOUS NODULAR PHOSPHATE DEPOSITS OF NORTH WALES.

The rock phosphate deposits of North Wales belong to i,he Caradoo
and Baht group of the Cambro-Silurian or Lower Silurian formation.
They immediately overlie the Bala limestone beds and are overlaid by
fossiliferous shales, sometimes more or less calcareous. They belong
to the class of rock phosphates, or phosphates having no definite cbem·
ical composition, and are remarkable as being, geologically, the oldest
of the commercially important phosphate beds which still preserve the
remains of organic life.
The phosphate bed has been traced by Mr. D. C. Davies from the
town of Llanfyllin to the hills north and west of Dinas Mowddwy. 1 Mr.
Davies has calculated that the area already known to contain this bed
amounts to almost 140 square miles, and he thinks it will probably be
found wherever the Bala limestone occurs.

FIG. 32. Seetion of strata at Cwmgwynen phosphate mine, southwest of Llangynog, North Wales;
after D. C. Davies, Quarterl.v Journal Geological Society of Lonllon, 1875. Scale: 1 inch== SO feet.

As will be seen from the sections (Figs. 32 and 83), the formation in
which the phosplmte bed occurs has been much twisted and contorted.
In fact, the phosphate bed, w_herever found, is in an almost vertical position. It varies from ten to fifteen inches in thickness and consists of a
mass of black nodules, ,·arying from the size of an egg to that of a cocoanut, "closely packed together and even running into each other."
The nodules are cemented into a solid mass by a black matrix, and the
whole mass gives an average of 46 per cent. phosphate of lime, while
the separate nodules sometimes contain 64 per cent. The bed contains
considerable graphite, which gives the black color to both the nodules
and the matrix and often gives the former a polished and glossy ap.
1

Geol. Mag., vol.

~.

Lonuon, 1875, p. 183.
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pearance. There are n.urnerons remains of animal life in the bed, but
the whole deposit has been so affected by chemical action that, though
the traces of organic forms are left, it is often very difficult to distinguish them. Still Davies1 has recognized the remains of .Llfodiola,
Aviculopecten, Orthoceras, Or·this, Lingula, and trilobites, besides traces
of many other species.

FIG. 33. Section of strata at Berwyn pbosphol'ite mine, west of Llangynog, North Wales; after
D C. Davies, Geological Magazine, London, 1875. Scale: 1 inch=32 feet.

M. H. Johuson, 2 who has made numerous sections of the North Wales
nodules, bas found that many of them contain a species of sponge. He
has also found in the nodules fragments of mollusk and crustacean
shells, with bodies looking like Ooscino.pora. From these observations
he concludes that the nodules are· of organic structure. It seems more
likely, however, that the nodules re~ulted from the phosphatization of
a calcareous bed, which may llave contained the organic remains discovered by Mr. Johnson in the nodules. Davies thinks the bed represents the remains of an old Laminarian zone and that it originated by
the phosphatization of calcareous matter by the phosphates from animal
matter and seaweed.
The nodules have been so affected by heat and chemical action that
they often are found blending and running into each other. They sometimes blend gradually with the matrix, the whole bed assuming a :shaly
structure, so that it is often impossible to draw a distinct line of division. The mass of the stratum is sometimes found to have a very similar composition over large areas; but where the underlying bed becomes more arenaceous the nodules become much poorer in phosphate
and richer in siliceous matter. 3 Thus, at Green Park, the bed averages
only 20 per cent. phosphate of lime. The phosphatt1 stratum, in some
place , contains numerous concretions and crystals of sulphide of iron,
which rust on exposure to the atmosphere, thus changing the color of
the bed from black to brown. The phosphate of lime is itself often
replaced by these sulphi.des. Such is the case in many parts of the
western outcrop of the bed, especially on the flanks of Mount Aran
Geol. Mag., vol. 4, London, 1~67, pp. 251-253.
Ibid., vol. 2, n. s., 1875, p. 238.
3 This is a strong argument for the theory of the formation of the noduleij lly the
phosphatization of the underlying lied.
1

2

Bull. 46-6
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Mowddwy. Such large quantities of sulphides and graphite as are
found in this phosphate bed, according to Davies, seem to show the
former presence of Yegetable life.
An examination of the analyses given farther on vi'ill show that there
is little or no carbonate of lime in these phosphates. Davies, in speaking of this fact, says :1
Schmidt found in the inner side of the mouth of Unio and .Anodonta no less than
15 percent. of phospnate of lime, 3 per cent. of carbonate of lime, and 82 per cent. of
organic matter, from which the inference was drawn that the phosphate was separated from the blood by this organ for the purpose of cell formation. 2 The doctor adds:
"It seems probable that i ho carbonate is converted, in the auimai, into phosphate by
the phosphorus it contains." Here, perhaps, we have a clew to the missing carbonate.
The great preponderance ofplwsph<ttic organisms, with which the period covered by
the deposit commenced, gra<lua,lly ausoruetl and secruted all carbonate of lime,
whether held in solution in the water or reLlissolved from the shells of dead mollusks; and so, tnruing it into phosphate, grew and multiplied exceedingly, and became at last almost 8ole masters of the position by this appropriation, until the supply of carbonate oflime became insufficient for their sustenance, as the mineral conditions came on under which the overlying shales were deposited.

It seems possible, however, that the absence of carbonate of lime in
the Wales phosphate is due to its having been leached out during the
process of partial metamorphosis to which the bed has been exposed,
as the e:ftect of metamorphosis is often to segTegate from the rock which
is being acted on the minerals of which it is composed.
Tile phosphate bed is often separated into two or three smaller beds
by thin bands of the underlying limestone. It is always found, howeYer, that when the upper one or two beds, as the case may be, run into
the overlying shale they always run out and the lowest bed is always
the continuous one.
The ,b ed immediately underlyiu g the phosphate bed is a pure limestone, often covered on the surface with small brachiopods and other
fossils. It has an average thickness of 6 inches and contains 15 to 20
per cent. phosphate of lime. Like the phosphate ued, it is very continuous and the two are always found together. It is underlaid by a
large series of interstratified shales and more or less fossiliferous limestones. This formation, known as the Bala limestone, gradually runs
into the underlying ash beds.
The phosphatA bed is oYerlaid by a series of fossiliferous shales.
Those immediately over it have all been phosphatized to a greatero ess
extent, and the more the phosphatization has gone on tl.te more completely ha\~e all traces of organic life been obliterated. In the overlying shale at Cwmgwynen, Davies found remains of Echinosphmrites
balticus, Caryocystites, and other echinodermR, Lingulm, llfodiolm, Theca
'Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, 1875, vol. 31, pp. 364.
Unio and .Anodonta, as well as all other species of the suborder to which they
belong, are fresh-water forms, while the beds under consideration are certaiuly of
marine origin. It is most likely that the phosphate matter came from brachiopods
!l>nd t.rilobites.-N. S. S.
.
2
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Forbesii, Cycloceras arcuat'ltm, C. Sonax, Orthocerata, Illrenus Davisii,
and other forms.
The phosphate bed of North Wales was discovered by a miner in 1863,
in a ravine near Uwmgwynen, 5 miles from the town of Llanfyllin.
At first the nature and value of the bed were unknown, but finally a
specimen was sent to Dr. A. Volcker, who analyzed it and made known
its importance. Several mines have since been started at Cwmgwynen,
Penygarnedd, Berwyn, Llanfyllin, and other places, but none of them
has been successful and at preseut no W dsh phosphate is mined.
The reasons for this want of success were the distance of the mines from
any railroad or navigable river, the low percentage of phosphoric acid
(see analyses), and the depressed state of the phosphate market. lVIoreover, the bed is expensive to work, as regular mining operations are
necessary to win the phosphate; it also often contains considerable
iron, which causes superphosphate made from it to have a sticky consistency.
Analyses of North Wales 1·ock phosphates.
fl and II. Analyses of two specimens from Cwrngwynen, by Volcker (Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, 1875).]
I.
II.

Phosphate of lime ......................••...................•••• 64.16
48.50
"There was no carbona.te of lime, some fluoride of calcium, alumina, and oxide of
iron.
"The darker-colored contained more graphite and were richer in phosphate of
lime than the lighter-colored specimens."
fill. Analyses of nodule from Berwyn mine, North Wales, by D. H. Richards (ibid., vo1. 31, pp
364, 365).]

Moisture and organic matter .....•••••...... ------ ....................... .
Sand ................... _.... _. _..... _.........•••. _. __ .•...... _ . _____ . _..
Tribasic phosphate of lime ............................................... .
Oxide of iron and alumina ..•...........•...•..•.•••..............•••.....
Other constituents not determined ..................................... __ __
Another analysis of a similar IJodule gave 6l. 44 per cent. phosphate of lime.

4.200
22.600
64.165
6.890

2. 145
100.000

[IV and V. Analyses of Berwyn mine phosphate, North Wales, by F. C. Hills and Co. (ibid., p. 365).j
IV.
V.

Loss on burning. . . • • . • . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 77
Phosphoric acid (1).... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. 22. 54
Lime ..........••. - .... - .....•.......................... ~ ~ .. . . . 31. 08
Oxide ,vf iron and carbonic acid ............. __ ............ __ .. 19. 12
Insoluble matters ....... --.. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . • . . . . .. . . . . .. .. 20. 49
Total ....................•.. _.... _•........•... _. . . . . . . . 100. 00
(1) Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime. __ ..... _....... __ ...... · 49.207

3. 06
20. 92
30. 13
22. 88
23. 01

100.00
45.67
Five other analyses of the bulk of the deposit, maile by Messrs. Hills, gave an average of 46.85 per cent. phosphate of lime. There was also in all the samples about
one·half per cent. of co:pper. Analyses of phosphate from near Llanfyllin, North
Wales, gave Mflssrs. Hills "a range of from 20 to 30 per cent. of phosphate of liiue,"
(Quart. Jour. G~ol. $oc. London, 1875, vol. 31, p. 365.)
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[VI aud VII. Analyses of two samples from northwest of Dinas Mowddwy an\l Llan-y-Mowddwy,
North Wales, by Hills (Quart ..Jour. Geol. Soc. London, 1875).]
VI.
VII.

Phosphate of lime ............................ ~-.. . . . • . .. . . . . . 2. 90
Sulphur ................· ...••.........•...........••••••.•.... 34.38
'rhe rest was made up of sand, iron, and alumina.

1. 72
34.20

[VIII. Analysis of North Wales phosphatic limestone, by Volcker (Rep. Brit. Assoc . .Advano. Sci.,
l865,p. 38).]

Tribasic phosphate oflime........................ .• ••. .. . . .. . • . . .. . • •••. ..
Oxide of irou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . .
Alumina ................••.•.••......•.....•...•......•......•........ _...
Carbonate of lime.........................................................
Carbonate ofrnagnesia . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . • • . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .
Magnesia, in a state of silicate...... .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .
Iron pyrites.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sulphuric acid . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ..
Insoluble siliceous matter ......................... ···-··..................
Organic matter and loss...................................................

34.92
2. 34
6. 52
20.75

5. 92
2. 07
2. 79
0. 16
20.95
3.58
100,00

[IX. Analysis of phosphatic black shale, by VOlcker (ibid., p. 38).]

Organic matter and loss . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . .
Lime .. ,.···-·· .............. ······.......................................
Phosphoric acid •••...........................•.......•.... -- _.. . . . . • • • • . .
Equal to tribasic phosphate oflime, 64. 16.
1\tiagnesia ...... ... .... ..•... ..•. .... ...... ..•.•. ...••. ...... .. .. .. .... .. .
Oxide of iron . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alumina .................................................•................
Matter insolu hle in dilute hydrochloric acid .. • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . .. .. .. . . . ..

3. 98
37.l6
29. 67

0.14
1. 07

5.84
22. 14
100.00

[X. Analysis of phosphatic black shale, by Volcker (ibid., p. 39).)

Tribasic phosphate of lime .......... >•·--· ...... ...... .... .... .•.••. ......
Lime, present as fluoride of calcium and as silicate.........................
Magnesia...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alumina..................................................................
Oxide ofiron .•.... .... ...... ..•. ...... .•.... ...... .. . . .... .••. ...... •....
Sulphuric acid............................................................
Iron pyrites ....•.•............ ·................. -~--......... ...............
Insoluble siliceous matter.. . . • . . . .. .. . • • • • . • .. . .. . • • . . • • . . • .. • . . .. . .. .. .. .
Organic matter and loss ........••...•••••....•..•.•••••• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

52.15
4.23
0. 32
7.71
2.01
0.26
7.52
22. 44
3. ~6
100.00

AMORPHOUS NODULAR PHOSPHATE DEPOSITS OF ENGLAND.

Phosphates are found in England, both in the Cretaceous and ~rer
tiary formations. The Cretaceous phosphates are the most important,
in both quantity and quality. They occur in two different parts of the
Lower Cretaceous, namely, in the Upper and in the Lower Greensand.
Phosphatic beds of Cretaceous Upper Greensand.-The outcrop of the
Upper Greensand formation in Eng·land begins in the north at Flamborough Head, in Yorkshire, and runs west and southwest for about
twenty miles, when it turns abruptly to the southeast and extends continuously in that direction to within three miles of the north coast of the
Wasb, where it becomes covered with alluvium. It appears again on
(558)
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the Routh Ahore of the Wash at St. Edmunds and runs south by southwest to Downham Market. Here it becomes covered with alluvium
and <loes not appear again for about twenty-three miles, when it crops
out three miles below Cambridge, on the Cam. From Cam bridge it
runs in a southwesterly direction through the counties of Cambridge,
Bedford, Buckingham, Ox. ford, Berln;, \Vi 'ts, and Dorset, and reaches
the southern coast at Lyme Regis nnd Sidmouth. On the southern
coast of Dorsetshire there are numerous outcrops of Upper Greensand,
as well as on the Isle of Wight. In .the southeast of England there
is also a very considerable GreensalHl outcrop. It commences near
Beachy Head, in Sussex, and. runs west by a little north to Petersfield,
in the east ·of Hampsllire. Here it turns abruptly to the north and runs
in this direction to Alton an<..l Farnham, iu Hampshire and Surrey,-respectively. Thence it takes another abrnpt turn to the east, and runs
in a general easterly direction until it comes to the coast again, at Folkestone in Kent.
The Lower Greensand is not so continuous as the upper, but it occm·s at intervals along most of the outcrops mentioned above, and in
Sussex and Kent it is the uninterrupted accompaniment of the Upper
Greensand. In Yorkshire it runs from Flam borough Head west for about
fifteen miles. It crops out again with tlle Upper Greensand about three
•
miles south of Barton and runs continuously to Burgh. Again
it crops
out near Cambridge, anu exteucls thence to Buzzard in Bedford. From
there on, in a southwest direction, it occurs in ~:{mall outcrops along the
line of the Upper Greensand In the Isle of Wight there are large
outcrops of it. Tbis same Greensand belt can l>e traced across the
English Channel to the Continent. In tlte Brunswick and Hartz districts, at Goslar, Schoeppenstedt, and Salzgitter, the same nodules anu
shell casts are found as in the Lower Greensand in Cambridgeshire and
Bedfordshire. But, though the belt is t,hus seen to have a very wide
extent., the conditions which are necessary for the profitable working
of a phosphate deposit are so many an<l so rarely satisfied that the pllosphatic beds lJave l>een mined in very few places throughout this many
hundred miles of outcrop, On the Continent the bed has been worked
to uo considerable extent.
The relative positions of the Upper and Lower Greensand formations
is best shown by a section. The following one is given by Messrs.
Paine and Way. 1
The Cretaceous formation of England is divided into the Chalk and
the Greensand. These again are subdivided as follows:

~

1. Soft, white chalk with flints.
2. Hard, white chalk with few or ~o flin. ts.
3. Chalk marl.
'
{ 1. Upper Greensand and firestone rock.
2. Gault, or l•lue marl.
Greensand.----·-----------··-·----·3. Lower Greensand, made of iron sand and
· occasional limestone beds.

Chalk ....•. ·-----·---·----··----·...

1

Jour. Royal Agric. Soc. , vol. 9, 1848.
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The first two beds of the chalk are very poor in phosphoric wvt·u.,_.,..
rarel,v containing over twelve-one-hun1lredtlls of 1 per ·cent., l>ut th
uullerl_yiug tu<tl'l i.s mnc:1 riehe.r and s.'1·uetinws c:outains almost 2
cent. of phosphoric acid. The marl i:-~ of a grayi~5h color antl cout .
specks of Greensand, wllich become more a,ll(l more numerous until
marl gradually merges into the underlying Greensand be•l eontai ·
the phosphatic nodules. 'rhe pas~ age from the Upper Greensand to the
Gault is often very abrupt., especially in Cambridgeshire and Bedfordshire, where the nodule bed often lies on the eroded surface of the
Gault. The Lower Cretaceous deposits of Cambridgeshire and Bedfordshire differ from those of the south and west of England in the
fact that the former lack that great thickness of Upper Greensand which
exists in the southern counties. At the same time the lower beds of
the Chalk are the same in l>oth areas. In Hampshire and Dorsetsbire
there is a thin stratum, similar to the Cam bridge nodL1le beds, which,
like it, passes up gradually into the Chalk marl. But the diiference is
that in the case of the southern counties the arenaceous deposit, which
sometimes reaches the thickness of many feet, comes between the phosphate bed and the Gault, while in the case of the Cambridge and Bedford deposits the nodule bed, which rarely exceeds one foot in thickness,
rests immeditttely on the Gault. Concerning the absence of this arenaceous. deposit. in Cambridgeshire, Mr. 0. Fisher1 says: ''It is probably
due to tho ridge of old rocks beneath the London area, which shut off
the early Cretaceous sea, to the north of it, from those southwestern
lands which yielded the sandy spoils." He also suspects a similar cause
to have ''produced the marked change between the Lower Cretaceous
rocks in Cambridgeshire and the corresponding beds in Norfolk alHl
Lincolnshire." Mr. Seeley 2 thinks that this increased thickness of
Greensand to the south and southwest is due partly to the shelving of
the sea bottom towards the south and partly to a current piling it np
in the hollow, but principally because the southern area was nearer to
the old plutonic rocks, whence, he thinks, the ue«?essary ingredients of
the Greensand came.
The principal phosphate diggings have been in the Upper Greensand
of Cambridgeshire and Bedforushire. The nodules in this deposit are
buried in the Greensand, which varies from one inch to a foot in thick.
nesR and which is aU that is left in these districts to represent the immense thickness of Greensand in the southern counties. In fact, it is a
matter of serious doubt with some geologists whether the two deposits
really represent one and the same geologie horizon.
The matrix of the nodules is not pure Greensand, but is composed
partly of siliceous and calcareous matter and partly of glauconitic and
phosphatic grains. The siliceous matter consists mostly of
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 29, 187a, p. 62.
ll Geol. Mag., vol. 3, Loudon, 1866.
1
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quartz, obsidian, and grit. The calcareous matter is composed mostly of
Rponge·spicules, spines and plates of echinoderms, minute shells, polyzoa,
bivalve entomostraca, microscopic corals, foraminifers, and calcareous
concretions. 1 There are nlso in the bed "lumps of Chalk marP which
have fewer green grains in them than the matrix in which they are em·
bedded." From this and other facts Mr. Fisher concludes that these
phosphate beds seem to have been washed out of a calcareous marl,
similar in character to tile marl which lies above it. In short, he continues, the nodule bed is a condensation of t,he "Cltalk mad with glauconite grains." On the other hand, Mr. Sollas thinks that the nodule
bed bas been derived from the destruction oftlle underlying Gault. The
Gault contains nodules and fossils, but not nearly so many as the overlying bed. Mr. Fisher urges against this hypotllesis that the nodules
of the Gault are smaller and of a lighter color than those of the nounle
bed proper. Though the nodules are of a lighter color on the surface,
the interior is of a color very similar to tha,t of the Greensand nodules.
1\'Ir. Sollas shows that by the action of hydrochloric acid the Greensand
11odules assume ·this same color on the surface, and consequently it is
possible that the Gault nodules may have been aete(l on by water, acidulated by some acid or acid salt, percolating thr011gh the bed, and thus
had their surfaces bleached.
The phosphatic part of the nodule bed consists of shelf casts, fossils,
al}(l nodules. There are numerous species of Rhabdospongia, Bonneyia,
Acanthophora, Polycantha, Retis, and llylospongia, l>esides mauy other
Cretaceous forms. The noc.lules and cast,s are of a black or dark-brown
color and have a very variable specific gravity and hardness.
l\Iany of them are worn, broken, and rounded, showing them to be
clearly derivative masses, while others are perfect in shape and show
no signs of having been removeu from their original bed. 3 The derivative fossils and nodules are coveted with Plicatulce, and the smooth,
brol\.en surfaces of mauy of them, 'wbich are coated in this way, show,
as Mr. Fisher thinks, that they must have l>een phosphatized before
being lleposite<l iu their present .~ed, and he thinks that the phosplmte was concentrated from a ca~bonic aci<l solution by animal matter. Besides the shell casts and fossils, there are two distinct varieties of nodules proper. The first is a reddish-brown and utterly
shapeless variety. It is very soft when freshly dug, never becoming
harder thau ordinary chalk. 4 It has a very light specific gravity and
is invariably rich in phosphoric acid. 5 A second variety is much more
plentiful than the last. It consists of a dark·brown mass of a very
variable shape. It is hard and heavy. It varies from pieces of microW. J. Sollas: Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 2o, 1872, p. 398.
0. 1<-,isher: ibid., vol. 29, 1873, p. 53.
3 0. Fisher: ibid.
4
Paine and Way : Jour. Royal Agric. Soc., 1848.
5 See analyses.
1
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scopic smallness to masses weighing four pounds. It occurs adhering
to the surfaces of Syphonm, corals, and shells, and appears to have once
been iu a plastic state. This substance has been called by Dr. G. A.
Mantell 1 "mollnskite," and he considers it. the remains of the soft parts
of mollusks. In describing it lie says:
This substance is of a dark-brown or black color, and occurs either in shapeless
masses, which are irregularly distributed among the shells and other organic remains,
in sandstone, limestone, etc., or as casts of shells, or occupying their cavities. " " "
Upon analysis this substance is found to contain a large proportion of animal carbon.
The rocks of firestone at Sonthbourne, on the Sussex coast, are mottled with brown
molluskite and hard amorphous concretions, consisting of carbon and phosphate of
lime, mixed with sand and _other extraneous matter. Casts of shells of the genera
Venus and Area, etc., entirely composed of the same kind of materials, are also
abundant in those rocks. " " " The gelatinous bodies of the Trigonire, Ostrere,
Rostellm·ire, Terebratulre, etc., detached from their shells, may have been intermingled
with the drifted wootl in a sand-bank; while in some instances the animal matter
would remain in the shells, be converted into molluskite, and retain the form of the
original.

Both Mr. Fisher2 and Mr. Sollas~ 2 who have spent considerable time
in studying the nodule bed of the Upper Greensand, concur in the
belief that the nodules are not of either concretionary or coprolitic origin, but are composed of phosphatized animal matter. In this belief
they agree with the theory of Dr. Mantell in its most important point.
1\'Iany of the nodules are traversed by shrinkage cracks aud wrinkles
and have a peculiar granulated surface like that of leather. 1\Ir. 0.
Fisher says:
On the whole a microscopical examination of these bodies rather recalls me, so far,
to my original opinion that they were sponges, while at the same time it must be
admitted that in their external appearance they much resemble Alcyonaria.

It is often found that the nodules are richer in their exterior part than
in the interior. Thus Professor Way found the following results in analszing different parts ·of a spongoid body: 3
Exterior .. ____ . _____ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. _. _____

5 32.27
l 61.71

.
Intermediate
••••.••••..••••...•••.••••.•.•...

~

Interior---- .................... ---- .••.••..•.

5 10.26
l

per cent. phosphate of lime.
per cent. carbonate of lime.

13.87 per cent. phosphate of lime.
67.14 per cent. carbonate of lime.
per cent. phobsphate of lime.
67.17 per cent. car onate of lime.

Such results have been found to bold true with many other phosphates
and show, beyond a doubt, that the phosphatization went on from the
outside towards the interior. As regards the internal structure of
some of these nodules, Mr. Sollas sa;ys :4
Thin sections examined under the microscope vary from colorless to yellowish
brown when transparent, but sometimes they are almost opaque from included earthy
Medals of Creation, vol. 1, p. 432.
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., vol. 29, London, 1878.
3 Jour. Roy. Agric. Soc., 1848.
• Quart. Jonr. Geol. Soc., vol. 29, London, 1873.
1

2
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matter. Granular patches of a deep-red color are sometimes scattered throughout
the lighter-colored -portions. Spicules occur in many sections, preseu tiug- some of
the most characteristic forms of sponge-spicules; as, for example, hexaratliate, triradiate, hamate, sinuate, and connecting forms. These spicules are freqnent.ly grouped
together in a manner which seems to indicate that they cannot have been washed in
from the sea bed during fossilization. Globular bodies 4 ~0 inch in diameter are numerous; they seem to be gemmules. Polycistina and Xanthidia occur in some sections.
With polarized light the sections appear distinctly cryptocrystalline, presenting an
appearance very nearly resembling that of chalk flints when examined in tbe same
way. A very curious phenomenon may be alluded to here. A number of smttll circles
may be seen in some sections, each of which is marked by a black cross, the arms of
which radiate from the center to the circumference. On turning the analyzer the cross
revolves and, when the analyzer has been turned round 90°, is replaced by a cowplementarily Hlnminated cross. 'rhe explanation of these appearances seems to be as
follows: Small Globigerina shells and other similar spaces occur in the nodnles, into
which the crystalline apatite, which was diffused throughout the fossil, has penetrated and crystallized inwards from their walls to their centers, thus forming a
radiating mass of crystals. It is well known that crystals arranged in this way will
prodnce the phenomena described.

1\'fr. Sollas1 thinks that many of the nodules of the Upper Greensand
are phosphatized sponges. Others he considers to be "phosphatized
animal matter decomposed so far as to have lost all traces of its original structure before mineralization.'' He found fish scales and bones
in many of these nodules, and therefore concludes that the animal matter was sometimes derived from small fish. He does not seem to take
into consideration that the scales and bones may have been burie(l in
a matrix of calcareous matter, and that this substance, whether it was
marl or limestone, may have been phosphatizeu, thus formiug phos.
pha.tic ma.s~;;es, which, of course, would contain the same fossils as the
original calcareous substance from which they were formed.
The phosphate bed of the Upper Greensand varies considerably, not
only in the quantity of phosphatic nodules, but also in the chemical
composition of the individual nodules. It is often found that two places
may be equally rich in the quantity of nodules, while the content of
phosphoric acid in them may be widely different.
,
All through the counties of Dorset, Somerset, Wilts, and Devon the
nodules are very much more siliceous and less abundant than the notlules of Cambridgeshire and Bedfordshire. 2 Besides the variability in
the phosphatic richness of the bed, it is also sometimes very variable in
its mode of occurrence. At times it will cover many square miles continuously, while at others it occurs in pockets in the surface of the
Gault. At other times, according to Mr. Fisher, the bed shows signs
of contortion, as indicated in Fig. 34. It will be seen, by examining the
analyses given beyond, that the Greensand matrix of the phosphatic
nodules varies also very much in its content of phosphoric acid. The
1
2

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., vol. 28, 1872, p. 398.
L. Jenyns: Geo1. Mag., Londoi1, 1A66.
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amount varies from 2 to 10 per cent., and is probably due to smal
grains of phosphatic matter in it.

FIG. 34. Distorted bed in Cambridgeshire, England; after 0. Fishr r: Geological Magazin~. J_,ondon,
1871. A, shelly soil; B, clay or clayey gravel; C, white clay ; D, phosphate nodule bell; E, Gault.

Pho8phatic heds of Cretaceous Lower Greensand.-These beds occur be.
tween the Coral Rag formation at the base and the Gault on the top.
Their position with regard to these formations wi1l be best seen in Fig.
35, section at Upware, Cambridgeshire. 1 The Coral Rag is a eoralline
rock varying much in texture, sometimes loose and porous, and at others
compact and oOlitic or arenaceous. Upon this the Kimmeridge Clays
rest, probably conformably. 2 But at some place~, as at Upware, the
Kimmeridge Clay has been washed off the Coral Rag, which, in such
cases, often comeR into direct contact with the overlying nodule bed.
Someti!lles, as a result of this destruction, there is ~t deposit of fragments of Coral Rag and Kimmeridge Clay immediately overlsiug the
Coral Rag formation.

FIG. 35. Section at Up ware, CambridgeshiL·e ; after W. Keeping. A, Gault an<l phosphatic nodule
beds; B, clay, sand, and nodule bl'ds; n, Kimm eridge Clay and Coral Rag; D, junction bed.

Next in an ascending series comes the ''lower phosphate bed.''
Mr. Keeping considers this as the first definite bell of the Upware
Neocomian. It consists of a mass, indiscriminately mixed togetller,
of plwspllatic nodules and shell casts, fossils, pebbles of quartz, flint,
Lydian stone, and jasper, besides occasionally a fragment of Coral Rag.
They are all more or less rounded and worn, though some of them still
preserve their angular shape. The stones and Hodules vary from one1'fhe Fossils and Palreontological Affinities of the Neocomian Deposits of Upware
and Brickhill, by Walter Keeping, p. 4.
2Jbid., p. 3.
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sixteenth to an inch in diameter and are embedded in a sandy matrix.
Very often the ma.Rs bas been cemented together by calcareous matter, forming irregular patches of eonglomerate. There also occur in
this bed many delicate and beautiful shells of mollusca, which are not
at all worn, Lnt preserve their most delicate parts intact. Lamellibrancbs and gasteropods are numerous.
Above this bed comes a bed of sand composed largely of grains of
ironstone, quartz, ehert, and Lydian stone. Near the overlying and
underlying beds there are irregular masses of slightly phosphatic sandstone.
Next above this sand bed comes the "upper phosphate bed." It
resembles the" lower phosphate bed" in most respects, except that its
nodules are of a lighter color, and the bed is not cemented by carbonate of lime, so that it bas nowhere been indurated into a conglomerate.
The siliceous pebbles are the same.
Overlying this is another bed. of sand very similar to the lower
saud bed.
Above this comes a cla~· bed. It has been referred to the Gault, but
Messrs. Keeping and Bonney think that it is probably the representative of a bed of sandy clay belonging· to the Lower Greensand. This
is tllought more likely, beeause phosphatie nodule beds, especially in the
Cretaceous formation, usually occupy the lines of ehronological breaks.
Tile overlying bed i8 another bed of phosphatic nodules. It contains many fossils and is very similar to the two nodule beds already
described. This bed is overlaid by the Gault formation.

FIG. 36. Section at Sandy, Bedfordshire, England, after .J. F. Walker.
C, conglomerate; D , sand.

A, sand; B, oxide of iron

Sometimes the three phosphate beds mentioned above seem to eombine iuto one (Fig 3G). Sometimes, also, the lower bed is not cemented,
!Jut i.::; loose and sandy,just like the upper beds. The following sections
will show the variations in the npper Neocomian deposits:
Section by W. Keepi·ng and E. B. Tawney, at Spinney Abbey.
Ft. In.

f 1. Brown surface earth ---- . --- ... - . ---- .. -- _- ... ---- ---- --- ... - .... --.. . 1 6
I 2. Head of blue clay_ ... __ - _ ... __ .. __ . _. ___ .. __ . _...... __ ... _ . _ . __ .. ____ . 0 9

A

l3. Ir:~o~:r_ ~-r~~-~1:~-~~~~'- ~~e-~-~~~~~s- -~~~~~ ~~~~1:. ~~~ ~~ ~~~-~~~~~~:~~s:
_
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( 4. Blue, yellow, anu coarsely mottled plastic clay, with scattered coarse
q nartz and other sand grains and numerous sandy coucretions ..... _..
5. The "silt bed," a chocolate-brown and yellowish sand, passing into a
sandy clay, which is rather coarse, loose, and like an ordinary shore
sand. It consists principally of quartz aud iron grains. This bell
passes gradually into bed 4 ............•.................... ___ ..... 2 0
{). The "upper coprolite seam," a pebble bed of phosphatic nodules, Lydian stone, chert, quartz, and other pebbles as big as beans packed in
B
loose, iron-colored sand. Some irony concretions occur in its upper
part, where it passes into bed 3 ...•...•.............................. 2 0
7. The "lower coprolite seam," a thin band where the coprolites are
darker aud better than iu the upper seam. The sandy matrix is
hardened almost to a rock by carbonate of lime, which was probably
derived from the underlying be<l (a) .......•...........•............. 0 3

I
I
j
I

l

A calcareous grit of coralline age. It is a hard, gritty, bed<led limestone, gray colort>d, with scattered large ·oolitic grains; no fossils
seen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. .

In the last section the nodules are darkest near the base. The phosphatic and siliceous pebbles are in about equal qntl.~ntitiel'l. Silicifietl
wood, ferruginous coneretions, and hard lumps of clay are nnruerous.
The nodules contain more alumina than those of the Upper Greensand
(Walker).
The nodules proper of the phosphate beds are of a very variahJe
character, in which respect they resemble the nodules of Nort.lt nUll
South Carolina. They Yary in size from pieces no larger tlJan a graiu
of sand to masses weighing 3 or 4 pounds. They give off an organic
smell when rubbed, ha\e a cubic fracture, and vary from yellow to
chocolate brown in color. Their hardness is 3 to 4. The darker 11odules
are near the bott.om of the bed; though, in most cases, the color depends
on the substance origin any phosphatized (Keeping). The nodules sometimes are of a perfectly homogeneous and opa(like nature. From this
they go through all stages of sandiness, till they are simply nodules of
phosphatic sandstone. Keeping, in describing them, says:
There are certain curi01is branching, interlacing, undulating, or simply straightcrossing structures foL·ming little gutters over the surface of the nodule, and canals
penetrating into its substance. if if ,. Some of these are mere shrinkage cracks
and others are the marks of where "episites," such as Serpulw and Polyzon, have been
attached to the inner surface of t.he original shell; others again are probably the
work of boring creatures, especially sponges, but the great variety and mauy peculiarities of type that occur and their constant association with phosphatic nodules
are facts not sufficiently explained by the accumulated work of all the above-men·
tioned agfmts.L

These nodules are not so rich in phosphate of lime as those of the
Upper Greensand; they average -10 to 50 per cent. (VOlcker), while
those above the Gault average 50 to 60 per cent., phosphate of lime
(Way). (See analyses.)
1 This exactly describes the surface of many of the phosphatic nodules of the Alabama Cretaceous formation.
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Most of the fossils in these Lower Greensand phosphate beds have
been derived from older formations. They are rolled and worn to such
an extent that it is frequently impossible to identify them. Keeping,
in speaking of the piles of phosphatic material at the mines, says,
that "the coprolfte heap looks like one mass of Ammonites biplex, mostly
worn and fragmentary." The fossils are mostly worn species of mollusca of Oxfordian, Kimmeridgean, or Portlandian species of the Upper
Jurassic (W. Keeping). Many of the derivecl species are of the Neocomian age, such as Ammonites Deshayesii, Ancyloceras sp., Hamites
sp., Thetis minor Sowerby, Terebrat'ttla ovoides Sowerby, and other
forms.
Thus it will be seen that these latter fossils have been derived fmm
a bed but very little older than the nodule bed, as this latter deposit
belongs, according to J. F. Walker, 1 to the Upper Neocomian formation. Mr. Walker 2 also thinks that a large number of the derived
fossils came from the underlying Kimmeridge Clay. Many uf the
fossils of the Upware nodule bed are preserved in amorphous or crystalline calcite, others in ferruginous sandstone and phosphate of lime.
The fossil wood is silicified. According to W. Keeping, all the shell
casts and fossiis that have been mineralized by phosphate or limonite
are derived fossils and belong mostly to Jurassic species. They are
easily recognized by their rolled and water-worn condition. Walker
divides the fossils into (a) indigenous fauna, preserved in oxide of iron,
and (b) derived fossils, preserved in phosphate of lime. H. G. Seeley,
on the other hand, thinks that all these fossils are natives of the beds
in which they are found.
As regards the mode of phosphatization of these beds, Walker, Keeping, Teall, and others agree in the theory that it is the result of the
soaking of calcareous substances in decomposed animal and vegetable
matter. 'fhe Coral Rag fragments in the bed are not at all phosphatized.
In thiR part.icular the deposit resembles those of Alabama and the Carolinas, where shells perfectly free from phosphatic matter are associated
with beds of highly phosphatic nodules and fossils. This would seem
to show that the uon·phosphatic substances were deposited after the
nodules had been pho~phatized. But Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., 3 and W.
Keeping explain the phenomenon by supposing that the purer forms of
carbonate of lime are not so susceptible to phosphatization as the impure forms.
A very distinctive feature between the Upper an<l Lower Greensand
phosphate deposits is the nature of the matrix of the nodules in the
two formations. As has been already said, the matrix of the Upper
Greensand is a calcareous Greensand containing 2 to 10 per cent. of
phosphoric acid, while the matrix of the Lower Greensand nodule beds
Mon. Fossil 'frigonim, Pubs. Pa1ooontographical Soc., vol. 29, 1875, p. 145.
Annals Mag. NaJ.. Hist., 1866.
3 Sonth Carolina Phosphates.
1

2
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is a highly siliceous saud, contai1dug no phosphate. except where the
nodules have been decomposed. 'fhe siliceous pel>bles of these lower
beds are of very general distribution. They are found all along the
Lower Greensand outcrop in England at Upware, Sutton, Brickhill,
Farrington, and other places, also in the N eocomian 5trata at Schoppenstedt, in Brunswick. Many of these pebulrs are fossiliferous.
Mr. Keeping 1 found in some chert pebbles many shells and crinoids
of the Carboniferous age. In others he found many J nrassic shells
and echinoderms. He thinks most of the pebbles were derived from
an ancient barrier axis, which, in the Lower Neocomian period, Sf'parated the nortb. from the south Neocomian seas in Europe, but'' which
was in the time of the deposition of the iron sand series suffering rapid
denudation and destruction."
The Lower Greensand phosphate ocds have numerous outcrops in
Surrey, Sussex, aud Keut. They are, however, thought by W. Keeping
not to be of the same age a.s the beds of Cambridge and Bedford, but
to belong to the Sandgate and Hythe series.
Tertiary phosphate berls.-The Tertiary phosphate deposits occur in
or directly under the various Crag formations of Norfolk, Suffolk, and
Essex, but are richest and most extensive in the county of Suffolk.
The Crag of Suffolk and Norfolk runs along the coast from about 5
miles northwest of Kromer, in Norfolk, for a distance of 70 to 80 miles
to Hardwick, in the northern part of Essex. This l>clt i~ from 7 to 2~
miles wide, being widest in the neighborhood of Norwich and narrowest
at Halesworth, in Suffolk. Beyond these limits the Crag often occurs
in patches in the county of Essex. The Suffolk and Norfolk Crag does
not extend all oYer the above mentioned area, but in many places it is
covered by alluvium, and in others, especially in Essex and in the south
of Suffolk, it has been removed by erosion, and the London clay crops
out.
It is in the county of ~uffolk, and especially in the district between
the rivers Orwell, Deben, and Aide, and in the country surroundjng
the central mass of Coralline Crag at Sutton, that the Tertiary phosphate beds have been most successfully and profital>1y worked. The
Crag formation of tllis country is composed largely of the Uoralline and
Red Crags. These formations are each separable into two divisions.
Prof. J. Prestwich2 has divided the Coralline Crag into the upper part,
consisting mostly of remains of Bryozoa, and the lower part, consisting
of light-colored sand with many shells mixed in with it. The two beds
together are rarely over 20 feet thick, and rest on the London Clay
(Eocene). The Red Crag consists of irregularly stratified sands stained
with oxide of iron. It comes above the Coralline Crag, though in most
1 The Fossils and Palrnontological Affinities of the Neocomian Deposits of Upware
and Brickhill, 1883.
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 27, 1871.
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cases it. rests directly on the Lonuon Clay, the Coralline Crag having
been eroded. The two divisions of the Red Crag are often very difficult
to distinguish. The only difference is that the lowPr division usually
has more shells scattered through it. ..According to Professor Prestwich,
the lower division includes all the beds going under the name of red
and Norwich Crag, while the upper <livision includes the Chillesford
sands and clays. Both the Coralline and the Red Crags belong to the
Upper Pliocene period and are of the same age as the Upper Antwerp
Crag. 1
The phosphate beds occur at the base of the Coralline and Red Crags
and immediately over the London Clay. The bed sometimes thins out,
and at other times it separates into two seams, divided only by a few
feet of sbel1y crag. Occasionally, also, nodules, anu seams of nodules,
are found running through all parts of the Red Crag, though the bed at
its base is generally tile largest and most continuous. The phosphate
bed consists of a mass of phosphatic nodules and shell casts, siliceous
pebbles, teeth of cetacea and sharks, and many mammal bones, besides
occasional fragments of Lower Gr~ensand chert, granite, and chalk
flints. There are numerous fossils and shells, Om·di1un edule, PectunC'ttlus glycymeris, Oyprina islandica, and other forms. The bed varies
from 2 to 18 inches in thickness. The nodules vary considerably in
both quality and quantity. They are at times of a compact and brittle
nature, while at others they are tough and siliceous. TheJ average
about 53 per cent. phosphate of lime and 13 per cent. phosphate of iron.
The quantity of bones in the beds also varies very much. Sometimes
there are few and at other times there are great quantities of mastodon and rhinoceros teeth and bones of other mammals, similar in
some respects to those at Eppelsheim in Germany. 2 Large cetacean
bones and teeth of Charcharodon and Oxychina are also found. There
is considerable dispute concerning the origin of the fossils and nodules
in the phosphate bc<ls of the Crag. That most of them are deri ''ed
masses is shown by their worn and rounded condition. Mr. J enyns3
believes that they have come from the London Clay, and in support of
this view he calls attention to the similarity of the noflules of the two
formations. Professor Prestwich4 thinks that most, if not all, of the
nodules of the Red Crag came fro Ill the Coralline Crag.
The phosphate deposits of Norfolk are few and scattered. Most of
the phosphatic material from this county is in the form of mas~odon,
elephant, and rhinoceros bones from the forest and elephant beds. None
of the Crag phosphate beds have proved so valuable as the Cretaceous
beds. The nodules are harder and more siliceous, making them more
difficult to grind and less valuable as a soil stimulant when in the un1

Geol. Mag., London, 1865.

2

E. Ray Lankester: ibid.

3Jbid., vol. 3, 1866.
Jour. Geol. Soc. Londoq, vol. 27, 1871.

~Quart.
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acidulated t;tate. Besid(~S this, they contain considerable phm1phate of
iron, which causes a superphosphate, made from such nodules, to have
a sticky consistency and to lw very liable to ''revert" to an insoluble
condition.
The Crag nodules resemble tlw~e of the Cretaceous formation, as well
as some of those of South Carolina, in the fact that the exterior part
often contains more phosphoric acid than the interior. The following
analyses by T. J. Herapath1 illustrate this fact:
1

Exterior.
1.105 per cent. fluoride of lime.
~ 40.019 per cent. phosphoric acid.

5

Interior.
0.611 ver cent. fluoride of lime.
34.015 per cent. phosphmic acid.

5 3.996 per cent. fluoride of lime.
1. 961 per cent. :fluoride of lime.
l 32.043 per cent. phosphoric acid.
21. 046 per cent. phosphoric acid.
H-istory of the rock phosphates of England.-The Greensand of England
bas been used as a fertilizer for many generations. As early as 1790 it
was considered so valuable as a soil stimulant that it was carried in
carts, sometimes for m any miles, all over the counties of Essex and
Kent. Immense pits, dug in t.he Greensa~d marl, concerning which
there is no historic record and which are now overgrown by large oaks
aml other forest trees, bear witness-to the great value placed on this
marl in by-gone times. A remarkable example is seen at Worldham,
wllere there is a large excavation 15 feet deep, from which, once,
tllousauds of tons of greensand were removed. But the heaps of phosphatic nodules which are often found near these pits, and which seem
to have been tllrown away as worthless, show that the value of this
part of the bed was not known.
It was not until nearly the middle ofthis century that the agricultural
value of these nodules was appreciated. Doctors Mantel, Buckland,
aml Fittou, in the early part of the ceutury, pointed out the existence of
beds of nodulEs and fossils in the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations
of Englaud, but simply spoke of them as remarkable beds of fossils and
nodules. Mt'. Berthier, in 1820, also made analyses of similar nodules
fouud iu France. But their use as a plant food was not recognized
until Professor Henslow made a study of the Red Crag nodules at Felixtow in 1842, and suggested their use in agriculture before the British Association in 1845. It was at this time that the name coprolite, or
fossil dung, was first given to these nodules by Professor Henslow.
At a later date he saw his mh;take in believing the phospbatic masses
to be of coprolitic origin, and considerably modified his views. It was
certainly a most unfortunate nanie, as it has since been shown that real
fossil dung is a thing of very rare occurrence, and hence the name coprolite, as applied to beds of nodular phosphates, is misleading.
Among the most active of the early advocates of English phosphates
2

IJour. Royal Agric. Soc., 1851.
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were J. M. Paine aud J. T. Way/ who analyzed many specimens of the
material and made mauy practical experiments, which went far to open
up the phosphate miniug industry in England. From that time on the
nse of the English phosphatic nodules became more and more extensive,
until within the last few years the immense exports of phosphate of
lime from South Carolina, the West Indies, and other localities have
thrown so much of that material on the market that the English deposits have become a source of minor importance.
The principal mining operations are carried on in the counties of
Cambridge, Bedford, and Suffolk. According to 0. Fisher, 2 writing in
1873, the miners in Cambridge had to pay $700 per acre for the right to
dig phosphate and had to return the land to its original level condition
and resoil it.. With all this expense the average yield was only 300 tons
per aCl;e, which sold at $12 a ton; while in the South Carolina diggings
tbe yield is 300 to 1,500 tons per acre and it sold, at that time, for $9
a ton. Tlle nodules in England were dug to the depth of 20 feet, but
it did not pay to go any deeper.
Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., informs me that he visited t,he diggings at
Whaddon, near Row8ley, in 1875. They were then working at the
depth of 8 to 18 feet, all the surface beds having been exhausted.
Sums from $500 to $1,250 per acre were paid for the right to take the
rock, and the yields per acre were from 150 to 400 tons. The mining
was doue in open trenches. The phosphate rock was washed in circular horizontal tubes and was kept moving by rakes work~d by steam.
The capacity was about 5 tons daily, and the cost of washing about 85
cents a ton. Wages were $6 a week. The nodules were sun-dried and
then carted to the railroad for 50 cents per ton.
The production for the three counties of Bedford, Cambridge, and
Suffolk from 1875 to 1881 is given as follows :3
Tons.
1875 . - - - - - . - - - - •.. - - - • . - - - - - . - - - - . . - -•... - - . - - - . - . . . • - . • . . - - • -... -- • - -. . .
1876 . -.- .... -.- .. -- •. - .. -. -.-- -.... -.. -... -.. -.- ---- •.. -- .• --- . - ••••. -.--.
1877 .. - - . . . . - .••...• - . . ................. - . . ........ - •......•..• - • . . - •.. - . .
1878 •.• .••...••••. - ..••. -.• -.••••••••. --- . ----; . --.- .. --. ---- . ----- ..• -.. . .
1879 .• -.- •.. -- ••.. - •. - -.- •.•••.•.•••.••• -- ... --- .••.. ---- .• - •• -.-. -- •• --..
1880 . - ••••. - - -- - . _.- ••• -••• --- •.• - • - -... - ••• - .••.. - - - •.. - - -- •.. - •••.•• -.. . .
1881 . • • • • • . • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • •

250' 000
258, 000
69' 000
54, 000
34, 000
30' 000
31, fiOO

Analyses of the amot-phous nodnlar phosphates of England.
[I. "Molluskite," from the Upper Greensand, by M. Berthier.)

Phosphate of lime ....•..........•......•• " . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Carbonate of lirne....... .••. .. ..••.. ...... ...• ...••. •••••. ...•.. ...••• ..••
Carbonate of Magnesia . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . • • . • . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . .
Silicate of iron and alumina ...•..•••••.•••.•.•.•..•.•..••••. _..... • • . • . • • •
Water and bituminous matter . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

57. 00
7.00
2. 00
25. 00
7. 00
98.00

1

Jour. Royal Agric. Soc., 1848.
2
Quart. Jour. Geol. Sor.. London, vol. 29, 1873.
3 Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom, by Robert Hunt, F.R.S.
(F-\"()JU D. C.
Davies, Earthy and Mineral Mining, London, 1884.)

Bull. 46--7
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fli. Phosphate from the Upper Greensand, at Dippen Hall (Way).J

Insoluble siliceous matter ••••..••... ~-- .•.•••.........••..........••.••••••
Soluble silica ...••..••••••.•......••.. ------ .•.....•.•..........•••••.••••
Phosphoric acid ....••.•.•..•.•....•.....••••.•••...•....••.•.••....•••••.•
Equal to bone earth phosphate, 59.60.
Carbonic acid ..••......•••••....••....•••..•••••••••••.•••.•.•••.•••••••••
Lime ...•....•••••..•••.•••••..••••.•••••.••••..••••....•••.••••...••••••.
Magnesia and loss ...•..••••...•.•••••...•••....•..•••••..•••..........••..
Oxide of iron and alumina ..••.........••...••••...•••...•••.•••.•...•..••
Organic rr.atter .•••.•.•.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

9.84
2.36
27.60
6.96
44.56
0.81
4.61
3.26
100.00

[III. Fossil &ponge, a branching Alcyonite from the Upper Greens:;tnd (Way).J

Insoluble siliceous matter and soluble silica .••••••••••••••••.•••••..•....•.
Phosphoric acid .............•.•..•......•.•••••.•••••.•••.•.•••••••••••...
Equal to bone earth phosphate, 61.30.
Carbonic acid ........•..•••••.•••••.••••..•...•.••.••••.•••••••••••••••...
Lin1e .................................................................... .
Oxide of iron and alumina .......••.....•.••••••••..••..••••••••••..••....
Water, organic matter, fluorine and loss ••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••.•••.•••.

7.68
29.87
8.77
42.29
6.87
4.52
100.00

[IV. Red nodule from the Upper Greensand, at Dippen Hall (Way).]

Insoluble siliceous matter, with a little clay ............................... .
Soluble silica ............................................................ .
Organic matter ...........•.••....•.••.••..••••••.•...••••••..•.......••..
Phosphoric acid .........•..............•.•••.•••.......••...•.•..•.....•.
Equal to bone ea,rth phosphate, 55.96.
Carbonic acicl ............................................................ .
Lime ...............•••.••••....•••...•...••....•.••••....•...............
Magnesia ........•.•..••..•........••.....••..•••.. -... -•..•••.........•..
Oxide of iron and alumina .............................................. ..
Fluorine ...................................................... ~u•• ••••••••

7.18
3.28
2.49
27.13
8.77
39.85
0.96
10.60
Trace

100.26
[V. Phosphatic nodules fl'om the Upper Greensand (Volcke£').)

Moisture and organic matter ...................... ---· ................... .
Liine ..............•...............••••....•....•••.••••••....... _.......•
~Iagnesia ....•................•••.••••....•...••••.....•.. - .............. .
Oxide of iron ..........•.........•• ~ ..................................... ..
Alumina ...............•.............•..•..........•.•....................
Phosphoric acid ...................••••.. -- ••.. ---.- . --- .. ----- .. -•.••
Carbonic acid ...••.....................•.....•...••·...............•. __ • __ .
Sulphuric acid ........................................................... .
Chloride ofsodinm ....................................................... .
Potash .•.••....•.•.....•............••...............• _. _..• __ ..•.•......
Soda .••••..•..•....•...•.•...•.••••............••••..•••......•..•••.....
Insoluble siliceous matter ................................................ .
Fluoride and loss •••••..••••• ····~· ...•.........••••..••. ··r· .._
........ --ft • • • •

4.68
43.21
1.12
2.46
1. 36
25.29
6.66
0.76
0.09
0.32
0.50
8.64
4.96
100.05
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[VI. Upper Greensand from Dippen Hall (Way).]

Coarse
part.

Insoluble siliceous matter ....••••.•••••...••.....•.•.•.••....•••••
Soluble silica ...........•.••..........•..••.•...•..•....•....•••••
Organic matter ...•.......•....••••...•...•........•......•.......
Phosphoric acid .......•..••.••••....•....••.............•.•...•••
Carbonic acid .....................•....•••.........•....••...•....
Lime ............•....•••.••..•.•••••.••••..•..•..•••••.••.....•..
Magnesia ......................•........•••......•.....•••••.....
Oxide of iron and alumina ..• _••..••••.. _..•.•...•..••........•••.
Potash and soda, not estimated ...••.... ~ ..•.•.•••..•••••..••......

21.85
20.18
6.25
7.80
10.91
20.58
1. 59
8.18

Fine
part.

26.25
18.11
5.95
10.38
10.34
19.87
0.87
6.18

------97.34

97.95

[VII. Upper Greensand from Dippen Hall (Way).]
Coarse
part.

Insoluble siliceous matter .........•••...•.......•. __ .. _.......••••
26.83
Soluble silica ......•...........•........•. _...................••..
26.30
Organic matter ....••...•.....••..•••.....•.. __ ...........•.....••
2.64
Phosphoric acid ( 1) ...•..••.•••••..•••..•.••..•••...........••....
9.31
Carbonic acid .•••..••••...............................•..••......
2.35
Lime.... . . • • . . • . . • . • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
15. 24
Magnesia ...........••..•.......•.•..•...•.•...••.................
1.43
Oxide of iron and alumina . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
1:3. 11
Potash ......•••.•••......•.•••.......••.......................... Not est.
Soda ••.••.••••••.••••.•...•........•.•.•••....•....•...•......... Not est.

Fine
part.

32.Sl
29.14
3.02
6.61
2.30
9.53
1. 97
11.46
3.10

0.00

99.94
(1) Equal to bone earth phosphate.................................. 19.22 ....... .
(1) Equivalent of earthy bone............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 63
[VIII. CamiHidgeshire glauconite (Professor Liveing).l

Water .............................................. ..... ________ ......... .
Silica ............. __ . _. ______ ..........•.. ___ .......... __ ............• _••
Alumina .........................•.••........ _____ . __ .... ___ .. __ ..••••....
Iron (protoxid()) .. _..........•... _.•........ _............•.................
Magnesia .•••...............•.........•....................••..•.•.•... _•.
Lime .......................... __ .... _. __ . _____ . _____ . ____ .. _•••.•.. _•••..
Soda .•.•••..•••.. _.......•.....•.........• _....... _. ____ . _. _.•..•.. __ ... .
Potash .....•.•••.•••..•..••.......................•....•••••••........•.•

10.80
51.09

9.00
19.54
3.37
0.30

3.56
2.47
100.13

[IX. Phosphate nodules from Lower Greensand (Way).]

Insoluble siliceous matter ................................................. . 43.87
Soluble silica .•.••...••.........••..............• ·.••.................... - ..
3.25
Organic matter, water, and fluorine ..........................•.•.....•.....
3.44
Phosphoric acid ..•••..................................................• __ .. 20.80
Equal to bone earth phosphate, 42.48.
Carbonate of lime ..•••...................................•..••••....•......
1. 06
Lime in combination with phosphoric acid ..... _. _......................... . 23.86
3.35
Oxide of iron and alumina ................................................ .
Magnesia and loss .•••••••••..•••.••.... - - ...••••..••••.••••••.••••..••••.. - 0.37

100,00
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[X. Phosphatic nodm-2 :rom Lower Greensand (Way).)

Silica and sand .•.............•....................................•..•....
Sulphate of lime ....••...•..•••....•..•..................................•.
Water in co1nbination ......... ·.....••..•••...••.................•......••..
"\Vater (accidental) ...................................................... ..
Phosphoric acid .......•........ :····· ..•....•.....•.•..•......••••••.••••.•
Lime, additional ...........•.•••••.••••• ··----·-·--· ...•...••••.......•...
Oxide of iron and alumina ....•....•.••••..••• _....••••..••.••.•.••.•..•.••.

13.64
50.16
14.97
7.47
4.80
0.27
8.82

100. 13

From the above analysis it will be seen that most of the phosphoric
a.ciu must have been in combination with iron ancl alumina.
[XI. Large green grains from a Lower Greensand phosphatic conglomerate (Way).]

Soluble and insoluble siliceous matter .................................... .
Water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • . . . . • • • • • . . • . . . • ••..•.....•....
Phosphoric acid ......••••.•.•.....•.....•....••...•.....•••.........•......
Carbonic acid ...•..••.••..•..•.••.•..•••.••••.••••.••••.....•......•... -~-Sulphuric acid ............................................................. .
Lime .........• ····-· •••••.•.••••••.•.•••.. ·•·····••••·•··•··•··•••········
Oxide of iron .•••.•••••••.•••....••...••••....••.....•••••••••• _••.....•...
Alumina ......... _.................. _...•••..••••..• _••..• _. _•. _. _•.......•••
Potash .••••••••••• ---- ••••••••••.•••.•...•••...•.••••.••....••.••••••....•
Soda •••••••••••••••••••••••• _.•.•••••...••• _••.•• __ ••• ___ •. _• _•. __ • . • ••••.

18.53
2.28
20.65
4.01
fi.13

34.61
7.24
0.98
1. 79
1. 87

97.09
[XII. Lower Greensand nodules (VOlcker).]
Average samples
of siftings from 'Vashed rock
layers at 1 and from another
2 f"eet.
place.

Water of combination ....••..•••.•.•••..••••.........••.
Phosphoric acid .••••.........••.•• -- •••...•....••..•.•..
Lime ...••....••...........................• _•...••...•.
Magnesia, alumiua 1 and :fluorine (by difference) .••••.....
Carbonic acid .......................... _.•.....•....•...
Oxide of iron ............••... _....••.......••••....•...
Siliceous matter ..•••..•••.•.....•••••..........•.......

1

5.17
22.39
32.73
6.64
3.06

5.67
2

15. 12

18.08
21.93

26.69
4.51
2 2.18
20 ..61
2:l.22

100.00

.100.00

LXIII. Partial analysis of phosphatic conglomerate, Lower Greensa,ml, from Folks tone, by Way].

Insoluble siliceous matter ................................................... 30.60
Phosphoric acid .••.•.............•••.......•••................••............ 7.23
Potash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 3. 31
Soda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . 1. O:J
[XIV. Lower Greensand ma,ss, from which the principal fossils and nodules were picked, by Way.]

Insoluble siliceous matter .................................................. 75.46
Soluble silica .......•. -- .....•..·...... . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 8. 12
Organic matter ....................• -.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 30
l?hosphoric acid.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. u4
1
2

Phosphate of lime, 48.51; carbonate of lime, 6.\J5.
Phosphate of lime, 32.76; carbonate of lime, 4.95.
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Carbonic acid ...•.......................••.. o. o
Lirr1e .
Magnesia ..•••
Oxide of iron and alumina .......•.....••• •o•• •o••·· •..•••••.••••.•••••.•••.
•••••••••

0

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0

0

0

0

••

0

••

0

0

0

0

••• 0

•••••••••

0

••••••••

0

0

0

0.

• • • • • • 0.

0

•• 0

0

0

0

•••••

0

0

••

0

o

0

....

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0.

0

•••••••

0

.......................

0...

•

•

•

•

•

5. 64
2. 01

0. 18
5.59

99.94
Analyses oj cmg phosphates.
These average 50 to 60 per cent. phosphate of lime (Way).
[I. Phosphate from the crag at Surrey, by Herapath.]

Water ..••.••••• ·-·· .....•••..••• o... o.. o.
Organic matter ...••...•
o•••...
Silica with some silicate of alumina and silica of iron ..•••••.••••
•o••
Chloride of sodium ...•
o ...••....••.
Sulphate of soda .....
o..• o..•••••.•.••..... o••••.•.
Carbonate oflime.oo••· ..•....••. o••· •.•••....••••••.•••••••..•••. o .••••..
Carbonate of magnesia ...•
Sulphate of lime ..•• o..
o•••..••••..••••..•••••••••.•.••..••...
Phosphate of lime (tribasic) ...........
Phosphate of magnesia ..••...•.........
Perphosphate of iron .•••....••...••••.•••••.••••• ooo·•o
o..
Phosphate of alumina.
o• .••• o••· •••••..•. o.• o••• .•••••.. o••.••••...•.•
Phosphate of manganese •. o.......................................... o••···
l!'luoride of calcium ...•.•••••..••••.•••.•••••.•••••.••••..••••...•••.••••
Loss .... .......................................................... · · · · · · · · · .. ·
0000 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

0

0

••••

0

0

•••

0

0

0

•• 0

0

••••

0

0. 0

•••

0

0

••

o

0

0

••••••••••••••••

0

0

0

••

0

•

0

0

••

••••• o

•••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••

0

0

0

•••

••••

0

0

•••

0

••••

0

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0

••

0

0

•••

0

0

•••

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0

•••

•••••••••••••••••••••

0000

00

0

••••••••••••

•••••••••••

00

0

3.400
Trace

13.240
Trace
Trace

28.400
Trace

0. 736
21.880
Trace

24.760
6.998
Trace
Some

0.586
100.000

[II. Partial analysis of three Suffolk nodules, by Herapath.]

Earthy and other phosphates .....•••••..••••••••••••••.... 64.056 79.545 67.176
Fluoride of calcium.... • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . 0. 311 2. 554
2. 768
Nitrogen ••••.••••.•.........•.•.•.•...••••.•••••••••.•••• Traces 0.0314 Undct.
(III. Crag nodules from coast of Suffolk (Herapath).)

Water with a little organic matter .......•••••.•••...•.••
4.000
Salts soluble in water -(chloride of lime and sulphate of
soda) ...•••..•••••...•....
~
Trace
Silicic acid, colored red by a little undecomposed silicate
of iron .•..••..••••..........••.
5.792
10.280
Carbonate of lime .•.••. •oo••• •oo•·· ...••••.•..•.•••• o···
Sulpb.ate of lime ..•••.....•.....••...•.•.•...•••••...... Distinct trace
Phosphate of lime (tribasic) .•••••.••••.
70.920
Phosphate of magnesia ...........••....••..•••••..•••••• Trace only
Perphosphate of iron ....•.....•.••.•.
6.850
Phosphate of alumina .•••.•••.••••..•.•••.•••••....•••••
1. 550
Oxide of manganese .••••• •o•• .•••••.••••....•.•••••••••
Trace
0.608
Fluoride of calcium ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.
0

•

0

••••

0

0

0

•••••

••

0

••

0

•••

0

•••

• • • • • • •' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

0

0

0

••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••

0

•••

100.000

3.560
Trace

6.309
8.959
0.611
69.099
Trace

8.616
2.026
0.016
0.804
100.000

======----

Nitrogen...... • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . • • • . • • • • . • • •

. 0254

Undet.

f!V. Suffolk erag phosphate (Herapath).]

Water driven off at from 300°-350° F..............................
2.600
Water and organic matter, expelled at a red heat..................
. 9. 000
Chloride of sodium, etc...... . . . • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • Evident trace
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Car bonate of lime ................................................... .
Carbonate of magnesia .........••.•.••••.•••..••••••••••••••••••••
Sulphate of lime .•••••..•••....•.... ~ ................................... .
Phosphate oflime .......•.....••....•...•••••..•••••••••••••• •····
Phosphate of magnesia ..........••.••••..•.••..•••• : .•••..••••.••.
Perphosphate of iron .............................................. .
Phosphate of alumina .••••...••......•.••••.•••••.•••••.•••••...••
Peroxide of iron .•.•••...••........•......•....•••••..•.•..•..•••••
Alumina ........•..••.•.....•..•••••..•••••..•...•..•••.••.•.•••.•
Fluoride of calcium ...••••••••••.••••..••••••••..••••..••••..•••••
Silicic acid .•••••••.•••••.••••.••..••••••.••••.••••••••••••.•.•••.•

46.

39.500
0.520
Distinct trace

15.860
Trace

9.200
4.708
None

6.212
1. 698
10.601
99.899

·

[V. -Suffolk phosphate nodules, by Herapath.j

Water and organic matter ...•.......................•.•....••.•
Chloride of sodium and sulphate of sodium ...•.•••....••.•....••
Carbonate oflime ...••..•...••••.•.........•••••••••..••.•..•.•
Carbonate of magnesia ..••••••••••••..••.•.•••••....•.•••...•.•
Sulphate of lime ...••.••••.••••..•.••.••.•••......••..•..•.•••.
Phosphate of lime ......................... ·---~- ••••.....•••••.•
Phosphate of magnesia .•••••••.....•.•.•••....•••.•....••.••.•.
Perphosphate of iron ...•••.••••.••••••••••••..••.......••.•••..
Phosphate of alumina .•••...•.••••..•••••••.••..•.•......••....
Oxide of maganese ..•••.....•........•......•••...........•••.•
Peroxide of iron ..•••.....•.......•........•..•••..••••..•..••••
Alumina ..•.....••..•.•••...••••..••...••••..•••••.•..•...••••.
Fluoride of calcium ..••••.••••...•••..••••.••••••..•.••••..••..
Silicic acid and loss .••••.••••••..••••.•••••..••••••••••••••••••

Nitrogen

7.200

9.210

Trace

Trace

18.514
0.855

5.176
2.016
1.161
45.81fi

Some

51.018
Trace

Trace

8.902
2.700
0.057

12.476
6.387
0.267

3.161
7.593

2.688
14.804

100.000

100.000

==========
0.0198
• • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . 0. 0289
PHOSPHATES OF BELGIUM.

The phosphate deposits of Belgium belong to the upper part of the
Cretaceous formation. They are mined almost exclusively in the province of Hainaut, which is the southern part of the kingdom, and borders on the French province of Aisne. The following section will show
the general geologic relations of the phosphate beds of this region :
Tufean de Ciply (Ciply Marl) 1
Poudingue de Ciply (Ciply Conglomerate)
Craie Grise ou Brune (Brown or Gray Chalk)
Craie Blanche (White Chalk).

~

Craie de
Maestricht
(in part).

The top bed, Tufeau de Ciply, is a soft, coarse-grained, calcareous
rock of a white or light yellow color. It crops out in numerous places
in the communes of Ouesmes, Hyon, Cip1y, and Mesvin, and rests uncomformably on the underlying beds. In Cuesmes it comes in direct
contact with the White Chalk (Craie Blanche), but in Ciply and Mesvin
it is separated from it by a considerable thickness of intervening strata,
1
In his recent memoir (Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, pp. ::l25-340, 1886) Mr. Cornet
expresses the opinion "that the Brown Phosphatic Chalk of Ciply and the Chalk of
Spiennes should be regarded as forming together one geological whole, a peculiar stage
ofthe Belgian Cretaceous series."-N. S. S.
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as shown in the section above. Immediately under the Tufeau comes
the Ciply Conglomer:;tte. This is a denudation deposit, and is known
as the Poudingue de Ciply, or Poudingue de la Malogne. 1 In some
places it immediately overlies the White Chalk, as in the neighborhood
of Ciply, and at others it is separated from it by a very variable thickness of Gray or Brown Chalk. The Conglomerate consists of a mass of
phosphatic nodules, shell casts, and fossils, cemented by a calcareous
matrix. Sometimes the bed is cemented into a solid mass, and again it
is loose, and easily worked with pick and shovel. There are numerous shells and remains of gasteropods, lamellibranchs, brachiopods, seaurchins, and sponges. There are, also, many teeth and vertebrate bones
of fish and sharks, all much worn and rounded, showing clearly that
they have been changed from the bed in which they were originally deposited. Belemnitella mucronata and Ostrea vesicula'ris are among the
common forms found in the bed. 2 The nodules vary from a quarter of an
inch to 5 inches in diameter, and are generally of a brown color. They
contain a small quantity of phosphate of lime (25 to 50 per cent.) compared with that of .American and English phosphates, which rarely run
under 55 per cent. and 50 per cent. of phosphate, respectively. When
ground and heated in a dark room the Ciply phosphate shows the same
phosphorescence as the Spanish phosphorite, but in a less degree. The
nodule bed is very continuous at the base of the Tufeau de Ciply, 3 but
is generally in such a thin sheet that it does not pay to work it. Occasionally, however, it bas been collected in pockets on the surface
of the underlying bed, to such an extent that it has been minetl with
profit. Such is the case in Ouesmes and Oiply, where openings have
been made and large quantities of phosphate taken out: The thickness
of the bed is very variable, ranging generally from a few inches to 3
feet. The underlying bed is much worn and eroded on the top. 4
It is from the bed immediately underlying the Ciply Conglomerate
that over nine-tenths of the phosphate now mined inBelgiumis obtained.
This bed is known as the Craie Grise or Craie Brune, and comes between
the Ciply nodule bed and the White Chalk (Craie Blanche). It is of a
very variable thickness, being in some places entirely eroded, so that the
Ciply Conglomerate comes in direct contact with the White Chalk. At
other localities it reaches a very considerable thickness, as near the town
of Ciply, where it is 30 meters deep. The bed consists of a coarse.
grained rock, easily crumbled in the fingers, softer at the top than at
the bottom, and of a gray or brown color. It is formed of a mixture of
grains of carbonate of lime and small pebbles of phosphate of lime,
about the size of a pin head. The proportions of the two constituents
Cornet and Briart: Bull. Acad. roy. Belgique, 2d series, vol. 37, 1844, pp. 338,844.
1''.-L. Cornet: Bull. Soc. geologique France, 3d SQries, vol. 2, 1874, p. 570.
3Mr. Melsens: Bull. Acad. roy. Belgique, 2<1 series, vol. 38, 1874, pp. 25-52.
4 F. L. Cornet: Bull. Soc. geologique FrancP,, 3d series, vol. 2, 1874, pp. 567-577.
1
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are about 25 to 30 per cent. of grains of carbonate of lime, and 70 to 75
per cent. of phosphatic pebbles. The phosphate grains are equally
plentiful all through the upper 10 feet of the bed, bu~ below this they
begin to grow scarcer and scarcer, until the bed gradually runs into the
White Chalk (Craie Blanche). In this lower bed no phosphatic nodules
are found, but in their place there occur beds of brown, siliceous nodules
lying between the strata. The overlying phosphate bed (Craie Grise
or Craie Brune) is a regularly stratified deposit and dips gently to the
north west.
The phosphate grains were at first thought to be glauconite which
bad been turned brown by weathering. They are of a brown color and
are very porous. When exposed to the action of heat for some _time
they become crumbly and very easy to grind. This is explained by Mr.
Nivoit 1 as being caused by the decomposition of the animal matter in
the nodules. The specific gravity is 1.80 to 2.90. The phosphatic bed
runs in a band of several hundred meters' breadth, through Cuesmes,
Hyon, Ciply, Mesvin, Nouvelles, and Spiennes, all in the province of
Bainaut. Estimating tl'>.o surface of the belt as 180 hectares (444.78
acres), and supposing that mining can be carried on to a depth of 8
meters, there would be 14,500,000 cubic m-eters of workable rock in the
place. 2
The upper part of the phosphate bed averages 11.50 per cent. of phosphoric acid (see analyses p. 107). A large part (50 to 55 per cent.) is
composed of carbonate of lime. Numerous methods have been tried to
separate the phosphate from the matrix. Treating the mass with hydrochloric acid 3 has been tried, in the hope of dissolving out the carbonate
and leaving the phosphate untouched, but it was found that the acid
attacked the phosphate at the same time as it did the carbonate. Another method is to expose the mass of nodules and matrix to the air for
some time in order to allow it to disintegrate. It is then separated from
a part of the associated carbonate of lime by shaking on a screen, or
washing in a stream of running water, which carries off the more finely
dhrided part of the carbonate. Sometimes the rock is ground, and a
considerable part of the limestone removed by a fan. This method is,
however, not .as efficient as the washing process, and is only used
where. water is scarce. By none of these processes has the quality risen
above 40 to 50 per cent. phosphate of lime. 4
An ex·amination of the analy~es given will show that the freer the
phosphatic grains are from the calcareous matrix, the nearer they approach in composition to the nodules of the CiplyConglomerate. 5 They
Mr. Nivoit: Comptes rendus Acad. sci., Paris, vol. 79, 1874.
Cornetand Briart: Bull. Acad. roy. Belgique, 2d series, vol. 37, 1874, p. 841.
8 A. Petermann: Bull. Acad. Sci. Roy. Belgique, vol. 39, 18i5, p. 31.
4 According to Cornet experiments are now in progress which indicate that the proportion of phosphate may be raised to 65 per cent. See Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc.
London, vol. 42, 1886, p. 334.-N. S. S.
6 Mr. Nivoit: Compt. Rendus Acad. sci., vo1. 79, Paris, 1874.
1
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resemble very much in composition the noclttles of the Marnes Crayeuses
in France. The Poudingue de Ciply and the underlying Craie Grise or
Craie Brune combine to make a formation very similar to the phosphate
conglomerate of New Hanover County, the Poudingue resembling the
upper part of the New Hanover bed and the Craie Grise or Oraie Brune
resembling the lower part. As will be seen by referring to the description of the North Carolina bed, the upper part contains much larger
nodules and is more compact than the lower part, which is of a loose
texture and has nodules of more uniform composition than the upper
part. The nodules of the lower part of the New Hanover bed resemble
those of the Craie Grise or Craie Brune both in decreasing in quantity
at a depth. and in their brown color. The principal differences are that
the American beds are of Tertiary age, while the Belgium beds belong
to the Cretaceous period. The nodules are smaller in the Chalk beds
than in the lower part of the New Hanover beds, while the nodules of
the Ciply Conglomerate are apt to be larger than those of the upper
New Hanover bed. Also, the nodules of the upper part of the New
Hanover beds are of more variable physical and chemical character
than those of the Ciply Conglomerate.
The phosphates of the Ciply Conglomerate bed were discovered as
early as 1858 by Mr. Lehardy de Beaulieu, 1 and were described again in
1866 by Messrs. Cornet and Briart.2 But it was not until1873 when
Messrs. De Cuyper and Gendebi.en and Mr. Desailby opened mines, that
the phosphates of Belgium were worke{l.
The phosphates of the Craie Grise were discovered in 1873 by Messrs.
Cornet and Briart, 3 and since that time they have been almost the only
beds worked, as they have proved more profitable than the Conglomerate bed. The mining is genera11y done in open trenches, though shallow shafts are sometimes sunk, aud horizontal galleries are run in from
the sides for a distance of 10 to 12 meters.
Mcmoires et Pub. Soc. sci. Hainaut, 2d series, vol. 7, 1860.
Acad. Roy. Belgique, vol. 2~, 11366.
3 Bull. Acad. Roy. Belgique, vol. 37, 1874.
1

2 Bull.

NOTE.-As this report is going to press I have received a memoir of Mr. F. L. Cornet,
published in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, August 2,
1886, pp. 325-340, entitled "On the Upper Cretaceous series and the Phosphatic beds
in the neighborhood of Mons (Belgium)." This valuable memoir contains some important information concerning the geological and economic history of the region
about Mons. The most important points are summarized below:
P1·odtwtion of the Mons distl'ict in Engl·ish tons.
Year.

1877
1878
1879
181:)0

Tons.

. - - - •• - . - • - . - - - - - - .•• --. • • • • 3, tl50
. ----- . -.- •• -- -- . -.--- . ---.. 5, 630
·.-.- ••. ----- . --- •• ---- . ----. 7' 578
--.--- ---- ---- -- • -.- •. ------ 15, 500

Year.

1881
1882
1883
1884

·-···· ---------- ·--- ........
-------------- ·----· •••• ---·
------ ••••••••••••••••••••••
----·--·-···--··-···-- .. ·---

Tons.

29,528
40,043
5R,660
85,000

The most important points set forth in this contribution concern the circumstances
which have led to the formation of tbe phosphates of the Mons district. The author
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.Analyses of the amorphous nodular phosphates of Belgium.

[I. Ciply Conglomerate nodules (A. Petermann, Bull. Acad, roy. Belgique, vol. 39).]

Water and organic matter .•••.•••••.•.•......••.•••.•.••....•.•.•....••••.
Carbonate lim~ ............................................................ .
Phosphate lime (21.82 phosphol'ic acid) ...••.......•••.••••.••.••..•••••••.•
Sulphate lime .......••..•••••..••.•••••••••.••••..•••••...•••••••..••.•.•..
Silica ....................................................................... .
Magnesia (chlorine and alkalies not determined) .••••.••••••...•....•.......

6.39
40.55
47.63
3.19
0.31
1. !)3

100.00
[II. Nodules (Nivoit, Assoc.

fran~.

avanc. sci., 1875).]

From
Craie Grise
Perthes, From Ciply
(whole
at base of Con glom- mass, . nodCraie
erate.
ules and
Blanche.
matrix).

Constituents.

Loss by calcination (1) ...•••••..•..
25.10
Sand and clay .••.•.........•..•....
1. 65
Oxide of iron .........•............
1. 20
Lime ........................................... . ..............
50.89
Phosphoric acid (2) .........................
21.10
Sulphuric acid .........••.......... ...................
Chlorine .•.•••.•.••....•...........
0.14
Fluorine .•..••.... . ..•••.•.... . .... ....................
100.08
(1) Equal to phosp~ate of lime! .••.
(2) Nitrogen a.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-46. 06 =
O. 25

25.55
31.00
1. 30
2.10
0. 90
1.10
54.00
51.60
20. 35
11.13
0.12 .....................
0. 25 ......................
0.18 .. ......................
100.25

99. 33

44. 42 1
24. 30
0. 35 ........... .

a Some of the nitrogen is in the form ofRmmonia salts.

clearly shows that these phosphates have been formed by the concentration of phosphatic matter originally disseminated in lime carbonate, the concentration having
been effected by the action of water containing carbonic acid gas derived from decayed vegetation. Even in its somewhat concentrated form the propol'tion of lime
phosphate is too low and that of lime carbonate too high for the mater1al to be used
in the manufacture of superphosphates. "But," says the author, "by simple mechanical processes, either by dry or wet methods, a product is obtained which contains from 40 to 50 per cent. of phosphate. Some experiments now being made lead
us to hope that a proportion of 65 per cent. may be reached." These experiments in
concentration have a great interest to us, for the reason that they may show the way
by which the low-grade phosphates of Alabama and other parts of this country can
be utilized.
The diagrmns accompanying this report are of interest, as they show the relation
of the phosphatic deposits to the erosive agents which have served to bring about
this concentration in superficial beds.-N. S. S.
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[III. Craie Brune (Nivoit, ibid.)l

Constituents.

2. 83
Organic matter ......... ".............................. .
Lime ................................................. .. 53.24
0.12
Magnesia .............................................. .
Alumina and oxide of iron ............................ ..
1. 01
0.19
Potash and soda ....................................... .
Carbonic acid ......................................... .. 28.10
0. 89
Sulphuric acid ........................................ ..
Phosphoric acid ....................................... . 11. (i6
1. 96
Silica and sand . . . . .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • • • • . • .. .. . • • .. ..... ..
Chlorine and fluorine . • • .. . • .. . .. .. • .. .. .. • .. • .. . . .. . . . . Trace

4. 40
52.00
Trace
1. 29
0. 28
24.32
o. 92
15.19
1. 60
Trace

100. 00

100. 00

fiV. Craie Brune (Petermann, Bull. Acad. Sci. roy. Belgique, vol. 39, p. 34).]
Phosphoric acitl.

(a) Mass poor in phosphate grains.. .... ..•• •••• •.•• ....... ... . .... .... ....
(b) Mass poor in phosphate grains ........ . .........._,......................
(c) Mass rich in phosphate grains . • . .. • .. .. . . . . .. . • .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
(d) Incoherent fragments.................................................
(e) Incoherent fragments ............................................ --··.
(f) Incoherent fragments ... .. .. . .. . .. . . . . • . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. • . . .. .. . . . .

10.60
9. 27
13. 90
10.87
11.62
10. 87

LV. Craie grise ou brune (Nivoit, Assoc. frangaise avanc. sci., 1875).]

Loss by calcination •.••................•.. . •.....................••.•...•
Sand and clay ···~·· ..................................................... .
Phosphoric acid ......•.•......••......••.••....•.......................•.•
Lime .....•...................••...•.....•••..........•..•••.••••••.•.... ·
Oxide of iron .................................•..........••.........•.•.•.
Loss and undetermined matter .................. _........................ .

31.00
2.10
11.13
54.00
1. 10
0.67

100.00
PHOSPHATES OF NORTHERN FRANCE.

The phosphates of northern ....France occur mostly in the provinces of
Ardennes and Meuse, though they are also found in smaller quantities
in other northern provinces. They are in the Cr~taceous, and, like
the phosphates of the English Cretaceous, appear both at the summit
and base of the Gault (Gault Argileux). But there is also a third bed~
which is not found in England, and which occurs immediately under
the Craie Blanche, a calcareous bed corresponding to the Upper Cb.allt
of England. The following section will show the relative positions of
these beds, in descending order:
(1) Craie Blanche ("Upper Chalk").
(2) Marnes Crayeuses ("Chalk Marl").
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(3) Sables Glauconieux (Chloritic Marl of England).
( 4) Gaize (Upper Greensand of England).

(5) Gault Argileux (Gault of England).
{6) Sable Vert (Lower Greensand).

The above section can be seen in many places in the western part of
the provinces of Ardennes and Meuse.
The nodule beds in the Upper and LowPr Greensand resemble, in
many respects, the corresp~nding beds in England. The Lower Greensand has a very variable thickness, sometimes running out almost
entirely, and at others attaining a depth of 50 feet. It is at the base
of this mass of sandy clay, colored sometimes by grains of glauco- .
nite, that the Lower Greensand phosphate bed occurs. 1 The nodules
are rounded, worn, and mixed with many fossils and shell casts. They
vary from the size of a nut to that of a man's fist. They are of a brown
color, and are generally of a lighter hue on the surface than in the center. Sometimes the nodules occur loose in the sand and at others, as at
Clermont and Varennes, they are cemented into a conglomerate. There
are in the bed numerous shark teeth, shells, remains of crustaceans, and
other fossils. The nodules often contain grains of quartz and greensand,
veins or crystals of pyrite, gypsum, and sometimes of galena. There
are also often associated with them concretions of pyrite, crystals of
gypsum, and balls of ferruginous clay.
The French nodules resemble the English in being of a variable consistency, sometimes being very compact and glassy in appearance, and
at others being so siliceous that they often, as at Beurey~ look like
grains of sand cemented by a little phosphate. It has already been
shown that the composition of such nodules, at least 1o far as the relative amounts of silica and carbonate of lime are copcerned, depends
largely on the character of the water bottom from which the nodules
were formed.
The nodule bed of the French Lower Greensand is very continuous
and rarely runs out, 1 though it varies considerably in thickness, ranging from two to nine inches, and averaging about seven inches. 2 There
are also nodules, more or less phosphatic, scattered through the overlying Lower Greensand, as well as through the Gault, but they .are not in
sufficient quantities to be of any commercial importance. The nodules
and .shell casts of the Gault are much more homogeneous and compact
in their composition than those of the Lower Greensand. 3
The next phosphate bed, in an ascending series, comes in the Upper
Mr. Nivoit: Assoc. fran{~. avanc. sci., 1875.
The nodules contain 8.80 to 50.54 per cent. phosphate of lime and average 39 per
cent.
a It will be seen that there is only one regular bed of nodules in the French Lower
Greensand, while in the English formation of the same horizon there are three beds,
which, however, often run into each other a~d form one stratum.
1
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Greensand, or" Gaize," which is a lenticular deposit lying between the
Gault beneath and the Sables Glauconieux above. It reaches its max\lnum thickness of' 105 meters near the town of d' An try. It runs out
in the north at d' A ttigny and in the south near N ettancourt. It is a
more or less clayey and siliceous deposit, often containing a large amount
of silica in a semi-gelatinous form. The phosphate bed lies about 50
feet from the base of this deposit, and is irregular and undulating. It
is of variable thickness, ranging from two to twelve inches and averaging about five inches. 1 The nodules average 55 per cent. phosphate of
lime and are of the same general character all through the bed. Their
surface is black or dark green, and is richer in phosphate than the
interior, which is often simply a mass resembling in every respect the
Gaize formation surrounding the nodules. In this respect these resemble some of the English phosphates, which are often found to contain
50 per cent. of phosphate on the exterior part, while towards the
interior the quantity of phosphoric acid grows less and less till, in
the center of the nodule, there is a mass of marly sand or .sandy marl.
The fossils are very numerous and are all much rolled and worn. In
the Sables Glauconieux, which overlie this bed, there are found ver.v
similar nodules. They do no·t, however, occur in a regular stratum, but
are scattered through the formation.
The last bed of phosphate, in an ascending series, which is found in
the Ardennes and Meuse Cretaceous, lies at the base of the Craie
Blanche (Upper Chalk), and on top of the Marnes Crayeuses (Chalk
Marl). These nodules differ considerably from the underlying phosphates. They are of a white or gray color, homogeneous in composition,
and consist almost entirely of ·carbonate and phosphate of lime. The
bed is of very little_commercial importance, as it is thin, irregular, and
apt to run out.
All these French Cretaceous phosphates are very soft and porous,
and can absorb a large amount of water. They easily disintegrate on
exposure to air, and are . readily ground to an impalpable powder. In
fact, tlwse of the Marnes Crayeuses are so soft that they go to pieces
while being waslled, and are, therefore, not much used. The French
differ from the Belgium nodules in having more siliceous matter and less
carbonate of lime. 2
The nodules are dug in trenches or in shafts, from which galleries
thirty to forty feet long are run. They are washed by throwing them on
a screen over which a stream of water is running, thus reducing the mass to from one-half to one-third of its original weight. When water is
scarce they arc allowed to lie exposed to the air until dry, and then
shaken on a screen. Thus cleaned they retain 10 to 15 per cent. of their
original matrix. They are then broken and ground.
Nivoit: Assoc. fran{). avanc. sci., 1875.
Mr. Nivoit thinks that the uodules were formed by a phosphatic solution coming
in contact vdth carbonate of lime either already deposited or being deposited.
1
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The principal phosphate mining districts are the canton Grand Pre, in
Ardennes, and the cantons Clermont, Louppy-le-Chateau, and Villotte,
in Meuse. The nodules of the Lower Greensand have been more ex.,
tensively mined than the other beds, having been worked in seventy
communes; while the Upper Greensand nodules are worked in twelve,
and the Marnes Crayeuses in only one commune (at Sainte Marie, near
Vauziers). The nodules at the base of the Craie Blanche have not been
profitably worked in either Ardennes or Meuse.
The production of phosphate of lime from the nort.h of France in 1875
was 66,000 tons, of which 41,000 came from Meuse and 25,000 from
Ardennes, and 1,500 workmen were employed in washing and mining.
Following is a table1 showing the cost of mining and shipping oue
cubic meter of nodules from the Lower Greensand, allowing 1,500
kilograms to the cubic meter. Also a table showing the expense of
treating in the same way one cubic meter of Upper Greensand nodules,
allowing in this case a weight of 1,600 kilograms to the cubic meter.
Col3t of tnining and shipping phosphates of nol'lltm·n France.

Items of expense.

Cost for right to dig . . . . . . . . . .• . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . .
Extraction.................... . ..................... . ......
Transportation to washers and from them to mill..........
Washing . . . . .... .. .... .. . . ... .. .••.. .......... .. . . ... .. . .
Grinding and putting in bags..............................
Shipping (expedition)......................................
Extra costs (traisgeneraux).......................... . . . . . .
Totalforacubic meter ......•.......................
Totalforaton ................•.................... ..

Francs. Francs.
4. 00
10.00
15.75
31.00
4. 00
4. 00
2. 50
5. 00
9. 00
10. 40
1. 75
2. 50
5. 00
5. 00
42.00
28.00

67.90
42.45

Analyses of antm·plwus nodulat· rock phosphates of no1·tlte1'n FTance.
· [I. Grand Pre nodules, Upper Greensand, by Nivoit.]

Loss by calcination ..•....•...•.................•........ -----·............
Clay, sand, ancl greensand ...... -.....•• -.. --- .. ---. ----.- -.. --- -...........
Phosphoric acid ..........................•••....... ------ ........ ----......
Lime ........................ ---------- - --~---· ................ ------......
Oxide of iron ............... -- --- . -. - - -- . --- - - -- - --- -- ---- . - ........ -... . • . •

8
42
20
27
3

[II. Nodules from base of Craie Blanche by Nivoit.]

Loss by calcination .............................. -···-··· .•.....•....... a..
Clay and sand .................... ----·· ..............••••..... ----··......
Phosphoric acid ..................... -.. . . . • • . . • • . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • .
Chlorine ........................................................ -..........
Lime ....•...•...........•..•......•.••.•.•••............ - ....•....... - . . . .
Oxide of iron . . • • • • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25.10
1.65
21. 10
0.14
50. 89
1. 20
100,08

lNivoit: Assoc. fran9. avanc. sci., 1875.
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[lll. Similar nodules, analyzed at the ~cole des Mines, Paris.]

Silica. . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • 4. 80
.Alumina and oxide of iron ...•...•...... , •..•...••..•• , , ..•••.. , . . • • • • . • • . . .
3. 20
"'(Jarbonate of lime.... • • • • • • . . . • . • . • • • . • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . • . . . • • . . • • . . . • • • . . 45. 82
Phosphate of lime ..••••.•• ,. • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •..• • • • • . • • • • . . • . 46. 13
100.00
(IV. Sables Verts noJules, by Nivoit (Assac. fran9. avanc. sci., 1875).]
I. From II. From I~I. From IV. From
Islettes Louppy le d Ander- Beurey
· Chateau.
nay.
·

1------------J--- --------Loss by calcination ........•..•...
15.00
Sand and clay ........•............
27.98
Phosphoric acid .........•........
18.72
Sulphuric acid .................... ................
Oxide of iron ......................
4. 30
Lime .............................
21.00
Magnesia .........................
2.10
o. 90
Loss and matter not determined ..
Total ........................

9.60
23.80
22.03
2.12
11.30
20.33

10.50
31.03
18.78
0.89
15.65
20.80

Trace.

Trace.

1. 82

2.35

8.00
30.80
16.30
o. 02
10.60
22.00
0. 89
1.49

----100.00
--100.00
- - ---100.00
100.00

fV. Gaize nodules from Grand Pre, by Nivoit.]
Loss by calcination...................................................................... . .....
Sand and clay. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. • • . •
Phosphoric acid . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . ..
Sulphuric acid.................................................................................
Oxide of iron . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . ... ... ... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .... .. . . ... . . . .... . .
Lime..........................................................................................
Loss and matter not determined...............................................................

7. 20
13. 50
31. 00
1. 00
7. 50
38.50
1. 30

Total. ......... ... ........................................ , . . .. . . . .. . .. . • .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . 100. 00
[VI. Nodules from the Marnes Crayeuses, Sainte-Marie, by Nivoit.l
Loss by calcination . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . • .. • • . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ..
Sand and clay.................... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . • .. • .. . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. • . • . . .
Phosphoric acid................................................................................
Oxide of iron . . .. . • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .
Lime..........................................................................................

16. 20
26. 30
18. 00
12. 15
27.35

Total . .. .. •• . .. • . . . . . • • • .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. • . . .. • • .. . • • . . • • .. . . . .. • • • . .. . . . • • • • . . . .. 100. 00
PHOSPHATES OF CENTRAL l!'RANCE.

The phosphates of the center of France, in the department of 06ted'Or, and in the southeast, near the source of the Rhone, around Bellegarde, are of the Lower Gault and Lower Greensand formations. They
di.fl'er in no material way from the corresponding beds in Ardennes and
Meuse. The same formations are worked farther south along the
Rhone, at Seyssel, near Grenoble, and elsAwhere. In Isere and Drome
there is a bed not represented in the north; it is a thin, glauconitic
stratum, lying between the Valenginien and the Marnes d'Hauterive. It
contains Belemnites dilatatus and Belemnites pestilliformis. The same
/
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bed also crops out near Oastellane and Nice. It is of very little commercial importance.
The phosphate bed of Cote-d'Or consists of a bed of yellow sand of
fine textur~, mixed with shells, fossils, and phosphatic nodules, which
often form a separate bed in the sand. The bed immediately underlies
the gray and red clays of the Gault.
PHOSPHATES OF RUSSIA.

The principal phosphate deposits in Hussia are found in the Cretaceous formation, though deposits of very limited extent have also been
found in the Tertiary, Jurassic, and Silurian. The Cretaceous phosphates are developed here on a larger a11d more continuous scale than
those of any other part of Enrope or those of America. The main deposit lies between the Volga and the Dnieper Rivers, and the area
covered has been estimated by Yermoloff at 20,000,000 hectares (about
50,000,000 acres). It bAgins in the government of Smolensk and extends almost uninterruptedly in a southeasterly direction to beyond
W oronesch. This area is about 370 miles long by 60 to 125 wide. South
of this bAlt the phosphate· bed is lost under the overlying beds, but it
reappears again on the southern bounda1.·y of the Cretaceous basin.
North of Woronesch the bed has been destroyed· by erosion, but it is
found again 125 miles northwest, in the neighborhood of the villages of
Tambof and Spask and Simbirsk. Besides these principal Jocalities,
the phosphate bed is found in several other places between the Baltic,
Caspian, and Black Seas. Mr. Yermoloff, 1 in speaking of the great extent of the Russian phosphates, says :
Nons ne croyons pas exagerer en affirmant que la Russie centrale repose sur du phosphate de chaux, qu'elle pourrait en paver la moitie de l'Europe, tant les conches
qu'elle renferme sont inepuisables de richesses.

The Cretaceous series in central European Russia forms a basiu, only
the northern boundary of which bas as yet been thoroughly explored.
~rhe phosphate beds are found at two different horizons in this formation.
The first is at the base of the 'Vhite Chalk or Craie Blanche, and corresponds to the White Chalk bed of Ardennes and Meuse. The second
is at the base of the Greensand (Cenom'a nian, or Gres Verts) and is
mixed with glauconite and sand. It corresponds to the beds of the same
horizon in central and northern France. The deposit at the base of the
Chalk is the most important, and the onR most often seen. The phosphatic material occurs in the form of shell-casts, nodules, and fossils,
mixed together in a bed of gray or yellow sand, and is commonly known
as "ssamorod" (native stone). The nodules are of a black-brown or
gray color, and are often cemented together? forming a solid mass, which
is used as a building and paving stone. The phosphate often occurs in
several different beds, separated only by a thin layer of calcareous or
1 Alex.

Yermoloff: Jour. agric. pratique, 1872.
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siliceous matter. There are usually from one to three of these separate
beds and sometimes as many as seven. Their thickness varies from 6
to 20 inches.
The following sections by Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., will show the position of the phosphate beds :
Section 1. In the township of Briansk, government of Orel, on the banks of the
Desna, the ssamorocl occurs in large flat pieces, 3 to 4 feet square and 10 inches
thick.
The order of occurrence is as follows :
(1) Argillaceous marl.
(2) White chalk.
(3) Siliceous marl, with thin layers of chalk and small nodules of phosphate of lime
1t feet thick.
(4) Ssamorocl occurring (as above described) in flat slabs.
(5) White sand 2 feet thick.
(6) Second deposit of ssamorod, in nodules; 8 inches thick.
(7) Brown sand over 5 feet thick.
The upper deposit of phosphate slabs consists of hard brown nodules, cemented together by siliceous and calcareous matter. The lower layers are dark green and soft
when fin;t dug.
Section 2. The same slabs also occur in the neighborhood of Kursk and towards
Orel. At Dmitrovsk the occurrence is as follows:
(1) Red clay, 7 feet thick.
(2) White, calcareous marl, containing many small, phosphatic nodules, 4 feet thick.
(3) Very small nodules ofphosphate cemented by calcareous matter, 14 inches thick.
(4) Thin layer of brown quartz sand with small nodules.
(5) Phosphatic slabs, 10 inches thick.
These slabs are not flat on the upper side, but irregular and kidney-formed. The
f3ize ofthe slabs varies considerably; some are as large as 3 feet long by 2 wide.
Section 3. The occurrence at Jablovsk is as follows:
(1) Soil Q.nd earth.
(2) Marl, a few feet ln thickness.
(i) Chalk, a few feet in thickness.
(4) Siliceous marl, with fine grains and pebbles of phosphate, 1 to 2 feet thick.
(5) Sand a few inches thick.
(6) Phosphate rock.
Here the rock comes to sight on the sides of water-worn gullies in the rolling
country. 1

The phosphate stratum underlies an immense extent of country, but
it is often at such an inaccessible depth, that most of it is of but little
practical value, and it can only be profitably mined where it crops out in
the ravines. Besides their inaccessibility, the nodules are of poor
quality, varying, as they do, in their content of phosphoric acid from
12 to 35 per cent., and averaging only 20 per cent.2 The nodules are
very siliceous, the grains of sand being plainly visitle in them. In this
respect they very much resemble the North Carolina Tertiary phosphates.
1 Dr.

C. U. Shepard, jr., MSS.
Yermoloff, Jour. agric. pratique _vol. 1,1872.

2Alex.

Bull. 46--8
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When the nodules are cemented together in slabs, the masses are
generally 1 to 2 feet square and 8 to 12 inches thick. Their upper surface is smooth, shiny, and mammillated; the lower one, which is irregular and uneven, shows plainly that the slabs are composed of nodules
held together by a siliceous and calcareous cement.
According to Yermoloff the beds of Smolensk, Orel, Kursk, and W oronesch contain not less than 6,000 tonsw.per acre, while those of Tamhov, which are said to be the richest in Russia, contain 20,000 to 30,000
tons per acre.
As regards the origin of these phosphates, Count Keyserling thinks
that tlley were formed by carbonated waters dissolving the phosphate of
lime of the bones and other phosphatic matter of dead animals and redepositing it in a bed of siliceous and calcareous marl.
'fhe existence of ssamorod in central Russia has been known ev·e r
since the early part of this century, but its value was not appreciated.
In the geological survey of Russia, by Sir R. Murchison, the phosphate
rock is simply spoken of as '' a shelly agglomerate and concretionary
iron-stone," and several deposits of it are spoken of as " ferruginous,
siliceous, and concretionary banks." The discovery that ssamorod is
a plwsphatic rock is due to Professor Chodneff, of St. Petersburg, in
1845. Count A. Keyserling and Professor Claus, of Dorpat, first made
known the existence of phosphate in the departments of Kursk and
W oronesch a few years later. In 1866, Professor Engelhardt, in his
geological survey of RusiSia, afforded valuable information concerning
the extent, value, and accessibility of the phosphatic beds.
Several factories have been started to make use of these deposits, but
generally with little success. Large works were started at Ukolowa,
Riga, and in Kursk, but were soon closed. The phosphate is of too
low grade to pay for the expense of mining it.
Besides the beds already described, phosphatic deposits of much more
limited extent have been found elsewhere in Russiar. Thus Professor
Schwackhofer, 1 of Vienna, has discovered a deposit of phosphatic nodules in the Silurian schists of Poland, on the Dniester. The average
of twenty-five analyses gave 74.23 per cent. bone phosphate, which
is much higher than the average of Russian Cretaceous phospllates.
The amount of phosphatic material in the bed is, however, very limited,
and consequently it is of no commercial importance. A phosphatic
limestone containing 12 per cent. of phosphoric acid had also been discovered in the government of Novgorod. 2
1
Ueber das Vorkommen und die Bildung -von Phosphoriten an den Ufern des Dniesters in Russisch-Podolien, Galizien und der Bukowina, by Professor Schwackhofer.
2 A. Yermolo:ff, Jour. agric. pratique, vol.l, 1872.
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Analyses of the arnorphous nodular phosphates of Russia.
[Analyses given Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., by T. Lahusen, of the Imperial School of Mines, St. Peters.
• burg.]
(With the exception mentioned under the head of notes all the samples analyzed wero nodular.]

Locality.

Belskaga in
Roslavl.

Governmont.

Chemist.

Bone
phosphate of
lime.

Smolensk. Engelhardt ...

Sand.

Notes.

31.15

43. 69 to 50. 13

Do .•....... .... do ..... Kostytscheff.. 60. 42 to 63. 39
Seschti in Ros- .•.. do ..... Schmidt ......
36.18
lavl.

5.51 to 7. 61
44.57

{ 35.25
39.26
33.37

39.77
37.43
48.25

Voronova .•.•.. .... do ..... Malyschaff ...
Linbachina in .... do ..... Morkjraff.....
Briansk.

45.36
31.92

28.79
47.47

Do ..•...•.. .... do ..... Latschinoff ...
Kotovetz in Kursk .... Malyschaff ...
Schtyrovosk.

62.65
59.01

11.97

28.92
to 30.89
Malyschaff ...
36.87
.... do ......... 29.92 to 40. 47
Yermoloff..... 36. 18 to 41. 24
.... do ......... 15. 98 to 60. 76
60.00
..•. do .........
.... do .......•.
40.32
58.64
..•. do .........
27.57
.... do .........

57.10
to 53.70
44.92
43. 29 to 50. 45
4~. 26 to 35. 50
l3. 03 to 54. 16
9.50
41.28
12.25
59.70

Briansk ........ Orel ...... Engelhardt ...
Do ......... ..•. do ..••. Latschinoff ...

Kursk ..••••... .... do ..... Latschinoff ...
Turoff ..•..••..
.Tendovischti. ..
Bondary ...••..
Bytschkoff..••.
Spask ...•••.••.

Woronesch
..•. do .....
Tambov ..
.... do ...• .
.... do .....

»·-·--····r···· ·····

Do ............. do .....
))o ............. do .....

{

9.15

Siliceous.
Argillaceous.
Siliceous.
Green and soft.
Brown and hard.
Prepared phosphate
meal.
Gray.
Black.
Cemented in siliceous
chalk.
Upper side of flat cakes.
Lower side.

Argillaceous•
Do.

rAnalysis by Dr. C. U. Shepard,jr., of phosphate rock grouncl at the mill at Ukolowa, Central Russia.ll
Quartz ................................................................ .
Organic matter .•.••..•.......•..· .••••••••••.•••••..•••..•••••••••••....
Sulphate of lime ........•.•.•••... a••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bone phosphate of lime ......••••.•..••..•••••..••.....••••.....• ."•.••••
Carbonate of lime ..................................................... .
Fluoride of lime ..•....•....••••...•....••••.•••••••.•••.•••••.•...••••.
Phosphate of magnesia .•••...•...•..••••••.•.••••...••••.•••••.•••.•••••
Alumina and oxide of iron .•.•••.•.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••

34.05
0.90
1. 60
42.05
12.23
6.98
1. 30
1.16
100.27

!By Dr.(). U. Shepard, jr., .Tablovsky phosphate

rock. 2]

Phosphoric acid ........•.•..•••••........••.•..••..•...••••...••...•••..
Equivalent bone phosphate of lime .................................... ..
Sand and insoluble siliceous matter ..................................... .
1 Ground

13.35
29.14
54.40

phosphate rock partially freed from saud.
superphosphate made from 12 parts (by weight) of this phosphate and 9 parts
of sulphuric acid (speci6.c gravity 1. 50) gave a product which was wet, sticky, and
2A

llCid,
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rAnalysis of Russian phosphate rock, by Yermoloff.]
Phosphoric acid.........................................................
Lime •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••. ~...........................
Magnesia . . • • • . . • . . • • . • • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •

20.26
29.07
0. 00

.

[Russian rock phosphates, by Ycrmoloff.]
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---1- - - - - - -rJl- - - - - - Block phospl1ate from near Kursk, by Claus............. 50. 00 13. 60 3. 45
• 86 21. 00 o. 65 2. 20

Nodules from near Spask, by Yermoloff. .•. . . .•.......•. 9. 50 27.48 3. 95 1. Oii
Nodules from near Spask, by Yermoloff ................. 59. 70 12.63 1. 98 0. 44
Block of nodules from oneofthe richest beds of the government of Tambov, by Yermoloff...................... 35. 50 20. 26 .. .. .. 0. 85
Fossil bone from same locality as last, analyzed at Agricultural Institute of St. Petersburg .... .. .. .. .... .. ... 1. 45 31. 76 ...... ..... .
Fossilwoodfromphosphate bednearSpask, by Engelhardt ...... 35.23 3. 44 ......
Phosphate from government of Orel, analyzed at the
.Agricultural Institute of St. Petersburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.10 2\1. 84 6. 06 1. 39

<II

42. 00 0. 40 3.19
18.54 ........... .
29. 07 .. . • . .

3.47

48.53 1. 48
51.90 ......

0. 32
1.15

47. 99

0. 89

0. 47

LAnalysis of Silurian phosphate rock from the Dniester, by Professor Schwackhofer.]

Pho!3phate of lime. . . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •
Sand and insoluble matter. . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • .
Fluoride of lime. . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • •
Oxide of iron •.••.•••.....••••..•.•.•....••••...•••...•.. -~p··· .... .....

74. 23
5. 61
6. 00
0. 50-5.0

PHOSPHATIC LIMESTONE BEDS.

Under this heading are included those sedimentary limestones which
contain considerable quantities of phosphate of lime. Such deposits
have been found in Kentucky; and Yermoloff mentions that a limestone containing 12 per cent. phosphate of lime exists in the government of N ovgorod, Russia.
Most limestones contain a small per cent. of phosphate, but as yet
very few have been found which contain large amounts, and none are
known which have become of commercial importance.
PHOSPHATIC LIMESTONES OF KENTUCKY.

Several beds of phosphatic limestone have been discovered by Prof.
N. S. Shaler in Kentucky, but the one richest in phosphate of lime was
found in Fayette County. 1 It belongs to the lower part of the Cincinnati group and consists of a thin stratum, never reaching a greater
thickness than from 6 to 12 inches. It is a" somewhat friable rock of
a bluish gray color; brownish gray on the weathered surfaces; containing many microscopic marine univalve shells. Adheres strongly to the
tongue." It is much more brittle tiJan the associated limestones, and
contains 31.815 per cent. of phosphoric acid. It is probable that beds of
J Geol. Survey Kentucky, N. S. Shaler, Director 18781 New Series vol. 4, p. 65,
1
1
(590)
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this kind derived their phosphate of lime from the numerous animals,
having phosphatic shells, which inhabited the Silurian sea.
Phosphatic limestone beds, like those just described, supply the soil
of the surrounding country with large quantities of phosphate of lime,
and it is very likely that the wonderful fertility of some districts in the
limestone regions of Kentucky and Virginia is due to the decomposition
of such beds.
Analysis of Fayette Connty phosphatic limestone, by D1·. Peter (Kentucky Geol. Sm·v., 1878).
Dried at 212° F.
Phosphoric acid, lime, magnesia, alumina, iron oxide .•••
85. 270
Carbonate of lime...... ..... .... ...••. ..••.. ...••• .••••.. .....• •••. .•••••
9.180
Carbonate of magnesia.... . . . . .• • • •• . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . • . • . . . • • • • •
. 371
Silica and insoluble silicates.... . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ... • . • • • • • 4. 780
Fluoride of calcium, alkalies, organic matter, etc., not estimated . . . . . • • • . .
. 399
u.. • • • • • •

• • • • • •

• • • •

Total .....••••....•....•...............••....••..•••••..••...••••••• 100.000
GUA.NOS.

The class of guanos includes all those deposits which are largely, or
entirely, composed of the excrement of birds. Such deposits are subdivided into soluble gttano and leached guano. The former is composed
of deposits which have preserved all, or a large part of, their soluble
ingredients, while the latter includes such as have lost these soluble
constituents by the action of rain or sea-water, and have been converted
into a mass, insoluble, or almost insoluble, in wa.ter, and varying, in
consistency, from a loose powder to a hard compact rock.
The soluble guanos will be treated first, and then the leached guanos
will be described.
SOLUBLE GUANO.

Most of the soluble guano of commerce bas come from the coast of
Peru. It bas been used in that country for agricultural purposes from
very ancient times. Of such 'Value was it esteemed by the natives that
the punishment of death was imposed by the early Incas and their
Spanish successors on any one who was found killing the birds that
made these precious deposits. Peruvian guano was first recommended
(1804) to be used in the raw state for agricultural purposes in Europe
by Humboldt, who brought a specimen from the islands off the coast of
Peru; but it was not exported in any considerable quantities until 1842,
when 182 tons were shipped to England. After that time the use of it in- .
creased very rapidly until1870-1875, when the best beds were exhausted,
and the use of acidulated phosphates gradually drove the poorer qualities almost entirely out of the market. It is st.ill imported to the United
States and Europe as a source of superphosphate. In the raw state
very little of it is used compared with the immense quantities of superphosphates now sold.
(591)
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The following tables will show the imports into Great Britain, Germany, and France:
Imports into G1·eat Br·itain (Stockhardt).
Cwt.

1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854

---.-- . -- ••.• --.-- . ----- -.
208,502
•••• ··•••• .•.•.. .•.• ......
568,600
.......................... 1,784,060
.......................... 1,647,840
...................... -- ·- 1, 428,280
.......................... 1, 668,760
···--- .................... 2, 338,500
···-·· ------------ ........ 4,860,280
-- . - ...... -.- . --- . - - - - •. - . -2, 597,780
.... -- .. .. • . . .. • • • . . .. • • .. 2, 463,320
.......................... 4,470,222

Cwt.

18G5 ..........................
1856 .........................
1857 ............ -~-- ..........
1858 .....................·.....
1859 .. • . .. . . • . • • • • • • .. • • • . .. . .
1860 .... - •.•• -.- ....... - .. - . . •
U361 ....................... ·--~
1S62 ..........................
1863 ..........................
1872 .. - •••.. -- .•• -· ....... ---1873 ••••.•.•.. - .... - .•.. - ... -.

6, 101,2'20
3, 830,020
5,767,240
7,070,820
1, 682,440
2, 828,700
3, 568,460
2,832,720
4,671,480
117,089
184, 921

I1npm·ts into Gm·many (Meyn). 1
Tons.

1861
1862
1863
1864
1865

·---·· .......................
.............................
...• - •..•••..••... - ••. - . • . • . .
····-- ..••.••••... ···•·· .....
•••••.. -.-- ....•.. '... .. . • . . • .

25,000
30,000
48,785
50,699
59,940

Tons.

1866
1867
1868
1869

. - ••••. ---- ..• - •...• -- ••••.. .... ---· ·--- ---- .............
..... -...... - - - . -.. - •• - . - - . . .
..... ---- .......... ---------

55,621
52,413
73,922
85,233

Irnpo1·ts into France (Meyn). 1
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861

•••• - - • - ••••••.• - - " ..•.. - - --.
..........
. - - • - - . - - - - • - • - •. - - - - - - - . - - - ••.....•.•••.. ---· ...... ----.............................
,y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tons.
5~, 000

3R,000
33, 000
40,000
38,000

Tons.

1862 - .••• - • - ••• - ••••••.••••. - . • . • 46,000
1863 --- •. - .. - . --- ... - - •. - .• - - - . - . 68,000
tsu4 ............................. 69,ooo
1865 • -.- .• -- •..• - --- .•• - ••.. -.. . . 47' 000
1866 ............................. 57,000

The deposits of guano are found mostly on the islands on the coast of
Peru and Bolivia. They are also found on the mainland, but these are
not so large as those on the islands. Tlle deposits consist of the exerements of flamingoes, divers, penguins, and other sea fowls, mixed with
the carcasses of these birds, as well as those of seals, sea-lions, and other
marine animals, which inhabit these seas in vast numbers. The guano
is generally pulverulent on the surface, but becomes compact at a depth.
It is in some places over a hundred feet in thickness, and is white to
brown in color. There often occur in it small lumps containing ammonia
salts, and others containing large quantities of phosphate of lime or silica.
Gypsum is also abundant in some of the guano beds. The phosphates in
the guano occur largely as tricalcic, dicalcic, ammonio-magnesic, and
am monic phosphates, so that a large part of it is in a very soluble rorm,
hence its value as plant food. There is also in the guano a soluble base
called guanine, with the formula C5H 5 N50. It will thus be seen
that, though some of the ingredients of guano are insoluble, others are
very soluble, and, for the preservation of such a deposit a very dry
climate is necessary. The coast of Peru is peculiarly adapted to the
formation of guano beds, not only on account of the absence of rain, but
1
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also on account of the large flocks of sea birds which inhabit the islands along the coast and feed on the vast schools of fish swarming in
the surrounding seas.
The first beds that were mined were on the Chinch a Islands, off the
coast of Peru. The guano of this locality was tue richest of all the
deposits on the South American coast. The islands are small, rarely
more than three miles in circumference, and the beds were practically
exhausted as early as 1872. Among the other islands which have been
worked and stripped of their valuable deposits are those of Macabi and
Guafiape, north of the Cbincha Islands, as well as those of Ballestas,
Lobos, Foca, Pabellon de Pica, Tortuga, Huanillos, and many other
islands on the same coast. .As will be seen from the analyses, the com·
position of the guano from these localities varies considerably. It de.
pends on the circumstances under which the deposit was formed, such
as the amount of rain, the exposure to the spray of the sea- water, and
other conditions.
Though the Peruvian coast is the most important locality for guano~
yet it has been obtained in considerabl~ quantities in other places also.
It is found near the Cape of Good Hope and northwest of it, at Saldanha Bay. It is also found on the island of Icuaboe, as well as at
Algoa Bay, which is on the southern coast of Africa. The guano from
these African localities has often been leached by the action of rain and
sea water, but it is also found containing large quantities of soluble
salts of ammonia and phosphorus. Tile island of Ichaboe contained
200,000 tons of guano, all of which was removed. in fifteen months after
its discovery inl844.
Soluble guano bas been found on the Knria 1\Iuria Islands, on the
coast of Arabia; at Shark's Bay, Australia, and .at many otller places
in small quantities. The variety known as "bat guano" is generally
found in caves, and consists of the duug of bats, mixed with the bodies
of their dead, as well as with the remains of rats, mice, etc. Such deposits are of very limited extent. They are found in many places in
America and Europe. In the United States bat guano is found in Indiana, Kentucky, Alabama, and many other St.ates. Near San Antonio,
Tex., there are several caves containing large quantities of it. It is
also found in. many places along the coast of the Mediterranean, and
especially in Italy.
Analyses of soluble guano.

rr.

Mean of 21 analyses of Macabi Island guano, by Barral.]

Nitrogen .•••••. _. ___ ... ______ • _•.•••••. ___ •.. ____ . ___ . __ .. _, • _.. ____ .. ___ • _ 10. 90
Phosphates·--- ..•. ·---·---···--···----·-·--·-· ............ -·-··-·----- •••• 27.60
Potash __ ... _• _ . ____ ..••• _.. ____ . ______ ..••• _. _.... __ . _. ___ ..• _•. _ . _. __ . _. _. 2 to 3
fiJ. Analysis of Macabi guano, by Bobierre.J
Water .• _. _.. _•• _.. _••... _. ___ . __ ••.. _. ___ .. __ ... ____ . _•.. __ • _... _.•... _--.
Bone phosphate ...•. _.•... _... _....•..... __ . ___ ... _..... _.. _.. _. __ •. _.. _. _Nitrogen._ •..•• _•. _........... ___ .. ___ ..... _. __ .•..• _.•.•••.••••• _ . • • • • • • • • •

(593)

30. 80
35. 50
8. 22
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[III. Analysis of Guaiiape Island guano, by Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr.]

Nitrogen ...........•.......•.......•........•.•.......•...........
Phosphoric acid ..........•....••••.••••..•••...........•...........
Sand and siliceous matter ....•..•.......•.........•...••••.........
Water . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . .•..•. _...... _. _..... _....... .

8. 20 to 12. 80
10.77 to 17.62
0. 75 to 3. 75
11.83 to 29. 96

[IV. Average of 22 analyses of Guaii.ape guano, by Barral.]

Nitrogen ..........•..............••••.... _................. ___ ............ . 10.93
Phosphates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 28.00
Potash . . . . . . . . . . .....................•..................................... 2 to 3
[V. Analysis of Guaiiape guano, by Bol.Jierre.]

Water ..•........•.•....... ___ ....••..• _............. __ .......... __ ....... .
Sand ...•......•..........•••.•••••.....•.•.....•......................••.•
Organic matter and ammoniacal salts ( 1) ...••..•.•.•.•••••...•.....•.•.••••.
Bone phosphate of lime ..................•.............•.........•.•.......
Undetermined matter ..................................................... .

24.00
1. 30
37.00
36.00
1. 70

(1) Nitrogen ...•.•••••.•.•••.•.....•••....·....•.•..••...••....•••.....•....

100.00
7. 75

fVI.

Organic matter ..............
Containing nitrogen ......•..
Equivalent in ammonia ..
Total phosphates ........•...

Analyses or'soluble guanos,

by Dehcrain.]

Angamos, coast
of l3olivia.
White guano.

Bolivian.

Los Patos.

70. 21 to 52. 92
20. 09 to 14. 38
~4 . 36 to 17.44
13. 30 to 20. 95

23.00
3. 38
4.10
48.60

32.45
5. 92
7.18
34.81

Mexican coast.

Island of Elide,
coa~?.t of
California.

ilot do
Pedro-Bey,
coast of
Cuba.

27. 37 to 34. 50
1. 3c! to 6. 98
1. 62 to 8. 46
1 28. 00 to 31. 00
Galapagos,
Ecmulm·.

6.16
0. 28
0. 34
48.52

/F•lkl•nd
Islands.

18. 00 ... - .. -- - . --.... . 17.35 to 28.68
3. 45
0. 7
0. 56 to 2. 26
0. 8;)
4.19
0. 68 to 2. 74
25. 00
GO. 30 121.46 to 25.62
- - -1 Containing sometimes very considerable quantities of phosphates of alumina and the oxide of iron.

Organic matter ........................................ .
Containing nitrogen ................................... .
Equivalent in ammonia .......................... ..
Total phosphates . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . ..... .

i3. 0:5 to
0. 21 to
0. 26 to
8. 00 to

~

[VII. Analysis of Peruvian guano by Dr. Ure, Am. Jour. Agric., 11l45.]

Uric acid ................................................................. .
Ammonia ......................................................... -....... .
Phosphoric acid .......•...•...........••••.••...••••.......••...•.••..••••.
Lime and n1agnesia ........................................................ .
Salts of soda and potash ................................................... .
Oxalic acid, with carbonic and muriatic acids ............................. .
Water . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........•....•............
Sand .................. _.••••... _.. . . . . . . . . . ...........•...•••• _.......... .
Volatile and organic matters • . • . . • • • • . . .•••....••••••.••••••.•.••.•..•....

10.50
19.00
14.00
16.00
6.00
13.00
13.00
2.00
6.50
100.00

(594)
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[VIII. Analysis of Peruvian guano, by Nesbit, Agricultural Chemistry, London, 1859.)

Moisture...... . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .•..............•.•...•..••..•••••••••••••.•. 15.10
Organic matter, etc. (1) ................................................... . 51.27
Silica .................... -....•••.........••....••....•••••..•••.••••..••••
2.20
Phosphate oflime .••••....
22.13
Phosphoric acid ....•..•••••..•••....•.••..•••••..•..••...••••..••••.•••••••
3.23
Equal to phosphate of lime, 7. 00.
Alkaline salts, etc ..••••...••....••...••••..••.•...•...••...••••.•••••••••••
6.07
u

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

100.00
( 1) Nitrogen ..••.•••..••••.•••••.•••••••.•...••••...••••..•••••••••••.••••.
(1) Amn1onia ...•...•...•.....•...•••......•••......••.••....•..••••••••...

13.54

16.42

(IX. Analysis of Ichaboe guano, Am. Jour. Agric., 1845.)

Ammonia .....•......••••.••.•..•...•.....•.....••....•.... ---- .••......•••
H1uuic acid ..••••.•••..••.•••..••••••••.•••..••...•..••••.•.....•••...•••..
Phosphates ...•....•••...••••.••••........•.•••••.•••••...••....•.••••.....
Oxalic, etc., acids ..••••.•••••••••••.•••••..•••...•••..•..•....•••...••..•.•
Salts of soda, etc ...••....•••...•.....•...••....•••..••.••••..........•••...
Water and volatile matter .......................................... , •...•.
Sand ........••••.•.•.....•••••...•••••.••••..•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••

13.50
4.00
25.00
20.00
7.00
27.50
3.00
100.00

LX. .Analyses of soluble guanos, by Nesbit, .Agricultural Chemistry.]
Angamos.
Peru- Chilian. Boliv- Saldanha Shark's
vian.
ian.
Bay.
Bay.
I.

II.

i------------ ~---- 1---:--

Moisture .....................
Organic matter, etc. (1) .••...
Sand .........................
Phosphates ...................
Alkaline salts, etc .....•......

(1)

--------- --------

10.90
67.36
1. 04
16.10
4.60

12.55
61.07
5. 36
13.76
7. 26

9. 30
57.30
0.75
23.05
9. 60

20.46
18.50
22.70
31. 00
7. 54

16.00
13.16
3.16
60.23
7. 45

17.92
14.08
2. 80
59.40
5. 80

14.47
7. 85
14.47
29.54
33.67

24. 19

22, 12

18. 87

5. 47

2. 56

0. 76

0. 47

·- - - -- - - - - - - - - 100. 00
100. 00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100. 20 100. 00
- -- -- -- -- - -----0. 35
Nitrogen. . .. . . . .. • • .. . . • .. 19. 95
18. 24 15. 5!
o. 63
4. 50
2.11

(1) Equal to ammonia.........

rxr.

Analyses of Peruvian guano and oflcbaboe guano; from The Cultivator, vol.l, 1844.)
Peruvian Ichaboe
guano.
guano.

Water and volatile ammonia ........................................... .
Organic matter and ammoniacal salts ................................. ..
' Chloride and sulphate of soda . ...........•.....•..••.......•............
InRoluble siliceous matter ............................................. ..
Phosphate of lime and little phosphate of magnesia ................... .
Carbonates of lime and ma~nesia ..................................... ..

(595)

15.27
51.44
5. 50
0.:57
21.11
6.11

3.14
63.52
5. 02
1.16
22.20
4. 96

100.00

100.00
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[XII. Analyses of soluble guano, by Norton, Elemonts of Scientific Agriculture, 1860.]

---------------------------------------------------------------Bolivian. Peruviau. Chilian.

Iubaboe.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Water ..••....•.•........................•.••.••..
Organic matter and ammoniacal salts ..•.•.•..•.•.
Phosphates ..•..••....•••..•........•....••.......

5to7
56 to 64
25to 29

7 to 10
56 to 66
16to23

18to26
36to44
21 to29

10 to 13
50 to 56
22 to 30

fJUII. Analyses of soluble gnanos, Cameron, Chemistry of Agriculture.]

p~~~T!n.
1---------------------1----

Ichaboe.

Bird
Island.

Cuban.

Kuria
Muria.

Patago
nian.

- - - ----- - - - - - - - -----

20.00
10.00
Water .•.......••• ·······-····
24.40
Organic matter ••••.••...•••..
21.68
(6. 00)
Yielding ammonia .••...•.....
(4. 50)
20.40
Earthy phosphates ..•........
51.50
Carbonate of lime ..••••....... ... .. . . -.. .. ................
6.20
Alkaline salts .................
14.12
Sand, clay, and other useless

-

~

15.00
6. 50

26.00
4.10

............ ..............
37.25
40.00
1.15

4:J. 70
24.10

18.10
12.41
(2.05)
42.67
4.19
4.13

25.00
18.30
(2. 00)
44.00
~-10

mattor ..•..•.••............. --2~__::~--0~~~--18.50 _10.60
100. 00

101). 00

100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

1

~

fXIY. Analysis of soluble guano from "an island in the Pacific," by R. S. Burn, Year-Book of .A gri·
cultural Facts.]

Water . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . .
Organic matter and ammoniacal salts ...••.....••..........•.......
Phosphates .................•••••...•...•.•.•.....................
Carbonate of lilne ........•••...•....•••••......•••..•••••.........
Alkaline salts ...•. ~ ..................•••••• ; .•..•..••••..••..•....
Rand

4. 60

16.85
71.40
3.15
3.90
0.10

4.60
1U.38
,69. !lO
7.90
1. 07
0.15

-----~---

Amn1onia ..••••....•.....•...•..•.•....•••••...••...•••...........

100.00
1.32

100.00
1. 2(i

[XV. Analysis of bat guano, Report Indiana Geological Survey, 1879, p. 163.]

Loss at red heat . . . . . . . • • . . . . .. . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4~. 10
Organic matter .......••....... ·--~-- ....••.•••••..•.•....•••..•••......•... 4.!30
Ammonia ............ ---~ .........•...•..•....••..•••••...........•......... 4.2rl
Silica. . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . 6. 13
Alumina ......•.•..........•...••••.••••••.....•.........••••.•••••.••...... 14.30
Ferric oxide . . • • • . . . . • • . . . • • . .• • • . . . • • . . . • . • • . • . . . • . • . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 20
Lime ............•.....•...•••..... ·----- •••••• •.•• .. •.•• .••• •.•. .•••... .... 7. 95
Magnesia ...•...••••••••••....•.....••••••.•..•• _••• _.... • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 11
Sulphuric acid ..••...•• _.. . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • . • • • . • . . . . 5. 21
Carbonic acid ...............•..•••..•• _.. . . . . . . • • • . • • . • • . . • • . . • . . . • • • . • • • • • . 3. 77
Phosphoric acid.... • • • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . • . • . . . • • • • . . . . .. • • • • . . . 1. 21
Chlorides of alkalies and loss...... • • • • • • . . • .. . • • • • • • • . • . . • . . • • . • • . . . . • • . . . • . 5. 87

100.00
LEACHED' GUANOS.

The second subdivision of guano deposits is leached guano. It is
either pulverulent, or in a more or less solidified mass, and consists of
guano from which all or almost all the soluble constituents have been
(596)
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dissolved by the action of rain and sea water. It is found most plentifully on some of the small islands in the Pacific Ocean, northeast of
Australia, and on many of the West India Islands. It is also found in
some places on the coast of Chili, as on the promontory of Mexillones.
Here it occurs as a light yellow phosphatic powder, containing lumps
of the same substance and averaging 75 to 81 per cent. of bone phosphate of lime.
Leached guano is found in the Pacific principally on the islands lying between longitude 1500 to 1800 west and latitude 10° N. to 10° s.
Most of this area was put by Congress under the protection of the
United States in 1856. It contains some forty guano islands. They
are all small and low, and are built up by the formation of coral reefs.
Often there is a salt-water lagoon in the center of the island. Among
the richest localities are Baker, Howland, Jarvis, McKean, Malden,
Starbuck, and Phrenix Islands. The guano is generally pulverulent
on the top, and more or less solidified below. Occasionally the soluble
portions have been washed into the underlying coral, forming a phosphatic limestone. The following is a section on Baker Island :
(1) Pulverulent leached guano, yellow.
(2) Denser stratum of same substance as (1).
(3) Coral rock containing gypsum.

On Jarvis Island a bed of gypsum has been formed by the evaporation of a central lagoon. Overlying this is a deposit of leached guano,
from one inch to one foot thick, covered by a phosphatic crust. Under
this crust the bed contains both basic and neutral phosphate of lime.
This fact is thought by Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., to be due to the decomposition of the tribasic phosphate by the gypsum. Occasionally concretionary nodules, composed of interstratified layers of phosphate of
lime and gypsum, are found. On Malden Island there is a boggy deposit, which gives off sulphureted hydrogen from the mutual decomposition of the guano and the gypsum.
In the West Indies, leached guano has been found on many of the
coral islands and reefs, all the way from the Bahamas to the coast of
Venezuela. Among the principal localities are Sombrero, Navassa,
Turk, St. Martin, Aruba, Curagoa, Orchillas, Arenas, Roncador, Swan,
and Cat, or Guanahani Islands, the Pedro and Morant Keys, and the
reefs of Los Monges and Aves in Maracaibo Gulf. The phosphate from
the different localities varies very much. That from Maracaibo Gulf occurs in a compact or granular form of a light brown color. Sometimes
it is distinctly mammillated, and at other times it has a concentric
structure. It often has a white phosphatic enamel like that which
covers the basalt of Ascension Island. The deposit contains many fish
bones, and is rich in phosphate of lime, which sometimes amounts to
over 85 per cent. of the rock. The Sombrero Island phosphate occurs
in two forms~ (1) As a granular, porous, and friable mass, in color
white, pink, green, blue, or yellow; (2) as a dense, massive, and homo(597)
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geneous deposit of a white or yellow color. It contains 75 to 80 per cent.
of phosphate of lime. Many bones occur, and at times the deposit takes
the form of a real bone breccia. The principal rock of the island is a
palagonite tufa, filled with shells and boneF~.
The Navassa phosphate is found on an uninhabited island, consisting
of a terrace encircled by a high plateau. The phosphate is found in
pockets in the living coral, and in the numerous depressions and hollows
on the island. It is of a dark brown color, and is composed of a hard
mass of oolitic grains. It contains 10 to 15 per cent. of alumina and
oxide of iron (Meyn), and is therefore not very popular as a source of
superphosphate, as it makes a sticky product.
The phosphate of Aruba Island is of a hard, massive variety, and is
white to dark brown in color. Occasionally the underlying coral on this
island, as well as on many others in both the West Indies and the Pacific Ocean, has been phosphatized by the infiltration of the soluble
parts of the original guano deposits. Thus at Aruba large masses of
coral, containing 70 to 75 per cent. phosphate of lime, are found.
Several distinct phosphate minerals occur in pockets in the phosphate
beds in the West Indies. One of them, known as pyrophosphorite, was
described by Dr. C. U. Shepard, jr., in the American Journal of Science,
January, 1878. It is snow white, amorphous, opaque, and has a fracture
like magnesite. It has a hardness of 3 to 3.5, and a specific gravity of
2.50 to 2.53. It is essentially an ortho·pyrophosphate of lime with
pyrophosphate of magnesia, and has the formula MgzPz07 +4(0a3PzOs,
CazPz01)·
On the islands of Mona and Moneta, iri the West Indies, occur the
minerals monite and monetite. They were described and named by
Prof. C. U. Shepard, sr., in the American Journal of Science, May, 1882.
The monetite occur~ as a crystalline minera1, of a white or brown color,
in association with monite, which is a white, soft, incoherent mass .
.Monetite is a crystallized dicalcic ortho-phosphate and has the formula
Oa.HP0 4 • Monite has the formula Ca3Pz0s+Hz0.
Deposits of leached guano have been found on several islands in the
Gulf of California. The deposit on Raza Island averaged over 41 per
cent. of phosphoric acid, which corresponds to over 85 per cent. of phosphate of lime. (See analyses.) The beds in this island have been
exhausted.
TLie deposits of the West Indies supp1y most of the leached guano
now sold. Cnra~oa annually produces 50,000 to 70,000 tons, and Sombrero about 10,000. The other islands produce much less. The Pacific
Ocean islands are, at present, little worked. The difficulty with many
of the West India deposits is that they contain large quantities of phosphate of iron and alumina, which make them very undesirable as sources
of superphosphate. On some of the islands there occur beds of almost
pure phosphate of iron and alumina.
(598)
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Table of analyses of leached gztanos.
[I. Analyses of Baker Island g1:1ano (constituents, lumps, crust, coral rock, etc.), by Siegert.]

l-------------------------------------1----- ----- ·-------------Water ..•...•..........•...•...•.....•.••..•...•• .
Combustible matter (l) .........................................

1. 45
2. 57
0.10
·.\ 0.45
Lime .............................................. 53.78
Magnesia .........................................
0. 27
Phosphoric acid .........................................................
0. 00
Sulphuric acid ......................... ~ ..........
1. 40
Carbonic acid ..................................... 39.98

10.25
5.11
0. 44
0. 73
43.83
0. 42
33.97
2.07
3.18

9. 03
4. 02
0.43
0. 62
43.44
0. 60
33.62
6. 81
1. 43

0.90
4.47
0.46
1. 21
45.82
]. 89
38.98
1.16
5.11

8. 20
8. 30
0.62
1. 13
40.63
1. 75
37.16
1.17
1. 04

Total. ...................... , ................ 100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

100.00

~:~:s.~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~:~~ ~~~ ~:::::: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~~~ ~ ~

-- -- ------

(1) Nitrogen ......................................
( 1)

o:OO o:OOio:OO o:OO o:92'

Unchanged coral white rock.

(2) Yellow-brown crust, often several inches thick, with white interior, of coralline structure.
(3) Gray-brown balls, soft to pulverulent, often several inches thick; coralline structure feebly

marked.
( 4 ) Porcelain-like cakes, smooth or rough, soft, 1 to 4 inches thick, and in parallel
(5) Whole guano powdered.

pla~ea.

[II. Analysis of Howland Island guano, by Drysdale.)

Water...... . . . • . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . .. . • . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 7. 20
Combustible matter .•••••...••....••..••••..•.•...•.•.•.•••..••••..•••...... 14.18
Phosphates .......•••••••.•.•...••....•......••••...•.....•..•.••.••••.•••.. 75.32
Sulphate of lime ...••....•...•••••••••••••...•......••.•.•.•..••..••.•...... 1. 60
Carbonate of lime .•.....•.•.......• : •.•••••...•.........••••••.•..••........ 1. 27
Chloride of alkalies ..••.....•.....•.•••.•.•.••••....•••....•..••...... ~ ..... 0.43
Sand ..••••..•••...........•••••••••••••...•....••••....·.•....•.•......••••• Trace

100.00
[IlL Analyses of Jarvis Isla~d guano, dried at 105 C.]

Water of combination and combustible matter .................... .
Anhydrous sulphate of lime ...................................... .
Phosphates oflime and magnesia ................................. ..
Siliceous residue .............•••••...•...•...•..........•••.......
Undetermined ingredients and loss ............................... .

Powder.

Lumps.

20.80
30.00
43.20
2.00
4.00

18.50
5.00
73.00
1. 00
2.50

-------100.00

100.00

1.19
2.03
76.00
5.19
0.68
0.34
0,39

2.08
5.22
70.70
13.47
10.50
5.10
0.77

[IV . .Analyses of Phrenix Island guano, by Rumpler.]

Water ........................................................... .
Combustible matter ...•••..••••••••••••..••••..••.....••.....•••..
Phosphate of lime .....•.••••.••..••••..••••••••...•••.••••••••...•
Phosphate of magnesia ..••••.....••••..•.•••...•..•••.•..•••••..••
Carbonate of lime .......•...•.••••••..•.•••••.•...•.•••..••••.....
Sulphate of lime ..•••....•..•..........••.••••.•••.•••••...•..••.•
Nitrogel). in the combqstible matter .................................... .
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[V. Analysis of Aves guano, by Volcker.J

Water ...••...•.••.•.•••..••.•.•• -. • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . .
Organic matter and water of combination...... . • • • . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • . • • • . . • • • .
Lime . . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . • . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • .
Magnesia.. • • • . • • • • • • . . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • . • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . .
Phosphoric acid ...•..••••...•.•••••.••...••.......•..••.••••••••••••••••....
Sulphuric acid..............................................................
Insoluble siliceous matter...... . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • . . . .

2. 39
7. 93
39. 48
1. 17
41. 34
4. 57
2. 28

99.16
Containing nitrogen .••••...•.•.•..•••••••..•• ~ •...••....•••..••••..•••••.•.• 0. 139
(VI. .Analyses of Navassa phosphate.]
Bret·
Gilbert. schneider.

Water ...•.................•...... . ......•••..•••...•••........••. 3.01
Organic matter and water of combination.......................... 7.17
Lime ...........................•............•.•.•...•.....••••... 40.19
Magnesia .........••.....•....•.....•.........•••••...•..•.••...........
Seq ni.oxide of iron .••••• -.- .••. - .. --- --- · · • · · · • • • · • · • • · · • · · · · · · · · ~ 11. 67
Alumtna ......•..•..•••••.••••......•••...•.•.••••..........••.. ~
Potash ..•.•••..••..••••.••.•.•.•.•••..•••••.•••.•..•...............•••••
Soda ...••............•.•......•....•...............•.•.•.......••... ___ .
Phosphoric acid .••••....••..••••...•••...••••..•••.•.••...•....... 33. 28
Sulphuric acid ........•••....••............. ····-·······················
Chlorine . . . • . . . •••••....••... • ............••...•......... _.....•. . .•••••
Carbonic acid...... . . . • • . • . • • . • . . • • . • • . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . • . • . . • • • • . . . . 2.15

3.54
4.64
38.35

Silica .•••...•••••.•••••...••.••••••••••.••••....••...•. . •••..•.•....•••.
Sand . . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . . . • . . • . . • . • . . • . • • • • . • . • • . • • . • • . . • • . . . . 2. 53

1.34
1.31

100.00

99.91

1. 72

3.40
6.50
O.:l4
0.32
35.60
0.19

0.08
2.58

[VII. Analysis of Raza Isla.nd phosphate, by Dr. H. Gilbert.]

Water . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • 1. 92
Neutral phosphate of Jime .............. . ...... . .....•..........•...••....... 58.78
Bone pbo~phate of lime ...................................................... 18.86
Tribasic phosp bate of magnesia...... . . . • . . • • • . . . • . . . . • • • . • . • • • • . • • • • . . . . • . . . 3. 3~
Sulphate of lime ...•.....•••.....•...•.•.............••••• ~--···............ 8. 26
Oxide of iron...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . 0. 99
Silicic acill.... •... .... .... .••••. ..•••• ..•••. ....•. ••.• •.•• ..•• ..•• ..•. ..•.. 3. 38
Organic matter...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . 4. 81
100.32
BONE BEDS.

These deposits include beds which are composed largely of bones.1
They occur principally ~s cave and lacustrine deposits.
CAVE DEPOSITS.

Caverns have always been the places of refuge and the sepulcherb of
many kinds of animals, and sometimes bones have collected in then:r in
sufficient quantities to form beds many feet thick. Such deposits are
1 The phosphate beds of South Carolina and other similar deposits do not belong
under this heading, for, though many bones occur in tl:)em 1 they ~re f~w compared
with the accompanying phosphatic nodules.
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much larger and more plentiful in Europe than in North America. The
reason for this seems to be that in this country there were none of the
carnivora, such as the jackals and hyenas, which have the habit of dragging their prey to their lairs. Consequently our caverns, notwithstanding their abundance and the great number of animals which have lived
about them, are generally wanting in the extensive osseous breccias
which characterize many caves in England, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, and many other parts of Europe.
Many of the caves of the Southern States have been much resorted
to by bats. The excrements of these creatures, together with the bones
of those that have died there, have in many cases formed extensive
beds of phosphatic and nitrogenous matter. 1 During the early part of
this century, and during the civi~ war, saltpeter was extensively manufactured from them, and some of them have also been worked as a
source of phosphate of lime
LACUSTRINE DEPOSITS.

These deposits occur generally about the swampy margins of salt
licks, as at Big Bone Lick in Kentucky 2 , and in the ancient lake deposits west of the Mississippi River, as in the Mauvaises Terres of Ne- braska. Similar beds are also found in many parts of Europe. The
bones found in such localities are the remains of animals which came to
the swamps to lick the salt found there, or in search of refuge. Many
died natural deaths, while others were mired in the boggy earth, and,
being unable to extricate themselves, perished. In this way bones ac.
cumulated often in very considerable quantities.
These deposits, as well as those of the cave class, are generally too
limited in extent to be of any commercial importance.
1

These deposits have been described under the heading of Guanos.
An accotmt of this deposit may be found in an appendix to Mr. J. A. Allen's monograph on The History of the Buffalo, in the memoirs of the Kentucky Geological Sur·
vey, Vol. 11 1876,
.
2
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